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MISSION

The international Wire and Cable Symposium provides a forum for the exchange of technical in-
formallon amongst suppliers, manufacturers, and users on technological advancements in
materials, processes, and products used for voice, data and video signa! Lansmission systems.

TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Tuesday, November, 14, 1989

9:30 a.m. SESSION I Tutorial-How and When Will Fiber Optics Expand into the Subscriber
Loop Telephone Network?

1:30 p.m. SESSION II Copper Cable DesignlAppllcatlons I
1:30 p.m. SESSION III Fiber Optic Cable Installation and Field Test Methods
1"30 p.m. SESSION IV Cable Materials

Wednesday, November 15, 1989

8:30 a.m. SESSION V SubscrIber Network I
8:30 a.m. SESSION VI Military Applications I
8:30 a.m. SESSION VII Fiber Optic Splices and Connectors
2:00 p.m. SESSION VIII Subscriber Network II
2:00 p.m. SESSION IX Copper Cable DesignlAppllcations II
2:00 p.m. SESSION X Fire, Smoke and Toxicity Technology
3:45 p.m. SESSION XI Poster Session

Thursday, November 16, 1989

8:30 a.m. SESSION XII Building Cabling and Wiring Distribution Design
8:30 a.m. SESSION XIII Fiber Optic Cable Design
8:30 a.m. SESSION XIV Testing of Cable, Components and Materials
1:00 p.m. SESSION XV Military Applications II
1:00 p.m. SESSION XVI Processing and Testing of Fibers Cables

PAPERS

The papers in this volume were printed directly from unedited reproducible copies prepared by the
authors. Responsibility for contents rests upon the authors and not the symposium committee nor its
members. After the symposium, all the publication rights of each paper are "eserved by their authors, and
requests for republication of paper should be addressed to the appropr;,. - ,uthor. Abstracting is permit-
ted, and it would be appreciated if the symposium is credited %,vhen abstricts or papers are republished.
Requests for Individual copies of papers should be addressed to the authors.
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MESSAGE R:C( rnIE DIRE2lt1

Welcome to the 38th IntA, ,ational Wire and Cable Symposium (IWCS). I am
pleased to report that last ktar's symposium (37th) was a tremendous success,
both in attendance and in the favorable responses received on the technical
presentations. The international representation continues to increase each
year and represents more than 25% of the total attendarne.

The response this year to the call for papers was extrely good, with many
abstracts submitted for consideration. To utilize mar of the excellent
abstracts received. the program was expanded and includes over one htundred
technical and poster papers. The poster session which was received with suchgreat enthusiasm each of the two previous years, was greatly expanded this
year. The tutorial session entitled 'How and When Will Fiber Optics Expand
Into the Subscriber Loop Telephone Network," should provide the interest for an
exciting and interesting symposium beginning.

Tne committee held one of its regular planning meetings in West Germany
this year and met with representatives of the Germny Wire and Cable
Association. Durbi the trip, several manufactutrers of Cable-Wire and
connective devices were also visited. The visit's were extremely informative
and provided the committee members the opportunity to see and discuss with
their C-ermany counterparts, various Cable-Wire developments and manufacturing
concepts. It was an interesting and exciting trip.

Committee members Dr. Peter Bark, Siecor Corp.; Dr. Reiner Gerdes, Contel
Laboratories; Dr. Keiji Tachikawa, RIT America, Inc.; and Mr. Patrick Hart,
Pacific Bell, are retiring from the ccomittee. Each member by their efforts
and specialized knowledge, contributed significantly tq the success of the
symposium. On behalf of the sponsor and the comittee, I extend to each, a
very special thanks for their sincere decication, cooperation and support of
the symposium's cjectives.

The committee solicits and needs the continued support of all members of
the Wire and Cable industry. For the 39th Symposium, a new two-tier plan is
offered to contributors. The plan consist of Gold Sustaining Contributors
($500.00) and Silver Sustainhn Contributors ($300.00). .ospitality Suites
will oaly be available for Gold Sustaining contributors.

The 1990 symposium (39th) will return to the Bally's Reno Hotel, in Teno,
Nevada. The 1991 (40th) symposium will be in St. Louis, Missouri at the Adam's
Mark Hotel.

VMF. GODWIN
LAaectr, IWCS
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AWARDS
Vutstanding Technical Paper Best Prosentation

H. Lubars and J. A. Olszewski. General Cable Corp,- 1968 N. Dean. B.I.C.C.-"Tho Development of Fully Filled
"Atilysis of Structural Return Loss in CATV Cables for Distribution Network'
Coaxial Cable"
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Northern Rosoarch-"An Advanced Multi-Unit Co, "Multi.Paired Cable of Nonlayer DOsign fot Low
axial Cable forToll PCM Systems" Capactanco Unbalance Telecommunications Net.

work
N. Kojir.,a. Nippon Telegraph and Teolphono-
"Now Typo Paired Cable for High Speed PCIM Trans.
mission"

J B. Howard, Bell LaboraturIos-"Stabilization 1972 S. Kaulman. Boll Laborotorlos-"Reclomation of
Problems with Low Density Polyethylene Insulations" Water.Logged Buried PIC Telephone Cable"

Dr. H. Margin. Kabolmotal-"Hlgh Power Radio Fro. 1973 R. J. Oakley. Northern Electric Co.. Ltd.-"A Study
quoncy Coaxial Cables. Their Design and Rating" Into Paired Ciblo Crosstalk"

o Doty. AMP Inc.-"Mass Wire Insulation Displacing 1974 G. H. Webster. Bell Laboratorlos-Material Savings Dy
Termination of Flat Cable" Design In Exchange and Trunk Telephone Cable"

T. S. Choo. Dow Chemical US.A,-"Corrosion Studies 1975 J. E. Wimsey. United States Air Forco-"Tho Boro
on Shielding Materials for Underground Tole. Base Electrical Systems"
phone Cables"

N J. Cogelia, Bell Telephone Laboratories and G. K. 1976 Michael DeLucla, Naval Ship Research and Devel-
Lavole and J. F. Glain, US Department of Into. opmont-"Highly FiroRotardant Navy Ship.
rlor-"Rodent Biting Pressure and Chemical board Cable"
Action and Their Effects on Wire and Cable Sheath"

T K. McManus. Northern Telecom Canada Ltd. and 1977 William L. Schmacher AMP Inc.-'Design Considera.
R. Beveridge. Saskatch~wan Telecommunications. tlions for Single Fiber Connector"
Canada-"A New Generation of Filled Core Cable"

F. Suzuki, S. Sato. A. Mori and Y. Suzuki; Suml. 1978 Richard C. Mondello. Boll Labs.--"DosiIn and
tome Electric Industries, Ltd. Japan-"Micro- Manufacture of an Experimental Lightguido Cable
coaxial C.blos Insulated with Highly Expanded For Undersea Transmission Systems"
Polyethylene By Chemical Blowing Method"

S, Masaki, Y. Yamazaki and T. Ideguchl. Nippon 1979 I. Wadehra, IBM Corporation-"Performance of Poly.
Telegraph and Telephone Public Corporation, Ja. vinyl Chloride Communication Cables in Modl
pan-"Now Aluminum Sheath Cable Used for Elec. fled Steiner Tunnel Test"
tromagnetlc Shielding"

P Kish and Y. BeBorgno, Northern Telecom Canada 1980 J J. Reft, Bell Laboratotles-"Man Power Sum For.
Limited, Mont eal, Canada-"Genoral Cross. End Crosstalk of PiC Cables as a Function of Aver.
talk Model For Paired Communication Cables" ago Twist Helix Angle"

C J Arroyo. N. J. Cogella, Bell Laboratories, and B. J. 1981 G. S. Anderson. Belden Corporaton-"lnstallation
Darsey, Western Eloctric-"Thormal Behavior of Fiber Optic Cable on 457 Motor Tower"
of Experimental Plenum Cable Sheaths Determined
in a Radiant Hoot Chamber"
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Small Scale Smoke Test" "Structure and Characteristics of Cables for Robots"
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Simple Local Monitoring Method"
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Simon D. Dadakarides and Bruce B. Lusignarr. 1986 Dave Fischer, Superior Cable Corp.-"Progross

Stanford University-"Magnetlcally Loaded Cables" Towards the Doveiopment of Lightning Test for
Telecommunication Cables"

John C. Chamberlain. Siocor Corp.-"Zero Halogen Fire
Retardant Fiber Optic Shipboard Cable"

Outstanding Technical Paper Outstanding P'ster Paper Best Presentation
1987
Stephen B. Pierce-Contel William Wood-Bell Communication Richard Rossi-General Cable Com-
Laboratories- "Digital Transmission on Research "Perfcrmance Analysis of Op- pany Cable Sheathing Design and Per-
Customer Premises Wiring" tic Fiber Cleavers" formance Criteria"
1988
Martin C. Light Jr., James A. Moses, Dr. R. Raman -Contel Laboratories Janice B. Haber -AT&T Laboratories
Mark A Sigmon and Christopher A. -"Loss at Dissimilar Fiber Splices"' Single.Mode Media and Apparatus for
Story-Slecor Corp.-"Dcsign and Fiber to the Home"
Performance of Telecommunication
Cable Optimized for Low Fiber
Count"
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graph Ccapany at its headquarters Campaign Leadership.
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AN ULTRAMINIATURE FLEXIBLE HOOK-UP CABLE FOR
INTERCONNECTING HIGH BIT RFATL DIGITAL TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT

C. BLANCO, S. CANARA, F. SANTOS, C.G. CORTINES

ALCATEI STANDARD ELECTRICA# S.A.
Malinflo, Cantabria, Spain

SUMMARY the materials are the final bounds.
l:ewever, before that theoretical limit

The use of VLSI technology in high data is actually reached, other considerations
rates digital multiplexers has allowed impose higher boundaries that cannot
such a high packing density of the olec- be ignored if the cable is to perform
tronic equipment that the hook-up cables adequately.
connecting the multiplexers and distribu-
tion frames have had to be miniaturized, Among these considerations are:
but which at the same time do not lose
their excelent electrical performance - Maximum attenuation allowed at the
nor the inherent properties of the ma- higher bit data rate.
terials.

- Connectorization of the cable ends.
The following paper describes a cable
specially designed for this purpose - Solderability of both center and
which along with a very small final outer conductor.
diameter, exibits high electrical perform-
ance such as SRL, cross talk and transfer - Signal cross-talk between two cables
impedance as well as good flame retardant running together.
and ageing properties of the material
that forms the cable jacket. Digital equipment operating at bit rates

of 2 and 8 Mbits/sec. do not impose
The paper describes the mathematical such a stringent requirement on cable
routine followed to design the cable attenuation as the equipment, which
as well as the electrical transmission operate at bit rates of 34 and 140 Mbits
and material testing usually carried sec. Bearing in mind that the average
out on the finished prototype. distances separating the racks that

contain the digital multiplexers from
the main distribution frames have a
range of 50 m, an attenuation figure

INTRODUCTION of less that 8 dB/100 m at 10 Mhz can
be considered as satisfactory.

The high degree of miniaturization that
is taking place in digital transmission The distances over which these cables
equipment, due to the extensive use run parallel to one another, on the
of VLSI techniques, is increasing the other hand, pose a mnre serious issue
packing density of the equipment to as regards the transfer of energy from
such a degree that the hook-up cables cables lying adjacent to each other.
that are used to connect the digital
multiplexers to the main distribution To obtain a high Near End Cross Talk
frames need also to be reduced in size figure between two parallel cables at
accordingly. the transission frequencies in question

a single copper braid has been found
The cables used to interconnect the to be insufficient. Consequently we
transmission equipment need to be bound were obliged to screen the leakage of
together in bundles of up to 160 cables energy out of the cable core using a
per rack and each of these bundles, very thin metal foil placed underneath
in turn, need to be housed in a duct the conventional copper braid.
where space is also limited.

In order to obtain a low standing wave
The geometrical reduction in size of ratio coefficient in the cable, the
a flexible coaxial cable can, in princi- cable impedance regularity in the whole
ple, be pushed up to limits in which frequency spectrum of interest had to
only the mechanical procesability of be controlled. Particularly critical
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is the impedance deviation duo to the where,
systematic repetition of regularly spaced
irregularities. These variations are KI a Effective diameter factor
produced during the dielectric ext'usion (Kf t 1.05 for bare conductors
process and are ma, ly due to the lack and very thin cables)
of uniformity of the insulation diameter
of the coaxial capacitance. Special d n Over-all diameter of inner con-
attention was paid, during the extrusion ductor
process, to these two parameters in
order to minimize the final Return Loss zo a Characteristic impedance
figure of the cable.

ir u Relative permitivity of dielec-
To facilitate the soldering operation tric
of the outer copper braid to the connector
body a thin drain wire was laid between dw aDiameter of the wires of the
the metallic screen and the braid that braid
forms the outer conductor. This, in
turn, ensures continuity even if there In order to maintain the optimum control
is a breakage in the metallic screen. of the diameter and coaxial capacitance
Nevertheless this wire has the drawback of the dielectric, solid polyethylene
o: giving the cable a certain degree was chosen as insulating material. Based
of ovality which is maintained as low on this, the following values wore entered
as possible by using a drain wire of in the above expresion,
the same diameter as the cable center
conductor. Zo - 75 ohms

As the cable is for indoor use, the Er - 2.28
material chosen for the cable's outer
jacket is a type of PVC, which combines dw N 0.1 mm
good mechanical, fire resistant and The resulting DOD is then DI = 1.6 mm.
aging properties, at a reasonable cost.
Due to the thin wall thickness of the The cable's mutual capacitance can be
outer jacket and the inherent ovality calculated using the following expression,
of the cable, obtaining good aging prop-
erties has proved to be particularly
demanding. The now material has been
fully evaluated and found satisfactory C - -- (2)
for the required application. creowhere,

c - 3 108 m/sec.
CABLE DESIGW4

Entering into this expression the values

As mentioned above the final cable diam- mentioned previously we obtain, for
eter is a critical parameter; therefore the cable's mutual capacitance, a value
cable dimensioning was of primary concern of
in the cable design process. C - 67 pF/m

After some preliminary trials, a diameter
of 0.25 mm, which roughly corresponds The cable phase velocity can, in turn,
to the 20 AWG, was chosen for the central be calculated using the equation,
conductor of the coaxial cable. c

The dimensioning of the dielectric was Vp (3)
carried out based on the fact that the
cable's final impedance should match and using for ir the value of 2.28
that of the digital multiplexers ie. we obtain
75 ohms.

The diameter over dielectric (DOD) in vp 66.22 %

a coaxial cable is determined by the
following expression: (1) Cable attenuation can be predicted using

Zo I the following equation (1)

138.2 (1)
Dne Kn d C0 - 1.5 dw  a= iCrl + o c2 + 8c3 7
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3kkt The correnponding filling factor and

100 ] by the following expressions: N) (3)

kd -xnx dw / n2 -2
Filling V CLerr Ifr .

1.047 10- 4  L gA (nap/="1 (4) 25-

where,
n) D t1  2d. (6)

f - frequency in Mhz.

k3 - voltage factor tkj n 1 for bare where,
conductors).

m - Total number of spindles applying
kt - coatinq factor (kt w I for pure braid in both directions.

copper).
n - Number of ends of wire per

kb = braiding factor (it is a function spindle.
of the diameter of the dielec-
tric). dw w Diameter uf one braiding wire.

For small diameters of dielectric L - Lenth of lay.
the following formula can be
used. Coverage factor H a 2 KC - K2f (7)

kb - 0.078 Dl + 1.6
After some elementary algebraic manipu-

C1 a resistivity of inner conductor. lations we obtain,

C2 a resistivity of outer conductor. -
K7- (8)

tg J - tangent of loss angle of the - 1
dielectric

and the length of lay necessary to be
If we introduce, into the above equation, applied so as to obtain a certain coverage
the values, factor,

C1 - C2 - 1.7241 10-6 ohms/cm r (DI + 2dw)
tg .- l0- /F 12

I (l-V1-i 2 Yr (D1 + 2dw ) -

we can predict what the cable attenuation m x n x dw
will be at a certain frequency. If we
take f - 10 Mhz, we obtain, (9)

O4- 7.88 dB/100 m entering into this expression the fol-

In order to obtain a high NEXT value lowing parameters,

between two cable lengths bound together m - 16
a combination of an aluminium polyester

film applied longitudinally and overlapped n = 5
plus an outer tinned copper braid was
chosen for the outer conductor. D1 - 16 mm

dw = 0.1i mm

Although the radial leakage of energy

is mainly controlled by the metallic we obtain a coverage factor of 93% for
foil, the outer braid provides the neces- lengths of lay of 20 mm.
sary conductivity to maintain the cable
attenuation at a low value. A very critical parameter in high bit

rate digital transmissions over coaxial
In the wa.e of this the outer braid cables is the return loss or the energy
was designed so a3 to ensure a high returned by the cable in the whole fre-
coverage percentage and consequently quency spectrum. This parameter is par-
a low transfer impedance and high fre- ticularly relevant as the distances
quency resistance. between the two pieces of transmission

equipment are in the order of 100 m.
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The Return loss in a coaxial cable is we can obtain,
related to the impedance uniformity
of he whole length of the cable or I

its standing wave ratio. As we will IdCl - 4 -- 12 (15)
see this impedance uniformity must be c zo
controlled by a careful monitoring of
the diameter of the insulation and the and taning into account (10) we finally
uniformity of the coaxial capacitance got I)
of the cable.

The structural return loss of d coaxial _____4 __-3-oL)____

cable ia produced by the distribution C zo  '%-Oc L (1-e"2° n L )  (16)
of uniformly spaced irregularities and
is loependent upon the length of the
irregularities, the number of irregular- This expression gives us the variation
ities, the reflection coefficient of allowed to the coaxial capacitance in
each irregularity, and the transmissionfrequency. (4) ( a coaxil! cable provided we want to

obtain a certain value of return loss

The worst peak level of the returned at a certain critical frequency.

signal is produced at a certain critical
frequency, and assuming a perfect symmetry In a similar way we can obtain from
of the irregularities and that the reflec- exprossion (1)
tion coefficient of each irregularity
is significantly lower than I we obtain, DI + 1.5 dw
for this reflection coefficient, a value D D1 - Dz o  (17)
of, 60.02

(1 - ea- L) 10- PR/2012 - (10) and,
c0 al (I - e2 °cnL)

U Dl + 1.5 dw fir 2 Zo P 12
where, 60.02 (15)

P12 - reflectic,, coefficient of each

irregularity, and taking into account (10) we can

L - Length of each irregularity, write (1)

PR - Return loss at the critical
frequency (in dB). DI + 1.5dw 1 0 R/20

n - Number of irregularities. 60.02 2 0 -CKL ( 1 - 0 20flL)

Combining now expressions (1) and (2) (19)
we obtain,

This expression gives us the variations
D1 (ErV3/2 dEr allowed to the diameter of the insulation

dZo  d -69.1 lOg1 ) (rid of the coaxial cable if we want to obtain
a certain figure of return loss at a

specific critical frequency.

we can also obtain that,
Expression (16) and (19) were calculated

-2 ain a computer for the coaxial cable we
C Zo 2  Zo (12) are studying and the following set of

o values were obtained (TABLE I).

1C = (r) BE r (13)

2c Zo

whereas,

dZe = P12 2 Zo  (14)
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TANX I A direct consequence of the smallness
of the diameter of the cable being design-

f rR r An 1  Ac ed is that the maximum power rating

(Mz) 1dRI - _P U2_ (Lm) lei)- which the -a')lo is able to withstandis also r~dativoiy small.

I 15 0.7525 0.1341 0.8101 35.9581

20 0.7525 0.0754 0.4555 20.2210 As is already very well known, the maximum
25 0.7525 0.0424 0.2561 11.3711 power transmitted by a cable is a function

30 0.7525 0.0238 0.1440 6.3944 of the frequency of the signal and as

20 15 0.9370 0.0127 1.079 3.416E regards the cable in question calculations

20 0.9378 0.0071 0.0432 1.9214 were carried out for the frequencies

25 0.9378 0.0040 0.0243 1.0804 of 10 and 100 Mhz.

30 0.9378 0.0022 0.0136 0.6076 The total temperature rise of the inner

40 15 0.9554 o.C085 0.0514 2.2821 conductor above ambient temperature

20 0.9554 0.0047 0.0289 1.2833 is given by the expression (1)
25 0.9554 0.0C27 0.0162 0.7216
30 0.9554 0.0015 0.0091 0.4058

60 15 0.9633 0.0058 0.0413 1.0355 Tc ° 1 -k 2W LL
20 0.9633 0.0038 0.0232 1.0322 27r kid 2Tr Do
25 0.9633 0.0022 0.0130 0.5804

30 0.9633 0.0012 0.0073 0.32U4 4/5

80 15 0.9680 0.0059 0.0356 1.5819 Io (20)20 0. 9680 0. 0033 0. 0200 0. 8696 y( 20 )

25 0.9680 0.0018 0.0112 0.5002 107TDn kh

30 0.9680 0.0010 0.0063 0.2813

100 15 0.9712 0.0052 4.0318 1.4130 where,

20 0.9712 0.0029 0.0179 0.7946
25 0.9712 0.0016 0.0100 0.4468 Gd, Ge - Thermal resistivities of die-
30 0.9712 0.0009 0.0056 0.2512 lectric and sheath.

Do , Ds - Inner and outer diameter of

the jacket.

To simplify the use of equations (16) kh - Thermal dissipation constant for

and (19), the above table has been expres- cable surface exposed to the air.

sod in graphical terms as can be seen

in Figures 1 and 2. In our cable, kh - 8.2 x 10- 4

(mm ,

TOLERANCE OF THE
*DID DIAMETER OF THE

INSULATION

FOR PRa 25 dl at 100 MHz

AD 10)m15u3

--------------------------------------------------------

4 I I

20 40 60 80 100 MHz

Fig. 1: Maximum absolute deviation of the insulation resist. vs. critical frequency
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AC 4

COAXIAL CAPACITANCE
(()j CTOLERANCES

DURINO EXTRUS104

FOR Peta,2508 Of 10"IN

: ,CZO,4# (*O.ZPF)

I

20 40 so e0 100 kH&
Fig. 2: Maximu absolute deviation of the coaxial capacitance vs. critical frequency

Replacing the corresponding values of The maximum power rating can finally
these parameters in equation (20) we be obtained using the expression,
obtain

1.6 !1o
Sd n 1.28 log10 - - 1.0319 PO 8.686

0.25 2(Q' TC)

2.94 wee
Sc - 2.56 1g10 - - 0.25 wher.,

2.34 C( Tc - Cable attenuation at Tc with
a temperature coefficient of

Oc1 (dR/=) 0(c2 (dR/=) of d (db/n) 0.20 per degree celsius.

10 "Oi 0.0618 0.0166 0.000696 Based on this we obtain,

100 Nhx 0.19 0.052 0.00686
f - 10 Mhz Pc - 263 Watts

The following equation can then be obtain- £ - 100 Mhz P0 - 101 Watts
ed,

r 4/5
!1° Other intermediate values can easily1 - 10 Mhz; Tc - 1.0634 11o + - be obtained by means of a computer,

0.0602] which can be programmed to follow the
above routine.

f = 100 Mhz;Tc =1.2459 H 0 + The results are shown in a graph inf = 00 Mz;T = 1245 IIO +10- 60j_ igure 3.

whose solutions are respectively, To summarize the design process usedso far, the following table sets out
K = 10 Mhz 1o = 5.9 the detailq of the construction of thecable.

f =00 Mhz Ho 5.7
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(WATTS) K?

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

;o C

_k MAXIMUN
4 POWER HATINg

,o" 0 t o '0,' ; 3 4O 1 10 N
rig. 3: Maxii.x power rating vs. frequency

TABLX 1i Figure 4 is a schematic design of the
cross section of the cable.

1. CKtncM CONDUCTOR

- 4atoriol Tnnad copper
- Diameter (mm) 0.25 OUTER

JACKET2. DIj =.mm,

- Material Solid polyethylene /
- Diameter (mmI 1.60 'NDRAIN
- Tolerance of the --- WINE
diameter I0±l , / ,.- 0 O.25mm

- Tolerance of the
coaxial capacitance
(pP) + 0.2 CENTER I- ~~~CONDUOTOR-- --- )I

0 O,25mm, t ---3. OUTER) CONDUCTOR .2m
3.1. Foll taCe

- Material Aluminium polyester 7 .COPPER

- Width (m ) 6 - BRAID

- Thickness (m:) 0.031 /
ALUMINIUN

3.2. Hrald DIELECTRIC POLYESTERS1.6mm, FOIL

- PMaterial Tinned copper

- Groups 16

- Wires / Group 5

- Wire diameter (mm) 0.1
- Lay length (mm) 20
- Coverage (t) >90 Fig. 4: Cross section or the cable

3.3. Drain wire

- Material Titined copper RESULTS OF TIE CABLE TESTING
- Diameter (mm) 0.25

4. OUTER JACKET 1. PROCESS MEASUREMENTS

- Material PVC During extrusion of the cable both the
- Outer diameter (mm) 2.7 - 2.9 cable diameter and the coaxial capacitance

were constantly monitored.
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The aim of this monitoring was to ensure The following Table III summarizes the re-
that throughout the whole process both sults obtained.
paramtors wore closely kept within
the reqaired limits, in order to ensure So as to make sure that the measurements
that tho final Structural Return Losses wore .omplotely accurate and were not
of the cable wro kept above a reasonable made inaccurate because of pigtails
value compatible with the high frequency or connecting pins, both cable ends,
and high data rate the cablu is supposed wore soldered to the test equipment
to transmit. connectors.

The coaxial terminating loads were also
The graphic plot of this continuous soldered to the free cable ends and
monitoring is given in Figure 5. screened from cuter interferences.

lt 10 = H "oN i ,YH 1r

Pig.- 5: Continuoun inonitoring of tihe capacitancn and diamoter of tha Insulation

As can be seen, the variations of the Near End Cross Talk measurements were
cable's coaxial capacitance are kept carried out on two 10 metor cable lengths
within the + 0.2 pF and the variations bound together.
of the dielectric diameter are kept
within the limits of + 5pro. The braids of the two cables were con-

nected to each other and to the rPnrth
of the equipment. The object of this
measurement wan to simulate an actual

2. ELECTRICAL AND TRANSMISSION MEAtSURE- installation in which a grouF, of cables
MENTS run parallol to one another in a common

bu3'lo along distances in the order
Once the cable was finished it was sub- of 10 m.
jected to a complete series of electrical
and transmission measurements in order The rest of the tests were carried outto assure its performance at frequencies using standard procedues and their
of up to 100 Mhz. results as shown in Figures 6 to 12.
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TAaL* XIX

1. D.C. 1100istance Cnhms/kra - -

- Iner conductor 336.8
- Outer conductor 25.6 w4 N.11 , '.'

2. Mu1. Capacitance (nF#kps) 64 .

3. D|1lectric Strength tV; 3000 -" : "
Ul mn. 50 11:) 

3000
'1

4. Insulation m 0siut .nce (I oliow q3.0000

U min 500 VOC -

S. Characteristic mbdance Pig. 6.7,8. r

6. Attenu tionit, u. 100 0 rig. 9

7. Nturn Loan L 9, 100 p rig. 10 \. . .

I. Otr .wd Cross Talk rig. 11,
, L is 10 , , ,)\ b, /

9 Tia dom in eranleetion Fo£. 1
(L m 100 al

Pig. 7: Cable Impedance vp. frequency
Smith diagram (P- I ful scal)

14 InentonlWr &CbeSypsu Prcedng18

9 Pa 4

Fig 6: Liea rerxn o of the

cal ieac vs freqenc
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SIIRKA2ING COMPOUND

The material used as the cable jacket
is a dioloctric compcund of polyvinylchloride with a K a 70, having plstifica- 20 4

tion CDIDPI and stabilizatioi& degrees 200 90'C
adequatn to prov~de the matcfl'al with
good characteristics %t a tenunablo.- 8o

The following moehanecal, electrical
and thermal properties have been studied 180.

in the material.

1505. The value obtained for th.2 material

S 10 Is 20 25 30

2. TNSILE STRENGTH AT BREAK r/#£ (vysi

It was carried out following 06 6469-
84 using dumb-bell test specimens 75 FLg. 13: ShcAthLng compound tensila
mm long obtained from molded plates strength after aging
having a thickness of 1.27 mm. The samples
were subsequently subjected to temperature
conditioning at 23 + 20C during 24 hours.

The average tensile strength obtained
is 185 kgf/cm2 . 350

340

3. ELONGATION AT BREAK • 0
.... 330 X,

The test was carried out according to \ c
BS 6469-84 using similar samples to - 4. ,- 9O"C

the ones used Jn the previous paragraph. 0'c

The elongation at break obtained is m 310
330%.

300
0

4. TENSILE STRENGTH AND ELONGATION 290
AT BREAK AFTER AGEING 0

S280

Test samples similar to the previously
mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 3 were 270
subjected to ageing treatment in an
air oven with flow under pressure. The
oven, of a Wallace Type, had a temperature 260
regulatox and an air flow motor graduated
for 8 complete changes of air per hour. 250

5 t0 is 20 25 0

The ageing was performed at 80, 90 and TIME (Days)
100QC during time periods of 5, 10,
15, 20 and 30 days.

After each ageing period, the samples Fig. 14: Sheathing compound strain
were tested and the results are shown after aging
in Fig. 13 and 14.
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5. LOSS OF MASS TEST

New dumb-boll test pieces were subjected
to the same ageing treatment as before.
The percentage of lose of weight obtained to
are indicated in Fig. 15.

6 • BENDINC TEST AT LOW TF4PERATURX
AND IHFAT SHOCK TF.ST O , ,1

Both tests were carried out following .0
the procedure indicated by 1S 6469-
84. Visual examination of the samples
did not show any indication of cracks 6/
or deterioration of the specimens. --

7. EAT DEFORMATION TFST /

This test was again carried out according le ._. loo-c
to BS 6469-84 using temperature::: of L3 [olc
80, 90 and 1000C and using weights ce& 801C
250, 350 and 500 g during 4 hours.

The results are shown in Fig. 16. - /

250 375 500

wIOHrf (Osmtas)

12

it 0 rig. 16: Lonst of thickness of the

to-. ~ sheathing compound

_. 8. OXIDATIV£B INDUCTION TIME

1-100, The thermal stability of the material
was tested using a differential scanning

0 6./ calorimeter (DSC) in a N2/0 2 atmosphere.
YThe procedure and the results are shown
o --- 0C in Fig. 17.

o-.-.- 90C 9. ASH CONTENT
3- / 8 This test was performed using a thermogra-

vimetry technic (TG), employing nitrogen
as purging gas. The loss of mass during

, the test in the temperature range of

5 to 15 20 25 30 50 to 950oC is of 95% as can be seen
in Fig. 18.

rTME (Days)

10. FIAME SELF-EXTINCTION

Fig. 15: Loss of mass of the sheathing It was tested according tc IEC-189-
compound after aging 1 using samples of 260x10x3 mm. The

extinction time is lower than 30 sec
and the burn out area shorther than
15 cr.
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cell according to ASTM 0-1531 at a fre-
quency of 10 Xhz. The obtained results
are,

a C N C C H - Diolectr!,c constant 4.39

:-,.J-. .' - Loss tangent 0.0922
SeAN4 PANA ftIN:

?9It4OO O,LSHCoo NO
AINY 19"qP "ChA V4 X ,MI* IN 13. VOLUME RESISTIVITY

CHn tIC"", "C
PLOY C" 10 Carried out following ASTM D-257, the
NAN6C 10 , test samples used had a radial thickness
VJoVC ,.01 lea I of 1.27 + 0.13 mm- and a diameter of
VAIJ.v vALUI, 330 mm. The samples previous to the
vNezz.o lea % test were soaked in distilled water

during 24 hours.

1I 0 O 14. HARDNESS
J- .IUN I t: , The compound has a hardness in the scale

II100 N o bnore A of 82 - 830.

OA I

'CONCLUSION

> A miniature flexible coaxial cable in-
tended as hook up for digital transmission
has been designed, manufactured and
tested showing good transmission and
electrical properties and good agreement

Iwith the predicted results.

The characteristic impedance of the

cable has resulted in a value slightly
higher than iitially anticipated by
theoretical calculations indicating
that the equation used for calculations
is no longer valid when the cable dimen-
sions are reduced to limits such as
those considered here.

Fig. 19t Screen or thernogravimetric analysis
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ACTIVE UNDER-CARPET CAII.ING SYSTEM FOR IEE 802.3

S.Ueda , K.Yokoi , K.Takenaka , A.Morl . Y.Sasatanl , A.Nakamura

Sumitomo Electric Industries , LTD.
Osaka , Japan

especially Important, and expansion and
rearrangement of network configuration is
often necessary. But conventional cabling

In this paper we describe a new systems for IREIE 802.3 are not suitable
active under-carpet cabling system for for expansion or rearrangement because of
iEEE 802.3. We have developed three main the above mentioned reasons. Special
components for this system. processen are neuessary to keep modern
(M)Thin coaxial trunk cable which has offices free of visible cables.

s6:table shape for placement under
carpet.

(2)Thin and compact transceiver unit To solve these problems, we have
which can be set on the floor and developed a new active under-carpet ca-
lies flush with the carpet. bling system for iEE 802.3. In designing

(M)Transceiver cable which Is thinner this now cabtilng system, we had paid much
and more flexible titan conventional attention to keep the fine appearance of
cable, the environment and to maintain user-

friendliness. To accomplish tills, we have
By application of high density sur- developed-several new components:

face :..ntlng technology, the transceiver (l)Flat coaxial tr.ink cable with suitable
unit Is reduced In height to only 8 mm. We shape for placerent under carpet.
can set it on the floor as part of the 2)Ultra-thin and compact transceiver
carpet. Cables are reduced In size by unit using high density surface
using our original highly expanded Del- moun.ing technology.
yolefin Insulation technology. This system (3)Tranicelver cable which Is thinner and
Is easy to censtruct, expand or rearrange, more flexible than conventional cable.
and special processes are not necessary to
keep modern offices free of visible With these developments, a new active
cables. under-tarpet cablkng system ean be imple-

mentd. We call this sltstem "'active" be
cause the transceiver ulnit forms part of
the coaxial trunk cable. We have named

.LC._LR G~aO lln.Qn this system "8023UCCS (Under Carpet Ca-
bling System)".

Recently, local area networks (LANs)
have been widely used In laboratories,
factories and offices. For cabling sys- 2 ..VeAovetwpm
tems, the following characteristics are
desirable: Fig.1 shows an application, example of
(A)A network configuration that can be 8023UCCS. From 'ig.l, you can see that

easily expanded and/or rearranged. there are no visible, cumbersome cables
(B)No visible cumbersome cables, and big transceiver units on the floor

and/or beside the desks. They are con-
IEEE 802.3 Is one of the most popular cealed by carpets so ihat there is no need

types of LAN. But It hias several Inconven- for special processes to conceal thcm,
lences: such as a free access floor. 8023UCCS
(l)Cables are thick and inflexible, consists of three main parts: a flat
(2)Drilling Is necessary to attach the coaxial trunk cable, a thin and compact

transceiver unit to the coaxial cable. transceiver unit and a thin transceiver
(3)Transceiver unit is large. cable. Below, we describe each component.
(4)Cables running on the floor, wall or

ceiling are unattractive.

In any modern office, a wire-free
environment and technical convenience are The conventional yellow coaxial cable
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table I Electrical characteristics of

for IEEE 802.3 is approximately 10 mm In fla thin coaxial cable

diameter and ias poor flexibility due to
its rigid construction. It is not easy to
handle and unattractive If It runs on the

floor, wall or ceiling. Certain environ-

ments, such as modern Intelligent offices .

or model shop computing rooms, require a 4") . , c~nt.m.ot

fine appearance and easy cable Installa- r ...... loi

used in such rooms, much attention Is 2.
tion.~ac Ihe aeovntoavabe s e isQeo

needed to keep them wlre-f ree. - chi ev e _ t ._ _ __ "--__-
this, usually two wirin~g meth~od can be 

'" 8

used. One of them is a free access floor

and the other Is an under carpet cabling

system. Now we had developed a new flat FiX.2 Cross sectional view of flat

coaxial cable which is only 2.5 mm thick coaxial cable

and has a trapezoid shape suitable for

placement under carpet. In the case of

conventional coaxial cable and free access
floor, It is hard for users to construct.
expand or rearrange the network configura-
tion. Usually, Installation workers will

do it. But our flat thin coaxial cable Is

so easy to handle that users can do It by

themselves. Only a few easy procedures art

needed. First, turn over the carpet, next,

place the cable on the floor, and then

cover the floor with the carpet.
To reduce the size without sacrific-

inn mechanical strength, we used highly

expanded Insulation technolog , In addi-
tion, we considered maximum segment length

due to the Increase of cable attenuation
caused by reduction In size. Fig.2 and

fig.3 show the structure and appearance,

respectively. Table I shows the electrical

characteristics. Attenuation constant vs

frequency characteristics Is shown In

flg.4. The attenuatiln constant of this FIg.3 Appearanee of flat thin coaxial
flat cable Is approximately 4.2 times as cable
great as that of the conventional yellow upper:flat thn coaxial cable
coaxial cable. So we established the loer:conventional coaxial cable

maximum segment length at 117 m. As for
the connecting method of the transceiver

units to the thin flat coaxial cable, a

conventional tap connector can not be used
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M 100- Tranacaiver cable ~7
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Frequency (MI-z) f.
Trunk coaxial

Vig.4 Attenuation constant vs. frequency cbIa
of flat thin coaxial cable OM connoo'.or

FiX.5 Appearance of AFC3
because of the reduced size of thc cable
and the transceiver unit. Therefore we
developed original SHBl connectors specifi- exceed the limit, the case become so thin
cally fitted for this cable mid transceiv- that It does not have sufficient strength
or unit. to withstand the pressure of being stamped

on. The most difficult component to adapt
to this limit was the DC-Dc converter. We

AjbRAD DCUPAr, acctl~'ycr un[it redesigned the circuitry and applied highdensity surface mounting technology to
The next new component of 8023UCCS Is create a new compact, high performance

the ultra-thin and compact transceiver DC-DC converter. The specifications of the
unit which lies flush with the carpet. DC-DC converter are as follows:
Firg.5 shows the appearance and fIg.G shows (l)Wide range Input regulation from 0.5 V
the block diagram. Its height Is reduced to 15.6V with stable output of -9t~xV.
to only 8 mm, almost the same as that of (2)Maximum output current of -200 mA with
carpet. To achieve this, the total thick- a conversion efficiency of over 70 X.
ness o! all components In the transceiver (3)Dielectric strength between Input and
unit must not exceed 5.53 mm. If they output terminal of over 500 ACV/rin.
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(4)Isolation resistance between input and 50 m long transceiver cable Is not neces-
output terminal of over 100 Holm at sary in general and it becomes cumbersome
500 DCV. if it Is excessively long, because of poor

(5)L*W*T a 31*19.5*5.5 (mm) flexibility. in our cabling systemthe
transceiver unit will be set close to the

As mentioned above, the transceiver Data Terminal Equipment (DTE), so cable
unit will be attached to the flat thin length of 5 m Is sufficient. in designing
coaxial trunk cable by using $NB cannec- the miniature transceiver cable, we must
tors. When we use ccnnecting methods other
than a tap connector, we must consider
Impedance matching between the cable and
the connecting portion. If It Is not
sufficiently matched, distortion of the
signal will be greater as the number of
Connection becomes greater. But IEEE 802.3
standard does not mention signal distor-
tion level in the case of type N connec-
tors. Therefore we formed a micro-strip
line Inside the transceiver unit which has
the same characteristic impedance of the
flat coaxial trunk cable to minimize
signal distortion. Because of this, the
transceiver unit forms a part of the flat
coaxial cable and we call this system an
"active cabling system". We have named
this transceiver unit an "Active Flat
Connector Box (AFCB)".

To maintain the strength of the case
against the pressure of being stamped on.
we designed a reinforced structure includ- transceiver cable
ing crossbeams. posts, and a stainless left :.flexlble thin transceiver
steel cover. This cover also protects cable
against Electromagnetic Emission (ENI) and rirht:eonventional transceiver
disconnection. For E.l, we took the addi- cable
tional countermeasure of painting the
outside of the case with conductive paint. en4tar Io

Ther* is no need for drilling process / :Pt
to attach AFCB to the flat thin coaxial 0 1 n0.02\ I'¢=eq PVC 0.02

cable. It is necessary only to cut the / -. D,. strena saalo Pair
carpet and set AFCB on the floor. 0.0 0n4u4 =

C #O. 17 0.:

"- ri"IIM.4 PC 0.02m

The final new component is a minia- t0.30 am (a Insi u ,roun4)
ture transceiver cable. Conventional *Ingultlon Alialflzs pelyelior tap*roryister tape@ :n4
transceiver cable for IEEE 802.3 is about ad
9 mm in diameter and has poor flexibility. / ,n'n.nn..T" .....
Our new transceiver cable is reduced In (f, m* round)
size to 6 mm and is more flexible compared Fir.8 Cross sectional view of
to conventional cable. Conventional trans- transceiver cable
ceiver cable can be up to 50 m long. But

Units IEEE STD.. ; 7jyI"

Conductor Resistance ) I-lox 1.75 Max 1.27 IMax 1.27

Isolation Reaslstance M.D-Ym - Min 50 1M4n 10000

Chtr;cterlstc C 78=5 78=5
m dped n-

Aite .uaIn d9 Max 3 - Max 0. 75

Veto~itY ot1 - O. 65c - TyP.O.65C

Crosstalk Constant dB a Max -40 Mox -40 Max -AO

table 2 Electrical characteristics of
flexible thin transceiver cable
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consider voltage drop in the power trans-
mission pair and signal attenuation in the
data transmission pairs. To provide elec-
trical characteristic assurance In maximum
length and mechanical strength, we select-
ed AWG28 for the inner conductors. Fig.7 SeIJi Ueda
and fig.8 show the cable's appearance and
cross section, respectively. Table 2 shows Sumitomo Electric
the electrical characteristics. Industries,Ltd.
This transceiver cable has a conventional l-3,Shlmaya 1-Chome, 9
D-sub connector for DTE and on the other Konolhana-ku Osaka,
side a flat connector for AFCB. Because of Japan
the reduced size of AFCB, we designed a . r
special flat connector.

electronic engineering from Kobe universi-
M,_ 1111. ty in 1985. lie then joined Sumitomo Elec-

tric Industries,l.td., and engaged In
We have developed a new active development and design of hybrid Integrat-

under-carpet cabiIng system for IEEE ed circuits. Mr. tieda is now a member of
802.3. In designing this system, we paid Application Specific Devices 1tSD Depart-
much attention to keep fine appearance of mont.
the environments and user-friendliness. It
has a flat coaxial cable which Is only 2.5
mm thick and has a trapezoid shape suit-
able for placement under carpet. The
transceiver unit Is small and only 8 mm
thick, so It can be set on the floor as
part of the carpet. The transceiver cable Yukilhlro Sasatanl
Is also reduced In size and is more flexi-
ble than conventional cable. It Is easy to Sumitomo Electric
construct or expand this system, or to industries.l.td.
rearrange the configuration of the net- l-3.ShImaya I-Clie.
work. Additionally it does not need ape- Konohana-ku Osaka.
cial processes to keep modern offices free Japan
of visible cables. So users can do It all
by themselves. Yuklhlro Sasatani received his M.E. degree

In electronic engincering from Osaka
university In 1974. lie then Joined Sumito-
mo Electric Industries,Ltd., and engaged
In development and design of hybrid Inte-
grated circuits. Mr. Sasatani Is now Cheaf
Reserch Associate, Application Specific
Devices 1181 Department.

Akllko Nakamura

Sumitomo Electric
lndustrics,L.td.
1-3,Shlmaya l-Chome,
Konohana-ku Osaka,
Japan

Akihiko Nakamura received his N.E. degree
in mechanical engineering from Tokyo
university In 1969. lie then Joined Sumito-
mo Electric IndustriesLtd., and engaged
in development and design of hybrid inte-
grated circuits. Mr. Nakamura Is now
Manager, Application Specific Devices R&D
Department.
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Kiyonorl Yokel

Sumitomo Electric
lndustrtes,l.td.
3-3, Satsuki-Cho,
Kanuma-ci ty.
Tochigi-prefecture
Japan

Klyonori Yokel received his B.S. degree in
c!cetric engineering from Kal university
in 1086. lie then joined Sumitomo Electric
IndustriesLtd., and engaged in develop-
ment and dcsign of plastic cables. Mr.
Yokel is now a member of Engineering
Section, Electronics Wire Division.

Akinorl Mori

Sumitomo Electric
Industries,l.td. -
3-3,Satsukl-Cho,
Kanufia-eIty, --- -
Toclgi-prfecture j-

Akinorl Mori received his B.S. degree in
mechanical engineering from Kyushu univer-
sity In 1970. lie then Joined Sumitomo
Electric Industries.Ltd.. and engaged In
development and design of plastic cables.
Mr. Morl is now Manager,Engineering Sec-
tion. Electronics Wire Division.

Kaku Takenaka

Sumitomo Electric
IndustriesLtd.
1-3,ShImaya 1-Chome,
Kononana-ku Osaka.
Japan

Kaku Takenaka received his M.E. degree in
electric engineering from university of
Osaka prefecture In 1974. lie then Joined
Sumitomo Electric Industries,Ltd., and
engaged in design and development of
Information systems of new traffic. Mr.
Takenaka is now Manager. Vehicle Communca-
Lion and Information Systems Section,
Systems 8 Electronics Division.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE TWISTED-PAIR CABLE FOR LAN SYSTEMS

by

M. Plasse, L. Desroches, P.A. Guilbert

Northern Telecom Canada Limited
Communication Cable Division

A..TI] Analog measurements were made using S-parameters.
New test methods were developed for the study and the

The use of twisted pairs for high speed data evkluation of digital transmission characteristics
transmission in the premises wiring application is and factors affecting EMI. Actual system reach was
now ccmon. Local area networks are currently using established and supports the digital measurement
twisted pairs at data rates of up to 16 Hbps. results. Using the data collected an optimal cable

design was derived.
The design of inside wiring cables must be evaluated
for system reach and ENI emissions as well as
compliance with NEC and FCC requirements for optimum I - TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
system performance.

Measurement methods assessing the performance of Seven (7) cable types having different generic design
cables on digital systems were developed and results features were selected for the evaluation. The
of anatog and digital measurements are given. Using description of the cable types is given in Table 1.1
this data, new cable designs providing substantial
reach improvements over conventional wiring are TYPE IMP SHIELD GAUGE1 REMARKS
presented. nit& I AU.E . E

,N.RODU T Z 100 a No 24 Low loss ins.3 100 a No 22 Low loss ins.

Local Area Networks (LANs) and other high speed 4 150 a Individual 22 IBM type I
digital systems are now common place in the office 5 150 a No 24 Cellular ins.
environment. Traditionally these systems were 6 150 a Overall 24 Cellular ins.
designed with coaxial cables as the principal 7 100 a No 24 Low loss ins.
transmission media. With the evolution of technology (Opt Bal)
both in data transmission and digital signal
processing, the transmission media used for high Table 1.1: Cable type evaluated
speed da ta networks must be reconsidered. Throughout this paper measurements are reported on

The use of ir, edance matching devil.es and/or baluns a selection of these cable types depending on the
has permitted the migration of coax based networks parameter of Interest.
to twisted pairs providing a more cost effective and
space efficient solution. The variety of twisted
pair cabling designs combined with the Increasing 1.1 ANALOG CHARACTERIZATION
data rates highlight the need for proper
characterization of the transmission media in Its Methods for mea.uring attenuation and crosstalk have
intended environment, evolved from bridge measurements. The speed and

automation of data acquisition providing more data
To the cable designer the desired conventional cable through the frequency spectrum of interest. The use
properties are low loss and reduced signal to noise of S-parameter instruments has also increased the
ratio. However, to the network engineer and end user frequency bandwidth of the measurement.
the transmission capacity, reduced signal distortion
and low electromagnetic interference (EMI) are The apparatus used for the measurement is shown in
important. Preferably at low cost and compact size. Figure 1.1.1. It is composed of a network analyzer,

the accompanying S-parameter test set, baluns, and
The focus of this paper is on the development of an a computer connected via a GPIB interface (see
optimal cable design based on measurements made of appendix A). The frequency bandwidth of interest is
both analog and digital parameters. Cable types with !GO kHz to 20 MHz well within the capability of the
different design features such as characteristic instrument which is limited to 200 MHz and of the
impedance, shield type (if applicable), insulation baluns which are limited to approximately 30 MHz.
material, pair balance, and gauge were selected for Both attenuation and crosstalk are two port
evaluation, measurements done in a balanced mode. Proper

transformers are used to adapt the 50 a unbalanced
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Figure 1.1.1: Analog Setup Illli lIi l

Figure 1.1.3: Crosstalk comparison

imp.d:nc, of the instrument to the balanced iipedance
of the cable. This technique of measuring the
secondary parameters at higher frequency characteristic impedance. Signal to noise ratio on

(attenuation, phase shift, Impedance) is referenced the other hand can be controlled using Individually

in outside publications', shielded pairs or a proper selection of twist
lengths.

Using this measuring technique, four cables were
compared for attenuation. As mentioned previously
In Table 1.1, cable I represents tin unshielded 1.2 DIGITAL CHARACTERISTICS

twisted gairs (111W) which complies with the draft TIA
Standard' for horizontal wiring and cable 4 In a digital environment, the cable cannot be
represents shielded twisted ptirs w+hich complies with dissociated from the system on which it is operating:
the 181 Type I specificationw its performance will be dependent on the transmitted

frequency, the encoding technique, the presence /
absence of filtering etc.. The method used for the

, _ s. study of the cable types is the analysis of the eye

,, pattern through which the effect of the transmission

~9IT~t~4 p- arameters on the signal can be seen for various bitTWltl LUI.... .... ...,.~ ~~g. ~ nff~t
S+" were studied: the 181, Token Ring_ (IEEE 802.5') and

Ethernet by Lattisnet (IEEE 802.3). The differences
between the two are given in Table 1.2.1.

ll IBM SY,'OPTICS

Figure 1.1.2: Attenuation characteristics TOKEN RING Ethernet

OPERATING FREQUENCY 4 MHz 10 MHz

ENCODING TECHNIQUE Differential Manchester

As seen in Figure 1.1.2, the performance of cables Manchester

2 and 3 falls in between the two specifications.
This would be expected due to a less lossy insulation ARCHITECTURE Star-Ring Star

material used in cables 2 and 3. All three cables
1, 2 and 3 have the same impedance of 100 ohms. DRIVING SIGNAL Not filtered Filtered

Cables 3 and 4 are 22 AWG cables which explains the Table 1.2.1: IBM Token Ring and Synoptics Ethernet
low+er attenuation. systems

The results of crosstalk measurements can be seen -n
Figure 1.1.3, cables 2 and 3 have a 10 dB advantag, The "eye pattern" is the result of superimposing all

over cable 1. The optimal twist lays and the well possible pulse sequences during a defined period of

balanced pairs are the reasons for this improvement, time. Since a random signal is fed through the pairs,
a large selection of combinations are recorded. For

The crosstalk for the IBM type I standard is almost that reason it was found that the "eye pattern" is

at the ambient noise level since its two pairs are the most efficient method to evaluate a cable for a

individually shielded, given system. Not only is the strong influence of
the analog parameters visible but the decision area

From the above data it can be aen that significant for a given system can easily be defined.

gains can be made on cable transmission losses by thechoice of insulation material and/or design For error free transmission and/or regeneration, the
eye must be open, meaning a decision area must exist.
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TESTS AT 500 FEET

2t Hr AME Token Ring 4 JVHz - ODfferential manchester

The encoding technique used by the Token Ring Is the
* 171 differential Man!hester. Its signalling scheme

follows three rule.: a sig.al transition always
"_ __occurs in the centre of the bit time; a zero bit has

a transition at the beginning of the bit time
M:M -t HIM contrarily to the one M~ which has no transition.

-_ ] I M- The DC level Is around 9 V.

Figure 1.2.1: "Eye pattern" & Error rate measuring
setup

Figure 1.2.1 depicts the measurement setup used for
the evaluation of eye patterns. It is composed of a
Frequency Synthesizer (FS), a Programmable Random Bit
Generator (PRBG), a LAN simulator which is a replica
of the final stage of a network card
(encoder/decode r, driver/receiver), and the cable
under test. The LAM simulator circuits were designed
and developed for Ethernet and Token Ring systems .,.. .
providing the capability to inject a known bit stream Figure 1.2.2: CABLE TYPE 1, 24 AWG, 500 feet
from thft PRBG.

The FS provides a square wave signal to an
oscilloscope and the LAN simulator which after
conditioning returns it to the PRBG. The PRBG then
returns the clock and a data signal to the LAN
simulators to be encoded and driven along the cable
through an interconnect panes and back to be ricciv:UW
and decoded. The data along with the clock are sent
back to the PRBG to be compared to the original data
and analyzed. This allows the original transmission
to be compared with the received signal and the error
rate monitored.

A digital oscilloscope with a differential probe is
used to analyze the signal at the receiving end of Figure 1.2.3: CABLE TYPE 2, 24 AWG, 500 feet
the Interface. The oscilloscope, connected to a PC,
transfers the data via a GPIB bus. An application
software controls the instrument and compiles the
data. A minimum of a thousand traces were stored for
one test. The superimposition of these traces are
used to make up the "eye pattern". The different
shades In the traces are a function of the density 411

of points accumulated at this particular position:
The darkness of the lines is proportional to the
number of occurrences of the same measured value.

In the following section eye pattern traces are shown
for measurements made on Token Ring (4 Mbps) and -
Ethernet. Data Is presented for identical lengths
of cables 1, 2 and 3 and at the reach limit of each . ,
cable for the two systems. The effect of crosstalk Figure 1.2.4: CABLE TYPE 3, 22 AWG, 500 feet
on eye pattern is also shown.

Note: all graphs use the same scale.
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Ethernet 10 MHz - Manchester TESTS AT REACH LIMIT

The encoding technique used by the Ethernet system The performance of a system is evaluated by the
Is the Manchester. It's signal ling scheme follow two t9lerance margin available to make a decision on the
rules; each bit symbol is split Into two halves rectived signal. This parameter is defined at the
with the second half containing the binary inverse aperture of the eye. The openness f the eye can be
of the half; the first half contains the complemented affected by a decrease in signal level or an
and the second half contal.s the uncomplemented irregular shift in time of the Incoming bit. sequence
signal of the bit value. Like the differential known as jitter. The system electronics set. the
Manchester, a transition always occurs In Zhe middle maximum Jitter and signal zttenuation in the form of
of each bit-symbol. a minimum aperture required for proper system

operation, These are sometimes given In the form of
Figures 1.2.5 to 1.2.7 show equal lengths of 500 feet a template with well defined height and width. In the
for cable types 1, 2 & 3 but on the Ethernet LAN. case of cable type 1, the length studied is very

close to the reach limit of 600 feet for the Ethernet
Ethernet systems transmit at, a much higher frequency LAN (fig 1.2.5). The eye Is almost closed, the

0 Ifiz). As seen on 0e graph, the amplitudes have system has reached its operational limit.
decreased significantly.

When looking at any weye pattern" two discrete traces
can easily be seen for the binary levels. Two
amplitudes are observed for each trace, one
corresponding to a series of l's or O's and the other
to a series of alternating O's and I's. The latter
has the lowest amplitude since the apparent frequency
is higher and therefore the signal more attenuated.
Uhen a series of continuing l's or O's are
transmitted, I.e. there is more time for the cable
to charge or discharge , thus the voltage amplitude
can reach a higher or lower steady state amplitude
than when alternating O's and I's are sent.

t' Of the three cable types, the signal on cable 3 has
Figure 1.2.5: CABLE TYPE 1, 24 AWG, 500 feet the highest amplitude and the steepest rise tice,

hence a larger eye opening and a larger decision
tolerance for the system (fig 1.2.4).

Jitter measurements are made by measuring the width
in time of the trace at the zero crossing point.

In order to identify the minimum decision levels that
exist for the two systems, amplitude and time,
measurements were performed at the reach limit.

I
FigulIe 1.2.6: C.A..0

Figure 1.2.6: CABLE TYPE 2, 24 AWG, 500 feet

*IS.. 30 n aSiu
Figure 1.2.7: CABLE TYPE 3, 22 AWG, 500 feet
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TOKE RIG -E~r L:NTH TIIRNET REACH 'EHMIl

The three cable types measured at the maximum reach Measurement on Ethernet systems are presented In
limit for the IENM Token Ring system gave Identical figures 1.2.11 to 1.2.13 where scale and gain has
values of 19 ns tar timing jitter. A minimum be en nchanged Lo focus on the decision area since the
amplitude of 2 V peak to peak is measured. minimum amplitude is around 200 mV.

m -n -A-

Figure 1.2.8: CABLE TYPE 1, 24 AWG, 800 feet Figure 1.2.11: CABLE TYPE 1, 24 AWG, 600 feet

- 1:1$1 - - W941US

.h.#..II* P1.htE.L

Figure 1.2.9: CABLE TYPE 2, 24 AUG, 1010 feet Figure 1.2.12: CABLE TYPE 2, 24 AWG, 800 feet

". -- -- - -- .(I IM

I-, - .1 -

Figure 1.2.10: CABLE TYPE 3, 22 AWG, 1510 feet Figure 1.2.13: CABLE TYPE 3, 22 AWG. 1100 feet

In the case of the Ethernet network, the system can
tolerate a much smaller apertture. The eye is almost
closed before the systemi fails to transmit error
fr1ee. -%itt 'J~r limit In voltage amplitude is the
.-, tee' 1i three cable types at their maximum

It is clear that the effect of attenuation Is
significant; the degradation of the signal causes the
eye to shrink to a certain limit. Once encoded, the
frequency of the data varies in time, and the
different amplitudes of these frequencies are well
seen in the graphs
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CROSSTALK CONSIDERATIONS 2 - EMI CONSIDERATIONS

Another factor affecting the digital performance of
a cable is crosstalk, Tests with two systems In 1968 the Federal Comunication Commission was
operating within the same cable were performed. The mandated to enforce legislation controlling electro
objective was to determine if the crosstalk of pair magnetic interference from electronic devices at
I and 2 from the first system was disturbing pair 3 frequencies between 30 MHz and 1000 MHz. Harmonics
and 4 of the second system. from systems having much lower frequencies, digital

systems in particular, can easily generate
The setup used was with Et.ernet because of its interference in this bandwidth.
higher bit rate. The LAN simulators were connected
to the disturbing pair and actual LAN signals were With the evolution of higher bit rate systems (10
connected to two other pairs. The result in Figure and 16 Mbps), radiated EI from the transmission
1.2.14 shows the Influence is not visible on the eye media is of serious concern to the system designer.

Parameters affecting radiation must be evaluated inpattern, the design of a cable for digital transmission.

To magnify the effect of crosstalk, an RF generator
was used to induce noise in the adjacent pairs. With In this section the effect on radiated emissions were
an output signal of 20 dB, the result Is more visible studied for cables I to 7. These cables have
(Figure 1.2.15): the ripples induced account for different design parameters which can affect EMI such
almost 15% of the amplitude of the original signal. as different types of shield or pair balance.
Knowing the crosstalk level of cable 2 at 10 MHz Is
-45 d8, the induced noise level using the RF Two methods were used to evaluate the cable
Generator is close to -25 dB. performance. In the first instance a method was

developed to increase the sensitivity of measurements
In reality It is unlikely a system with that much by isolating the cable from all other electronic
power would run on an adjacent pair. The objective equipment. Development of this test method was
of this exercise was to show 'Lhe effect of strong required since all recognized standards specify that
crosstalk on system performance. measurements be made on the complete system including

the electronic equipment, cables and other peripheral
devices. Once the tests were completed, measurements
were made in accordance to the FCC MP4 standard for
verification that discrete frequency components do
not exceed the FCC limits. In this case the cableis tested as an accessory to a computing device.

Both measurements were made in an open fieldenvironment. This was done to eliminate reflectionsin the 30 to 200 MHz bandwidth. Anechoic conss in

a shielded room cannot fully absorb reflections in
this bandwidth. No data was recorded at frequencies
above 230 MHz due to the low level of the harmonics
at these frequency.

Figure 1.2.14: CABLE TYPE 2, Crosstalk: 10 Mbps
Ethernet 2.1 CABLE EMI TESTING

The test procedure developed for measurements on the
cable alone is a derivation of the FCC MP4 procedure.
The cable sample is placed on a rotating boom and
configured to expose a length of 10 ft horizontal and
two vertical lengths of 7 ft each. It is energized
with a broadband signal to obtain measurement over
a wide frequency spectrum. A schematic of the test
set-up is given in Fig 2.1.1.

Figure 1.2.15: CABLE TYPE 2, crosstalk: RF
Generator
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- Figure 2.1.21 Measured emission forlt[J! ' U sample set: I

-L I I

Yigpir. 2. 1. 1: EMSt Test Setupj

This configuration fulfils two functions; It 5 4
maximizes the field in a single direction and is a At'._ U#;4-" t 4 Writ

good simulation of &n actual Installation. With the ,
cable transmitting the antenna is oriented to find
the maximum field Intensity. The antenna Is thiin set
In this position. Measurements are taken on a
spectrum analyzer synchronized to the broadband
source. Data is collected In the 30 I1z to 230 MHz
frequency range and is tabulated in a field strength
vs frequency plot with the field strength given in .)t ll

dBV/m Figure 2.1.3: Measured emission for

Measurements were made in a balanced mode using sample set 2

Impedances matched to i broadband source and the
cable terminated with its characteristic impedance.
Return to ground for shielded products was provided Sample set I is mostly 159a cables. Samplh set 2 is
through the wall outlet earth protection which was mostly lOOa cables. Cable 7 is in both sets as a
verified to bt a good ground. reference point

The results observed show the significant impact of
design parameters with respect to EMI compatibility. 2.2 SYSTEM MEASUREMENTS TO FCC
Measured data Is summarized In figs 2.1.2 and 2.1.3
where it can be seen that cable type 4 having a Having evaluated the performance of different cable
foil/braid shield radiates the least energy when designs subjected to a broadband source, actual
properly terminated. Hlowever when the shield on this system tests are needed to verify compli ance with the
cable is no longer terminated to ground, emissions FCC requirements.
become much greater and much worse than for
unshielded cable types tested. It is important to note that the intent of the FCC

regulations is to protect the cv'to1:er from radio
It is also seen that the frequency respon.e of cables interference, implying that all LAN environments must
Is an irregular function of frequency i.e. higher br- 'ree from interference. Interference can originate
frequency signals will not necessarily radiate more. at the computing device, along the cable path and at

Another observation made was that the emissions from the cable concentrator.

the higher impedance cable were much greater. This FCC states that the measurements must be made on the
can be explained by the closer coupling of the cable worst case. The method adopted here was to include
to free space which has a characteristic impedance the maximum cable loop length as an accessory to the
of 377 ohms. device under test combining the computing and cable

path environment. Measurements on the cable
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concentrator were not performed since the signal on
the cable is the strongest at the computer
(regenerator) end of the cable.

Using this setup, tests were performed on three Lsystems with different cable types, The test results
are summarized in Table 2.2.1., -

The FCC 11P4 measurement procedure is based on a unit
under test which is placed on a rotating table three -
meters from a biconical antenna adjustable in height
and polarity. The angle of the antenna Is adjusted
to obtain a worse case measurement for each unit '

under test. Appropriate software is used so that - f
there is a traffic load between computers. I-

As for the previous measurements the results are
plottd for field Intensity vs frequency. The FCC igure 2.2.1: Cable radiated emission
field strength limit set for certain bancwidth is VS arabiant noise.
also shown in Figure 2.2.1. Under these test
conditions peaks at discrete frequencies were
observed at harmonics of the transmission base rate.
Emission levels of different cable types at these 3 - SYSTEN TEST
harmonics represent the maximums and are summarized
In Table 2.2.1. This data is for system measurements There are many reasons for developing a better inside
made without media filters. It shows that it is cable. Ultimately, It will be connected to a data
possible to meet the FCC limits at 16 Mbps using network to enhanc performance such as: providing a
unshielded cable designs. safety mi,-.1. eor actual equipment as well as

planning for future improvements in technology,
extending the reach of the actual system to connect

Ethernet Token Ring 4 Token Ring 16 workstations placed further from the wiring closet,
-. ........ simplification of the cabling system by using only

Cable 1 10.0 20.4 35.0 a few types of cables.

Cable 2 10.3 21.8 35.8 System tests have been performed to evaluate the
performance of the cables for partip,|lar LAN systems.

Cable 3 9.6 21.0 28.4 Three LAN systems (IM Token Ring 4 1bps Ethcrnet
by Lattisnet 10 Mbps and 18M Token Ring 16 Mbps)

Cable 4 N.A. Noise floor Noise floor operating with various cabling solutions were
evalr'-ted for the setup. The goal was to observe the

Cable 4 N.A. 24.3 37.5 d'l , ce of reach attainable by changing the type
(No grnd) of -; .ng used.

Cable 7 7.6 19.0 27.5 Figure 3.1 depicts the setup used for system tests.
The list of hardware ant software used can be found

Table 2.2.1: Verification results in appendix C.

Notes: Values are dBv/m at 30 meters
FCC Limit - 30 dBxVm PI I
*- Exceeding limits " l I

This data agrees well with that cbserved in section (
2.1. It is clear the higher characteristic impedance
of the cable has a negative impact on radiation.

As observed earlier it can also be seen that
radiation is not necessarily a function of frequency
or bit rate. In the case of system tests however
other parameters come into play such as signal
levels, signal shaping, coding and filtering.

It is important to note that significant EHI Figure 3.1: System test setup
improvements can be made on unshielded designs
through design and process optimization.
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Tha PC's are connected to the wall outlet with a Analog and digital characterization performed on the
short length of patch cord (10 feet). From the wall cable types have enabled us to pinpoint the
outlet, the cable to be tested is connected to the parameters which must be taken into account in the
concentrator/access unit. design of a better cable.

One PC was configured as a file server. The PC's Attenuation was shown to be the dominant factor for
were then switched on and diagnostic tests were system reach. Significant improvements can be
performed. An error-free comunication with the file realized through an optimal choice of materials.
server was the criterium for accepting the link as
valid. The length of the cable was increased to the The ElI tests showed that a properly constructed
point where the system was unab!k to communicate unshielded cable can have excellent EMI properties
correctly. This yielded the system reach values and meet FCC limits as well as outperform a shielded
shown in Table 3.1, These can then be compared on cable that is not well terminated.
a relative basis.

The optimal cable design choice to the end user must
be cost effective and provide ease of Installation.

f SYSTEM Token Ring Lattisnet Token Ring It is these considerations which have brought the
4 Mbps 10 Hbps 16 Mbps standard practice to using unshlelded 24 AWG twisted

pairs.
Cable 1 790 610 300
Cable 2 1010 790 500 The data presented here shows that it is possible to
Cable 3 1530 1105 800 push the performance of unshielded twisted pairs
Cable 4 1880 1340 1040 towards higher bit rates while providing installation

advantages. Actual system tests showed that
Table 3.1: System reach values in feet between PC improvement of 70 % at 16 MHtz, 30% at 10 MHz and 27%
and MAU/Concentrator at 4 Ml1z for reach are attainable.

It is to be noted that the value obtained for the
token ring system as measured is the maximum ring
length. The reach for the Lattisnet system is the
length of the drop between the concentrator and the
transceiver. 1. R. B. Hobgood, 1983 IJCS Proceedings, pp 271-

276.
The analysis of the attenuation values for different
cables yields results which are consistent with 2. TIA/EIACommercial Building Wiring Standard PN-
greviously observed data in terms of the attenuation 1097, Draft 8.0, July 1989.
udget for the cabling system are as tollows:

3. IBM Cabling System, Technical Interface
IBM Token Ring 4 Mbps: 12.5 dB Specifications, second edition, International
Lattisnet 10 1bps: 15.0 dB Business Machine 1987.
1' M Token Ring 16 Mbps: 13.0 dB

4. ANSI/IEEE Std 802.5-1985 ISO/DP 0802/5
it was observed that the improvement in transmission Institute of Electrical and Electronics
characteristics of unshielded twisted pair cables, Engineers Inc., New York, NY.
particularly the attenuation, yields enhanced reach
for LAN systems. This also demonstrates that it is 5. ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3-1985 ISO/DIS 8802/3,
possible to operate 16 1bps systems on unshielded Institute of Electrical and Electronics
twisted pair cables of suitable design. Engineers Inc., New York, NY.

CONCLUSION IBM Token Ring is a Trademark of Internation
Business Machine Corporation.

Seven chble types have been studied in this paper
ranging from the traditional inside wire (DIW) to Lattisnet is a Trademark of Synoptics
sh:' -  'le such as the IBM type I (Table 1). Communications.

.,opment of measurement methods towards
calardcterization of digital transmission
characteristics was presented. Findings on analog,
EMI and digital parameters considered for the design
of an improved cable were given. The results of
system tests using these new designs corroborate that
test methods are available for the system performance
evaluation of new cable designs.
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ANALOG MEASUREMENT EQUIPMEiT

I- Network Analyzer
I- S-Parameter Test Set
2- Baluns (50a unb/ 100a bal, 5Oa unb/ IS0

bal)
I- AT comp;tible computer

DIGITAL MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT L

1: Frequency Synthesizer
I Digital Transmission Anilyzer Hichel Plasse received his B.E. in Electrical
2- Ethernet LAN simulator ,1-house design) Engineering from Ecole Polytechnique de Montrdal.
2- Token Ring LAN sinulator (inhouse design) [te Joined Northern Telecom Canada Limited
I- Digital Oscilloscope Communication Cable Division's Research & Development
I- Differential Probe department In 1987 where he is responsible for

systems characterization and electrical test methods.

REACH TEST VATERIAL

HARDWARE

2 - PC's, AT's or good compatible
I - Cross-connect panel

(Token Ring)
2. Token ring adapter 16/4
1- Token rinq Media Access Unit
2- Media Filters
2- RJI1 Baseboard Jack
Hisc: Data connectors, patch cords,(tattisnot) _-
2- Ethernet adapter card
I- Lattisnet 1010 concentrator
1- Lattisnet 405 UTP host Lise Desroches received her B.E. in Electrical2- Lattisnet 505 UTP transceiver Engineering from Ecole Polytechnique de Hontrdal.
2- RJII baseboard receptacle She joined Northern Telecom Canada Limited
Misc: patch cords, adapter cables Co~nunlatlon Cable Division's Research & Development

department in 1986 where she is responsible for cable
design and characterization.

SOFTWARE

Microsoft DOS 3.3

(Token Ring)
IBM LAN program
IBM LAN support program

(Lattisnet)
Novell Advanced INetware
Etherlink diagnostics
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Paul -Andrd GuI bort received his B.. In Flectrical
Engineering from Universitd do Sherbrooke. Ile joined
Northern TO1OCQoi Canada Lim~ited Cort-unication Cable
Olvirion's Research & Development di.Islon In 1585
where he Is responsible for shields uesign and F10
measuremeonts.
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Abstract doubt, the distribution network will continue with
Historically, indoor distribution cables In ecalic cables.

telephone exchanges and buildings have been pVC At present, most metallic outside plants are
insulated. Htowver, with the introduction of the oade up of both paper-insulated and foat-
ISDN.:, the use of digital transmission ode is polyethylene insulated cables, while most indoor
increasing rapidly As well as transmission rates. cables (both on the subscriber side, and on the
As a result at this, conventional Indocr cabltg exchange side) are =ado up of i'VC insulations.
present some problems for digital transmission, Insulation materials and also the desitn of
such as: (1) Impedance unbalance between the outside cables are different from the materials
indoor and tle outside cable causes return losses and designs often used in indoor cables. Consequent
and pulse distortions (2) transmission ly, the electrical and transmission characteristii
characteristics change according to room tempera- of both families can be very different, and the
ture; and (3) the signal attenuation increases cables do not react to the transmitted signal the
proportionately to the transmission rate. sAM way.

To reduce or eliminate these problems, a new Outside plant cables and Also distribution
generation of indoor cables was developed, which cables acteri s o distributonkeeps the electrical and transmission eharacceris- cables have a characteristic impedance and
tics close tios of the outside plant cables. propagation velocity greater than PVC-insulatedItesclose those ofrctle utside pant cales cables. This fact causes a distortion in theBesides, these characteristics do not change with transmitted signal fron a type of cable to another,temperature and frequency variations. which is known as impedance unbalance. When the

signal propagates from an indoor cable to an

Introduction outside cable, there is a signal loss in the joint
point. Furthermore, there is also a distortion in

In the last few years, there has been a great the transmitted signal at this point. Throughout
increase in the utilization of optical fiber the line, a distortion and a signal loss happen at
cables in telecormaunieations networks. Now, many least twice in the output of the subscriber line
countries have a great number of optical trunk and in the input of the telephone exchange.
cables (exchange to exchange), but the distribution In the conventional telephone transmission for
network is nearly always built with matlliccables vice coen this signal. unbalance 1s little
a nd it has resisted the introduction Of Optical importance. But, with the introduction of the ISDN
fiber cables due to, mainly, economic reasons. (Intcgrated Service Digital Network), more services

Thus, we can foresee that in many countries and are added to the network such as: Data Transmission,
for a long time, the distribution network will Facsimile, Videotext Service, etc. In this case,
continue being metallic, and trunk cables will the transmitted signals are not analogic, but
gradually be replaced with optical cables. However, digital, and there is an increase in the
investments in outside plants are very expensive transmission rate and, consequently, in the signal
and at. present, many now-installed m,,etallic cables frequency.
will only reach the end of their life-time in one The signal unbalance and tie pulse distortion
or two decades. This fact does not allow the that occur in the joint of indoor cable with the
Substitution of all metallic cables with optical outside cable in a digital transmission can cause
cables. It is only possible in the three following many problems. Digital pulses might be very
cases:

(c ) New installations; atennuated and very distortioned, and in this case,
(2) Subtittion of defective cables or cables they will be read by the signal listener asat the end of their life-tie; transmission errors. Then, all the pulse package

( at ubstun of the instled n - must be retransmitted. This reduces the(3) Substitution of cables installed in high- transmission speed, and, consequently, the final
density telephone regions, where ducts are efficiency of the Digital Network.
full.

Because of this, metallic and optical cabins Another problem that occurs with the PVC-
will contintue to coexist in the same outside plants insulated cables (especially in tropical areas) isin many places and for a long time. This coexist- the variation of their electrical and transmission

ence constituting a hybrid network and beyond any characteristics due to frequency or room-tompore-
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ture chan.es. In a PVC-insulated cable, when the wi'rh bromin.aced alycylcic flame retardant plus
room temperature riscs, the cable capacitance a metal oxide to get improved flame retardant
increases drastically. Consequently the i-pedance, properties. In this formulation is added a proper
the attenuation and the propagation velocity filler to increase certain properties of the
become variable. insulation and so helping the flame-rewardancy.

Inananalogic sitnal transmission, this fact Stabilizer, color concentrate and other additives
does not cause a significAtit Alteration In cthe are used to reach the final required properties of
transmissin quality, but for Digital Pulses at insulation.

high frequency, the toemiraturt effect alters the Insulation H1terial
signal and tih transmission race, which worsens
the losses and distortions that occur in thajoint The insulation material of the hNev Family of
of Indoor And outside cables. indoor cables is made with a modified polyolefin,

Which has similar properties (especially electri-

To reduce or eliminate these problems, A New cal properties) to those of the polyolefins often
Family of indoor cables WAs developed to be used used for insulation of outside plant
in telephone exchanges and internal subscriber teleco-amnication cables. lesides, it is a flame-
lines. This new family reduces the impedanco retardant rmterial, and consequently, Suitable to
unbalance chat occurs in the joint of indoor internal use.
cables and outside cables. Moreover, they have
very rood stability in their electrical and Table I presents the min properties o ti s
transmission properties with temperature or InslAion mterial. In this table, one can sea a
frequency variations. CoMparISOn With Other materials commonly used As

insulation of conventional toleco=munication

This New Family of cables was developed cables.
according to the following premises: The following advantages are possible with the

(I) Electrical and transmission properties as use of the now material in re.ation with PVC
close as possible Co the coMOn cables used in insulations:
outside plants. (1) The density of the modified polyolefin is

(2) High flexibility and good mechanical about 251 bellow the density of the typical PVC
strength assuring an easy and safe installation. insulation. This allows reduction in the cables

(3) Elevated thermal class Assuring a good weight of products mado with this new material.
level of safety in installations with high- (2) The volume resistivity of the new material
density wiring, is approximately one million times superior to

(4) Excellent flar-retardant properties in the volume resistivity of conventional PVC
conformit~y with tile Ul, and CSA standards. insulated cables. This results in insulationresistances quite superior to chat of PVC-

All these objectives were reached through the insulated cables, thus offerinr higher safety for
use of precise design parameters and the develop- 

the user.

Ment of a new type of insulation =.crial. This
material is a modified polyolefin with properties (3) The break elongation of the new material is
very similar to the polyethylene or polypropylene, also superior, which contributes to a Vreater
This material results from a polyolefin basisadded flexibility of the cables insulated with the new

PROPERTIES OF INSULATION MATERIAL

Property PVC Papa Polyolelai NewMalefial

Dielectric Constant at 1 MHz 4-5 1.7 2.3 2.3

Volume Resistivity, Ohm/cm 10" 101" 10" 10"

Specific Gravity 1.2-1.5 0,73 0.93 1,05

Elongation at Break (%so) 200-400 - 500 -700 700

Flame Relardancy Yes No No Yes

TABLE 1
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modif'3J polyolefin. Design o 'P. Family of Cables

(4) At last, the dielectric constant o the The conductors of this new family of cables are
new material is half of a typical PVC compound mado of fully-annealed copper, usually cinied.
used in the Insulation of indoor cables. This These conductors are solid when the cable is used
factor allows designing snd manufacturing of in telephone exchanges or in internal distribution
indoor cables with similar transmission of buildings. They may be flexible if the cable is
properties to those of outside-plant cables, used in equipment connections or when the
because the capascitance is proportionate to the installation requires high-flexibility cables.
dielectric constant, and the characteristic The conductors Are insulated with the now
impedance, the attenuation and the propagation modified polyolrsin, a explained in the lst
velocity Are strongly dependent on th* cable topic. A suitable thickness is used to reach the
capacitance. appropriate cable 4:pacitAnco.

In addition to these advantages, the modified The insulated Wires are identified by using a
polyolefin has exceptional stability in relation -.*or code or b-y ring-marking printing. These
to the dielectric constant with variations of wires are twisted in pairs and are concentrically
temperature and measuring frequency, which is the cabled to form A cable core. This core is covered
contrary of what happens with PVC-insulated cables with a non-woven tape and shielded with an
(figures I and 2). Therefore, the transmission Aluminum/polyester laminated t~pa, spiral wrapp"I
characteristics of the cables insulated with tho around the cable core. A drain wire of tinned
now material will not change with variations of copper is spiral-wrapped around the alumintrA/
room temperature and signal frequency. polyester tape in continuous contact with the

Aluminum for the grounding of the cable.

DIELETRIC CONSTANT AT 1MHz
DIELETRIC CONSTANT VERSUS

VERSUS VERSU
FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE

4,0-

40- PVC

3,5-
3.5- PVC

3.0-.

.3,0-

3 
0.

25 New MaterialNew Mat

2,0-

I 0 I Ao

1 10 100 1000

Frequency (kHz) 
Teperature (0Q

FIG. 1
FIG. 2
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A jacket of UL-approved flexible PVC is The insulation resistance is increased greatly,
applied around the core to form the co=plececable. and the dielectric strenght between ,.onductors or

between conductors and shield is twice as much as
Evidently, many cable constructions can be made in conventional cables. These two advantages of

Sccordin to the above parameters. Recause of this, the cables allow for a safer cable operation even
only one type of cable arrangemnt will be in installations with a very largo numberof cable;
analyzed in the following topics. This cable because the resistance to damages from lightning
arrangement has a conductor diameter of 0.50 m and short-circuit is increased.
and a thirty-pairs core. This is a very common
cable configuration in the Bra:illan Telephone The transmission characteristics of the new cables,
Network, both in the subscriber side and in the uuch as impedance, attenuation and propagation
exchange side. The same cable constructien, but v locity, have been greatly improved If compared
with PVC insulation, is also analyzed for with conventional cables. This i mprovement allows
comparison, for A better signal transmission, witti less
,xin reatures of the New Family of Indoor Cables distortion of pulse and signal attenuation.

Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the Moreover, these characteristics are very close to

different types of cables. In this table, we can those of the outside-plant cables. This reduces or
dsee t e s fol ong feates. of thi nowal of even eliminates the Impedance unbalance thatoccurs
see the following features of the new iamily of In the joint of the indoor and outside-plant
cables: cables. With ,his, we can have much less digital-

(1) The now insulation material allows pulse distortion and much fewer signal losses in
capacitances close to the capacit.ances of the this joint.
outsidc-plant cables. Electrical Characteristics in Relation to

(2) Therefore, the new cables have transmission Temperature
characteristics very similar to those outside- Figure 3 shows the variation that occurs with
plant cables. the capacitance of PVC-insulated cables whe the

(3) The new cables have superior insulation temperature changes. The same figure shows the
resistance and, therefore, they are safer. excellent capacitance stability of the new cables.

(4) The transmissin|t properties of the ncw The capacitance of conventional cables ranges
cables do not 4hange with temperature and from 77 nF/km at 0 degrees to 118 nF/km at 40
frequency. degrees, while the new cables have a practically

Table 3 shlows some characteristics of the new stable capacitance in this temperature range. Thus,
familyTfcablehs in cmparatisowith the e athe new cables have very stable transmissionfamily of cables in comparison with the same cable ca~trsisAdteripdne teuto

construction Insulated with polyvinyl chloride, characteristics and their impedance, attenuation
The characteristics are shown for cables with and propagation velocity do not vary in this

diameter of 0.50 mm and a 30-pair core. temperature range.
The variation of the transmission characteristics

First of all, we can observe a 10% weight o h ovninlcbe sbgpolmI
reduction in relation to the conventional cables. of thl conventional cables is big problemin

This allows for a decrease in the cable pull- tropical areas or in air-conditioned buildings,

tension and easier handling. Moreover, the cable where the cables frequently pass from warm or cool

diameter is 11% smaller than that of conventional rooms to room-temperature places. This can cause
variations in the transmitted signal, especially

cables which alloils for an easier dusc
installation and a higher number of cables put in inase o a digital signal in high-transmission
a duct. rate.

COMPARISON BETWEEN TYPES OF CABLES

Property - Paper Insulated Polyethylene Insulated PVC Insulated New Cable

Capacitance (nF/km) 56 54 100 54

Propagation Speed (") 77 66 48 66I 66

Insulation Resistance (M fl. kin) 5,000 15,000 600 15,000

Temperature Dependency No No Yes No

TABLE 2
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NEW CABLE MUTUAL CAPACITANC8
1 CAmVitlofl New

Property Indoor Cable VERSUS
cable TEMPERATURE

Coductor Resistance(511 km) 97.8" 97.B"S
..... ... . . 120

Insudation Resistance ij
(Mf1. km) E00" 15.000 "in,0 / mul' 1100 W cbk

DIlledric Strength 1.500 3.
(Volts) _ o

Characleistic Impedance 60' 750
(Ohms) at kIk 6 750

Altewltion 1.0" 1.4 50
(dBlkm) at I kHz 1.

Propagation Speed 48' 66 s0o102 0 05

(%) TtwttCI

Matual Capacitance 100" 54(nV/kin) _ _

____________________I ________FIG. 3
Cable Diameter 13.5 12.0

(mm) 135_2.

Cable Weight 230 209
(kg)

Variable with temperature TABLE 3
INSULATION RESISTANCE

VERSUS
Another charccteristic which varies with the

temperature is the insulation resistance. For TEMPERATURE
conventional PVC-insulated cables, the insulation
resistanc-, decreases very rapidly with temperature
increases, as shown in figure 4. This fact may
caus' low insulation between the conductors of
theb. cables. Problems with low insulation will
not occur with the new cables, because the volume
resistivity of the new m.'terial is very Jtable
with temperature changes and the insulation
resiscance of the new cables is pratically
constant in the room-temperature range.

Electrical Characteristics in Relation of
Frequency $.0 C"

In ccnven~ional PVC-insulated cables, the
mutual capacitance decreases with th2 increase of
the transmission frequency, as shown in figure 5.
This way, other characteristics also vary. For 0 10 2 0 40 50 io
example, the attenuanion of the cable is greatly
increased, as Ahown in figure 6. This limits the Twwe(OC}
maximum frequency that can be transmitted by the
cable. This fact is very important in large
buildings, where distribution cables are very long
and, in these cases, the transmission rate and the FIG.4
signal quality can be affected by the internal-
cable attenuation.
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The newly-developed indoor cables show an
excellent Mutual-capacitance stability in relation

MUTUAL CAPACITANCE to the frequency increase. Thus, their signal

VERSUS attenuation increases nuch more smoothly than thatof tht@ conventional cables. Titus, these cables

FREQUENCY offer a signal transmission in much hlpher
frequencies than the I'¢-insulated cables. They
also Improve significantly the signal quality And

the tranamissicn rates.
Safety and Fire Protection

#, Tho nev cables have excellent fire-rerardant
Co d properties, because they are used inside buildingr
@and, in this case, superior safety is required.

1, 50The now family of cables was designed to comply
ifith Ul. standards, especially che "'Vertical Flame
Teat" and the "Vercical-tray Flame Test" specified

S70, by UL-1581 (Figures 7 and 8).

In the former, a vertically-suspended sample of
60. insulation shall not flame longter than 60 d

New CtI folloing five 15 a applications of a standard
gas fla.e. Also, the insulation burn shall not

5 _ _ _ ignite cotbuscible material in Its vicinity.

1 10 100 1000 In the "Vertical-tray Test" six samples of
cable, with 96-in lenth, are fastened in a

raKatol( } vertical steel ladder (cable tro-y type). A
standard-test flame, supplied by means of propane-
gas burner (ribbon type), is applied to che cable
samples for 20 minutes. After this time, the

FIG burner flame is to be excinguished and the tuo
following measures are recorded:

(1) The time that the samples continue to flame
after removal of burner.

(2) The total length of damage to the cable on
each sample.

A'TENUATION UL1581 2,'. UL VERTICAL FLAME TEST
VERSUS VERTICAL "- FT11

FREQUENCY TRAY ? eFing
FLAME 

.4 J

TEST

owe SpCimsb .- •
40.

8 FT

FI.

I0
10New mm'r

1 1* io Io tobc Aiw

Fequencyt(kX) ~.f2 2FT /1/
FIG.7 6IG 8K

FIG 67-4FG
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The new cables are self extinguished in A few Fond Shaikhzadeh received a B.S. degree in
seconds after the removal of che burner flae and Electronics Engineering from the University of
the lenrth of damage in the "Vertictl-tray Test" Sio Paulo in 1978. lIe Joined Furukawa Industrial
is not greater than 0.80 m for all sa, les. S.A. in 1979 and has worked on sales engineering,

Thus, the newly-developed cables comply, quality control and product engineering of
integrally, tils two flame cestt and others fire ocallic and optical telocom=unications andntestyht are reogilaed by cland nufactuers electronics cables. lie is presently the Ceneral
and consuts s. anager of the Technical Department.

Conclusion

The* new family of cables is ui:ablo for
internal use in telephone-exchatiru distribution
networks, and in commercial, residential or
industrial buildings. And they are mnufactured Kirtle ukui
with flexible conductors, they my be used in
installation of telecormnication or data rukavwa Indl. S.A.
equipment offering the following Advantages, It ,Produtos Elicricos
compared to the conveniionAl PVC-insulated cables: Curitiba, PR

B~razil
- Their transmission characteristics are very

similar to those of the outside-plant cables,
whi:h avoids the impedance unbalance between
indoor and outside-plant Cables, and, therefore it
also avoids signal losses and pulse distortions in
the joint uf rhese cables. Kingo rukuL joined Furukawa Industrial S.A. after

receiving the B.S. degree in Chemistry from Sio
- Their transmission characteristics do not Paulo State University in 1975. lIe has been

change with cite temperature. Titus, they my be engaged in development of materials for
used in tropical areas and in large air- telecommunication and eletronicscables. Mr. Fukui
conditioned buildings without any variations in the is currently Deputy Ceneral Manager of Research
transmitted signal. Development activities of Furukawa Indl. S.A.

- The n w cables present an excellent
transmission stability with signal-frequency
changes, which Allows for the high-frequency
Pctenuaciona to Wecoma much smaller than that of
te conventional PVC-insulated cables. This causes

l:igher transmission rates. Nobuo Ishizaki

- The insulation resistance of these new cables Furukawa Indl. S.A.
is practically independent of the temperature Produtes Elitricos
changes, which contributes for safer cable - Cpinas, SP
operation and fewer damages to the cables. B razil

- They are flame recardant and comply totally
with the UL-standards for its cable class.

- They have a final cost equivallent to that of
the conventional cables. .obuo Ishizaki received a B.S. degree in

Teleco=unications Engineering from INATEL - Ins-
tituto Nacianal de Telecomunicac5es in 1978. He
joined Furukawa Industrial S.A. in 1979 and
worked in the development or telephone networks,
product and procees engineering. Ile is now
Industrial Manager of the computer cable
assemblies plant.

Foad Shmikhzadeh

Furukawa Indl. S.A.
Produtos E16tricos

Brazil
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Joo Crl 4h. Souza

Produtos Elitricos
Curiciba, PR
ZOrazil

Jolo CArlus .Scu:: joined Furukau Industrial
after receivin g his B.S. degree in Chemica
Engineering from Federal University of Arnni in
1981. Ile has been engaged in developmnt of
plastic materials, irradiated olyrors. optical
cable desi n and fire prutection technolopy.
Mr. Mariano is presently Assistant Manager of the
Materials Group in the R2seArCh And Dovloprent
DepiW C Pg.
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SUIELDINO EFFICIENCY OF COMMUNICATIONS WIRE AND CABLE
FOR HIGH SPEED TRANSMISSION

Lal M. Ilore

BELLCORE, NEW JERSEY, USA

This paper prcscnts an overview of the present state of the
ANSTRACT art and the experimental results of the surface transfcr

impedance mcasurcmcnt by Trilaxial Cavity Tcchnique, and
the radiation icakage measurement by Absorbing Clamp for

Relationship between surface transfer impedance and coaxial wires. The transmission charactctistics of shielded
radiation from coaxial wircs with longitujinally foldcd metal and unshlcldcd twisted pair wires arc mcasurcd, and from the
tapes, braid and mctallpolylmctal laminated tapes Is near cad crosstalk (NEXT) and attenuation data. a
discussed. Also prescntcd is a discussion of the measurement relationship between the signal frequency and transmitted
of surface transfer impedance with a Triaxial Cavity and distance has been estimated and presented In this paper.
radiation leakage by the Absorbing Clamp technique. Effects
of flcxures on the shielding effectiveness arc also discussed. EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES
The tffcct of shielding on twisted pair wires is established by
measuring various transmission parameters of which near end Samples used for various shielding and/or transmission
crosstalk (NEXT) is of significant importance. Contained measurements arc,
herein are also discussions on signal.to.noisc ratio (SNR) and
n.argins for various transmission impairments and their Twisted Pair
effects in limiting the distances of high speed transmission. Simple No. 1 - 25 pair 24 AWO Shielded Wire
The frequency.distance guidelines for sh!cldcd and Sample No. 2 -25 pair 22 AWO Shielded Wire
unshlcldcd wires are compared. Sample No. 3 - 12 pair 22 AWG Shielded Pair Wire

INTRODUCTION Sample No. 4 - 25 pair 24 AWG Unshicldid Inside Wire
Sample No. S - 25 pair 24 AWO Unshicldcd Inside Wire

The present day telecommunications systems intended for use Sample No. 6 - 25 pair 24 AWG Unshiclded Inside Wire
in large commercial buildings, between buildings in college Sample No. 7 - 2S pair 24 AWG Unthiclded Inside Wire
campus environment and central offices (C.O.) include voice,
data, FAX, computer and other telecommunications Coaxial
apFlications. For these systems the distances with different
types of transmission media may extend up to 10,000 feet, Sample No. 8 - RG.6 Coaxial (laminated tape and corrugated
cover approximately i0,000 to ten million square feet or aluminum slcld)
office space and for a population of between 100 and 50,000 Sample No. 9 - RG-6 Coaxial (laminated tape and braid)
Individual users. 11 Sample No. 10 - RG.6 Coaxial (laminatcd tape and brald)

At present three different types of telecommunications media Sample No. 11 - RO-59 Coaxial (laminated tape and braid)
arc commonly used for both horizontal and backbone (riser) Sample No. 12 - RG Type Coaxial (double braided s"Ield)
wiring within commercial prcmiscs and also within a central
offico environment. These media arc,15 .21  Construction and dimensional analysis of the twisted pair

wires are given in Table No. 1. Of these, sample numbers I
(1) Unshiclded Twisted Pair and 2 are covered with aluminum laminated shield over the

core; whereas in sample nunber 3, all pairs are Individually
(2) Shielded Twisted Pair shielded with braid. Sample numbers 4, S, 6 nd 7 have no

(3) Coaxial shield either on Individual pair or over core. For the coaxial
sample numbers 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12, Table numbers 2 and 3

In addition to the above, 62.$/12SI.m Optical Fiber cable is provide the pertinent construction arA dimensional data.
recognized as a suitable media for use in the backbone Figure 1 is the actual photograph of the coulal wires without
section of the wiring. This paper will not cover the use of Jacket after the flexure test.
optical fiber media.

For use in electronically sensitive locations up to gila.hertz TEST METHODS OF COAXIAL WIRES
range, coaxial wires require adequate shielding. Proper
shielding minimizes the effects of elcctrom gnetlc Ahbnrhln lamp Technique;
interference (EMI) by containing radiation and by keeping
out external interference. For high speed transmission The Rohdc & Schwartz Model MDS.0 Absorbing Clamp is
through unshielded twisted copper pairs, a trade.off between used in Europe to determine acceptable radiation lcv-:ls from
signal frequency and transmission distance has been power cords of household electrical dnvI:ei according to the
investigated by researchers including the author of this paper. recommendation of the Comite International Special des
A definite need has been realized to study shielded twisted Perturbations Radioclcctriques. .41 In reference 4, it Is alfo
copper pairs and estimate the effect of shielding o.,i signal suggested that the absorbing clamp could be used to test
frequency versus transmission distance., shield efficiency of coaxial cables.
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VI). 71 7.s 1. The absorbing clamp NIDS.20 consists of an oblong plastic
rasl W&U ALYA A&I~ ALYT l"MOft else filled with a hinged lid s0 thsat the cable to be measured

(a -)' to jw M od = $i can be Inserted. Fitted Inside the top and bottom halvcs of
wo') 41"1 lie 6049 0 ,h1 the Case Is a row of spring supported ferrite half-rings Which.wa W istM-

Cate 3.1milwhen the hinged case Is closcd, form a closed magnetic
circuit. The two rings nearest to the test Item carry thc

C~nt (C) secondary windings af the current transformecr, the output of
. :4 which Is connected by coaxial cable to the output socket of

Caviled (i) 10 m00 10 too so the device and from there to the output of the receiver.
tVIkSIVOI 0,0 1 0.0) 0.011 0.00) A coaxial cable under test was exeited by a well shielded

soed Swim 4044 m e kx Co itildcorilIka )'5P4 signal generator providing a known Input signal level and
(0"444was properly terminated. The ratio of the output signal ievel

')PO) to the cable Input signal level provides a measure ofi- t shielding. In the laboratory tests, eable samples used were
*let 12 feet (3.7 m) In length and stretched out on a wooden table

Mli. o4t1' U 0,04 0.00* 0.006 Dom4 34 Inches (86 ems) in height (Figure 2). The Input signal was
VA&Uth (?) I 1 43 14

Sw~bu,5tN) 4 5 set at 100 my after the so 0175 n converter. Th:- absorbing
NwslO afn(C) Is 15 14 V clamp was moved from w~e end of th.; sample to the other

C.',~t% 20 *2 9 4 *2and the highest signal level received zt t),r. 'cs"nctcr was
IatkJ Mie MaC'ck nVC te.4? VC l0.tk MV lklat PVC recorded.

Plastic used in makhg %he AkEM lnus. war not 11'uipyed
for onnaieon. mwe plastie maueials indcate above wett
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R~om :114 data taken with the MDS-20 Absorbing Clamp After the Flexure Test, Jacket of each samplc was remo'ved to
certain conclusions can be drawn. From 50 MHz to 200 examine the effect of flexing. As Clearly Secaen 15Figu~re 1,
MHz, all samples have the radiation level of 10 lxv, and sample No. A showed multipli kinks and breaks on the oui;.-
below (Figure 3). With the exception of RG type No. 12 aluminum tape. The braided Samples did riot show any
with double braid, all the rest of the sample& reached around noticeable physical change on thc outer braid due to flexure.
2S I&v at 250 Miiz, and then dropped to around IS I&v at 300
Mlit. Double braided sample No. 12 showed the lowestAde
overall adlation at only 14 lsv across the frequency band, 50
Miii to 300 MHZ-. It Is worth mcntioning that the noise level
of the generator as incasured by the mlerovoltmeter was less
than 2 microvolts which Is the minimum level the receiver
Cat measure. 

R 
__

5.i A~~
a.4

N. urOoa""N"s

Of DIVI tt~ 4O?~sA4

FIGUREC 4: (IIIMCJlygIinmt

-- It-

toat flexure. Net withAC ae~u crcu mne fiv OAtimes the oter

Shdineffe nc of the coaxial wire c ale ra en oefrvic a~~
sema res o n ixu n Tour evalat the flexurticharatherstL~ j
rathieore, theshing ctofdiveny wasur mestured mby te
Asolrbn Clam thnqe bod y th beforhe sandl a flexe. --------- ----------

tei flreahwn the oailsrpum wr ese o radiation wsmre ro
tflexurge. Nhextswth apresular mndgre 5itie thegh1 sotrw
diamtero the itolaag wInreahed smpleiwant trofm aa
samp~~le as.shondi lu ,a the loedn efcecat of the wrstl

ratio.Uinhoordie Flexure Test Equ-9sapeN.1wih Ipe ts
throudig ef0,000cyls by aout10 B at300MMz
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70 NUSEROFLEXRCS.0000shield In tiur, ex1te ain al in. The coaxial s y ndrst

whose resultant output voltage was detected by a terminating
voltmeter. The left end of the outer shell was shorted by a

10 metal dise to the cable shield. The magnitude of surface
10 transfer Impedance, Z1, was calculated from the output

vtage V, Input current 1, and sample length C, from the
I I I following expressions. The derivation of equations la and lbso 70 100 150 200 250 30 Is found In Anoendix.

FREOUENCY (MHz) The Triaxial Cavity which was designed in the laboratory Is
suitable for measurement on a sample length of 30 cm only.
The various samples measured In the Triaxial Cavity did not

FIGURE 8: SHIIELDING ZFFECTIVENESS VERSUS FIIECUENCY OF COAXIAL WIRES cxceed 1/3 X at 300 MHz. International ~Elctrotechnical
ROHDE &SCHWARTZ 14DS-20 ABSORBING CLAMP TECHNIQUE Commission (IEC) rccommends that the cavity exterior

system have a maximum length of 0.35 X191 where X.mI. is the
shortest wavelength measured. Thus with the existing length
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of the cavity, measurement was limited to 300 Mlhz. The
Surface transfer Impedance (Z') In tnllli-ohmslmcter was ---

computed for vatious Sample% from the measured data at a

number of frequencies, %cc Figure 13 and Totble 4. al WOJT OI VOLT
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hills leak age at this frequency. The reasoi for this Incecase To4e MARGCIN RQUNMK73rr
could not be explained. Sample No. 11 also showed an
unusually higher -ate of Increase of Impedance bectween IS0 SOURCE F.XLANATON ALOCATIONt
Mlix and 300 Mtfx. Analyzing the measured radiation CAbs. Tompd1M~wh. d
shown In Table S (after correction for 1.2.6 my signal level), Aim. M&WI.
sample No. 11 also showed a very high 1431311oA leakage at Voaw~,u.Wtr
300 Mliz. 0.79 AvImetcr radiation at ;.hls frequency Is more S40
than double the value measured for most of the remaining Coor Customer CNro. .464A~. 3 a
samples. However, after the same sample was flexed 10,000 Nolt Med ae
times, thc shielding effectiveness improved (Pigre 9). N~ Impue"; 3 a

Tell. 5?W.ASUUZO NADtAT1OV4CORKNKCTKD FOK 1.' $IOXCAL LIXt. Lawi Tfs4IJ6cy
(by TrInle Cathy Tfthaht-) power W1.eame

M~ A 9690f Z=. M. s. AV S1 L*tl% KeVer Nowifteadty. 3 d8)
Bier, Uabaaac,Fcc MIMI. Yara.

neq.. t1i~u R&.4 Rk4 l04 RO.4 1 Iots KOTj M4FCMUhIQ
11IC IL W &, 9 -. e&12- go." ______ f E&O_____

Is on 04 0m 0.13 0.10 clot R"KI Rai 3db1
17$ 30 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.2.1 0.06 taterymbol304 is C." 0.3 01%3 0.71 0il ________ Inefece. Edo

With the exception of sample Nas. I and 12, all other wires )tU% above !77_______
have aluminumlpolylaluminum laminate as the inrcvr shield MAOW-Ij - 1. 14 14 - 14 -3S., - 14' 13 I--371 IT - 124
and approximately 60% coverage of copper wire braid as thc
outer shield (Table 2). Sample No. 9 has
aluminumlipolyiluminum laminate at Inner shield and In addition to the above margin, It Is shown In Reference 11
aluminum tape as outer shield. Sample No. 12 has 90% and that a bridged tap could prodtice significant Increase In
81% coverage for both Inner and outer copper braid attenuation, particularto at higher frequencies. In real world
respectively, situations, bridged taps arc commonly provided In customer

Triaialcavty mtho isconiderd mre eliale ompredpremises wiring as well as In Central Office environments. Itto the asring Clampd Tcniqure, since tre latertestrid may happen that the bridged taps arc provided withoutto te AsoringClam Tehniuesine th latertes Isknowing the magnitude of their effects. From experimentalInfluenced both from the external Ingress of radiation measurements shown In Reference It, It was clearly
through the shield of cable sample which acts; as an antenna established tLat a bridged tap having Its length the same as
and also due to the variation In sample length. the quartet wave length of the transmitted signal produced
Comparing the results of both Triaxial Cavity method and significant Increase In attenuation. At 772 Kti-x one bridged
Absorbing Clamp technique, sample No. 10 appeared to have top was shown to produce an Increase of 8.6 dB) average an
provided the best shielding up to 300 Miiz possibly due to 25 pairI24 gauge Inside wire. The corresponding Increase
the existence of least gap st the overlap of the Inner shield, was about 10 dB at 1.6 Mlii.
Because of the cracks on outer aluminum shield and the Considering all the factors, i.e., Impairments, Signal-to-Noise
formation of kinks on the Inner aluminuinlpalylsluminum Ratio and bridged taps, It Is appropriate to classify the
laminate, sample No. 8 showed the worst shielding following three categories of margins:
effectiveness after flexure.

(1) SNR of 14.S dli for binary code + 6dBI margin w20.5 dII
TRANSMISSION CHARACTER IS'TICS OF SHIELDED

AND UNSHIELDED TWISTED PAIR WIRE (2) SNR of 14.5 dD for binary code + 12 dlB margin 26.5 dl

Marvin a nsideration (3) SNR of 14.S dII for binary code + 19 dBi margin -32.5 dli

In Hare and Thuraisamy's paperltW, It has been shown that
Near End Crosstalk (NEXT) and loss characteristics are Meapuremtnt of Trnmt tn Paraete.Irsdominant factors for high speed transiision through twisted
copper pairs. In the same paper, various Impairments i.e., Samples of both shielded and unshielded Inside wires from
Inductive noise, echo, intersymbol Interference, Impulse different vendors were used In our measurements to
noise, etc. were discussed and their effects In limiting the characterize Inside wiring cables. The construction and
transmission distance were presented In Table 6. By applying dime~nsional analyses of these wires are shown In Table 1.
a quasi-statitical method, iLe., adding half of the dBi values Mutual capacitance, capacitance unbalance, characteristic
allotted to each class of Impairment to the RMS combination impedanc, attenuation and near end crosstalk (NEXT) were
of the other half, a margin of 12.67 dB can be obtained, measured and shown In Table 7 using a DC.M model CMS - 2
Thus, based on engineering judgement, a margin of 12 dBi is PCX Computerized Automatic Cable Measuring System. The
considered acceptable for various Impairments. measure~ment technique emplorcd usin h C1ts e a
In digital transmission for a Bit Error Ratio (DER) of onebefudI htlrspcr3.
error In ten million (107), a signal having binary code
requires a peak Signal-to.Nolse Ratio (SNR) of 14.3 dB-121.
For engineering computation this margin for SNR may be
considered 14.5 dB).
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1% NEXT values for cicb of the sample Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 7
are computed by three equations provided under Table 1.

Thiul, 7uLJ6WCNoUc5UT 'eor5N , t. bUtN nCWtE DCM test set computes the average NEXT values In dil kft
$Me,, .t s,,46, s'" 3 by using the first equation. Using this value, total average

NEXT is eomput.d from the second equation and finally, 1%
Cisth1)s. 1:04 MA M4 NEXT value from the 3rd equation. One explanation may be

M4' 1:316 tat K: necessary for the total average NEXT value which is defined
cat. UsAbet as the worst ayerage crosstalk coupling expected in i

/okw.Ote Alt. W$,t0 1 measured unit of pairs for an Infinite length. 1% NEXT
M,,. (FM) it) 127 tvalues thus computed for the measured frequencies of 150,
M us 23 772, 1600. 3150 and 6300 KHz for samplh Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 7

o 1,, a ,u, O) show the following:

Oam, A4. O44 Il to" t.3 two
t1t Ilk IM l0c * 25122 gauge shielded cote (sample No. 2) shows 2 to 4 dD
:9 WA %5. 1,9 4.

100 K4 10, ,p Improvement of 1% NEXT values over the 2524 gauge
shielded core (sample No. 1).

* 12122 gauge shielded pair wire (sample No. 3) shows 34
to 38 dD Improvement of 1% NEXT values over 2524

RESULTS OF SHIELDED AND UNSHIELDED PAIRS jtauge shielded core (sample No. 1) in the frequency rLngc

it has been mentioned earlier that both sample Nos. 1 and 2 of 772 KIla to 6,300 KHz.

are covered with aluminumlmylar laminate over th, core; * 25124 gauge unshicldcd core (sample No. 7) shows the
whereas, sample No. 3 has copper braldcd shield over each similar 1% NEXT values as that of 25124 gauge shielded
pair. Sample Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 have no shield at ull, core (sample No. 1).
Transmission measurements on these unshicldcd samlcs
were reported In Reference 11 and therefore the results arc For our measurement program sufficnt numher a amples
not Included in this paper. However, for comparison of were not available. However, the above results may be

crosstalk bchavior of both shielded and unshiclded wires, considered as Indicative of the typical crosstalk ch aracteristics

sample No. 7 has been chosen. This sample was found to of the shielded and unshlcldcd Inside wires manufactured by

have the worst power sum near end crosstalk behavior of all the industry.

the unshicldcd samples. The test results of the sample is
therefore tabulated along with three shielded samples in
Table 8 for comparison.

TabieIt 11 P'S MXT CMARACTRUITICS OF SHIELDED INSIDE WIRh

SagmylI f25/24 Sh. Core) Samak 2 M/22 Sh. CojrS Saoe' i (12)22 Sb. P SAl,) ,a 7 (25.24 Unsh, Cgre!
Frcq. At. =E'Tm 1)%EX TA. NEXTM  INTXr An. N-XT 3 1%NV.XT An. NEXT,3 Nt?,T-_

ttLARXIMM dYl Q dE~t dbrLft dB dIAl:kft Bf dB) I=~~: fdlv&kf;) ed

1S0 3.61 (7):5 .61 30.61 3.03 (n):61.6 S2.U 3.03 (A): 53.44 76.65 3.79 (n77S.3 50.9
Worst: 33.11 Wont: 56.62 Worst: 109 Wont: 31.9

a: 1.77 a: 3.25 cr: 2.31 0:1.3
772 7.86 (":44.14 39.29 7.81 (7):51,1. 43.74 5.74 ("):52.35 76.69 7.06 L):42.9 40.1

Wont: 42.41 Went: 46.0 Wont: 78.02 Worst: 40.9
a: 2.3Z a: 3.13 9:2.29 0:1.1

1600 11.7a (n2:41.31 36.49 12.36 nx :46.91 39.29 9.54 ():51.11 74.44 10.94 (331.6 36.0
Worst: 38.70 Wont: 40.90 Wont: 76.49 Worst: 36.9

a: 2.07 a: 3.27 a: 2.7 0:1.1
31MO 17.23 (1):36.76 31.89 11.87 (T) 44.00 36.17 14.72 (nx:76.5S 66.90 16.17 (A'.34.7 31.7

Worst: 33.22 Wornt: 37.32 Wont: 69.47 Worst: 32.9
a: 2.09 or: 3.36 a: 4.14 a: 1.3

630 2 'S w,:,32.80 28.09 26.63 (n):39.40 32.57 19.67 (i:68.89 62.46 24.21 (An:30.9 28.3
.. ot: 29.39 Worst: 34.56 Worst: 64.09 Worst: 25.4

",M o: 2.93 a: 2.76 a: 1.1

11=1041where.

XT.(du Af/) - mat + 10 Ins best., Mcasu"d value of NEXT In dB
S- 10 - Average attenuation In dE~t

,w Averale value of 25 pairs

Total Avg. NEXT (d&) - NEXT. - 10 toS a - Standard Deviation

1I% NEXT (d) - TocalAvg. NEXT - 2.33e t
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DISCUSSION4 ON TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY VERSUS DISTANCE -

R~esults of 1% NEXT characteristics for sample No%, 1, 2, 3 '4 " PLx4"wwPJ0
and 7 from Table I are plotted in Figure 14. These results **i Ift "U4wotoop go
do not take Into consideration the effct of SNR, Impairments as- 0"~r,.uiacmu.
and bridged taps, or reflection for impedance 811mItche due
to gauge and/or other changes.

17 "a 31 am

The NEXT model In Figure 14 can be used to estimate the _________________

relative trionsmiticd distance at the frequencies or Interest I Ata ?254wooe
within the acceptable bit error ratio of 107. In the earlier AP oIH12UNUD CEI
discussiont, 20.5, 26.S and 32.5 dB were conslidered for three ItiI4t~OC
appropriate values for SNR plus margin. While these SNR
values apply to the composite signal (cli frequencies) at a 1
point Inside the receiver, we use them here as In reference I1I
to estimate relative trnsite distance for the sinl.B I a~ Ut PLsS0AO4I
subtracting SNR and margin from 1% PS NEXT values, a a $Ni P1.U515.Sm"RoW,(2.5.4)
corrcs,onding act of curves are drawn and displayed. Figure
IS shows such curves for shielded pair. The dii loss values of
these curves arc taken oii the mnaximum attenuation of the
trartsmitted signal, and converted to wire length at the
frequency of Interest. The distances thus computed for
various frequencies arc plotted for the three of SNR plus 2
margin values. Figure 16 refers to the shielded pair and
Figure 17 refers to the shielded or unshielded core. 0.

J§40 ISO 150 rn4tw 3is0 IX

U I RnEOUENCY (KKZI

FIGURE 17 DISTANCE VS. FREQUJENCY FOR SHIELDKD

The AND UNSHIIELDED CORE

Teabove set of plots are guidelines for relative transmission
range: for both shielded and unshielded Inside wires. Actual

30 distances for a specific system depend on many factors,
Including the details of the transceiver technology, the other

30 Impairments besides NEXT, bandwidth, etc. The frequency
versus distance plots in figures 16 and 17 arc not clearly

IS related to bit rate becalise any digital signal covers a band of
frequencies rather than just one frequency.

40 0 ISO 711 IN* 1103on

FIGURE IS: NfXT MODEtL AND 51411 PLUS1 MARGINS FR SWELDED FAIR
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The shielding effct~iveness of twlitd pair wires was
SUMMARY determined by measuring ncar cad crosstalk (NEXT) lost of

The present study on shieiding efficiency of communications various simiics of wire. Thcse Includcd,
wire and cable WAS divided Into two sections -Coaxial Wircs e unsielded Inside wire,
and twisted pairs. For coaxial wires various shielding*isdewrwthhcddcoan
designs considered for the study Included, Iniewrwthseldcoad

" aluminumlpolyialuminum laminate, for Inner shield an 9 Inside wire with shielded pair.
corrugated aluminum for outer shield, The data clearly shows that indilvidually shicided pair design

" aum~u/plyoluinm amnae (r nnr hildand has the best NEXT performance as compared wish the wires
coppruainlofdifferntm laiate for iner shield n with or without shielding over core. Depending on the signal

coppr baidof iffren coerags fr otershildandbandwidth, the signal. to-noie ratio may vary and also the
* double braided shield of different coverages. effects of Impairments on loss consideration. To transmit

The Whelding effectivent-us of these sampcs were measured high speed datsa and other signals, determination of NEXT
by using (1) Rohde A Schwartz Model MDS-20 Absorbing performace at the frequencies of Interest, and SNR and
clamp and (2) Triaxial Cavity Method for determining the margin requirements are of significant Importance. Based on
surface transfer Impedance. Doth the above methods were these data, relative transmitt::d distances arc estimated for at
used before flexure and after on the coaxial samples. The goal of one error In 101 bits Ive second. Figures. 16 and 17
results show that the sample with &Iu minumlpvulylsiuminmum provide guidelines of the tra& .off between frequency and

lamiate istcr hied an corugted lumnumoute sheldtransmitted distance of the icside wires with and without
lamnaed tNer sid nd erorrugatel auminu oter shiped shield. The two sets of curves clearly show that shielded
(sample o. cr)cdidonotproma ela the othrsiedadkik eeloapeso pairs have dimtinct advantage In transmitting much longer
beas fsk nthe outer shield andpl Ns deel0 win distances over the unshielded pali of either shielded core or
thenu/ol/luiu laiatdIner shield. Sampl No. 10 wthshielded core. For example, at 772 kIIZ, the shielded

copper braided outer shield provided the best shielding up to foirs thatre categi of tasitng blusmarn requirents9. of
300 Mlx possibly due to the existence of the least gap at thefo htrecagrisfSN plsm gnrqueetsf
overlap of the Inner shield. This study Is not Intended to 20.5, 26.S and 32.S dli. The corresponding tansmitted
recommend any particular shield design for a desired distances at 772 kliZ for unshielded core and shielded core
Application, rether to suggest methods of determining the raknge between 1.1 kft and 2.8 kit. At other frequencies there
shielding effectiveness In the range of frequencies of Interest, Is also a Significant Increase In transmitted distances using the

wires with shielded pairs over the wires with or without
shielded core.

RMSOINSIS OF A TRIAXIAL CAVITY.- DERIVATIONS 0OF EQUATIONS

Much has bees 'written on derivatosa of eqtuations relsatin voltage otput from a tuiastal cavity to the surface tfansfer
Impatience of the cable under test 'whicit lorss Its Inucoaxsl system,101.
Igute 14 illuitrates sdiemusticsfly a trnsnlison line of leqth I 'with a series point sowe of esuf located in "h bottom

conducto. %we line parametees aft. as, shown, x wa r; line totrlnadona at left and right on&h me Z AMd Zt, reapeciivey.
Iat the omf ber of uit voluge (eu a) W Itslocationafrom the origin at thelft bez'x~ Schelufft!has hown that the
traftvrse voiteg. at some point .t> j is

V~.Q- itcash I* C + Z, stS rI [K *IPtA r(t- A) + ZxcoA r,(( - j)) (1.1)

D - K[(K- +zz,) ai-t + xz,+ - oA rt) . (1.2)

It we ofre Interested only ia the output -ioltage across 21 ati x- we have for Y(I.

KV 00(, )- 6AeS rj + z, sInS rtj (1-3)

Suppose that along the bottom leg there exists a distribution of sources eut); then the output voltage V atz e becomes

V - f (C)Vwf £wt.(1

It the bottom ej It the outer conductor of a couast cable excdtod from the~ left end by Input current 1(0) and matde-terrnlnated
at the right, thez- (Figure l4b)

t(O -1(0)A 'p(.16-)

'where , Ad -1 ae the surface transfer Impedance and propagaton constant, respectively. ThistIs the condition 'which obtains
In the teat set-up shown In Figure It with Z, m 0 and Z, a S0 ohms. With Z, n 0 the expression for D simplifies to

D - KI[K stinre + ztco4Ar1,1 (1.6)

Inststing 1.3, 1.3, and 1.6 Into 1.4 ua caryin2 out the integration there results:

cosh re +
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS FOR ThL.EP lONE
MULTIPAIR COPPER CABI,,S

Ernesto E-sposito

"ELECO CAVI SPA
Via Nazionale Adriatica 2D Roseto degli Abruzz', lily

SUMMARY
The cross section of a typical nultipair

Following the common tendency toward copper cable is shown in Fig.l.
the introduction of new telccommunication 'rhe cable s mnanufactnmd utilizing a high
services.the most industrialized countries are speed industrial process. This process is
implemcnting the digitalization of the network. controlled by continuously monitoring the

In o. '.r to cope with the futur, request o: primary cable paramet"rs, R,L,G,C, where R and
ISDN and high spe,%d data links (2 Mbit/s) from L tre respectively the resistumce and the
the subscribers,high quality transmission inductance of 1ht" conductor, while C and G are
carriers must be available. respectively the capacitance and the

For that reason in Ita.y, beside, :he conductance betw:cn two conductors (1).
implementation of a optical fibre network for The manufacturing process is su~mmarized as
long distance and trunk applicationsa familiy of' follows:
multipair copper cables with improved high a) The copper wire is drawn, :anealed and
frequency characteristics in order to meet the insulated at a very high speed (about 2500
SIP (Italian Telecornmunicelon Operating m/ntinute);
Company) specifications has been 6o.veloped for b) The insulated wires are twisted in pairs;
the subscriber network. c) Th, pairs air, combined together to form the

10 pair units and simultaneously the 100 pairs
units;
d) To make the different cables ranging from

1. INTRODUCTION 200 to 2400 pairs the 100 pair units are
stranded together;

This paper describes the manufacturin' e) At last jelly ( for in filled solution only) and
process, the main electrical par'mlcters undi., different internal/exteral protections are
measurement (both high and low frequency) extruded at a speed of 25m/minute.
and the tests developed for a new family of During this process the following parameters
multi-pair copper cables for the Italian must be controlled:
Distribution Network. - Copper wire diameter and circularity.

In addition the results of the above tests for - Wire/insulator concentricity.
two different cables, 2400 copper pairs unfilled - Faults number: the maximum acceptance limit
and 400 pairs jelly filled, both polyethilene is one fault for 150 km of insulated wire.
insulated are reported. - Control on the geometry of the pair during the

The acceptance limits, the tolerances and the twisting and the stranding stages of
high number of parameters under manufacture.
measurement, insure high quality transmission - Accuracy in the manufacturing of the
characteristics, also for high frequency internal/external cable protections.
applications. In order to guarantee the final product

Moreover, in order to work in compliance quality and performances with such a high
with the Quality Assurance Process, it is speed process,it is of fundamental importance
possible to statistically control the production to continuously monitor and control the above
trend in term of electrical as well as mechanical parameters during all the stages of
and geometrical parameters. manufacturing.
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3.L-EECIRICAL PARAMETEMRS Mutual c3ancitance
The mu;tual capacitancc for any pair in the

In this paragraph are considered the most frequency range between 800 and 1000 lIz
important electrical parameters for the must be lower than:
behaviour of the telephone network , i.e. the
R,L,G,C characteristics (1,2). - non filled cables mean 50 nF/km

The telephone line characteristics are related max 55 nF/km
to the following parameters (1):

- filled cables mean 55 nolkm
-Capacitance unbalance to ground; max 60 nF/km
-Resistence unbalance;
-Capacitance and inductance coupling; tlnhalance canacitanec:

-Crosstalk coupling; The unbalance capacitance measured (for a
-Variation .a the impedance characteristics; 500 in cable length) in the frequency range
-Variation of the dielectric constant. between 800 and 1000 liz, must be lower than:

All the above quantities depend upon the - pair to pair max (95%) OOpF
cable design as well as the manufacturing max 150pF
processes.

To control the R,L,G,C, characteristics the - pair to ground max (95%) 700pF
measurement of the following electrical max I200pF
parameters are required (1):

Dielectric Rigidity Test
-wire electrical resistance; Any pair nwzst withstand for 3 seconds,
-pair resistive unbalances; without any electrical discharge, the following
-pair mutual capacitances; D.C. values:
-pair capacitive ground unbalances;
-pair capacitive unbalances for any wire (mm) DC(kV) wire DC(kV) wires/shlcld

combination;
-pair conductance; 0,4 2,5 6
-pair attenuation; 0,6 3,5 6
-near end crosstalk for any pair

combination (NEXT); ligh frequcncy characteristics
-far end crosstalk for any pair The attenuation and impedance values, at 20

conibination (FEXT); degrees C, must be:
-characteristic impedance;
-insulating resistance for any wire; f(kllz) Inpedance(ohn) Attcn.(dlB/km)
-dielectric rigidity for any pair; 0,4ram 0,6am 0,4nam 0,6mm

(In bold the parameters statistically measured 0,8 <1150 <850 <2 <1.5
are shown.) 80 <160 <150 <12 <7

1000 <140 <135 <27 <19
3.1 Electrical Characteristic Values

In order to ensure the maximum utilization In order to determine NEXT and FEXT mean
of the pairs inside the cable even at high values distribution, a statistical analysis (at
frequency,the following values must be met: IMllz) on the following combinations is

required:
Elccrical wire resistance:

Near end crosstalk:

wire diarneter(mm) max (ohm/nkm) mean A among all pairs within unit (10 pairs)
B among all pairs between adjacent units (10

0,4 150,0 144,0 pairs)
0,6 66,6 63,9
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Far end crosrtalk: Attenuation 1IMlz Maximum Individual
C among all pairs within unit Average
D among all pairs between adjacent units Standard Deviation
E among all pairs between alternate units Histogram

RMS
The mean and minimum (98%) values

measured for any 100 pairs unit must not bc FEXT&NEX T Maximum Individual
less than the following: Average

Standard )eviation
A B C D 1 listogram

RMS
x(dB) 60 66 63 69 78

x 98%(dB) 45 50 50 55 62 The minimum and maximum individual
values control the range of the particular

These values apply for 500i cable length; measurement. The average value takes under
for different lengths it is possible to calculate control the quantity of high and low values; the
NEXT and FEXT with the following equation: magnitude of the high and low values is

controlled by the RMS value. The standard
K (dB/km) = Ko - l0logjO(L/LO) deviation, on the othcr hand, controls the

magnitude of the varlation around the average,
where K0 is the measured NEXT value, L thereby controlling the. dispersion of the data.
=1000m, LO is cable length under mcasurament The desirable situation is to have the smallest

standard deviation possible. The histogram is a
4. STATISTICAL EVALUATION means cf showing the manufacturer and the

user the dispersion of values on a frequency
The effectiveness of both the design and the distribution hasis.

manufacturing process is in the final In Tables i and 2 sonic typical results of the
measurement results on the finished cable. electrical measurements for two different

A statistical analysis of the rcsuling values cables are shown.
help in the evaluation of the cable All the measumnments described above and
performances as well as the process quality, shown are obtained by an integrated and

The parameters under statistical control are computerizcd system that performs all tests for
listed below: both high and low frequency on 100 pairs units

(Fig.2). A total of 26500 measurements can be
Measured Parameters Statistical Evaluation performed in 90 minutes. In Figs. 3 to 10 arc

shown the statistical results for attenuation,
Resistance Maximum Individual impedance, NEXT and FEXT at IM lz.

Average Furthermore the maximum, minimum and
Standard Deviation mean values as well as standard deviatioa (S)
Histogram are indicated.

Mutual Capacitance Minimun Individual
Maximum Individual 5. CONCLUSIONS
Average
Standard Deviation In order to cnsm the quality of the network
llistogram in view of the request of new services by thesubscribers, a family of multipair copper cables

Capacitance Unbalance Min Ind Pair to Pair with improved low and high frequency
Max mnd Pair to Ground performances has been developed.Average 'rhese cables meet the requirements imposedStandard Deviation by the SIP Specifications, in particular forStandagrdvatio crosstalk, attenuation and impedance
Histogram performances.
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LOW FREQUENCY

CABLE TYPE : TE 2496x2x.4 GH51E

Conductor Rests. Mutual Capacity Unbalance C.
Ohm/Km. nF/Km pF/500 mt.
a 20 OC '/P P/T

UNIT
Mean Max. Mean Max. Max. Max.

#1 138.55 It" 79 '.6.63 47.9 82.14 661

66 138.55 14e.79 4'6-3 47.94 92.1l 661

07 138.55 142.79 .6.63 47.94 82.4 661

14 138.55 142.79 46.63 47.94 82.4 661

HIGH FREQUENCY
Iu..uuumu.uuiumunu-.uun

CABLE TYPE : TE 240OX2XO.' GH5/E

IMPEDANCE ATTENUATION

Ohm dB/Km a 20 oC
UNIT 0.8 KHx 80 KHz 1ll0 KHz 0.6 KHz B0 KHz 400 KHz

MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX.

01 998.20 144.60 129.60 1.76 9.42 22.34

06 997.50 145.20 126.52 1.75 9.43 22.36

07 1012.20 38.52 127.42 1.76 9.45 22.35

14 1006.50 139.56 126.52 1.75 9.14B 22.75

CABLE TYPE TE 2402X2X0.'t GHS/E

Far End Crosstalk Near End Crosstalk Attenuation
dB/Km a I MHz. dB a I MHz.

UNiT Comb. A Comb. B Comb. C Comb. 0 Comb.E
Sin. Mean % Mi. Mean % , ean IMIn'Meanl I Mn. IMeanL 1 143. 89044. 06164. 62.5 0.6 52.0 76.1 0.0 76.3 92.7

Tab. 1 Low and High frequency results for electrical measurement ( 2400 cp.
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LOU8 FREQUENCY

mRlu~muumuuBuuumuumu

CABLE TYPE : TE 400X2XO,4 OTH5/ENE

Conductor Rest%. Mutual Capacity Unbalance C.
Ohm/Km. nF/Km pF/500 fit.

UNIT a 20 *C P/P P/T

Mean. Max. Mean. Max. Max. Max.

01 133.29 133.54 53.86 54.57 41? 1e1

02 133.66 134.00 5's.10 54.52 498 167

03 134.14 134.43 54.02 54.58 50 178

04 134.96 135.39# 54.00 54.56 52 163

HIGH FREQUENCY

CABLE TYPE TE '.0X2XG.4 OTHS/ENE

AIMPEDANCE ATTENUATION
Ohm dB/Km a 20 OC

UNIT 0.8 KHz 80 KHz 1000 KHz 0.8 KHz 00 KHz 1000 KHz
MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX. MAX.

01 925.60 136.60 103.70 I.e4 9.05 21.92

02 924.50 135.90 105.80 1.83 9.07 21.06

03 925.50 136.50 115.30 1.84 9.06 22.01

01 925.30 136.20 106.20 1.84 9.OB 23.57

CABLE TYPE TE 400X2XO.4 OTHS/ENE

Far End Crosstalk Near End crosstalk Attenuation
dB/Km a I MHz. dB a I MHz.

UNIT Comb. A Comb. 9 Comb. C I Comb. D Comb.E
in. Me Min. Mean j % Iln [!!n I Mean

Tab. 2 Low and High r.quency results for electrical measurement 40 cp.
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DEVELOPMENTS AND FXPERIENCE IN THE INSTALLATION OF THE

PERTII TO ADELAIDE OPTICAL FIBRE ROUTE

P Ilulbert, H HcKiterick, R Schuster

Telecom Australia - Melbourne, Australia

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the Installation of a 2600 -
km cable route from Perth to Adelaide cceoss
some of the most isolated and difficult terrain trriory
in Australia. Most of the cable was Installed
by direct burial using Tolecom developed
techniques, although to help overcome o Me
approximately 200 km of unrippablo rock, it was , W st.
necessary to develop alternative rock sawing Autta
equipment. Unsesonal weather conditions were , o
another challenge for what proved to be a highly Wl
successful project. Not South

INTRODUcrioN/BACKGROUND.

A high capacity broadband bearer was required to it

upgrade the existing radio bearer between Perth -o,,,¢ fimulI, 1
and Adelaide and to provide for growth for . ,"t Ubo Wi
television bearers, telephony and other digital P NO1
traffic. capacity requirements, cost, I .- ,-"
maintenance and reliability considerations led (006
Telecom Australia to choose a single mode K AVOUS
optical fibre cable solution. Direct buried SctVu-
optical fibre table presented challenges during
installation, which are described in this paper,
but it wan considered that this would provide Figure 1 Perth - Adelaide Transmission Routes.
the most reliable solution in the long term.
Since reliability and availability are prime characteristics for cable supplied to this
considerations of Telecom'a major customers, the project.
route selected has the added advantage of being
physically diverse from the existing radio It is Telecom Australia's experience that,
route and from the planned second cable provided the route is prepared properly, the
route. Figure 1 shows the planned cable route selected strength and crush characteristics allow
and the existing radio route. a very economic cable design and total cost

effective solution for the installod cable.
Cable Desipn. The cable design was based on the Figure 2 shows the basic cross sectional features
standard configurations used by Telecum of the cables.
Australia to install over 14,000 km of the
interexchange network. The main features of the System Design. Based on estimated statistics of
design are light weight, non metallic and small the pnwer budget parameters involved (Ref 1)
size. Both slotted core and loose tube cables Telecom Australia has developed a design
were installed on this project with all cables regenerator spacing of 50 km for 565 Hbit/s
filled to prevent water ingress, and a nylon systems at 1310 nm and this allows for a possible
jacket for insect protection for plough cables upgrade to 2.55 G bit/s systems at 1550 nm. A
and lower hauling friction for duct hauled total of 14 fibres were included in the design
cables was included. with two of these provided exclusively for the
The small diameter and low weight of these Australian National Railways for a train control
cables has enabled up to 20 km lengths to be and communication system (also supplied by
successfully installed on this route. Table 1 Telecom Australia).
gives the range of physical and optical
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A total of 50 regenerators and 3 line terminal Dieback disease which is a fungus that nttacks
stations were required typically at spacings of the roots of Eucalyptus trees. Special
50 km rnd feature a 1 + N protection system. precautions had to be taken to prevent the rpread
The equipment is accommodated In underground of this fungus on the wheels and tracks of
chambers which control the local environment vehicles. Precautions included waiting for dry
without the need for active air conditioning. weather windows and regular disinfecting of
The transmission equipment uses relatively low tractor tracks and car wheels.
cost and maIntenance free solar power provided
by ground mounted arrays at 34 of the Sand hills, extending east of the Nullarbor plain
regenerator sites where w.ain% power Is not are reasonably stable but are held by a light
available, covering of desert flora which is ea1ly

CHARACTCAISTICS OUIANTITY disturbed. A great deal of care was required in
route selection, preparation and cable

C.tZ riW AT1fsIJA?)0 AT 1)0 f.m 0.11 - 0.40 d/ Installation and route re-Jnstatement to prevent
1134 am 0.21 - 0.10 4/Im erosion.

CAKt 09uset OW'IT( It - ts m
The Nullirbor plain, extending 700 km east of

S to II* t#/Xn Rawlinna, consists of a desert landscape with
vary hard limestone rock that rises to the
surfnce in waves making About 20% of this section

KN0 RAM A) NO - PLoW L§AO un-rippable (approx 200 kin).- DUCT 22S m

tv)t slr f: o s

9) niUO LOAD - PLOGH 100 mm^

D=B: 1. 00X e-ot eeto h ouCte ee o a5ff, als~ - - P( tstlcL

/Pt shfatsll

sAgleSr odeotical bA bOen l nUC iSO To
ROUT~ECIAN CAACTEAARISTICS

-- C*dtuul strength hekbp
Route Selection - The route selection Aslysis
was based on maintenance and economic
considerations and resulted in the 14 fibre OPulI WI,
single mode optical cable being laid In the FU14 cmpout,
Railway Reserve for the majority lf the roOTte.
Additional factors are that it provides a
physically diverse route from the existing high
capacity digital radio route and the drop-off
required by the Australian National Railways for
a train control. and comunication system could
be readily Included. Nylnn aics

Route Survey - The final route selected Lo TUBE DEN
travelling cast out of Perth traverses through LOEWED~G
State Forest in hilly country, then through FG AL EIN
farming country and along minor roads for aboutns CAL ess
250 km. The route then uses the Energy
Commission's power line easement to Kalgoorlie INSTALLATION METHODS
and from there, east along the Australian
National railway reserve to Port Augusta. At The cable was 1stalled by directly ploughing it
Port Augusta, the route lhravels south through into a prepared .ip line or in the case of
private property and aloag roadway easements to rocksawing, a trench, using a crawer tractor with
Adelaide. Wherever postible, towns and built up suitable modifications for essentially zero
areas were bypassed. tension installation (ref 2). This is the

installation technique used extensively by
The State forest east of Perth suffers from Telecom Australia using light weight, low tensile
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strength (500 N) non metallic cables. In built the corners (as the rock idjacent to the corners
up areas, the cable design calls for a minimum is more difficult to remove). Those teeth placed
tensile strength of 1200 and tih cable is furthest from the chain (or wheel) centre line
hauled into conduits or polyethylene subducts are placed under eoasideroble strain which
using tension controlled winches.With the results in high wear rates and breakages. Also,
appropriate level of route proparation, the conventionally mounted rock cutting teeth wear
cable is readily installed with the on-drum rapidly In hard rock because they are mounted
cable characteristics unchanged. with a negative rake angle with respect to thc

rock face (see figuvt 3 )
Route Preparation Options. It was the route
preparation phase of this project that presented TOOTH MOVING DIRECTION
the major challenge to installation and support
staff. In "normal" conditions the ground is
prepared by ripping, perhaps by a number of /
passes, and then the cable Is directly buried
using the tractor described in references I and X

ktA11vt AN(
Across the Nullarbor Plain, because of the 901 /
quantity of rock and tie need to adopt the most mIL0Wt u. x
cost effective solution Telecom Australia was lmAl - /
forced to very closely examine the three route
preparation options, ripping, blasting and rock GROUN
sawing. Ripping Is the most cost effective and
the !astest method, however, in rocky terrain
reinstatement can prove expensive because of the.
large boulders dragged up by the proce-. /
Furthermore, approximately 200 km of the route, \
on the Nullarbor plain, proved to be un-rippable
even with a 100 tonne ripping tractor.

Drilling and blasting Is a proven and viable *

alternative in hard rocky areas. It is not the / /
preferred method because it is expensive and 1TO1"
does not generate "fines" in the bottom of the * 1otH
trench for subsequent cable installation. Top
soil must be bladed over the trench which must
then be proof ripped before Installation. On
the Nullarbor Plain, the top soil Is very thin
and in some cases, soil would have to be carted *NEGATIVE RAKE ANGLE INCREASES o (>056)
for some distance. Even with these limitations, ePOSITIVE RAKE ANGLE DECREASZSo(<45*)
blasting was used on the Nullarbor plain. .POSITIVE RAKE IN COMBINATION WITH
Rockrewing appeared to be the preferable THE ROTATION OF THE TOOTH HAS A
alternative to blasting because fine soil Is SHARPENING EFFECT ON THE TOOTH
generatel' in the trench bed and there are no TI.
restoration problems. Telecom Auntralia hhd not
had a great deal of experience with rocksaws.
After testing and purchasing a number of Fig.3: ROCK CUTTING TEETH WITH
machines for work on the Nullarbor Plain, there RAKE ANGLES.
was concern over the ability of commercially
available rocksaws to penetrate the hard rock. The Telecom designed machine (see figure 4)
It was therefore considered advantageous to consists of a cutting chain mounted on the rear
develop and trial a local machine, of a crawler tractor with the blade facilities

retained for versatility. The principle of
RocKsa1, Comparison. operation is to chisel the rock into fragments

rather than pulverising it into a powder and is
Conventional rock cutting machines are dedicated achieved by using a slower chain speed (1.4 m/s)
to the task of cutting rock by typically with a correspondingly higher torque. Fewer
rotating a chain or a wheel fitted with tungsten teeth are fitted to the chain, resulting in much
carbide teeth at high speed (approx. 4.5 mls). higher tooth loads which induce shear strains
Any rock encountered will then be pulverised behind the exposed surface of the rock,
into fine particles. This results in a dislodging it in small fragments. The teeth are
substantial amount of friction between the teeth arranged so that they cut a curved cross section,
and the rock face which generates heat and may with the teeth grouped closer together at the
lead to early failure of the teeth. This edge of the chain where the loading is highest.
conventional rock excavation leaves a trench of The teeth are oriented on the chain such that
rectangular transverse cross section which they have a positive rake angle with respect to
requires a significant amount of energy to form the rock face.
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Trialling on the Nullarbor could not be arran;ed
to confirr the suitability of Telecom's standard
cable design. Therefore the installation of a
120 k of fibre cable In mid Western Australia in
a rocky area, which was considered to be at lest

Z7_ .tat a severe as tilt Nullarbr, was5 closely
monitored. In some areas the rock was so

-o.extensive that suitable top soil had to be
nbrought to tie site and then proof ripped before

the cable could be Installed.

M , After acceptance testing of the cable no faults
" &. due to cable palacement were found. This cable

has since been In operation for approximately two
years and confirmed that provided adequate
precautions are taken with trench preparation,

,,, tile standard cable design is suitable.

FIELD TRIALS. Rocksawing.

To confirm the suitability of Telecom In the un-rippable areas, the Nullarbor limestone
Australia's standard cable designs In this type rock has a compressive strength ranging from 200
of environment, three field trials were to 300 MPa and a laboratory seismic velocity of
undertaken. approximately 6000 ,/s. Concern existed that

rock of this hardness would present productivity
Ripping. and potentially cable reliability problems in the

harsh conditions. A field trial wan established
Concern existed over the placement of cables In to evaluate the production capability and
rocky areas that had been prepared by standard maintenance requirements of a Telecom designed
ripping techniques. The limestone rock on the saw and a commercial unit.
Nullarbor was rippnble in some places, however
due to the large dmount of rock present In some The evaluation procedure for the trial was to
localised areas It Generated fragments of rock have a ripping tractor make one or two passes at
w'.th the potential to cause cable bending the required depth without cross ripping. The
problems and pusuibly sharp enough to penetrate rocksaws were then required to saw the Iength of
the non-metallic cable. If sufficicnt "fines" the trench that were not able to be ripped to
are generated at the bottom of the trench then depth. The trial was carried out at Cook (point
the cable will be protected from this type of 3 on figure 1) on the Nullarbor Plain with one
damage. A field trial was conducted at Rawlina machine working westward and the other eastward.
on the Nullarbor Plain, which was considered to
be typical of the worst terrain but was still The Initial results of the trial confirmed
rippable. 'Tie trial consisted of ploughing a expectations that the locally designed rocksaw
length of standard cable to a depth of 600 am In performed well in comparison wit), the commercial
a trench prepared by ripping to a depth of 750 model in this type of rock. The length of the
m. After the ploughing operation, the trench trench cut was greater, the number of teeth used
was reinstated by blading surrounding rock was less and the amount of fuel used was also
fragments over the trench and compacting the less. On the basis of this trial it was decided
mound using the tracks of the tractor weighing to proceed with construction of several more
approximately 60 tonnes. rocksaw units. It was also decided to continue

with the commercial model since in both cases,
The cable was tested immediately after ploughing the trenching rate was low due to the hardness of
and again after the reinstatement operation the rock and all available h .hines would be
using an OTDR and no change in characteristics needed to meet targets. Another consideration
was confirmed. The cable was also tested six was long term reliability which could not be
months later nd it was confirmed that no assessed in a limited trial. The local machine
changes had occurred due to natural was still an unproven quantity.
subsidence/compaction. The trial demonstrated
that, even though it was not apparent, CABLE INSTALLATION PERFORANCE AND TEST RESULTS
sufficient "fines" were generated by the ripping
operation to adequately bed the cable and The construction phase of the project began in
protect it from large and sharp rock fragm~ents. June 1987 and was completed In August 1989 using

an average of approximately 60 field personnel.
Blasting. Cable was supplied to the project in lengths up

to 20 km and plough rates varied from 5 km/day up
Drilling and blasting, although proven and to 20 km/day.
reliable, is the most expensive option, and
since it does not produce sufficient 'fines' in Productivity was hampered significantly In
the bottom of the trench, it is the least December 1988 when rainfall reached seven times
preferred option. the monthly average making access impossible.
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Ylgure 4 shews the typical distribution of 2. Cable Designs and Installation Technique for
regecirctoz section insertion loss, normalised Direct Buried Von-Metallic Optical Cables - B T
back to A, loss coefficient per km. These do boe, R, W A Ayre, R 3 Schuster, 34 th
results are considered excellent given the International Wire and Cable Symposium, Cherry
difficulty of the route preparation phase. Hill, New Jersey Nevember 1985.
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Development of Optical Fiber Units for -ir Blown Fiber (ABF) Cabling Systems

H. Sano K. Hayshi Y. Terasawa S. Tanaka Y. HMsuda

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
Yokohama, Japan

1. INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT A new optical cable installing system,

called Air Blown Fiber cabling system, has been
ABF cabling system Is a new optical fiber proposed by British Telecom Rosearch Laboratoriescabling system that has special merits and in 1983 (1]. They have also reported the design

applications. Recent reports of optical fiber of optical fiber unit of 7 fibers, and
unit for this system, however, showed attenuaticn temperature performance of multi-mode fiber unit
incre',e under O*C, and the further attenuation as th2 change of attenuation was less than
increase at low temperature after heat aging. We O,2dB/km between -10C and+401C (2].
have investigated design of the unit, and
clarified that the extrusion stress of skin lajer We have been trying to modify this cabling
is one of the important factor of the behavior of system to meet Japanese applications. In Japan,
transmission prcperties. Skin layer material of optical fiber cables are installed not only as
small melt indox, has been chosen and has shown under-ground cables but as aerial ones or as
good tvansmission properties in wide temperature special combined ones. Therefore we had to
range. Some variations of unit including easy develop the cable's design with high performance
strip~ble type aid fiber ribbon unit type, have of attenuation in more wide temperature range,
also been developed and shown good transmission from -400C to 80C. On the other hand, many
properties and good blowing properties. types of optical fiber units such as optical

TUBE CABLE
(INDOOR USE)

OPTICAL FIBER UNIT

SUPPL REELBLOWING HEAD

JOINT BOX

TUBE CABLE

COMPRESSOR

FIGURE 1 CONSTRUCTION OF ABF CABLING SYSTEM
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fiber ribbons of different number of fibers, are
used In Japan. We have strong requiremint to
keep a rich assortment of unit variations. E

In this paper, we report 7-fiber unit design
with good tra nsmis sion properties between -40 OC SI AE
and 80 QC, and new variations of optical fiber
units.

)PTICAL FIBER

FIGURE 2 CROSS-SECTION OF OPTICAL FIBER UNIT
2. Construction of ABF System

Construction of ABF system is shown in
Figure 1. Optical fibers are packaged as optical
fiber units with expanded polyethelene coating.
Optical fiber unit is payed of from a supply reel
into a pre-installed tube cable by blowing head.
Drag force ef compressed air supplied at the 3. NEW DESIGN OF 7-FIBER UNIT
head, blows the unit through the tube. this
procedure has some special merits caused by the 1) ATTENUATION INCREASE OF CONVENTIONAL UNIT AT
process, as follows: LOW TEMPERATURE

1. After installing of tube cables, optical The optical fiber unit of ABF cabling
fiber units can be installed, only after system, has large cioss section of polyethylene
optical network will be required. Therefore foam layer and skin layer as shown in Figure 2.
the first Investiment can be minimized. This foam layer performs enlargement of its

surface for improved blowing properties. The
2. With Jointing tubes of pre-installed cables, skin layer Is coated to package optical fibers

branching or connecting are easily done and to give suitable stiffness of unit.
without optical fiber splicing. Therefore
splicing points at every junction are not Figure 3 shows the changes of attenuation of
required, so that installing cost is reduced multi-mode fiber unit and single-mode fiber unit
and cable reliability is increased, against temperature in a heat cycle test, when

material A (Table 1) was used for skin layers.
3. By this procedure, drawing out is easily Attenuation were measured at the wavelength of

done as blowing into a tube cable. 0.85 jim for multi-mode fiber and at 1.30 pm for
Therefore, with changing tube junctions and single-mode fiber. The attenuation increase took
unit types, enlargement or alternation of place at temperatures less than OC, and expended
the fiber networks are suported. after first high terperature aging. We confirmed

that the attenuation increase at low temperature,
4. Installing stress are distributed all the dose not extend after the second or third high

length, because drag force by fluid is temperature aging.
generated on the all surface of the units. This behavior was considered that release of

For the merits ABF cabling system is mai,ily the extrusion stress at high temperature induces
used for applications of local area networks or strain on optical fibers beyond adding the
combined cables with metal cables. attenuation above 00C, but the stress was added

to the shrinkage stress at low temperature of the
coating layers and showed the extension of
attenuation after heat aging. In order to
confirm and to take measures to the above
problem, we have investigated the skin coating
material, because foam layer material is not easy
to change for the large effectiveness on the
blowing properties.

Table I shows the physical properties of
skin coating materials, and Figures 4 and 5 show
the changes of attenuation between -400C and 800C
for material B and C as skin coating material
respectively.
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2) EFFECT OF EXTRUSION STRESS 4) EVALUATION OF NEW DESIGN UNIT OF 7 FIBERS

Material A has small melt index, and it Transmission properties and blowing property
means the large extrusion stress is expected to of new design unit of 7 fibers was evaluated as
remain. Material B, on the other hand, has Table 2.
almost the same tensile modulus as material A but
larger melt index, therefore we expected that the The attenuation changes were sufficiently
extrusion stress of skin layer could be small for both units of multi-mode and single-
decreased, and the further attenuation increase mode fibers. Attenuation increase at low
at low temperature after heat aging could be tevperature was less than O.OSdB/km for each
reduced, if the extrusion stress was responsible fiber types and for each observing wavelength
to the extension. Residual extrusion stress of between -400C and 800C. The values were small
all coatings were directly measured as strain enough to apply these units not only to local
release of optical fibers by removing the unit area networks but to long distance transmission
coatings by optical phase delay technique, as use.
shown in Table 1. The values of extrusion stress
were in expected relationship to the melt index. Using compressed air in Skg/cm z. the unit
On the other hand, the further attenuation could be blown Into 500m tube cable which was
increase at temweratures below OC after heat wound on a drum of Im in diameter within 17
aging, could iot be observed. In this case, the minutes. Then there was no problem to install
residual extrusion stress of skin layer was this new design unit. The Installation
considered to induce considerable strain on performance is as good as our conventional units.
optical fibers after heat aging, as compared with
that of foam layer. Therefore nelt index, as a
parameter of extrusion stress, is concluded to be
one of the most important property to choose a
skin layer zaterial of optical fiber unit of this
system. 4. NEW VARIATIONS OF ABF UNITS

To meet the demand of wider applications, we
have developed new varihtions of units.

Table 3 shows structures of unit variations
with some special properties. Type I and type 2
have a rip code for the purpose of p,lling out
fibers from unit easily. Type 3 to type 6 were
fiber ribbon unit especially for cotnecting

3) LOW TEMPERATURE SHRINKAGE ordinary fiber ribbon cables.

To decrease the strain on optical fibers at Outer diameter of these units were
low temperature, the soft material C was chosen controlled to be 2.Oma without type 6, so that
for skin layer material. Material C had almost the existing equipments can be used.
the same melt index as material B. The extrusion
stress, shown in Table 1, was a little less than Attenuation increase at low temperature were
the value of material B, for tensile strength of evaluated by the same procedure of the previous
material C was less than that of material B. For chapter. All types of multi-mode fiber units
the same reason, a skin layer of material C showed good properties, such as attenuation
generated smaller strain on optical fiber at low increase less than O.20dB/km at -400C. Also all
temperature, than the skin of material B. Figure types of single mode fiber units similarly showed
5 shows the changes of attenuation when material good properties, iess than O.O5dB/km at the same
C was used as skin layer, condition.

The attenuation increase of this unit at low
temperature was, contrary to our expectation, a Blowing properties of these units were also
little larger than that of the unit which used evaluated by measuring time for blowing the unit
material B. through SOOm length tube cable wound on a drum of

We considered the reason for above reiult Im in diameter using compressed air in 5kg/cm2 .
that the soft skin layer could not level the Blowing the type 5 and type 6 units needed more
irregularity of the foam layer shrinkage. minutes than other units. The reason for the

result is considered that these units had
Among these three materials, we have inclination to keep the given figure, such as a

concluded material B was the best as the skin curve of reel, resulting the increased friction
layer material of ABF cabling system. between units and tubes. However the times were

less than 25 minutes, hence, there is still no
problem to practical use.
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TABLE 2 PROPERTIES OF NEW DESIGNED 7-FIBER URIT

Wavelength

Multi-mode fiber unit ...- Test conditions
0.85;A-j 1.3OM

Attenuation (dB/km) 2.45 0.37 Unit on reel of 30cm In dlimeter

Attenuation -&0'4 0.02 0.02 Unit in coil of 30cm in diameter
increase of - Maximum attenuation increase in 3 times
unit (de/km) -400C 0.04 0.03 Temperature cycles between -400C and 800C

Wavelength
Single-mode fiber unit - . - Test conditions

1.30PM 1.55'

Attenuation (dB/km) 0.38 0.28 Unit on reel Of 30cm in diameter

Attenuation -209C t 0.01 0.01 Unit in coil of 30cm in diametor
increase of - - aximum attenuation increase in 3 times
u,tt (dB/km) -400C C 0.01 0.01 Temperature cycles between -400C and 800C

Blowing 300 tube 8.30 Blowing tie through correspondent length tube
(mpn) 50 t 17.00 Using compressed air in Skg/cm2

5. CONCLUSION REFERENCES

We have investigated the optical fiber unit [I] S. A. Cassidy and H. H. Reeve, "A radically
design for ABF cabling system to extend the new approach to the installation of optical
applications. We have clarified that the fibre using the viscous flow of air", Proc.
residual extrusion stress of skin layer is IWCS, pp.250-253, November 1983.
responsible for the attenuation increase at low
temperature after heat a"Ing. (2] S. Horning, S. A. Cassidy, P. Yennadhiou and

M. H Reeve, "The blown fiber cable", IEEE,
Based on these results, we have developed J. on Selected Area in Commun., Vol.sac-4,

new designed unit coated by a material with large No.5, August 1986.
melt index, as the ABF unit for the wide
temperature range use. This type of unit shows
good transmission properties between -400C and
800C and good blowing properties.

We have also developed several ABF units for
special applications.
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TABLE 3 DEVELOPED UNIT VARIATIOUS

Attenuation Increase
Structure Outer diameter of at -400C (dS/km)

T po (e n g p r o p e 
r t y

(without foam layer) foam layer (m) 4ulti-mode Singhc-ode (ain)
0.85a 1.30i

7-f iber unit o2 o_P-f0 ~ 2nl .0 0.04 4 0.01 17

(Standard)

0.04 ' 0.01 17

6-fiber 
unit

(with rip -

code)

Q:rip code 2 0.05 C 0.01 17 *

1 '.0 0. i3 0.02 18

r r.0 0.13 •0.01 17'Fiber ribbon

unit

(2-fiber -

ribbon with

rip code) 5 2.0 0.08 O.O • 19

@:rip code

6 2.6 0.03 0.01 24

M ?laximum suplying speed of blowing head 17m/min

• Blowing time through 500m length tube using compressed air in 5kg/cm 2
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CONSTRUCTION OF CONTINUOUS OPTICAL CABLE TO 10 KM-LONG WATERWAY OF HYDRAULIC POWER PLANT

ii. Sawada*, S. HasegawaA, II. IHorima", T. Amano*A

The Hokkaido Electric Power Co., Inc. Asahikawa, Japan

, Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. Yokohama, Japan

ABSTRACTS the dam up the river In the mountains, and for
remotely controlling the opening and closing of the

Recently the electric power company utilities are water gate from the dam down the river located in
actively constructing optical communication the city area.
networks over a wide range. As the applicable
r_. e of optical cable expands, Installation of A dam is of course constructed in a mountain. If
ootical cable in severe environment has been optical cable is laid along a fo-t-way or road on
examined. One example is that the Hokkaido behalf of its construction and maintenance,
Electric Power Co. applied on optical cable to the transmission line will become extremely long.
waterway in its Setose hydraulic power plant for Hence, installation of a repeater will itcreasingly
monitoring the buildings and water level and be unavoidable for transmitting ITV color images.
remotely controlling the water gate of the dam. On For achieving the duplication of transmission line,
the other hand, the waterway incessantly receives a it is requested to lay optical cable along the
rapid water flow or substantial hydraulic pressure, route where there is the smallest chance of damage
For achieving higher reliability the Hokkaido occurring due to guns, birds and insects.
Electric Power Co. introduced a continuous long
length joint-free optical table for the waterway. Heedless to say, the shortest installation route
In this report the cable construction and from a dam to the power plant lies in the waterway
Installation techniques are discussed for the said of that plant. Besides, in the waterway, there is
continuous optical cable used in the watirway and no possibility of the above-mentioned damage due to
the measured cable characteristics and the result guns, birds and insects. Furthermore, the waterway
of installation are introduced. has been designed so as not to allow a large

substance to float through in except for sand and
1. Foreword pebbles. On the other hand, the waterway

incessantly receives a rapid water flow, or
Nowadays, electric power company utilities are substantial hydraulic pressure. And water cannot
active in construction of optical communication be stopped immediately, signifying a rather hard
network over an extensive range, utilizing the installation environment. Therefore, a higher
excellent features of optical fiber such as low reliability is required for introducing optical
loss, wide bandwidth characteristics and non- cable. Recently the Hokkaido Electric Power
inductive characteristics. Company introduced optical cable in the waterway of

about 9.1 km, which is located in the Muri dam on
Typical optical cables employed by such utilities the Yubetsu river system belonging to its Engaru
are classified into OPGW (composite fiber-optic Power Statira. This paper reports examinations
ground wire) to be laid along the overhead power made by tiie authors on the structure and
transmission line routu, self-supporting type installAtion engineering of optical cable for
optical cable to be installed along the overhead waterway, and the installation situation of this
power distribution line route and plane sheath- cable on site.
provided ordinary optical cable to be laid in duct,
though this depends on cable laying environment. 2. Overview of System
In addition, there are indoor optical cables.

This system has been built up intended to remotely
Along with expansion of applicable range of opti.al supervise from the downstream Yubetsu river dam the
cable, its introduction is now unde,' study in upstream Muri dam for gathering water to be used by
severe environment. the Setose hydraulic power plant belonging to the
This is exemplified by the application of optical Engaru Power Station of the Hokkaido Electric Power
cable to the waterway in a hydraulic power plant of Co.
a power utility, which is introduced here.
Focusing on the superb characteristics of optical Figure I outlines this system and Figure 2 shows
cable, the Hokklido Electric Power Co. recently its route diagram. The intended remote control
determined to adopt an optical communication system scheme can be outlined as follows. Two ITV units
for monitoring the buildings and the water level of have been installed in the Mur dam. From these
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3. Cable Installation Environment as mentioned above.
First of all, for the environmental reasons

The present cable route is shown in Fig. 2. It enumerated below, we have decided to employ a
spans a section from the Muri dam of the Hokkaido rontinuous joint-free optical cable without
Electric Power Company's Engaru Power Station to providing a cable joint in the dam waterway.
the Yubetsu river dam. Cable is laid In the
waterway for the relevant hydraulic power plant and (1) For cable installation, water must be
directly buried over some range, discharged completely from the waterway.

However, spring water, etc. will always flow
The waterway is a tunnel shaped as shown in Fig. 3. into the waterway to increase humidity up to
Ouring generation of hydraulic power, the waterway an extremely high level. Therefore, fiber
is always filled with water. Moreover, hydraulic splicing with a splicing machine is expected
pressure and flow reach approximately 3.6 kg/cm' to be difficult in the waterway.
and 3m/sec., respectively. It was observed thit
sand, pebbles, wood pieces and others flowed, which (2) Transmission line must have a high reliability
has entered through the water inlet of dam together against flowing water, water pressure or
with water. external force given from floating materials.

(3) The waterway has a curvature radius of several
ten meters or more only at a few locations.
Besides, its grade approximates merely 1/1000.
These characteristips are suited for laying a
long cable without a joint.

-- " . For Introduction as a continuous joint-free optical

cable with a long length, optical cable has been
Idesigned as follows in order to be laid under a

high tension at installation and endure a rapid1water flow at about 3 m/sec after installation; an
iron wire of 1.2 mm dia. and outer polyethylene

A (PE) sheath for preventing corrosion of the iron
Asorex. 3. wire are wound on the inner sheath. The Inner

Approx. 4 m sheath has employed a LAP sheath as a moisture
barrier, and the cable core has adopted a slot
structure which excels in compressive

Cross S....on of the Waterway characteristics. Figure 4 shows the construction
of the optical cable laid In the waterway of this
dam. The construction, as it is, has also been

The rea. y the waterway was selected as a cable used for the burial cable.
route aes, e .uch hard conditions in its inside is
summed up as folloi..

(1) An aerial copper communication cable has
already been installed over mountains. For
duplication with this cable, namely preventing - optical fiber (SN)
simultaneous occurrence of damage, the new /trength /t
communication cable need be laid on a Strength #l~btr
different route. slot

(2) For another aerial cable, a new foot-way must Urap C) I
be constructed because it is 4bsent. Q "

.AP Sheath

(3) Aerial cable cannot be said to be free from '-.rAp.t

damage oue to guns, birds and insects. uire Ar Curnh

(4) The use of waterway in the relevant hydraulic outer PE sheith

power plant allows the shortest course
possible which runs the section of interest. Fig. 4 Construction of the Optical Cable
It is advantageous from the viewpoint of
system.

For the above reasons, the waterway has been Table 1 lists the characteristic requirements of
determined as a cable route. the optical cable employed for this system. The

optical fiber has 6 fibers in total; 2 fibers for
4. Optical Cable Design transmitting ITV signal from the Hurl dam and

remotely controlling the open/close status of dam
The design of optical cable has been examined in gate, and spare 4 fibers for future cable extension
consideration of such a special cable envirciment to upstream dam, etc.
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units.video and voice signals, which -tpresent screen (color moving pictures). 'hs Yvbo*.u rir.4-c
water level In the dam and the conditions of dam side sends the open/close signal of the Marl
buildings, are transmitted to the Yubetsu riber dam dam g'te for the purpose of remote control.
administration office for supervision on the TV

SA CoticAl Cable
(total 13 1A lIncludingf I,

AClifterulloic

Contrllel o antVoccnSolna

Vldtoo an~torLud loi Signal

Fig 1 Outlin oofyt

C 1 H Vie P~Traiiltt 
ide Monito

Fig. 2 Oute Diagratm
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Table I Optical Fiber Characteristics floating materials such as pebbles. Every results

. . .ir- indicate stable characteristics with a proper
Mats lot-Cast& safety factor. Table 2 sumarizes the result of

iber t,1 I sofst 0444 31"41 test. Figs. 5 and 6 detail each result of tensile
1 and compression tests.XAbtr of ier 6 4

.... so tel thin MG, 1.2 t% est t~ft 0.31 01ka
-t - ~ di - Table 2 Methods and Results of Tests

€Cc, oft "-avit.ijt I 2.0 * I.,, t1 s i, I ,i I A P'",i'4 i4l~ItI

It 'k# S"E%4j lsitt4 0.23 9*A *
CoIt o iWlt&4!i ls i it Aci tlle t

5. Examination of Installation Method in Waterway

For laying a continuous joint-free optical cable of - 4 *..S, ,

slightly less than 10 ki, application of the 1- o" ?.4o 11t Mofwt (i-otrei44
installation methods below has been examined in '" 4lord
p a r t i c u l a r . "Ull ~ l l l ltI !4 4 I s t l i i

0441tso it I IS$a 41 14 Wel 144

(1) Upon laying the cable, it is predicted that l -1,1 141 Elivte st 1 4 .!

cable tension would exceed a few tons at i i
maximum if hauled only by its pulling end. To J -

circumvent this, we should employ 8
intermediate pulling machines at intervals of A1- A t " a Ii 41 10 C A"IIh tibi tO II II O
about I km. 1- IC of i ?4Ile W*IWI

(2) Each intirmediate pulling machine should be "lto, *i i '1
provided with a single telephone set in order Tois.'t I

to control the cable tension while exchanging li '~' ' , , ivr,.et. C.-It
information at the installation site of each I!1m3chtne, I V%. ilq tl Stl

(3) To minimize external force to be applied to t J
the optical cable while it is laid out. a
pulley should be arranged at intervals of 2 to
10 m in response to curvature.

(4) Workman should alwAys be beside the pulling
end of optical .able while !t is pulled for
installation so that the cable can pass the o.2: 0.2
pulleys smoothly. clln-n

T, Cable elongaio~n C -

6. Characteristics of Optical Cable n. .

We produced a wire armoured optical cable shown in .,bo elongati~n
Fig. 4 whose length is 9.6 km Including the Attenustion
waterway of about 9.1 km from Muri dam to Setose _ _ _ .o
Power Station. lhis section details the result of o 1 U0 2W3 4lo5W 70 a 0
characteristic evaluati.,ns of this cable. Tensile lord 091l

Fig. 5 Tensile Test
6.1 Transmission Characteristic

Although this optical cable is used at a wavelength Defomation ,, -D--xlX 0(1)
of 1.3 pm, transmission characteristics at aI
wavelength of 1.55 um have also been evaluated l b
because a high cable reliability need be securetl. t,,o d.

Average loss of 6 fibers was 0.36 dB/km at 1.' pim . . ....................... .
and 0.22 dB/km at 1.55 Vm. That is, deterioration ."

of optical characteristics in manufacturing process Deformation C
has not been observed particularly. 0. i / hIAttenuition change
6.2 Mechanical Characteristics (

Mechanical characteristics have been investigated, 0 13 "X0 3: 4W0 t 7W C.2 ico
assuming a pulling tension in long length optical compression lord (kgr/50 m)
cable installation, application of hydraulic
pressure of 3.6 kg/cm2 and external force due to Fig. 6 Compression Test
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6.3 Temperature Charactev'istics 7. Installation Work

In the Engaru district of Hokkaido, temperature Cable installation work was undertaken taking the
drops to even -300C in winter excluding the inside opportunity of the sand/soil discharge from
of dam waterway. To cope with this, the optical waterway and equipment check which is carried out
cable has been desiin,,d within a wide temperature once every several years. Because water feed into
range of -40 to + 600C. The result of measurement the waterway was stopped for only one month,
is shown in Fig. 7. At both wavelengths, loss installation was required to be completed within
fluctuation was within 0.05 dB/km. This proves that period of time including preparations. This
that characteristics are stable even at a low meaned a rather tough condition.
temperature.

T1a Installation work is outlined in Fig. 8.

I Approx. 9.1 kmI

Cable route

Direct lurial
0url drt uiIntermedlate pulling tank 60 m

Cable end .machine
rope Optical /cable

Main watorwry Sf w

Approx. 1,000 a transformer /
cable pulling direction Access turnel

Personnel arrangement

intermediate pulling machine 2 people/unit
Towing rope end 4 - S people Outdoor4 - 5 eopleto Cable drum

Cable end I - 2 people gIrAtOr

Supply Side (drum rotation) 4 - 5 people

Fig. 8 Outline of The Installation Work

.1

* 3.55 i

.x \

-tu - - , 0 +0 -43 +W
T
ercprature (CJ

Fig. 7 Temperature Test
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Due to problem on synchronization with the to 100 V by the transformer provided in the
intermediate pulling machines and reason on the waterway to minimize voltage drop.
location for installation, a full-fledged drawing
machine was not used on the supply side of optical (2) To light the inside of waterway, 500 working
cable. Instead, the cable have been paid out lights were installed at intervals of
manually by use of a manual roller. 10 to 20 M.

The optical cable was wound on an iron drum with a (3) Bicycles were used for movement of both
flange diameter of 2.5 m and an outer width of 1.2 workers and materials because it excels in
m. It was 9.6 km long and weighed about 6 tons in mobilitV and does not cause environmental
the wound status. But 4 to 5 persons were adequate pollution. Only for transportation of heavy
for paying out the cable. objects or urgent purposes, motorbikes were

driven.
This can be said to be one of the proofs which
verify that this installation work was dependent on Under the above-mentioned situation, installation
the small diameter and light weight characteristics was carried out. As a result, the cable was laid
inherent to optical cable. over a distance of 9.3 km in essential 2 days with

maximum installation tension about 200 kgf and
Figure 9 shnws the optical cable paid out manually, average installation speed approx. 10 m/min. After

Installation, the characteristics of cable were
checked over the entire length by means of OTOR.
in consequence, there was no change before and
after installation, so we have confirmed that
installation was successful. Figure 10 shoots the
situation of construction in the waterway.

Fig. 9 Supply Side of Optical Cable Fig. 10 Situation of Installation
(in the waterway)

The installation site lies in waterway and
underground. It is matter of course that there is
no equipnment like power source or lighting in the
waterway subjected to continuous long length Joint-
free optical cable installation. Furthermore, use
of an internal combustion engine must definitely be
avoided in the waterway because of poor Then the cable was fastened to the wall face of
ventilation. With regard to the construction waterway with the aid of a saddle. Fastening was
equipment, therefore, the on-site measures listed made at intervals of 2 m to counter rapid water
below have been taken. flow. Because even 9,000 saddle screws had to be

tightened, the saddle was installed at 1.5 m above
(1) For power source, an outdoor generator was the bottom of waterway in order to facilitate

installed at the inlet of waterway so as to screw tightening work. Figure 11 snaps saddle
supply 200 V into it. The voltage was dropped fastening work.
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Equipments used for this construction are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3 List of Equipments Used in The Work

Equipments Wbomber of units used Remarks

Intermediate pulling machine 8 (1 km apart) Reduction of the install
tension of the optical cable

Pulley .ox. 1700 (2-10 m apaprt) Reduction of the install
tension of the optical cable
and guide for the optical
cable

Working light Approx. 500 Lighting in the waterway

Telephnne 9 Communication between pulling
machines

Bicycle 17 Travel In the waterway

Motorbike 4 Transportation of the tools or
emergency use

Rearcart 6 Transportation of the tools

8. Conclusion

In order to introduce optical cable into a hard and
special installation environment, namely a dam
waterway, its structure and installation method
have been examined, and the characteristics have
been tested. As a result, laying a continuous
Joint-free optical cable of nearly 10 km has been
completed in the dam waterway.

In the future, there may be the growing number of
cases where electric power company utilities
introduce optical cable in a special environment as
represented by the waterway in a hydraulic power
plant. This project can be said to be an epoch-
making answer to diverse needs taking place along
the expansion of application range of optical
cable.

Fig. 11 Cable Fastened to The Wall of The In the end, we would like to express our gratitude
Waterway to the people concerned inside and outside our

company for their hearty guidanc2 and assistance
over a time period from the manufacture to
installation of this cable.

Reference

(1) Self-Controlling Puller Instruction Manual.
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configuration. Of primary Importance is the
dep endance of loss on the optical wavelength and

Identification test Instrument fiber characteristics. Mathematical modelling was
universal fiber iundertaken to determine the sensitivity of various

has been develope-d. The Instrumant Is capable of configurations to wavelength and to singlemode
detecting traffiL or test signals which may be fiber parameters such as mode field diameter and
present In a fiber by inducing a small loss which cutoff wavelength. From this analysis the design
does not disturb the transmission system. The for a bend configuration which greatly reduced loss
universality of the instruntent results from a bend dependencies resuited.
configuration which reduces the bend loss
dependance on fiber design and operating Experimental results for three different bend
wavelength. This bend configuration was also configurations are shown In figures i 2 and 3.
optimized to improve collection of the extracted Each bend configuration i f es n three
signal. The 'esult is an Instrument which can be different single modp fiber types of varying bend
used with a11 fiber types and at all wavelengths sensitivity designated as A, B and C In order of
cormonly used in the telecommunications industry increasing mode field diameters. Figure 1 is for a
and which Induces no core than 3.0 d0 loss with bend configuration co.vnnnly used with large mode
measurement sensitivity as low as -62 dBO. field diameter fibers. Figure 2 is for a bend

configuration found In instruments intended for
small mode field diameter fibers. Figure 3 results
from the use of the matiozmatically optimized bend

INTRODUCTIO configuration.

it can be easily seen that neither of the two
Signal extraction from an optical fiber by some conventional bend configurations can be used on all
form of fiber bending mechanlsm has been utilized three fibers over their normal operating wavelength
to detect the presence of traffic and pretient region. A similar example could be presented for
costly disrupyons caused by mistaken fiber variations in the fiber's cutoff wavelength.
Identification. Until now this technique has been
limited by the significant variability In the A second Important cause for variation in the
amount of signal extracted from the fiber since the induced loss Is believed to be due to constructive
amount of loss induced by a specific bend and destructive recoupling of light traveling In
configuration depends both on the fiber design hispering gallery modes with the fundamental mode
parameters i.nd the operating wavelength. Currently of single mode fibers., This phenomenon ii
available instruments -re often based on bend exhibited as oscillations in the loss versus
configurations designed around nominal values for a wavelength graphs for the traditional bend
specific fiber type at a single wavelength. If configurations shown in Figures 1 znd 2. These
these conditions change, the loss induced by the oscil1ations will also appear for small dimensional
bend can vary greatly, causing system alarms for variations in the fiber bend radius at a constant
excessive loss or no signal detection for wavelength. Further mathematical analysis allowed
insufficient loss. ;he authors to determine the specific conditions

under which this effect can be eliminated. Figure
By understanding the fiber bending principles and 4 shows again the induced loss versus wavelength
developing a bend geometry which has minimum for a conventional bend mechanism alcnq with the
dependance on signal wavelength and fiber theoretically predicted maxima and minima of the
parameters, a universal fiber ident;fication test interference. From Figure 3 it can be Teea that
instrument can be offered. this phenomenon has been eliminetc4 in the

universal bend mechanism.
LoSS, JN pY_.E LY .J.jNONG

There are a nurber of causes of variation in the
amount of loss induced in a fiber for a given bend
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Figure 1: Loss induced by a bend mechanism Figure 4: 7heoretically predicted Interference
intended for large mode field diameter fibers. points for a )onventional bend mechanism compared

with experlm Al results.

______________ U.ON OF EXTRACTEDS1GN~AI

CSince in rare cases absorption of the extracted
7 signal by the colorings applied to the fiber
Ccoating can be as high as !S dB, it Is of great

c ' importance that the maximum amount of the extracted
signal be collected. Also of concern is the
instance where, with uncolored fibers, opticala R radiation extracted from the fiber core c-n be
guided in the acrylate coating through the bend

A tochanism, greatly reducing coupling efficiency.

SBy using a rigid optical element of predetermined
refractive index, a number of desirable
characteristics can be obtained. First, It Is
possible to precisely define the fiber bend
geometry which results in highly repeatable loss

Figure 2: Loss Induced by a bend mechanism values. Second, it Is possible to obtain
intended for small mode field diameter fibers. coupling efficiency exceeding 50%. Third, tht

refractive index of the element can be chosen to
allow light bound by unpainted fiber sections to
escape at the bending region.

PERFORMANC REPORT

ti Table 1 shows the results from use of the
0. CI instrument on six comon fiber design types at

5 c_ their commonly used wavelengths.
4 Figure 5 shows the fiber identification test
3 instrument containing the universal bend mechanism.

Figure 3: Loss induced by the universal bend
mechanism.
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MAX : ,V= e1X12fo fiber designs and tiavelongths. This Includes
TYa2 12nth L2111 n.EtiIt depressed and matched cladding singlemode fibers,

1Dm).L .LdJJ. lsl I. dispersion shifted fibers and multimode fibers, all
within their normal operating wavelength windows.Singlemode The induced loss is specified not to exceed -3.0

Design A 1310 0.44 -54.1 dE, while maintaining a detection sensitivity below
1550 1.56 -58.7 -50 d~m. This allows for 15 dB of margin for

Singlemode signal .osorption due to fiber coloring while still
Design 8 1310 1.0S -56.3 maintaining a minimum sensitivity of .35 d~m. In

1550 2.66 -61.1 additioll, the testing of a fiber requires less than
Singlemode 3 seconds and less than I tra of excess fiber slack,
Design C 1310 2.82 -59.8 allowing for "in cable" fiber testing. Finally, in
(Large MFD fiber) addition to detecting traffic signals, the
Sing lemode instrument Is also capable of identifying test
Design 0 1550 0.29 -51.7 tones at 270 Hz, I Kliz or 2 KHz modulation
(Dispersion shifted fiber) frequencies.
Multimode
50 um 850 1.71 -50.0

1300 1.65 -53.9 REE....Mul timode

62.5 um 850 1.03 -46.2
1300 0.93 -50.3 1. 1. Finvers, D.D. Clegg, V. So, P.J.

Vella. "Live FIb Identifiber",
Table 1: Suria.-y of instrument performance Proceedings of the 35th IWCS.

2. Alun J. Harris, Peter F. Castle, "Bend
Loss Measurements on High Numerical
Aperture Single-Mode Fibers as A Function
of Wavelength and Bend Radius", JLT, Vol.
LT-4, No. 1, Jan. 86.

Shawn Morrison received his B.Sc. in ElectricalFigure 5: Fiber identification test instrument Engineering in 1984 from the University of
containing the universal bend mechanism. Saskatchewan, and Joined the Optical Cable Division

of Northern Telecom the same year. He is currently
a member of the Research and Development group

OKLUS1O responsiblh for fiber optic installation products.

A new bend technique has been developed where loss
denendance on wavelength and fiber design is
minimized. As a result, the fiber identification
test instrument incorporating this design has the
same performance specification for a broad range of
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A Methoil for Identifying Single-toolc Fibers in ntOperating Fiber Cable Systent

Koji AIRAKAWA, Koji YOSHIDA arnd Hiroji IKEYA

MTT Technical As~osinace andl Support Center
Muiwtinfo, Tokyo, 160, liqpan

ARSIELAQI lin step (2). confirmtation of the non-operating status
of the fiber should be madle so as to prevent an operating

Thispapr dscuses nitho of denifyng otka fiers fiber front being cut. however, confirimation using only the
,rhs pllr dscust a nz InI o ientfyng ptialfibrs color of the fiber cc-ing material mway result in human

Ini ;in operating transmiission system by bending the fibers; error such As inistaking the color or unit. Therefore, a
An'd then dectecting In sPecific fiber ;-n ext.% identifica. fibe-r ihkntiflcation toethod which detects the optical power
lion light which has a longer wavelength tl,an the trans. radiated fronta a bent fiber andi dloes not disturb the signal
Inission signal. The identification light 6s injected Into a transmission is propoott.
hon.operatin- fiber, which is to be identified. The optitiuto The concept of fiber it'entification . mhod is ilim2.
wavelength andi bending shape for fiber ientification are trated Inl Fig.!. Light power injected into thit non-
studied expler imettally and theoretically for concatenated operational fiber to be identified is detected front the bent
singie-mode fibers. Tlhe resulting apparatus can identify fiber.
fiblers without dtubn ialtrausimission.

3. Selection of reference light source waycdenittl
L.ItliS1A111.IJ~iI 3.1 i d:~ eiendtoce on fiber bendin~ Io

Optical fiber cables containing mniatly A-91tie-11ode Tlhe wavtength dependence on tile beningi loss is
fibers1li are us~ed for subscriber loopal,21 andi tru-nk com. shown in Fig.3 for a single-niode fiber having a nite-ficld
niunicatlon lines. TIhe large numibtr of fibers in a cable diamicter of 9.5 pinl, a coating diamieter of 0.25 nun andi a
muakes it difficult to Identify fibers by color coding alone. cut-off wavelength of 1250 inn. Tile increase lit loss for a

lIn optical fiber iniintenance, such as cable re-routing radius of 9 nun is very smuall at (tie 1300 nin wavelength
or branching, an optical fiber is cut linside a iechanical used for signal t,,ansiuirsion, Ibut loss imicreaes as thet wave.
closure. Therefore, at uumthod of identifying lte fiber to ittigtla increases. nith results also indicate that the power
be cut is needed to avoid cutting tlie wrong fiber Inl thle radiated is greater at longer wavelengths.
cclre. which containls operating optical fibers. hlowever,

aidenitification Imethod. that does not disturb anl operating 3.2 Cadctlitioui or' tbe optimnn wAvelemmgth ror
optical fiber transiniisioit systemn has not been developed it evrece.li ltorce
untlil now. The opJtical power rathated front a single turn with a

This paper discusses ani optical fiber idenlifier dr-igm radiuls of 9 nun11 is calculated Us folow$. Fiber loss factors,
and thle related exhperim~ental and theoretical Studies oil umiaely, ultraviolet absorption loss a... infrared los fr.,.
concatenated single-inode fibcrs, along with thle optimiuml and Rayleigh scattering lass orm were estinwted relave to
wavelength and bending shape associated with fiber idem. tile silica glass mnaterial comprising the fiber. Toital fiber
tification. loss 0 7, relative to Gt!O2.doped silica glass. is given by

2. Fiber identificaition aind cauble re-routing OT= a. + cOi, + tt 1
'lransinission liles which u.,e optital fiber cables 5011K'- - 15l.; x10 C 2  (/k)

ltmes% have to be partially re-routed after installation for -r 5AX(~ki
reasons such as road construction. The inethod of optical a, 7.81 x I0'l -c"L4IA (dBlkin)
fiber cable re-routing is shiownm in Fig.l. The p~rocedutre is: -A

(1) Install the new cable be-mcen existing man-holes. (2) c - (dB/kn)
In tile existing cable, cut thle nienlaperating fibers at both
inan-holes, after fiber identification. (3) At both ends, pre-
pare the Optical fibers of tile niewly-inistalled cable. (4I) where A is wavelength, X is GCO 2 Content, and A is thle
Splice an existing fiber and a new fiber, and prepare a new Rayleigh scattering coefficient determnined by the slope of
transmission channel. (5) Exchange the chainnel of previ- thle curve.
otis operating systemn with thle new transnion chamaiel Radiated optical power, P, front a bet fiber at the
prepared in step (4). (6) Repeat steps (2) through (5) tin- fiber identification point is given by
til all thme fibers in thle existing cable are spliced with fibersp=S...1-oX10 (-1-11)in thle new cable. P .J 0  0 trLI) 1-]~.l) (2)
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Fig.) I e-routing aaethedl for ciptical fiber cables

Receiver 10
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Optical fiber cable

Fig.2 T'he conacept bethid tile method for identifving 000 10 ~ 60 10
01)ticad fiber cables100 20 140 H 80

Wavelength (nm)

Fig.3 Wavelength dependence onl bending loss

where Pa is the input optical power, 8 is the -oupling
efhicicaicy for dete-ting time radiated power, 1. is thle distance
between thle light sclurce and the fiber benld, and ab is tile canl be detected at around thle cut-off wavelength, for
bending loss at each wavelength. short distances, but the radiatpd optical power is uncertain

The optical power radiated fr.),u a single turn with a1 due to the higher mnode iii this region. Though thme oJpti-
radius of 9 nun is calculated fur coamatenated single-mode anuan wavelength or around 1700 nan, which is longer than
fibers. anid is Showna inl PigA as a Function of tile diitanlce tlae water-peak, chaanges with time distanace, sufficient. radi-
between tle liglat source and the fiber bend. The calcu- ated lighat canl be detected at 1550 ann a wavelength for
hation was carried out usinag the mana value of ineasuired which laser-'liodes are conmmercially available. Thecrefore,
spectral losses inl coananerci ally installed optical fiber ca- thme 1550 un laser diode was chmosenm as thme refinence light
bles. anad equations (1) anad (2). Sufficient lighat source for thle identifier.
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~-50 orlk
20 A/

8-100 40 D p D

'8-150 LD light
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-Pigtl -( Fiber bent

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 under testre

Wavelength (nm) atchng oil

lig.4 Wavele,,gth dependence on power radiated - :1
Irma bent fiber Pulse generator Lock-In Digital

ampl ifler volt-meter

4. Filwr hIed sit
The shape of the fiber bend wu studied, using tile sig.5 RxI)dibtl set-up

experimental set-tp shown In FiX,5. with regard to the o.,
tival ier raliated front a bent fiber, tle inertion los'
cau ed by fiber identification at a given signal transnih. 10 . .
sion wovelenglth, and the handling ease of the optical fiber ... -"g-
idetifier. A typical distribution of detected optial power --- The best bending
Ieels frot bent fibers, including one with approximately anl
the optinnun beld, are shuwn in FigG for bending ritlius K' N angle
Of 9 mm. 'the best bending shape is obtained by mea.uring
the puw .V level dependenre on bending radius and angle. L_

02:5 00
~Wavelen Kth depIendlence of light piower T
tratsiiutted through a colored coating '

Tl clarify the influence or thi! ccAting material on the - 70 "
radiated power, the wavelength dependence on the coating ! . 5-
material transl)renlcy is measured by spectrum mleter. The 4 -5
wavelength dependence on the power ratio of light trans. Q C "-80'
mtled through a 0.2 nn colored coating film is shown in .3 >,

Fig.7. The marked absorption by the color coating is not
observed at wavelengths around i550nm. ''hiee results in. 0
dicate that the coating material has no influence on power a
radiation. cc:..

6. Measured splicing loss mid fiber loss
In design of an optical fiber identifier, the relation

between optical losses at 1300 nim and 1550 nm for con- 0 ------- -

ventional single-inode fibers is one or the most importaz'. 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
characteristics. Therefore, splicing loss for concatenated
fibers was measured with an OTDR at 1300 nm and 1550 Bending angle 01 (deg)
nm. The relation between fusion splicing loss for the above-
mentioned wavelengths is shown in Fig.8. The measured Fig. Distribution of detected optical power levels
fusion splicing loss indicated no wavclength dependence. front bent fibers
The fiber loss in existing cables, of approximately 20 km in
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S0.20 -Fig.9 Measured fiber lo ratio between 1300 in and

1550 nin for conventional fibers in the field
m CIA = UB
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-" / .. . . ...0
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Spl icing loss at l300nmaCA (dB)

P~ig.8 Measured sp~licinj lss tar fibers at 1300 inn

and 1500 in

length, tar the I3O0 ill wavdlengl region was also nea-

swmred at both wavelengths. Tie results are shown in Fig.9
as a function of the fiber loss -.rtio at 1300 nm and 1050
in. Those resilis show that the men fiber loss value at
1550 nmi is about 80 percent that at 1300 nmn, and that
there is no problem of loss when the 1550 nmi wavelength Fig.10 Optical fiber identifier configuration
for identification light source is applied to in the existing
cable, including splicing points and residual fiber strain af-

ter installing a cable.
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TabE 1. se dfaloa lo the opical Olb' Wetaiiitr 0 -
Cable type Shigk-mode Aber cable
Optical light mouce Lase diodt

(1SSO am Owmiit~ wavdtth)
COOuPlUg Ellikecy S 42 d81 (%*log colivetlostal Oibes)
lu~estlop loss 1 0.2 4Hdli uaut Convetionall RAses)

1xo w risiit(20 X 10 x 6 cms) -Le 1km
Reqrilyef (20 X 4 X 6 cur)1

Power SOWIC 400II iu'tasivlu 40
rc slic ANC11 fchargalat blmt

-~ 40 - Max.1-0

Minv. 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800

30 ~Wave-ength (nm)
~~00

-' Fig. 12 Wavelength dcpeandence on powtr radiated
frn aEet ie

9 20 R?

F'ig, 1I. These- characteriics are Ila( influenced by the
colored coating. Thuese results shiow that the optical fiber

1, 10 0 identifier does not disturb Operating signal transision.
E 0.10 r- atii highly practical for use on lines in the field. The

cl0 spcifications for the Optical fibier identifier wre sthown in
8 ~ '1 ~ 0.5 &j Table 1.

0 t0 E~ 8. A pplicitioa or ( diapemiouitli Red fibers
Yelw led White Groy A sintilar technique can bin applied to the identifica-

Clrof fiber coating tioii of 1550 ii dispersion-shifted fibers by usfing a laser
Colordiode operating at it longer wavelentit. The optical power

radiated front a single turn with a radius of 8 nun was
Fig.] I The dispersioi of coupling efficieuicy at 1550 nin calculated for a dispersion-shifted fiber using equations (1)

and insertion lixs at 1300 1111 fur conventional fibers and (2). Thle results are shown in Fig.12 as a function of
as mseasured using tile identifier tile distance between the source and the fiber bend. Suaffi-

cient radiated optical power canl be detected at 1650 nin,
for which experimental laser diodes are now available.

9. new methiod o dniyigfbesi prtn
7.Optical fiber Meaitifler performnce ticl fibe smseitho usiniingod fiber cnoabl ng has -

Ani uptical fiber identifier was- designed and mnanufac. petediermnal fibe ytm sn edest showr tasha h eetin
tured according to tile concept described above. Its perfor- fibmer Euii erienota fditst sctv sigwntat tra otiiol
Mince in tile field showed that fiber identification did not fieidnfero"otisubaivsgalrniiso,
dlisturb tile operating transmiission system. No bit-errors amid is highly practical for use iii optical fiber maintenance.
were observed when live fibers operating at 400 Nlbit/stl)
were benit by tile eqipmnienit. Thue configuration of tile Ackiiowledgeineit,
eq~uipmnenit for optical fiber identification is showni in Fig.10.

Thle dlispersion of coupling efficiency at 1550 rim and Thle authors would like to thank Shigni Kodera, arid
insertion loss at 1300 nin for coniventional fibers, as inca- Masatakca Iliral for their hielpful discussions aiid sugges-
sured using the fiber identifier equipment, is shown in tions.
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"CLIP-ON" - A POSSIBLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR FUTURE
OPTICAL NETWORKS

S M James 0 A Ferguson D Drout

British Telecom Research Laboratories
Martlesharn Heath, Ipswich, 1PS 7RE, United Kingdom

A small fraction of light In an optical Wibe Is owple 'Oh For operation under th non-inttus&e regime Insertion losses
*he'sid of the fbre using one of two possible '~need to be low and coupkVn efficiencies need be higher to offer
lap. These taps can then be lrtcorponste usable pedormance. The light eminatinig fromt a more gently 'btt

fie V~asurement instuments which mitt %to Is distrbied arid therefore some form of focussing or
Installation. corrnlslonlng and mainitnirc cDocting optics is (euWed.
network. in thi paMper we wil descrbe "h applie. we report two lap configurations using mactobending or
technology to produce a Clipon opticasl power melt. nVobongad emplying simple bulk optical cemponens to

yield high coupling efficiencies with contrasting spectral and
mechanical performance.

Optical fbre has to date been used extensively in "ct distwnc. 111110111
high capaocity Ituw* and intarnationa't routes but has yet to *ClipWo Instruments using macriobending or microbeonding need
penetrate thie local loop to any signiicant extent. Various kcat to be able to deal with two ftors, over and abovet te geometry of
netwodk topologies have however been recently proposad and these InaO bend, Wth will affect t light coupled from the W w n
awe expected to Initiate thes transfomation from copper to Wie: hence sensed by t detector. They wre:.
an operation which Is expected to show a rapid upward trend. To fibre proaaton parameters Le mode field radius (MFR) and
reduce thes cost of a local fWbe system British Telecom hts cut-off wavelength
proposed a bxe and equipment "hrN network (1). It uses -system wavelength
passive splitler to &iUs thes sigiial on a sIngl exchange lW. up These variables affect all'Clip-on devices and effetoivel
to 32 ways to carry Itphony and broadband: services. The determine the overall accuracy of an instrumnt. The dependence
telephony service uses a TDM protocol in the exchange to customer on Wibe parameters and system wavelenth is given by a
direction with a lOMA strxxure ki the return direction. In this simplified pure bend loss expreassion (3):.
aind other shared networks a problem occurs during maintenancer1
or network rearrangements affecting a single customer. It is 2a n--0- oxp - I
desirable to undertake such work with the system live, without LR I a
fopordising the Integrity of the remaining customrnos. Any whefere' denotes bend radii. V Is a functionoftwavelvngth and
measurements which afe made on the Eve netwofts must cut-off wavelength andV' denotes MFR.
therefore not cause a significant Increase In system loss. It is Fibre supplied by a manufacer w"l show a spread in its
worth noting however tht at the commisloning stage of a network propagation constants. The extent to which these parameters vary
,uch constraints need not apply and the measurement can be fully is defined in British Telecom's case byea specification Wndow
intru'~tm. which sets the following limits, MFR 9.2um - 10.2;um, and
In this paper we discuss two 'Clpon* optical taps which we@ cut-off wavelength 11 50rm - l28Onrn. Within this 'windove
capabl o! extracting varying fractions of light from a signal fWbes display differing bend loss characteristics, and we may
propaaing in a fWbe. Wo compare and contrast various identify two distinct regions at t extreme corners of the
characteristics of each tap (Insertion loss, collection efficency. window. We have termed these the Bend Sensitive' region (short
mechanical pericormance end spectral response). We then describe cut-off, large MFR) and the 'Bend Insensitive' region (loNg
two'Crlp-on optical power meters usin2 these taps, one of which cut-off, small MFR). A manifestation of this varying fWbe bend
Is non-intrusive and may be used for live testing whilst the other sensitivity Is illustrated Int figure 1 a/b which shows loss as a
Is Intrusive, function of wavelength for f Aes at these extremes of the

00110 TIRAspecification 'window' for a 180 degree bend of 15mm radius.

ItI Is well known that light Is coupled to a radiative mode ifa fWbe
is subjeced to a localised perturbation (2). Several commercially
available -Cliporr type devices rely on a tight bend to couple out
light and a large area detector to sense it. Typically these devices
exhibit low coupling efficiency from fibre to detector with
effective losses In excess of 20dlB.
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Ma.cbng Tan!
Fibre is bont round a fixed mandrel. The light whichi Is coupled out
Is collected around the cIrcumtference by a secondary waveguide
(figure 2). The insertion loss of this arrangemont depends not

I .~ only on the radus and duration of the bond but also on the fibre
ptopagation paramtic- (filumI tab). We have oxperimontedI.:with (ad from 3mm to 15mm and achieved up to 30%. efficiency

oflght collection.

Figelalb.Bondloss forond nsensivoand bend

senaitivt We fsI.tvo
te cmut ofi u wplod out of the ftbe. an addiional factor.

th bseption of R* coatings. Introduces a loss botween Fibre
addetector. Ty*&Icty the fbre will have a one or two layer

soylals primary coatIng and a coloured ink~ coating for protection
and ~Idflcation reI~ecbrvely. Figure 2. Macrobend Top
We have measured Wypca losses Introduced by the
primaqylcuoed coating for ftxes iii the British Tcolecom This tap Is mechtnically repeatable since the alinment of fWbe
nttwod* (tabe 1). with wavoguide is not critical, and as shown in figure 3 once a

OOX" 8D threshold Is exceeded efficiency Is independant of application
Ladfl w1n Le1 pressure.

Brown 11.5 0.75
Rd2.7 0.33 ____ ___

Or"g 0.1 0.02 3
Yellow 1.3 0.25
Green 5.6 1.5

fte lz OA20-
Grey 12.6 1.2

Table 1. Loss Penalties of o
Coloured Coatings L

The loss repteents a mean of recorded moasurements In differing_____________
positionsa&long the samne gthofiRxe. The variation observed0
could Introduce sorte Inaccuracies when making 'Clpor 0 20 4 0 3 (g)8010010
measuremens. Further ~wasurernenis for indiidal colours havema" moe 9
shown variation ftrm batch to belch and also from manufacturer to Figure 3. Efficiency v Pressure for Macrobend Tap
manufacturer. We believe this Is due to the unevenoess of the
coating and variation In the constituents of the Ink. It Is envisaged Sinai* shamg bonid taR
that in future the coatings and inks may need to be controlled with May be regarded as a single inicrooond (figure 4). Insertion loss
regard to their pedlormance In the IR spectrum, with an eventual Is dependant upon the geometry of the band as before. but this tap
mov3 to IR transparent Inks and coatings. Is less sensitie to the position of the fibre In the specification

Widow'. Its spectral performance (figure 5) Increases
Optical Tag Confuration uniformly with wavelength. This makes It ideal for accurate
We now compare two types of optical tap concentrating on the non-intr usive power measurements. It Is apparent that the
following parameters:. wavelength dependanco of Insertion loss Is significantly reduced
-system insefliont loss from the macrobend tap.
-collection efficiency This tap can be tuned to extract large amounts of power by
-spectral response ILe flatness selecting the appropriate bend geometry.
-mechanical repeatability
-dependance of insertion loss on fibre propagation parameters
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accurate and repeatable measuremeri,
- ~Insensitivity 1o the position of the fibe In the speciIcation

.Insensitivity to the fibre coating'colouring.

.operation over a wide temperature range.

.sympathy with the fibre coating

. rejection of all unwanted signals on the fibre.
-handhold, rugged, field usable dvice
To comply with ths specification we can select a top which Is most
applicable to each Iype of instrument and yields the most accuirate

Flgure 4. Single sharp bmnr- lap and repeatable measurement.
o -"j Intrusive Powerlotr The macrobend tao was selected on 1t"

- 2009 grounds o good mechanicl relpeatbility, ease with which the,...,.., .' .. .t:0!  ajo¥ o th coe pwetcould be xtracied, minimal

0' -o wavelength dependance at smlra and similaly, low
S-- .. .. --~ jsensitivity so the position of the fibre In the spectication

. --. - -_ at small radi (I.e since nearly all of the power In the core has
...-... ,. ... . .-- , - been extracted).24-- " -----" lAt a radius of approximately 3am and arc of 10 degrees the

. . .. Insertion loss s always In excess of 1d evm In the most bend0 1 Insensitive fibre at 1300nm. The collection efficiency was
1 200 t00 1400 ( 50 00 approximately 10% at 1300nm.

V0Av (MNonmn)us, Power Meter For this Instrument the sngle sharp
Figur S. SI.gle sharp bend tap spectral reponso for berd tap was used on the basis of Its high coupling efficiency and

bend sensitive fbe low sensitivity to the position of the bre in the spciication
window'. The single bend subtends an angle of 174 degrees and at a

The fibre Is pressed against the wavegulde (which sets the bend pressure of 150 grams the Insertion loss was a maximum of 2dB
geometry) with a soft rubber mandrel. As a result the Insertion at I 550nm In the most bend sensitive fibe. At 1300nm tho lossloss is a function of pressure (figure 5). The collection efficiency was loss than 0.6d8 and overall collection efficiency was
i only weakly dependent on waveguide geometry. approximately 48%.
Owlej to the almost point source nature of the light propagating
from the ibe at the bend, collection efficiency Is high, up to 60% Aiizai
has been measured. The repeatability Is dependent on fibre to In both power motors we have Identified four elements
wavegulde alignment to a small extent and on the repeatability of contributing to accuracy of power measurements:.
mandrel pressure to a greater extent. -mechanical repeatability

-variation In fibres propagalion parameters
-absorption of fibre coatings/colourings

*Clip.on taps can be utilised in a variety of field Instruments -temperature variation
(4,5.6). The tap selected would depend on the Instrument Considering each In turn.
characteristics, network topology and the particular testing need. Mechanical repeatabilty: is due to Improper ire handling and
The fundamental tool is an optical power meter which is analagous alignment, mandrel pressure and mechanical tolerances. For a
to a multimeter. The multimeter however is able to test on a repeated measurement of wavegulde collected power for constant
througlh basis whereas the conventional optical power motor fibre core power we have attained a SD of 5.3% for the Intrusive
operates In 'term' mode. The 'Clip.on" tap- therefore represent device and 5.8% for the non.Intrusive device.
the equivalent of the high Impedance Input of the mullimeter and Propagation parameters: Is due to vadation In the position of the
permit true non-intrusive or'through' power measurements to be fibre in the specification window' which results in variable bend
made. losses. For the Intrusive device the ef.ect is minimal since in

excess of 90% of the core power Is extracted. The non.Intrusive
Clio.on Power Meter device typically displays a standard deviation of 8% from a fibre
British Telecom is currently preparing a field trial of a shared In the centre of the 'window'.
fibre, local network (7). The trial system will make use of signa6 Colourvarlation: as a result of the fibre colouring process the
at three wavelengths, these being 9300nm, 1550nm and 1575nm losses from fibre through coating to detector vary significantly
for telephony, broadband services and test purposes (8) (table 1). Between one batch of colours a 12.5dB variation Is
respectively. It is envisaged that Initial commisloning tests will be typically observed. To minimise bolt, this and propagation
intrusive at 1300nm and 1550nm with subsequent live parameter variation a fibre calibration facility has been
maintenance carried out non.intrusively at 1575nm. Owing to the incorporated. In this a measurement can be made against a
significant mechanical differences between the intrusive and recorded calibration parameter.
non.intrusive taps, we have demonstrated separate Instruments Temperature variation:will mainly affect the optical receiver
for each type of measurement and wavelength. since a DC coupled design is employed. A .emperature monitoring
It is possible to write a basic, common specifcation for the power facility is included which recalibrates accordingly.
meters, the requirements are:-
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A summary of stmndard dvialions lo the ioW sources In tor IS The vmlabty of bond loss and libr coatings have been Idenitlfid
given In lable 2. as error souces. In fu;'ut i may be advantlgeous to more Iighly

control these paamters by a revision ote ft o spocificmtioln.
Intfusv Non-inituslve

Arkntda &Mam
MechanicaO 5.3% 5.8% The authors would lice to thank Paul Bothan lot Iheortc1

variation (crm) studies, Phil Steward and Rornd Downing lot mechanical
dave ent and the Director of Research lot permission to

Ftre 2% 8% f*Jth this paper.
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The resulting overal accuracies and mosn sensiivities are given
in table 3.

Intrusive ,45dBm 0.3d /%
Instrument

NonInrusivo .37dBm 0.5dB/I 1%

Instrument

Table 3. Overall accuracies

Q20clulions
We have demonstrated two typos of optical laps with contrasting
optical and mechanical performance. Their characteristcs have
been examined In relation to three operational variables: fibre
propagation parameters, system wavelength and fibre toalings.
Two types of power meter have been demonstrated for use during
the commisioning and maiz;%cnance stages of a shared filbe
network. Four major sources of measurement error were
quantified along with an overall accuracy for each type of
instrument.
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ANALYMI Or STABILIZE CONCENTRATIONS
IN POLYOLEFIN CABLE MATERIALS
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wsolutle polymer matrix, the high reactivity ad low stabilty of prvie a stbeottria lcksga o *h

thesta Wats ao th lw sabiizr cacetrtio.A. ~.Ineral r~rae The stmlard solution used in this stady
!everal %asit"a Spectroscopic Analyical rchems have been contained 0.2 wt % of AD-I ad %ID-I mad 10.0 wt S of
proposed IN attempts I* overcome tht difficulies caused by the polyethylene base resn. To determine additive tomcestratiom, ten
iseolule polymer matrix Thtot methods cosslet of preparation percent by weight solutios o( the various polymeric makerials
of a thin film of the polymtr. fok-wet by tither IJY of JR salysis. weft prepared. Sample solutice. were Made Is a aitrogen
'Aowt of the commonly u1td ontloxidants Asor Strngly In the atmosphere and the tubes were sale with pnari AM. An
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skverlapad this medial Is rarely Applicable to multcomponest the polymer ad solvent resonances and the Insitly of the
-istteslk JR analysis is more functional group specific than V resonances aftr 600 scans was t~ke. as the measure of adtive
biut quantitation slepends on %te presence of Unique interference- concentration.
fre bands for each componeut to be metasurtdM This cristrion is
usually difficult, to iueet in catle materials, as they contain more HIIPL Analysis *IWLC analysis consisted of two steps:
than one stabiliaer in addition to various blowing agenu and extr action of the stabilizes from the polymer matrix, followed by
pigmenuts. HWLC quastitation. Extraction was performed by a modified

Thes "ratins uggst wo our" o acion c~velpma of version of the method presented by Fech and DeWitt in los0"q.
aTmese bservtioenalsyggesl to coiue to altiownalsi deeomn t Samples were ground to .20 mesh in a Wiley mil, and one gram at

a moe snsiiveanayticl tchnqueto llowanaysi inthe the ground polymer was then heated under nitrogen in 100 Sol of
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
L

IPhentolie stabilizers can raily he itlentir14u using a high. IO*,P.
tWu'IOW NhIR OJtrOnetR16' OPCrMeIV at, high man41tic4 fields two-% .1 .
The proton spectra of three consuom sthbilizersl. A0.1. 1%0l iusd
A0-2, are shown In Figure 1. For AD-I, the resonance Of the 3.
nietylust protons It 3.*2 pipm is unique to that stalizer and fore'
AO.2 biot the 3.m1091410C protOP* At 4,04 ppm and the 4. __________ _________
nithykat protons at 1.1,0 ppms perwit idenatification. The 2. 7 6 4 3

thate protons ina IN.I generate peaks at 2.33 ppm, thus proV;Jing
identifieation of that, stabiliter. The spectrum of a stabilizdl 15.".I
polyvihtykit sample shows that the resonances unique to each
additive art Irbeerved (Figure 2). Bly comparison with spectra for
samplks with known amounts or the additivts, the peak intensities
of the mvthyltne protons were used to determine additive 101

Idenification s0d quantitation of the stabilizers was also
straighstforward with the IIPLC method. N~o Interference was
found between AO-I. AO.2, or MD-I. The chromatograms were ________r__,_______

stable and reproducible with good peak separation for both liqid 7o 91 64 cia27 2 2. 2. 4 2.3
standards and polymer extracts (Figure 3). Qiaintitation was pm ve TMS
performcd from peak areu by comparison of sample peaks to Figur 2 500 Sult 1ll NMJ spectra of a commercial stabilized
calibration curves. Accuracy or the retention times and polyetlese proutti solvent and teusperature as in Figuare 1, see Figure
quantitation routine were v'erified by frequent injection of I fo tucua designations (s and p refer to solvent and polymer
standard solutions. respectively)
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Anal;yi of ol ad expandable polywThYl, raw mala frIM

(TAbk 2), Supplier I tended to furnh marial that wa
SConitetly lower in 4tabiliter contant Material from bot

suppliers wAn lower in MD.I UconctntratIon than AO-I
030 ot"si .

01n Table 2.
CONCENRATION (2j) Or ST rB ZAtRS

IN RAW MATRUIALS

90 to 40 60 0 izo __,__k Ina

6 Material AG-I MD- AO-1 . MD-I
O4,40 Supplier A

o .0 PhI 0.20 0.0 0.21 0.
PEI 0.l1 0." 0." 0.11
PD 0.11 0.11olo0 ** IM 0.19 0.II

111 0.13 0.16
oto IDE 0.21 0.16

oo V, 0.18 0.21
"TE 11 0.0. 0.0 to 40 Go so loo

Mlwel" R'PE12 0,IO 0.I|

re¢ipt 3 c+hi~m~mt ma 1 () juita tsdu'4 ".uwto.v 02s% Ish a4 Supplier !!
AO.I and MD-.) in ttihw4< and (h) po.lynirtttt I"€ M

I'MJ 0.15 0.I2

Pro 0.21 0.1I
Rciprmluclbility of the cxtractim mitkAod was found to be El 0.1.1 0.13
excellent. Twenty three duplicate samples of a solid polyethylene F4I A 0.13 0.13
raw material (IF3) were analysed, ", d the rac e, Mcta, ad EIP1F 0.14 0.13
taneard deviation determined for vxch additive (Tahl I). The IDt; 0.2$ 0.11

accuracy of the III1.C method was verified by Comparison with ]PF-7 0.21 0.15
valins oltained by NMR and excellent agreement was found II8 __S 0.1!
(Table 2).

Table 1.
REPRODUCIIIILITY OF HPLC RESULTS Stabillser Los

Processing affected the concentration of both additives. Afte
extrusion the concentration of the additives was about 10% lower

%AO.1 in the lusulatkio than in the raw materials (Table 3), based on the
assumption that 24 AWC wire is composed of about 45% soid

0.22 0.21 0.21 0.19 0.I1 and 65% foam. The cabling and fillng process slight]l decreased
0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 the additiv* concentrations in the insulation (Tabe 4).
0.1 0.29 0.18 0.19 0.18
0.18 0.19 0.1 0.19 0.18
0.18 0.18 0.18 Table 3.

CONCENTRATION (%) OF STABILIZERS
Meall 0.183 AFTER EXTRUSION'

Range 0.I0.022
S 0.00 SOLID VOAM INSULATION

Material AO- M-I AG! NID- AO.I MD-It+EDI I4/FA14 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.11

0.20 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19
0.19 020 0.18 0.17 0.19 PI'./F3PI 0.23 0.20 0.24 0.13 0.10 0.11
0.18 0.19 0.18 0.00 0.19
0.28 0.18 0.S 0.18 0.18 PEG/EPEC 0.21 0.1 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.15
U.18 0.18 0.18 PE8/EPE7" 0.21 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.13

Mean 0.180IMage 0.17-0.20 PE7/EPE8 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.12
1 0.008 'Determined by llPLC
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Takl 4. Table 5.
CONCENTRATION M% Of STABILIZERS EFEC F AGING ON

AFTER CABLING* CONCENTRATION C)OF STABI21ZRS

f[~tMAVbO N ION CALE __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PKse/KrK SII e/

Maera F A0- I .1 AO-I Sol] A(3-11 Mfl- AOl1 M1116

-1iil tit 0.1111h~ 0114 0.11

'Detwromil by NNIR " Determined by IWPLC tr k O nf1e~p .4 *09

*In~tIAl 0 07 &a
Aging lot filling comnpouned at ci vaetemt rtue dramatically atr4wet S 0 NfligceI 0* .
teduccd the concntratlee, or the additives. The results of two Vifooi y11L
different' aging stuadies wre bhowis iee Table C. Whim imuslatioee waitI~.t b L
agtd III air fiwft days at 70O C. there waA Alght redeaca its AO.
I ad ?dD.I. 11"wevr agineg the itioulailos it a large txcesa of Aalysis or the filling tompotend from aged table taplins the low
roling compouand for 29thdys; at TV C. resulteda In a signilficants loss coumeitratioi of AOl metasured in the insulation samples. ZN
of AM- aled )MO.!. nieltar rvaultA wcrc oletamed wheee a cable spectra (Figure 5) af unused filling esmpound aned of r~wng
was apid for Oft days at 70, C. ?,romatotranes of cabledl compound f"o a cable mnanufacturvid in INS show that durintg
Material before and aSttr aging Mr shown lie Figure L storag a significant aunit of AOlI had been extracted fr.. the

insulation. however. little lhO- was found in the wasin
comipoui, tOwfiflin previou4 stilld"I that have thoen AO.
I to bet extracted by hydrocarbon materials "m readily thaft Is
Nfl).l. -lIPL analysis of a filling compound fxttac fro an aled
cable given similar results. For the IWL0 analysis or the 111ling
compound, the qxtraction wehwljue w4s the same* as that ised

0,16-. with polyethylene., This method mimse he considered to be
a)smquniacva the oily fract ion ly paitlolly sOul in

methanol, aned complet separtions Is impeosible. Figure I gives
the chromasograins of the filling compound extracts oa a otandattd

0.40-cable berfore and patr aging for 21 days at 7CC. Peals for AO-I1
~. anti NO- Iare cltely evidett ased correspond to coanceatratioas of

AO I about 0. O25 gd respectivtly.
0,05-

o1 20 4.0 6.0 0.0

0.15- AO~-1--~~~ 1

0.05-
0.40 t5O0l4

0"~~~~W- 1 1 Irrr

0 2.0 4.0 6.0 0.0 0MINUTES

Figure 4 Chi (.jr~ A ) MAtteU,4fg rxttt,% fr.:n sadatf c~able (Ot

14!ulAUIX (IT I0!FJIl) 4fid (b.) .k tl .. afte ing ut '0'C f,,
A8 .ayt

Figure 5 500 Wit 'it NNMR spectra of (a) E~TPR filling compo~und and
(b) filling comspo~und removed fromn a cable manufactured in 1965
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025 (a exrhS l4Afilig".I% i
itcttly multuit m~eIPFOJFX.11)and(b) xtru 1mn filin

rOp 20n lot thstn ss te t.u0.,111dy
FigreT.MOMI 't NR ptraa a)liiyeylatptles,(b

V0.,0 ivth M0c naumnm n c-IlcblcfM140
Fim 00dk 1pt

zatiue at r4cIl 1tIjlFII n b extractio ny ic iteM- Wa fond fin eTbec
rollin comtheunine ther poeed e a us be cotibtn tor CO CETATO MdFaysL

depletion.lyehv~n or1~ the alutaul aectvaor Anaysi pofthln mnsldeio afe NPOYTYEN IM

Terso lsso e aI) f rom ei the concetrnagin aof lie1

indicating that interaction$s between the aso0dicarbonamideT
blowing agent, Ml)-I aid the copper way occur. To test this MAMMAL__________ l A -1 SD-11
tlieor.-. polyethylene pellets with and without blowing agent were Pl. Peles ~0 20 0.20
snolied against electrochaemically cleaned sheets of copper and PC on Al 0.30.15
alumsinuim. The tooldiiig runditions were similar to tlose used In PCoil CU 0.14 H 0.09
the manufactiore of expanded insulation. howevcr, the metal to PCF and AZO Pellets 0.2.0 0
polyethylenie ratio was significantly greater than thiat found in an PE and AZO on Al 0.1501
insulatedl wire. PE and AZO on Cu 0.1______ 0.00___

Analysis of the polyethiylene films showed that the residual 'Detrsined by N MR
concentrations of the additives Were significantly affected by the
mnoldinig conditions. M\olding polyethylene against copper
substantially decreased the concentration of MD-I and th e Ciable.s
addition of blowing agent completely destroyed the deactivator in.
the foamed polymer (Figure 7 and Table 6). This depletion is Additive concentrations were also measured in DEPIC cables
considerably less in insulation. which has a lower copper to manufactured earlier (Table 7). The concentrations of AO-l and
polyethylene ratio (Ttble 3). MID-I in the insulation had roughly decreased to the samse level,

Molding against aluminum had less effect On the deactivator level, with one exception, and were higher than the values measured
The loss of AD-I during molding was not as severe. On aluminum after aging cable for 28 days at 70'0 (Table 5). Analysis of the
the decrease in antioxidant concentration WAS similar to that of filling compound showed that both of the additives had been
the deactivator and was not accelerated by addition of the extracted, with the AO-1 present, at a greater concentration that
blowing agent. On copper there was less loss of AO-1 than MD.!. the MID-I. No AO..2 was found in the insulation samples.
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CONCLUSIONS 291. (18On)

Two analytkal tehnlecUi z a new. high resolution INMflt method. 13, Drwn. 0. D.. 1ractdld of Me ltratisd 147re ad
aad IIPLC &Wayaw, have been used to deitrmIne atabilier l13. on. sl.ire eeciag. 1 I u e
in Polyolkrm cable 4.ns|,uationEllt. cl eemell Ietween the C41e .. en. 37 (lOOT)
two methods has ben found and they have bt# used to stunore
the the effeta of mAeUatturnig pr1ce.oes and or aging on the
depletion of stabilicrm from DEPIC table insulation.

Three mechanisms contributing to the deplhilon of stabilizers
from DEPIC cable materialb were identified: thermal.oxidative
processes. chemical racatlon with the asod arbonamide blowing
agent a&d copper, and extraction by the filling compound. During
extrusion both antioxidant (AO.I) antd imetal deactivator (.\-I)
concentrations are diminished. The depietion of antioxidant i
due mainly to thetrmal.oxidative procesc, while the depletion of
metal deactivator is a result or thermal oxidation and Interaction
with the blowing agent At the copper interface. Stabilizer loss
during the cabling operation is attributed primarily to dissolution
of the stabilizera in hot filling compound. although some depiction
by thermaloxidative degradation inay occur. K. D. Dye

The nmit significant reduction in btabiliter concentration Is AT&T Network Sptems
observed after aging inglatiomn r.t e!vat(d temperatures in the M05 N 51st Avenuo
presenee of filling compound. All thrre depletion mechanisms Phoenix. AZ M43
operate during aging. With unfilcd lcable cores, thermnal.uxidative
processes lower stabilizer concentration slightly; however, with
rillcd cables extraction or the stabilizers, particularly AO.I, by
the filling compound Is the major cause or stabiliter loss. + *
Extraction by filling compound can not completely explain MD-I
depletion. Chemical reaction of the deactivator with the blowing Karen D. Dye graduated from New Mexico Institute of Mining and
agent and copper conductor is also a major contributor to metal Technology in 1982 with a HS. in Chemistry. She jned AT
deactivator depletion. Network Systems (lPhoenix Works) in 1985, where she is an

Engineer in the Materials Laboratory. She is involved-in analysis
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A LW911M PREDICTMO MEUhOD FOR ThERMOPLASTIC POLYMERS

Donald Rt. Pardos

510cor Cotporatlci
469 Slecor Park

H10kor. NC 26903

ABSTRACT I"ud indiates that this activation enrwgy Is not applicable to &N
POTs as several diffetrint reaction rates hae been observed for

The hydrolytic stablty of polybutylene trphate(PBT) and PSTs from different manufacturers.
polycarbonate roos was evaluated. RAs of reaction wr

moiored through changes In elongation to tweak nd mal The elongiation to tweak for these PST's was found to be the
flow Index (MFI). Due to the continuous nature of the MFI vs. moat senstive mechanical Iroperty to monitor as 4k function of
tim curves, the tim. to Mliim endfpokn could be extrapolated aging time In wait. The tensile strength has been followed by
before the material had degraded to that point. This sig. others In similr studies (Ref I & 3) but was found by this
nlflcantiy reduces the time to make a lifetime prediction. author to be degradation intsenstive urn the material became

brile. A typical plot of PST elongation to break as a function of
BACKGROUND agng imehInwowt&I W.,O0andt1o0Cshow nigure 1.

Long term pdltion of polymeric material behavior Is of par- A typical plot of PST tenskl strength as a function of aging tim's
ticular Importance In the cable Industry. Cables are commnwy In water at 6.,30 and l00'C for the same material Is shown In
expected to have field liftimes of up to 40 years while exposed Figure 2. The elongation to treak here Is clearly a more sensi-
to mn" possible combinations of temperature and humidiy. tive indicator of the effects of degradation.

It is des~rable to predict a maltial's gseful Iftime In a refa-
lively short period of time. The pted~ction Is typically made by so
placing a material In an envlronmew.t similar to actual flel con- L

dfilons and increasing the temreealte to accelerate any reac-
lions between the material and Its environment. A lietime-
endpoint Is chosen based on the tim to reach some liming I
value of a critical property such as tensile strengh or _

elongation to break. The time to the '11fetime endpolnt' as a U

function of temperature Is then extrapolated (via Arhenlus) to .oC\
predict lifetimes at lower temperatures. n
Polymeric materials In cables wilt almost always react with a 04
something In th~lr environment. How fast anything reacts Is a
function of the availability of reactants (quantity and moblity), Soo
the activation energy for the reaction and the temperature. The
predicted lifetime must therefore be stated as valid at a certain - ..--.. * ..-

temperture In the presence of a certain reactive specie(s) (e.g. 0 10 " 30 40 00 £0 70 £0 so

40*Clwater). it" (dove)

Figure 1: Elongaticn to break as a function of aging time In
Since the polymer molecules are relatively bound In the solid water for a typical PST
stle,* one must typically depend upon the mobility of some
non-polyric: (small% chemical species to make any roaclions
physically possible. Water and oxygen are two relatively small
chemical species that all cable materials wiUI see throughout
their lifetime. Additionally, cable materials may come In contact
(and possibly r eact) with Internal cable fI lling and flooding com-
pounds and with various chemicals from the external environ.
ment.
PST (polybutylene terephihalate) has been used In fiber optic
cable buffer tubes for many years. It ls known that hydrolysis Is
a Primary degradation mechanism for such polyesters (Raf
1.2.3 & 4). The activation energy for the hydrolysis of PBT has
been reported by Keileher et al (Ref 4) to be 25.1 kcallmol. This
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..... ... .. . . .. tlN. The material ifetime 1 then pIltd as a function of
oo tempeuature In an Arhenlus diagram from which NIfetimes at

I lower serv e emperatures are extrapolated. The practical
n problem that one faces with this approach Is that it may etquire

"c extremely long times In the low emper lur envronments fo
a material to reach its endpoint lup to 3 years or more for a

_ PeT In 600C watefl. Additionally, for an accurate Nilfeme pre-
$ t1 .[ j.., diction using this method, due to the Inability to accurately ex.

trspolate mechankl property data, the sample should be
n44 removed from the aging environment on exactly the day that It

reaches Nt fetlme endpo4nt. This means that a large number
of amples Must be prepared so that samples con be remov

M o relatively often for testing. This also means that It may be three
years before one can make a lifetime prediction based on aging4- + In lower temperature (e.g. 60C) water.

7 IMETHODOLOGY OF LIFETIME PREDICTION

Various PST's wet evaluated In several separate studles by
!cus: Tensile strength as a function of aging t Im In water monitoring the elongation to break and the Melt Flow Index

for typical PDT (MFt) as a function of aging tIme In water at 60. 80 and 1009C.
Monitoring MFI here Is very convenient because water, the

The elongation to break as a degradatlon monitor, however, Is most aggressv species for thee resins In the normal cable
l from perfect. In an aging study the elongation to break environmemt, con be removed from the polymer by drying and
values between the Initial elongation and zero elongation often wilt therefore ot interfe with te MFI masuromem. The MFI
have extremely high standard deviations. This Is a conseqence value also gives an Indirct but accurate Idea of the extent of
of the Increasing flaw sensltMty of the materal as It degrade, dgradation Mal has occufad.
Flaws could be surtacc flws from the extrusion of tlst strips or
from Imperfect edges coslad when the dumbbe" tensile lst All testing (tensile and MFI) was conducted on PST strips that
sample is die cut. Flaws could also be Internal to the polyfr were Identically extruded and aged. After aging, the tensile
as Impuritlestincluslons. samples were allowed to condition at room temperature and

50% r.h, for a minimum of 24 hours prior to testing at a
Unaged materials are relatively flaw Insensitive. As a material crosshead speed of 20 mm/min. After removal from the aging
degrades, the critical flaw size necessary to cause failure In water, the MA test sit were dried In a vacuum oven at
tensile testing decreases. As the critical flaw siz decreases. 1009C and 25" mercury for 16 hours and then measured for
the number of flaws of critical size or larger Increase and the MFI at 2509C with a 2.16 kg load. Eight goms of extruded
distance betwlen these flaws becomes smaller. This will result sample were used for each MFI measurement. From thes detl
In small standard deviations for elongation to break values early an elongation to break and a MFI versus time curve was goer-
In the degradation process (relatively flaw Insensitlvel, large aled. The long alion to break curves are discontinuous with
standard deviations for Intermedlate stages of de'radatlon coefficients of variance (stendard delation / average) as high
(large distances between flaws of critical size) and smaller stan. as 200% (see Figure 1). The MFI curves, howaver, are con-
dard deviations as the material further degrades (increasingly tinuous with average coefficients of variance of about 5%. MFI
smaller distances between flaws of critical size). The region of vs. aging tlime curves for PBTs aged up to 60 days In 60, 0
highest standard deviation In an elongation to break versus time and 100C wter are shown In Figures 3, 4 and S. F1ures 3
curve will be approximately between 15 and 85% of the original and 4 show t 1 actual data points and the best fit exponential
elongation to break. In this region Is Is important to note that regressIon curves. Little change In MFI was observed for any
the material Is stilt deforming plastically; that Is. at this stage of material In 600C water In this time frame and thus th , data
degradation all of the material's elastic performance Is stilt points are shown connected and not curefittld In Figure 5.
available and being used to resist the stress being applied.

Because of the high standard deviations for such elongatlon to
break data and the non-continuous nature of most elongation to
break vs. time curves, the curves cannot be curvefitted to pre.
dict future values with confidence. Graphical and numerical
methods to optimize such data evaluations have been
described by Nelson (Ref 5,6 & 7) and Hahn (Ref 8), but con-
tinuous curves and dlt with low standard deviatlons would
always be best.

A typical lifetime prediction study based on presently accepted
methods could be carried out as follows. The lifetime endpoint
for any material Is established as a minimum absolute value of
elongation to break or as a maximum allowable percentage loss
In elongation to break. The elongation to break Is charted as a
function of aging time and the tlime to the endpoint Is deler-
mined with some accuracy for any set of environmental condl-
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/ICe 1 I 144164

FaNse 3: MFI 88 a function of lifte In GOIC water lot 9 coffer, Be 6 MFI as a hinction of ftim In .48tet of 60. 0 and(
cni PCTs 1009C IO* tpicl pOlycotboe

° "-'--'F -" ' *'tThe MFI was also found in this work to be aniilalift of the

ihO

michanl tial of the material. tht Is1. a certain MFl value
*we* found to correspond with a certain lonaion to brook

11 ISO value regardless of the *&oain g tempeaturelfo the PST.
This too wasl Ilrred by Kelleher st at. A plot of MFI ve

:/ elongation to brek for a typical PST Is shown In Figure 7. An

• / ~interestin point Wet I that1 although all of 11h4 PST's had

It INe similar nitial MFI values of 8 - 15 9110 min. the MFI vakw$e at
t /. heir lifetie or.pot v.de gtool frm 60- 250 9110 min &I-10 /lnao to bek

0o 0 o Go 0 10 .

Figure 4: MFI as a function of time In 809C water for 9 d:ller.
tnt PCTs

The M w a fO sor o b ti o.th

was fOun0 ocrepn ihaceti lna;nt ra

too Figure 7: Elongation to break as a function of MFI for a typical

Kelleher tl &I (Rvl 4) reported that there was a relations.t

between the MFI and aging time for PTs In water and that asthe MFI Increased so did the rate of reaction. They attributed

% 11 a to 4 , this behavior to a possible catalysts by polymer and groups but
It. . , went no further to characterize this relalotiship.

FIgure4: MFI as a function of time In 1000C water for 9 differ. Nine different PBTs were aged In water at 60, 80 and 1000 for
ant PBTs up to 60 days. EndpoInt MFIs weft determined from the 1000C

This same method 'was used to evaluate different polycarbo, data on MFI and elongation to br'eak as a function of lime. In all
notes. Here, hydrolysis of the ester linkage In the polycarbonate of the environments where the MFI had reached or exceeded
chain will result In polymer degrdetion. The MFI vs time rele. the endpoint, the MFI vs time curves were cufvefitted and the

lionship for a representative polycarbonsto aged In 60, 80 &
100*C water Is shown In Figure 6.
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timne to endpolr* MFI to a function of aging stm was calcu. PTA TEST SCHEDULE
fled, INo PST aged In GO'C wate reached Its endpoint! Outing
this eveluetlon.j This data is represetfd In Figure I where the
percen difeence betwean the predicted and actual tim to Aging Tim Temperature (*C)
the endpoint MI Is plotted as a function of the percet of ime Lqs o so too
to the endpoint that has already passe, tier. more than 90% XXof the Pmedctd times to the endpoin MF Ile within 10% of the
actuat valu whenl the materials have be#,- apd~ for only 40% 2
of the toWa time that Is reqirefd to reach their endpoint. 4 X

7 X X X
p'a X
Pto x

14 X X

'% 42 X

-. O~ 6113 X

At each removal date. 5 imite test samples and 8 arams of
Z xttuded strips to conduct an MFI measremnt were removed.Plt of elongation to break and MFI versvs tilm are shown In0 0 ~ Figures 9 10. The relationshipbetweenelongatlon to break

Flow 6: Perc nt iff renc be ween act al nd p editedloses all ability to exhibit plastic deform ation, that Is. when the
MFI values asa ftvnctiof pwc~nt of NftknaS plastic will only elongate as tar as Its original strain aI yleld (-10

With this Information. material lifetime predictions can be made shown In fiure 10. The tensile slrvngth Is reduced at this point
before the actual lifetime endpoint Is reached. This Is because only by about 10%. but the material Is actually to the point of
one can delermine the endpoin elongation to break and cot- becoming brittle.
responding endpoint MFI from higher temperatr agIng results
In a short mlrod of time. The lower tmperature, longer term
test samples can also be monitored for their MFl over thne.
These data can then be cuovfitted anvd the lime to endpoint
MFI extrapolated. The more data acquired, the higher the con.
fidonce level of the prediction. i4v ,_j

Extruded strips -I x 5 x 150 mm and tensile test dumbbells die
cu tomtesame extruded strips of PST A were placed In

distilled water at 60. 00 & 1009C. Samples were removed ac.
cording to the following schedule. C - , .

Flaure 9, Elongation to break as a function of aging time In
water at160. 80 and 1000C for PST A
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'44 - -- -~ -Th. resulting lifetim predictionsi as a function of gitme are
I ;isted below.

Time to Time to Time to Liftime
VEndpoint Endroint Endpoint Prediction

Aging In 1009C In 809C In 60C
Time Water Wolff Woler (40"CJHa0)
ays) iqw J5!yj) (datM Awatvs
14 8 34.3 202 140013.8
26 It 32.5 163 100012.7

/42 8 32.7 163 V0001217

*4 *......-*'56 6 32.7 133 11 0)3.2
* o O SO S I 84 6 32.7 191 125W)3.4

113 3 52.7 177 1100)3.0

F!WIL10- MFI as at 1^1c10n Of Aging lime In water at 60-.30
and t00#C tot PDT A Hfere one can see that the lifetime ptidiction afe OY 14 days

it almost the same as the prediction after 113 days.
- - Confidence In the 113 day prediction Is high because the mate.-

j4~.11tq et.(o -A .w';fivl 6irldi "-I =11 :I"- S 1.006 tv tMI

* socabout halfway degr aded In 609C waler. Eaifer predictions areI 04 In excellent agw feemett with later ones.
A ~ POT has a glass transition temperalte (Tg) of about 551C.

above which aNl of this accelerated testing Is conducted, The
reaction rates below the T9 wilt be slowed to some extent and
therefore predictions made hewe for temrperailtes below this T91, would repesent a worst case.

"100 OTE.: The most hydeolyticatly Stable POTS evaluated wilt have
A lifetimes in 600C water of around 3 years. This example Is of aI if relatively hydrotytically unstable PBT but It was used here to

* a - llostrate the mehdbecause significant degradtilon was ob.

Wet s, t SIMCONCLUSION

f~ufliElogaton obtak s a uncionof FI or BTA This work was originally undertaken to evaluate POT$ for fitr
~ Elngaton t brak a a lnctin o MFIlot BT1AoptC appications. It was observed during the course of the

The MFI vs. time results at this temperature (Figure 10) are program that by simultaneously monitoring the melt flow index
curveitl. Tha best curvetit Is an exponential regression (MFI) as well as some mechanical property such as elongation
equollon, to break. one could make lifetime predictions with more confi.

"F1 13.3 (121),dence and In less timte than was Pleviously possible, The cdr.
itI' ~ 3.13(1 * 1 )Xcumstancts that make this possible are:

The MFI value ('endpoint MFI*) at 8 days Is calculated from .Hydboly'sis is known as a major degradation mechanism for
this equation to be -250 g11o min- Subsequent data collected polyesters,
from the lower temptralte environments Is curvelit with each .Polyesters (like PBT) can be hydrolyzed In water, dried to
new data point and the time to MFI n 250 9110 min Is catcu. remove all unreacled water and then measured for MFI
lated. Using the Athenlus method, the logarithm of the time tovaus
the lifetime endpoial Is plotted against the reciprocal tempera.vaus
fure In Kelvn to form what should be a straight line. This plot Is .Elongation to btrak a: a function of time curves for degrad.
used to Interpolate or extrapolate lifetimes at any other Ing polymers are typically discontinuous and have a large
temperature. region of high standard deviation. Thus they are not curvet.

[iable and values cannot be extrapolated with confidence
.MFl stn~ function of time curves for polyesters degrading In

water are continuous and curvefitlable, Measured values
have low standard deviations and values can be extrapo.
fated with confidence.

A relationship between MFI and elongation to break has
been established fot PBTs degrading In water.
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Ut!lzaton of this method Is based on a uniqtue set of dr.
ctnces and assumptions and Is only applicable under
tho4 condhtons. Under the right circumnstances. however. this
method can be applid to evaluat I matrial or to commat
several materials to one anoher. -
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EFFECT O'v CHEMICAL STRUCTURC OF POLYIMIDE
ON THE PROPERTY OF POLYINIDE AND POLYIHIDE ENAMELLED WINE.

Hiroshi Inoue. Toshihiro Inalke

USE Industries, LTD., Hlrakata, Osaka. Japan

ABSTRACT 2.EXPERIHKNTAL

Polylldes and polyiide enamelled 2.1.Sample
wires from two types of acid anhydrides (1) The fills presented in Table 1
(pyromellitic dianhydride (PI4DA) and were prepared in the usual way. The
3,3',4,4'-biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhy- thickness of the films was 25 jA. (2)
dride (BPDA)) and two types of diaminas Polyiaide enamelled wires shown in Tables
(4,4'-oxydianiline and p-phenylenediamine) 5 and 6 were prepared in the usual way.
have been prepared and their properties The diameter of copper wire was 1 mm.

revealed that BPDA based polyimides and of two layers, an inner layer made of
polyimide enamelled wires are superior in filled polyimide and an outer layer made
thermal, chemical, and radiation of unfilled polyiaide. The thickness ratio
resistance to PMDA based polyimides. of the two layers was 7/3 (Inner/outer).
Further, we have developed enamelled wires The thickness of the insulating layer was
of polyimide containing inorganic filler about 40 j.
(boron nitride) which have a longer life
under Impressed test at 1-3 KV than that 2.2. Thernal aging test
of unfilled polyimide. The difference in The procedure was carried out
these properties of BPDA and PMDA based according to IEC 216
polyimides is due to the difference of the
reactivity of the imide groups of BPDA and 2.3. Irradiation
PMDA. Samples were irradiated by 6'Co v-ray

with a dose rate of 10 KGy/h at room
temperature in air atmosphere.

I.INTRODUCTION
2.4. Hydrolysis

At first polyimide was developed for Films were immersed in boiling water.
military and space industries, however, It Deionized water was used.
has been widely adopted In the electric
and electronic industries for it's high 2.5. Viscosity stability
chemical and heat resistance, and superior Pojymer solid of polyanic-acid
mechanical and electrical properties. The varnishes was 20 wt%. Varnishes were
most well-known polyimide is obtained from stored at 50"C, and occasionally withdrawn
pyrosellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and 4,4'- and their viscosities were measured.
oxydianiline (ODA). However, 3,3',4,4'-
biphenyltetracarboxylic dianhydride (BPDA) 2.5. Analysis
has been coLmercialized starting from (1) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
phthallc acid through a coupling reaction, Thermograms were obtained in air
and n number of polyimides have been atmosphere with a Shimadzu TGA-1 Thermo-
derived from DPDA. Thanks to the biphenyl gravimetric Analyzer at a heating rate of
structure, BPDA was found to be promising 1O"C/ain. Films of 25 j^ thick were used.
as a basic material for polyimide (2) Thermal mechanical analysis (TmA).
production! '-'-&-'* 7-9 THA spectra were measured with a Rigaku

CNSJ98AI Thermonechanical Analyzer. Glass
This paper discusses the character- transition temperatures were measured

istics of hosopolymer and copolymer of using a penetration prove on 25 j* thick
polyimide from two types of acid dianhy- films at a heating rate of 1O'C/min under
drides (PMDA and BPDA) and two types of a load of 10 g. The linear expansion
diamines (ODA and p-phenylenediamine coefficients were measured using
(PPD)), and polylaide enamelled wires and attachment for tensile mode on film of
enamelled wires made of filled polylmide. 5 an width, 10 m length (between chucks)

at a heating rate of 1O1C/aIn under a load
of 2 g.
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(-I) Tensile prapercy. Tensile the molecular chain is possible, but PPD
properties were obtained with a Shli&dxu has a rigid structure. rolyimides made
Autograph IN-100 aucordinq to the ASTM from ODA are more flexible and have a
method D40l-6?. higher elongation than that mainly made

(4) Enamelled wire. The evaluation of from PPD, but the former film* have a
enamelled wires were carr1lt out according lower strength and modulus of elasticity.
to J15 C3003. Impreso"t tests were
conducted on twist-pair wlreu 3.2. Thermal property

(5) Viscosity. Vinccsities of
varnishes were measured with a TokyokeikI The thermal property may be used in
Visconic EHD Viscometer at 301C two ways: physical and chemical

properties. The tormar is such as glass-
transition tvmperature (Tg) and expansion
coefficient, and the latter is such asfl IIthermal decomposition and degradation.

CThermal properties of polyimide are shostn
/ In Tables 2 and 3. it is said that Tg is

111 1/ connected with the rigidity of polymer,
and then generally Increases with
increasing rigidity of polymer. Ina Uaddition, It is also said that Tg is
affected by molecular aggregation'

BPDA PHDA The order of rigidity of acid
anhydride and diamine is thought to be
PHDA 3 BPDA and PPD 3 ODA. Therefore, with
£wk. i* 10 hunuuolaye, Tg of polyinide
from PMDA and PPD must be the highest, but
this polyimide is very brittle and is not
practical. Next, Tg of polyimid* from PHDA

ODA PPD and ODA or BPDA and PPD must be higher. In
practice. both Tg's of polylmides 1I and
III are higher, and Tg of polyimide I is
higher than that of polyimide 1I1. As we
would expect, Tg of polyimide I from BPDA

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION and ODA Is the lowest. With respect to
copolymer, the order of Tg approximately

3.1. Tensile property follows the order of the total amount of
rigid component, i.e. PHDA and PPD.

The chemical composition and tensile Recently, the thermal expansion
properties of polyimides investigatoid In coefficient of polyimide has become of
this paper are summarized In Table 1. interest. At the time of forming a polymer
Polyimides from ODA have a high elongation material and a metal, glass or ceramics
of over 70% and a rather low strength of into one body, the thermal stress is
below 25 Kg/ama independent of their acid produced by the difference between the
anhydrides. On the other hand, polyimides thermal expansion coefficients. This
mainly from PPD have a rather low elonga- results In problems of warning. peeling,
tion of below 40% and a high strength of and cracking. Thermal expansion is also
over 38 Kg/mm2 . ODA has a flexible ether said to be related to the linearity of
linkage at which bending and rotation of polymer molecular skeletons'" ' BPDA, PHDA,

Table I.The chemical structure and tensile properties of polyimide

Tensile property
Component

Modulus of Strength Elongation
elasticity

Polyimide Acid dianhydride Diamine (kg/mal ) (kg/mal ) (M)

I BPDA ODA 380 25 130
II BPDA PPD 900 40 35
III PHDA ODA 300 18 70
IV BPDA/PHDA(7/3) ODA 320 21 77
V BPDA/PMDA(5/5) ODA 310 22 85
VI BPDA/PHDA(7/3) PPD 790 38 32
VII BPDA ODA/PPD(7/3) 410 25 68
ViII BPDA/PMDA(5/5) ODA/PPD(3/7) 650 40 40
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Table 2.Thersal property of polyimide thermal stability of BPDA and PtDA Is the
reverse order ot the thermal stability of
benzene and biphanyl. This Is due to the

Linear fact that PHOA Is %ore reactive than BPDA,
expansion and with regard to this we shall discuss a

Polyjmide Tg TTG TGI coefficient little subsequently. The results Of TT4
(C) (c) C) xlO'ca/cm/'C) and TGI ot polylaides I and II are In

accord with the expectations based on the
1 26S 577 612 4.0 aromatic skeleton of diamine. we consider
I )400 575 621 1.4 that polyimide from BPDA and PPD Is the
I1 365 566 607 4.2 most stable. The order of the thermal
IV 2%3 571 GO7 4.7 stability of copolymer could be understood
V 330 567 609 4.5 through considering the polymer component.
Vi 370 572 613 1.4
VII 290 576 616 3.2 The long-term heat resistance of
VIII 360 570 611 1.9 polyisides I, I, and III was carried o.:t

(Table 3). The halt reduction temperatures
in tensile properties at 20000 h are
obtained troam extrapolation by Arrhenius

Table 3. Long-term heat resistance plots for over 3000 h. The order of the
of polyimide halt reduction temperature Is polyimide

II > I > III and is In the same manner as
the results of TGA. Kawamura et al."'Ralf reduction performed a similar test of polyJmIdes I

temperature('C) and M I on the dielectr~i braakdown
voltage and tensile strength, and reported

Polylmide Tensile elongation that the half reduction temperature ot
strength polyimide I Is 20'C higher than 11.

1 270 235 3.3. Hydrolysis
11 290 265
III 265 225 Resistance to boiling water of

polyimides I, II, and III is shown In
F1g.1. From this result it Is found that

and PPD do not have any flexible linkage, the BPDA based polylmides I and I are
such as ether, and polyimides II, VI, and more stable than PHOA based polyimide IMI.
VIIl have a low thermal expansion Xorshak et all'." studied the hydrolytic
coefficient. However, polyimides from ODA stability of polyimldes, and teported the
having a flexible linkage have a higher same result that polyimide from PHDA had
thermal expansion coefficient, the lowest resistance to hydrolysis, and

Several attempts have been made to that the one trom BPDA had the highest.
develop more rapid methods of estimation The d~fference In the hydrolysis
of the decomposition temperature and
thermal life based on TGA1'1"" The
temperature determined from these methods
would serve as an accurate prediction of--O0'
the results ot long-term thermal life
tests. TTG is the temperature at which 5%
of the total weight loss occurs. TGI Is 0  0
calculated by the formula: TGI n (A+B)/2, 0
where A - the temperature at which a w 6 01
straight line, drawn through the 50 and 20
N weight loss points, Intercepts the 0%
weight loss line; B a the temperature at o 50
which the curve intercepts the 50% weight e-
loss line.

The order of the thermal stability a
(decomposition temperature) with respect
to aromatic skeleton of acid dianhydride
and diamine component Is benzene (593"C) >
biphenyl (543"C) > diphenyl ether
(538-C)'1 As diamines of polyimides I and _ _ _ _ _ _ _

III are the same, the difference In TTGand 0 1000 2000 3000
TGI results from the difference In the
structure of the acid dianhydride Hours In boiling water
component. The order of the thermal
stability of polyimide with respect to the
structure of the acid dianhydride Fig.l. Residual elongation after
component is BPDA PHDA. The order of the Immersion in boiling water.
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Table 4. Acidity constants"" VII

*500
Acid p4a 0

benmoic 4.17 '
phthalic 3.00 -
triJellitlc 2.52 L
pyromellitic 1.92 5 v /

0.

resistance of these polylmides Is due to WO W - U
the difference of the acid anhydride V"
component of the polymer chain- thus, that 0.
of polyilides I and iI is biphenyl U
skeleton (BPDA), while that o polyimide
III Is benzene skeleton (PHOA). The
carbonyl groups in PSA are on the same..
nucleus, and both carbonyl groups are 0 25 so 75
coujugated to each other. On the other
hand, the carbonyl groups in DPDA are Dnjs (at S0"C)
attached to different nuclei, separated
from one another, and both benzene rings
of biphenyl are not coplanar to each F1g.2. Viscosity stability at
other, so they are not conjugated to each polyaaic-acid varnishes.
other. Namely, 3PDA could be thought to
consist of two phthalic anhydrides.
Acidity of benzoic acid to pyromellitic thermal stability of the BPDA based
acid is shown In Table 4. Here, p~a shows polyimides and PMA based polyimide Is
the first ionization constant. The pia naturally due to the difference of the
value decreases as the number of acid dianhydride component of the polymer
carboxylic substituents Increases. The chain. Thermal decomposition is a more
carboxyllc group has a strong electron- complicated reaction, so we must consider
withdrawing inductive effect, so pia not only the factor considered in the case
becomes lower with the increasing of the of hydrolysis, but other factors. However.
number of carbmxylic groups. In the case the order of the thermal stability could
of alkaline hydrolysis of ester, it is be predicted only by the reactivity of the
very sensitive to Induction effects of iaide group.
polar substituents, and esters subetituted
by polar groups are easily hydrolyzed. The 3.4. Viscosity stability of polymic-acid
reactivitles of iide and ester in varnish
hydrolysis are not exactly the same, but
PHDA based polyiaide substituted by two Viscosity stabilities of polyamic-
polar ilide groups could be naturally acid varnishes are shown in Fig. 2. The
thought to be more easily hydrolyzed than viscosity of varnishes increased and
the phthalimide type substituted by one followed by gelation upon storage at 501C.
polar laide group such as BPDA. The The reason for this increase in viscosity
partial positive character on the carbon is thought to be as follows. The
of the laide -group of PHDA is stronger conversion of amic-acid to iaide partially
than that of BPDA, so the imide group of takes place upon storage, and this
PMDA is sore easily subject to imidation lowers the solubility of
nucleophilic attack, and the iide group polymer. We observed the presence of liide
is converted to amic-acid and leads to bond in polyamic-acid varnishes upona rupture of the main chain. Koton et all' storage by IR and NXR. Imide ring
studied the kinetics of acylation of formation is facilitated by the presence
diaines by dianhydrides in detail and of conjugated bonds in the chaise.I I PHDA
reported that the reactivity of diamines and PPD have conjugated functional groups;
and dianhydrides were explained by using thus, the lmidation rate of polyanic-acld
the parameters of the electronic structure from PHDA or PPD is faster than that from
of them caluculated by the methods of BPDA or ODA. On the other hand, the
quantum chemistry and the rate constant solubility of polyimide from BPDA or ODA
for the acylation by PHDA is such faster Is better than that from PNDA or PPE%.
than the one for the acylation by BPDA. Polyliide from BPDA and ODA Is so,'ible in
The reactivity in both hydrolysis and the chlorophenol. From these view points it
acylation is explicable to be largely could be understood that polyanic-acid I
dependent on the electrcnic structure of is the most stable and polyanic-acid III
the components. The difference in the Is the least stable followed by II and VI.
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Table 5. Properties of polyimide enamelled wires

Polylmide

Item I III IV V VI VII

Film thickness(JIcron) 40 38 38 40 41 39
Mandrel test Id pass 1d pass Id pass 1d pass 1d pass id pas
Elongation and mandrel(%) 100 >100 >100 >100 as >100
Dielectric breakdown(KV) 11.5 14.0 12.3 13.5 13.5 13.8
Abrasion test

Repeated scrape(strokes) 41 25 66 5 7 83
Unidirectlon abrasion test(g) 1765 1480 1670 1860 1670 1780

Cut through texperatureOC) >400 '400 387 398 >400 300
Elongation and mandrel test({)
after heat aging 200"Cx24h 60 73 '95 >af 60 >95

Mandrel test after
heat aging 200"Cx6500h 1d pass 1d pass 1d pass 2d pass

240"CxSSOh Id pass 1d pass 1d pass 3d pass
Heat shock 250*Cx24h Id pass 1d pass 1d pass 1d pass 1d pass Id pas
Impressed test(AC200V) In
0.4%NaCl aqueous solution

at 30"C 120h 1oooh >1000h >OOOh 470h
at COC 460h 1650h 1520h

thermal stability. As to the impressed
test in 0.4% NaCI aqueous solution. 100

polyimides IV and V are the best. III is
medium and I and VII are the worst. IV

Enamelled wires of polyimides I and VII IV
have a little turbidity, but films of the
sase component as I and VII are clear.
Films were prepared at a slow heating rate V
of 10-30*C/sin, but enamelled wires were VI
prepared at a heating rate of 100-200 C so
C/sin. The rapid heating was thought to

result in turbidity. This turbidity, i.e.
ununiformity is responsible for a short 0
life under the Impressed test. If the
polyimide consists of the combination BPDA
r nd PH)A. this turbidity disappears. The
difference in the life under the impressed 0

test of polyimides IV, V, and III is W_ _ _ _

explained by the difference of the 0 20 40 60
fraction of PMDA which is more reactive to
water. Dose (MGy)

The changes of elongation and
mandrel of enamelled wires of polylmides
III, IV, and VI by irradiation are shown Fig.5. The change of elongation and
in Fig. S. In the low dose region three mandrel of polylu.*de enamelled
enamelled wires reveal no apparent wire by Irradiation.
differences, but in the high dose region
polyimides IV and VI are sore stable than
III. As to the enamelled wire of polyiide
III irradiated over 20 MGy, poor adhesion
between copper wire and the coated layer enamelled wires of IV and VI are more
took place, while with the enamelled wires stable than that of III even in the low
of IV and VI they showed good adhesion dose region. These results are the same as
even at 60 HGy. Enamelled wires of those of films.
polyimides III and IV after irradiation We prepared filled enamelled wirez to
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. It Is not expect the electrical and heat conducting
possible to estimate the accurate properties to Improve. The .roperties of
elongation and mandrel when poor adhesion filled enamelled wires are shown in Table
occurs, since elongation and mandrel of 6. In this case, polyimide V component was
III over 20 MGy is not accurate. chosen for varnish of enamelled wire. If
Accordingly, It could be thought that the the outside of enamelled wire is a filled
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those In the films from SMO are 35-45

-100 Hg. As the tensile strength Is not very
muhNr estv to degradation than
elongation, the difference in decrease In

0 .* trength between III and BMP based
o "\.polyisides Is not pronounced. DFDA based

polyiuides possess higher radiation
*resistance as well as higher thermal

o stability than Ill. 5asuga' a"d
0 .0 Hritall). 10 studied radiation resistance of

A '~ ~ polyimides In detail, and reported the
Vill results to be similar to our studies. In

described above, no remarkable change Is
observed In Tg and modulus of elasticity

% it after 31.? M~y Irradiation to I and 111.
\\ This revealm that chain scission mainly

---- occurs by radiation, but a crosslinking
_______________________reaction which Influences modulus and Tg

0 20 40 Ito rarely occurs. This Is also borne out by
the fact that all irradiated polylidee

Dose (H~y) were easily dissolved In a hydrauine based

etahant. This chain scission could be
Fig.3. The change of residual elongation thought to comprise to some extent of the

of pol~Iimide by Irradiation, conversion of imide to asic-acid which
leads to a rupture of the chain, because

I the tensile properties of polyimides It
I, and Ill after 60 M~y irradiation were

100 restored to a slight degree by heat
* - tratment at 400*C, for example the

restoration of elongation wso from 6% to
11% for polyimide 11 and from 4% to 12%

A for polyiside 111. This restoration could
* -be thought to be owing to the imid*

* ~Vill formation of the cleavage part. We
C -a measured ATR spectra (FT-ZR) of polyimides

I and Ill after 40 My Irradiation, but no
so-0 remarkable change wan observed. It is

= noteworthy that pa,' iaide Vill from both
so MIDAand PM (the ratio Is 5/5) hsthe

a same resistance as polyimides I and 11
from only DA. The stability of polyimide

* incorporated with 3PDA is greater than
that predicted by the simple additivity of
component contr'ibution. The difference In

I- radiation resistance% of BM0 based
0 20 40 60 polyimides and PMA based polyimide Is

naturally due to the difference of the
Dose (I4~/) acid dianhydride component. Degradation

by Irradiation is a sore complicited
reaction as weell as thermal decomposition.

Fig.4. The change of residual strength but It Is almost certain that the
of polyimide by Irradiation, radiation resistx,,. ',-, largely dependent

on the reactiv4 ' .he iaide groups of
BIDA and PHA.

3.5. Irradiation~
3.6. Knamelled 0,-o~

it -is well-known that polyimide has
not only the highest heat resistance, but The propert,,, of #aaelled wires are
also the highest radiation resistance. We shown In Table t Inaaelled wires of-
examined the radiation resistance of polyimides 11 and Vill were not produced.
polyimides 14 II, 111. and VII. The There are not lalrge differences In general
changes of the retention ratio of the properties among polyimides except for
tensile properties are shown in Figs. 3 polyimide VI. Polyimide VI lacks
and 4. As to the tensile -property, the flexibility to a degree. Polyimide III has
decrease -in elongation Is pronounced even lower strokes In a repeated scrape. A heat
In a low dose region In film Ill compared aging test (200C x -6500 h) of polyimides
with films I, II, and Vill. Namely, the was carried out. After a heat aging test
dose of -a 50% reduction of the Initial their mandrel properties almost were
value in film III Is about 20 M~y. while unchanged, and these polyimides have good
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IlongatJon(39X) 9longation(39X)+ld glongation(39)+ld

Polylaide III Polyimide XV

Fig.6. Enamelled wires after 20 Oy Lradiation.

Elongation(S) Zlongation(SU)+ld Elongation(10) Zlongation(IOXO+ld

Polylmide III Polyimide IV

F19.7. Enamelled wives aiter 52.5 MGy Irradiation.

properties of these filled enamelled wires
are not much different froam those of clear
enamelled wire except repeated scrape.
Filled enamelled wires have a longer life
under the impressed test at 3 KV than
clear enamelled wire. These filledSfilled layer enamelled wires are thought to have good

clear layer heat conductivity. For example, the heat
conductivIty of film containing 30wt% BN
is about three times that of clear film.

4-. copper These BN tilled enamelled wires have very
good properties. We prepared other filled
enamelled wires, such as mica, AlzO, and
Si 3 N 4 , but their properties were not so

Fig.8. Vertical sectional view of good.
DN filled enamelled wire.

4. CONCLUSION

The thermal property, hydrolysis, and
layer, the outer unevenness may influence radiation resistivity of polyimides with
the properties of enamelled wire. different structures obtained from two
Therefore, filled enamelled wires should acid dianhydrides and two diamines were
consist of two layers; i.e. an inner studied. The results obtained in this
filled layer and an outer clear layer (the study are summarized below.
thickness ratio of inner/outer is 7/3).
Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view of BN (1) Tg Is connected with the rigidity of
filled enamelled wire. The general the monomer component, since polyiaides
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Table 6. Properties of enamelled wires
of polyaiide V containing BN

Enamelled wire

Item A a C

Yarnish(V component)
Filler ax 3 N
Filler particle size(ji) 1-6 1-6
Filler content against
polyamic acid(wtU) - 10 30

Filler content In polyimide
of enamelled wIr*(wtX) - 0.2 29.0

Film thicknessfM) 40 41 43
(thickness ratio of outer
clear layer and inner
filled layern3/7)

Mandrel test id pass 14 pass Id pass
Blongation and mandrel(%) >100 >100 >100
Dielectric breakdown(KV) 13.5 12.0 12.1
Abrasion test

Repeated scrape(strokes) 56 is 15
Unidirection abrasion test(g) 1660 1660 1650

Cut through teipratmre(*C) 396 >400 ).400
Elongation and mandrel test(%)

after heat aging 200*Cx24h >88 >88 >88
Heat shock 200*Cxlh Id pats 14 pass Id pass
Impressed test In air

at 3KV(AC) 22h 35h 52h
at IKV(AC) 245h 310h
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POLYBUTHYLENE TEREPHTHALATE (PBT) WITH IMPROVED HYORO.YSIS RESISTANCE
AND LOW POST SHRINKAGE FOR LOOSE BUFFER TUBES

JOrgen Exckholt, Or. Ralf SchOlar

HOLS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 4370 Marl, West Germany

AIn order to give a broad picture of the
different properties, several PDT grades

Polybutylene te-ephthalate (PBT) has have been included in this paper for com-
become the material of choice in the major- parison. One thermoplastic polyester elas-
ity of fiber optic loose tube cable de- tomer, used in the market, has been in-
signs. This is due to the good mechanical cluded as well.
properties and chemical resistance coupled
with the good processability of this Pate- 3. Hydrolysis resistance
vial. The thermal hydrolysis resistance, as
well as the post extrosion shrinkage can be All thermoplastic polyesters and poly-
improved by modifying the material. This ester elastomers lack a good thermal hydro-
paper describes the unique characteristics lyais resistance. Commonly available nte-
and capabilities of these new VESTODUR rials have a lifetime of approximately
resins. 1 000 hours at 80 "C in water. The elonga-

tion at break and the change in viscosity
number are two suitable creteria to deter-

1. Introductin mine degradation of polyesters due to
moisture exposure.

Loose buffer tube fiber optic cable 
con-

struction has been employed now for many
years and the resulting cables have per-
formed successfully under a wide variety of
conditions. Loose buffer tubes provide max-
imum protection for the fiber against com-
pression and tension, provided the selected
buffer materials are of a satisfactory
quality. Polyamide 12 and polybutylene . "
terephthalate (PDT) are widely used for
loose buffer tubes. Although both polymers ,
tend to post crystallize and PBT in sensi- A - ....
tive to hydrolysis at higher temperatures, ,......

the e polymers have represented the best
cost-performance ratio for buffer tubes
until today. Since more and more cables are
being installed in environments of high
temperature and high humidity, the develop-
ment of materials with improved hydrolysis
resistance and low post shrinkage became
necessary.

2. Loose buffer tube materials .

Buffer materials for loose tubes have to e. ...

meet the following reqirements: "----,

- easy processing with high melt strength
- low coefficient of thermal expansion .
- low post crystallization
- high flexural modulus with good kink re-
sistance

- low moisture absorption
- good hydrolysis and chemical resistance
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As shown in Figure 1, resin VUR is supe- All data were determined on 2,5 x 1,7 .
riot to the other resin* in water at tubes, extruded at a speed of S0 respec-
0 OC. We consider a residual elongation ukvely 100 m/min and stored for one week at

of S % as the minimum elongation to keep a 23 OC with 50 % relative humidity (standard
fiher optic cable in function. From figure climate). Loose buffer tubes spooled onto a
2 follows that an elongation of 5 % relltes reel would not show this high levels bea-
to a viscosity number of approx. 70 cm/g. cause of a hindered shrtnl:age. Nevertheless
Below this viscosity number, most therno- many processors wind and store the tubes on
plastic polyesters start to embrittle, plates, whore a free shrinkage can occur.

In a strain free position, the contraction
4. Post extrusion shrinkaoe must therefore remain smaller than 0,1 % to

prevent the fiber form being pressed
Nopt of the loose buffer tube mateLials against the inner wall of the tube or *t-

are semicrystalline in nature with the tenuation increases will occur.
tendency to post crystallize. It is known,
that equilibrium crystallinity Is not
achived by normal quenching. Further crys-
talliation can therefore occur as a func-
tion of temperature and time. This post . ..a.,
crystallization Is prevalent above the , .,'-'..
glass transition temperature, a temperature ,..
above which many cables are cycled during .,.,,, .
testing or exposed to in some applications.
Thy crystallinity of PST loose buffer tubes
cain be io flmenced by the cooling rate of mu l
the mlt.

Zr.,

t A.1.I |a .lW

a.d, - Figure 4 shows the post shrinkage of the
"""' newly developed resin VLS compared to that

t of a commonly available PST quenched in
. cold water. Even after 2 month storage at0.0 =W6 standard climate resin VLS reveals no post

"*.*.J extrusion shrinkage. This behavior does not
change substantially when the tube in aged
for 24 hours at 60 CO. The total shrinkage'a , , n of tubes prepared from this resin was only

5. General proertios

The next table (figure 5) shows the typical
property values of the new resin in compar-

A As $)town In figure 3, cold water ison to conventionally available PBT's. It
quenching yields in a low crystalline mate- is worth noting, that resin VLS exhibits a
rial, resulting in a low post extrusion much lower coefficient of thermal expansion
shrinkage of approximately 0,1 %. Heat above 50 °C as compared to resin V, as
aging this tube above the glass transition shown in figure 6.
temperature (24 hours at 60 cC) will result
in further crystallization causing an addi-
tional shrinkage of 0,35 t.

I Quenching the tube in warm water (70 OC)
will result in a higher crystalline materi-
al, with a post extrusion shrinkage of
0,45 1 &nd an additional shrinkage of
0,15 % after heat aging.
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PXC DEGRADATION OF
FILLED FOAX8XIN TELEPHONE CABLE

Linwood P. Doltz

3M

much e fort has beqn expendaed to determine
how fact various antioxidants and

ABSTRACT: combinations of antioyidants lose their
of ectivenesy when exposed to the pedestal

This paper will show some of the environment. Research has shown that dry
consequences of aging PXC foamskin heat aging either in a pedestal or in a
insulation under various conditions. One laboratory air-circulating oven will
of the most deleterious conditions vili eventually . load to cracking of PXC
be shown to be insulation that has not insulation.$ Those cracking tests have
been cleaned of filling compound, and is been supplemented with the so-ealled OIT,
than exposea to air at elevated aging or oxygen induction time, which measures
temperatures. The data indicates that how much antioxidant is left in a sample
cleaning the conductors before aging gives of insulation. While OIT measurements can
superior aging characteristics. Yet it be very accurate, they are generally
is a commonly hold belief in the industry acknowledged to be only indicators of
that = cleaning the conductors is more susceptibility of conductors to cracking,
beneficial. This paper gives ample not accurate predictors of when cracking
evidence that this view is false, at least will occur. Nevertheless, The OIT
in the case or foamskin covored mudsurQ ant is a vzluable teol to
conductors. determine what kinds of changes are

occurring in a particular insulatiop
sample under a given set of conditions.

Several other factors besides the loss ot
antioxidant are also suspected to be
important. 0 Certainly excessive handling

IZITRODUCTIO11: and re-working of PIC is a problem in
The investigation o plastic insulated pedestals that are re-entered often.
conductors (PiC) and the mechanisms of Likewise, the specific chemical
its degradation has been going on in some environment in any given location may have
form or other for over 20 years.I During a bearing on the amount of degradation
this time the industry has moved from low that occurs. Fertilizers, insecticides,
density to high density polyethylene decomposition products, etc. will all have
insulation, has briefly used an effect. Many of these factors are
polypropylene, and has most recently difficult to control unless the PIC
invested heavily in foam and foamskin insulation is given extra protection from
insulations. 2 . with each passing year its surroundings.
experimentation yields now facts about
the plastic insulation and the factors The purpose of this research is to
that affect its longevity. The general discover still more details about some of
consensus in the telephone industry is the factors that affect PIC, especially
that PIC degradation is primarily caused foamed insulations in filled cable. One
by the loss of antioxidants from the of the surprising results of the current
polyethylene insulation that is extruded study is the clear relationship that has
onto the copper conductors.6  Filled emerged between the cleaning of filled
cables are particularly susceptible to cable and the subsequent life expectancy
this loss of antioxidant, evidently of foamed insulation. This paper will
because of solubility considerations show that, contrary to what has often been
between the filler and the antioxidant, assumed, when some filled cables are
and recently there has been more and more exposed to a warm oxidizing environment,
data indicating that foamed insulations
are more likely to show early degradation
than solid insulations.
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such as a telephone pedestal, cleaning time and temperature before oven testing
can make a major difference to the was b'gun). It was recogdized that the
expected lifetime of the Insulation. Data conclusions from this particular cable
will b4 shown to support the contention wo-ld have to be shown to be applicable
that, while cleaning way cause an initial to the more heavily stabilized systems
lowering of certain electrical insulation that the cable industry was moving
test values due to removal of the surface towards. This subject will be expanded
layer of filling compound, in fact n" upon in the latter portions of this paper.
c1unin the conductors will in the long
run lead to faster cracking due Samples were aged that were cleaned and
(presumably) to the absorption of that were not cleaned. The cleaning
antioxidants into the filling compound. agents used were 3M'I 4413 Cable cleaning
This effect occurs even with the ETPR Kit, a blend of solvents designed to
(extended thermoplpstic rubber) type of dissolve grease and filling compounds, yet
filling compounds." be seatlc to the antioxidant system, and

lamp oil, a common solvent used by some
In addition, we will investigate the craftsmen. In addition, various sprays
effect of water on the loss of that were formulated to enhance the life
antioxidants from PXC insulations, of PIC insulation were teted on both
Althoough there have been speculations cleaned and uncleaned con ductors. The
about the effects of water in pedestals, three types of sprays, a urethane, a
especially water due to atmospheric drying oil cbating, and a silicone, are
condensation, there is very little real described in more detail in a later
data to quantify what those effects might section.
be. Based on our research water does have
a definite deleterious effect on foamed Several tests were run on the samples when
PIC insulations, they were removed from testing. The first

to be discussed will be the visual
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION: observations. All the conductors were
The major part of this work involved the examined with a 7x handhold magnifier to
aging of twisted wire pairs in hot air determine if cracking had occurred. Bal.ed
circulating ovens at several temperatures. on numerous observations, visual cracking
All pairs were looped around a half inch was divided into four nurmaecal severity
rod snd twisted to give a uniform categories; samples were assigned a one
mechanical stress to the insulation. All if there was no visual evidence of cracks
color wires were used except black because using a 7x magnifier; two if there were
there was some initial thought that black one or two cracks per pair with little or
conductor insulation might be inherently no copper showing through; three war
more stable than the other colors. In moderate cracking, if there were more than
general, six conductors or three pairs two cracks and if the copper conductor was
were tested for any one condition and obviously exposed; and four was severe
length of time. This moans that test cracking, if the sample showed gcneral
samples were not removed from the test cracking (usually a crack at each twist
environment, tested, and then replaced of the twisted pair) and exposed copper
into the test environment. Once samples at every break in the insulation. In
were removed for testing they were out of addition to the visual observations,
the test and aging sequence. This allowed insulation resistance tests were run on
us to r-n destructive tests such as the each wire and the dielectric breakdown was
dielectric breakdown value. measured between each pair of conductors.

Insulation resistance is measured in ohms
All samples unless otherwise noted were and was run in salt water at 250 volts
made from 16 inch lengths of 24-gauge applied potential. Dielectcic breakdown
foamskin insulated conductors taken from strength was run in air at a rise rate of
a Western Electric cable filled with 500 volts per second and is measured in
Flexgei (I) that had been manufactured in kilovolts. in almost every instance
late 1986 or early 1987. This particular dielectric failure occurred between the
cable was found to have OIT values between two conductors in the twisted area of the
20 and 30 minutes. In other words its OIT samples. Table one lists the dat3
was on the edge of the current
acceptability reguirement for filled
telephone cables.' This gave us a good
model system that in effect was "pre-aged"
and would give results within a reasonable
time frame and at reasonably low aging
temperatures. (Although it should be made
clear that for the aging tests described
below this cable was nt actually pre-aged
in the sense of heating for a specific
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collected for control samples that were t.E 2
aged for three to twenty-three weeks at ST MMLTS Mce YILU. PIC CAbL

140*F. Thee* samples were n= cleaned. coNums Ac., AT ior
Unless otherwise noted, "not cleaned" 4M, U AMV UA.CM M
means that the bulk of the filling crackin. -nu. - -- 1.ci.
compound was removed from the conductor - m..It. tc hovi.

insulation with a clean dry rag, similar -re 3 (oh-.) tvolt.
to what commonly would be done in a field 1 1 11.10 7.7
situation. The amount of filling compound 2 1 1.lo

left on these samples was estimated to be 3 1 13.11 4.1
typical for filled cable installations 1 I11 .

that commonly can be found in service. 6 1.11
;vx I 7.01*910 7.7

12 WVS
TA M A 1 2 71:.111 .

IrST IUJLTS "A fILLiD ic CANLI 1 7I.11 7.4
Cv'poIoceT Al= AT itor 4 S 96*1

S 2 41.11 7.5
t' SUIUIIS ,!M CLAM & 4*

cracking Jau.V 1 .09*11 7.3
(I-P ww, Mis t. Arkdotm.
4m*eer* (ohm) (kvolt) 22 M92

2 VauS 1 I 413.1) .
1 1 1.51.11 12.1 2 1 M13
2 1 1.5l.11 2 1 411) 7.
3 1 1.Sttz1 9.1 4 1 a0P13
4 1 1.5$.11 S 1 23413 6.1
5 1 1.51.11 10.6 9 1 51.13
4 1 2R.11 AVE 1 Sl[*) 8.0

AVg 1 1.t11 10.?

12 WEXS
I 1 11.12 6.7 Charts one through four attempt to show
2 1 1.1: the data in an easily visualized form.3 1 11*12 6.2

4 1 12412 The first two charts show the insulation
S 1 I .12 1. resistance (on a logarithmic y scale) and
& 1 -1.12 the dielectric breakdown voltages for

Avg 1 2.5.12 7. cleaned and uncleaned samples during the

23 W1 Us aging procoss. In most of the testing,
1 4 0 2.1 cleaning gives a somewhat lower initial
2 4 8 value for electrical tests such as the
4 4 0 1.1 dielectric breakdown, but over the long

5 4 0 1.1 run the uncleaned samples begin to lose
, 4 0 their advantage and deteriorate badly

Avg 0 1.4 compared to the cleaned samples. Chart

2 is a good example. The unclemned
Table two lists the data from similar specimens actually start at a
samples, aged exactly the same as the significantly higher value, 10.7 KVvs 7.9
uncleaned samples in table 1, except that KV, but at 12 weeks aging at 180"F the
these samples wore cleaned with 3M's 4413 values are very close and at 23 weeks
cleaning solvent. Note the great aging the cleaned samples have proven to
differences between these two sets of data be superior.
after 23 weeks aging. Through 12 weeks
there were very few differences noted
between the cleaned and uncleaned
specimens. At 23 weeks aging at 180F,
however, the uncleaned samples had ou
degraded very significantly. Insulation PIC Co*X0Uo 1MATIOR MIUSITANZc -

resistance readings fell to zero due to cAM s AWCuT- lrL. WPC CM.L
exposed copper, and dielectric breakdown
voltages fell sharply. Additional samples 4.
were run that were cleaned with lamp oil ..... -
that gave very similar results to those .....

that were cleaned with 4413. ...
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CART I Samples identical to those above were run
010rMic PNmw - at exactly the same aging times and

MOM Va tJWa M $ Fi t oe CAA, t conditions except that these samples were
washed twice per weak for 15 seconds in
tap water. This was do-q in order to test
for the effects of watt., washing such asmight occur in a pedestal due to

condensation. The results of these tests
" re shown In the next two tables, tableF .3 describing the data for ungleungd wAttr
wughe samples and table 4 for cleaned
IiA& yaght samples.

Charts 3 & 4 describe the relationship
between cracking and dielectric breakdown
by combining these two data series on the
sae graph. Note the different
appearances of these charts depending upon 1. 2

whether the conductors were cleaned or 1Tu PtmLU oa rU.30 tic cMLI

not. CIMa ACI AT lor

-C. O. et cr

ou~rt S (1-f e lee. psat. Isrhde..et.

CX % A 0*icMIC ba"3 IAUM 4-oevra) (Ohea) (khto).)
no twctIJANIO DrtJC CAM*% AzI AT )130? WEt8S

1 1 2.53111

2N 3 .5se1l 10.4

4 1 2..911 10.4

1.5.111 11.4
-* *~4 1 2.3121 1.4

12 WE.42 2 0

4 1

S 4 0.4

- .a AE .1 0.31 5.4

2 4 0

$ 4 0 0.6
OU*,,2 4 4 4•

CR vl"G vs DLLKucr 5A1.DOS AVK 0 0.

MRl CUMID DIIC CAWL
ActO AT leO

•i. a

- A4-
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7tt32L2 I YI.3 Il CbE.Acc ' It rwI ri

copmtCaas ASSOx ioo 167 tAMII2 wamNsO Q"Izc C"".
$C.o A1 Igor

1 6 0 .- a
2 1t 1.1I1.1111 71* I -

4 1 .11.111

$-W*Q 1 ekl tvel ta

1 2 411 .

1.1011
1 1 2.31 11 7.4
Avg 1 2.0111 4.

12 ,WV= ta tre oocra 2wesai

2 1 2.11.12 10.8 . '4

4 1 29.12
Avg I 2.S1.12 1.1

11 491 4.2 Those charts illustrate the degradation
2 2 4R1 that started to occur at 12 weeks aig3 2 5101) $.7 gig

2 13.1 . Chart 5 again reveals the d -gradation of

S 2 3.2 1 2 3.1 uncleaned PIC but at a somewhat faster
a 1 .Z-O1 rate than was seen in chart 3 (the dry

Avg 1.4 4."1) 1. samples). At 12 weeks there was evidence
of cracking starting to occur in the

Once again the uncleaned namples fared washed, uncleaned conductors. The data
poorly in all test areas after 23 weeks at 12 weeks for the washed uncleaned
aging compared to the cleaned samples. samples is similar to the data at 23 weeks
Comparing the uncltaned water washed for the washed cleaned samples (dielectric
samples with the uncleaned dry samples breakdown in the low 5 KV region and
(table 1) revealed that there was a evidence of slight cracking). This might
constantly diminished performance from indicate that, under these conditions, one
the washed specimens. Signs of could expect about a doubling of the life
degradation occurred at only 12 weeks for of the insulation if it were cleaned.
the uncleaned washed samples. One of the Comparison of charts 5 and 6 show
conductors had slight cracking and gave substantial differences in the behavior
a low insulation resistance reading and of the insulation dependent on cleaning,
the average dielectric breakdown value was but the effect of the water washing is
lower than for the corresponding dry perhaps more clear when comparing charts
samples. This is a smaller effect than 4 and 6, which represent the data for
the effect of cleaning but it is cleaned conductors. It is evident that
nevertheless significant. The following the effect of the water washing is to
churts make this clearer, shorten the lifetime of the insulation.

In every one of these comparison tests,
the cleaned samples out-performed the

s uncleaned conductors. In some conditions
LVCL.NWt. WASMD DtIC CANX or parts of the country, however, one

Ato AT 18o, might wish for additional protection for
the vireworks in a pedestal environment
alone. For this reason we also looked at

several of the sprays that are on the
U \arkU,,t and that are used to coat PIC for
* to:*\ ; ,. - , 'oason or another. Tests were also

... .ip to determine the usefulness of
'J. 1mentary inner pedestal closures,

wni ;.s Zave lately been used to protect the
* *conductors in pedestals from casual

handling and environmental exposure.
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Three types of sprays were tested. Spray ,.,
A is a ure,.hane coating produced by 3M M "" M TS $MY$
known as PIC Spray 5301. It was AM A100 AT I"R aOl rl
originally developed for use on low PI, € VM

density insulations but is effective in w MLUJ. CLM ... _
repairing insulatic.A breaks in 

all types

of polyethylene coated conductors. spray MCLn:0 ( Spray. 4-Sry aKIC*Areta Spray A Spiray/ S Spr'ay
a is an electrical varnish/phenolic type ) I I I I
spray that is made for the purpose of 3 WKS 1.17 A a I

coating PXC that is at risk of cracking. ) W" 4 3.3 3.17 ,

Spray C is a silicone-fluoride copolyrwer IUtATIoR mSlCK (M2. 
that is intended to be used a a C3 WKS lo %Oak 1 10y

protective coating for outside pl,;it 1 W. .it lost loo 1o4
connectors and as such will certainly coat 21 W" 06 $at M1 0t

the conductors around those connectors. DI.I-rIC MIA00,0 (k, lal
CiMtriea Sptay A Spray S 3PCGY C

The three types of sprays ware tested on 3 WK 10.4 ,.7 10.2 1.)
12 ws 5.4 to.$ 4.4 7.7

both cleaned and uncleaned PIC insulation 3 wN 6.g 9., 11.1 .
and in both dry and water washed
conditions. Three coats of each spray °t or jSMUP.lI $AWLIS)PhSTIArO3 I(E.H1@ Ol) (4 SAISPLU2

were used on the samplea. The coatings
were allowed to air dry between sprayings, o MS Ts ,QIXOWS AVE.S

3 minutes for spray A, 30 minutes for PM sit P DATA MX.

sprays B and C (sprays B and C were much
slower drying than A). Spray head
application speed was one foot/second at
a distance of nine inches. Tables 5 and One of the surprising results of this test
6 show a synopsio of the data of the series was the effect of the various
sprays for the un1 aed1ll sample condition. sprays on uncleaned filled PIC. It is
(Note that, for kevity's sake, the data generally assumed that spraying any kind
for tables 5 ara 6 are actually averages of coating on a greasy surface is
of six samples for each data point shown. ineffective. However all of our data
Under insulation resistance, rather than indicates that, especially for sprays A
showing the data in ohms for each reading, and B, this can be an effective tachniqu3
the percent of "good" samples are shown. for retarding degradation. one might
In other words, for sprays A an% B at 23 postulate that this was dua to the
weks aging, all of the samples showed the cleaning effect of the sprays, that is,
desired high resistance, while two of the that in spraying the greasy conductors
six samples for spray C failed the most of the grease was washed off and in
insulation resistance test. The column effect the same result could have been
on table 5 marked "controls" is simply a obtained through cleaning alone. There
restatement of table 1 in a condensed form seems to be more to the sprays,
and the similar column on table 6 effectiveness than that, however.
corresponds to table 3.) Consider the cleaned, water-washed samples

that were not sprayed (table 4). At 23
weeks these samples showed evidence of

TM" 5 degradation starting to occur both in the
r RoI P PAIKJOCr. SPAS observed cracking and in the lowered

PI CA i" a s 04o oILL dielectric breakdown voltage. When
110 CxlL! IOTO~RoSs similar samples wore sprayed, on the other

hand, (table 8) they continued to look
cRAXMCE (1-MOO. A-.SKUE) very good to 23 weeks aging even with

controls spray Spray a Sray C water washing. (See tables 7 and 8 for
3 w , l l tthe data for cleaned and sprayed3 WKS I I I I

1. XS 4 2 1 ,.33 conductors. Note also in table 8 that,
for water washed samples, spray C actuallyINSULATIOR NE5ISTANCK (oh..).

controls Spray A spray a Spray C seems to be detrimental to the PIC and
3 W.S 10o 100t 100, 100 gives worse results than thn controls with
12 WKS 100, l0t 'oat 10 no spray at all.)
2) WKS 01 100 t 100 67%

O2irLxTIC IMzAXDOI (Wvolts)
controls Spray A Spray a Spray C

3 WKS 10.7 10.5 10.2 10.1
12 WS 7.9 9.1 6.4 9.
23 WKS 1.4 1.3 10.4 3.4

; % or SA LaS SHO4IipO miG"
1ESISTANCI(>II[10 OtME) (4 SAKML.S)

NOT91 THIS TAILE SHOWS AVRA=E-
FOR SIX SAPLrs P1.1 DATA IOlbrN.
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1 condensation and other transitory
TM IUMlVMAWXMTSCt SPRAYS environmental factors, but alsoAr AIN At Igor ON riuADpie A cOMMO discourages casual handling and re-working

of the conductors while at the same timeon su5ums. cUam allowing access for legitimate needs.

OCLINM (1-40Mw, 4-*ZV=K
contros Spay A SWay a Aprsy C A series of tests was carried out that

11 M2 1 , 1 compares the relative cracking times for
33 Wx I I I I various PIC cables that were aged in both
INL&TAOKUI r ANC -- , j- an "exposed" condition in a hot air aging

control. S ay A Spray spay c oven and a "protected" condition in the
IW iot lot 101 IM.. same oven. This test was carried out at

2 3 1041 01 10 1001
-) IN 104% 1 o 1i.oo loo both 180OF and 200"F. The protected

samples were aged in glass containers
DIMICUM NOWD&1, (Xwita) sealed with foam tape and 3M's PST (pre-

Coetra Sp, y A 1 ry Spfr1 C stretched tubing) to give an air-tight
) 8 J 7.1 1.1 1 1.4

12 1 . I3 , 1.. o. seal. This experimental arrangement was
2 M s 7. .4 chosen to give the best visual access to
• Or SWL1 0* NICK the sarrles so that they could be observed
MIAX€1,lK.,A ONJ ( Mst without continually disturbing the
W,, "IS 1M1, J%*S AVUACU experiment. Control samples of 3M brand

no six SAMPL M "ATA POaINT. PST pedestal closures of similar internal
volume were also included in the test to
verify that what was happening in the
glass closure was similar to the actual
pedestal closure. The exposed samplesNOMZ , were aged in both the cleaned and

TUT? RIULTS r" 43AW.3MWI SMYAScodtn.hi
,Asrvx AOIN AT Igor € rzu= uncleaned condition. The results of this

PlC CAUV COODOCTORS test are summarized in chart 7. Again the
W UMM , CL,,. trends are similar to what we have seen

before. After only 12 weeks aging the
c contZol (i- Spra A-rybsay uncleaned exposed samples are cracking

C S Wa A I % significantly faster than the cleaned
1 I I 1 1 exposed samples. However, the protected
2 w a 47 1 1 samples have shown no cracking, even at
INSLWATION SZISTAKi (oha)o 200 degrees.

Controls Spray A Spray i Spray C
3 WK 100, 1001 1O01 100
12 WIS 1001 1004 110 1001
23 W 1001 100. 0t I

D111UKIIC MuADOW (kvolts)
Controls Spray A Spray a Spray c

3 WK S.4 0.4 9.1 .4
13 WK S .1 10.1 5.7 1,
2) WS 1.3 9.6 4.4 1.7

t or SAM LIS SNOWI G IGH OT 7
3ZISTAMCZE(IK*I0 ON"S) (A SAKPLES) 4j3IATiVx CACKIc o Plc Coidmnops mit 7flrt)I AGING

COmoITIOms AW( 12 Wi Cm AT i|Or A D 2oor
NMI THIS TAILX SNOWS AVERAGES

MeS SIX SWMtXtS PKE DATA POINT. a

clearly, the initial cleaning of filled
cable when it is brought up into a --ALL 1_-
pedestal is of primary importance, even
vLth the ETPR type of filling compounds. CL
Spraying those conductors with one of the
two effect'ive sprays adds an extra measure
oC safety, especially if the conductors ...........
will be exposed to condensation or if the
cleaning step was not done well. There
is ope other line of defense that was
alluded to before, and that is the
supplementary inner pedestal closure
concept. This not only protects the
conductors from the effects of
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Finally, there is the question of whether In conclusion, based on the aging tests
the results gathered on a cable performed # the data is very consistent in
manufactured two and a half to three years supporting the importance of cleaning
ago, and that has an OIT on the lower end filled #,able. There is evidence that
of the acceptance scale, can predict what water-washing of PIC can have a
will happen to the newer cables. To deleterious effect on its aging
answer this question we gathered samples characteristics, and the use of sprays and
of cable from three different pedestal closures provide effective ways
manufacturers, all of 1988 or early 1989 of minimizing the risks of premature
vintage, that utd various filling failure of the PXC in a pedestal. Aging
compounds. We started aging them early tests are continuing in this and other
in 1959. No pre-aging at elevated laboratories. Undoubtedly the final word
temperature was done on these cables since has not yet been spoken on the subject of
this was not done on the original cable Plc degradation; however, as the knowledge
studied. Several interesting facts base expands around this highly visible
emerged. First, all these samples had topic there will emerge more and more ways
substantially higher OITIs than the to cope with the problem, utilizing both
original cable tested. They also aged better cable and plastics technology and
better than that original cable. However, more effective installation and
they also began to crack on a basis maintenance procedures.
consistent with the trends we have already
nQttL. That is, the uncleaned foamskin
cables filled with ETPR (Flexgel) began
to crack first. In fact, there seems to
be a definite correlation so far with the
OIT obtained on a specific cable and the
endurance with which it ages. Based on
the results obtained to date, filled
foamskin cable will continue to experience
field failures. See table 9 with a list
of the cable types and the data for each. 1. Shea, J.W., "Treatment of Degraded

PIC Insulation in Pedestal Closures
Associated with Buried Plant", 21st
International Wire and Cable
Symposium, 1972

2. Malower, E.G., Kiss K.D., "Oxidative
TAUS 9 Stability of Polypropylene ComparedCASLU Usto IN %oc TUTS to High Density Polyethylene", 27th

CA--- 1. W W JAM 2 "WrAcw .im International Wire and Cable
A r ITP . 1,e Symposium, 1978
S Arm MID l0os 3. Biskeborn, M.C., Kiss K.D., "The

4 ,: -J RARLR II X1 0C SPa Kny 9,,, Effect of Filling Compound Migration
C so. nP1N AALY 1910 on Cellular Insulation", 27th

International Wire and ' ble
30-SOLI Symposium, 1978

4. O'Rell, D.D., Patel, A., "Oxidative
Stability Studies on Cellular High
Density Polyethylene Insulation for
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RESULTS ON A LARGO! SCALE INSTALLATION OF A FIBRE OPTIC DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

3P. BONET - M. de VECCSIS - C. VERGEZ

LES CABLES DIE LYON - BP )9 - 921 II CLICHY CEDEX - FRANCE

AISTRACT The distribution network has been described in
details previously (2) It Is a %tar network and live

Results an a very large scale installation of a fibre fibres are used for the. 10 homes : wavelength
optic diitrlbution network are given. When writing this multiplexing Is used to serve The sixth to tenth
paper, uantities Installed were about the following : subscribers at 5)00 nm since the first five
Number of connectable subscribers : )00000 Quantity subscribers are connected using the first window
of fibre : 70000 km Number of connections (individuol (around 360 nm).
fibres) : 700000.
This Is a part of a more important project that will The figure I shows a typical configuration of the
lead within some years to a network for about 900000 ditribution network.
connectable subicribers.
Evolutions on some constitutive components of the ._,
network, compared to a previous description, are aso
detailed.
As a general conclusion, it appears that the results In
tei ns of characterlstit (i.e. power budget) a...
implementation time are perfectly in line with
prelimin.ary evaluations.

I- INTRODUCTION

The Installation of a large scale fibre-to-home project Mt , "
started in France in 1936. A first phase of the project
designed for CATV distribution and Implemented In
more than ten different locations, corresponds to a
fibre optic network for 420000 subscribers.
Considering the following phases, we are now involved
In a project corresponding to a total of about 900000 " "
connectable subscribers (I).
A joint venture has been established between Alcatel S. WO
CIT and Les CMbles de Lyon to deliver turn-key
systems. CMbles de Lyon is responsible of the complete
cable plant Including engineering, development and Figure I
proeuction of cables and accessories, Installation and
on-site measurements. 3 - CABLES
The development of the network is done at a speed of
about 100000 connectable subscribers / year. It means Cables use a reverse helix slotted core structure.
that at the end of 1989, more than 80 % of the first They are produced by stranding basic units with 10
phase will be in operation. grooves (one fiber per groove) (see figure 2). This

design has been selected considering the
importance of splice -related considerations (2).

2 - DESCRIPTION OF TIHE NETWORK The range of standard cables is 20 - 30 - 50 - 70 -
90 -120 - 150 and 210 fibres The 210 fibre cableThe network is of the "double star switched" kind. has been used for the first installations. Now,

Switches or selectors are housed in distribution considering the safety aspect and possibilities of
centers that can serve 960 subscribers, network optimization, the large, used is the 150

libres.
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SIre selvction : a carcfu' selection Mas been done
jii ioaccount thv specific conditions of a

distribution network and including ouality of iife.
easy field installation and costs.
The AT[I Placoptic systern has been selected (1)

Stmi Permanent -tlces : these devices are
intermedutte between a permianent splice and a
connector, as they offer a limited number of
reinterventioni. compatible with the network
operation 1).

Splice hosing : the design uses a cassiette splice
.r~jiciertia can store on its periphery extra

lengths of cable units wounded like on a drumn. in
order to leave thc possibility to perforn ilhe splice
few nicters off its final lotation without having to
loop thia rurnplete cable.

Drp trminals4 : It realizes the fanning out of thia
di.-tMM3b-c-bles and thia connection to the single
fibre drop cab~le%.
Furthermore ilhe drop terminal house% ilhe
freauency demtultiplexeti on the iubicriber's -side.

$ - EVOLtiTICONS ON THlE COIMPO~NENTS

Since thea last preientation In 1937. some
Figue 7evolutions have been done in some comfsitutive

Physical parameters of the cables are given~ in Table I component, of the network.

'ftftc of ftrft plehatijpj: t*.ie first version of the splice
tt'r ~ ~ ~ ~ houin was mirti~ii~s ing for the outer box a reinforced

VAtIn hyia i5~T 0  1'7 '19 101 moulded plasttic. This version Is still used for
Naxaw 0.. 1 to I 5 I'j~ I example in buildings.

I-I I.1.. L. 30. For underground applic-%tions. a new version has
A!,,1ox134;e w12101 .2313M 4 IA5 0 1 =7N I been developed. uich is waterproof uinder '4 in of

ti(P lJ I I I I I I I water Instead of I im for the first version. The
Mximun Tensile Strenathl I1 I T F I - outer box Is ade of pasivated cast aluminium
td&Nl (correspondi~ng to 11401 1.OIZ70 1500135I 4001 'oAUJ I
a fibre eogcation< 1.1,%l I I I I I I alloy. The internal design is not changed and, in
Cruhreitnc d~ie11,1 15 i t 15 1, I~h1iT 151 15 particular, cassette splice organizers are t.- samne

I LJ Il for both verions (f igure 3).
Minium bending radius I lI I lI
Ustti tM4) kol ol, 2 0~o 12001 o 300 1

Table I

For linking thea drop terminals, 5 fibre cables are used
with three different version~s:,

- duct type with iminated alumninium and high
density polycthyienf eath (OD. 7.5 nut)

- wall mounted, outside use Ioly filied cable (O.D.
7.5 mm)

-aerial :Optical core similar to the previous one -
8 - shaped structure with a 19 x U. mm galvanized
steel messenger.

- ACCESSORIES

Cable accessories, which have been developed in Figure 3
parallel with the cable structures in order to obtain
the best fitting all along the line, have been described Boxes for 3.9 or I5 cassettes (10 fibre splices each)
in details in a previous paper (2) and we just recall are available.
here the more important points.
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nrop terminal 6 - IRSIILTS CN INSTALLATION

First subscriber's conenectioni in drop terminals were The following results correspond to the situatin at
mace by using splices as the characteristic- of the mid-39 as given in Table II. The table %umm,trizes
firs: semipermanent splices were not convenient for the evolution of the installaiftn and the quantities
outdoor operation. involved for the main components of the
Improvements have been made on thele distritbution network.
characteristics in order to oualify these
semiprmanent splices for use in the drop terminals. The ouantities corresponding to subscriber's
This new component, called 0PTOCLIP, 1% connection t.- tht drop terminals (i.e. drop cable)
manufactured by the company IEUTSCt. are not included.

I End88~ Md 09 End 891
It is composed of: E 07 End as mid o ndido]I

two contact% eacti allowing fibre and cable retention Ntumber of' I I
hrough a crimping ferrule. as fibre end protection connectabie 0 0 2 0 340000 

when uniated. subscribtra I ____.Fibre Mik- 570 1:o 60090o 01o mo
VAUIG tka,) JQ 3

one receptacle allowing contact retention direct Utz, o e I :xo I o I Q'M ~ 1 0 O9 l

alignment of two fibres, end to end :hrough an Index Crop terainxas I I5 I 24000 34W 1 40M
matching liquid premounted inside the center, and Uitary lieis I I .
fixation on a stand. pcann t I -800I 0 I 400000 Ioplices I,,oo & ooo1 ..oo Mooo

Table IiThe figure 4 shows a drop terminal eouipped with semi
permanent splices and frequency demultiplexers. It Situation of distribution network installation.
corresponds in the shown configuration to seven
connected subscribers (two demultiplexers). The power budget for the distribution line between

the distribution center and the drop terminal has
been found between 1.5 and 5,5 dB at 350 nm. It
includes the connecting losses at both ends
(distribution center and drop terminal) a length of
cable between 200 m and I km and I to 3 splices.
The average attenuation of splices at 350 nm is
0.1$ dli and the standard deviation is 0.145. The
figure 5 shows an histogram of the attenuation of
line splices.

I X soON I

0.0 0,I 8.2 0.3 0.4 0,S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.1 1.0 I . dl2

I~IsI mw,

Figure 4 Figure 5

The semipermanent splices show an average
insertion loss of 0.3 dB and a standard deviation of
0. 15 dB.
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CONCLUSIONS M. de VECCHIS - LES CABLES DE LYON
39 Rue des Chaises - 92111 CLICIIY - FRANCE
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now Director of Technical
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AN OPTICAI. IIUS ARCIIITFCTURI-. IN TIl. hAST MII,1.

David Wong and Ralph Natciso

Raynet Corporation
Menlo Park. California

intelligent, field.deployed electro-optics termilnal. The
subscriber's copper drops terminate directly to the SIU.
Utilizing th cxisting copper drop cables provides a
significant cost savings in comparison to the Installation

ABMA of a fiber drop cable it the subscriber's :esidence.

Telephone companies ure carefully evaluating several This fiber.to.the.curb sy;tem interfaces transparently
techniques for Installing optical fiber Into the last mile. with the telephone companies existing equipment and
Most fiber to the home systems have failed to provide operational support systems. It also meets the telephone
sufficient cast rcductiors to Justify their use, but a company's needs for detailed maintenance and trouble
fiber.to.the.curb system bised on a bus architecture shooting capability by Identifying and sending alarms to
which Is economically feasible is now being indicate both service.affecting and potentially service-
demonstrated. This sys:m Is cost.effective because it affecting conditions and by accurate,y pinpointing the
aliows for significant resource sharing, which divides location of the trouble.
the cost of electronic components and fiber among
numerous ,ubscribers. This fiber.to.the.curb system is D.PMONTATtO StTtZ
being demonstrated in Lynnfield. Massachusetts. This
system provides a transparent link with existing The first demonstration of this fiber.to.the-curb system
telephone company equipment and a convenlent and is being conducted at a New England Telephone Company
flexible pathway to future telephone and video systems. location in lynnfield. Massachusetts with system turn.

up scheduled for the fall of 19s9. The Lynnfield site Is
a mature subdivision of approximately 100 homes in
which rehabilitation construction Is being used to

SIIARED RESOIRCES IN A IUS ARCIITCMI!R, replace the existing underground copper system with an
underground fiber.to-the.curb system which provides

lringing fiber to the ,ubscriber is the current challenge POTS (plain rid telephone service).
facing !elephone companies. Sonic early fiber.to.the-
honie systems have replaced dedicated copper wires from The system is being installed as this paper Is being
the central office to the home with dedicated op'*cal written. Major portions of the installation are already
fibers. Raynet Corporation. a subsidiary of Raychem complete. The Controlled "nvironmental Vault (CEV).
Corporation, is now demonstrating a fiber.to.the.e, rb (which Is utilized to house the office interface units).
system based on a bus architecture. This system the fiber optic cables, the power cable and the hadholes
answers the need for economy by dividing the cost of the for the subscriber interface units have all been
electronics and fiber among several subscribers! It alto installed. All of the fiber cables have been spliced and
provides flexibility by minimizing the need for splices fiber pigtails have been spliced to the end of each four-
and by incorporatinZ the ability to support enhanced Kilometer fiber bus in order to facilitate test access.
services in the future. The fiber pigtails have been stored in standard splice

closures. Two four.Kilometer fiber buses, two office
The extensive sharing of resources while maintaning the interface units and 37 subscriber Interface units will be
compatibility with existing telephone company utilized for the trial.
equipmnt arc the keys to cost rcduction Ioth fiber and
electronics costs are minimized due to the bus
architecture. Instead of didicating one or two optical SYSIM DESCRIL7I0,M
fibers per subscriber this system utilizes two optical
fibers fron a central office or remot location which can This fiber optic voice and data telecommunications
then be shared by up to 192 subscribenr. The office system was designed for use in the local loop
interface unit (OIU) is the primary interface between the environment. The fiber.to.the-curb system is composed
telephone company equipment and the fiber.to.the.curb of an operational support system (OSS) called the Remote
syst(m. The OIU provides telephone sarvice for up to Intelligent Distribution Element Support (RIDES),i a
192 subscribers. The subscriber interface unit (SIU) is System Administration Module (SAM), an Office
shared by up to 8 subscribers. The SIU functions as an
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interface Uit (OIU), a fiber optic bus of a length ur to The SAM consists of a microcomputer and software
four Kilometers and up to 24 subscriber interface units capable of administering up to 96 OIUis. it is usually
(SIU). The system also utilizes a remote powcr located In the telephone company's central office and its
subsystem to supply power tol all of the subscriber major functions ait for provisioning. testing, alarm
interface units. The filler-to-ithecurb system Is surveillance and the collection of historical data for the
illustrated In Figure 1. filicr-to-the-curbi systemn.

Ihe OIU (Scc Figure 3) intelligently connects either the
central office switch. central office terminals or channel

Ws 13 SAMbanks wvith the iber-to-the-curl) systenm. The OILI can
NOW^ reside in a central office or in a controlled

enronmental0 Vault. The OIU Controls the flow Or
customcs traffic and conrfgutes and nmonitors each
suhicriber interface unit. It can control up to 24 SIVts
and download ncw software release$ to them when

Ste "W.necessary. Thec 011. accepts up to eight ptrlmaty ard two
protection DS.) lines front the central office to support A

IW maximum of 192 subscriber lines (equivalent to two SLC.
V" OL 96 systems or eight D4 digroups). 3oftware in the 015.5 Is

Cc so Iutilized to csta'~lish the initial provisioning of the
Ste lif*"system, to add subscribers ito perform time slot

interchange functions.

OFFICE INTERFACE UNT
Figure I

Fiber-to-the-Curb System

The RIDES system and SAM computers establish a user*

f ert th c rb s se s l ctd hr u huinterface that efficiently administers and controls the C b . X

telephone company operating area. (See Figure 2.) The

RIDES systemn consists of a minicomputer and resident
software that provides an Interface to existing telephone E E E LO

functions are provisioning. alarms. maintenance and test
and administration of one or more fiber-to-the-curb
systems. The iber-to-the-curb OSS is typically located I

in a centralized telephone company computer center such a.

atiinicomuter'~ maintenance and oprtoscenter r-hbn

(NINOC). One RIDES system can support up to 200 SANs.

MIES Figure 3

_____________ITe fiber optic bus carries optical signals between the
C OIU and thle Slls on two multawode fibers. The initial

~j**** ******j~trial locations will utilie inulihod.. fiber. However.
the technology is changing and future fiber to-the -.utb

- systems will utilize singlemod.. fiber. Signals on the
SMVW AVOUfiber optic bus are sent in packets of informtion. Each

packet is coded to ensure that only the correct cross
connection can be made. Maximum utilization or tile
optical fiber is achieved through a time slot interchange

KT10).A4Tn2function which eliminates the need for dedicated lines:
= 4Ainstead. software enables any DS0cane rm n S

- ~ -2 1 s~ o line to serve- any subscriber line on any connected
C- subscriber interface unit. This time slot interchange

function allows for the grooming of circuits. Telephone
company personnel can change the assigned time slots by

Figure 2 entering commands (via common OSS icreens) from a
RIDES terminal.
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The bus architecture Is Composed of to unidirectional The remote power subsystem consists of a rectifier.
buses; a read bus and a write bus. The read bus backup batteries. power cables, power pigtails and an
tran;sports data front the optical transmittcr In the OW alarm link to the nearest subscriber interface unit.
to the various SIUs. Data Is transmitted to each SIU in a Alarm conditions occurring at the remote power supply
synchronous format on the read bus and each 11U arc monitored by the designtcd subscriber interfacc
extracts its subscriber data and command4. The write unit and reported to the office interface unit. the system
bus carries data In an asynchronous format from the SIUS administration module, and the operational support
to the optical receiver In th,, OIU. The data is stcn,. The remote power subsystem supplies ..4 volt
interprsed by the OIU. mapped to the appropriate DS.l %.: power to the SUs which then power the Individual
lines and then transmitted on to the central office. telephones. A power cable from the remote powef

subsystem Is placed in the trench along with the fibzr
The fitr optic cable used at the Lynnfleld site is a optic cable. The power pigitail which arc used to tap the
slotted core cable design with a maximum fiber count or main power bus are connected to the individual SlUs.
16. One 16 PrI two S.fibcr cables were installed at the
field trial location. This cable design was originally
selected due to the relative case of removing the fibers in nFR Onirt'IC CAIL-t M ,,fSCtW 10,
a mid.span access procedure. Raynct has subsequently
developed mid.span access procedures for alternate In order to Install the S1Us for the fiber.to.the.curb
cable designs so that future filber.to.thecurb systems system, the fiber must be removed In a mid.span access
will be capable of utilizing any cable design. procedure. Typical mid.span access procedures require

cutting and splicing fibers at each access point. The
The SIU intelligently interfaces between the OIU and the non.lnvasive couplers In the fiber.to.the-curb system
subscriber (See Figure 4). It Is designed to be buried do not require that the fibers be spliced. The fibers ate
near the customer prenses and its primary purpose is simply removed from the cable and then placed Into the
to provide nirrowband communication services to read and write couplers. This technique is illustrated In
customers served by the fiber.tothe.curb system. Figures 5 through 10 and described below.

SUBSCRIBER INTERFACE UNIT To achieve mid.span access of the fibers, the ctafiperson
first grasps the pre.Installed loop of optical cable at the
SW and uses a ring cutter to remove the outer jacket and
score the amior. The outer Jacket and the armor are then

a removed and the elrfpcrson then gains access to the
aramid ripcord (See Figure 5). After cutting one end of
the now.vlsible aramid ripcord, the ripeord Is pulled to
expose the Inner jacket (See Figure 6). The Inner jact
is ring cut and removed with the polyester ripeord (See
Figure 7). A layer of plastic tape and the binder thread
ate removed. All of the fibers are removed front the
slotted core of the cable And then the slotted core Is cut
with side cutters (See Figures 8 and 9). The eraftperson
then Installs the exposed fibers Into an optit,, organizer
tray In the subscriber Interface unit (See Figure 10).

___ _0___ The fibers are routed around the tray in a similar
fashion to routing fiber in a splice tray. The cut edges
of the cable ate then water blocked with an optical cable

Figure 4 seal and the entire optical cable seal Is heat shrunk to
the cable port on the SIU. The fibers arc identified by
colored bands, The erafiperson selects the fiber with the
correct color and places It into the coupler In the fiber

Each SIU can provide telephone service for up to eight organizer tray. The fiber is placed into the groove in the
subscribers. The SIUs are equipped with non.Invasive coupler rnd then the coupler slide mechanism is closed.
couplers which permit light to be launched into or
extracted from a fiber without splicing. The non- UTREn EMIANCFMENTS
Invasive couplers can be Installed quickly and
Inexpensively. Because they require no splicing. Future fiber-to-theccurb systems will utilize
additional subscribers can be added to the system Future fber odtwelluIncsyse w itizewithout causing service interruptions. Two types of singlemode fiber and will include an environmentally

otcaoups srve eintuptiedon To s the read hardened office interface unit capable of being Installed
optical couplers are being utilized, one to serve te reid directly in the field. The demonstration system at
b138 and another to serve the write bus.
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Accessing the ripcord

Lynnfield IS an underground Installation with P-

subsctiber interface units Installed In handholes. but in
fuiure systems there wilt be StUs suitable for
underground. pedestal ot %erial Applications. l'utufeI .
CiUs will be capable of providing service for up to 354
subscribers and SlUs which support special serv.ices and
Larger numbers or lines will also be available.

Subsequent fibcr-to'the-curb system Installations will Figure 5
also include video capability. By dividing the cost af
video electronics among many subscribers, such systems
also povide economic advantages aver typical dedicated Removal of outer Jacket/armor -
fiber star networks.4

The fibet-to-the-curb system being demonstrated at the
New England Telephone Company location In Lynnfield, Fgr
Massachusetts provides the key to the successfut use of ~ur
fitber In the last nile. This system, with its bus
architecture, eliminates the need tor dedicated fiber
tram the central orfice or remote terminal to each
subscriber. The headend electronics can already beReoa ofinrjc tshared among 192 subscribers (with a future capabilityRmvaof nerJce
tor 384 subscribers) and the electronics at the r
sulitcrikes end at the loop can be shared by 3 users
with greater sharing possible In future products,

AC1KNQWIJD)QrIN= -t

The authori would like to thank Margo Keelcy and Elaine Figure 7
Null for their assistance and contributions to the work
presented In this paper.
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Development of Passive Optical Networks for
Subscriber Loop Application In Australia

J. McCarter S. Rozental G. Nicholson I. MacGregor
G.J. Semple B.M. Smith

TELECOM AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA

The trial afforded the opportunity to test a
number of splice enclosures and splicing
techniques. Approximately ninety customers
were connected In each city, with two fibres
being used to provide each customer Initially

4 .1 dm " with a Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS). A
small number of customers were then providedThe development of an q[wrimen(al with five channels of distributive video. ANsharedefibre pssve opa p rie fral video transmission was used for compatibilitysubscriber oip applicatin is with domestic TV sets. The AI video was

dsscribd. The papr consmers the transmitted over one fibre and the POTS

economic benefits of shared fibre equipment was modified using single mode
architectures and discusses proposals biconical tapered couplers to operate over the
for the further development of the second fibre. Passive splitting ennbles the
experimental system to the field trial output of the laser transmitter In tht exchange
stage. The kpgradrability of the system video equipment to feed up to eight customers,
to carry future broadband services Is thereby sharing the cost of this equipment.also discussed. Against this background of relatively limited

use of fibre In the CAN due to economic
considerations, Telecom Australia Research
Laboratories conceived the Idea of a MACNET
system (Multiple Access Customer NETwork) which
exploits a passive shared fibre network

I. p.kgc.iand architecture for the provision of a mIx of
telecommunications services. EI.2]. An
experimental MACNET system, developed under aSingle mode optical fibre systems have been contract placed with Australian Industry was

installed extensively by Telecom Australia In completed in October, 1988. This passive
the Inter-exchange and long distance networks optical network development has paralleled
throughout Australia with In excess of some similar developments reported by British
200,000 fibre kilometres now Installed. To Telecom Research Laboratories on their TPON
date there has been only limited application of system [3.4], although the two developments
optical fibre in the Customer Access Network were Independent.
(CAN) I.e. the subscriber loop. Optical fibre
systems have been used to serve large business Zh*bEKArc Ut
customers with dedicated optical fibre cables
linking the customer to the local exchange There are a number of network architectures,
(central office). In addition, 120 line, based on the use of optical fibre, that are
remote customer multiplexers (RCs) are being potentially applicable to customer access
deployed in the CAN using optical fibre links networks In the next five year timaframe. The
to tho local exchange, choice of the "optimum" network architecture(s)

and associated transmission techniquets) Is the
Over the last two years, Telecom Australia has subject of active Investigation and field
been conducting a trial In both Melbourne and trials around the world. The different optical
Sydney of single mode fibre to the home. One fibre network architectures can be broadly
of the main reasons for this trial was to classified as:
uncover problems that may be encountered In the
Installation of fibre In an external plant
environment that was designed for copper pair (I) an active network which Involves the use
cable, and also discover any operational and of outposted electronic equipment at a
maintenance difficulties associated with remote distribution point, such as
co-existent copper cable and fibre networks. multiplexing and/or switching equipment
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(I1) a passlve network (such as the MACNET by the use of Wavelength Division Multiplexing
system), which Involves the use of C(Ot) Involving two closely spaced wavelengths
optical combiners and splitters at the in the 1300 nm window. Downstream transmission
distribution point (towards the customer) Is at a wavelength of

1320 nm, while the upstream transmission
(III) a full star network, which Involves (towards the exchange) Is at 1280 nm. The

dedicated (or direct) optical fibre links couplers used In the experimental MACHET have a
between the exchange and the customer nominally equal coupling ratio at 1300 nm and

due to wavelength dependance, closely spaced
(Iv) a physical loop network, which Involves wavelengths are used to mlnlmise the variation

an optical fibre cable passing a number In received power levels. The 16-port optical
or customers, connected to Individual coupler can be located any distance up to 9 km
fibres In the cable, In a loop from a local exchange: with each customer being
arrangement from the exchange located within I km of the coupler. The MACNET

system was designed to address the problem of
(v) a metropolitan area network, utllising churn In the Customer Access Network (CAN), and

optical fibres, to support a particular Incorporates flexible multiplexers which
metropolitan area network product such as control the number of Independent services
the proposed IEEE 802.6 standard on allocated to a customer-end without the need to
OQDB. (Distributed Queue Dual Bus). change any portion of the optical network. The

primary access can be switched to any customer
The choice of network architecture will depend along with up to threo of the basic accessvs;
on the application; the first two network the broadcast channel Is available to all
options above, for example, are evolving from customers. Although there are no broadcast
the use of optical fitwe Initially In the services carried In the Australl.,n
feeder cable sector (with RC4 equipment) and telecommunications network, It was envlsaget
subsequently for optical distribution to the that this channel could carry background music,
customer. Longer term, all of these network stock reports, weather Information, etc.
architectures may well be Implemented for
different applications and customer sectors. The experimental MACNET uses only one fibre for

both directions of transmission as shown In
In Australia, In the cast of the corporate Fig. I.
business sector, where larger capacities are
required and/or security Is paramount, 3.1 Multiplexing
dedicated optical fibres or physical loops are
considered the best approach. However, In most Time Division Multiplexing Is used for both
other applications where cost minimisatlon Is directions of transmission In the experimental
an Important Issue, a shared passive optical MACNET.
network Is in attractive alternative to active
or full star networks. The choice between From the separate customer-ends the upstream
these three basic alternatives Is not expected transmission of data associated with a
to become clear for at least one to two years particular service is transmitted as a data
and differ for different countries with their bur:t. The burst Is triggered by the receipt
different regulatory and operational of downstream data for that service. Because
environments. the drop fibres (i.e. the fibres from the

multlport coupler to the customer-ends) are of
This paper discusses In some detail variable lengths, the exchange receiver needs
developments In Telecom Australia relating to to be able to adjust Its clock phase to cater
shared fibre accesses. for the variable transmission delays to achieve

error free reception from each customer end. A
3...IxRa.LUIJ tk.1.J.."EI header Is added to each upstream data burst to

facilitate this synchronization operation.The experimental HACNET system is based on the

use of a single fibre which links the local In the downstream direction, a header Is also
exchange to a multiport optical coupler located added which contains destination Information -
in the street near a cluster of sixteen customer-end and port number. A portion of the
customers. Separate drop fibres connect each broadcast data Is Inserted between each
customer to the coupler. Customer Information downstream data burst to separate the transmit
Is contained In channel timeslots using times of the upstream data bursts, and thereby
continuous time division multiplexing avoid collisions between upstream data bursts
downstream and sequential burstmode In the sixteen port passive optical coupler
transmission upstream. Service access (see Fig. 2). The bit rate of the continuous
flexibility is achieved by microprocessor downstream signal and the upstream signal
control of the number of time slots allocated bursts from each customer Is 8192 kbit/s.
to each customer. Synchronization of the MACNET equipment Is

obtained from an exchange 2048 kbit/s clock.
A schematic of the experimental MACHET Is shown
In Fig. 1. BI-directional access Is achieved
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3.2 Security partlally-equipplng OLTE terminals. The MACNET
system Is planned to Incorporate i number of

As the downstream data Is available at all network maintenance and operations facilities.
customer ends, precautions need to be taken to as well as the ability to Interface control ot
ensure adequate service security to each these facilities to a natwork management sys.,m.
customer. In the experimental MACHET the
directivity of the couplers guarantees security The passive optical network Is based on
of the upstream data bursts. To insure separate fibres for each direction of
downstream security, an encryption key, transmission and 1300 nm operation. The use or
generated by a random process In each separate fibres for each transmission direction
custoetr-end Is added to the header of each Is different to the experimental NACNET.
upstream data burst. At the exchange end this dcscribed In Section 3. The choice of separate
key Is used to encrypt the subsequent fibres Is to ease constraints on system design,
downstream data signal. althc-,.gh In the longer term the choice between

the d-sil or single fibre options Is unclear.
3.3 Laboratory upgrade for broadcast video The MACNET system design calls for up to 20 km

maimurt transmission distance. The maximum
To demonstrate the possible provision of a differential distance between the exchange and
distributive video service as well as the any terkinal Is at least I km, although
provision of primary and basic access services, Increasing this figure Is being considered for
an eight channel frequency modulated (FM), rural applications. Also, while Fig. 7
super-trunk Sub-Carrier Multiplexed (SCM) video Indicates ix16 optical couplers located at one
system was overlayed on the experimental MACNET site, In practice, the optical couplers may be
as shown In Fig. 3. Because the optical deployed at more than one location, eg two
couplers used In the experimental MACNET are stages of Ix4 optical couplers.
wavelength dependent, the distributive video
service had to be added at a wavelength clote 5._ErcotrSt4Jxs
to 130, nm - the wavelength at which all th'
couplers have A nominal equal split. As a In determining the potential economic
consequence, the distributive video service was application of a MACNET system, of the
added by filtering the electrical drive signal configuration proposed In Section 4, Its use
to the exchange-end laser diode associated with has been compared with alternative transmission
the digital services so that the detected methods available, In a least cost study for
optical signal at a customer-end was free of the two major applications Identified. These
harmonics above 100 MHz. The video signal was cost studies relate to the proposed field trial
then restricted to the electrical band above equipment and not the experimental MACHET.
100 MHz. In this way eight channels of videv
were overlayed on the experimental MACNET. (a) use with field mounted RCM equipment for

circuit growth.

(b) use In customer sites to provide 2 MbIt/s
Following a review of the technical viability access (e.g. PABX access).
and network application of the experimental
MACNET system. Temecom Australia Is currently The transmission alternatives c Id are:
considering the possibility of a
slgnlficant-:ize field trial of a MACNET system (i) using existing copper p. l,..e and 2
of the configuration shown In Fig. 7. The Hbit/s line systems kdenote. as "Free Cu"
system Is based on the passive optical network in Figures)
supporting digital signals, at multiples of 2
Mbit/s, transmitted between the exchange and a (i) using new copper pair cable and 2 Mbit/s
maximum of 16 separate optical line line systems (denoted as "New Cu" In
transmission equipment (OLTE) terminals. The Figures)
basic bit rate of 2 Mbit/s, based on CCITT Rec.
G.703 interfaces, Is chosen to avoid the MACNET (iII) using direct optical fibre provision and
system being service specific. 8 MbIt/s OLTE's (denoted as "Direct O/F"

in Figures)
The two major applications Identified for
MACNET are catered for by: (iv) using a MACNET system (denoted as

"MACNET" in Figures)
- an outdoor OLTE terminal, with a 4x2 Mbit/s

capacity; and Cost relativivy graphs for the various
transmission alternatives are shown in Fig. 4

- an indoor OLTE terminal, with a 2x2 Mbit/s (Duct Costs Included) and In Fig. 5 (No Duct
capacity. Costs), In the case of 2 Hbit/s access to

customer sites. Fig. 6 demonstrates the
Field trial experience may dictate other OLTE component breakdown of relative cost at fixed
terminal options, although It is planned at distance of 3.5 kilometres from the exchange.
this stage to have the option of
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The major areas identified for MACHET techniques as appropriate, with a mix of
application are: sub-carrier multiplexing and wavelength

division multiplexing technology. In the very
- in urban residential and business areas, long term (post 2000), a passive optical
with moderate to high circuit growth network might provide the foundation for an
requiring circuit relief or In new areas. all-optical (photonic) network.
MACNET Is economic with RCH equipment for
distances In excess of 1-4 km, depending on It Is also possible wit,, % passive network, by
the growth rate and the comparative duct utilising a separate fibre pair In the main
work required for Cu pair alternatives, cable, to provide at a later stage a dedicated

fibre link to a particular customer. Such an
- in urban areas to provide digital access example, could be a business Initially served

(based on 2 MbIt/s) to larger business by a passive shared fibre optical network,
customers or resldential/business sites whose service requirements change, favouring
with a high number of services, such as a the migration to a dedicated link. Such a
multi-tenant building. MACNET Is economic. change does not require any rc-working of the
where existing copper pairs are not distribution plant, other thin bypassing the
available for 2 Mbit/s access, for optical couplers and direct connection to a
distances in excess of 1-3 km depending on feeder cable fibre pair.
the duct space available.

L-CoRdislon

This paper has described the development of an
experimental passive optical network for

In considering the use of a passive ;ptlcal subscriber loop applications. The cost
network It was seen as important to ade ess the effectiveness of such a system has been
longer term options for evolving such i network demonstrated against transmission
to support broadband services or changing alternatives. The possible development of an
customer requirements. A key attribute of the enhanced version of a passive optical system to
proposed system Is the use of CCITT Rec. G. a full scale field trial has been
703, 2 Mbit/s interfaces for maximum service foreshadowed. The ability of such a system to
flexibility. simultaneously support future services such as

Broadband ISDN has also been shown.
Passive optical networks are suited, compared
w!tC, other optical network architectures, for L & d
low-cost provision of distributive video
services such as Pay V and interactive video. The authors wish to acknowledge the
The proposed system development under contributions of the numerous Individuals who
consideration is designeO to facilitate the have played a part in the physical realisatlon
provision of such services In the future, by of the experimental MACNET system.

including z 1550 nm wavelength optical The permission of the National General Manager
blocking filter at the customer end In the Network & Consumer Services, Telecom Australia
equipment, to ensure future services can to publish this paper Is hereby acknowledged.
use the 1550 nm wavelength region in a
network overlay arrangement without Retn.s
affecting existing services at 1300 nm (I) I.N. McGregor et al., "Optical Fibre

- Including a 64 kbIt/s channel to support Systems for the Customer Access Network".,
the control and signalling of distributive Proceedings of 11th Australian Conference
video services, e.g. video channel on Optical Fibre Technology, Geelong,
selection, charging and access control. Australia, December 1986, pp. 97-100.

As well, the proposed optical network design Is (2) I.H. McGregor et al., "Implementation of a
based around a 16-way optical split and the use TOH Passive Optical Network for Subscriber
of wavelength-flattened optical couplers. This Loop Applications", accepted for
enables the entire wavelength range from about publication in IEEE 3. Lightwave Technology.
1250 to 1550 nm to be used In the future.
Services which could be simultaneously (3) J.R. Stern et al., "Passive Optical Local
supported on such a network Include Networks for Telephony Applications and

Beyond", Electronics Letters, Vol. 23,
- Distributive video services, Including HDTV November 1987, pp. 1255-1257.
- Interactive and switched business video

services (4) K.A. Oakley et al., Passive Fibre Loop Fo
- Broadband ISDN Telephony with Broadband Upgrade",

Proceedings ISSLS'88. Boston, USA,
using analogue or digital transmission September 1988, pp. 179-183.
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FIBER-TO-TIIE.HOME UPDATE: DROP INSTALLATION
FLEXIBILiTy

0. S. Cobb. W. HI. BenweI and J. B. Hiaber At. Atf. Dixi

AT&Tr Bell Laboratories AT&T Bell Labortorics
Norcross, Georgia 3001 Whippany, New jersey

ANSTRACT

In 19H.ATT wu ro deAt syste upplierso0Intoducea modkatonoe SLC ISeres canic sm that alow allfibx
single-nmode A a. *aiasbccdber system with its SLC:, Series 5 distributi begin at the RT. New channel units allow up to 4Jinus
Digital Loop Carrier Sy"se Fibe-to-theIlo'ne feature pAcbr-e The of POTS service: to a subscriber these new channel units a'c
early in tlastlons 6scd a weouk of cables, splices. comnectors arid connected to optical Vnits that delivr DSI optical signals over a
closures to supply a one Aber drop cable to each substriber In a star. skinodue Aber to a ditat terminal either on the side of a
typa architecture from a Remot Terminal to the subcriber's home. suscriber's home ((cc flhca&l1tkhwxy-*ohc-ho~nc) or to one of a
Tii year. preconactoriztd xrvlee cables and lightgui..e termninals group of distant teminals locatd In a pedestal at the subscribes's
with connector ports have boen Introduced thit off( new options propeirty linft brt-hecr) The distant terminal Is equipped
which can substantially reduce wevice cable installationt times. pre- with an optical uit and a channel unit and can bodh receive and
term, the name given to a copper di"ibution~rop assembly transmi~t 1.5 N"ba optical signals over the single-mode Aiber. Optical
anutacutd o~ffsse, has alW bocw desnonrucd In a fiber splitteri t each end of the Aiber allow bidirectona transmnission over

distributlon/dfop application with, the Initial Installation In Cimrkiton. te fiber at 1310 rim.
South Carolina. An enhanced lighitsulde pedestal closure his been
deslined, bult upon experience from ealy kolations. A sc~d. FIGURE 1. FIBER TO THlE HOME FEATURE
supporting wrdal drop cable and a ncw Iightguide aerial terminal we ON S1CO SERIES 5 CARRIER SYSTEM
also being devcloped to allow the fiber optic syssem to be used in
new and rehabilitation mcial aplications. This paper describes the
products OWd their desgn criteria that suppert the new.
precornectorized, prcturmnavA plant applications. giving the telco a
high degree or flexibility in methods and configurations.

1. Introtducuion

The year 1988 will be rmewmbered as the year of many first iber.
to-the.Subseriber WMIT) applications for many telephone companies.
No longer were we in the 'trial' stage. but an x-chitecture was
established and syaem designed to deliver optical signals to the
customer's premisc. Service was tumed up over fiber In upscal
communities across the country in places like Pnncron Cate in New Thec media architecture for FITS is essentially a double star. Feeder
Jersey; the Grove or Rivurede In TN, in llallbrook Farms, a golf cables emantate out fromn a CO to several RTs. and distribution cables
course community in KS: and In Ridgeecst. CA In a new housing fun out from the RTs Into the distribution areas they serve.
development near the China Lake Naval Facility. Much wams learnd Typically, high fiber cownt backbone cables we used to branch out
during thtse first applications. espcilly about the economic issues from the RTs. and at various branching points, groups or the
that must be solved if the potential af fiber is to be fully realized in backbone fibers are spliced to fibers in lower count lateral cables to
the distribution plant. carry service farther into thec neighborhoods. When service Is carri-,A

It Is this intense interest in economies that has lead many teepo over fiber all the way to the subsciriber's home a fiber service cable
companies to experiment with the very Last component used! un is spliced to dhe distribution cable At the subscriber's property line.
connecting the cwrer with fiber - the drop cable. Asteya and a single-mode connector is used to join the servie cable fiber to
1988 will be rememibered foe Its large scale deployment ofrS dite diat terminal optical card. In applications where it is more

sytms 98 igtbe remembered is the year of Drop Cable economical to share the distant terminal amsong two or more
systems.t1989Tig t subscribers, the distant terminals are 'clustered' Into a pedestal. and

instalatin Tralsservice to Individual subscribers is completed with standard twisted
pair cables. Most of the 1988 and 1989 installations have been

2. BsicArchtecurefibcr-all-the-way.to-the-homc. A small number of applications
At&T's FiTrs offering shown schematically in Figure I is based on (where lot sizes are relatively small and line demand is low) are
the SLC Series 5 Digital Loop Carrier system which has been being approached with shared eleetronics arrangjements this year.
extended (trom 2 feeder-only system to include loop distribution. The future probably holds a fair mix of both types af installations.
Typically, in the feeder portion ot the network, a DDM 1000 The foctus oF thi paper is. as was mentioned earlier, on options that
liglitwave multiplexer provides high capacity digital service from the help cost reduce fiber-all-the-way-to-the-home installations.
central office to a remote terminal. This type of feeder arrangement
is used today with conventional copper distribution. The 3. Curb to PreniLee Flexibility
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3.1 Standlard Uighiguide Solutk% - Require no special tools or skills to Install In kIel

In all plans typs, the final )I*k must connec*t the customer to ti~e Achieve insertion loss s V~ dii
dition~~ cable. Over th4 Pat year of o this has- b:een Aciv ru lot -35 dO

woplished by spiking the service cable~s) (i.drops) into the
distribution cable and enclosng the spike with lightguic sollce L132 esulting Design
closures. most Of which were ociginally designed for uimk and long
haul applications. The custwcd of the drop was ttrnaed with li mot difficult deIgn probln to Wyle it wmae ntry due to a
a ticU-nlkil WI connectur which was plugged into t Distant shecath fault. Much attentiont has roctntly ben placed on distribution
Tconinal (DT) at the premiat. This opertaton reqired the rvices of cable ded~l. ad trcfllrjodus progress has bti made In water.

a skilledJ splkcr, considerable capital invcstntent In IMS ard bldnrg. 'This same kind of cffort Is now taking phace with drop
spliking vM or tranli. In many cascs. %here bony', wc rtcable designs, but cuircntly available watr blocking technique awe

comkie, I rcuhv mutipe %siuof he plia. ot 100% perfect For closure design wock, a sheath fault Is defin,'d
completed. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :1 ia require mukpevst oheslcr gth of all cable members, except core tube, which Is

32 ew kthre moved six Inches from the closure. A l0.oot water he" Is
3.2 ~W~d~thJitS intO the fault. 'The closur design muse n"a allow wale to

Driving new methods foir the Uat 100 ketC or the drop. - ere 11e enter the spike R=e. or in thi siuatin. the space %hmr the ST
ousuvWconcao ver connoctorS are s'

1. The diminishtIng numnbcr of skilled splicers and the neced to fl ign probkl or dkieeriedrop icaehadw was solved by
have Installers 'connoct' customiers. placing %wer-blocklog tape over t sheah and core ut and

2. The neeod to install drop, cables on an as neede basis". botng In place with shrink tubing. The wawerbloeking tape Is the
3, 7c ntd or ut stoatin tigsspi %iingln~kr vclsame material that Is used to warce-bloclt lighiguice cable. 'The tape
3 ~ er~ fo ~ estratin tmes agin singinsallr lvelcontains I polymer which swells wAhen It Contacts wa and thus

skill and tools. "loks the water path. Laboraory test cable samlks. blocked by this

In respons to these cusiomae& concerns, new approachics Including whrlilque have bftn able to withstarxd 254t. water heads over
the latdcinof drop, ableca &c extndd periods or limt.
terminals, a now drop closure and an Approach similar to a former Sotting the wacbloekdig problem (or the metallie drop table Was
copper plant configuration. "rtam. ame being developed. no0t as straightforward because a ai 14 gauge condluctor attached to the

drop cable shkild must pass through the water-bloek. As shown In
3.3 IPvoconneerorized Drop Cable )Wadsre igure 2, warcr-bloeking tape was ose over the stieadi In the same
As previously described, the standard Frrs drop cable hvstallaticn manner as used in the dieletric design. To accommodate the
irequired the field Installation of a ST connector to connect the irrelngular shapes of the electrical connectio, a cure-d triren
caible to the DT'. it was a relatively small step to considr clastomaC IIutef3l wu used to fill the itrstices between the core
conneetorizing both ends of the drop In a controlled manuf'acturing tube and the 014 gauge conducw.r Heat shrnk tubing w=s used to
enivironment. The nmanufacturing site could be a factory, a service eotne bot. water headin tis ~ einalopse h
center, or even a work center location, provided the ability to ctrk 5f."e edtt
accurately tes the product Is available.

32.1 Design Criteria TP

There we installion circumstances that might mquire one end of a IN L
preeonnieetorized drop cable to be stored, eithert direty buried or in a
hand hole, for periods up to two yv before being put Into use. IATWI
Thius, it is not only necessary to propen,) in&tal the ST connectors on
thea drop cable end, but also to package the conineetorized end 1~ TSN
assembly for storage In an advers environment. In ther %Wrds a
temporary closure that can withstnd the rigors of direct burial or
inunrion In a hanidhole for prolonged periods of time Is required.
The design criteria for such a temporary closure follow. The design
musts

*Accommodate either dielectric or metallic service cables

*Acmmodate one or two fibers per service cable

*Withstand a 1O-foot external water iezid

*Withstand a l0.foot water heaid through 2 sheath fault

I have a tensile pullout of 50 lbs.
*Allow a compression load of 200 lbi.

*Withstand art Impact load of 120 Inch-lbi. FMMUE 2. WATER BLOCK.METALLIC DROP CABLE

*Resist chemnc~s typically found in soils rgr hw opeepcorctrzi rpcbeedisd l

feaalbeitige n obeeddlngh rloIt 0 protetive tube assembly. 'The protective tube assebly was =t
ftlo. dqaebferdfbrlnt omtewt l emnto fromt Commercially available flexible PVC electrical conduit And
delioe aeiuter pufre ier urb, omt wt lltrinto solvent glued to a PVC cap on one end and a PVC adaPter on te-

devies t eiherpreise r crb.other end. The result is a very robust sitructur. A coffttmi!.y
*Be flexible enough to store in meter boxes with less tha 12 inch available connector forms the Sea to the drop Cable sheath. rovides
diazm-4r the S0 lb. tensile pull capability and attachies to the tube assembly via
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a waler tight pipe thread. A length Of plastic Strap aMd 3 clear tube
are used to support t buffered fiber and conncctorS during shipmenit
andat"r Thee"ign Isnot only simpeIn co~cpt but ItIs s
relatively inesxpeniv ;causec It uses existing materials cr plUs

FIGURE 4. 2500LG/DC DROP CLOSURE

34. Buried Terminl

A aecond eloturcAmhulnl configurationt to occommodate
piccooniectoded drops cmpL,,ys a cable stub that runs from a direct
buried distribution spike to ak terinl locd In a handhole. Ta

r0 V3,DwCABLE PIe0VECT01t wrtinal provide a fiber appearane foir each of several custonse s.
l~t~i 3. ~In 1t1is approaich. the expressed fibers arc store In a Splice closrr

that necd not tic eccssd by the drop cable Installer. Design criteria
for t0e buricid terminal wr= established as follows. 11hc tesutin:l

3.4 Curbsid ApRwatus should:

To fully exploit the ptcconricetorired drop concept, a ctubside (tOis 1k owsly cntesJ and closed with no special tooILs
could also be a rear lot line) facility th" readily accepts the Wansmd IV=oo external waterhecad.
procorneetodized drop assembly with a minimum of skill and tools is
required. Two option appear feasible foe Ois facility. The besg Wtthstand 10-1o0t wAVerhA sheath raulL
Option for A partcular application dependis ont plant type, the type orf Accommodate up to twelve drop cables
constuction (new of rehab), constuction tinming, and the availability
or craft. Accommodate up to twenty-four ST Connectors.

The first option includes a drop closure or terminals t .c Accommodate metallic xnd dielectric drop cables.
specifically designed to accept the pirtconnri.torized dro. ne Esilyn accept prcconnectorized drop cables.
closure Or terminal must cover a range of posble applications:
direct buria, abovc-iground pedeltal. below ground hiindholcs And
aerial Insallations., The drop closure must not only accommodate a
nutnber of cussomer drops; the design should provide a protective
environment for expressed fibers. be very eay to enter and close, and
not require the use of cnicapstrlants except (or the Initia instalion
of distribution cables.

3A4.1 Drop Closure

The 25001/DC drop closure shown In Figure 4 was designed
spcifically to mate with t pteconnetoiwi drop cable in buried or
handholc enivironments. Four dielectric or (our metallic drops can be
accommodate In the cable pocts. Eight ST connectors can be stord
In the organizer tray. Expresse fibers, clawc ribbon or Individual.
ar stored below In the distribution tray. Distribution cables with
diameters tip to 0.60 !nch and drop cables with dimeters up to 0,3O
Inch can be used. Pay accss is achieved with five stainless ste.al
overcAnte fasteneeL The primary seal is a gasline resistance 0.
ring. Bonding anld Sheath rntention are performed upon initial
Installaton In a small compartment which Is encapsulated to prevent
water accumnultion. This compairtment Is not entered or disturbed on
subsequent re-entry for drop cable installaton. The drop entry portFIUE5 210GB BREDT MNA
mates with the preconnectoril conniecto.FIUES 1 LGB BREDT MNA

If the drop calks are not preconnoctorized, the 2SOOCIDC is
furnished with kits to field terminate the d~rop and splice it to the Figure 5 shows t 21001.0I1T terminal. Twi.' sizes were actually
distribution fiber with rotry splices or fusion methods. The designed: th.- fini handles up to six drops and the second to handle
maximum number of spikces t 2500 1./DC closur can up to twelve drops. A PVC utility box houses a panel that scts ms a
accommoadate is eight. The 2OO/jDC therefore functions as either coupling field. The stub cable and tho drop cable termninations; =r
ri terminal tz P splice closure, attached and sealed to the terminal housing using a cable connector
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and an Onag. The terminal lop Is Seaed using an CasItnmern 3.4.4 Acial TmiWa
gaskt and D.1Scalana. Electrical bonding of all metallic members.
when required. k sehkvtd with a common copper bus. The Il ls closrclininal option to be decribevd Is tOa for aerial
meconnetorzd drop cable Is Installed by placing an O-ring over the applicationts Design criteria aUthblWd for tepedesa terminal am
connector pipe 0"ea Inseting ks through the appropriate pon. and als applicable to an arial ittnal. The 220010AT was designed
fastening ks with a lock out on the inside of the terminal. to mie(t these cdteri. Hung from an sara xtra the 22001/AT

consists of an injection molded rugged plastc housing arx! cover.
3.3 pedestal Terminal Eilght drop cables can br, aceommodated by Individual grommets, four

___ ~on each end of tho teminial. The gromnmets ame slit to allow the tse
In ___ w ihtud ~ suedbttedm to of preconnectorized drop cable. Electrical boniding and grounding to

splike wt not burled or placed In handholca. a pedestal terminal cr h sta Isfailtae by a pround bat %Ahc runs on the bottom of
be utilized. Design euiteria for a pedestal terminal %%re establishrd the temkWna and connects to the suppor hangers on either enid. As
as follow. The termbil should: was the cuse ithe pedestal terminal, the &atWriatninal can be fitted

" Protect Or $lie Ibme and spikce$ fromt the environment % itlt a ST connec t U ,an way split* tray or a mechanic.0 splike

" Aceommnodat a minimum of sixmetalic or tiketic dirop tzay holding upto twentyfour splices.
c~bs3.5 Pnetem.- Presenninased Dittrlbutlon Facilities

"Accortnodiate up to twelve ST connector or 12 rotaa7 spikes. Thus far. we have diseussed elostata and terminals; that %%ue
" Prvid sae mw OCAV liertdesigned specifically io provide facilities for the teminating drop
* Povie e Sorge e ~cable at the steet. The 2S001OL)C an 21OLI Twe uaed in

* Easily accept pwrecoctorized drop) cals buried or haidthole environmetnts. Vie 230010/Pi Is used in
" Use the $ne spice tray(s) fht are wed in Othe ATAT pedesal apicatiott and the 22001LG/AT Is to he used in viil

ughtuid aotuc T~w~s apications.

" Riequire no speal tools; for Installation. IU second Option for providing easicr drop eable instaliation Is to
use the retecrm concpt. Peopl familiar with copper plant

One such terminal. shown In Figure 6. meeting thes criterA 1Is~. c onstruuctio methods Will recognize the namte. Ths coflctpt has beent
newly designed 2300LOPT. The terminal, molded from rugged used qukl successfully in copper plant when -,pikd to the
plastic. Is housed within a standard 64neih pedsta enclosure, it apropdose outside plant conditon. Prtanm, as shown in Figlr 7,
consists of three major pu. a housing, a cover, and a gro~mtCt N x simply Includes pre-instnisdton joining of the drop cable fibers to the
shown In Figure 6 Is P.pe splice uty. Thie pedestal terminal can apropriate ditrbution fibers, spice encasement In a closure, and
accommodate eithe an ST connector tray, the 12 of 24 fiber splike 0qgaization of the cable network on a cable roci. The cable ree
Lray or an army splice tray used with ribbon cable. Electrical assmbly Is taken to the field after die distribution trench i opened
bonding of the distribution and drop cables Is done external to the and the cable is rolledl out into the vench. if drop trenches are
terminal but Inside the 6.lnch pedestal enclosure with standard already present, t drop cable i laid In the trench. If the drop cable
techniques The one piece ciastomrie grommet accommodates two tnmnches ame not open. the drop Is stored At t sweet: for later
distribution cables and up to tight drops. Drop cable ports ame a Installation. Conniecto protection Is adtinl~e for Uightgulde Pretermn
"punch out* design which do not require plugs when they ame not instalLaion. The end Of the drop cable that gots to the DT and is
belig used. Unlike grommects in buried apparatus, the pedestal preconnectorized with STO connector. should have a cover installed
grormnet does no( have to form a water tight sea. It must. howeme, to protect the connectors during red storage. shipment aNd Possible
rovide a barrier to insects. Slits in the gromment permit the use of onsite stmrag. C"'jectorization and water blocking techntiques;
preconnectocized drop cables. While the 2300LC/PT functions similair to those used with the peonctrzddrop cable'prodeet
primarily as a terminal In Fri's applications. It can also be used for can achieve the required level of protection.
above ground eablc-to-cablec splices having up to twenty-four fibers

as 

N

#foTtOn OAO0 CAKtE

FIOLUC 7 PWEW

Crowfield Plantation. a riverfiront community west of Charleston.
South Carolinat. was thre first application of Llghtguide Prcternt.
Eighty-four homes were seirved by four MIeS of prterm. The
majorty of the distribution points provided drop cables for four
homes whike a few served two homnes. All distribution splice paints
%%vre enclosed In the UCB-l Uniterai Closures in an assmbly that

FICAstt 8. 2300/T PKocSTAL YERMNwAL took place at the rnanufacvuring site. End-to-end testing of all drop
connection were made as they were builL Once installed in the fie!d.
the UCB-l closure is placed in a 51D3 outer Closure 3nd
encapsulated. necause most of the homes would not be completed At
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the time of cable placerme. the connectonid DT en of the drop NCIIANICAL
cable was to be stord at the strect and protected with the previouly
described method. Cabl Pull"

Distribution Cable 300 lbs
The approach ued at Crowkld allowed fast initial Inmllation but Drop Cabl 50 U
Mo the asIest reenry for replacement of drops or foe testing. Using Compelosi 400 lbs., 15 minues

the knokldg gained in the building Crowfield installation. a second Impact 10 ft.lb. 0"F & 1"F
peterm project Is being planned Oa will combine the ben of the
prcttrm approach used in Crowkld with h accessibility of the ENVIRONMF%rAL

2100LGIBT Terminal and the cost ffectivenet of the 25001.0/DC Wae immesIo 10 Foot Water kad
Closume This architecture Is shown In Fig re 3. A stub cable Cable Fault 10 Foot Wat Ikd
containing the appropriate number of .bers to rve customers will Freoethaw 40 Cycles (In hopess)
be spliced at each distribution point. The splice will be celosed in a Sal..Fog Corrosion 30 Day Exposure (In Pogress)
20.O./DC ad the other end of the stub will be connec rized wih
ST connectors and a prolective package. "lk assembly will be MATERIA,.
organized on a rel as was done for the Crowldd Installation. When Chemleal ReSistance 30 Day Exposure (In rogress)
the asmnbly is Instaled in the 6Kd, the 2100L/BT will be Installed rutguc Resistance 30 Day Exposure (In Prore)
on the conPnorized stub and siored in a handhoe. As homes ar
built. as installer will bring a double.ndd connectorzW drop to the
AIk. The dmp will be placd In a trench and the prcconncctorzeJ 422 Splice Closure
cos will be plugged Into the 2100LG terminal and in the DT on tl The 2.0OLO/DC4 cloum functions both as a spice closure and as a
culsomer's premise. terminal. Belicoe has establish a uniform s of functional design

and performance crtea In the mcndy released TR.TSY-00017.
The 2500L0/DC4 clooure is preendy undrgou ,g mchanica1.

200 LOIC electrical and envkonmens t tng required by this specifoatlo.

MTRIUM AKE4.23 Proeconeroried Drops
OSrITION CA E Preconnoctorzad drops ae not permanendy irntalled In the outtide

Plant envirnmm liowever, mporay storage n a buried and
CO e*ccOr O T Ioo toUN hdhol environment coud lt up 1O two years. A number of

us Imechanical tests and resistance to water enty awe necesary to Insure
Mting the design Intent of the product. Typical tests Mn their
results sect

POCCNIOCTOO C 7MECHANICAL TEST
RCOPfCOTO, Impact 10 ftlb

PROTECTOR OT Static Load:
Distribution Cable 100 lbs, 15 minutes
Drop Cable 50 lbs. 15 minutes

FIGURE 8. ENHANCED PT TERM Compression 200 lbs

ENVIRONSlINTAL TESTS

4. Tting Requiremtnts Wter Immersion 10 root Water lead
4.10Otia Testn Sheath Fault 10 Foot Water Head

Optical ,tstng of the Installed ST connectors Is required on S. Summary
procmnectorized drop and preterm drops. Two measurements,
Insertion Loss and Return Loss. ae made. Both measurements ar Fiber Is now moving Into :he 'last 100 feet,. The architecture, fiber.
made against a referrce assembly consisting of a length of fiber all.the.wy.so.thC.homC, requires low.oss, casy.to.inall drop
jumper. having ST connectors on both ends and a coupling on one components. A need for flexibility In drop cable design.
end. M rersneCM ts arc typically mad at 1310 nm. Test configuration and installation methods is required by the telcos. To
requirements ae set usually by the customer, accommodate the many types of drMp cables, different OSP

approaches, connectorized and non-connectorized cables and variable
Nternin projects cwn result in some very long lengths of fiber to be crift skill levels, new kinds of drop *pparatus have been designed. A
tested alog with the ST connector. In this ca e, a method is agreed series of products wer developed that accommodate either splices .a
to with the customer, to either alter the test requirement, or subtrr:t preconnectonried ST connectors for buried, pedst l, adhole and
out a known cable loss. acrial plant. The fiber drop cable can be preconnectorized in a

factory environment, enhancing reliability and substantially
4.2 Nechanical & Environmental Testing dcresing field installation tine. The complementary closures and

terminal. to accept the preconnectorized drops have readily available
4.2.1 Buried Terminal connector pors that allow fast. easy installation by instiller level

To dctermine the suitability of the PVC terminal housing for outside craft.

plant use, a number of mechanical, material and environmental tests
were performed. To date, a Bellcore specification has not been
released for lightguide terminal applications. However, since these
terminals are intended for harnd.hole and buried applications, Bellcore
type tests were conducted in accordance with their specification TR.
TSY-000771 dared 10188. Results %%re as follows:
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A newly designed optical fiber cable 3-l.Cable structure
for the subscriber network has ben
successfully developed. Th new cable has On mid span access, a cable Is
a Ui slotted structure specially designed required a certain amount of excess fiber
ad can accommodate up to sixty four 2- length to take the target fibers out and
fiber ribbons. The cable has excellent to sptico the fibers.
properties on mid spas SCces as Well "a One of the solution to the requirement
excellent optical and mechanical is to adopt a SI technology to fiber
characteristics under severe onvironmentol stranding.
conditions. Determining a cabia structure, a

lateral force resistamnc have to be taken
into one or the considerations. A slotted
corp structure is the best. choice for that
requirment.

I. i n s Therefore, a Si slotted core cable was
newly developed for a mid span access

As optical fiber cable systems begin application.
to spread to subscriber networks, from the For easy mid sp~n operation, there
economical view point of the optical cable must be an excess fiber length an much as
networks, it in very Important for growing possible. From the experimental results,
subscriber networks to have capability of the necessary slack for mid span operation
mid span access from a laying cable. The is a least If=. This amount of slack
key technology In how to Joint the cable has to be got from 500m cable length
with another to be branched without which is equivalent to the length of
disturbing the service or the other live jointing closure.
lines. 0,3) On the basis of these criteria, the

For easy operation on mid span occets- parameters or the SZ slotted rods, such as
the following criteria have to be taken the SZ lmy length. the SZ reverse angle,
Into account on the cable design. the pitch Jameter and atc.. have been

determined. Fig.1 shows the cable
l)Now to get the surfllen excess fiber structure.

length to splice.
)owe to make fiber Identification easy.
3)ow lo splice the target, fibers easily
without disturbing the service or the
other jive lines. 2-Z.OpLical fiber structure

The newly oeveloped cables are Optical fiber structure is designed to
composed of a SZ slotted rod and 2-riber satisfy rollowing criteria for easy
ribbons. The SZ slotted structure makes operation on mid span access.
it possible to get the excess fiber
length, so target fibers can be easily 1)FIber ide n"'!cation
taken out from the *lots. And the ribbon It Is d.. 1rable that the cables for
structure Is effective for easy fiber subscriber networks can accommodate a
handlina and fiber Identification. large number of fibers. Therefore,

Now these optical cables have been in the easy identification of fibers Is
commercial service in Japan for one year. Important.
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I)Uiber handling for bi-directional signal transaission In

On oid span access, the target fibers subscriber networks. Therefor* te 2
have to be taken out from the laying fiber ribbon structure is convenient for

cable without disturbing the service fiber handling, such as mid span access

of the other live line. In another and fiber splicing , because of unity.

word, the optical 1o3s increase Furthermore. the atructure produces the

exceeding the system limit is not moderate stiffness compared with mono-

allowed for the fibers In service fibers to suppress the excess loss due to
during a aid span operation. So the fiber bending.
optical fiber must have a suitable The 2-fiber ribbons can be easily

mechanical resistanci In terms of loss ldentifted from the coloring of fibers as

increase. shown in I i., so it is possible to

Identify many fibers in a slot.

On the basis of these criteria, the I- The 2-fiber ribbons can be divided to

fiber ribbon structure is used. Fig.2 Individoal fiblrs, as a result, the 2-

shows the cross sectional view of the fiber ribbon can be also spliced to each

newly developed a-fiber ribbon. mono-fibers as shown in Fl.3.
Cenerally, a pair or fibers are used

SZ slotted rod

Black 2-fibe, ribbon

Fig. I Cable structure

Z-fiber ribbon

ISOuR UV coating

fiber UV coating

Splice of 2-fiber ribbon

Q Q 0.40mm

2-fiber ribbon Mono-fiber

0.70mn

Identifiable Base color
color

Fis.2 2-fiber ribbon str. ture Divided into two fibers

Fig.3 Splice of fiber
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We have developed three types of the 3. Gable stmrmetil
5U slot 1-fiber ribbon-ciables so- as toa
met several needs and the environments. The cable properties are mainly

Thos cah-9 re fllowng.described In a 125-fiber type metallic
Thsecale refolo~ncable. The cable was manufactured

1)45-fiber type metallic cable *Nperimentally and subjected to several
M)43-11bor type non-mtallic cable tests. The fibers used for the
3)136-fiber type metallic cable esperim.'91tal cable were single-mode

fibers. The parameters of the fibers are
The cross sectional views -f these shown In Table 1. The cable properties

cables are shown In ris.4. ware investigated by tho measuring of loss
changes at l300nm wavelength.

T"b I -cer Pwame~s
-hempvamews

Strength member FWso otM
(Otool re)______

SZ slotted-trod Atenuatlo Lou atn I.3jM
2-fiber ribbon at______3%0__

Core wrap A .0*i

C* sheath -O.D.

46-fiber type metallic cable 816WA

3-l.Atanuatloi n cable manufiacturlug

FiR.5 shown the loss of the optical
fibers measured at ic.th- manufacturing

Strength member processes. The loss ch. .ngns through
(FRO) cabling aro- less than O.O2d0/km. It is

veri-fied that this cabi' can be
mnnulactured- easily without attonuation

oc D.x15..' changes through cabling.

46-fiber type non-metallic cable a

0.4 -A.I.30am

Strength-member A1Sp
(Steel wire) 10.2- 0-

00- p
fibter 2-fiber stranding sheath

128-fiber type metallic cable FS ribbon
Fg$Manufacturing process

Fig.-Crss ecton f cbleAttenuation of optical fibrs
F~gIn Cross section of cable
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3-2.Temperature characteristics

The cable was subjected to
temperaturo tests. The teorature range (a)
was -40c through +60c. Fig.6 shows the
temperature characteriskics in terms or
loss change. The loss changes are less
than O.02dB/km. This cable can be applied
to over a wide temperature range. (b)

M

0 12 24 36 46 The sheath i. removed the splicing
Tlm@,ou) closure's length or s00m1.

attel~t! b)Taking out the fibers
The fibers are taken out from the
cable. The SZ slotted structure makes
it. easy to take out the fibers.

c)Cutting and splicing the fibers
The needed fiber are cut and spliced3-3.Several mechanical tests to the other 2able. For these
operation, the sufficient excess fiberThe cable was subjected to the length is got because of the SZ

w~chanic& teats shown in Table 2. In slotted structure.
each test the loss changes were not
observed. As a result, it was verified
that this cable has an excellent
mechanical characteristic.

Thle$ S Md span join tes condtio and results

Tes tem Tes condtion Reus

4. NiiRJpjw..iu Slick cE fibes Ca k~ More than 2Onw

40O m

The mid span joint was tried in a ~na ~
laboratory while monitoring attenuation WAttWSgthn Wavetength
loss changes and bit error rate. The chng 1.30iam ______

experiment was performed with a 128-type ' -f-~-
metallic coble. Pig.7 shows the process oklgm
of mid span joint. The test conditions EWt errormate lOOMbiti No biter r
and results are listed in table 3. Wavelength

As a result, the maximum attenuation ____.__ ______________

loss change was under l.OdB at l.3um and
no bit error was observed at lOO~bits
clock frequency. it was verified that the
cable strtucture is avaijable to do mid
span joint very easily.
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Table 2 Mechanical test methods and results

Test Items Test methods Results

Tensile ste#Nth: 36N9g

Tensile test Less than 0.02dB

Banding dia. : 210mm
Dmnding angle : i I8W

Bending test ~ 'Less than 0.02dB

Compression length: 150m

Compression test ILess than 0.02dB

Column dia.: 25mm
Column weight : 500g
Impact height: I m

Impact test Less than 0.02dlB
Im

Twist angle : *90/m
Tensile strength : 25kg

Twist test Less than 0.02dB

Squeezing wheel radiuis: 250mm
Tensile strength: 150kg

Squeezing test Less than 0.02dB
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Newly designed optical cables for theAiaMi
subscriber networks were successfullyAkoMg
developed. The cables consist of a 52
slotted rod and 2-fiber ribbons. The
structure is-suitable for mid span access Fujihura Ltd.
from a laying cable because of the 1440 Nutoutaki-,sufficient excess fiber length to access Sakura, Chiba, 165,to the other cable.

The expel imental cable was subjected Japan
to several toots and trials of mid span
access. As a result, It as verified that Hr. Magi was brn In 1946. He joined
the cable showed sufficient properties for Yujiiwra Ltd. after his graduation from
practical application and the structure Haneda Institute High School In 1967 and
was available to do mid span joint very has been engaged in research and
easily. The now cable could be the key development of the metallic ciblon and
technology to establish the cost minimum optical cables. He In ne -a chief
subscriber networks. Now this optical engineer or optical, cable. sot...on and a
cables have been In commercial service In mitmber of the Institute of Electronics,
Japan for one year. Information and Communication Engineers of

Japan.

Nobuyuki N isno

1) M. Alsawa, N. Miyanaki, H. Kurokawa ~'Fujikura Ltd.
and N. Okubo, "The development of optical -
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optical cable", IEEE! Trans, 11-651, 1969.Mr io wsbnIn14. N

Joined Fujikura Ltd. after his graduation
from Chiba-University with a 11.L!. degree
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LOW/NO HALOGEN THERMOPLASTIC FIBER OPTIC CABLES
FOR SHIPBOARD APPLICATION

K. Kathiresan
AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Gtorgia

J. B. Flunvog and L. II. Sherrets
AT&T Network Systems, Norcross, Georgia

ABSTRACT
to Integrate all of a ship's systems and sub-vsystems,
I.e., control (machinery), sensors, alarms, weapons,

The overwhelming advantages of fiber-optc technology surveillance, telecommunications, administration,
for shpboard applicatii aft many and am well known. video, etc., into % single survivable network aboard a
In addition to providing weight and space savings, It ship
also offers immunity from electromagnetic interference,
accommodation of future technological growth etc. * to be ssured that this network Is capable of
Application of fiber-optic technology for shipbord sustaining technological and capacity growth, and
systems poses a very challenging and (.Mcult task of that the comotonents are designed to lat for the life
the development of transmission cables. Fiber-optic of the ship
cables for shipboard application are one of the most e to Implement a cable plant that provides Immunit
complex and demanding to design and manufacture. ainst electroma nle p ulte (EMP 
The stringent design specification is primarily derived elit m elecItraeice pulse (Ed P),
from the considerations of safety of personnel aboard electromagnetic I nterference (EI), and radio
ship, and the operation, reliability and survivability of frequency Interference (RFI) and that requires no
the shipboard systems. Shipboard fiber-optic cables sheath giounding
with a low/no halogen thermoplastic jacket material * to achieve cost effectivenew when compared to
have been developed. Cable designs with different fiber similar functional systems and to enhance the overall
counts were manufactured and evaluated for reliability, survivability, and capability of a new
performance to the existing specifications. This paper clas of warships
presents the cable designs and performance results. In ships today, copper coaxial cables are used

extensively to connect radar and other surveillance
systems to a ship's main computers and processom
distributed throughout the ship. Figure 1 illustrates
typical system locations aboard a ship. Most of the

INTRODUCTION sensory equipment s generally Interconnected and
clustered in the superstructure while the computers and

Fiber-optic technology, the medium of choice for displays are located below deck. This causes a high
transmission in commercial communication applications, concentration of copper cable weight in the
Is now becoming a medium of choice In military superstructure which must be balanced by ballast
applications. Fiber-optics is currently being used below. Since modern ships no longer have heavy
andl/or experimented with in several military and boilers, piping, etc. below deck (lighter weight gas
specialty applications, such as in tactical, aircraft, turbines are the main propulsion units), the added
Aiber-optic guided missiles and other weapon systems, compensating ballast reduces the weight advantage
'.ontrol systems, computers and telecommunications, originally gained by installing gas turbines. Fiber-optic
The U. S. Navy Is also working very intensely to cable can drastically reduce the weight of the
efficiently Integrate fiber optics in both shipboard transmission media aboard a ship and restore some of
systems and shore facilities. With regard to shipboard the weight reductions sought. It is estimated that as
systems, the U.S. Navy has recognized the much as O5 weight and space reduction of
overwhelming advantages fiber optic systems can transmission media can be achieved by replacing copper
provide to enhance a ship's operational capability. It cables with fiber-optic cables. Furthermore, because
should be noted that fiber optics affords the the volume of the fiber cables is less than their copper
opportunity: counterparts, usable space inside a ship is increased.
* to remove tens of thousands of pounds from a ship's In order to achieve all of the above advantages, fiber-

weight and reduce cable space requirements by optic cables for shipboard application are being
providing cables that are light in weight and have developed. The design, development and manufacture
small diameters (volume), yet increase the of the shipboard cables are one of the most demanding
information carrying capability compared to present and difficult, because of the stringent performance
copper cable systems, thereby enhancing the ship's requirements. This stringent design specification Is
operational capability. primarily derived from the considerations of safety of
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'Figure L~ Typical System Locations Aboard a Navy Ship
personnel aboard ship, and the operation, reliability, tinperaturt fluid exposure requirement may call for
and survivability of the shipboard system. In thet radiation crosslinking or continuous vulcanization of
following, the shipboard cable specifications, cable Jacketing materials. There are some thermoplastic
design. and the results of evaluation of the cables are materials available which will meet the fluid
presented. requirements, but are too stiff for shipboard

applIcatlcns. These aspects make the desipn,
dt%-clopment, and manufacture of shipboard anbies

SHIPBOARD CABLE SPECIFICATIONS most diffiult and challenging. The design,
developmnt, and performance evaluation of four and

Currently, there are three w-ilitAry specifications single fiber tables for shipboard application have been
namely D0l)-C-8MO5C, PMS-400.xYZ-1, and hi2,-' completed and are presented below.
06OOSO4JN~AVY) (Draft), which can govern the
shipboard cable design. The DOD-C-850XSC FIBER DESIGN
specification Is usedi at present for tacticl cable
designs. Trhis specifiction also Includes requirements
pertinent to shipboard cable designs. However this Early trials aboard ships used 100/l40opm multlmode
specification is not currently being used for shipboard fiber. However the present trend Is towards radiation-
cables. PMS.400.XYZ-l is the specification which has. hardened 02.5jl25spm graded Index multimode fiber.
been used until recently for shipboard cable designs. The new draft fiber specification, MLF
This draft specificntion, which specifies a lO/4Opmn 004IO91(NAVY) (Draft), specifics this multimode fiber,
mUltimode fiber, was considered not comprehensive along with %ingle-mode fibers. The 62.5/125 multimode
enough for shipboard application. Thus, a ne fiber offers the best combination of low loss, low
specification was recently developed for shipboard mic -robending and inacrobending loss sensitivity, good
cables by the U. S. Navy called MII,-008504S(NAV' soUrce-to-fiber couping efficiency, and high bandwidth
(Draft), along with new peificitions for fibers, as well as compatibility with existing connectorization
connectors, splices, and Inter-connection equipment. and splicing technologies and components. In the
This new specification is currently being specified for future, as data transmission catpacity requirements
procurements of fiber optic cables for shipboard increase, it appears that single-mode fibers will find
application. The performance of the cables described more applications In shipboard fiber-optic systems. The
later has been evaluated atgainst this new specification, new drat specification for fiber also covers the

Thee seciicaion, i geerl, equre hatthecabes requirements for single-mode fibers, for such high
have low toxicity, contain low or no halogen, generate trnmsinrtaplcio.
low sm~oke and acid gas, be flame retardant, operate
under extreme operating and storage temperatureCALDEIN
ranges, withstand stringent mechanical requirementsCAL EGN
and very high water pressure, survive hostile fluids at
high temperature, and meet other demanding criteria. Development of a four fiber shipboard cable has been
All the above requirements, individually and in most completed. The cable cross-section Is presented In
combinattions thereof, can be met with appropriate Figure 2, and an isometric view is presented in Figure 3.
material selection and caible design features. Meeting The cable uses radiation-hardened 62.5/125 um
all of the requirements simultaneously without any multimode fiber. The cable consists or a central
exceptions may be very difficult and/or may result in waterbiocking yarn with four optical fiber cable
quite expensive cables. For example, meeting the high components (OFCC) stranded over it along with
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Figure 3. Isometric View of 4-OFCC Shipboard Cable
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waterbineking yarn. The crow-.section of the 01CC Is The OFCC has been evaluated as a single fiber cable by
given In Figure 4. The OFCC co)ntains a vOO pm itself. Thus, In the following section, the performance

gyts~r isstome r buffered fiber, surrouni~d by resuts of the four fiber cable as well as the single !Iber
OFCC* unam and a low halogen I~ckct. Over the cotble (OFCC) a"e presented.

OFC untstwo layers of Keviar yarn strengtil
membera afe stranded In opposing Ia-s. Theft Keviar
yarn strength members are treated it polymers which PERFORMANCE RESULTS
are water Awellable, eliminating the theed for separate
waterblocking members. The use of such waterblocicing
lueviar yarn als minimies the cable size, In addition The shipboard cable performance: evaluation consists of
to Providing a uniform waterbiocking structure. A los optical chemical, environmental and mechanical tests.
halogen outer jacket is then extruded over the Keviar Opia roperties of attenuation rate, bandwidth and
ya strength members. The comonnt an h al ueia perture along with numerous other
were designed such that the cable IW very flexible, dimensional and mechanical reqiuirements-iem checit~d
compact, and meets the waterblocking requirement, at the fiber stage, and fibers which meet, 01i 4he
more than adequiately, specifications are then used for cabling. Fibers used

were p roof tested to Go0 MPa. The wavelength ofJACKUT operation for these cables Is 1300 nm. The cables can
YARN also be operated ait SW nm. The mean atte~nuations of

KZVLN@ YPIN the finished cable at 1300 nm andi SW nm wert 1.4
dil/km and 4.3 dB/km, respectively. The general

PumaR properties of the cables are given in Table 1.
muvruaThe chemical tests consist of acid gas generation,

halogen content, toxicity Index, and fire and smoke
properties. The results of thes tests andi the
requirements are presented in Table IL. The finished
cables meet the acid %ax generation, halogen content,
and toxicity indlex requirement3 with good margin. The
halogen content results correspond to the tol' of the
four halogens, namely fluorine, chlorine, bromine and
iodine.
The cables pans the IEEE-383 flame test. The IEEE.383
test Is not required by MIL.C.00685045(NAVY)
spccifictition. T'- -, cables were tested and the results
are reported for Information only. The MIL...O

2.0OMS(NAVY) specification requires the ULIAIO

Figure 4. Croas-Section of Optical Fiber Cable
component (OFCC)

TABLE I. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLES

PARAMErE R CABLE PIROPERTY

Cable Design1s (No. or OFCCs) 4 and 1

Fiber Type 62.5i/125 pm Rad-IHard

specification MIL-C-008&J45 (NAVY) (Draft)

Material Thermoplastic

Typical/Maxmum Cabled Ll.42. dB/kzr.
Fiber Los (w 1300 nm
Typical/Maximum Cabling 0.VJ1.0 dB/km
Added Loss (from Fiber), a ( 1300 nm

WVavelengths of Operation 1300 and 8W< um
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TABLE II. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF SIPBOARD CABLES

CAILE PERFORIMANCE
TEST REQUIREMENT FOR

4-OFCC / I-OFCC 4-OFCO I-OFCC

Acid Gs Generation MIl,-C-,504 
< 2.0% / 2.0% ,0. 1V - 0.02%

logen Content MIL-C.00 r045
<5 0.2% / 0.2% 0.04% - 0.01%

Toxicity Index NES 713
< 6.0 / 6.0 -3.02 -3.36

Fungus Resistance MIL-STD-810, Method 50 Cable &t Components
Grade I / Grade I Grade I Use 4-OFCC Result

Limiting Oxygen NES 715, > 250' 0 / 260-0
Index temperature NotiRequired by m306' C
(For lpformation Only) MIL-CO00045

Oxygen Index Not Required by NES 715
(For Information Only) MIL-N 00660 - 43.65i @ 23'C -

plenum cable fire test, with two modificatious to the 0.15 and maximum optical density < 0.5) or the cable's
requirements. The first modified requirement Is that specific optical density under flamfig combustion (D )
the flame travel time product value for the cable for the using ASTM-E-62 procedure be < 225. The above
first ten minutes or the test using the ASTM.E-84 modified requirements are applicale for multi.fiber
procedure s.all be les than or equal to 27.5 m.min (the (>2) cables only. The single fiber cable (OFCC) is not
standard Ul910 requirement Is that the flame travel riulred to meet any of the above requirements, except
should be lea than or equal to 1.52 in for the total test the ASTM-D-662 specific optical density under flaming
duration of 20 minutes). The second modified combustion requirement. Table Ill shows that both the
requirement Is that the cable should meet the standard cables meet the specified fire and smoke requirements.
UL-910 smoke requirements (average optical density <

TABLE III. FIRE AND SMOKE PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLES

CABLE PERFORMANCE
TEST REQUIREMENT FOR

4-OFCC / I-OFCC 4-OFCC 1-OFCC

Specific Optical Density ASTM-E-652
Under Flaming Combustion D.< 225 / 225 - 50.2 - 6.0

IEEE-383
Flame Spread < 2.4 m / 2.4 m -1.3 m -2.2 m
Not Required by'MILC-0065045

(For Information Only)

UL-910
Flame Propagation Average Optical
and Smoke Generation Density < 0.16 / None - 0.11 - 0.02

Maxiium Optical
Density < 0.5 / None - 0.6 - 0.25

Flame Spread Time
Product for First

10 Minutes
< 27.5 m.min / None 12.8 m.min - 40.5 m.min
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Three of the most Important environmental tests arc extended cold temperature of -5'C. The results of the
temperature cycling at smblent and high humidities, temperature-humidity cycling performance of the cables
and accelerated aginK. For shipboard cable valuatian, are given in Figure 6. In the accelerated aging test, the
the temperature cycling at ambient and high humidities cables were subJected to a constan teniperature of
have been combined to a lemperature-humidity cycling i00' C for 240 hours. The results or the accelerated
(6%RH! above 20C and uncontrolled below 20'C) 1W aing performu..e or the cables are given In Figure 7.
shown in Figure S. The first three cycles correspond to The ctboe meet and sns the requirements for the
the required temperature rango of -28'C to 6F' C. In environmental tests showi'ng excellert performance.
the next two cycles, the cables were evaluated for an

I2NR I2NR

40

NA3E- $"R own SHR
20 -LINE

IL

-20

2HR

-40

0 DATA MEASUREMENT LOCATIONS

90 6% *$ % R S MAINTAtNED FOR ALL 12HRTEMIPCRATURES ASOVE 20C AFTER BASELINE

L CYCLES 1.2 ANO 3 a CYCLES 4 AND ,

Figure S. Temperature-llumidity Cycle for Shipboard Cables

1.0

0.$ REQUIREMENT

0.04L. .

*) -0.5
0 1.0
.J

r, REQUIREMENT< 0.5

25 25 65 25 -30 25 65 25-30 25 65 25 25 65 25-55 25 65 25-55 25 0 C
CYCLE I CYCLE 2 CYCLE 3 CYCLE - CYCLES

Figure 6. Temperature-Ifumidity Cycling Test Results for Shipboard Cables
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TABLE IV. ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOARD CABLES

CAI1E PERFOILMANCIE
TE.-ST REQUIREMENT FOR

4-OFCC / I-OFCC 4-OFCC I-OFOC

Thermal Shock EIA-4505-I0
A' < 0.5 dB/km / 0.5 dB/km A - 0.15 dU/km A - 0.00 dB/km
Diasimer Chunge" < Ab tle*10,/ 06) .1.04% 3.04%
Tensile Strength Retenui - None o. 101.5% - 101.5%

Temperaturt-Humidity MA-455-62a < 0.5 d/km / 0.5 dB/km Ste Iurm 5 k 6 Use 4-OFCC Results
Dir' tttr Ch~t < A,40 1t ;! /I,') aw 0.IA,- 1.9%
Tensle Strc.pth lN tenk 6,, 6 .-.

Gas Flame EIA-4$$.9
A&_5 05 di / None A M 0.14 do Not Applicable

Weat herln ASTh(.D-2'i
A < 0.S dD / Noqe Non-Acqulrabke DAt% Not Applicable
Tenile Strength iletension 7.5 o 23.85

Fluid Immersion MIeC-006M$5
For Dumbbell,
FED.-STD.228, 3021 k 3031
Tetile Strength Retension > 5C% See Table. VI See Table VI
Elongation Reensban > &f
For C able, E1A-456-12 -

Diameter swell :5 10A/ 10%

Wtr Absorption ASTM-D-4702
< 3.9 mg/cm2 / 3.0 mg/cm* to 2.7 mg/er 2  -a 3.6 mg/cmr

Salt SIprx BIA-45-1O, 35 ' C. g6 hm
S No Doaimge I No Damagt No Dmkge Use .- OFCC Results

Accelerated Aging FED.STD.228, 4031
A < 0.5 dil/km / 0.5 dB/km See Figure 7 See Figure 7
Tensik Strength Retension > 75%o 16.1,'6 :A 116.0%0
Diameter Chtnge < Abs(: T0% 10o) 0.63%, DR 1.08%

Jacket Self-Adhesion EIA-4&484, 71- C, 48 hra
or Blocking No Adhesion / No Adhesion No Adhesion No Adhesion

lUltraviolet-Radiation MlI,-STD-810, 50, Procedure 11 Not Applicable Not Applicable

Oxygen Pressure MIL-C-008F0445 Not Applicable Not Applicable
Exposurt

Vibration MIL-STD-187-1, Type I None
Any Transient Attenuation With A > 0.5 dQ and Use 4-OFCC Results
A > 0.5 dl / 0.6 d1 At-> 10 11sec
Acr ** > 6 psee / 60 jisee

Shock MIL-S-901, Grade A, Type A, Clhss I None
Any Transient Attenuation With A > 0.5 dB and Use 4.OFCC Results
A > 0.5 dB / 0.S d At-> 10jsec
At->- 50 1sec / 50 11sec

A - Increase in Attenuation
" Diameter Change Values -re Obtained Using Cable Samples
• Tensile Strength and Elongation Values are Obtained Using Dumbbell Spe,'imens
•* At- Time Duration
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TABiLE V. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF SHIPBOAtL 4,AUiLES

I4O(- 1~*m I-OF Mf~1~SOi z , 4-A4c N-r

Cythc Pkexint W-0A4S1i4,4. ki 14 li. 1K

________ tl v0 is*e .2C - A~PM.1.1.. SIh 0.02 4. 103 Cycde. 2 kg

Tunlo. lElA.4Vr3.2W0 N I ZS N, 10 Cyreko 14 Cyreks 3" Cycles
Ia_5____t 10 48 A- UP4 41 A be twl a

PkuafIt MA.445, *.-'C
(C#A4d11014d) 10-0.0 I -I Al ~;1vi

Twei litat! E.44I. 4A 11, 1. X

tonCYI AWA .- %10 40, I Cyd0i. IX' Is Aw.0MdH.30oCydq*. 2.0 -

_____Cruokiii S 4 1 41.311 o Applki1.ul.

11,4111 NIPOW0 Tow 17.3 kgcu
Copw A a : (U al .I/ qt~c 6- MW0 %so Not Apiritable

50 ycft f. 4 4-va am O48, It* cyte, 2j) lit A "il uall. 100 Cyckf, OAS k3

_0_Cycles (~051/O5uI * 0&4a DCcv . A w 0 03a40 Y i06

11llw C14u.lc M1l..C40AW04 Not AppliuesM Not Appllicl

N* Dripa I No IMP No Drip NO Delg_________
Watriblocking M144100. 01I02 ?.IPA,4 0 li (1.,5tS )On
(Distilled Waie) Ulkgt: 33 NIlI No"^a 110 in, Not Applicable

Cable Jacktt MD-I)4Tr,4JS :i1t
Tear Stringtit 2: 00N/cm A.M N/em- 0. N/cm

Jacket Z171711114 FF.~)t 02 1 &33
Tensile Strength > %V) N/cml 1 k 1 1124 N/eut it134 N/cia
and Kloaqrtioei 3 lmrv-I4271____

Calf Abraaloa NiI4O-aMNS

13 No Electrical Clonact, No Elecickal Cootut Wse 4.OFCC lttsulti
cablvwoCable
100 Cyxltv No Eitcitkal Contact No Electrical Contact

Cable Shrinkae N060C.05045.010 'C,B 6 hi
____ _ 0.63cm, 1.63 m -0.13 cut .os em

Coble Element Ml.~C-00650s
Ittmovatility Emily ilenovable Emialy Removable Ealy Ittecuovable

Durability o( MlllC-0(5304
Identification 5W0 Cycles, No Erasuttl~biteration No Eraaure/Obliitl;oa No Brasurt/Oblittratlon

Ribbeui t1L-C.006&04S Not Applicable Not Applicable

AInecease In Atienuatfou
'Mandrel Diamtt to Coble Outer Diameter Ratio
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TABLE VI. FLUID IMMERSION PROPELTIES OF JACKET MATERIAL

0.125 inch I)UM0IIEII, 0. I). SW-11I, "

FLATID AND TI.T st-RENGTII EIONGATION .I-OFCC I.OFCC
SVECIFICATION TEIP. C RETINTION, % I'ITCNTION, '

REQUIRE.N , - 60 > 0o 10 < 1
- -

Fuel O1n (Diesel) 35 Ito 6 0
MII.-F-lOb 4

rurbihe Fuel (J.-5) 26 00 02 4 0
,MII/.T-,24

Isipropyl Alcohol 125 so 110 0 0

llydraulic Fluid 50 51 00 0 8
MIL-I 1- 500
Lubricating Oil 76 oS 110 7
MIl.-L-17331

Lubricating Oil 75 70 100 6 10

Cooxlant 25 105 113 0 0

Seawater 25 at 87 0 0
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OPTICAL FIBER DESIGN CHAL.ECGES FOR TACTICAL SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

II. P. Hsu
Hughes Aircraft Company, Missile Systems Group
$433 Fallbrook Avenue, Canoga Park, CA. 91304

V. E. Nlomiris
U. S. Army Communications-Electronics Command

Fort ,Monmouth, N. J. 07703

ABSTRACT reviewed. The emphasis will be on single mode
fiber for long range fiber optic tactical systems

This paper discusses the technical chollenges chat include battlefield data links, sh!,p-board/
In optical fiber design for tactical systems. aircraft avionics, and a new class of tethered
The relationships between the performance weapon systems.
concerns and various fiber design parameters
art reviewed along with the state-of-the-art II. Optical Transmission Loss
fibers which are optimized to meet conflicting
performance requirements of tactical systems. The optical loss of fiber in tactical systems is

comprised of four components, namely, Intrinsic
attenuation, environmant-Induced loss, Inter-
connection loss and bend induced loss. The first
two loss components depend strongly on the glass

Large signal bandwidth, low transmission lost, material and to a lesser extent on the optical

electromagnetLi Interference (EMi) or electra- wavegulde design and fabrication process. The
ectropulse (itr) Immunity, and light weight last two loss components are more sensitive tomagneti pl fibe i ni andctvhtransl the optical wAveguide design and the physical

hasve mde optical fiber an trrctiv trans- handling of fiber In the system. The mechanisms
tactical communication systems. All fiber underlining these optical losses and the fiber
oaticl communication systems. ll s ibr design for loss performance optimization will be
optic communication systems use similar coan- addressed in the following subsections.

ponents for signal generation/detection and

transmission, however the severe operational Intrinsic Attenuation
conditions encountered by tactical systems
often lead to new perlormance requirements The advance in fiber fabrication techniques and
on fiber-optic components. A tactical system glass material processing In the past two decades
fiber must provide a reliable signal trans- have eliminated most of material related intrinsic
mission medium that meets the system per- attenuation problems associated with transition
formanee requirements on both optical metal Ions impurities and hydroxyl (OH) ions
transmission capacity and mechanical Integrity absorption. It Ix known chat these contaminants
under all specified operational conditions. In fiber must be kept below one part per billion
Low optical transmission loss, low signal (ppb) level to ensure a less than 0.1 db/km
dispersion and high strength are the common intrinsic attenuation. The attenuation of the
design goal for optical fibers. A tactical state-of-the-art fiber already approaches the
fiber system must also survive extreme Intrinsic Rayleigh scattering loss limit of fused
temperature, excessive vibration/shock, rough s5.kica over 800-1600 nm wavelengt' range. The
handling, severe bending and nuclear radiation Ratleigh scattering loss decreases inversely with
exposure. the fourth power of optical wavelength while its

Technical challenges often arise in value varies slightly with the actual dopant
developing a new fiber design for a specific material in fiber. The lowest fiber attenuation,
deeinal nyste.whfiberdesuin fibr aei of 0.15 dblkm observed at 1550 nm, wan obtained
tactical system, which require fiber parameter with a silica core fiber produced by a vapor
ensure the fiber performance. Table I summarlzes deposition process wi)' special dehydration pro-
teurelatishe p ber weete perform e conrns vision. 1  The Attenuation of commercially avail-
the relationship between the perfory.nce concerns able fibers are routinely quoted around 0.5 db/km
of tactical system fiber and the key fiber design and 0.3 db/km at 1300 nm and 1550 nm respectively.
parameters. This paper discusses the technical Tchia.hlenesllxstindeopg

chalengs ecounere inoptcal ibe deignTechnical challenge still exists in developing
challenges encountered in opcl. fiber design long length fiber for long range tactical systems,
for the tactical sysms. The impact of optical which must consider glass materials and fabrica-wzaveguide design and fabrication on fiber ton processes withl the lowest possible intrinsic

characteristics, such as optical attenuation, ttenuaton withut disregarding eocherifibe

dispersion, and mechanical strength, will be attenuation without disregarding other fiber
performance concerns.
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PERFORMANCE CONCERNS DESIGN PARAMETERS

OPTICAL ATTENUATION

- INTRINSIC ATTENUATION GLASS MATERIAL
FABRICATION PROCESS

r ENVIRONMENT-INDUCED LOSS GLASS MATERIAL
o HYDROGEN-INDUCED LOSS COATING DESIGN
o RADIATION EFFECTS

- INTERCONNECTION LOSS MODE FIELD DIAMETER
FIBER DIMENSION TOLERANCE

- BEND-INDUCED LOSS MODE FIELD DIAMETER
o MACROBEND LOSS REFRACTIVE-INDEX PROFILE
o MICROBEND LOSS FIBER DIMENSIONS

COATING MATERIAL

DISPERSION REFRACTIVE-INDEX PROFILE
GLASS MATERIAL

FIBER STRENGTH FABRICATION PROCESS
GLASS MATERIAL
PROOF-TEST AND HANDLING
COATING DESIGN

TABLE 1
OPTICAL FIBER DESIGN FOR TACTICAL FIBER SYSTEMS

Aw

to- ao

a ) 130 0 n 
b) 15 50 um

-igure I Constant Curvature Bend l. os

This iure shows the cons',ant curvature bend

los o step index fibers -.s a function or bnd
radius. Fiber design is the parameter

The bend loss is calculated in db/k.
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Environment-Induced Losses 1600 tim range, because the UV absorption by
radiation-induced defects tends to tail off at

The two environment-inducet losses critical to long wavelenscn. Nagel reported the radiation-
the fiber loss performance in tactical systems induced lost of geranium-doped core single mode
Are hydrogen-induced loss and radiation-induced fiber at 1300 nm exhibits a linear dependence on
loss. Long term exposure to low level of exposure time at low dose rate environment of
hydrogen &as and various defects inducing 2.3 rad/hr. But the loss will exceed I db/m and
radiation in nature can result In an Accumulation saturate In value at the high tcal does (Hrad)
of optical loss that can significantly Impact the and dose rate (100 Krad/hr) extreme.6 The

optical power budget of fiber optic data link recovery of fiber loss can be Accelerated by high
(FODL) and affect the long-term reliability of ambient temperatureor by high Intensity optical
tactical systems. In contrast, high dose rate power, known a3 "photobleaching" affect. In
sind high total dose of defect inducing radiation practice, the radiation-induced loss can be
in nuclear environment can cause an acute fiber reduced by avoAding phosphorous-doped fiber design
loss increase that in effect blacks out the and operating A FODL at longer wavelength of 1550
fiber and causes instant system failure. Studies nm instead of 1300 nm. The best radiation
on these environment-induced losses are still In hardened fiber reported today uses pure silica
progress, nevertheless results from this effort core with fluorine-doped cladding fiber design.S
have already identified many loss mechanism# and The technical challenge here is to use rad-harden
fiber design alternatives. glass material to develop a fiber design tha:

meets other tactical system pirformance require-
The hydrogen-induced loss was generally ments.

considered As an aging phenomenon caused by the
release of hydrogen from the silicone fiber Interconnection Loss
coating and cabling structures. The two basic
loss mitchanisms are the permeation of hydrogen Interconnection loss in a FOOL includes connector
into a silica glasses network that introduces loss, splicing less and coupling loss to optical
Infrared absorption and the chemical reaction source and photodetector. These losses all
betweeni hydrogen molecules and reactive defects depend on the fiber alignment at the inter-
in sillca network to form absorptive hydroxyl connection and to A lesser extent on the light
(OH) ions. The loss depends on the ambient guiding capacity of fiber. The alignment
temperature, the hydrogen's partial pressure, tolerance of multimode fiber interconnections can
the exposure time and the fiber material, be relaxed by using fibers with larger core size
Beales et al. had reported a room temperature and core-cladding refractive index difference at
loss increase, induced by hydrogen molecular the expense of higher dispersion. In the case
diffusion, of 0.3 and 0.6 db/ka/Atm-hydrogen of single mode fiber, the fiber alignment demands
at 1300 t1m and 1550 no respectively.2 TomitA sub-micron accuracy for low loss interconnections.
and Lem&Lre have shown that the hydrogen The tolerance can be relaxed by designing fiber
press-are must be maintained below a tolerable with large mode field diameter (HFD).7 Unfr-
level of a few tenths of atm to limit the tunately, a large MFD fiber often incurs serious
hydrogen-induced fiber loss below 0.1 db/ka for bend loss problem in operation. The technical
a 20 yer system.3 Recent development on challenge here is to design fiber with sufficient
hermetic fibers have shown that a tight bend loss resistance without imposing undue
dielectric coating on glass surface can suppress constraint on alignment tolerance at the inter-
the hydrogen termeation and reduce the hydrogen- connections.
induced loss. However, further study is still
needed to improve the understanding on hydrogen- Bend-Induced Loss
induced loss mechanisms associated with different
glass and coating materials as well as its effect An optical fiber also experiences many bend
on long-term fiber loss. related losses which include cabling loss, bobbin

winding losses, deployment and payout bend loss.
Radiation-induced loss, especially the These bend losses can change, and sometimes

high dose rate and high total dose case, repre- dominate the optical power budget of FODL in
sents a genuine threat to the operation of many sysru. ii sign. Many comercial fibers have
tactical fiber optics systems. Radiation-induced proven .o be inadequate for tactical applications
defects, often referred as color centers, in due to bend related losses introduced by severe
glass network can absorb optical signal in fiber operation environments. One of the prominent
and interrupt FODL signal transmission. The examples Is a tethered FODL with fiber deployed
loss drpends on a large number of variables that from a tigltcly packed bobbin at high speed where
Includes the fiber design, the total dose and the the winding loss and the payout bend loss often
dose rate of radiation, the ambient temperature represents the dominant losses in optical power
and the optical signal level In fiber. Extensive budget consideration.
works based on cobalt 60 radiation study have
shown that glass material play an important role The bend-induced fiber loss can be divided
in determining the loss behaviors on both initial into two categories based upon the bend profile:
loss increase and subsequent recovery after the macrobend and microbend. Macrobends generally
exposure.5  The study results show the loss is refer to a physical bend with a bend radius in
lower at longer optical wavelength in 1300 nm- thousands of wavelengths, such as mandrel winding
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and peel-point bend in payout. On the other hand, coupling between the guided and radiation modes
microbends refers to the microscopic random of fiber. Petermann and Kuhne have derived a
deviation of fiber axis from its natural straight simple loss formula which connects the loss
condition as a result of cabling, winding and directly to the MFD of single mode fiber. The
environmental changes. In reality, it ts often loss inireases approximately with the 2(p41)th
difficult to separate these two bend loss types. power of the fiber MFD and p is the curvature

power spectrum parameter of the microbend with a
The study on the macrobend loss of stn~lo value In tEie order of 4 or larger.10 Besides a

mode fiber witis constant bend curvature has shown small NYU fiber dign, a fiber embedded in a
the bend loss increases approximately exponen- soft coating can prevent high spatial frequency
tially with the decrease of the bend radius R. deformations in fiber and thereby provide a
Figure I shows a family of bend loss curves, better microbend loss protection in cabling and
calculated by using a formula given In Ref. (8), In operation environment. A dual coating design,
expressed In db per unit length against the bend which is comprised of a low module (soft) primary
radius R with fiber normalized frequency V as inner coating and a high module (hard) outer
the parameter. For a step-index fiber, coating, has been widely used by fiber vanu-

facturers as a practical design for controlling
V as2A(n - n2) /a (I) the fiber microbend loss und providing toughness

2 &for fiber handling.
The V value relates directly t the wave-

guiding capability of fiber which combines all A strong modo field confinement, which means
fiber design quantities Including: optical a small MF) and operates the data link at a wave-
wavelength A, the fiber core radius a, the length closest to the fiber cut-off wavelength,
refractive index of core and cladding nI and n2  can reduce both the macrobend and microbend losses
respectively. A step-index single mode fiber of single mode fiber. This leads to a fiber
maintains V 4 2.405 according to the wAvegulde design with a large core-cladding Index difference
theory. Figure 1 also shows that fiber design and A fiber V-value close to its single mode
with larger V value has lower bend loss. Figure 2 cutoff value, e.g., 2.405 for step-index fiber
shows the calculated bend loss against the optical and a higher value for non-uniform index profile
wavelength with different fiber design and loop fiber. However, there ts a :actical limit on
radius as parameters. It shows that the bend the amount of core-cladding lodex difference
loss increases with Increasing optical wavelength based on the glass materials used in fiber design.
and decreasing bend radius. This is consistent The Increase also leads to the increase of the
with the measured spectral loss curves shown in Rayleigh scattering loss and there!., increase the
Figure 3. fiber intrinsic attenuatin. A bend loss study

on a small NFD bend insensitive single mode fibers
Vhen a fiber is paid outat high speeds clearly illustrated the inter-dependence of bend

from a precision wound oobbLn, the fiber forms loss vs. intrinsic loss.11 In addition, the
a %ohirling helix after lifting from the peel increase of core-cladding Index difference
point. It is known rat the sharp peel point reduces the fiber core size of single mode fiber
bend, caused by a concentrated force used to rup- and its NFD. This will tighten the alignment
ture the winding adhesive in payout, is a non- tolerance and increase connection loss at the
uniform bend curve that can inflict severe bending interconnections. The technical challenge here
stress and optical signal loss to risk the FOUL is to design a fiber with sufficient b-ind loss
reliability. A bend loss analysis, which is resistance without disregarding fiber intrinsic
carried out by integrating the constant curvature attenuation and interconnection loss.
bend loss in increment along the bend curve
generated by a separated mechanical model, shows I1. Dispersion
the loss increases exponentially around the peel-
point and approaches its final value I to 2 mo Dispersion introduces temporal broadening on
from the peel-point. The calculated bend loss, optical pulses transmitted through an optical
expressed in terms of the cumulative btnd loss fiber. It will impair the integrity of the
along the bend curve, are shown in Figure 4 with optical signal and cause transmission error at
fiber V-value as the parameter. The cumulative the optical receiver of FODL. Intermodal dis-
bend loss again critically depend on thu fiber persion due to the difference of propagation
V-value similar to the case of constant curvature time delay .mong different waveguide modes is the
bend loss. dominant dispersion in multimode fibers. Such

dispersion can be reduced by modifying the
Study on microbnnd loss condu'ted wi. refractive index profile of fiber core to minimize

fiber cables and precision wound fiber bobbins the time delay difference of guiding modes. A
shows that the loss depends on a large number of graded-index fiber with a parabolic index profile
variables that include the fiber and r-ating is known to improve the dispersion performance
design, the cabling and winding conditions, the over a step-index fiber with the same core-
deployment environment, and the ambient environ- cladding and core size by several orders of
ment.Y The effect of fiber design on microbend magnitudes. The improvement increaseq with the
loss has been the subject of many theoretical decrease of actual core-cladding index difference.
studies. A rigorous treatment, which is rather
complicated, considers the loss in terms of the For the case of single mode fiber, the
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lowest-ordtr propagation mode still experiences duration (0! second) loading on a fiber at a
finite intramodl dl~persion due to the trans- specified stress level, to screen out the weak
mission time delay difference among the spectral spots due to extrinsic flaws and to ensure a
components-of its optical source. This dis- minimum working strength. lit practice, it has
persion can be loosely divided into two been established that high humidity, high
elements: the matertl. or chromatic dispersion temperature and certain chemical agents, such as
and the waveguide dislersion. The former depends water and methanol, are all detrimental to the
on the glass material while the latter depends preservation of fiber strength in operation. A
on the refractive index profile of fiber. Tto hermetic coating on glass surface has benn shown
wavelength dependence of these two dispersion as an effective means for Improving the fiber
elements are known to be opposite in effect in fatigue resistance by preventing moisture from
the wavelength range of 1300-1600 nm. The gero- reaching and attacking the si.Ica surface of
dispersion wavelength of step-index silica fitr. Technical challenges remain in the areas
fiber occurs around 1310 nm. By selecting of fabrication process control for long length
a refractive index profile to offset the two high strength fiber production and understanding
dispersion elements, one can design an optical of flaw creation and growth process.
fiber with zero total dispersion at any given
wavelength in 1300-1600 nm range. 12 For a long V. Conclusions
range tactical system fiber, it Is desirable to
shift the zero-dispersion wavelength of single The breakthroughs in fiber design and fabrication
mode fiber Into the 1550 nm window for both low techniques in the past two decades have greatly
loss and low dispersion. Such dispersion-shifted improved the performance uf optical fibers.
fibers can be realized in several different Index Fibers with Intrinsic attenuation approaching the
profiles. 13 For a wavelength division multi- Rayleigh scattering loss limit and zero total
plexing FODL that requires both 1300 nm and dispersion at a specified wavelength have been
1550 mia in transmission, a fiber with low reported. Significant improvements on the
dispersion at both wavelengths is necessary. environment-induced loss, the bend-induced loss
The index profile of fiber can also be modified and the strength of fiber have also been achieved
to minimize the dispersiou at both wavelengths through an intense effort on researching their
ani yields a dispersion fluttened fiber. 14  Ic physical mechanisms and developing engineering
is known that the index profile design for the solutions. It was found chat the fiber design
dispersion-shifted fiber .nd Cte dispersion- optimization for various performance concerns
flattened fiber often adversely affect the bend often leads to conflicting fiber design require-
loss and the intrinsic attenuation of the fibers. ments. This presents an acute problem In tactical
Design tradeoff on the exact index profile for system fiber design where the fiber must survive
variou3 fiber pt:formances Is Imperative for severe operation environment. Careful design
the tactical system fibers. tradeoffs on glass material, refractive index

profile, fiber dimensions and coating material,
IV. Fiber Strength for a balanced fiber performance, are Imperative

:o the development of tactical system fiber. In
Many tactical system fibers musc withstand practice, the fiber must be thoroughly tested and
high bend stress or tensile load. sometimes, meet each tactical system requirement in order
over several hundred thousand pounds per square to ensure Its performance and reliability.
Inth (kpsi), under severe operation environment.
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OPTICAL FIBERS FOR UNDERWATER
SENSING

N. Lagakos, T.R. Hickman, P.Ehrenfeuchter
J.A. Bucaro, and A. Dandridge
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Washington, D.C. 20735.5000

ASW.JA underwater acoustic sensor.

Optimization of tngle mode fibers for phase II. Acoustie Sinfitivitv of Fibert
modulated interferonetric sensors is considered
for underwater acoustic detection. The fiber glsts A typical Mach.Zhender interferometric
must be hermetically sealed for long term sensor for detecting phase modulation in single
protection and polymers compatible with water mode fibers is shown achematically in Figure 1.
should be used as fiber coatings. Good bonding Any phase modulation in the tenvAing fiber can be
between the fiber layers is also necessary for detected by comparing the phases in the sensing
effectively transferring the strains from the outer and reference fibers. Fiber couplers are used to
coating to the fiber glass. Optimization geometry split and recombine the light, beams. The
of the fibers is presented and appropriate polymer pressure sensitivity or the optical phase in a fiber
coating selection is given. An example of an is defined as avaP where ',# is the shift in the
underwater acoustic sensor is studied. phase t due to a pressure change aP. If the given

pressure change 44 re-sults in a fiber core axial
strain at and radial strain a r, then it can be

I. Intrdurtign shown that (4)

Phase modulation of light in single mode a = 4 -(P,, + P a, (+)
fibers has been successfully utilized for detecting 4,
acoustic fields.1, 2) In these sensors, the fiber
coatings play a very important role in determining Here P II and P 12 are the elastooptic coefficients of
the fiber acoustic sensitivity.(a) So far, the the core and n is its refractive index. The first
emphasis has been directed towards the term in (1) is the part ofv P which is due to the
development of sensors for linear arrays where fiber length change, while the second and third
the fiber is immersed in organic fluids. Most or terms are due to the refractive index modulation
the commercial polymers used as fiber coatings, of the core, which is related to the photoelastic
(such as U.V. curable, nylon, and Hytrel) are elTect(4).
compatible with those fluids. Tn general,
however, these polymers are not compatible with In order to calculate the sensitivity as given
water. This presents a major limitation since for in Equation (1), the strains in the core et and 6 r
many applications the sensor would be immersed must be related lo the properties of the fiber layers.
in water. The strains in a given layer are related to the

stresses through the elastic moduli of that layer(3)
A systematic study has been carried out to while the Jisplacements are expressed in terms of

optimize single mode fibers for phase modulated the strains. The constants involved in theseinterferometric sensors for underwater acoustic calculations are found from the appropriate
detection. The fiber glass must be hermetically boundary conditions. Having calculated the
aealed for long term protection and polymers various constants, the strains in the core are
compatible with water should i:e uied as fiber determined and the sensitivity is calculated using
coatings. Tight bonding between the fiber layers Equation (1y3).
must be maintained for effectively transfering the
strains generated by the cxternel field from the In general, the acoustic sensitivity is a very
outer coating to the fiber glass. In this article, strong function of the elastic moduli of the outer
approaches for optimizing the composition and hard polymeric coating of th.e fiber. High
geometry of the fibers is presented ., d sensitivity can be achieved with coatings of low
appropriate polymer coating selection is bulk modulus and high Young's modulus
discussed. An example is also given of an materials. This can be understood from the next
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two figures. Fig. 2 shows the acoustic sensitivity an additional 350-pm coating of polyester (Hytrel
of a fiber as a function of coating thickness for 7246), making its total diameter I am. This fiber
different c'ating Young's moduli. All other spiral was then embedded in the center of a
parameters of the fiber were kept constant. As polyurethane layer, the overall size Qf which was
can be een from this figure, for thick coatiigs the 30 cm X 30 cm X 6 mm. The acoustic sensitivity of
sensitivity is determined by the bulk modulus the planar fiber-optic sensor was studied in the
which governs the fiber dimensional change. For frequency range of 250-2500 Hz utilizing an
typical fibers, however, both the bulk modulus and available low-frequency pool facility. The flexible
the Youngs modulus are important. As can be sensor was weakly attached to a 3.mm.thick Al
seen from Fig. 3, high sensitivity requires low plate using double.sided tape and then immersed
bulk modulus and high Youngs modulus in the 9-m.diameter, 6-in-deep acoustic
coatings. In this case, the bulk modulus measurement pool. Fig. 5 shows the measured
determiies the -maximum' fiber dimensional acoustic response. (This response was found to be
changeb, while the Young's modulus governs the stable for an immersion time longer than a
fraction of these changes, or strains, which can month.) As can be seen, the sensitivity is
couple to the fiber core. A close examination of Eq. frequency independent over the band, and the
(1) reveals that the axial strain controls the relative optical phase shift per unit of applied
acoustic sensitivity, as can be seen from Fig. 4. In acoustic pressure is
this figure, the sensitivity and its contributing
terms (Eq. 1) are plotted as a function of the radius AW w 8.6 x 104 1/(dyn/cm 2)

of a typical single-mode fiber. As can be seen from
Fig. 4, the major contribution comes from *,' =-321 dl rc-.
which is the direct fiber length modulation term

(first term in Eq. 1) A typical optical fiber consists
of a core, a cladding, and a substrate fabricated This sensitivity appears to be the largest reported
from glasses having similar properties. to date for fiber acoustic sensors. The extra
Typically, this glass waveide is first coated with sensitivity is provided by the polyurethane
an inner soft elastomer and then with an outer oncapsulant, as is explained below. In
plastic, or metal jacket to preserve the fiber calculating the sensitivity (solid line in Fig. 5) an
strength. If the bonding between fiber layers is approximate model has been used in which the
not good the axial strain cannot be transferred to polyurethane layer was taken to be an additional
the glaso, significantly reducing the fiber fiber coating(G). Fig. 6 shows the calculated fiber
sensitivity (Fig. 4). sensitivity as various layt,. are added to the fiber.

As can be seen from this Figure, for a fiber radius
I1. Polymers Comuntible With Water less than 80pm (glass only) the sensitivity is very

low due to the high bulk modulus of the glas().
For underwater sensing all the fiber coatings When the silicone coating is added (up to 110pm

should be materials compatible with water. We radius) the sensitivity increases slightly due to the
have studied the compatibility of many very low Young's modulus of the silicone(3). As
commercially available polymers (a detailed the polyester (Hytrel) starts building up, however,
description of these polymers is given in Reference the sensitivity of the fiber increases very rapidly
5) with water. The study has indicated that. due to the low bulk and high Young's moduli of
Teflons, polyethylene, polypropylene, polystyrene, the polyester. The sensitivity increases even
rexolite, polysulfone, and Noryl have excellent further when the polyurethane (Uralite 3140)
water resistance with very good dimensional coating is added due to its low bulk modulus
stability. Nylon has a rather poor dimensional (lower than that of polyester) and its relatively
stability while Hytrel 6346 splits into large pieces large thickness.
after 6.5 months in water (at 750C). As for
polyurethanes, some have good water resistance V. C nciasIl
and some very poor. Therefore, for underwater
sensing, a careful fiber coating selection must be Single mode optical fibers have been
made for long term stability. :onsidered for underwater phase modulated

interferometric sensing. The fiber glass must be
IV. Planar Underwater Fiber Ontie Sensine hermetically sealed for long term prctection.

Good bonding between the fiber layers is also
An example or an underwater, flexible, necessary for effectively transferring the strains

planar, fiber optic sensor is given in this generated by the external field from t. outer
section(G). The planar fiber-optic sensor was coating to the glass. The fiber coal'ngs must be
fabricated by first forming a planar fiber spiral in compatible with water. Teflons, polyethylene3,
which adjacent fiber loops we-e physically polypropylenes, polystyrenes, rexolite, and
touching. The basic fiber used was a high- polysulfone have excellent water resistance and,
numerical-aperture (0.17) single-mode fiber with therefore, can be used as fiber coatings for
an 80.jim outside diameter and a 100-im buffer underwater sensing. Finally, an example of an
jacket of silicone. The 34-m-long sensing fiber had
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underwater fiber optic sensor watt given. ThokmKMO.U. l~w/
sensor is flexible, planar and ha 'or t~own very SL oLSa4z1M*/a
Promising performance. 00.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF 1,0W-SMOKE, FLAME-KETARDANT FLEXIBLE RF CABLE

Anthony It. Fedor
Ilrond.Itex Cable Systems Div.

1600 West Main Street
Willimanticlc, T06226-1128

Abstract 75i-ohm Navy Tacticol Data System type "D" interfaces per

'he U.S. Navy's Surface Shipbuilding Program se the st. NIII..STD.1397.7is cable wa5 ariginol~y specified In M.
dard for e-veloping requirements for low-smoke. fir. 17 HRG.121. RCA (Pt the timc) generated NAVSIhA Drawing
retardat multiconductor cables and extended these reuire. 012249-1. whic' replaced 110.1I2. r'hiA NAVSHA drawing spec-
Hients to flexible HF cables. In response to General Electric's ified It tiaxial cable having enhanced shielding, a more rusge.
direcion to try and replace P'VC jacketed cable from surface dized jacket, and incorporating materials that either met or
vessels, -in analysis was undertaken in 19811 to define a set or exceeded the flame and l.S/Iit !qlitmntt orIfIl.C24640.
requirements ror those cable types not using low-snioke, Following a succesruil developmtent, other Cable types were
flame-retardant materials. Approximately 23%. of combat sys- ecteil ror replacement. These included. but were not limited
ter. cablest used per ship were found to be flexible lIP types, to, RG.213, 116.214. 110-216. 110.108. IIG.59 and 50 ohm
which would have to be replaced. A general specification was triaxial 01I171114 andi /135) constructions. Examplest of the
developed that defined the basic andi overall requirements (or new replacement cables (three different constructions) are
liP cable constructions. The major obstacle to hurdle was that shown in Figure 1.
of passing the IRE.E.383 flame propagation test. Following
engineering analysis, mnaterials were Used to create a Ruitabla
cable construction cap~able of passing the flame test and
satisfying the physical and elect rical requirements needed( for
a shipboard installation. To date, seven cable constructions
have been tested and qualified to the drawings andi are
planned for shipboard installation

Iatroduction (a) Dobl Optimized Shielded 50 Ohm Coaxial Cable,
lin 1981, the US Navy Shipbuilding Program Offlice initiated Foamed PR Core, 19-Strand AWG 12 Center Conductor
work for replacement of multiconductor PVC-jacketed cables
with Low Smoke/Low Toxicity (is/lur jacketed cables.
Tlhese cables were designed to be lighter in% weight, have
LS/iUI characteristics and inhibit the propagation of flame.
TIhe' first Advanced Marine Cables were procured to NAVSEA
PNMS 400.881. the predecessor to Mil,.C.24640. and installed
on the CG 49 (Ticonderoga-class ship) and subsequent ships
of the class. In 1985, the Navy officially directed the imple. (b) Single Olinied Braid Shield, 78 Ohm Twinaxial
enentation of Advanced Marine Cable and other LS/ULI' mul- alFani ECr,19Srn W 0Cnutr
ticoniductor cab~le bysup~erseding Mfl.-C-915 cables with Ml.alFaedP.oe 9.tadAO20Cnutr
C-24640 and MIL.C.2443 cribles. No RF cables were
nddressd at this time. GE.6E.SD (formerly RCA Corpora-
tion) received authorization from the Navy which provided for
the development of procurement specifications and drawings
for interconnecting cables having LS/LT properties that were _________________________
not specified in the newer multiconductor cable specificat ions. --

Digital processing equipment required increased use of flexible
RF cables. Therefore the goal was to replace MIL-C.17 type (c) Single Optimized Braid Shield, 50 Ohm Triaxial Cable,
cables with similar cables having I.SILT characteristics and Foamied PIE Core, 19.Strand AWG 20 Center Conductor
enhanced shielding capabilities.

The first cable designed and developed by Brand-Rex Cable Figure 1. Sample Constructions Qualified to NAVSEA
Systems was the one required for compatibility with the Drawing Number 6323050 Requirements
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Speclflcnllon Devilopomnl dimensions and procedures were strictly controlled, this test
GE.(;FI.SD created procuremeiat documentation that defined could be used to compare different products and get a good
the criteria for theme to HF cables. Common (general) require. Indication If the material wiuld perform to the level required.
merts are resident In a general specification and individual The test on the finished cable sample s woN invoked to suecify
and unique requirements were seporatwd Into satellite (pr. a minimum level of performance to ensure that the cahl being
corment) drawings. These procurement drawings cross. provided would be similar to that previously qualified. This
reference the general specification requirements applicable to assured the cutomer with a level of confidence that the Cable
a particular construction. would be capable of withstanding the shipboard environment.

The general requirements specification. NAVSEA Drawing
01-12-M0i seemed to be based upon much of the information Jacket isicknesse were varied for each construction to allow
specified in aInoC.1, NI1..C.24640 and MII.-C.24643. New it minimum level of OM cycles on the abrading wheel to be
tests were not developed. Those tests specified in the above achieved by each different cable. The results proved better
specifications were used to the maximum extent. A high degree than those for similar cables using PVC jacket material.
of confidence wis required to be achieved prior to cable
delivery so system level performance parameters would nut be SheltnFfeetiveneaa, Shielding efrectiveness criteria
detgrded. were specified to ensure the gurvivability and operation of

equilment in in ENI/EPNII environment. Presently, the cable
specified for surface ships must have, ai a minimum, an

Achlevemenis overall braid shield that meets or exceeds a level of perfor-
.... .. io , ance of 60 dB for the attenuation of an i;npinging electro.The program was d Svided m nto four disinct levelsofueforttht magnetic field over a frequency range frot,. '00 klit to 400
helle llrand.de ex cable Sytems Division focus on success. Mllz. In lieu of invoking a percent coverage for the braid
fully developing cb.les superior to thoi s currently avalable in (which is traditionally found in specifications for the design of
the industry. Tl'hese four objectives were: a braid shield), in electrical performance value was slecified.

1. Retardation of flame propagation. Surface transfer impedance war. specified to measure the

2. Cable abrasion resistance, cable's shielding effectiveness and replace the physical param-

3. Optimum shielding effectiveness. eters defined by the percent coverage in MIlo.C.17. Samples of
thig type of construction were evaluated by NSWC-Whitt

41. Enhnced electrical performance. Oak. Maryland. The results demonstrated the feasibility of

Flame ProMgqatlon: A flame propagation test (IFEE.383 this design and test method. The data showed a direct corre-
was invoked to qualify each cable construction. The IEEE.383 lation between surface transfer -impedance results obtained
test was set up and completed in a relatively short period of using the test set.apll specified in 6323050 and that found ofthe
time and yielded reproducible results. Specifically, the goal cable's shield in the attenuation of free.field energy. The
was to minimize heat buildup in the cable so it would not he surface transfer impedance test is similar to that specified in
consumed by the fire. lResulits of the developmentp provided GE MIi°.C-24640. The test uses i triayial configuration, having an
and the Navy with qualified cables that would not propogate a extra braid applied over a sample cable one meter in length.
vertical flaine. This characteristic would help confine a fire The surface transfer Impedance is measured using a sweep
within a conpartinvit and provide more time for a damage frequency signal generator and network analyzer.' The ratio
control team to arrive at the scene and fight the fire. of induced voltage measured inside of the applied braid shield

to the driving current on the shield is the surface transfer
Abrasion Resistance: Cable abrasion tests were invoked impedance (7.,) of the braided shield aL a given frequency. This

on both finished cable samples (as a lot acceptance test) and is mathematically described below.
on jacket material samples (as a inaterial qualification test).
Both test procedures used the same set-up and equiplent as AV 1
specified in MII..C-17, Rev. F, Amendment 3, for ant AIWG 16 '4 - " . (ohm/In)
jacket/wire sample. An uinch rotating wheel having two
abrading edges 1SO degrees apart and turning at- 17 RlPM was where I. - the uniform current flowing on the braided shield,
used for the tet. Each test saiaple had a 1-pound weight X - the length of the cable sample.
attached to its end and was irooped over the abrading wheel. AV - the leakage voltage across AX.

'le goal was to have a finished cable use ajacket material that
would be capable of withstanding the rigors of installation at The lower the surface transfer impedance, the better the
the shipyard. Since some of the RF cable lengths were ex- cable' shielding efrectiveness.; A typical graph generated

pected to exceed 50 feet, pulling these cables at'und corr..'rs from one of the lF cable's surface transfer impedance tests is
could degrade or destroy the jacket. Not only did material type shown in Figure 2.
have to be reviewed, ut jacket thickness also. The EMP response, which gives a relative performance of a

The material qualification test lerformed on the jacket/wire braid shield over frequency, is calculated using the following
sainple was used to evaluate jacket materials. Since the formula:
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EMP response (dol) - -11M - 10 log f 7F-(~- abov 70 till. ehliet i rnelvl rPri~m'

whert Z, (n surface transfer impedlance (ohm/mi) at A frc Enthanced -Electrical Performance: Maitching or imprtt
ingithe ectriclpfrmnce w#,4 a goal or thi effort. Cable

Cuirey ((; waA nti t vtiteil NA anl R tranIsmIisson line b)Kit #AIt medtium
a i2.19 X1W, frt tri~asmission. As o re~ult of roaming the core material.

0 4.12 x 10"; veliocity or propagation was incrtased. akttnntion at ther - rrequtniy Olz) higher frequencies; wax dereased, Aini capacitance was te.
-f change in frequency. creased, compAred with similar catbling having solid polyeth.

Ylent cores (those found In MIL-0.17). Since most uIses fr
-- - -thtse cablesl #re that of fignlain transmission. N compro-

wu I ....1mist in power handltling capability was not an Issue. The ntewly

jws developedl cables are itotcapuble orhandling the same vliaigti

I -- - -. lundamental Contstraln-ts

j ~ - -When considering the design objectives for thtse cubic$. it was,
AM - - - necessary to keep) this tdevelopmtitt compatible with existing

RF connectors in use. EquipmItent delivered to the shipyards is
Awl pr- .- tovided by )uitny sources. Since theCcabale$ dlirectly interface

103 *4 w' 14 WT 11 * with a larxe variety oretipintnt nId are supplied Its covern.
.ORIGwCY (041 inent Ftarnls-hiul Equipmnt (GFE). the customner required

compatibility since the plug end of the connetor had ito mate
Figure 2. 'lypial Single Optintiztd Biraid Surface Tlransfer with those eiluipnlents. Tlherefore, maintaining the outside

Impedance Resuilts diameter and rtnitr conductor dimnsoions for (elh cable type
A minimum or 100 pointts ler decade are takent and calctulated wa of extreme importance. One esiential pantier was the
to urrive sit an% average for the boundary units identifiedA. RF cabtle outer jackt thickness. A minimumn level of abrasion
Figure 31 shows t llot or the EM P response for the same cable resistance WAs previou~ly discussed) was destigned nndispecifiedl
sample tested in Figure 2. in the procurement drawings so a level of confidetnce for the

overall itegrty of the cable would be obtnined. This goal wasIt i uasumed that every cable core diameter has nit Op)timumh achieved because the foamning of the cabile core resulted in% a
braid configuration." Double braided shieldA will generally dlecrease in core diameters which nllbwed for n increpse in
impirove a cable's shielding elrectiveness hut vitlce nt) area or Jacket thickneits. Jacket thicknesses that averageud 25 to 30o
coverage is generally used in lieu of transfer ini))ttdatice-to mils in% NtIL.C47 type cables averaged .t0 to 50 tofl for the
quantilv shielding ef rectivenessq. there if. no assurance that one newly designedl Cables.
cable will perform to the saine level as. another. Therefore. the
shelding effectiveness test as defined herein is invoked as a lo, All the cables udeveloped have either maintained or decreased
acceptance test to verify the quality of shielding for each cable their overall diamneter,. when compared with NMII..C.17
used. All cable constructions exhibited n average value abotve .equivalents," except for the small 'At ohmn triaxial cable.
GO doi (or it single "optimized" shield. Two of the coaxial NAVSEA D~rawing 6.123056. For this one. at consciotus deciin
constructions had two optimized shields applied, and when was maide by the cu-,toiner not to be compatible with the

-u--------------------------present connector. A tradeofrstudy showedi a high probability
- of material failure during installation if the outside dimension

I -- - - -was limited to the given connector configuration. To rexolve
A ~this issue. the customer redesigned the existing connector.

----- ----- --- 'The primary concern expressed by the installation activity
----- ----- ---- the shipyards) was that or flexibility. This characteristic has

-~-- ---- ---- --- always bteen it concern, especially for new cable developments.
-120 -- - -Pulling and itrmuinating cables onboard a ship in areas

- -- - - -crowded with equipment is always (liflicult. Sometimes the
- o 0 0 16 0 t o installation results in compromising the performance or the

iOIUINC IN&)jo ~ t~ cable. It is not uncommon for a cable tu be beat at a radius less
FREQENCYI~a)than 10 times its diameter. Since the increase in jacket

Figure 3. EMIP Response Plotted at Frequency for Sam(- thickness was assumed to stiffen cable constructions, the
Cable Sample as Shown in Figure 2. Minium design had to compensaite by allowing more flexibility from the

or 100 Points per Decade components underneath the jacket. For almost all the cable
constructions. a 19-strand versus 7-strand design was chosen
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for the the center conductors. Also, a foamed polyethylene 383 test readily. but others (usually the coaxial typesl did not.
(lM core was used for all the cables. Foamed PP. tends to be
more flexible than the solid PIF counterplrts defined in TapoOllarriers
MIIA..I. As a reult. both the cores and center conductors Brand.Rex felt that a harrier material should le provided over
hod attributes that helped-compenato for the increase in the core to seal out both the direct flame and air, thereby
jacket thicknes,. thertby creating a cable with no increase 1in reducing heat build.up In the cal.le. The Idea was to prevent

tlifrness. the core from melting, dripping and fueling a fire. 'reliminar:

A cold bend test was invoktd for each cable construction, attempts seemed to have merit. The burner used in the
specified to be ren at -40 degrees ecislus over a mandrel no IEK.-Ul test products a flame that reaches tenprttrvA
more than 10 times the cables diameter. This requirement above M.500 degrees Fahrenheit. The focus during the test w&
helped convince the shipyards that the quality of the cable on the samples, at a hiight approximotelyZ3 to4 feet-hy e
would be maintained in the harsh shipboard environment. flame source. Flame test failure tended to be similar In t% -

flame would break away fairly rapidly from the Init'ql'0
Cable_ evelopment applied Ilane and propagate up and consume the cable. All

cables tested were totally burned and charred at the bae of
Care the ladder (used to hold the cables vertical) where the initial
in considering various design alternatives, the material used In Iflme source was Iocated. Most of the ipecimens that passeid
the core of the cabl (the material that fills in around the tht test had elf. supporingflame reak away veryslowly from
center conductor and under the first braid or outer conductor) the original flame source but would only propagate up I to 3
was deemed critical with respect to the outcome of the flame additional feet before extinguishing itself. The final constroc
propatgation test. The Idea was to either minimize material in tdons utilized a barrier material In the form ofi tapt. Mica.
he core so it would not melt end fml the Ilame, or lind a new fiberglass. 3-mlls thick, was selected to he wrapped around the

material that would not burn. Th" two basic materil use its inner braih, or outer shield braid, depending on configuration.
the cores of Mil..17 type RF cahles are polyethylene (PE The barrier tape helped to isolate the core from the heat and
and''eflaniF.l1l type products. Each pose a number of poten. allowed the constructions to pass the IEEE.-383 test by not
tial problemrs. The 'eflon.typ products need to I)e handled letting the core material melt and wick down the cable.
and installed with special care so the core maintains its Jacket
designed dimension and is not squeezed down. Teflon.type
products also have higher than acceptable levels of halogen The jacket applied to ill constructions was a cross.linked
content. During a fire. the material would exceed the accept- polyolefin material, modified with nonhalogenated flame re-
abie levels of products ofcombustion. PP. hits the tendancy to tardants similar to that used in MIL.C.24640 cables. Jacket
readily swapport combustion. Adding flame retardants to l1E material equaled less than 0.02% halogen content when me-a
increases the halogen content, thereby increasing toxicity sured by the X.ray fluorescence test specified in the general
levels when subjected to a flame, requirement drawing. When the jacket was burned, it did not

An attempt was made earlier i the program to produce it dual support comlbustion. It charred and had the characteristic of
composite core construction using two materials; a thin flame being thermoset. In some of the triaxial constructions, the
retardant skin over a foamed Ph' core. Flame propagation jacket was able to withstand the heat and flame to a point
testing of hlis type of core showed promising results, hut where no other flame barriers needed to be added. This
because ofthe negative factors associated with this option tIne phenomenon could be attributed to the fact that both the
addition of halogenated flame retardints and a special tandem inner and outer jackets were of the same material and pro.
extrusion line needed for its manufacture), this alternative vided a heat and flame barrier.
was soon abandoned. The jacket was also tested against the specified products of

The material finahy chosen for the cores was irradiated combustion requirements; NES 713 fnr Toxicity Index, NES
(cross.linked) foamed PE. The degree of foaming varied with 71fI for Oxygen Index, and NES 711 for Smoke Index. A test
the diameter constraints and various electrical requirements )rocedure was used to ensure that no strong acids resulted
for a given eable construction. A dielectric constant ofr i5was from the breakdown of the material when burted. All test
selected as a design goal. This value is considerably lower than results demonstrated comi)liance with that pecified in the
that of solid P., which allowed for flexibility in the design of general requirements specification.
the core sizes. The foamned PP provided for a suitable flexible
structure that would maintain its geometry and not chip, or Implementation
flake. As previously stated, the attempt was to decrease the It s estimated that approximately 10.00 pounds of Pvc
cores of the MiLaCr17 type cables so the increase in jacket jacket niaterial (roughly 160,000 feet of RF cable) could be
thickness would not enlarge the cables to a p~oint where they used onboard a Navy Destroyer.class ship. In a fire scenario,
would not fit into their assigned connectors. PVC-jack,,ted RF cables emit toxic and acidie fumes many

Cross.linking the vore toughened it and extended its phys.call times greater than that of the polyolefin jacket material. In
properties in higher temperatures but not to the pointofbeing addition, PVC accelerates the flame and causes it to totally
"thermoset." Some of the new constructions passed the IEEE- consume the cables, leaving a deadly thick blackish smoke as
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a by-rfodu. It was important to make the cables available so SasI A
that they could be installed onboard the Navy Destroyer ships A number of significant design improvements have been

mison practcl, accomplished for the Navy program. t initial goal of P'VC
removal and the Incorporation of sin L.S/UV material was

Incorporation of the I.SIIT RF cable Into the shipbuilding successfully introdoced. Incorporation or the IKEE..3$3 burn
program documentation represented the final phase prior to test further enhancod the design against the propog~ttion of
purchase. In the US5 Navy shipbuilding iprogram, the Program ilame as a result or the wse of new materials. A stignificant
Manager has to incorporate the change into the proposa design change included the incorporation of optimized overall
proesm for new ship acqisition. Trhe selection or candidates shielding ror protection from ENII/ENMiP. In this arma a
to he included In the propsl is based on need, cost, an.O shielding effectivity of greater than 60 dil wag achieved from
availability. Brandt.Rtx hadl to prove that these factwrd .t- E-fleld coupling. The use of a 19*sttrond center conductor
complete for the change to be considered viable. resulted in greater flexibility and, with the specificotion of an

abrasion resistanc es~t fo the isax~ jacket material, en.
The first step toward incorporation wats the preparation of at hanced cable Instalilation and handling will be obtilned. Coin-
technical briefing paper. This paper Included a description of bining the electrical and mechanical property gains with
the HF cable as a material with emphasis on the stignificant environmental and physical attributes resulted in a signlifi
attributes. such s meeting the IEE.W flame propagation cantly improved cab~le design that can he efrectively utilized by
test, optimized shieling, and increased velocit' %r propaiga. the U)S Navy.
tion. t featu res or an inherent low smoke i ow toxicity Referoacea
design were also IdentifieI. The technical brief was presentedt (1) "Cable's Braid is Optimized to Meet RMP' Threat." by J.
to both our customer and proposed future customers (the lMenniis Chalk, Electronic Paockaging and Production, Cah.
shipyards). ners Plublishing Company, August 19M.

A full presentation was prepared to inform the shlpbuildeirs of (2 Ibid.
the program details, including a review of both electrical andi () bd
mtchanical characteristics. Vatriout HP cable designs were ___ wldena
presented (Set Figure 1 for photos of finished cables) to The author wishes to thank J1. l)ennis Chalk for his assistance
familiarize the shipbuilders with this development. rhei mo. with this program. Also, thanks to all the production andi
jonly of the shipbuilders' questions were directed to the area process personnel involved In the development project. Fi.
of physical handling and installation characteristics. A major nally, a special acknowledement. of appreciation to the the
concern of the shipbutiir wats the introduction of installa. General Electric Company.Tte implemetntatin ~4 low-smoke
tion prAblems not associated with the materials presently In cable on Navy ships would not have reached its piesenit level
use. D~isclosing the design and test data antl supplying mate. withouttetireless efrortsofG OF. l~ln the development of
riat samples resolved the matter. the standards and specifications.

kioFraphy

Anthony R. Fedor Anthony Fedor is presently a product enginleer in the Mili.
Brand-Rex Cable tory Market. Division of Brand'lRex Cable Systems Div!-
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MANUFACTURIKC AND INSPECTION M1 THODS OF MICH STh.CTH

OPTICAL FIBEK FOK MISSILE PAYOUT APPLICATIONS

FIRAK I. AKERS AND THOMAS N. WILSON

ALCATEL CABLE SYSTEMS, INC., KOANOKE, VIRGINIA

HNIM-1

The manufacturing of high strength optical fiber used to fabricate the optical preform. It is
for missile payout applications requires new and imperative that the base materials used be tested
improved methods of processing. inspection, or, at a miniwm, certified by the vendor fir
handling, and storage. This paper addresses some purity, trace element: particultes, and Ather
of the techniques needed to guarantee the highest contaminants. It is )dst as important to
probability of success during high speed payouts. maintain proper control over the handling and
The requirements fo testing of fibers for payout storage of the materials prior to their use in
exceed those for commercial applications, manufacturing product. StudiesCl) have repeatedly

shown that particles teater than six microns can
cause proof test breaks at or above 100.000 psi.
Any particle incorporated into the optical preform
can cause stress concentration points or actual
fractures that could develop into break sources
;iven sufficient time and stress. Laser-aided
visual inspection techniques are typically used to
inspect the ultra-pure quartz substrate tubes used
in the NCVD process as the outer glass cladding.
The liquid halides that are deposited to form the
core and cladding are purified by sophisticated
chemical processing techniques and are tested for
contaminants by methods such as gas
chromatography, infrared spectroscopy, etc.

During the process of manufacturing an optical
L"TRQD4JCT preform, cleanliness of the environment around the

manufacturing equipment is imperative, It is
Optical fiber was first proposed for use in fiber particularly important to control particulate
guided weapons in the mid-1970'sli). The matter in the vicinity of the hot pretorm. The
feasibility of using fiber optics in guided weapons MCVD process lends itself to keeping the exterior
applications was proven in several far-sighted of the optical preform clean by the ability to
programs sponsored by USA CECOm and USA MICON. The flood the area with ultra-pure air and by flame-
IFOCL program showed conclusively that the fiber polishing the preform after collapse. After the
optic guided missile could work if the system could preform has been produced, it is kept in a clean,
be made reliable. Since the early efforts, inert environment to cool, then inspected for
numerous programs have been conducted by CECO4, optical performance. It is also visually
HICON, NOSC, MUSC. NWC. and others again proving inspected for possible strength reducing defects,
the feasibility and stretching the horizon of such as bubbles, inclusions, de-vitrification,
technology. The programs have been technology etc. The preform is then stored in a dry, inert
drivers, initiating research into fiber design and atmosphere to await drawing into fiber.
materials= 9). 'the underlying concern for optical
fiber in these applications has always been and Just prior to drawing the optical preform into
continues to be ... reliability. As the industry fiber, several proprietary operations are
has learned more about the manufacturing of optical performed to minimize flaws in the surface of the
fiber, it has become clear that there is much still glass. The draw process is extremely important in
to be discovered in the areas of ultra-high producing long lengths of high strength fiber,
strength fiber, tactical applications, long term since this is the only time the fiber will exposed
storage, and hostile environments, to atmosphere without a protective buffer coating.

The tip of the preform is heated in a graphite
HANMtACTURlNG_ TCHNJDOJES resistance or RF induction furnace to

approximately 2400 degrees Celsius and allowed to
The first step in the manufacture of high strength drop off, pulling a section of the preform down to
optical fiber is the control of the raw materials a relatively small diameter. This fiber is
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directed through measurement devices and coating attenuation cut-off wavelength, mode field
applicators to a capstan drive which starts to diameter, dispersion, etc., and for physical
pull the fiber at the pres-t final diameter, parameters, such as core concentricity,
Ccntamination from the draw furnace must be eccentricity, ovality, core/clad ratio, etc. One
controlled by proper purge procedures and flow very importar parameter for successful fiber
dynamics sine the glass is exposed from the payout is the hhility of the fiber to be
furnace to the coating applicators. Iecauso the insensitive to Loth micro and macro bending force.
glass is still very hot. it is prone to attract Alcatel's single mode, bend insensitivt fiber,
minute particles of air-borne dust and furnace that has been supplied on the ?OG-M contract for
contaminants, such as zirconia and graphite. The nearly two years. is tested for bend performance
fiber should be protected by shields, inert gas prior to being accepted as a candidate for
showers, clean air showers, aiid/or clean roomstl. winding.tt) Zven if the fiber remains in the
Particle counters are used to measure the level of clean room. a clean, static-free bag should be
contamination near the fiber and in the general used to protect the fiber from any airborne
room area to check for potential strength contamination that might be attracted by static
degradation. The fiber diameter is controlled by charge.
control loops from laser measuring devices to the
speed and temperature =entrollers. The buffer After the fiber has been tested and accepted for
coating diameter is also measured and controlled optical and physical characteristics, it must be
using similar high speed laser measuring either spliced to form longer lengths or prepared
techniques and a proprietary coating diameter for precision winding. Nigh strength fiber
control device. These control loops allow the splicing techniques have improved significantly in
glass diameter and the coating diameter to be the last few years. Splice strengths in excess of
controlled to the extremely tight tolerances 300 kpsi are routine and strengths in excess of
needed for payout applications. The measurement 400 kpsi can be achieved with little additional
equipment is set to alarm any out-of-tolerance effort. Arc fusion splicing is the most common
condition (typically set at 60-70% of the technique beinq used for splicing payout type
allowable tolerance) to alert the operator that a fibers, with flame fusion being used by some
potential problem could occur. This allows the manufacturers. Arc fusion techniques can produce
operator to make manual corrections or determine splices up to approximately 500 kpsi while flame
the cause of the problem before out-of- fusion is be able to exceed this level. The flme
specification fiber is produced. It should be fusion technique is inherently more hazardous due
remembered that the coating diameter control for to the use of hydrogen and chlorine gases in the
payout fiber ( < # 6 microns) is significantly process. The most difficult process in splicing
tighter than for commercial telecommunications is the recoating of the buffer coating material.
fiber ( typically 5 + 15 microns) due to precision Much research has been done at Alcatel to develop
winding requirements. The fiber is also tested by a consistent, reliable recoating method. The
on-line proof test to weed out any major strength actual process is proprietary, but doss consist of
flaws in the fiber and to detect potential using precision molds and injection methods to
production problems. After drawing the fiber, an reconstitute the buffer with the same diameter
off-line proof test is performed at slower speed tolerance as the original buffer. The splices Art
to allow additional inspection of the buffer tested for scrength by a tensile test to Insure
coating to inspect for small defects that may have they exceed the requirement of the pr duct. The
been missed by the on-line test equipment. This buffer recoat area is measured using a laser
is typically done with laser diffraction measuring device to insure the diameter is within
techniques in multiple planes to find very small specification and examined under a microscope to
perturbations in the buffer coating. These check for voids, splits, or separations. The
techniques can typically detect surface changes fiber is then respooled in the clean room onto a
less than 5 microns in height and , depending on single spool in preparation for winding. During
the speed of the fiber, less than I cm in length. this operation, the fiber is again checked for
The size where a buffer coaLing perturbation diameter variation and buffer damage by using two
becomes critical has not yet been determined. The laser measuring devices set at a 90 degree angle
fiber draw should be a Class 10,000 or better to each other. This insures that the fiber has
clean rocm with strict adherence to clean room not been damaged in the measurement or splicing
practices and additional static charge operations. If there are no damaged areas, the
elimination. Static charge can be reduced by fiber is again placed in a clean, static-free bag
humidity control, general room ion neutralization, and sent to the minding area, along with a
localized ion neutralization or a i.ombination of diameter trace of the entire link.
all three. The next operation is optical test.
Ideally, the fiber should not be removed from a Precision winding of the high strength fiber is
clean room after it is drawn to prevent the key to successful payouts of high strength fiber.
attraction of particulate contamination that Alcatel's experience has been that much damage can
could cause buffer damage during the rewinding or be done to the fiber prior to, during, and
bobbin winding steps. It is best to minimize the immediately following the precision winding. It
handling and transportation of the fiber to is extremely important that the fiber be wound in
prevent damage to the buffer coating. Standard a clean, static controlled area that minimizes the
EIA approved methods should be utilized to check chance of contamination. Once the fiber has been
the fiber for optical performance, such as wound, only gross damL-,e can be found with
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techniiques like laser illumination or OTOR. Subtle
contact with te fibtr can result in microscopic f 5%swas. D.. 9. Karbassiyooi And L. Hodges.
damage to the buffer that will cause the fiber to "Single Made lend Insensitive Fiber." presented to
fail due to fatigue from the coil winding radius. the Inte~national Wire and Cable Symposium. Reno,

XV. November 1111.
C9lU5Q0P$ AND CRUM17

The reliability of optical fibers used for payout Frank Akers is the Director of lusiness
depends on purity of raw materials, careful Development at Alcatel Cable Systems. Located in
manufacturing methods, and extreme care in handling Roanoke, Virginia. he is responsible for the
subsequent to processing. This means that Military and Components business units as well 4s
reliability Is ituilt-in rather than inspected in. the research and development activities Associated
The successful production and protection of payout with Alcatel's optical fiber plant in Roanoke.
fiber depends on a new culture that rewards great Mr. Akers has bttn involved with high strength
Attention to dtil, fiber for payout since 1177. when he Ioined ITT as
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OPTICAL FIBER CABLE TRANSFER SPLICING SYSTEM USING OPTICAL FIBER CONNECTORS

Ichiro WATANABE, Maetoshi SHIMIZU and Hldeo KOBATASHX

NTT Netvork Systems Development Center

Tokai, Ibaraki, 319-11, Japan

DAL.EL optirnl fiber cable transfer splirtug svstemill
An oprital fiber cable transfer splicing sysrea plays on impurotnt role. This system enables th.,

for use in removing or ehtngi optical fiber efficient transfer splicing of existing cables to

tables is developed. This system Is realized using nely-Installed ones when optical fiber cables at
opctial fiber ronnectur#, fiber transfer spliving two different points, such as manholes, are

aq%%ipwnt, synchronous control equIpment Ovd fiber reoved or changed.
Identification equipment incorporating a lotcal

Injector and a local detecto'. 2. Synrf- arrhitrerure anI fun tti n of ro.to.ts
With this syste cable transfer is carried cut The system architecturo is shown in Fig.l. This

with only a slight interruption to working system in composed of optical (ittr connecors

transmissiun systems and mis-transfer is avoided. fiber tronsfer splicing equipment., synchronous

A man transfer time of 12.2 ms is obtained. control equipment and fi-ber Identification

1, Introduction equipment Incorporating a local injector (L) and

a local detector (LD). This equipment is explainedWith Increased demands on optical fiber cable
below.

networks, maintenance has become increasingly 2.1 optil rib1,r connector

important. There is particular need fur a system A Mechanically Trirsferable (HT) Connector[2J is
which has minimum influence on working used for the sake of endurance, reliability, low

transmission systems when optical fiber cables are Insertion loss avd cost saving (Fig.2).

removed or changed. During such operations, the

POINT A POINT B

FIBER TRANSFER FIBER TRANSFER
SPLICING SPLICING

-= EXISTING FIBER

IDENTIFICATION -i NEWL.Y-INSTALLED FIBER IDENTIFICATION
EQU1IPMENT OPTICAL IF- 1OPTICAL E 0LUIIPM ENT

FIBER FIBER
CONNECTOR CONNECTOR

CONTROL LINES
SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL EQUIPMENT -1SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL EQUIPN1ENT

FIG.1 -SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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this, excess loss would occur during transfer

splicing. It is also necessary to release the
FER13E mated faces to avoid d"uaing the.. In all these

oporations, a matching fluid is applied to reduce

Connector logs and avoid FrO81nel reflection.

F 2 .2 -CglNECTOR I 1
STR VCTURE U 0 - V SOLEXIl) 3'- _- C I

2,2 F"--r ronfr soi-cinL e', ulln
This equipment makos it possible to transfer PUB _ _]

from existing optical fiber cables to newly- wa.k, I I!1W

installed ones. F'ig.3 shows a block diagram of

this equipmnt. Connectors are already Installed I(G. 1 [IER TRA H I S FK It
at the splicing points of each fiber. Fiber SPI. ICING i I IiIIKT

transfer spitcIlng equipment Is not usually
installed at the points and is only used during 2.3 .vnchronnus cnnvrol eaulftsnt
transfer splicing. This equiptent is used for synchronous control
The transfer mechanism is shown in FtS.A. between two points. Fig.5 showi a block diagram of

Transfer splicing is performed as follows. this equipment. biecause an SIP (serial to
(#)*ove guide pins with solenoid I parallel) converter is used, it is necessary to
(b)releise mated (aces of existing ferrules with compensate for vhe time required for conversion.

solenoid 2 Without this compensation, the driving trigger
(c)reposition ferrule with solenoid 3 would be delaycd at point II. The time tu le
(.I)a ae facer compensated for is calculated as follows. The

(o)move pins with solenoid 4 transmission speed is 120U bps. The trigger
During (a), (d) and (e), longitudinal pressure comand word is vvtmposed of 10i bits including a

is required to mate the ferrule facer. Without start and a stop bit. So It takes l/I200xlo s to

convert from a serial word to a parallel word.

--{e

FIG. 4 -'IRANSFRER MECIIANISM!S E,0I
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Compensating for this time. thr devation In "oer Injcrted Into a fiber ribbon must be less

synchronous cont ol can be less than than -S1.8 a1k.

(11120)(l12) s oven In an nsynchronous mode.

MINT A PI'NT T OPTICAL FIC

OPIALFK i II
LASE" D . PHT 0l.

IASEX DWOE WIIVE I1V CO9NVMXFApin Pill ] L Fm l+J lVmv ,

T1100 II tIUATM F 1 RVIFIER

I U

ACO t1 VM

...... ...... ......... ..
TM%" SPLlIV,; TftRASFR mI I." lt;. (S -Ii U. 6 C W K tUnARATUR
FMiI, MNl Eu U I MT D I A G IAM OF I:I

F I G. I - L.rK DIAGRAM OF F IA RAM
SYN it RtVNtO .s I D1-NT I 1 I CAT I N /.E
t'OtRO't'lIr .: ! I'NI.T lQ U I P MfNTi

*1, ' Fiber tdnri(Itslt .' pqnuiaa nr

This equipment enables the identifiat ion at two

points of the fiber ribbon tu be tranlsferret. 1.1 Oplrral fil4r r snetIor

Flg.6 shows in ourline of the fiber Identifiation Fig.7 bhus the splicing loss after transfer.

equipment. he 1.I Injects an identiftiatn .lgnil Due to the use of the iT tanneuturthe mean

Into a fiber ribbon by bending ft. T pi p Insertion loss Is t-.34 dl. This value is nearly

the signal from the fiber ribbon also by benairg equal to tat ubtained fur h.nd spliting.

It.

The requirem-ns for fiber Identiflatlon are "

explained as follows. In order nut to disturb the , ] :fl.21

working transmissiun systea, the identficIatui 1j ,

signal power must b. controlled to an optimum p, :131;

level. For example, a hign speed digital

transmission system has a minimum receiving power WWI, ll.A I .,ltlIrhf.

of -43.0 do and a bit error rate of lesi than 10- ji,
9. Here, the following equation is estabirhe-1 " s , 2 ,. i ,- . ",' -t -' I•~~- 0- 0L ~ )I 3 11+4 0.5 b It.? 0.0 U+I 9 I'll I I I. .3

between the SIN rati., awl] the bit error rat", SMi.IrING UlSS (till)

BER:(2 (i' ), } -F G. 7 - 1. IV I N G I,.0

With this equarion, the S/N ratio at a bit error

rate of i9 is calculated as 10.8 dB. To satisfy

this bit error rate, the identification signal
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3.2 Tran~fcr anlfrln eswuehnr
-3,.t Tranifer tiu tO

Fig.9 shows the current wave of #oletd 1. It 21.1

took abotut .4 as from the start of the trg$er to 12 .

the @nd position of the solenoid's full stroke. @ " i '20
the drive timing for the golenoid wAs set as shown'

In Fig.9. idsed an this timing, the mwan transfer

time- was 12.2 04 and the &4Xi54 transfer time was A

15.l as as shown in Fig. Ia. The upper graph Il n " -

Fil.11 shows th@ traifer woveform.

__&"--R 'I"-" (us)
nurv vmx T ItI A' N .1; F V ~ N It -r Ihi ..

TInE TlrM%'tImt/1hV
U. 1 V. tl - I( I H IV A V- =

_____________________TIIW TIIfL~ASF--Wmsdidv
-T-- Il . I1I -TI IANSFRII AND DNH

SO~d~hI-~'-- --- ~-- ~SIGNAL WAVEFORINS

I 1I,

1.2.2 Tnfluen&' an a wokn~rwaisa !2%A~

- -- -The influence of transfer on a transmission

______system. with a transmission speed of 6.3 ?ito/s and
a keying of CMI (Coded Mark Inversion), was

- measured. To evaluate the Influence on the systes,
l:III 4 -it is most appropriate to observe the DR CE Not

__________ I L......Ready) signal. The DNR signal Is Inactive when the
TIME T IKESE5W~d I v transmission system is working and becomes active

P I G. D -T I IN ING CIAnr? 01 when the system goes down. The lower graph in
EACH SOLENOID

Fig.tT shows the DNR signal. In this graph, the

lower level correspnnds to an active DNR, the

higher level corresponds to an inactive DR. The

mean -Ime for the active D nR was 16.0-as and the

maximum time was 28.2 mns.
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1,1 Synehvo~wui rentre| e qulsmene_ _.,.2 Tranarer runttt and dettro' r gen-.rftvty

Dvlations of the transfer trigger wore weasuoed First, the transfer function of the 14D was

and are shown in Figd.2. These are less than measured. This Is bhawn in Fig.1,. The Input power

(ill2 O)x(MIM) s, and agree with the estimation to the I,D was -81 dilm. It can be seen that a
described In section 2.). spectrum power of 271 liz clearly appears.

Second, the roherec-a w.s measured at an input

poL'r of -80 dli.. This I# bhown in FIjt.Pi which
j 10.11 reveals that the output paver at 270 11 Is

7 PA% 1 causc-d wholly by Input.
4. Finally, the detector sensitivity was measured.

FIg.16 shows the probability density function at

S "an Input power of -8 di, F14,17 shows the same

Lfunction At an input power of -8& dlm. It Was also

3asured at Input powers of -77 dli., -HI dl%, -52
.1 * dilm, -81il, -81 Mi -8idilm and -86 dtm. F:om these

lI*IATIM ipV T! K M1OTR (e) experiments, the cumulative distribution function
F I (. I 2 -I)l".V I A T I ()' N 1 was calculated by Integrating the probability

T I AN NiVI density function along the amplitude-axis. The

3.4 Fiber Idenriftirgcon eeulmnt output variations of the detector, which have a

3.,.1 Inleetton off'icitney and deteculon probability of 99.92, were also calculated as

efficiency shown in Fig.18. From this figure, It can be seen

First, the injection efficiency vax measured and that the minimum receiving power Is about -83 dli.

is shown in Fig.13. It can be seen that the

maximum efficiency was -52 dB and the minimum

efficiency woo -55 dB. flare, the injection

efficiency is calculated by subtracting the

injection efficiency signal power from the

propagation signal power.

N;ext, the detection efficiency was measured an6

found to have a maximun value of -17 dB and a

minimum value of -21 dB.

-U0

-uo10 100

FREQUF.NCY (H)
U.G 14 'I'llA N SF H I 1:U N CT 1 0N

-_70

0 PUU 4UU UU 000 1UUU 00 UU 1.4U

SCANNING LEUGTII (i.)
FIG.13 -INJECTION

EIF I CI ENCY
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I Am~ 1t -.j~l,

1-11111 04WER 7l1)
100 F IG, 110 -0111TI111T VAR IATrION!0 II0

FA. *H. 1'-IifN)N1rsl

4.l Influence nn a working tran iafx4on system

The time during which DNR to active is longer

than the transtor time described earlier. The
experimental result Is explained is follows. It

takes about Q.5 ms for DNR to become active when

the optical input goes down at the receiving unit

of the working transmission system for its frame

composition, and It takes 4 as to become inactive
when an optical signal enre , the receiving unit

of the system for irs frame recovery flow. For

AII these reasons, the total time during which DNR is

F I G. 16' 11 ItiA 1 1~ 1, 11'Y active is calculated by

DIENS I TY FUNC'T i oN TD.NRTT-O. 5 +. (as)
AT I N I'UT P OWIH 1I Here, T KR is the time during which DNR is active,
OF -8(d 131 and TT is the transfer time. With this equation

and experimental result, the mean time while DNR

i active is estimated to be 15.7 ms. The

experimental result agrees with this estimation

AMliPLITUIE
F" !G. 17 -PROIBAR I L I TY

1)ENS I TY FUN VT IN
A'i" I NP UT 1 I, OW EIt
OF -Ut1 d in
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4.2 Capacity of fiber identifcatin, ,rgultoenL A.knnledaion'

The power of the laser diode ust~d in the The authors would like to acknowledge

experiment was -3 d15 and the maxlmum injection S.Takashima, 1I.Shimodn, T.Uenoya and

efficiency wis -52 dBo. So the maximum power of J.Mi.usawa for their helpful suggestions and iank

the Injection signal injected into a fiber is -55 S.Nagasawa for valuable discusslo and

dia and the injection signal has no disturbance on assistance.

a working transmission. It was found

experimentally that the minimum injection Zerpne±
efficiency was -55 dh, the minimum detection [III.W atanabe et al., 'Optical fiber cable

efficiency was -21 dln and the minimun receiving transfer splicing system.' 1989 Spling NItL. Mnv.

power was about -83 d1m. The power of the laser Rec. MEICE Japan.

diode used in the experiment was -3 dilm. So the I2)S.Nagasavi et al.,'MOIANIICA.LY TRAESFAhIE

loss margin is calculated as 4 dB (-3-55-21-(-83)) MUI.TIFIlER 0OSEFNLCTQRS,' 10OC'89, paper 21C2-1,

and should be assigned to transmission loss. 1989.

Assuming chat the fiber loss is 1.0 dll/km

including splicing loss, the identification

equipment can be applied to a fiber of 4 km. Next,

as the output variations of the detector described

In section 3.4.2 had a probability of 99.9 %. the

dispersion dLrr at an input power of -83 d m is
calculated as 0.15 (0.51/3.3) dB. Here, doUrT is

the dispersion of the output variation. Setting

the reference power of comparator at -80 d~m, the

ouirgin for Identification is 3 dB, and tlis value

corresponds to 2MdoM.T From all these values, the

error probability of the fiber identification

equipment at -83 d m Is calculated at less than
10-21. Using this equipment, It will be possible

to estimate any difference in splicing luss

before and after transfer splicing.

5. Conclusions

An optical fiber cable transfer splicing system

has been developed. In this system, transfer

splicing was performed using transfer splicing

equipment and optical fiber connectors,

synchronous control was achieved using synchronous

control equipment and fiber identifica.1un waN

realized using a local injector and a local

detector.

In addition to the above functions, a splicing

loss estimation function using an LI and an LD is

currently being laboratory tested.

Finally, the whole system is now being tested in

the laboratory and will be introduced commercially

in 1990 in order to improve actual sp e:ificitions.
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DEGRADATION OF FIBDR STRENGTH DURING COATING STRIPPING
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&.MMARY fiber drawing and by protecting the fiber surface with a

The use or fiber optic cables in teleomtunications h," polymer coating.

quickly broadened rroti long distance transmission to Ilowever, like any communications eable. fiber cable
Include subscriber loops and customer premises must be spliced and contiectorizcd. In the process or
installations. As fiber cables are brought closer to the splicing fibers or installing connectors, the coating nnst
customer, the number of connectors orsplices in the be removed thus exposing the glass surrace to damage
fibers increases dramatically and so does the concern and degrading environments'. instalation or either
over the mechanical reliability or such interconncctiow. mechanical or fusion splices or various types of
The preparation or either mechanical or fusion splices or connectors involve several steps which may induce
the installation of connectors normally includes several surface flaws including removal or the cable structure
steps which may damage the fiber including removal of (sheath, jacketing, and buffer tubes), stripping the
the cable structure (sheath, jacketing, and buffer tubes), coating, cleaning the stripped fiber end, cleaving the
stripping or the coating, cleaning the fiber, cleaving the fiber end, splicing or connector installation, atd fiber
fiber end, the splicing or connector installation operation recoating.
itself, and fiber recoating procedures. in this study, we The development or processes to produce high strength
have Investigated the coating stripping and fiber fusion splices has been tl. subject of several recent
cleaning steps in detail. Comparing the strength of papers .  .lt his paper, we examine tie efects or the
stripped and unstripped fiber, we round that tile normal stripping and cleaning steps on-the strength of fiber.
stripping and cleaning operations caused significant Specifically, to prepare :a fiber ror-clther splicing or
damage as evidenced by large strength reductions. conneetorization, the crartsperson must remove the

coating on a short length or fiber. The most common
technique for removing the coating involves the use or a
mechanical stripping tool with-a sharp knife edge not

INTRODUCrTTON too dissimilar from tools used to strip insulation from

Optical fibers are being rapidly deployed for copper wire. During thlis operation, parts of tite
telecommunications applications. Early concerns about stripping tool and coating debris can contact the glass
the mechanical reliability of this medium because of the surface leading to damage. Ve have concentrated on
brittle nature of glass have been largely overcome by the mechanical stripping since it is-more likely to damage
remarkable re h industryin increasing the the fiber than chemical stripping and, because of safety

strength of optical fibers. Fiber strength is controlled by regulations on chemical usage, noemlonncal ustrippers are

the presence of small surface flaws which can be more commonly used in the field.

introduced during fabrication by even minor contact of After stripping the coating, thu craftsperson normally
the fiber surface with a solid object or by incorporation wipes the fiber clean with a tissue soaked in alcohol or
of inclusions front the manufacturing environment into acetone to remove coating debris or dirt that might
the fiber. Current commercial fibers have strengths in interfere with the subsequent cleaving, splicing, or
excess of 700.000 psi when tested in short lengths (about connectorization zteps. We stail show that these
I to 5 feet). These strengths have been achieved by processes, even when carefully done, can cause
carefully avoiding surface damage and inclusions during significant strength reductions.
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RWY'PIRRE NTAT, Then, four different "cleaning" procedures were used on
groups or stripped saitiples:

The objective of this study was to characterize the
degree of strength degradation introduced by stripping (a) iped once wath bare fingers
of the coating and by cleaning the stripped fiber. One (b) wiped once with a lint-free tissue soaked in
of the problems with such a study Is that the Individual isopropyl alcohol
technique or thl operator would appear to be a
significant paramet'er. Tc include operator effects in this ( s) wipel twice witl, a lint-free tissue loohked in
study, we split the tvstig between the authors' sopropyl alcohol
laboratories to determine ir consistent results could be (d) wiped five times with a lint-free tissue soaked lit
obtained by following similar test procedures. The isopropyl alcohol
results from each lab are designated as either Lab I or
2. Five I.V-cured, epoxy aerylate coated, commercial After "cleaning", the tensile strength or the test samples
silica-based 1"C'rs with a nominal 124 Jim core and 250 was determined by the same procedure outlined above.
Jim roated diameter were obtaned for testing; the fibers
are designated herein as Fibcrs A, B, C, D, atnd K. RFA1ILTR AND DlStIMSION
Seven mechanical stripping tools manufactured by four
different vendors were used; the tools are designated in The effect of stripping on tensile strength is shown in
this study by manufacturer As Tools 1, 2, 3, and .1. Table 1 where the minimum, median, and maximum
Finally, two connercial chemical strippers were strengths are listed for each fiber for the various
evaluated which are designated as Chemical Stripper I stripping conditions. All of the stripping conditions have
and 2. a %cry significant effect on both the nedian stitngtli as

well as tile spread in the strqngth distribution.A sililr stripping procedure was used -t the two labs Generally, the maximum observed strength values do
in whic1, a stripping tool (or chemical stripper) was used not decrease as-nuch as either the median or minimum
to strip a section about 1/2 Inch long in the middle of strength values. There appear to be significant
the test sample. The tensile stnength of the samuple was differences in the strength-mpairing effect between the
then measured on t screw drven universal testing mnechanileal strippers test, d. However, cleaning the
machine. Samples were gripped on 10 cm dianeter stripping tool before strpping doesn't significantly affect
capstans covered with r so%, elamtomeric sleeve. The the strength reduciicn observed. The chemical strippers
tensile strengths of similar unstripped sections front each behaved suilarly to the better mechanical strippers.
of the five fibers were also measured to provide reference Although the results frout both laboratories showed
strength levels. )esignations of fibers Gind stripping significant strength degradation, results with similar
tools and other test parameters used by the two labs -re tools were not comparable.
I;sted below:

Parameter Lab 1 Lab 2

Fibers A, B C, D, E
Stripping Tools 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3, i
Gage length 0.5 m 0.5 m (Fiber E)

I in (Fibers C & D)
Strain rate 10 %/min 50 %/min (Fiber E)

25 %/min (Fibers C & ))
rest Environment 22 * C, ,45% RI I 25 C, 50% RI I
Number of Samples 31 23 (Fiber D)

15 (Fibers C & E)

Since coating debris can affect the operation of stripping The strength of optical fibers normally can be fitted to a
tools, we also examined the effect of cleaning the \Veibull distribution. lowever, the strengths of the
stripping tool before stripping. This was done by using stripped samples do not fit a \Veibull distribution very
a cotton swab soaked in isopropyl alcohol to clean the well as shown in Figures 1 - 2. The strength of a
cutting edges of the stripping tool and then blowing the chemically stripped fiber also shows significant
edges dry with an air duster. Samples were divided into deviations from Weibull behavio- (Figure 3).
two groups; those stripped with a clean tool and those The effect of-the various cleaning procedures on the
stripped with an uncleaned tool. strength of stripped fibers is shown in Table 2 where the

The second major area examined in this study was the mininum, median, and maximum strengths are listed for
effect of cleaning the fiber after stripping. This study the various cleaning procedures. It is clear from this
was carried out by first stripping a 1/2 inch long section Table that cleaning procedures also have an effect on
in each test sample using a cleaned stripping tool. fiber strength but one that is less tian that of stripping.
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Table I - Effect or 8tripping on Fliber Strength

Fiber, Lab Stripping Condition Strength, ksi
Mitilninin1 M ediati M xinuntli

Fiber A, Lab I Unstripped 76.1 810 $2s
Chemical Stripper I :52 751 702
Tool 1, uncleaned 100 3,17 811
To1" 1, cleaned 110 .15s 7Q;%
Tool 2, unek.ned 307 7.19 773
Tool 2, clealled 188 751 788
Tool 3, unceaned .130 7,10 777
Tool 3, cleaned .1:30 7.17 78,1

Fiber B, Lab I Unstripped 715 7.10 708
Chemical Stripper I 28 700 7:15
*rool 1, nitelcatted 107 335 751
Toot 1, clealed 1N I 1,17 021
Tool 2, uncleaned 12M 578 720
Tool 2, cleaned 2i32 585 730
Tool 3, unelcaned 186 705 770
Tool 31, Cleaned I0 05 72.1

Fiber C, Lab 12 Unstripped 723 720 73S
Chemical stripper 2 12:11 707 728
Tool 1, uncleaned 0 114 2150
Tool -1, Cleaned 07 1.15 057
Tool .l, intelea.ed 167 601 73.1
Tool 4, cleaned 204 60:1 735

Fiber D, Lab 2 Unstripped 72.1 731 7,12
Tool 1, cleaned 125 100 525
Tool 2, Cleaned o 230 025
Tool 3, cleaned 05 250 300
Tool .1, cleaned 130 250 728

Table 2 - Efreet or Cleaning on Fiber Strength

Fiber, Lnbb Condition Strength, k-i
Miliniun Median Maximnun

Fiber A, Lab I Unstripped 76.1 810 828
As stripped, Tool 1, cleaned 110 358 708
'Tool 1, wiped once with lingers 11I 238 73.1
Tool 2, wiped once with fIngers 100 55,1 776
Tool 3, wiped once with flingers 107 551 77.1
'rool 1, wiped once with tissue 76 210 7.13
Tool 1, wiped twice with tissue 52 2.10 716
Tool 1, wiped 5 times with ti|sue 05 108 725

Fiber B, Lab 1 Unstripped 715 740 708
As stripped, Tool 1, cleaned 114 3.17 621
Tool 1, wiped once with lingers 08 221 5.15
Tool 2, wiped once with lingers 109 305 720
Tool 3, wiped once with fingers 100 3741 723
Tool 1, wiped once with tissue 11.1 338 630
Tool 1, wiped twice with ti6sue 83 222 555
Tool 1, wiped 5 times with tihsue 91 210 5.17

Fiber E, Lab 2 Unstripped 679 693 701
As stripped, Tool 2, cleaned 27.1 580 86
'Fool 2, wiped once with tissue 27.1 580 6.10
Tool 2, wiped twice with tissue 170 310 603
Tool 2, wiped 5 times with tissue 111 371 638
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In ract, the various cleaning procedures all had similar
effects on strength. Typical WVeibull plots fo tlie
strength oF clened nblers are Illustrated lin F~urcs .1 and _________________________

5 showing a dlistinctively non-Weibull behavior.

'rhc results or this study show that current fiber 90 UnhtrippSaed
stripping and cleaning practices cause significant * Cleanted Blade

daniage to the stripped section or fiber an osqun FIBER A:strength reduction. It would appear that Improved TOL 1
procedlures and stripping tools tire desirable. lin 0 TO
addition, it would be very desirable to design fiber LAB 1I
connectors to iniizie any stress on the stripped length 0or fiber. Many fibier connectors are supposed to provide 2.0 00
strain relieF to thc stripped section but, -is reported bya
Wagner', fiber rallures have been observed lin 10 so
temiperature-huinidity testing or such connectors. It was
concluded that stresses tire Imuposedl on the fiber lin such5
tests because oF the inisinatchi oF the thermnal expansion
coeflicients oF the various mnaterials in Lte connector.

ripping j1#OI
Srpigtooals and cleaning pro'-vimrcs use-d in 1o 200 400 g00 t00

prepasring thme ends of optical fibers for splicing or
connectorization can significantly reduce the strength of STRENGTH, ksI
Lte stripped secton or fiber. T1his suggests that splices
and connectors muwy be the 'weak-link" lin x deployed Figure 1: Effect of stripping procedure on fiber strength.
fiber.

99 0

1. T. W\ei and F. S. Leong; "Friend or Foe"; go Unstripped O 0
Telephony; 216(2.1); 312-3:3 (1080). 90 oUncleaned Slade 0

* Cleaned Blade
2. J. 'r. Krause, C. R. Kuirkjian, and U. C. Pack;

"Strength of F usion Splices for Fibre Lightguides"; FIBER B

3.J .KasC .KrjaadU .Pc;LBElectronics Letters; 17(0); 232-233 (lOSI). 50 TOOL 2I

"Trensile !Strengths > .1 CPa For Lightguidle F usion * 0
Splices"; Electronics Letters; 17(21) 812--813 0 200
(1081). 0 0

0 0

41. Y. Negishi eL gil; "I ligh.Strength Fiber Splice 10 a
Applied for Submnarine Optical Fiber Cable"; J.
Optical Communications; 6(4) 122-12Q (1085). 5S0

5. J1. '1'. Krause; "Ultrahigh-Strength Fibre Splices by
Modified I lJO.,Flame Fusion" Electronics c
Letters 22120)'1075-1070 (1080).

0. NV. R. WVagner; "Failure Analysis oF Fiber Optic 100 200 400 600 900
Comnponents"; lin Friactography or Glassesi andSTEGH s
Ceramics; Advances lin Ceramnics: 22; 380-4102SRETH s
(1088). Figure 2: Effect of stripping procedure on fiber strength.
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Figure 3: Effect of stripping procedure on fiber strength. Figure 5: Effect of cleaning procedure on fiber strength.
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Figure 4: Effect of cleaning procedure on fiber strength. reliability studies of optical fibers.
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ANALYSIS OF MASS FUSION SPLICE LOSS

FOR OPTICAL FIBER RIBBONS

Keiji OSAKA Tsutomu WATANABE Kasumi FUKUMA Yasuo ASANO

Communications R&D Dept., Yokohama Research Laboratories.
Sumitomo Electric Industries, LTD.

Abstract

Using numerical simulations, relations
butween geometrical parameters and the splice loss
of mass fusion were statistically made clear.

The calculation consists-of several steps.
In these steps, two major factors were taken Into
consideration. One is a lateral offset of the .0MXW ro .7Ar "41rM T
core and the other isi effect du to ,UMI.COAEtrNI TEIt ALWOUCO
surface tension of melted silica during fusion. 5uAC 1rjG
The offset decrease was formularized through FIl SCHEMAIC VIEW OF BUTT JOITEO FIERS
experiments.

Various groups of parameters were compared.
The comparison suggests the probable achievements 2.Background
of' mass fusion splice loss. Corresponding
experimental splices were made using 12-fiber Conventionally in order to splice single-mode
ribbons, and the average loss of 0.13 dB were fibers (SMFs), both ends of the two fibers to be
obtained. The simulation was proven to be spliced needed to be aligned to meet the core
reasonable. because both cores had eccentricities from the

centers of the cladding ('clad center'). For the
purpose core alignment mechanisms and eccentricity

1.Introduction detection methods such as LID system or direct
core monitoring system were developed.(Fig. 1-1)

Recently a quick and economical way of But apparently to splice ribbon fibers
connecting fiber-optic cables is a point of 1g. 1-2), to apply and extend such alignment
Interest especially for the construction of system (individual alignment) is too complex and
subscriber networks. In constructing subscriber too impractical. Moreover, owing to the
networks or local area networks, the number of manufactures' efforts, core eccentricity or other
splice points may be large and the cost per splice parameter mismatches are Improving. In this case
should be much lower. Therefore, more economical it is unnecessaty to detect the core position.
technique is preferrable. Usually each pair of the mating fibers have

To satisfy such demands, mass fusion splice lateral cffsets between their cladding centers
technique is one of the solutions. Fusion splice (clad offset), due to the fact that the fibers
technique has been widely applied to trunk lines have different cladding diameters or positioning
where the splice loss should be attained as low as of the fibers onto the V-grooves is improper.
possible. Fusion splice has been developed However, small clad offsets can be minimized with
starting from single fiber splice to twelve-fiber the help of surface tension effect of the fused
splice, keeping its consistent characteristics fibers. Such misaligned fibers have a clad offset
such as lower splice loss, higher reliability and before splice and it will decrease during fusion.
higher efficiency. Actually it was reported that In these situation, there still remain some core
12-fiber SM ribbons were splicable with less than offsets. These phenomenon including core
0.1 dB in a laboratory (1) or 10-fiber SM ribbons deformation are schematically illustrated in
were spliced with average loss of 0.11 dB in Fig. 2. In case of mass fusion splice, clad
4 minutes in the field.(2) offsets are different due to fiber pairs and can

But many researchers or engineers referred to be minimized after splice (Fig. 3). According to
limited combinations of different fibers or the published papers mass fusion technique is
identical fibers. Our major interest is the superior in achieving stablly low loss.
achievable splice loss in the field construction This technique is performed under the condition
where fibers are chosen from certain groups which (A)Stable fusing area over a wide range,
have certain distribution of geometrical (B)Longer fusing period excites self-alignment
parameters, force, resulting in a minimized axis offset,

In analizing this problem, some mechanisms (C)Fusion compensates endface defects such as
that enable lower splice loss will be presented, cleaved length variance or endface inclination.
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3-1.Assumption

In order to obtain intrinsic loss at, the
relations bttwen geometrical parameters and the
splice loss of mass fusion was analized using
nuoerical simulations. For the purpose not a

-0 BUTT-)OVIlED -2) SPLICED single parameter but a group of parameters subject
OWN FIRERS RMON FIBERS to different distributions that represent fibergeometry was considered in the simulation. To

FIG. APPEARANCE- OF estimate the splice loss in the field and to
MtASS FUSION SPICE simplify the discussion, the following assumptions

were made: ---
(A)One oair of mating fibers is chosen at

randoQ from a certain fiber group, that is
Splice loss Is assumed to be caused by two defined with independent parameters which aremajor factors --- intrinsic fnd extrinsic. subject to predetermined distributions.(B)FIber geometry is repesented with minimum

mTotal al + aE ----- (1) number of independent parameters.
(C)As an intrinsic cause of splice loss, only a

Intrinsic factor *I results from fiber para, tter core axis offset is considered.
mismatch. Extrinsic factor uE results from (O)An extrinsic cause is represented by an
endface qualities or endface separation and they empirical splice loss of identical fibers.
are under the control of splice craftsmen. In (E)In mass fusion splice, any difference due to
case of above mentioned mass fusion process, fiber position are negligible.
cladding diameot 'match or core eccentricity is (F)Self-alignment effect can be fomularized
treated as or trinsic factors. simply by tore axis offset reduction.

Using this simulation method, various groups
To pr) . the advantages of longer fusing of parameters were calculated and statistically

period, a relation of clad offset between before compared. The comparison suggests the probable
splice and after splice was investigated. Fig. 4 achievements of the splice loss.
shows the results, where tendency seems linear, To determine the extrinsic loss of mass
thus obtaining a following formula: --- fusion, identical 12-fiber ribbons were spliced.

Fig. 5 shows the splice loss histogram and the
Pb = C. Pa ----- (2) average loss is 0.05 dB. This figure means the

probable loss in mass fusion splice including a
Here Pa denotes clad offset before fusion, Pb: variance due to endface qualities or craftsmen's
clad offset after fusion, C: experimental skill at present.
constant. The decreased ratio was 0.7 for 4-
second fusion and 0.1 for 10-second fusion. The
data suggest, if the core eccentricity is low, a
core offset before splice can be minimized by
taking advantages of surface tension, thereby core
alignment mechanisms can be omitted.
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10FBR SMIZFIER TABLE I DEFTON OF PARAMETERS
PARAMIETER 0~0~u OS1RU1IO u~'rm Lomd

sPUICE LO'SS Nke TWK PWEA*ER Lt LesT
80 AVE -0.05 WSO) CLAOOIJG OW*TER Kmu AVERA(E ij 122

MAX .15 (d8) ULW AVLRA
_ S.D %O0'04 (ddM "&x"~c..r n-

C:(N-168) CK ECCENTRICITY RAVLI AVNi c

U IENKCAL SPLIE 9CML A1AA

SPLICE LOSS (dB) COREo CENOW

F6G5 EVERENWAL RESUILTS
IVENTICAl. 12 FIER IF8ON FBRa

)-2.Gtometrical model

Four independent parameters that would affect CA015CNE
the splice loss were chosen. They are listed in
Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 6. (cladding
diameter 0, mode field diameter W, cladding non-
circularity K , core eccentricity c ) An endface -4 GEOMETRICAL POCEL
of a SNF is represented by an ellipse with liong
radius of X& and short radius of Xb. Cladding IE FBRa
diameter D is defined as (Xa+Xb)/2 and cladding
non-circultrity K is defined as IXa-Xb I /D. Core P
eccentricity cis the distance between clad center
and MFO center.

3-3.Proctdure of the simulation

As is shown in Fig. 7, the simulation starts OF FIBERQ OF IBER-
fromn preparation of groups of parameters according
to real data. The splice loss is represented by
the next equation.

al f (1), W,K,c)--(3) -2kALCULATON OF CLAD OFFSET

To simulate the reality, normal distribution was
chosen for cladding diameter, mode field diameter.COEENR
Rayleigh distribution was chosen for cladding FIBER z2OFIBRa
non-circularity and core eccentricity. To avoid 1
extreme values, upper and lower limits were 

set"R 
EE

for normal distribution and upper limit was set
for Rayleigh distribution. QFBRz

In the second step clad offset P1 is
calculated. (Fig. 6-2) Here two tangents areU2I
generated at the angle of e degree (the bottom CORE CENTER
angle of the V-groove). The angle * from the long OF FIBER Q2
radius to one tangent is chosen at random between MFDW1
-180 to +180 degrees. P1 is defined as the
distance between two centers of the cladding ~C.A~O OEOFE
ellipses and derived equation is: --- )ACUINO OEOFE

P, = V V2 --- (4) FIG.6 PARAMETERS OF FIBRS
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W oo MAX o0.2o3(dB)
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(-1 WSPLICE LOSS (dO)

® I. c rMeM j -I RATER ULIfOIST TM

-, 500

Q I- FIRFR ,GROUP A1
--t-,IC c 1uWf W o.0. W SPLICE LOSS

TZZ. ,' AVE '0 1S6CdB)zU 300 H-

JF&L- r.IIIMAX -O.647(dB)I[FIJAL , E LOSS S.O.-013W(O7)

F~IG7 PROCEJRE OF CALCU.ATON U1 20
0 (N-804)

Here, vi means a position vector from the bottom of 10
the V-groove.(See Appendix 1)

In the third step, taking surface tension
effect into consideration, 0

0 01 0.2 0.3 0'4 U. 0.6
P2 r K • P1 (O<K<I) ---- (5) SPLICE LOSS (dM)

Here the same value is substituted to K as C in -21 RATHER SCATTM 01STON
equation (2).

In the fourth step, the core position is
generated at the distance c from the cladding M8O SIJLATED RESULTS
center to the direction of the angle A (0< 0<360)
from the line connecting two clad centers. Thus
core offset P is calculated.(Fig. 6-3)

- - ( 3-4.Starting parameters and the final results
P (u, + i l) " (u, + cl)-... (6)

4Two different groups of starting parameters

Here, ui clad center position after fusion, were chosen. Fig. 8-1) and -2) show two different
ci : core position vector from clad center. Using histograms of simulated 804 splices from different
generated MFDs, splice loss is calculated by groups of parameters. Before these trials, 1608
substituting these values into Marcuse's fibers were generated that were subject to
formula: --- predetermined distribution. The number of

trials (804) were found enough to bare
al = -10 log (_2___) exp P2 reproducibility. Table 2 shows their starting

WIW ---,py) vm 7) parameters. Fig. 8-1 shows the result from rather
uniform distributions (similar to one
manufacturer's typical data) and the average loss

In the last step, extrinsic loss due to is very low, whereas Fig. 8-2 shows the result
fusion aE should be added. From the splice from rather scattered distributions (taken from
results of identical fiber ribbon shown in Fig. 4, CCITT recommendation and modified), where the
Rayleigh distribution of average loss 0.05 dB was average loss is a little bit higher. But still
generated for czE. Final total splice loss was the loss is low enough compared with conventional
obtained by adding aE to al as in equation(l). mechanical connectors.
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TABLE 2 NTIAL VALUE OF THE PAR-T-ER
AND THE SIMLATED SPLICE LOSS[1AM AK WJ,~ (OK ECITOT wo SPICE LOSS

NutE AV~tME SA AVCRAM W"A~A AVtUAM ~Wj A43tRA SD. AVTRAME SA

A 125 10 0.7 2.0 0.5 10 9.5 0.24 0.156 0,138
H 125 0.35 051 2.0 0.22 0.8 9.52 0,14 0,075 0048

4.1 cUtonof t~he methods TABLE 3 PARAMETERS OF THE SAMPLE FIBERS
4-1.Reoosnability of the simulatIon PARAMETER MAXM1J11 M 1Ut

Actual splice experiments were performed with NAME VALUE VALUE
various fiber ribbons. The parameters are listed
In Table 3. The) are expected to represent a CLAOIK DIA.TER 126.5 124.1
"rather scattered' distribution. Fig. 9 sho.s the ____

result of the splice loss, where average loss is t6coG 03
around 0.13 dl. The value is very close .o the n c u
estimated loss shown in Fig. 8-2.

qCAnIyI)USs.~ s..~ .*~. . ~.-CORE ECCEHTR9T 0.8 0.2
4-_______ of'_I.;,_ ________-_-_-_ " __ h 9.8

To clarify the dependency of the splice (N-168)
loss on each parameter, average loss were compared
by changing starting parameters one by one. From .. ..the results, it was found that the average and .,.IR
maximum of the core eccentricity affected most to AE O ' t
the splice loss. Fig. 10-1 and -2 show the III
tendency. From these figures it will be said that '4 ,-dSL)
in order to attain lower average splice loss less l.

than 0.1 dil. the average and the maximuom value of
core eccentricity should be less than 0.3 um, 0.6 20

um, respectively. These values are not "
Impractical ideal, but are within our reach as
listed in Table 2, group H. 7 7

SPLICE LOSS (dil)
S.Conclusion FIE9 EXPERIENTAL RESULTS

Using numerical simulation method, mass OFFERENT 12 FIBER ROM014
fusion splice achievements of SMFs were discussed
and statistically obtained. A Krchanism that 025
self-alignmtnt force due to surface tension
minimizes clad offset were presented and it was 02. - 02
clarified the linear decrease of clad offset can
explain the loss achievements. /.

The simulation was proven probable by the t 015 015- /
comparison between actual splice results and the I / I
simulated results. The simulation taught us that I 01In 0
core eccentricity is the most important factor. -J y
Mass fusion splice loss was less dependent on I II /
other parameters such as cladding diameter, J05 / 065- /cladding non-circularity and MF. rL (L

In other words, good results will be obtained v10 I 0
by the combination of mass fusion splice technique 0 02 5 O 0.75 1 0 05 IU 15 (prJ
and the conventional fiber geometries. But better
results will be obtained by combining mass fusion AVERAGE GF CORE ECCE1ITWbITY HAXM 'I Cr CORE CCEIMRUITY
technique with better fibers. -1)EFFECT OF AVERAGE -2)EFFECT OF MAXIUM

This simulation method was found valid to 12- CORE ECCENTRICITY CORE ECCENTRICITY
fiber ribbon splices but can be applied to any
number of fiber ribbons. In practical aspects, FIG.10 EFFECT OF PARAMETERS
this analysis supports the mass fusion splice
technique without individual core alignment. ON SPLICE LOSS
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<Appendix>

I.Tht position vector is defined as

". Xo 2ton2#.; 2X -j' ton2(# ,) # Xb

I(n (#i#)- ton #1

Ion x.a 2 Xbg I I Xb2

Ion (#j 4g) - Ion Aj

+/xo2,on2# Xb 2 )

2.Equation (6) is derived from the figure below.

C,

Here, 01 ; clad center, Ci ; core cent*er.
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FIELD TRIALS ON MASS SPLICING FOR SUBSCRIBER LOOP APPLICATION
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Abstract network were tested by building-up a small scale
model.

For subscriber loop networks new economical
solutions for cables, cable accessories, connec-
tors and splicing techniques are of fundamental
importance. After laboratory investigations the
practical applicability of recently developed 2.1_ jbbn Cable DesLon
components were successfully tested in a field
trial. Host emphasis is put on the mass splicing According to cur ribbon cable concept ribbon
technique by which all ten single mode fibers of cables with different fiber numbers can be
the fiber ribbons can be simultaneously fusion produced without changing the manufacturing
spliced by a high frequency arc. Mean splice process. In order to prove the most critical
losses of 0.07 dB obtained during the installa- design, we have chosen a 100-fiber cable for
tion proove that the concept provides the basis installation In our test line. The cable contains
of future subscriber loop networks. 10 ribbons with 10 fibers each. Eight ribbons

contain single mode fibers, six of them de-
pressed-cladding and two matched-cladding. Two
ribbons with 50 ;J-core graded index fibers are

, Introduction Involved for future tests of the concept for LAN-

The present optical telecommunication techniques applications.

have been developed for longhaul transmission The ribbons are placed in a central plastic tube
lines. Despite of their high performance they one on top of the other, The ribbon stack is
are, for economical reasons, not an appropriate twisted in order to optimize the bending be-
solution for future subscriber loop networks. A haviour and to achieve a well defined mechanical
completely new low cost design of all components operation range. To guarantee longitudinal water
is indispensable to meet the requirements of a tightness, the plastic tube is Jelly-filled and
high quality large scale production and installa- wrapped with a swelling tape.
tion. Because of the much shorter distances
between intorconnection points the interconnec- Up to now we have designed different types of
tion techniques Including cable accessories the outer sheath suited to different applications
represent a much larger factor of cost than in e.g. pulling into ducts or burying into the
trunk lines. The cable therefore has to be ground. For special environments we have deve-
optimized in respect to an economical splicing loped an all dielectric cable sheath. Since thA
procedure and an easy assembling of cable acces- test-cable must be pulled into a duct, we have
sories. The ribbon cable' was developed to meet chosen metall free tensile elements and a LAP-
these requirements and the demand for a high sheath. The cable design Is ihown in Fig.l.
fiber density.

Adequate splice organizers and closures as well - .
as cross connecting cabinets and main distribu-
tion frames for ribbon cables were also pre-
sented z. A new low cost high performance connec- i
tor design based on plastic parts has been
doveloped3  to provide detachable low cost"l b
connections in the switching units. The mass
splicing technique presented in this paper kwn lalk u*@
completes the system of components for subscriber w opo"
loop networks. r.. gt h m e il w

The structure of future subscriber loop networks \ LAP sheath
may be a star net similar to the present copper
networks. The components of such a subscriber Fig. I: Cable design
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a Mean value .36 dB/km
Fig. 2: Schematic plan-of the test line A2 Standard dev. .03 dB/km

1,6 Cable terminals :-
2,3,4 Closures Z
5 Cross connecting cabinet 15

2.2 Cable Laying 10

The length of the test line (Fig. 2) is 1.54 km
connecting two buildings of our factory. A PE-
tube with an inner diameter of 45 me serves as a
duct. The cable is divided in 5 separate lengths .
including seven turn-arounds of 90. Between the .25 .3 .35 .4 .45 .5
cross connecting cabinet (no. 5 in Fig. 2) and Fiber attenuation CdB/km3
the-cable termin,%l (no. 6) two parallel cables
are laid. A length of 680 m of the duct is
located under the ground and about 200 m inside Fig. 3 a: Histogram of fiber attenuation at 1300
buildings. The remaining length of 660 m leads nm after cabling before installation
over bridges and along the outside of buildings
and is -therefore exposed to all temperature
changes over the year. Thus a very exacting long L 18

a Mean value .37 dR/ki
term test condition is created. A 16 Standard dav .04 dB/km

E
:1 14During the pulling procedure, a maximal pulling z

force of 2.5-kN was measured. The attenuation of 12
the fibers was measured by OTDR after cable 10
manufacturing (Fig. 3 a). After the pulling and
splicing procedure the attenuation of one of the
cable length was remeasured (Fig. 3 b). The mean 6
value is nearly the same in both cases indicating
that the pulling and installation procedure did 4

not influence the fiber properties. In addition 2
to the various tensile-,bending- and flexing- 0 0
tests in the predevelopment phase, these results .25 .3 .35 .4 .45 .5
show the suitability of our ribbon cable design
to practical use. Fiber attenuation CdB/km]

Fig. 3 b: Histogram of fiber attenuation at 1300
nm after installation
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3. Cable Accessories

3.1 Solice Closures

To connect the cable lengths of this experimental 2 ... 3
network three cable closures were assembled. One
of the closures (no. 2 in Fig. 2) was placed in a
building, one (no. 4) in a culvert and one (no.
3) in the aerial section of the cable line thus
exposing the latter to severe environmental test
conditions.

The closure types chosen are field proved both
in copper and fiber optic networks. To store the
ribbon-to-ribbon connections and the appropriate
splicing and repair lenghts the closures were -

provided with one- and two-chamber splice organ-
izersz. The two chamber splice organizer can be
taken out of the splice closure to place it
closer to the mass splicer. The required mani-
pulation length is stored in the inner part of
the subdivided storage chambers. Fig. 4: Planarizer

After the preparation of the cable ends and the
closures the fiber ribbons are inserted into the
splice organizers prior to the splicing pro- 3.3 Cable Termination Racks
cedure. Before starting the splicing procedure
the ends of the fiber ribbons are to be pulled At the ends of the trial network cable two
out of the splice organizer. Thus length is termination racks were installed. One of them
gained to lead the ribbons to the splicing (no. 6 in Fig. 2) is of standard design a used
equipment. When the splicing procedure is fin- by different telephone companies. The bracket
ished the ribbons and the protected splice are mounted splicing field contains ten splice
pushed back into the organizer. organizers which are each mounted on a distri-

bution plate. The fibers of the fiber ribbon are
spliced to single fiber pigtails provided with

3.2 Cross Connectino Cabinet connector plLgs as described above. The splicing
and repair lenghts are stored in the splice

The cross connecting cabinet (no. 5 in Fig. 2) organizer and the single fiber pigtails are fixed
is equipped with cable terminals, each of them separately (one by one) to the distribution
consisting of plug-in units in a modular design. plate. To facilitate assembling the splice field
In each of the plug-in units one ribbon is can be turned out of the rack.
spliced to ten individual pigtails. Each pigtail
is terminated by a high performance plastic The pigtails of the outside plant cables are led
connector plug. to the rear side of the connector port which is

mounted on a drawer. To insert the plugs into the
The splicing of a fiber ribbon to a multitude of adaptors from the rear side the drawer is pulled
single pigtails is carried out employing a fiber out. Devices are connected from the front side.
planarizer to get the pigtails into a ribbon like The other cable termination (no. 1)is set up by
structure. The principle of the planarizer is a Ig inch rack to demonstrate industrial applica-
shown in Fig. 4. The fibers are fed into the slit tions as used in local area networks (LAN). The
I one after the other, pushed into close contact fiber ribbons of the outside plant cable are
by the blades 3 while lowering the slide 2 and terminated in patch panel units. The frontside of
fixed by the holder 4. The holders can be taken these units consists of moduls carrying up to six
out of the planarizer and remain on the fibers connector adaptors. The fibers of the fiber
until the splice is protected. The same holders ribbons are spliced to single fiber pigtails
are used for handling the ribbons, provided with connector plugs to be inserted in

above mentioned adaptors. Splices including
Both splicing lenghts of the fiber ribbon and appropriate splicing and repair lengths of the
the fiber pigtails are stored in separate fiber ribbon and the single fiber pigtails are
chambers of an integrated splice organizer. The stored in splice organizers as used in splice
terminated fibers can be connected by pre- closures.
connectorized jumper fibers. Their overlengths At the front of the patch panel the fibers of
are stored in storage disks kept within the plug- different outside cables can be connected via
in units. pre-connectorized jumper fibers.
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4. Connectors §.2 Fusion Solicing

The connector3 developed for subicriber loop The fusion splicer used in the field trial is
applications eets the requirements of a low cost based on the same theoretical and practical
device with single mode precision by employing investigations about the fiber geometric
the V-groove fiber alignment principle. In the tolerances4 which lcd to the design of the
laboratory the connector has proven its supreme plastic connector. For both applications tht
transmission characteristics with a mean loss of geometric tolerances like excentricity, non-
0.05 dS, a loss repeat;bility of 0.01 dB and a circularity and diameter variations are low
mean return loss of more than 40 dB for single enough so that a core-core alignment is not
mode fibers. necessary. In case of a passive alignment in V-
After assembling the connector pigtails in the grooves the resulting lateral offset of the
lab the plug-in units of the cable terminal are cores is typically below 0.5 m, resulting in a
completed in the field by mass-splicing the fiber average contribution of less than 0.1 dB to the
ribbons to the pigtails as described above, loss of the splice or connector.

The fusion splicer therefore does neither imply a
XY-alignment system nor a system for getting

5. iSs SRI icing information about the position of the fiber
cores like core monitoring or local injection

5.1 Fiber Prenaration and detection. Thi central part of the splicer
(Fig. 6) is a block I with high precision V-

The splicing procedure starts by pulling the grooves and a sparing for the electrodes 2,2'.
ribbns out of the organizers. The already On both sides of the central V-groove block the
mentioned holders of the planarizer are attached ribbon holders 3,3' are inserted into translation
to the ribbons. The coating of the ribbon is then tables 4,4' which can be moved by stepping
removed employing a thermo-mechanical method. motors. Thus an initial gap between the fiber
The most Important precondition for low loss ends can be set prior to fusion during which the
splicing is an endface preparation resulting in fibers con then be stuffed as defined.
mirrorlike endfaces and low endface angles in
respect to the fiber axis. Multiple endface The electrodes are arranged in a horizontal
preparation furthermore requires a small differ- plane with a small offset in respect to the
ence in lenght between the fibers. ribbon plane providing an isothermal heat

distribution to the fibers. The fibers are
In the field trial we used a fiber cleaver4  heated simultaneously by a high frequency
based on the well known principle of scoring the discharge. After the setting of the initial gap
bent and stressed fibers. It delivers endface the fibers are prefused and stuffed during the
angles of 0.5 degree in amerage (Fig. 5) and fusion. The stuffing length is 40 pm with a
differences in fiber length of approx. 5 pm. deviation of about 10 pm due to the individual
Since the reliability of the unit is very high differences in fiber lengths after the endface
the endface angles were not measured during the preparation. All ten fibers can be observed
field trial, simultaneously unidirectional on an external TV-

screen via a CCD-camera. During and after the
fusion process a visual Inspection of the splices

3 is possible which in our experience is sufficient0 Mean value .5B"
-300 Standard dev. .440 to detect bad splices.

3250 The matched cladding and the depressed cladding
fibers were spliced with the same set of splicing

200 parameters without any significant difference
in splicing results. A histogram of the splice

150
100o 3 2' 3' '

5 0

0 .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Endface angle C*3

Fig. 5: Histogram of endface angles for multiple I
endface preparation s 2 1 5'

Fig. 6: Central part of mass splicer
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losses of the single mode ribbons within the test 5.3 Solice Protection
line closures is shown in Fig. 7. The mean loss
of 0.07 dB Is slightly higher than the laboratory As splice protection a sandwich structure was
result of O.O dl obtained for repair splices used. Two sheets of a ductile and adhesive
before the field trial. In repair splices of material are attached between two rigid plates.
ribbons the geometric tolerances of the fibers do The protection Is accomplished by pressing the
theoretica ly not influence the splice loss parts fron both sides to the splice. Heating is
because in a ribbon the fibers can not be turned not necessary.
around their axis. In the field trial the spliced
cable sections originated from the sam cable but There is io additional loss due to the splice
were drawn In different directions. This way, protection. Temperature cycling between - 40C
different parts of the fibers were spliced. Since and 60" C and high humidity up to 95 % on test
the geometry of the fibers varies slightly along samples befort; the field trial did not lead to
the fiber length the situation in the field trial any signific:n,, change of the splice losses. The
was comparable to the splicing of non-identical tensile strength of the protected splices is
ribbons, about 40 N.
Laboratory tests with non-identical ribbons
included fibers of different manufactures and The last step of the splicing p.ocedure is to
resulted therefore in an even higher average push the ribbons back into the storage chambers
splice loss of 0.11 dB. of the splice organizer and insert the splice
The splice loss histogr.,x for Gl-ribbons is into the organizer.
shown in Fig. 8.

S Mean value .07 dB 6. Conclusions
-a ?a Standard dev. .05 dB
S The mass splicing technique leads to a signifi-3 so --z cant reduction of installation time providing

5 0 splice losses close to those obtained in present
sIngle fiber techniques. The results of the field

40 trial Indicate that all c-onents for a star
30 shaped subscriber loop netwlr can soon be testeAI

in a public network.
2 0
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ABSTRACT
2. STI)UCTUWE

A now pro-enmnoetorixed 
single mode

i0o-riber Pable has been developed and 2-1. CABLE
Introduced into fiber optis cable
subscriber networks. The reaturers or this As seen in figure 1, the cable has
-able are described as follow: a tensile strength member in the center
I. It employs the structure that can with rive slotted-rods around It and a
control the length of the fiber ribbon by sheath covering them. A slotted-rod has
turning the fiber once and changing the five square-shaped spiral grooves in which
length or the Iop whether into longer or five sm B-fiber ribbons, 40 fibers, can be
shorter and store the 1000 ritbra with 5 stored In each groove. Therefore, one
banks, 200 fibers in e~ch bank. slotted-rod can store 26 8-fiber ribbons,
2. The pulling hardware which contains 200 fibers, and a total 125 3-riber
1000 fiber pltugs Inside has bending ribbons, 1000 fibers, In a cable.
flexibility and tensile otrength good
enough to endure the force of cable
Installations.

Various tests to v1Uate the 1000-
fiber cable -have been .artilod out and
the results have proved that the pro-
vonnoctorixed cable has excellent
characterI Mtar.

I. INTROflUCTION

The number 3r optical fibers in the good-so
Pable used for the subscriber networks has 0,.i 0I.

been increased year after year. A row 04= 4
years ago, a maximum 200 fibor cable was *Me SA
introduced, then a maximum 600 fiber cable --
soon after; last year, it Increased to
maximum 1000 fiber cable. It became

necessary to have a pre-connecturized
cable which pre-connectorixed In the FiWeS,$1UM CIFA JOW41KA CAKE

factory so that it could shorten the time IOSN

at the installation fields and respond
promptly to the needs of the increased
number of subscribers. 2-2. FIBER RIBBON

One of the biggest characteristics
of the newly developed pre-connectorIzed The Sm 8-fiber ribbon which is used

cable wh'ch can store up to 1000 fibers for the 1000 fiber cable can be divided

or SN-S fiber ribbons is that for this into two 4-fiber ribbons by the hand or
storing capacity, it is small and flexible with a ribbon separating tool. When all
so that it is readily installed. The the 8-fiber ribbons of the 1000 cable are

pulling hardware can store two kinds of divided into two 4-fiber ribbons each, a

pre-connectorized 1000 fiber cables: one total number of the 4-fiber ribbon becomes

Is to store 125 plugs or 8 fiber ribbon, 250 ribbons that require 250 connector

and the other Is to store 250 plugs of 4 plugs for a pre-conneetorized cable. Also,

fiber ribbon. The paper describes the it becomes possible to have a SN 8-fiber
structure and characteristics of the new ribbon on one end of the cable and SM 4-

pre-connectorized cable, fiber ribbon on the other end.
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2-3. eO-.N( CTOK fiber ribbon, the pre-connectorixed Cble
can finish the job much faster than the

The structure of the onne.'tor is fusion splicing. Vhat is more, in case $-
shown In flures 2 and 3. When the fiber ribbon is divided into two 4-fiber
connector ts used in the fiber optl- ribbons, the maximum number of the ribbon
networks, the fiber ribbon ran be will be 250 which would make the balance
mechanically transferred from one ribbon of the connecting time between the fusion
to another at high sp'eed by using the splicing und pre-conneetorixed cable

cable transferring system. Thus, It Is Joining much greater.

cal led .mechanically transferable
ronnector, 4T Ponnector. iiponding on the
number of fibers in a riber ribbon, the
two kinds or ferrules, on@ rr 4-riber and
the other for #-fiber ribbon*, are
provided. The dtfrerenve between these two
ferrules is only the number or the fiwr
revelving holes in which optical ribers
are inserted one has 4 holes and the
other I holes. The strut-ture *nd the sixe
of both ferrules are the same. The two
big holes on both sides of the rrrule
mating race are for the alignment pins
that are made of stainless steel of 0.7 mm fI0$1DM S!CTUEPOIUNIU=ON
diameter. The fibers or the ribbon are
inserted into the receiving holes between
the pin holes and fixed with an adhesive
agent. The Installation procedure or the
ferrule onto the fiber ribbon starts wkth
an attachment of a rubber boot to the back
of the ferrule then a fiber ribbon
insertion into the holes. Then applying
the adhesive agent and hardening its the
ferrule matlni face Is polished to
Pomplete the Job.

At the installation field, the
alignment pins are attached to one or the
ferrule or the pair and the refractive
Index matching get is applied between the
ferrules. Then both ferrules are pushed
against by the plate spring with a ogle
pressure of I Kgf to et a stable optical
coupling. The ferrule 1s made or
thermoset epoxy resin and molded using a
precision transfer molding method.

The dimensional procision of the FIgtr3MT-C CMR
center of the fiber receiving holes are
less than I um and of the alignment pin
piUh in less than 2 us.

The coupling loss of the connector is
shown in figure 4. The average connecting
los of the Sm 8-riber ribbon is 0.27 dn
and of 4-fiber ribbon is 0.25 dR with
measuring wave length 1.3 um. The results
or other evaluation teats on the connector c
are shown in the table 1. WtI

The pre-connectorized fiber optic .____ _ CV01
cable has been widely used in the NM4 " O uM I" &h
subscriber cable networks. Compared to
the fusion splicing method, the pre- t~W ELu .WtW "am IVIn
connectorized cable can greatly shorten
the time for Joining work at the field and b Ui ,EI8.tm
make a cable branching promptly for new 04"WnR in

customers. Al-though the connection loss O 04 uWsI 4
may be greater than that of the fusion _____- .,s
splicing, the increased loss would be
still low enough to meet an acceptable
level. Especially, in case of a very high
fiber count cable like the 1000-fiber
cable, which has many ribbons as 125 of 8-
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2-4. JOINT CLOSURE 2-5. PULING HARDWARE

The pre-connecLorizod cable In The structure of the pulling, hardware
stored In the Joint closure In the mnhole of the 1000-fiber pre-connectorlzed cable
of the field. A* shown in figure 5, It is with $-f'lber ribbon Is shown In figure 6.
stored after removing the flexible hose The Pullin% hardware stores the connector
and pulling wire. plugs and protects them from exxernal

force. and the cable Is inktalled by
putting the hardware at the rild. Therequirements of the hardware for the 1000

fiber cable are an follows:

Itl) It must be airtiglht soththeewl

wthat there

bm no hmidity inside of the cable.

2) It must have a bending flexibility to
make the table Installation easier.
3) The sheath nd tensile strength member
of the cabl must be fixed to the pulling
hardhare so that there will be no

bqdiscrepancy between them during the cable
Instmllatbon.
e4) Th maximum outer diameter must be less

endplatethan 71mm .
5) Considering the orkability of at the
instaLeton, the total lenth must be

less than 1200 on.Fige.S.JOIN CLOSURE 6) The length or the pre-connectorized
fiber ribbon must be in th o r e of 580 -

900 on.7) Considering the insthllation eonditiono
there should be no effect on the optical
fiber ribbon and on the connector plug

even If pulled with maximum 150 kxf, angle
90 degree maxi um bending radius 600 mm
5s well as there should be no leakage of

air.
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ribbvon Is div*ided into s diffrent longthn
b and stored separately, the length tir the

pulling hardware or thei pro-vonnevtorixod
citblo becomoxx longer, and It causes a

v~rG trouble with the extrtt 1oo mm or ribbon
th ~length which is pirovided for t a possmible

frturo tit Lte phuir mounting in Lte
r---N ratOCy. Thtereforo, the lengoh or the

fie ribbons is untri ed, anti the plugs
are divided Itntu 5 banks. Then tile, ox~ra

cirula i/length, whiph may be brought upi whenl the
prollio ' ~plugs are stored, and the other extrix

Winoely len t 415 provision for plug
mounting ralmurs, sire treated as rollows:

making fibor ribbons a turn on the way
VIWt6PALLGHAR"O F1000-FIER CABLE to the plugs, a bink at a timv,it prutects

WITH G-FInER PRU9ONS thle part Which I'mit Matto t turn wit it
plnatic storage bag. The chunge or the
fiber length ovesirrirng during the sorage

in order to obtain hirtightnessA In orF the plug is absorbed by vcontrolling the
the pulling hardware, it 15 equipped with tength or Lte turn. The fiber ribbon
sealing rings on the Joints or the sp~acer pirotectiont metal Is respongible for' the
parts and the rlexible bose, or the cap min~otenvc and protection or Lte fiber
tand rlexiblo hose, And of the capl anld ribbon tit Lte storage bags.
pulling wire. Also, it holds a shrinkable
tube anti a %ealing tape betueen the toutr Thto method of' calcultli or the fiber
metal anti the cable sheath, mild then they ribbion length In Lte pulling hardware Is
are compressed by sqluaing and defrmring explainled nexvt. isoe figur, 7s) Assume
the outer meta L11 Lo obt i 1 thle thle consitaints as follows:
airtightness. the brnding1 fl"N1ib1litY or
the pulling hardware In kept by using tho ThIet, distance between the- end or thle sp~acer
flexible vulng wire and a flexiblo hose andt the first plug holder . ......... A
which Is 'made or two kinds of JplmsLival
suft and hard. To unite, thle cable the, disitane between the end of the spacer
siheath and the tens ile strength member, and the second plug hjoldet ........ B
the cable sheath Is held between the inner1
metal and outer metal, thenl it Is fastenedt thle distance between tbt- end ur the spacer
by sqiuerluxgj and deform ing the outt. r andi tile th Iird plutg holder .........
metal. The Inner metal Is attached to Lte
tconnoct ing rodt wich-1 is Jokned to tile the itancet betwoon the e-nd or the mpat'er
tensile strength member or Lte cable. Tit,, and ttie fourth plug holder ......... I)
cirvular protectluon diskm and fibcz' ribbon
protoetionr metals are attachied to) tile thle distate botwcti Lt- nd tar tho s9pacer
cent ral pulling Wire. Tito ci rulstr nd tile irtfl pluK holder.........F
proteption disks prevent Lte flexible home
from deforming by n eternal force. Tite Lte minimum bondinag radius Ill the sturage
ribbon protection mtitl pristorts the extra JAK ............................. I
lenigth of thle plug mounted fiber ribbon.
The organization or the plug mounted riber Lt-e lngth or the l'ibe,' ribbon u ith plugs
ribbonl it, the pulling hitrdwarte is from thle end or thle spaeri.........

explaned blow.the levig~th f tile e'rtra fibez' ribbon as
i t woiuld be Ideal if thle length of all proVisionl for failure In plug aont ingil

Cte fiber ribbons with pluigs for the Pro- ................. F

vcrnaevtourized cable i s the same, nnd i f
thle plugjs cant be stored all ti one plac". thle lengt h of ti'k stornige bag ... h
Houwever, In this caseo, it uould muke the
outeri diameter of Lte connector Lts 1111,0.
Since the regulated vouter diamneter of thet.
pulling hardware uf thle pro-vonnei'tori zed
cable is loss thani 71 mm diameter, the
plugs have to be stored tin several bnksl
in Lte direction or length to keels Lte
outer diameter small. Ucons8dering tile
size of ferrule and a way to store. the
plugs without ally damange to them, 5 banks
with 2S plugs ezich Is apipropriate in canse
of SM! 8-fibet' ribbon plug. ff the fiber
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PFgu..7ANRkANOMhENT OF TME POBE Mx8609 LNGTH
Of D9E MUM 4 HAI1OMR

The minimum length to #tore in the
, torage bag I a K+Ia, but It Is 3. PHOPERTY
sippropriate to make It *I3 In
consideration or the extra length to case The result of the ovaluation tests Is
or a plug mounting failure. The distance shown In the table 2. The temperature
A - K Is cycling test was conducted for three
described as follows: c)cles a day with a range of -20 C to 60 C

degrees, total 10 cycles, and It confirmed
that there was no leakage of air. The

ASI L- (IR+f+E-A) ) . . . ) squeexe test was conducted vith a test-ing
system shown in figure 9. The test was
given for 15 times under the condition or

IS IL- (2l+7+lE-l) ) •(2) 150 kgr tension with 600 so or radius and
90 degree angle tc see Ir there was any

CA IL-a(2x+F+-C) . ... (3) leakage or air# physical loss or damage,
and to measure residual loss or fiber.

DSI L-(RnR+F+K-D)) . . . (4) The residual loss was checked by measuring
the loss before storing -.he riber ribbon
with plugs In the pulling hardware of the

It (L-- 2 x R+F) . . . (S) pre-connectorixed cable and after taking
it out of the pulling hardware and by

K>2R+ (F+E-A)/2 . . . (6) measuring the changes In the loss. The
bending test It given by using a bending
test machine in 600 om of radius and

the length of extra fiber ribbon can examined air leakage, physical loss or
be obtained by inserting a conditional damage, and residual loss. The pulling
value In (1) - (6). text was conducted under the condition

However, when Sm 8-fiber ribbon of that the cable sheath was squeazed and
the 1000 fiber cable is divided into two 4 fastened with the outer metal and Inner
fiber ribbons, the number of the plug metal but measured that the seiing power
becomes 250, and It would require 10 plug Ix more than 70 percent greater than the
holders, if it is considered as the 8- strength or the cable sheath. The result
fiber, which would make the storage were all favorable.
difficult by merely turning once.
Therefore, in this case, 800 fibers, 200
plugs, should be stored first after making ______ ormwm___t__ Ow__ ______

a turn, and the rest of 200 fibers, 50 .N, 1M M I M
plugs should be straighten out, then the .s01rt i ....
extra length for failure protection can be 3 3csyos uElM..
rolled around the cylindrical sponge which 14100 MUVAFM
has the same length as the length for the SaUsClU " w
failure protection. -- M*P

In addition to it, a flat sponge can tsiMS WOMICLLW
be rolled over to protect them as shown in
figure 8. mISIR2 mt Nt5M

I I io4 OF1IC5i*N *I IMAMP n
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pV* ImW*V

FigW*o.SOUEtZE TET SYSTEM

4. CONCLUSION*

The development or the SN 1000 pro-
eonnectorixed ruble has brought n
signifieant affet on the shortening the
Inatal-Laion time and simplifieation of
tho Joining work. It i* k far betor
progress even though the manufacturing
proce** in the ravLory has been more
eompnieated beeause or this pre-
connectnrited cable Uhleh was apeompanicd
with a high density and high count of
fibers. The pre-conneotorized cable ha*
been Introduced In actual eircults, but by
this time, there has been no trouble
ariwen.

The use or the pre-connectorived
eable with high density and high count of
fiber* will be Increased rapidly.
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FULLY MfU TIC MSS-FUSION SPLICKE rIt SVSGZZ-NOIE

O'TICAL Fl1r1 ms

Mchito MAMS1MOM, Tadashi NAIMIA mad NllaakL KAWASFe

NIT Network Systems Developamt Center i grM Tranmission Systems Laboratories

Tokai, Iberaki, 319-11. Japls

AllRAT . Ot!INi! Or RIAL AMM~IC FUSION SPLICK
A high speed and fully automatic sass-fusion Fusion splicing procedures consist of three

splicer for single-mode optical fiber ribbon has stages; fiber etd preparation, fusion splicing and
been developed. All splicing processes . from reinforcement. In an automatic machine, a fiber
fiber end preparation to reinforcement, are transport mchanis and functions for evaluating
carried out automatically. Its performanca has each process are also required. In the fully
been evaluated fe? high-count optical subscriber automatic mass-fusion splicer described here, the

cables in the field. An average splice loss of following basic principles are adopted to reduce
0.09 dB and an average splicing time of about 5 splicing time and to attain low splice loss.
sin. have been obtained. (1) Fiber transportation between the processes is

assigned to two pairs of arms with different

designs which enable parallel operation.

x. ru IOvr (2) Fibet axes are aligned by fixed V-grooves to

In cite construction of optical subscriber simplify the mechanism.

lines, a large number of fiber splices are (3) Kiss-fusion splice is accomplished without

required for high-density, high-count optical the necessity of correcting the fiber end face

fiber cables(l). Since splicing requires much position variance.

labor, highly-efficient fibor splice techniques A flow chart and u diagram outlining the

are indispensable for cost saving for and splicing procedures in the present machine are

shortening the construction period. To date,

several semi-automatic fusion splicers(2)
,(3),(4)

have been developed. However, these still

require some manual operations such as fiber Fiber setting Inforcement

cut"!ng, fiber coat removing and fiber setting, I elntnt setting

which are dependent on the skill of the operator. Fber end Ieewaton i of - NT
Lack of skill con cause splicing delays and Fiber setting on i

errors. Accordingly, it is necessary to develop v-grooves Spiow tramost

a fully automatic splicer in which all splicing NO Reinforcement

processes are carried out automatically. Y

In this paper, the design and performance of aN 'I ,I
high speed and fully automatic mass-fusion splicer Insetion
for single-mode optical fiber ribbon are Rest Splcd fiber
described. The results of field tests are also

presented.

Figure 1. Flow chart of splicing procedures.
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shown in Fig.1 and FIg.2, respectively. All crecision Is required, are basically driven by a
splicing procedures are carried out automatically servo control a.tchnnism.

once the fiber ribbons have been set In the ribbon
Supply Units. Mhen the fiber end peeparation Is 3. STWtIflMK Or MAIN PAM.S
finished, the fiber end preparation parts 3.1 Fiber cad areseratiam

evacuate, and the splicing part is inserted The fully automAtic fusion splicer is designed
between a pair of fiber ribbons. The splicing for the two types of optical fiber ribbon shown in
part cleans the surface of the fibers andi then Fig.3. it is important to suppress fiber end-

sets them into V-grooves. Tite ribbons are face position variance In miss-fusion splicing.

gripped by a pair of arms until the fibers are A strongly bonded coat is adopted to reduce the

spliced. Then, a serond pair of arms receives varianceo however this makes coat stripping very

the spliced fiber and transfers it to the difficualt using tho conventonal method.

reinforcement part. Subsequently, the first pair Therefore, a new method using a heater is adopted
of arms can return to the first process position for stripping the strongly bonded coat. Tite

and be ready for the next fibers. The movementts mechanism is composed of a pair of blades and a
of the fibers and the Implements. for which high- ceramic heater. In addition to effective

stripping, it also his the advantage of lessening

PRIMARY COATING the abrat~on of the stripping blades. N4o

/ SO OTN abration was observed in more than 500 stripping
COATINGoperation.

SINGLE-MODE Residual coating on the fiber surface affects
FIBER the accuracy of fiber axis alignment. A

misalignment of the fiber axis of more than 10 pm
4-FIBER RIBBON 8-FIBER RIBBON can easily occur due to residual coatitig on the V-

Figure 3. Structure of optical fiber ribboa. govsI h ie ufc sntcend

1(2JFiber Transfer
utting U)Coat strippn

3m~n./Rlbbon EFie utn

(Fusion S

Rnforcennt _
Cutting o

Heater ~Blade Miiho

ReinorcenentFiber
ElretHolder Fie

Ribbon

Fibe
Ribbon ,/07

Figure 2. Outline of splicing procedares.
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Accordingly, a cleaning mechanism is indispensable 5 ,

If single-mode fiber Is to be spliced with low ca

loss. Thus, a cleaning mechanism using an 4

electric discharge has been adopted for burning 3 a 0

off the residual coating on the fiber surface. 00
Figure 4 shows the appearance of the fiber C 2 - 0 0
surfaces before and after cleaning with an 0 0 0 0 0 0

electric discharge and clearly illustrates its 0 a *

effectiveness. Figure 5 shows the relation 0 II 0

between butt joint loss and number of fiber 20 40 60 80 100

setting trials using this mechanism. The Number of trials
measurement wavelenRth is 1.3 p. As a result,

it was confirmed that about 100 successful trials Figure 5. Relntion between btt Joint 1sn

can be undertaUkn without cleaning the V-grooves. number af fiber netting trials.

These resuts confirm the necessary requirement

that the automatic fusion splicer be maintenance- 0.8

free. 0
S0.6"

3.2 Fiber offset maureot- L.md fusion splicls
Fusion splice loss is strongly influenced by 1 0.4-

fiber axis offset before fusion splicing. 0
flower, low splice loss can be obtained by making .

use of the effect of surface tension in the fusing M 0.2 -
fiber. Figure 6 shows the relation between the to 0

splice loss and the initial fiber axis offset 

before fusion splicing. From this result, a 0 2 4 6 8 10
measurement accuracy of about 7 }m will be Fiber axis offset (sm)
required tor fiber axis offset before fusion

splice, in order to attain a splice loss of below Figure 6. Relation between splice loss and fiber

0.3 dB. axis offset before fusion splice.

(a) before cleaning (b) after cleaning

Figure 4. Appearance of the fiber surfaces before and after

cleanig with an electric discharge.
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On the other hand, from the view point of plate both coated with hot-mlt film is adopted.

simplification and miniaturization of the m3chine, The structure is shown in Fig.8. The size of the

a method for measuring the fiber offset in two element is 30 ma x 5 mm x 2 mm. After splicing,

directions by observing the fiber from only one the spliced portion is sandwiched between the

direction as shown In Fig.7 has been adopted. In elements, and the fiber and plate assembly is

this method, An image of a fiber ribbon made by heated by an eddy current induced in the

illumination is observed by a CCD camera, and the magnetic plate. The reinforcement process takes

width of lighL line on the fiber surfbce occurring about 70 sec, which is about 1/3-the time taken by

due to the lens effect of the fiber io measured by the conventional method. After reinforcement,

video processing. When a pair of fiber to be the spliced fiber Is ejected from the machine.

spliced Is offset In the observation direction,

the difference of the width corresponding to the MAGNETIC MATERIAL
offset arlses, and the offset value is estimated MELT
by measuring the diffr erce. The measurement k, . i . . s FILM
accuracy of this method is about 3 pm and worse
than the measurement mathod using two orthogonal

directions. However, it Is expected that the

accuracy of the offset measurement satisfies the FIBER
requirement for assuring the low splice loss R3:BON
mentioned above.

GLASS CERAMIC
3.3 Rainforcimert

It is necessary to reinforce the fusion spliced

portion for protection from mechanical damage. A

heat shrinkable tube method Is one of the approved 7-

methods for reinforcement. lowever, if this

method is used, the mechanism for setting and

transferring the reinforcement elements becomes

very difficult to automate. Therefore, a

sandwich-type reinforcement composed of a plate Figure 8. Structure of reinforcement element and

made of magnetic material and A glass ceramic reinforced part.

X LIGHT SOURCE

OPTIAL FBERINTENSITY OF
OPTICAL FIBER LIGHT LINE

Z LIGHT LINE

CCD CAMERA

Figure 7. Fiber offset measurement.
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A fully automatic fusion splicer is divided 10 n =40
into a splicing unit and a control unit. Tie W=0.069 dB
splicing unit is shown in Fig.9. It is about 20 ' =0.047 dB
cm long, 30 cm wide, and 40 cm high, with a weight
of about 15 kg. Figure 10 show a splice loss

histogrom for a single-mode 4-fiber ribbon and an Z

8-fiber ribbon. Their average splice losses were
0.07 dB and 0.03 dil. respectively. The core 00.1 0.2 0.3
eccentricity and mode field diameter of the fiber

used in this experiment are about 1 2 and 9.5 pm, Sp loss (dB)
respectively. These splice losses are nlmost (a) For 4-fiber ribbon
same as those of a conventional splicer.

Tit tensile strengUs of the reinforced parts

for a &-fiber and an 8-fiber ribbon are shown In 80

FiX.i1. An average strength of about 5 kg for nl160

the 4-fiber ribbon and 9 kg for the 8-fiber ribbon 60 ;7 3003 dB

were obtained. No loss change was observed in 40 o-0.02

the reinforced part during 80- heat cycles (-3 Q

60%C). These results satisfactorily deaott 20

the reliability of the spliced part.

The operation times of all processes performed 0 ,

by this mchine are shown in Fig.12. The time 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
req ,red for fiber end preparation, nlignment and Splice low (dBI)

splicing, reinforcement, and transfer are Q0 sec, (b) For 8-fiber ribbon
40 sec, 70 sec, and 30 sec, respectively. The

total time for the first cycle from fiber setting Figure 10. Splice loan histogram for a 4-fiber

to removing the completed splice after ribbon and-an 8-fiber ribbon.

reinforcement is about 3 minuces. The time for

the second and subsequent cycle Is about 2
99

~90 * S

700 o 5o -

j50- .4a \'- 0 0

0 B0 efore : :
30- reinforce-://1 0 ment .

on : oAfer.
reinforcement

.2:1 10 •

o o: 4 Fiber ribbon
e: 8 Fiber ribbon

_ I I I I I I t

1 2 4 6 810

Figure 9. Splicing unit of fully automatic Tensle strength (kg)
splicer. Figure 11. Tensile strength of reinforced parts.
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FINI .H, TART100

80 n -200
AVE -0.089 dB

NEXT (4) 40SEC J 40,u009d

187SEC 1
187-0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

2Splice loss (dB)
16 (2) Figure 13. SpUce la hstogr.

(3) 60
50 n -10

(11 FIBER END PREPARATION AVE -4.67 mi
(2) ALIGNMENT AND INSPECTION j 40 U-2.27 mn

(3) SPLICING AND INSPECTION j 30

(4) REINFORCEMENT Z 20i

Figure 12. Proceening time. 10 L

0 -
minutes because of the parallel operation of the 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
splicing process and the reinforcement process. Splng tim ("*I)
This is about 3 times faster than the speed Splig time (i i i
attained by a conventional splicer.

5. FIELD TEST RIYUITS as with a conventional splicer. About 85 Z of

A high speed and fully automatic fusion splicer the ribbons were spliced successfully with one

has been evaluated in comparison with a trial and 99 % were spliced within three trials.

conventional splicer in the field. The field These results are satisfactory for practical use

lines were constructed of 800 fiber cables in the field.

composed of 8-fiber ribbons.

Figure 13 shows the splice loss distribution. 6.COWJSiOW
The loss was measured by OTDR from two directions. We have developed a high speed and fully

The average loss was 0.09 dB. This value is automatic mass-fusion splicer for single-mode

almost the sane as that of the conventional optical fiber ribbon. The following results

splicer and is found to be highly practical for have been obtained with this new splicer.

use in the construction of subscriber lines. (1) In our laboratory, the average splice losses

Figure 14 shows the splicing time distribution per were 0.07 dB and 0.03 dB for 4-fiber ribbon and 8-

ribbon. About 85 % of the ribbons were spliced fiber ribbon, respectively. These results are
within 5 minutes, and the average splicing time the same as those using a conventional fusion

was about 5 minutes per ribbon. This includes splicer.

the time needed to accomodate the spare length of (2) In the field, an average splice loss of 0.09

fiber in the closure. This is twice as fast dB was obtained for 8-fiber ribbon.
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(3) A totm oporation i.m of about 3 mn. and 5

win. wero obtained In our laboratory and in the ichito !i(to

field, respectively.

From those ratults, the fully a'ntwitlc fuonn Notvork Syst-Li

splicer Is found to be highly sitaifartory for Development Center,

prctceal use. ;i ::z
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HIGH FIBER COUNT CABLE FOR SUBSCRIBER LOOP APPLICATIONS

Susan C. Grant
Warner Bernard

Slecor Corcration

409 Siecor Park

Hickory NC 28603

ABSTRACT The loose tube approach was taken lot the high ibet OUnt

A family of high fiber count cables has boon developed fot cable dolgna :L-ca loos tube designs are proven €onsftoumcio

In the subscriber loop network High f.iber count cables are n out do plant consittions.

needed In single end double star topologies from the tcmoto
terminal to the Service area Interface. At the service area Inter.
face the high fiber count cable Is branched to lower fiber count CABLE DESIGN
cables.

These high fiber count cables aecable The basic unit of the cable consists of Ilv tube containing

designs with easy fiber Identification for the largo numoer of twelve fibers each stranded around a dielectric central

fibers Involved. Loose tubes are stranded into sixty fiber cable momber These stranded cores are used as building blocks for

cores with the cores then stranded together to make a unitized the overall cable struclure, The sixty fiber units are

MIlniBundle cable. The separate cable cores are distinguished distinguished Ircm, each other by different binder colors Figure

by colored binders. I shows a cross.soclon of the sixty fiber unit

The buffer tubes in thoso doubly.stranded cores are in a double These sixty fiber units are combined Into high fiber count Cable

helix configuration upon examining thi geometry of the douDo' cores The units can be stranded around an overcoatled central

helix it was found that Ihe bend radius changes along the path member or another silxly fiber unit to complete thO Core
of the double helix. The laylongths of the buffer tubes In the assembly
core and the laylength of the cores In the cable must be chosen
carefully such that the fibers have an acceptable bond radius
over the length of the cobao The fiber bond radius is impoilam The Core is flooded wt;h a water blocking compound in order iw
for attenuation concerns a3. well as fiber fatigue consideratIons. meet watet penetration requirements whirh a.o usually spe.,
This paper will discuss rho equations derrved lot rho double fled for outdoor cables. High stiength aramid ,ains oe applied
helix solution and important parametors Io considoi whon do over the cable c.jre for tensile strength in the cable The cable
signing a cable of this type. Is completed with an ouler jacket of polyethylene. Figure 2

For non-armored. all dielectric cables of 300 to 420 fibers, the shows cross-seclons of two high fiber count cables.

cable diameters range from 28 mm to 31 mm These designs can be expanded for applicalions requiring
more than 420 fibers by combining more sixty fiber units In a

These cables have excellent temperature perlormanco with less similar manner as described hero

than 0.2 dBikm attenuation change through the temperature There ore two stianding passes, first stranding rho bulfer tubos
rango 40 to * 70"C The Cables also exhibit excellent me into sixty fiber units then stranding sixty fiber units into the high

chanical performance fiber count cable core The two stranding passes cause the
buffer tube (and therefore the fibers In the buffer tube) to
assume the configuration of a double helix The double helix
configuration of th, fibers led to an Investigation of the bond

INTRODUCTION radius of the double helix This Investigation was based on wrk

Data rates continue Io Increase In order to moot the growing by Stein III who developed similar studies for wire ropes The

Information needs of the subscriber. Bringing fiber optic tech- equations describing the double holix are"

nology to the subscriber will accommodate this Increasing need
for higher dala capacity. Several field trials to bring fiber to the
subscriber are already underway.

A family of high I be' count cables has been developed for use
In the subscriber loop network. High fiber count cables will be
needed in both single and double star topolooes. The single
star topology will require cables up to 400 fibers whilo the
double star topology will require cables containing as many as
600 fibers. In the star topologies high fiber count cables ore
branched to lower fiber count cables as the network ap-
proaches the subscriber pro uise
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1(0) Is the vector describing the path of the double helix:

1(0) x(0) I*y(o) :(0aC) ()

x(O) (Rfts R co;(+))cos(0) , Rz :in(*)cos(0)sIn(O) (Ia)

y(0) a (R R. co:M())zln(0) - s, :in(+)cos(6)cos(0) (1b)

:(0) - St 0 cot(O) 0 i. sin()in(f) (It)

Vhero: R - radius of subunit center line moasured (roua Axfi
O CAbl@

RV  radius at buffer tube center line measured from
subunit center line

R tn( 6)

1V sln()

I a layangle of the butfer tubes - tan -Ilft Rl
V

layanglo of ie subunits in the cable tan'(--s)

Lv  laylenth of buffer tubes in subunit

l. a Laylongth of subunits in cable

a dummy variable

O a cylindrical coordinate

The relative direction of the two stranding lays also affects the
radius of curvature. When two lays are In the same direction the

As1 mentioned before these equations were reduced by the radius of curvature lends to be lower than when the lays ere in
method described Iy Stein 111 to determtne the radius of cuva, opposite directions. If either stranding pass Is reverse stranded
lure Il the bond radius) along the path described by tlio the lays will be in the same direction in some soctionu of the
double helix equations. The paramoters which affect the tadlui cable and in opposite directions In the rest of the cable. Figure
of curvature (R) are: The plich radius of the sixty fiber units 5 shows the difference in radius of curvature for equal and
(Rs). the pitch radius of the tubes (Rw). the laylongth of the opposite lays in the same cable. Note that the curves in figure
tubes In the sixty fiber unit (Lw). and the laylength of the sixty 4 represent a case whore the tubes and sixty fiber units are
fiber units In the core (Ls). (See figure 3.) The pitch radii (Rs. stranded In opposite directions,
Rw) are predetermined by the cable cross.section. An accept-
able minimum fiber bend radius vias designed into the cable by In most cases oh f 10ylength he sixty fiber unts will be larger
carefully choosing the laylength of thO tubes and the laylength than the laylongth of the huller tubes and the minimum fiber
of the sixty Lber units bond radius can be found at 0 - 0 deg. The curves In figures

4 and 5 show that the minimum R occurs at 0 - 0 deg for
The radius of curvature along the double helix varies in a sinu these two cases. The design equations can be reduced to the
soldal pattern. As can be seen in figure 4 these variations are following at 0 - 0 so the cables can be desigreod around the
very large. Figure 4 also demonstrates how dramatically one minimum fiber bend radius present in the cable. This simplifica-
can affect the aadlus of curvature by changing the laylength of lion assumes the worst case of the stranding lays being in the
the sixty fiber units (Rs). same direction.
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The cables werfe designed with the nbova equation to Insure ACKNO%,.EGMENTS
the minimum bond radius of ltie fibers remained above a value
to Insure good cable attenuation and acceptable long term fiber We would like to thank Bornd Zimmermann and Martly Lighl for
stress, their work with the mathematical drltratlons of the radius Of

.urvature ei the double helix

CABLE TESING

Since specifications do not exist at this time fo( libet optic
distribution cable the cables were lasted per Bellcore TRTSY. REFERENCES
20. Generic Requiemonts for Optical Fibers and Optical Fiber ' R, A Slain. C W, Beat. "Radius of Curvature of a Double
Cable.121 The cables tested contained single mode fibor ielix'. Journal of Engli.aertng for Industry. August. 19062.
Mechanical and environmental performance were quantified for w 39-.305.
this type of Cable design. t Bell Communications Research Inc. *Generic

Mechanical requirements and test results are sumnmarized In Requirements fo( Optical Fibers and Optical Fiber Cable.

Table 1. Because of the large diameters of the cables some nI Technical Reference. TR.YSY.000020. August 1988.

the mass tables had to be extrapolated to arrive at the correct
test mass for the cable diameter. Each mechanical test was
performutd several times on different cable samples while soy.
oral fibers were monitored for attenuation change. All samples
passed the mechanical requirements In Bellcore TR.20. The
results summarized In the tables are averages for each lost
The cables were temperature cycled and heat aged per
Belicore TR.20. Typical temperature cycling results are shown
In fIgure 6. Each cable tested had 60 fibers monitored for at.
t'nuailon change through the temperature cycle and heat age
tst. The maximum attenuation Increase was less than 0.2 dBl
km at 1300 nm and at 1550 nm which moats the requirements
In Bellcore TR.20. There wore no Irreversible attenuation
changes during the environmental tests.

CONCLUSION

A high fiber count cable for subscriber loop applications was
developed successfully. The cables are unitized Minl.Bundlo
design with easy liber identification. Sixty fiber units are
stranded together to make a unitized Minl.Bundle cable.

Because of the cable design the fibers are placed Into a double
helix configuration. The bend radius along the path of tIle
double helix changes and the minimum bend radius of the fiber
must be considered for attenuation and fiber fatigue concerns

The cables easily met the requirements for mechanical and
temperature performance specified In Bellcore TR.20.
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TA13LE I

MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS

TEST REQUIREMENT1 RESULTS

Impact 251mpact 25 Impacts
V Inctroaso < 0 10 dO Avg < 0-01 US

Flox 25 cycles 25 cyc es
avg Incftoaso 0 10 do avg < 0.01 do

Compfslo¢ t 220 N/cm 220 Nicm
avg Incteao < 0 10 0o m4x 0.03 d8

Tonslio rated load
Avg Increase - 0 10 d5 avg 0.04 d6

Cold Bond .304C
mVg Incteaso < 0.20 d0 avg C 0.01 0O

Hot Bond * 600C
avg Increase c 0.20 dB avg - 0.01 do

Water 1 hour pass
Panetratlon I m cable no water pen
'Test requiremonts per Oo1coro TR.20

PC

yaws

central 300 fiber design - 28 mm OD
member

12 fiber
buffer tube

binder
8.5 mm OD yt,.=

Figute I Cross-Section of a Sixty Fiber Unit 420 fiber design - 31 mm OD

Figure 2- Cross-Sections of the High Fiber Count Cables
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flq4, Change In Radius Of Curvature ith
Change In Laylength of a Sixty Fiber
Unit 'The tubes and subunits ate stranded
In opposite directions.)
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Figure 6 Temperature Cycling Results
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ONK-THOUSAND-VIDER OPTICAL CABILE COMIPOSE.D OF EIGHT FIBER RIBBONS

H.Sawano Y.Kiiwchi K.Kebayasbi N.Okadu N.Misono H.Suxukl N.Sato

Fujikura Ltd.

Abstract 4) Mid-span access capability
A mid-spun access capability In

A high fiber count and high densely necessary for a subscriber cable to
Packaged single-mode optical fiber cable make an Investment for subscriber
with rapid riber splicing and mid-span networks low,

access capability to required to construct
economical subscriber network. 5) Compatiblo configuration with a

To moot this requlrement,a IOOG-tiber conventional cable
cable hot; beens deveioped.I) The cable Is
composed of $-fiber ribbon~s and slotted Based upon above criteria,& single-
rods, mode fiber cable which can accommodate a

This cable was subjected to se .jral i000-fiber was developed.
uvaiuation Last*. It was verified that the This cable Is composed of specially
cable has enough performance to be appled designed S-fiber ribbons. The ribbon In
to commercial use. easily divided -into two 4-fiber ribbons

by a newly designed dividing tool without
Interrupting the lagnal transmission of

1. Introduction the other fibers In commercial service.
This ribbon configuration make it

An optical fiber cable Js going to possible 8-riber ribbon to be spliced with-

s pread very quickly to subscriber at conventional 4-fiber ribbon.
net.works.Z) And It. In expe'cted that rive 8-fiber ribbons are tight-ly

Isubsceribers no-going Lo demand high speed stacked In each of five slots grooved on a
an rabn srie uh s vie olyethyleneQ rod to make a 1,wo hundred

seorvims. A sIngle-mode' fibr cable can fibers unit. And f-ie units are cabled to
addreux tis demand flexibly and make a 1000-fiber cable with only 40mm
evonomlealiy beaust, of Its Intrinsic cable diameter.
hroadboniti frunsmissloii chniraeterlstius. This paper describes the results of

Horeover~deslgcning subscribe' eab-Iis several evaluation tests on a iOO-fiber
confisturpt ion for metropol I n areas theL cable i such asm r Ibbon divi ding
rol owinx consideration have to be taken te-it~mechanical tests,temperature cyclic
Into neciunt. to construct econiomical test and rield text.
subscriber networks.

Table 1. Requirements and approaches to
1) 111gh fiber count subscriber network.

A thousand fiber count cable Is _____________________

1)e6essary t.o serv ice growling number
of' subscribers in near rut~ure. Requirement Approach

9) Compt cublc, diameter 1. Ifigh transmission Single-mode fiber
A lot of' cab~les get i ato end performance.

crriLe' so Lhun Licere Is n0 enolugh
room to get big sizaed cublc- Into -the 2. iligi, fibher count Fibher ribbon
offico. and compact cable-. Slotted core cable

So Cvabitl diamoter must be its small1
its possible t.o escztpe cable jam in 3. Rapid spl icing Fiber ribbon
I,,, ofricts. capability. HuILi fiber

connector
31) Rapid( 11bohr splicing capitbili iy mass fusion splice

All optical 11 bvr is requ ired Lo) 4. H id-span access
lave at rapidi splicing capab ility to cttpab II I ty.
mak cable instatlat ion t ine short.
in another word~to make installation 5. Compatibility to Dividable
Cost less expensive, conventional- cable, filber ribbon
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2Cable structuro

Fig i(s) shown. the structure or
developed 10oo-fiber cable. This cable 22
Is 40=. in diameter, 1.2kgf In weight and -I
contains five ZOO-fiber units stranded on

acentral strength member. Every unit C
hall five rectangular #lots shaped

helcaly n poyehylnerodan rie Color Huffekr 20m

S1-fiber ribbons are Lightly stacked lin singio-modo ribtir (lZ5um)
each slot.

Slot structure has two advantagest.
One Is easiness to take out S-fiber (n) S-riber ribbon
ribbon from the slot and the other is to
suppress fiber jam during mid-span access. LPSet

The sketch or 8-fiber ribbon iot
Illustrated In FIM.l(b). Used single- - Wrapping
mod* fiber Is O.Sum In motto fie~ld
diameter, 125um In fiber diameter and 0Cpe it
250um In diameter of' UV curable resinCperwr
coating. All- the ribeirs are colored ror Slottevd rod
fiber Identification. a fibers art, a Sr~,tmme
aligned In parallel and covered with UV reKhmbr
curable resin lin 2.2mm lin width and 0.4mm
in thickness. Sfa-iber ribbon

From the v iew Point ofr fiber
jointing, smlti ber ribbon is most t-iut uj
proritablei because this structure un beW, 00fie'Cbt
applied to both multi riber connector and FulStructure or i00-riber cable.
mass fiber rusioat xplIcink.:),4)

Fiber count lin a ribbon Is Important
factor because it af'fectsi the cablIe
jointing spoed- and cable diameter. With
regardst to Jointing speed, a calculation
have taught us that tho effieient fiber
count lin a ribbon Is rrom s!% to ten

ribers.5) So. taking into account or thqe
compatibility with a conventional 4-fiber
Is di-vidable into two 4-fiber ribons. FIg.2 Ribbon dividing tool.

3. Cable propertiou

3-L. 8-fiber ribbon

(I)- Access performance
The mali advantage or developed 8-

riber ribbon Is to bi, divided Into 4-
fiber ribbons and monto fibers by means ofr
simple tool to branch high, riber count
cable to distribution I ines lin subscriber
network. Flg.2 shows the dividing tool. EIg.3 illustration or access form 8-fibeur
Anl 8-fiber ribbon Is set lin and toa'n away r'ibbon to 4-ri bor ibbons.
Inito two .1-fiber ribbons at thet center.

Fig. 3 shows the connector ized 8-f-ibep
ribbon and 4-riber ribbons dlided from it (2 Mvhneeaai cal proper01ties
8-rFi bet' a'! bon. mass Fusion splicing Is ro Inovest I gn Iet the liec-uhun lea-i I
also app lied to ill(Iy pI'odlIuct- -f-i bet- pipet-p is, B-F lie~ ar'i bbon wats stb.itetedi
ribbon, to against l ateral forvo test. t w i st I no,

To investigate tho loss cltantge of it test and scr'ubbinag t'st . 'fob I 2 show%
live l ine during aic-span access, 8-fl bor the resul ts.
ribbons were subjiee' td to 1,1wL ribbon N-p'i I.111,1. adde-d I uss not' break wits
dividing test ove-r hundredt times. Added oisvirved op to 25kgr/50tn of' lateral
loss was so) small ats less thuan 0. 5d11, this For'cec. Ten Lime-s pter I 00mmn or twist
added loss doe-s not disturb t~he signial wi th 300g1' or tension caused no break lit
transmission. r' I bbon. SvirubbIng w it Lbth rad ins or

Sal iiso gave no dama111ge to a' ibbon.
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Table 2. Nchanical proporties or

$-fiber ribbon 004

Item Result condition OA -An.3um N=O00 0.03

Lateral No added Up to VSkgr A=-"

force loss 50m 03 0.02
ibbo0 0.01

Twisting No break 10 Limen Rotate "
__ 00mm~.. 0 0 0

~ -) fiber ribbon stranding cable
0 300a r Kib on mIauhfcturen process

Scrubbing No break R4S2m

Fig.4 Loss stability of 1000-fiber cable
300gr in manufacturing process.

Added loss. due to temperature hnhig
also was measurtd. From -40C to 60C, no 3000 , , , , * , ,
added loss wax observed. ;u1.3UM N5000

3-2. 1000-fiber eable o,.OldBIkm

(iLoss stability in manuracLuring 2000 -
Fig.4 shows the optical loss through

manurat.turing process. The average loss
change and standard deviation- change were I
O.OdB/km and IPs than 0.0ldlH/km. low0
respectively. FIS.5 shows the loss
histogram or manufactured cables. Five
cables were Investigated and total
mesured fiber number and fiber length
were rive thousands and 3250km. The --

average Ions and stanidrd deviation were- 0.10 0.35 0.40
0.35dB/km and 0.01dB/km. respectively. LOSS(dB/km)
These results insure that. this cable (!ani
be manufactured with Qxccelint loss Fig.5 Loss histogram of manufactured
stability'. 1000-fiber catle.

(2) -Mechanical properties
This cable is designed as rollows.

An allowable tensile load and minimum
bending radius of bonding are 800kgf and Table 3. Mechanical properties of
250mm under Installation, and minimum developed 1000-fiber cable.
radius of fixed bending is 240mm.

To Investigate the mechanical
properties under above conditions, crush. Item Condition Result
bending, tensile, squeezing, impact and
torsion tests were performed. Results Crush Up to 2SOkgf/SOmm of <O.OldB
are shown In table 3. In every test, lateral force
no added loss was observed.

Bending R:400mm,180deg. <0.OdB
(3) Temperature characteristics 10 times

Two types of temperature Lest were
performed. Otte was cyclic test, the Tensile Up to 800kgf,-=l00m <0.0dB
other was long term test.

To investigate the loss stability in Squeez- R=600ma,T:800kgf <O.0ldB
short term temperature change, added loss Ing lm100
due to temperature cycle from -400 to
60C per day was measured. Fig.6 shows Impact Ikgf,lm height <0.OldB
the result. Added loss was so small as
0.02dB/km at-40C and 0.04dB/km at 60C. Torsion 360deg./m <0.0ldB
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A tO00-riber cabli. had been exposed
to 60C and -ZOC ad 1ls was monitored
ror a month as lung term loss stability Measurement
Lest. Fig.7 shows the resuls. The houe
optical loss degradation was scarcely
observed. MH1

Theme results shows that developeld
iOo-fiber cable has mufrichent loss
stability against actual temperature MH2
condition.

1000-fiber cable

40- MH4

MH5

00  -FIX.8 Aspect or' field test.
024 48

Time (Wr)

Liu Added loss or 1O00-riber cable 500 . , , , ,
due to temperature change. AIa.3um

400 N=1000
A".=035

__ *km

0. ai=.3um 3 .0.010/km

|_ L h r l200

10.1 100lt O0-le al fbrcbe

00

0 ier we 0.30 0,35 0.40
Loss (dB/km)

0 10 20 30
Time (Day)

Fig-.9 Loss histogram or installed 1000-
FIg.7 Loss stability 1000-Fiber cable - fiber cable.

at high and low temperature.

fibers were 0.35d/k and 0.38d/kam as
shown In FIg.9. This result Is almost
equal to factory data, so It can be

4. Field Lest concluded that developed l00-riber cable
Ias sufFicienL sLrength to protect fibers

(0) lns'.allation from the force caused in Installation.
A preconnecLorized 1000-fiber cable

was installed in 300m long duct as shown (2) Long tern reliability
in Fig.8. Test cable was placed by Fig.l0 shows the loss change for ten
ordinary winch with 400kgf of maximum months. Monitored line was 7.2km long
pulling load. Soon after the composed of 24 fibers. The loss change
installation, damage on cable and loss of Including the power change oF measuring
fibers were Investigated. No harmful apparatus was within 0.2dB, this loss
injury or deformation on cable was change is acceptable for practical
observed and average and maximum loss of transmission system.
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2 4) T.Haibara, S.Nagasawa, MNatumoo and
An 1.3w Hn.was "Single-mode multiriber jointing

techniques for high-density high-count
subscriber cables", 37th IWCS (Reno, USA)*

0 5) N.Kawanaki, T.Haibara. N.Shirai and
-1 )t.Nlyauchi, "Optimum number of Single-mode

ribers In ribbon", Trans. IXICK, J71-11,
pp.77-8O, 1908.

-~ ~~k (imonth) S 1

riijjo tLoxg stability of 10 months

On the basis or Above results* It can
be concluded that the developed 1000o-fiber
cable has excellenit rt-liability.

S. CncluionHiroyuki Sawano

With thip rapid sproad or fiber optic- Fujikura Ltd.
technology to subscriber network, it has
betcome ntcessary LI) tAko into Account140Htuai
economical performance An well as 4Sakuras Chiba, 2SS,
transmission characteristics of tile -Japan

network.
To satisfy this requiremet, a-U

compact 3000-ribt' cable usIIKngf-riber Mr. Sawano was burst in 1955. He Joinedribbons; has bi-vn develioped. Fujikur^ Ltd. after his graduation fromThe results; or ribbonl dividig test,. Hokkaido Uiversity with the M.S. degreemechanical I,'st, tempeoraturit Lost ond a- In 1983 and has been engaged its rosearchfield test, verifed that the developed- and devitlopmet or optical cables. He IsIooo-ribtt catbito fr subseribor -network ntow an engineter or optical cable sectionhas exe-tlent performance to be used In and a member or Wtc1r or' .lpan.
actual rittld.
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A COMIPOSU OPTICAL AND MEFALUC SUSCIER CONNEClON CALE

FO11 OVERHAD NTALLATION

S. T. Spedding, C. S. Pegge, W. W. Thomas, D. J. Walker, G. Thambythurai

BICC Cables Limited, Helsby, England

SUMMARY: Thus a need arises for a composite

A subscriber connection cable was overhead drop cable which can maintain the
developA touarester ene ging eqfinal connection in the existing metallic networkdeveloped to address the em erging requirem entan su p r 0. f t re o ic l e w rk

for low cost optical cable to replace existing and support the future optical network.
overhead subscriber connections. The new cable ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
combines the ability to carry narrow band on
copper, from existing telephony services or from The environmental conditions which have
street sited demultiplexers, with an upgrade to be considered in the design of this product
path to all-optical broadband services, are a temperature range for the optical

The cable described offers a solution performance of -201C to +800C, wind speeds of
up to 128 km/hr. single unsupported spanwhich negates the cost of returning to site to len~ths of 68m and a radial thicknsess of ice of

upgrade the network to adapt an installation to ler. o smand diathikess of tcecarry broadband services. Cable strain is Smm. A small diameter is desirable such that thecarr bradbnd ervces.Cabe srai iscable can offer a minimum environmental
minimized by providing strength in as much of cacal
the cable cross-section as possible, but this leads impact.
to some Interesting side affects. Theoretical cable These environmental conside-iations had
performance is predicted from models of aerial
cable and its environment, to be catered for within the following boundary

conditions:

-A maximum diameter for the cable of 10mm
-2 fibres and 2 copper pairs are to be provided
-All elements to be easily separated both from
the structure and from each other
-A sag at Installation of 1% of span length must

IN!RODUCTION: be achieved.

The telecommunications industry in the The design of the cable has to satisfy a
UK is building towards all optical broadband number of conflicting requirements. Fibre strain
services. The advancement of digital at maximum operational load must be limited in
communications technology means that order to maximize the service life of the product.
technically the:se can now be supplied on the Installation tensions must be achievable by
same transmission path as telephony. single man operation. The cable

construction/geometry should allow eiysy break-
To trial the supply of broadband services, out of the copper and fibre elements.

customers in u selected pilot scheme in the Consideration must be given to enable the use
United Kingdom will be connected to an optical of standard metallic overhead drop cable
local loop distribution network. The final terminating devices and cdble dispensers.
connection to the customer premises in this
scheme (the last mile drop) will be
predominantly of the overhead type. If fibre -train must be limited to a certain
Consideration was given to installing an level, and the small diameter criterion rules out
additional cable to the premises because the all but the smallest cables, cable strain must also
existing metallic network must be maintained be limited to-a similar level to that allowable for
intact. However there are two objections to this the fibre. Necessarily this results in a high
plan; aesthetically it is unacceptable to connect ultimate breaking strain for the cable, and if the
two cables to every household and there is a cable then becomes tangled with, for example, a
limit to the number of cable drops existing poles truck, then at all costs the supporting pole must
can support. survivel
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Our solution to this dilemma was t*, rjart
the strength member, though not the opt'cal THEORETICAL ANALYSIS:
lobe at the point of suspension, and suspend the
cable through a mechanical fuse as shown in We used a computer simulation for aerial
figure 1. cables on the environmental conditions that the

cable will have to meet and obtained an output
CABLE DESIGN: of tensions, verticrI sags, horizontal blow-off

and cable strain, shown in figures 3 and 4.
To meet the criteria set out above, several

potential designs, including multiple lobe cables, The equations relating cable tension, sag
were considered and ranked according to and strain have been formulated Into a
effective cable diameter, cable weight, cable computer programme'. The programme solves
strain at maximum operating tension, and a cubic equation relating cable stress, total cable
required installation tension for a sag of 1% of loading and environmental parameters in order
span. to give values of tension and sag and thus cable

strain under a given set of conditions. The curve
We chose a two lobe cable incorporating a which represents the profile taken up by an

composite steel/copper catenary lobe as figure 2. aerial cable of constant mass per unit length is a
This design offered the prospect of employing hyperbola. However the calculations involved by
standard installation practices and grips, using this profile are prohibitively complex. A
Separate joint boxes are required for the copper good approximation for these sizes of cable and
and optical elements of the cable, the metallic lengths of span is a parabolic profile. The
distribution point (DP) will be situated at the top following change of state equation applies;
of the pole and the optical DP will be housed In a
footway box at ground level, thus the copper w1

2L2E WIVE
wires In the form of the catenary lobe can be f23 t+1 2 4f fI - (t - t2)CTE~f2z - "2 4AE 0
connected to the metallic DP without any need to
break them out from the protection of their Where,
sheath. w, Total cable loading staw I

w2 Total cable loading s,'lt 2To align with the future development of f1  Tensile stress state 1
test devices using local light injection or f2  Tensile stress state 2
detection, we chose loose tube protection for tt Temperature s:ate 1
250 pm primary coated fibres. t2 Temper.ture s' te 2

The resulting design parameters were: L Cabie length
A Cross-sectionn! a.ea of steel

-A major axis of 9.75mm Cr Co-efficien, oi thermal expansion
-A minor axis of 6mm of steel
-Cable weight 63kg/km E Young's modulus of steel
-Installation tension SOON
-Maximum operational tension 2000N Solving for the 3tress on the cable at state
-Maximum cable strain of 0.4%. two (f2) leads to a predicted tension, sag and

strain for the cable under the new ervironmental
The cable geometry selected was then conditions.

optimized to satisfy the environmental and
mechanical requirements put on it. It became We catered for non-circular cross-section
clear that with the boundary conditions as they cables by using a second computer model to
were, we could not limit the fibre strain to the calculate effectiv cable diameters and ice
very low levels in current practice at any level of thicknesses. It is essential that the value of
cost remotely commensurate with the eventual effective ice thickness calculated when applied
market. Convention suggests that the fibres over the effective cable diameter represents the
must be proof tested to at least three times the same mass of ice as over the actual cable form.
maximum service strain, which we had set at
0.4%. BICC offers two versicns of the cable, one
with fatigue resistant fibres and the other with
standard fibres proof tested to at least 1.25%.
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MANUFACTURING CONSIDERATIONS: CONCLUSIONS:

The manufacture of this cable entailed For some time, the world has expected
addressing two problems, the shrink.back of the optical fibre technology to advance forward Into
polyethylene over the optical fibre tube and the home. With this, most analysts agree, will
adhesion of the insulation to the catenary. come a step volume change and a quickening of
Tooling was considered which would generate a the pace of development of both infra structure
pressure set up over the catenary lobe and a and services. We offer the upgrade path; by
tubing set up over the optical fibre unit. During providing a cable capable of supporting existing
early manufacturing trials this hybrid tooling set services, whilst containing the optical fibre ready
up proved unnecessary and a conventional for future deployment without double
figure 8, style set up with gradual cooling in installation costs, the scene can be set for the
water proved acceptable, final push forward of the all optical

telecommunications path.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: A product now exists with which BICC can
supply those who wish to take advantage of the

Type approval of this product will consist emerging technology of broadband optical
of qualification of the cable against the design communication but do not wish to take the full
requirements. Some tests on prototype versions step of changing directly to an all optical link to
of the cable have been carried out at the time of the subscriber premises. This cable represents a
writing, solution in that transition stage.

Tensile testing of the cable in March 1989 An additional piece of work has been
resulted in a cable strain meusurement of 0.36% carried out on an all optical aerial subscriber feed
at a load of 1500 Newtons (the design load at cable which will be the ultimate version of this
that phase of the project). The corresponding category of cable.
fibre strain at that load was 0.19% (see figure 5),
the difference between the two strain
measurements is attributed partly to the slack REFERENCES:
fibre installed in the tube during manufacture
but mainly to the action of extra fibre being 1.) Bond R. W., "O.C.S. Design Manual,
pulled into the tube during the test on the Balfour Beatty PLC.
necessarily short sample. At the same time the
break load of the cable was measured at 5,750 2.) Oestreich U., Zeidler G., Bark P.
Newtons. R.,Lawrence D. 0., "Fibre Optic Cable

For Aerial Application'. IWCS Proc. 1980.
Having recognised the consequence of

fibre uptake by the cable under the effect of 3.) Armitt J., Colmn M., Manuzio C.,
strain, further testing was carried out to compa , Nicolini P., *Calculation Of Wind Loading
suitable methods of fibre locking, thus ensuring In Components Of Overhead Lines,
that fibre strain and nable strain are essentially Proc. lEE, 122(11), Nov. 1975.equal. 4.) Bradbury J., Kuska G. F., Tarr D. J., *Sag

Further cable strain measurements wore And Tension Calculations In
performed on a version of the cable designed Mountainous Terraits', iEE Conf.
for higher loads. A predicted cable strain of *Progress In Cables And Overhead Lines
0.28% at 1600 Newtons correlates well to a For 220 kV And Above, Sept. 1979.
measured value of 0.23%.
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DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL AND POWER FEEDER COMPOSITE CAUIIS AND)
TiHIR CONNECToRS FOR IIOME AITOMATION;

X.. 0ain4"** mid A\. Ko~wswn" *

*Tohoku Elctric Pwer co., Itn. 7-2-1, Nakayon, Aotm-ku, Sendil 981 Jop|n
"Sumitow Electric Industres, Ltd. I. Tna-rho. .oektij, Yokohma. 244, Japain

"lKitmllm Elftrk Cbkl Co., 4d. I-2-,I Kurlyo. tin, Wa va t hi-ku, SendA 9$2, JaIon

&bsur a t gystem for opti mllelectrIc power transmission
whitch integrates aoptical lines with electric power

With the evolution of an Informatinn-oriented soci- feeder cable in .rder to meet the requirements for
try, study and evaluation of an optical trans- HA equipment In tntelliKent houses. The methuds of
mission system which can be introduced to general Installation and wiring of this system have alsti
households has been undertaken. Under such cir- been studied. Also, a Composite optIClIle.1iMt
cumitsnces, the authors have designed optical/ low.r fedor socket his b en developed, Incor-
electric power feeder able for outdoor and indoor irattog the push-pull optical connecter.
use, Integrating optical line for Information
transmission with power feeder cable in order to The socket can be used with the commercial power
attain the goal of hoe automation (HA). keeping in feeder outlet in individual room% an the autlE+! for
mind the roed for aesthotics. efficient utilixa- the tomposito opticallelectric power feeder cable.
tion of space, and economy. A method of Indoor In-
stallation has also been studied. In a private house. HA equipment And devices are

often moved from one place to another. It the con-
We have also developtd an optital/electric power ventional optical cord is ua-d for the connectin
feeder compeosite socket, which permits the use of between the socket and the HA equipment, the range
existing cmercial power outlets as outlets for of Mobility of the equipment Is limited by the
optical/electric power feeder cable in each room. length of such cord. If a longer cord is used. prub-
An optical cord reel has also been developed to fa- lems may arise due to the excess length-of cord when
cliltakte flexible connection of equipment with the the equipment t moved. To solve this problem, an
socket-. optical cord reel has been developed, In which

optical cord with a connector at each end is wound
This composite opticaltelectric power feeder ca- on a reel, thus meeting the need for mobility as
hie, socket and optical cord reel have been in- well as aesthetics.
stalled in the "totally electrified model house"
constructed In the compound of the Applied-Technol- The new system and product have been abopted in the
ogy Research and Dvelopment Center o Tohoku Elec- "totally electrified model house" built in the cam-
trc Power Co.. Inc., and the excellent pound of the Applied Technology Research and Davel-
workability, adaptability, technical characteris- opment Center of Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc.
tics, maneuverability and aesthetic features of As a result, the practical features and the useful-
the system and its components have been firmed. ness of the system and the product have been demon-

strated.
1. Introduction

In this paper, %.* will describe the unique features
With the evolution of an information-oriented soci- of this s:stem And Its- compononts.
ety, attempts are being made to introduce an opti-
cal transmission system to general households In 2. Evaluation of the comnsrte altical/electric
order to cope with the strong demands for intelli- 4ewer feeder cable
gent housing and-home automation (HA). Various op-
tical cable lines for subscribers have been devel- This cable combining optical fiber with electric
aped to meet th diveraified and high-grade-demands power feeder cable has excellent labor-saving tea-
being made on co .unication systems. Thus far. tures. Above all, when optical cable is introduced
however, design of powe, distribution systems for to the houses of subscribers, the combination of
operation of terminal equipment and devices has electric power feeder cable (for operation of opti-
been limited to Individual purposes. cal transmission equipment) and optical fiber will

result in on asr etic appearance and efficient
Under such uircumstances. problems may arise with utilization of sp .
the Introduction of optical transmission to gen-
eral households because of limited space and the We evaluated the features of the composite cable
need to consider demands for aesthetics and system, which combines optical fiber with power
economy. The authors have designed a composite
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feeder cable leading Inside (cable for outdoor 2.2 Evaluatten ofthe cm ri, apticallelactric
use). ppmIr feeder cable for indoor use

2.1 Evaluation of the ecmooceae attical/plectric 7cr the development of the composite opticallelec-
poer feeder ;able far outdor use tric power feeder cable for indoor use, evaluation

vas made according to the following design crite-

For the development of the compositeopticallelec- ria:
tric power feeder cable for outdoor use, evaluation
ws m*ade according to the following design crite- (1) To facilitate the Installation of the cable in
riot conjunction with existing Indoor distribution chan-

nels, the outer diameter of the cable must be equal
(1) In order to reduce the number of connection to that of conventional -power feeder cable (about
points 600 V CZ is adopted for the application re- II 14).
gardless of whether it Is outdoor weather proof
polyvinyl chloride insulated wires or polyvinyl (2) Optical fiber and power feeder cables must be
chloride Insulated drop servlce wires lead-in easily separable for convenient wrkability.
lire.

With full consideration given to the above condi-
(2) For efficiency And general-purpose applica- Lions, the structure of the Indoor composite cable
tio, conventional anchoring and connecting proce- was evaluated, and the size of power feeder was set
dures must be applicable and optical cable and at 3.5 ml (stranded annealed copper wire), assum-
power feeder cable must be easily separable. Ing the maximum allowable current value to be 19 A

and Paying special attention to flexibility.
(3) The number of optical fibers and the size of
power feeder cable must be freely selectable. Two typts of structures for the €cole have thus

ben developed: A spacer type aid a cord type.
With full consideration given to the above condL- (Fig. 2)
'Ions. a pro-hanger (polyethylene connection
pltce) was adopted, which had exhibited a good re- / 11,,1

cork! in the past In use with optical cable in power pip "'

distrbbution systems and with regard to
seprability, and resistance to factors of weather im.- C",

such as wind and snow. As shown In Fig. 1, suspen- vc :.i,,

sion wire, power feeder cable and optical cable are 1"4
arranged in petalled and integrated by this PVC ,4.o,
polyathylone connection pice with fixed spacing.

Ip.W rae s,.am ....*.at! II~ (KeCei4

P1 1 @ Iftl.l ilte

C,,i -lriemp t p"4114i 4 Mi 1i11I4
gs cu~t~w t.11000 - ~1"

%WI ",Ilig i Fig. 2 Composite opttcal/eloctric powerfeeder cable for indoor use

The spacer type is a kind of slot type cable in
which optical fiber is accommodated in a special

-rit ,wCM o* grooved fan-shaped spacer and stranded around the
-22MM SjVz 41., wi, power feeder in order to prevent the ap iication of
-sVI0 wie $hoath direct lateral pressure on optical fiber. This

" I' i yh yl eh . € ion plot, structure is not only excellent in mechanical prop-
-Fatr Cable erties but also 4-fiber ribbon tape can be accommo-

Cdated in the fan-shaped spacer. Using ribbon fiber, I,,*.v - -up to 24 optical fibers can be accommodated.

On the other hand, the cord type cable has a cord in-
Fig. i Composite optical/electric pow€r feeder torporat'r, i-nylon-coated optical fiber of 0.9

cable for outdoor use =6. hich is stranded around the electric power
*o. r c4 Tlho 2 optical cords and the electric
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powi feeder cable can be easily separated, and In- been found to be satisfactory and suitable for
depen6ently used for Indoor wiring, practical Application, and there is n indication

of degradation in characteristics due to the cobi-
2.3 Characteristics of the com.site antical/ nation of optical fiber and electric paver feeder
electric power feeder cable cable.

Table I semarizes the results of the evaluation of 3. Co_.ksiteaEt tealLtlectrtc jlwor fooder socket
the charactristics of the composite optical/
electric poaer feeder cable we have developed for A composite opticallelectric power feeder socket
outdoor and indoor use, has been developed according to the following de-

sign c€iteria:
both electrical and optical characteristics have

Table I Characteristics of composite optical/olectrl' por feeder cable

Cable for Cable for indoor use!tem Tewtn.~ ,rd!!a n ."utdoor use Spacer-type Cord-type

Withta1d JIS C 3005 Sf1) No short No short No short
Electrical voltage AC 2000V for Imnn circuit circuit circuit

character-
istics Insulation JIS C 3005 9.1 280 Ol km 1100 Mft.km 000 M. km

resistance

Temperature -20 - +60C No loss Change No loss Chune No, loss Chang

Tension r No loss change No loss change Pdo less cho.,(, (FS3OOkg) (FS200kg) (F X 200g)

Compression r No loss change No loss chang No loss chrige
Optical ( FaI00irg.50rrrF) (FK

character- Bending 6M No loss change No loss chane No loss change

Istics - 200, 1O 0.10GOmme

Impact mpoc load : I l No loss change No loss chop No loss changeWmo! Hightfdrop) 1.Im

'nixt body: rmol
body of 25mmo

Torsion 360" No loss chaNe No loss change No loss change

W 25kq

Vibration Amplltude : 1mm No loss change No loss change 14o loss Change
FRequency :IOHz
Vlbroion time : 104
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(1) Full consideration must be given to the use of A.- a tical card reel
general-purpose power outlet for the purposes of
efficient use of spAce, aesthetics nd low cont. 4.1 Structur-) nf_ _n otcn cord reel

(2) to facilitate free movement, optical sorkets An optical cord real han bean developed according
and power sockets must be independeont and usable to the fnllwing dosign criteria:
separately.

(1) The structure of the cord real must allow for
(3) Existing optical connectors aunt be usetl for flexible movement of HA equipment and devices.
low cost and general-purpose applications.

(2) When not in use, the optical cord must be
Figure 3 shows the structure of the composite Accommodated in compact form.
optical/electric power feeder sockets developed to
met the above conditions and Fig. A shows the ex- (3) The real should be Able to withstand the impact
ternal appearance of tho socket. of (alling objects.

Figure S shows the external appearance of the

Ii. 

H4#PC

Fix. 3 Composite optical/electric powr 1 Pfeeder socket o

_ rj- Fig. 5 Optical cord reel

optical cord real thus -developed. The optical cord
incorporates 2-nylon-coated fiber it 2-fiber cord
form, and has a connector at each end to facilitate

' easy handling, flexibility and protection -from ex-
ternal force. The length of the cord wa se t at 10
m, a suitable length for the living room of an
average Japanese house. Vhen not in use. the opti-
cal cord Is wound on an encased real. and it can be
conveniently unwound- o various lengths thus pro-
viding for flexible movement of HA equipment.

4.2 Characteristics of the optical cord reel

Fig. A Composite optical/electric power This cord reel is primarily designed for use in
feeder socket general households. Therefore, it must have suffi-

cient mechanical strength to withstand the impact
For the optical socket unit, the push-pull typo or of being stepped on of falling objects.
connecto (t ) for single fiber as used in the NTT
subscriber system was used. Unlike the convei- The results of evaluation tests on the optical cord
tional screw engagement type, this connector is do- real in an operating -enviroment are summarized in
tachable only in the longitudinal direction, pro- Table 2. As evident from this table, satisfactory
viding extremely high maneuverability. This opti- rusults wore obtained in the tests of repeated
cal socket also has a dustproof and waterproof pulling, impact and falling, thus, the practical
cover. usefulnesn of the product was demonstrated.

By incorporating this optical socket with the 5. Cable installation
general-purpose power feednr outlet, optical fiber
can be introduced into existing house without the 5.1 Evaluation of wiring procedure
need to install now optical socket units. It's
possible to use the existing distribution conduit The composite optical/electric power feeder socket
and power outlets, thus ablirg better external ap- is designed to facilitate the use of the general-
pearance and reduction of material and installa-
tion costs.
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purposo electric power outlets. derground line. 10 m of duct and 15 a of inlet pipe
to the ID? of the main building, Figure 8-shaped

Table 2 Cbaracteristics of optical cord real wiring was parfnrmed, and 165 a of aerial line was
installed up to the laboratory. Conventional tools
and processing could e applied for installat inn
and anchoring. Power feeder cable and optical ca-

oern Ttstoie condiilons Tot tttult ble could bc easily separated, and satisfactory ma-
- .nuverabilit. was verified. Further more, there

us no sign of degradation of either optical or
ROOOtd Les . t electrical characteristica before or after Instal-
Pulin -' -. ... lost 11"0054111 lation, and the high degree of usefulness of the

%# S10 imes cable was verified.
01441 cold

For Indoor cable, 15o a of spacer type cable wal
installed in the model house, and 100 i of cord

W-lbs Noc"eg to type cable was installed in another main building
V, N e nin the compound. Figure 6 is a diagram of the cable

,1,I_, ePgWJ4WM Instollation, the composite cable with a connector
(~ii, jNolos cho e at one end was Instailed from socket to Joint box

:..4"wm u..t M t and from optical terminal station to Joint box.
Os.,~. Excess length of cable could be easily accomodated

....... .... _in the Joint bc.x, and optical connector splicing
was used for the connection In the composite

fIll n No cho g In socket. It wan confirmed that splicing was achiev-
o" e lerp4ewece able within the socket without problem.

1 6. Conclusion

With the evolution of an information-oriented soci-
ety, study and evaluation of the introduction of an
optical transmission system to general households
has been undcrtakun. The authors have developed

However It is not easy to perform fusion splicing and evaluated a new composite optical/tlectric
and to handle excess length-of cable in the Compos- power -feeder cable for indoor and outdoor use and
ito socket unit due to the small internal space. In assessed the required installation procedures.
order to promote the workability of the composite
socket unit, connector srlicing was rdopted for the These cable incorporate the optical line for infor-
connection with the optical socket. mation transmission necessary for HA equipment

with the power feeder cable. Further more, we have
The distribution conduit installed inside the wail developed a composite optical/lecltric power
in an ordinary house in small In diameter and it is feeder socket as a outlet for the composite cable
not very practical for passage of a terminal with Jn each room, facilitating the use of commercial
an optical connector. power outlets. Also, an optical cord reel facili-

tating flexible movement of IA equipmenr and do-
For this reason, a Joint box is installed in the vices has been developed for rhe coi.nection beti ,n
upper part of the duct for installation of Indoor soc%et and equipment.
composite cable, the c';ble vith an optical connec-
tor at one end being run through the conduit from The results of the evaluation revealed the practi-
the composite socket coward the Joint box. cal usefulness and effectiveness of the

optical/electric power feeder cable socket and op-
5.2 Evaluation of wiring possibilities tical cord reel through their application in the

ittotally electrified model house" built in the com-
Tohoku Electric Power Co.. Inc. has built a "to- pound of the Applied Technology Re.tearch-and Devel-
tally electrified model house' iil the compound of opament Center of Tohoku Electric Power Co.. Inc..
the Applied Technology Research and Development
Center for the study of intelligent houses and-home With the gradual introduction of subscriber opti-
automation- of the future. cal systems to individual households, an increas-

ing demand for composite cable sockets a.d cable to
The newly developed optical/electric power feeder connect the socket and the equipment is expected.
composite cable for indoor and outdoor use and the The application of our newly developed system will
composi';e optical/electric power feeder socket contribute greatly to more efficient wiring and
were installed in this model house, in order to power distribution in private houses.
practically assess the workability and optical and
electricai characteristics of this now system.

The outdoor cable was installed on a drum and on the
inlet of the underground line, only the suspension
wire was separated. After Installing 110 v of un-
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Fig. 6 Viring diagram of composite optical/electric power feeder system
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A METALLIC DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE (DSL)

FOR THE INTEGRATED SERVICES DIGITAL NETWORK (ISDN) BASIC RATE INTERFACE (BRI)

Russell C. Pope and Jeffrey Poulsen

General Cable CoLppany
South Plainfield, New Jersey

I. ABSTRACT Unlimited services can be made available to the residential and com-
merdial subscriber through tv ISDI. With the Incoasing us@ of
computers, especially person: computrs (PCs). and te proliforationThe objective of this paper Is to explore outside plant momotrc cables of userlermals and Local/ a Netwok (LANsJ. ahuge and growng

as the Digital Subscriber Line (OSL) Inteoded to support the Integrated demand for data services has omeged.
Services Digital Network (ISON) Basic Rate Interface (oI), using as a
foundationM substiucture. the Ameodon NAtional Standads Institute The residential telephone subscriber. in addition to a standard voice
(ANSI) standad. ANSI TIC01-1988 t1 An overview ol the ISDN 13 ceblity. requires access to a multitude of data services. Such
Inltally delineated to clarify the topic, which includes applications, the servics. which could address the ISDN through a PC or terminal,
channel structure, the Basi Rate Interface (BRI), the Primary Rate Include Informatlon retrieval systems. bankig, shopping and other
Interface (PRI). the major configurItions. the subscriber loop and the consumr transaction oriented services. Furtermore. the office could
standards activity. Tcst data re studied In association with theoretical be extended to the home for fla transfer. electronic mail and other office
predictions to support a thorough discussion of the potential Impact of automation capabilities. The ISON could eventualy furnish the home
the transmisilon media on the ISDN. The details of the theoretical with services, such as cable television. currontlyp(ovided throughother
anaysis Include primary electrical parameters. Insertion loss and oom. meTdi. Other value added sorvi cs could encompass inrractive intor.
plexklmpedance. Amodel Is presentedwhichdemonstrates the effects mation retdeval systems such as videotex. Moreover, enhraced
of a bridge tap on cabo Insertion loss and complex Impedance. The capabltes for standar t elphone service can be readily accom-
test data eocompass primary electrical parameters. Insertion loss, modated. such as automatic dialing, answering and paging.
complex Impedance, crosstalk and pulse response. These parametem
are explored as a function of vadius loop configurations accounting for Initially, for tie commerdal subscriber, basic requirements concerning
mixed gaes, bridge t ps and loop lengths. data rate, roliabiliti. pdvacy and security can be addressed to provide

a cost offective digital transport system. Offices can be Interconnected
for distributed processing and ro transfer. Furthormore, video telocon.
foroncing can be Iniiaod without roconligumtion obstaclos. Generally.
the ISON will need to provido n varlety of data transmission services
according to tM application and class of sorvico required. These basic
data provisions can be further supplemented by more esoteric. miscol.
lanoous sorvices.

II. BACKGROUND Du

Technological advances ri association with an Increased demand for 0
the efficiont colloction, processing and dissomination of Information ae=
loading to the development of Integrated systems that manipulate
voice, data and video In the omm of digital signals. The Integrated Q hr
Services Digital Network (ISON) Is the next phase of telecommunica-
lions Intended to support enhanced services to residetial and com-
merdal subscribers, over a digital transport system through a sWas of
standard nterfacos and digital switches. A uniformly accessible Inter-
national network Is under development Implementing muttple, coret- Oats
patible ISDNs. Currently, trial ISDNs are under Investigation In various
parts of the world, including Europe, Japan and the United States.
Large scare Implementation of the ISDN In the United States Is targeted N o
for the early part of the next decade. Careful product developmnt and se,-4#1
network Integration Is. therefore. warranted to successfully achieve this
extensive enterprise. ...

(1) Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)- BasicAccess Interface FIGURE 1
for Use on Metallic Loops for Application on the Network Side of the NT
(Layer 1 Specification), ANSITI.60t-1988, September 1, 1988. ISDN APPLICATION BLOCK DIAGRAM
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The dta capact requred byondi ISDN user may vary: therefore. the 64 Kbps + FA ?(bps I 5M6 Mbps), however, a mulitude of conflgura-
ISDN dlgltstructure must be flexib. However. atotalylerdb% digital Ilon are possible using the HO, H 10 and HItI channels. for examnple.
structure would be urdnanageoable Wr the network. Conseqluently, an With 8 Kbps for ovec~ea dgil Information, the transmission rate for
oxpandbl ISDN chwnne structure has been e3staWsh. to provide the PRI Is 1.544 Wkps winch coincides with the Noath Anedma DS I

veratiityfortheuse ye exhthamitaiabiitylo~h# etwrktransmission rate. Based on the Coofernce of INe European Post and
v~reblly fr thuse ye exhlt lna~hl'fortheTeieeomnuncatiloos (CE PT) digital hierarchy, a 2.048 Mbps, Four wire

The majorfoundaion for the ISDN channel structure Is based on die 0 Interface Is also under consideration. This intlacewh'c Is the
and D designated channels. The 13 channel is the fudamntal user Ewopoan couniterpart of OSt. offes additional capacity. A possible
channel offering a 64 Kbps data capability. The 0 channel provirks a channe structure may be 30 84.1) (30 x 64 Kbps + 64 Kbpsu
16 <bps or 64 lKbps data capacity. for the exchange of control lnformna* 1.984 MWps with 64 Xbps for overhead to yield 2.048 M.bps.
lion betwee te user and Mh network and to support low speed data
reqrments. Access to the ISDN for the Basic Rate Interface (BRI) anid the Primary

Rate Interface (PAI s defined by Functlina Groups and Reference
Other recoameded channel arranigemeints Include a 384 Kbps H10 Points.
channel. ak 1.47214bps 1110 channe trid a 1.530 Mbps lIlt channel.
The HO, 1110 and HItI channols will provide a vehile for high data
capacity requirements.

TABLE I

ISDN CtHANNEL STRUCTURE

Channel rt
Designation Data Rate Applications MSON coNflGumATOt

Ckcuh Switched Fo (
Data 4 1 -'-

Packet Switched i

Facsimile
Slow-Scan Video

o 16 or 64 Kbps Signaling hits

Low Speed Data 0% (coc

Videotox (Ur)
Alarms
Energy Management h *4

HO________ 38 Y,.. High Spe Data

HIO 384 Kbps High Speed Data

Video

HIt 1.636 Mbps Ti Facility* TtloFunctional Groups are designated the Exchangeennnaton (ET),
Video UneTermlnation (LT), DlgtalWSubscriber Line (OSL), Network~remmina.

lion (NT), Terminal Equipment (TE) and Terminal Adapter (7,A). The
1.5414 Mbps with ovorhead. majorfunctlons of the ETlncludechannet separation. slgnalinformation

processing, Informration contol flow, network access and DSL 1ria-
lion. The LT terminates the DSL In the Central Office (C0), and the EiT

A two wire Interface providing a t44 Kbps data capability to the ISDN and LT jointly comprise the ISDN CO. The DSL pvidos the transmis-
user has boon defined as the Basic Rate Interface (Bill), The BRI Is sdon path butween the CO and t subscribers. The DSL and CO are
mainty configured for the residential subscriber. The channel structure collectively ref erred to as the Carder Network. i;. NT Is available as
of the aniIs typically designated 28 + D (2 x 64 Kbps + 16 Kbps - the NTI, NT2 or NTI2. The NTI Includes functons associated Mth the
144 Xbp3): however. altemnate configurations are also possible. Due physical and electrical termination of the ISDN on the user's premises.
to overhead digital Information such as framing and synchronization, The NTI my be controlled by the ISDN provider, and forms a boundatry
the actual transmission rate for the BRI could be 192 Kbps. with 40 to the network to Isolate the user from the transmission technology of
Kbps necessary to support the 144 Kbps capacity avaliable to the ISDN the OSL and perform line maintenance functions. The NT2 is an
user. However, with the advent of the CCITT Common Channel Intelligent device such as a digital POX or LAN. NTI21s asingiedeylce
Signaling System Number 7 (SS7) Central Office (CO), the overhead which provides the combined functions of NTt and NT2. Due to
Is reduced to 16 Kbps for an actual transmission rate of 160 Kbps. regulatory considerations, the NT12 will probably not be permitted In

the United States. The TE refers to user equipment. TE1 designates
The ISDN Primary Rate Interface (PRI) Is defiaed as a four wire ISDN compatible equipment where TE2 denotes norr ISDN equipment.
Interface providing a data capacity of 1.536 Mbps to the user. The TE2 requires a TA which assures ISDN compatibility. NTI, NT2, and
channel structure of the PRI Is typically designated as 23 B + D0(23 x TEI or TA and Tl2 comprise theoCustomer Provided Equipment (CPE).
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The Reference PoIntv e desigaed R. S. Tenid U. R is the poi nti t United Stites, ftTI Comm ilto the TeteplonG Commlloo of
between the TE2 and TA. wid Is. therefore. omited with ith use of the tho xchtang Carriers Standards Associotion (ECSA) Is accreditd by
TE1. S Is the point betwee thw TEl I nd NT2 or the TA kcid NT2. th Amr$ Ntinal Starijdz Institite (ANSI) aind "Wa~e with
T Is Phe point betwee tie NTI and NT2. U Is Owe Networkl Inledface poing standads for service provIders ma nufcturers. Much of
(NIO. the point betwee the NTI and DSL It dtfiris the access pon the activity of ithe ECSATI Committee s ditected towards Via dralng
to th CPE fromn the CorII Network of ISDN standards. Responsiblities wre basically segmentled 1,110

subcommIltevs and woring groups. Other groups owcered With
Shnce tOe PRI Is a four wire inldace at 1.544 Mbps. Ful dupex ISDN Nstwdards are listedIn Table 2.
operation con be accomrmodated to stanldord Tl faciiis Incorporated
Into the ISDN stukm. The BRil hovvevcr, poses a dkifll, As OW OWertll. the ISON Is Wnended as a unified. grateld provider of
Installed physical planit emplicying a two Wire Intodwce cll*W10t curenty trnsission totaled services, whereby. the user can obtain a variety
support highi pedrmm"ce full dupiox operation 911160 Kbps. of voice, datamiad video serviceis through a common access point. with

A ovne alle th eco cacelr trnscive t~a ben ~oed filte trite stucture based on the typo and volume at service ravdirad.
A dok* clledtheechocwx~ trnscever as w prpose as Tho applications and subsequent services available wil pdimai y b

an adguncl to the existing subscribe loop. The Iransrnsslon system dotenninod by tie Imagination of the provide and ilhe demnds o~f the
us" tOw ecfo canceler Wi hybrid ptricIple to provide full duplex subscriber. Teiiology Will be driven by an esclon In advanced
operatIon at 160 Xbps With lbs level of performiance reqIted for ilia applications for tlie ISDN.
ISDN SF11. Since tie SRI must provide full duplex operadon at 1.60
Kbps over a two wire Interace rathe tOw a four wire Interace, the
echo canceler ..anso"ve must pedlotnian Intervening function. Using
a ooing tchnique designated 2010 Wo two binary I quafernary, Il.EA ATO
the 1" 160 "bp binary (two level) signals chn each be expressed 11 VLJTO
as quaternary (four level) signas at a signalng rate of(80 Kbps, for an
overall bl-directtonat data rate of 160 Kbps. The echo canceler As previously stated, the basis for this paper Is the ANSI standard
transceiver, therefore, provides full duplex operation over a two wire T1.6301-1988. The ANSIldocument was drafted to provtdotha nimal
knteface while malntaling the data nite of 1G0 Kbps. set of requirements to enable satisfactoy transmrission botween Ilhe

network and the NT. while conforming to the international CCIT
ThelISDN conceptwas offillynittid In1960through SpcaStudy recommiendations governing t ISDN. Furthermore, In ain effort to
Group C of the CCITT. CCITT Is the acronym for Consultative Com-~ taciito an economical, uninterupted transition to a high quolity ISDN
rnlle of International Telegraph and Telephionet, a United Nat~ons BRI. ANSI TI.C601t98 recognizes that Its* existing sutmocebwr loop
treaty organization primarily composed of fth postal, telegraph and will be utilized as the DSL with minimal modification. The stanard
telephone (PMh authorties; of the member nations. Governin the presents the electrical characterdstics of the ISDN SRI, at the networkt
CCI7T Is the itenational Telecommunication Union (11U), an or. side of the NT. As a Layer I or Physical Layer (Opn Systems
ganzatlon dedlicated to promoting and ensuring the operation of Inter- Interconnection (OSI) model) specllicatlen, the standard describes the
national teleconmmun=caton systems The CCITT remains thea major physical Intrrace between the network and the NT. The reqiuirements
thrust for the ISDN. In Europe. Via CCITT Is workdng closely With the of ANSI Tt.C0t*19L- rapply to a single OSL consisting of an LT. a two
Conference of 1w European Post and Telecommnunicatlons (CEPT) to wire twisted metallic cable pair nd an NT. designed to operate In a full
standardze the ISDN. duplex mode.

ANSI T1.601-1988 addresses non-loaded loops. composed of mixed
gauges and brdgeo taps. possessing a ma!rnum length of 18 kit. The
resistance of the loops Is specified as a maximium of 1300 ohms (oir
42 dB attenuation Mt 40 kflz). Note that the effective BRI baud rate of

TA 13LE.2 160 Kbps Is compressed to 80 Kbps throught the 21310 encoding Wili
a power spectrum centered at 40 k~lz. Generally, the standard nddreas-

STANDARDS GROUPS ses the electical characteristics of the equipment rather than the cable
whIchi termninatees at the NT. The electrical characteristics for the

ANSI American Nntlonial Standards Instiluto metallic OSL are tabulated In the form of the primary electrical
pararnoers: resistance. Inductance, conductance and capacitanco. for

lSellcoro Bolt Communications Rosoarch Pulp and PlC (Air Core) cables. Fifteen loop configurations are listed,
CCITT Consultative Committoe of Intornatfonal Telegraph and in threstandard. ranginrgfroma simple 12 fil. oopxclusvly comiposed

Telephmo -it 26 AWG wire without bridge taps, to complex loops with multiple
CEPT Conference of the European Post and Telegraph bridge taps and gauge combinations.
Cos Corporation for Open Systems
ECSA Exchange Carriers Standards Association For our study, three configurations wore selectod. Loop #4 from thea
EIA Electronic Industries Association standard was selected for Its simplicity, Loop N3, forlIts complexity; and

ICST Insitue fo Coputr Scencs ad TehnoogyLoop N2, as an Intormedlato loop. Rotor to Figure 3 for thw conigura.ICST Insitut fo Comute Scence an Tecnolgy Ions for Loops N4. #3 and #2Z As shown In tho diagrams. all three loops
IEC: International Electrontechnical Commission selected for our study aro no greater than 18 kft In length and Incot.

IEE ntiut orEecria adElectronics Engineers penile various gauges, Additionally Loop #4 Is a straight loop. Loop
IEEE Intetiefora EletrlandrsOgnzto #2 possosses one bridge tap, and Loop #3 Is composed of a network

ISO Intmatona Stndads rgaizaionof Intorconnected bridge taps. Although the NT and L.Tworo termninated
ITU International Telecommunications Union Into 135 ohms, the bridge laps wore loft unterminated, or open, as Is
NIST' National Instituto of Standards and Technology tho practice In tho field. The specific cables selected for the evaluation
OSI Open Systemsa Interconnection were random samples of 25 pair air Core PlC cables with an aluminum

PTT ostl. Tlegaph nd eleponeshield (Air Core Alpeth Sheath PIC Cable). The cables were Intercon-PiT ostl, Tlegaph nd eleponenected using modular splices (3M, 400S, MS2, Super Mote Piugable
Modular Splice). Refer to Appendix A for a list of the test equipment

Formerly NBS (National Bureau of Standards) employed for the testing.
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Although ANSI T1,t601988 addresses many panmet" of conso IV. fESUL
quence to fe ISON, the standard Is not ubiqtous. Several publihed

udfes have uncovered additional P iii ters which could Imlpabct th A. Ed~,SON. A com hensive sthy Issued by Bcllore cornmn'nts onaddtional Issues wp. =Ald Impact t* IDN. Another Bcre p C Wp s for6,24 and 22 AWG Pulp and PIC (rTechnical ReferenceP parales ANSI TI .6011988 In imany repets, Core) cables are tabulated In ANSI T.601.1988 t 0. 70 and 120"F.W provde furteriigh t the lectrcalpormancof tho These tabulated data wre used as a basis for the theoretical lysisflSL and network modeling In this pr4w. Two of the tabulated pdmary
parameters. di refsstance and mutual capacitance were measured forLoops #4, #2 and #3 to provide a basis for the sobsequet charc-
terstics studied In this paper. Furtnhrmore. valuet for dc resistance
andmutualcapacitm,.ww calculated for Loop #4 using the tabulated
primay electrical pai.meters to portray correlation betwon calculatedand teasured data. The measured and calculated data are sum,maized In Table 3.

rlABLE 3

Loop *A LOOP coxowr" PRIMARY PARAME ERS

Loop Resistance -Caacaance
Length dc (ohms) @10 Hz (nF)

'" _______Loop N (ft.) Commnts Table Mes Table Was.T
______________ £4 17,000 LT.NT 1180 1170 267 270

2 16,500 LT.NT - 1270 - 284
18.000 LT-Bddge Tap - 1350 - 284

3 16.000 T.T - 1050 ; 12

Although capacitance Is typically measured at a frequency of I kHz, for
our evaluation, the measurement frequency was selected as 100 Hz.
Genonly. to avoid corrections asociated with propagation velocity,
capacitance Is measured on relatively shot cable samples such that
the cable sample I.ngth corresponds to a length whlch IL less than 1140of the measurement frequency (I kHz) wavelength. Due to the exces-
sive length of the tested loops, a lower frequency (100 Hz) was
selected. Since capadtance for PIC cable is constant with frequencySubsequently. this paper Wilt pdrn-dty follow ANSI T1 .601-1988 with between 100 and 1000 Hz this tecnje Is vald. Also, note that almutual consideration cf the referenced Belicoro documents tocdkalwith pdmary parameter data are referenced from the LT.the multitude of transmission parameters of significance to the qualityof a metallic DSL for the ISON BRI. In some Instances, the liberty has The data for Loop #4 show excellent agreement between calculatedbeen taken to address the testing of metalk cables in accordance wit) and measured values. Such correlation reveals the usefulness of fttest recommendations specifically Intended for transmisslon equip- tabulated primary parameters as an aid to predicting the electricament. Subsequently, this paper will Invostigate primary ele oie.l chacterstics of a metallic DSL However, tabulated data do notparameters, attenuation. complex Impedance, crosstalk and pulse preclude the need for laboratory and field testing. Loop testing Isresponse as a function of various loop conllguraticns accounting for necessary since several factors must be considered when makingmixed gauges, bridge taps and loop lengths. Impulse noise, an Impor. conclusion about t expected pertormance of a loop. Furthermore.tant parameter which Is discussed In the 1983 Bellcore Subscriber Loop the resistance values for each loop conform closely to maximum volueSurvey, has been omitted from this paper as It Is a phenomenon whl zh of 1300 ohms specified In ANSI T1.601-1988.

Is best tested In field trials rather than In the laboratory. Bit error rate
testing Is also not considered as it is a system lost rather than a cable
performance parameter, which Is also best addressed In the field.

(2) Characterization of Subscriber Loops for Voice and ISDN Services(1983 Subscriber Loop Survey), ST-TSY-000041, Juno 1987 For our discussion, attenuation wiln be considered equlvalent to Inser-
tion loss when the termination Impedance Is perfectly matched to the(3) ISDN Basic Access Digital Subscriber Unes, TR-TSY.000391, loop Impedance at both ends of the loop. Since Impedance vares withIssue 1, May 1988. frequency, Insertion loss rather than attenuation Is applicable for our
discussion.
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Using the pimary parameters In ANSI T1.601-1988. Il atlenuatlon Table 4 presents the calteuLld Irsortioniloss for Loops #4 and #2aong
was caic~td for the cabls In Loops #4 w 0Z The Insertion loss with the measured data for all throe loop configurations. Calcullaon:
was next calculated as Iollows: are povtded t 40kHzonly. Forcomparlsonuith exlsting Industrydatn,

measured Insertion loss Is provided at 40, 80, 160 and 772 kt!, For
L4 = LR + A (1) Loop 2. masufremonts and calculatIons from the NT and the LT are

offered to display tha nogilgiblo valance In Insertion loss when rofer-
enced from either end of the loop. Although not shown. ,uch minorLi a Inserion Loss differences also apply for Loops #4 and #3. The madured data ate

Ln ,, r c90on Loss also prosented graphcaly In Flgures 4. 5. and 6 for Loops 4, #r2 and
A w Atenuatlon #3. rospectvely. Note that the Insertion loss at voice and low carrer

foqurendes diverges greatly from the ottonuaVon duo to the mmatclch
where btlweon the high cable Impedance and the 135 oln lest tormlnatlons

at the NTand LT. As noted in Figures 5 and 6. the Ixkge laps possess
Zo + Zt a resonant region affect d by bddfle top location and length, which

LR = 20 Log + 20 log Cos 0o (2) creates a frequency selective high insertion loss region.

2 4Z + Z- The Insertion loss values obtained at 40 kldz for each loop conform
closely to the n.xlmum vluo l 42 dD specified In ANSI TI.601,1908.
In general. excellent corelation Is exhUltod between the measured and

ZL, cterisc co~xr x I .edce of trnsmlsslonli calculated data. Calculations and mesrent% wer performed forLoop #2 wittiOUl en with Ilia bridge lo. As demonstrated by te

ZI o , Choafciedstc complex Impedance of temitatlon (or tor- excellent correlation between the calculated and measured data. equa.
mlnatio transmission Ono). lions (I) and (2) comprise n su.al model for determining the effect

of a bridge tap on Insertion loss. With the aid of a computer. the
Insertion loss of complex networks wih multiple gauge changes at,'
bridge taps can be calcul.ated using this modeL

TABLE 4

INSERTION LOSS

Cnacu. MEASURED (O)
Loop (d0)

Loop Length Com. @40 I-@-4 @' 6 ( f @772
No. (Ft.) monts kHz kHz kHz kHz klz

4 17,000 NT.LT 39.7 39.7 46.8 55.0 105

LT-NT
wlo 41.6 42,4 50.1 58,3 109
BT

2 16,500 LT.NT 43.8 44.6 57,0 61.9 115

NTLT 43.8 44.3 56.5 61.2 115

3 16,000 NT-LT - 42.3 49.3 66.6 107

BT: Bridge Tap
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C. wio Table 5 lsts ft calculated values for Loops #4 and #2. in -iion.

The nonm l Impedance at te U initace loolg toward the Ur Is measured values of hTfodane lot all thee loops we provided. The

speo 4 dinANSiT1.60.l9# U c ts cwnu. . ardIxrti.msvA complex Impedances wwe mesured using the terminal method with
corr4.nd i -" th*. ht"d . W on wuo-bVobicig bddge and the pi temiinAted at die Iar ed. ThI

ourdgpMM ft re~eno.oj lmperince %u b~e aple k"c lo th magnitude and phase of the Impedance fer Loops K4.12 and 03 are
rrali:lc Rown lo I also I Ifi e N I standard. gnath n- porty d In Figures 7. 8 and 9. respctively. AN hkarvod

11 lI.c OS W 3$m lois iS u tote so d n t ANSI complex cos or# retwen<:d to the NT. howev, for Loop 04. t Impedances
howeic. is re' ',s Is drfly re re ced 1o NT and LT were similar.

theng tThe Impedances wore measured In complex I I trms el a mag.
Llsig v*tabls ofprkwy ptwr~rs I ANI 'I .60-196.ltude wAd wn4o. The resistive )wAnd reactiva (imaglnay) parts of

aOw"# Imfpfod of eo cebl wes cakulaTe I the Impedances were cailrod for 40 kHz and Incldod In Table 5
reetwecd fero N foT PeLoof r4 t2 wwe, subs*"*. using Ith fllowlw ieWonship:
C~ulate using the. 110ow"n equation:

0 hOc ZLO = Z cos 0+ J Z sin0 (7)

Lr FI.cs7-::-: Realm ZCos 0z, [L,, cos *e o + zt , n

InMag Iy Zsin 0

ZV 0 - ComplexInutn c ThIs relaltonship i noted because of a reforence InANSI T,01-1988
Zowo . Complex sra Impdanc of VAntson regarding t NT possessing a term*n Impedance of 135 otms

resIsve.
74 O Complex kin, .dwe o terminon or t.infaIr. transmis,

son lie Equation (3) provides a rod4e for detnnlng the eftects of a bridged
tap upon th loop Impkdance. Theomtky, gauge va ations should

L n LenSth of Irmnmisslon l (MilO) VXer#pVdig to Zo 0. efOct te Irpeace; however, In practice, tih eff Is negligible when
lon lenghs of cabls are concatenMtd. Cociversely, concatenated

*whe shot legft of c" of various gauges wil have a ,loted effect on
Impedance. Tils relationsp can be observed though equation (3).

a + P (4a) As the lenqui of ihe cable (L) Increases. the hyperbolic porlon of the
eultin lends toward unity; thermfoe, the kIput Impedance (Z) ap-
pro.,aihes the cable Impedance (Zo). Due to thesvnce of bridge tops

(R +JW) (G + Jwc) (4b) In Loops #2 and 3, tIhe Impedance at the NT Is affected soicaily.
For example, the ingl bridge lap In Loop #2 created a parallel crcuit
of relalvely equVl Impedance which effectively cuts the Input Im.
Spodance at the NT In half. The Intricate combination of parallel bridge

atAenualon (neper MieQd p flho 8.G86) :aps In Loop #3 further reduces the Input npedaince at the NT.
Although not shown, the Impedances of Loops #2 and 03 wore

Po Phase shift (radians per mile) measured from the LT. Because Ow brdge taps wre located a sig.
nificant distaice from the LT. the effect of the bildge taps on die Input

and Impedance at the IT Is negligible. n prou wly explained for con.
catenated cables. Consequently, the Impedances of Loops #2 od 13

slnh(t+ a p) = silnh cos P +Jcosh a sin i (5) relfoncedfromttvLTrosemblethempeodnceofLoop#4whdidoosnot possess brIdge taps. Loops #2 and R3 exhibit a region above
approxirotely 100 kHz. whereby the magnitude of the Impedance

cosh(c,+ ii) = coshc, cosfJ +Jslnho: SIn 1 (6) t'.umosanosdlatorypattem.

This phenomenon Is the res ih of cable resonance and Is n function of
the location and length of Interconnected bridge taps. In effect, tho
bridge taps pedorm like tuned stub2. The excellent correlation between
measured and calculated values of complex Impedance verify the
validity of equation (3) when applied to ISDN loops to dotormino the
effect a bridge tap has on Impedance. Using equation (3). complex
loops can elso be modeled with the aid of a computer. As evidenced
by the data. Impedance is significantly affected by the loop configure.
tlion. Since Impedance is a parmoteor of concern to digital notworks,
the ISDN will require appropdato compensation at various termination
points to Insure compatibility.
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****** CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE (OHMS) *****
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LOOP 3

TABLE 5

COMPLEX IMPEDANCE

Impedance
Magnitude L~hase

Loop (ohms L degrees)
Loop Length Cw'Tae Ws - __________

NZ, __j(F.). Comments_ @40kHz _@ 4 kz Q 80kHz p 160kMz @72kHz
161 .L.0._"  15L. 2 I11 103

t~i~aO. lS4 L5 125._21.6 I1121L.18.6 10 45
4 17,000 NT (Re u 138) (Re a 133) i

NT 159[-30. 155 Lqq0.6 125 .21.t? 11213. 103[L-4.6
w/o BT (Re -136) (Re- 133)

2 16,500 ... . ... .. .
NT 74.8 [504 78.0 [48.2 37.3 5 66.3 !12.1 49.8 118.1

(Re a 47.7) (Re - 52.0)

3 16,000 NT - 39.8 L28.4 47.9 17.6 68.2 L9.1 65.6 1169
(Re - 35.0 )

BT: Bridge Tap
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o. ~~lk In 13ibco TR-TSY.000393, a graph Is provIded as Figure 4.1 which
models the 1% NEXT for 18 Icdt of 22 AWC PlC cable. The model Is a

Tm crosstalt was measurJed as povw5 sumff niear en crsl (P. worst Case scen=10 Which 13 vrAld under several conservative condl-
NEXT). FIgures 9, 10 anm 1 I xhibit th measured valus of PS.NEXT lmos. The 1% point Onl tW ostibt on of NEXT from 49 common binder
for Loops 04.113 and 02, respectivel measured frm bot th NTan group disturlmrs is plotted from 100 Hz to I MHx. By Interpolting the
LT. Not thOnvalueswe based ont*epower sum for 25aor cable. 1% NEXT 1& 24 common bUnder group disturbiers from the lSeltore
A meastmed and a corrected carv for crosstalk at lii* NT Is provided gmph we were a"l to compare our measured NEXT values for 25 pae
for Loops 02 ad 03. ThIs corrocion is required due to an iripedance cables to the Bellcore values for 50 pair cabl. Tt* daAi Is presented
mismatch tWe~ he a"*e and ve test equlmetm I ithe cablie I Table 6. Note that1 the tested loops did not conform with Vhe
Imptedance Is approximately equivalent to the tst equpmnt terminal. cOMat" conditions ddressed Iniltha Boas Technical ReWer-
Ing kimpedance. VIh corrilctlori Isnot necessary, as Is "h cooe for Loop one hotvr the Informiation Is it tz*6fuf r*lativ Inicator.
#4 and Ml loops measured from the LT. However, the presence of
bridgetaps rslsha lnsafdeeaeiteIpdanc e, T . Our evaluation shows tiat the PS-lEX ifstelatlytly liev and predict-
Consequently, ain error is created due to tie associated mismatch abl at a loop Iterface which Is not romplkcaled by bridg taps. This

betee th cbl,11 and the generato and detector. Hence acorrected relationship Is exhibited by the ageement between Vft curves for Loop
cmsIsprovded for theUT PS-FEXT measuroments for LoopsN2 and #4. and Loops #2 and #3 from tlie LT. The presence of bridge tas

03. causes variations hniltie PS*NEXT charatertistics. as portrayed by the,
curves for Loops 42 and #3 from the NT. Nonetheless, Table 6 shows
that, although the loops testod do not conform with the conservative
conditions stipulated In 13eilcore TR-TSY.00393. the I % NEXT values
awe within the specified values.

SPOWER SUM-NEAR '-"NO X-TALK (08) ~*.

FIUR 1 ______ - - - - --

I- ----- I NItItOL Y

FIGUREl My - -CA 40DAA

S

II40P~ go 1W $tIj KY2

fREOULNCY IN KILOHERTZ

LOOP 2
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FIGURE 1

*~***POWERSUM NEAR-END CROSSTALK (08)***

270

. 0

I

UO

40 eo 100 Soo 772
rREOUENCY IN KILOHERTZ

1% NEXT

Loop Bellcore spocified Muasurod
Loop LoN~'h Com-. (M1) (dM)
No. (Ft.) ments @ 4 kHz @ 80 kHz @ 4 kHz @ 8C £a-iz

4 17,000 1NT 63 58 63 58

2 16.5001N 63 58 66 ___0

LTJ 65 59

NT 69 62
3 16.000 LT 63 58 64 5
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E. EU1.IMItIflSA Figure 13 potys the generated puls. The reultant received pulses
tre shown for Loops #4, 2. and 03 in Figuros 14, 1.5 and 16. respec-

ANSITi,601.1988 specifis a moask for the shopo of the 2010pulses t ly. Noehte a amiudes are nonatzoed to unity. For Loop #4.
odglnatkng at tia NT. For standard metlic cables Intended for PCM tie recelved pulse at the NT is shown for the minimum and maximum
telecommunications. a pulse tomplato Is often spdfited at a portlinent Inserton loss (IL). Th. received pulses t the NT and the LT are
transmission rate. ypically TI (1.544 Mbps). The pulse template Is a portrayed for Loops #2 and #3.
mask whikh defies the pulse shape and tolevrnces In torms of
amplitude. dut. rise andfa times. overandundershoot and other Coresponding to lop insertion loss. t received pulses are sig.
related parmetor nificantIy attonuates. Out to the phase charactedsics of tie Mee

loops tested, the received pulses exhibit dispersion. For Loops N4 and
We. therefore. chaaciedzed the pulse template iM , cordwanc with the RZ the dispersion reslts in a pulse broadened to between 85 and 90
mask supplied in t ANSistandard. Hoovor. sincelSON is a noterc i soc hrn tie Intkdal 12.5 it ec. pulse. Loop #3 displays a dispai
technology, a pulse simulator was not commercIOl av aable. We. between the pulses rocelved at the NT and the LT. The pulse duration

consequendy, enerated a similar pulse using equipment currently at Vie LT Is approxmnaey 65 it sec.. compared to 90 it sec. at the NT.
available. Corresponding to the 2010 tine rate of 10 hbps. tIh Pulse The Loop #3 NT results conform with Loops 04 end #2; however, the

duration (10.90%) was saokctld as 12.5 iL SM LT results awe e.ently a consoquence of the multitude of bridge tops
In the loop.

rtlVAl !TA'.11MAi~ ItLiIRfI NTO tV LAMr~ LAD

01 L -

/,,

LOOP 41: Stt4JtAILD I'4)N rULU~ RIICIV7 AT III
PAIR 16 H4f4IM 1. L. -PAIR I WIMMl"4 1. L.

0, - ~ ~ -._

.024 N III# It 0 
I.,

PAIR 1 1 (K XLI I, L. -f i ),.It' .

4J JI+;J 1&U

llMt IV K-CRQ5(C SO
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V. CONCLUSION study of exl fifteen loops designated In ANSI TI .01-1988 may provide
additional Insight. Moreover. field evaluteons may uncover further

The premise of this paper was to Invsrtlgao o side plant metallic vat uail Information not discovered In our leboratory study. The at
cables as the DSLIn the ISDN BRI. The ANSI standard.T1.601-1988 tenuation andcompioximpdanco modeIscan servre as beneficial tools
served as the Infrastructure for our study. Three loops were exploredJ for equipment and notwork designers developing the ISDON, Further-
embracing simple, Intermediate and complex configurations comprised more, the data supply a body of knowledge which can be consuted for
of various loop lengths, mixed gauges and bridge taAps. Using primary the ipementation of the ISDN. Overall the calculations and data
parameters tabulated In the ANSI standard a theoretlical analysis provide Insight into a metallic OSL for the ISDN BRI. However, further
paralleled test data. analysis Is required, especially concerning Impulse noise and possibly

bit error rate which were not Included In this paper. Moreover, the data
The testing included primary parameters. Inseron loss, complex Im reveals that complex impedance and pulse response necessitate fur-
pedance. crosstalk(PS.NEXT) and pulse response. Calculated values thor review as they are significantly affected by the loop configuration
for dc resistance. capacitance. Insertion loss anid Impedance exhibited and will, therefore, Impact the ISDN.
excellent correlation to the measured data. In ai...Jon, models were
developed, whereby the eff ects; of bridge !aps could be determined for v*AKO LDE ET
Insertion loss and Impedance. V.AKO LDE ET

This paper Is an initial step toward defining the metallic DSL for the The authors wish to thank A. Oprotknwitz and J. A. Oiszewsl of the
ISDN BRI. A subsequent evaluation concerning the ISDN PRI may General Cable Research and Development Lab~oratory for their support
also be warranted. As three representative loops were Investigated, a concerning varicus aspects of this work.
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Loop Survey in Taiwan
and

Sos Follow-Up Proposals for ISMf basic kate Access

Wu-Jhy Chiu, %ing-Junq Wu
Wen-King Iluang, Guy-Fen Luh

T, *,com"Aunlcation Laitoratorios
Directorate GCnural of Tele:emunications

P. . vl'x 71 Chung-LI, Taiwar, ROC

There are around 8,500,000 subscriber
lines In the whole Taiwan. By using a
double-stratifi,,d, two-stage random

ABSTRA T sampling method, 2,305 lines were sampled.
Then the physical compositions were

About 2,800 lines out of a total of invnstigated and the transmission
8,500,000 ones in the whole Taiwan area characteristics were measured.

have been sampled and characterized. We built a database with about
Various kinds of physical compositions and 000,000 records of source data from those
transmission characteristics are investi- 2,805 lines and developed an interactive,
gated and measured respectively. Based on user-friendly software ptc)kage to perform
those statistics, the loop transmission the loop statistics. '.he loop statistics
capability on ECM and TCM scheme is contains two parts: (1) physical
evaluated. After studying the loop compositions, including percentage of
characteristics, some follow-up actions loading cable, working length, bridged tap
that may make the 2Q4D transmission configurations, etc., and (2) transmissio.
environment better are proposed. in this characteristics, including loop resistan-
paper, we also present several important co, insulation resistance, line loss,
loop characteristics and give some general return loss, line unbalance, induced
comments at the end. noise, NEXT (Near-End Crosstalk), FEXT

(Par-End Crosstalk), impulse noise, etc.
All these statistics can be illustrated in
graphical and tabular forms, and some of
them will be presented later in this

1. INTRODUCTION paper.

DGT (Directorate General of Telecom- Based on those statistics, the loop
munications, ROC) has sot ISDN as the transmission capability in terms of
ultimate goal for the instruction of various parameters such as line loss, loop
telecommunication network at the end of resistance, crosstalk, etc., are
20th century. As a 2BD transmission calculated. The calculation results for
medium, the subscriber loop plant imposes ECH and TCM transmission schemes are
severe noise constraints. B.ridged taps compared. After loop survey, a loop test
(BTs), capacitance unbalance, mixture of laboratory is built, and some follow-up
underground, aerial and customer premises actions are proposed.
cables and multiplicity of gauge pairs and The sampling plan is briefly
counts also contribute to inevitable described in section II, and the physical
transmission impairments, characteristics of the loop are presented

in section 111. Section IV shows the
To evaluate whether the existing transmission characteristics of this

subscriber lines have 2B+D bi-directional survey. 2B+D transmission capabill.y
transmission capability over a satisfacto- evaluation is reported in section V. Some
ry range. A loop survey odel was first follow-up proposals for better 2B+D
established in Chung-Li in 1986 by TL transmission environment are given in
(Telecommunication Laboratories), an R&D section VI and finally some concluding
organization of DGT. Then the model was comments will be given.
applied to the whole Taiwan in 1986-1988
by DGT's three district operating
companies, i.e., NTTA (Northern Taiwan 2. SAMPLING PLAN
Telecommunication Administration). CTTA
(Central Taiian Telecommunication Considering
Administration), and STTA (Southern Taiwan - Timesaving, economic and accurate.
Telecommunication Administration). - Geographical characteristics, i.e.,
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metropolitan, suburban and rural sampling method is that we can stralhtfo-
areas. rwardly obtain various kinds of loop

- Administration territorJois, .a., statistics, such as statistics for overall
three district operating companies In Taiwan, for TTA only, for overall rural
Taiwan. areas, even for metropolitan Taipei area

only. In this paper, duo to the space
Several sampling meth-.,ds hiad boon limitation, only some statistics are

carefull7 studied III, and a double- presented.
stratified two-stage random sampling
schema was finally chonen. By using the
data from Chung-Li loop survey (23 and 3. PHYSICAL CHARAC r sTICS
from reference 11), we obtained the total
number of sample linen for l"p survoy in Physical characteritics investiated
the whole Taiwan. The number was 2,805. in this survey include number, length and

position of bridgid taps (BTs), percentage
Under DGT, there are three district nf loading and out-of-service, working

operating companies in Taiwan. Prom the length, wire gauge, type of splicing, etc.
viewpoint of administritin, we need throe Some of them will be reported In this
separate loop statisrics for each of throe section.
administrations, this is the first .tratum

3.1 Loading
Metropolitan, suburban and rural

areas may differ from one another very Only 121 sample pairs out of 2,805
much in loop distribution and hence their wore found loaded, thi: is Nquivalent to
characteristics may be different greatly 4.31.
too. Prom the deployment strategy point
of view, we decided to have the loop sta- 3.2 Woring Length
tistict for these three different
categories of geography, this t3 the Pig.1 shows the cumulative diztribu-
second stratum. tion function (COP) for working length of

2,503 sample lines in different geographi-
There are 35 central offices (COs) cal arras. The estimated overall mean

und 2,594,900 subscriber lines in working length from the central office to
me~ropolitan Taipei area, 43 COs and the subscriber end is 1,865m with 90%
991,200 lines in suburban areas, 70 COs probability that the true mean value lie
and 286,200 lines in rural nroas, as shown within 1,865m./-90m, the figure also shows
in Table 1. that about 97% loops of overall Taiwan

have the length less than or equal to
In the 1st stage of random sawpling, 4.5)Km.

we sampled the central officos from all
COs in each geographical category with the 3.3 Bridged Tap (BT)
probability proportional to the line
population of each central office. For In thin survey, we found that about
example, there are 35 COs in metropolitan 65% ol all sample subscriber lines were
Taipei area, 20 ones out of 35 wore with BTs. The other statistics include
sampled 1]. the number, the length and the position of

UTs. The statistics of tap number of
The total number of sample lines in 2,805 sample lines are shown in Table 3.

each geographical area are proportional to
its population size, for example, from It is noted (3) that the BT with
Table 1, we got 860 sample lines out of length shorter than 350m causes little
2,805 for metropolitan Taipei area ;%s forward echo for ECM (Echo Cancellation
shown in Table 2. Mothod) system with 281Q code. Statistics

indicate that in the whole Taiwan only 69%
In the 2nd stage, the same number of of DTs are with lengths less than 350m.

subscriber lines are randomly sampled from Reference [4) shows that BTs will cause
each selected COs, thus, in metropolitan very little backward echoes when their
Taipei area, 43 lines were randomly positions are away from the signal source
selected from each of 20 COr, as shown in more than 250m. Most BTs are far away
Table 2. ()250m) from the COs or subscriber ends as

shown in Fig.2. It shows the UTs toer -,
Similarly, we obtaine the sample COs be more concentrated near the subscrioer

and lines in CTTA and STTA. The total ends, that means, much severe backward
sample central offices in whole Taiwan are echoes will appear in the subscriber ends.
198. All the sample lines were picked up
from all the existing line population.

4. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
One of the most important features of

double-stratified two-stage random Transmission characteristics measured
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in this survey include DC/AC voltage, loop of overall statistics for line unbalance
resistance, line loss, return loss, at four different frequencies.
induced noise, NEXT, PEXT, line unbalance,
insulation rosistance, impulse noise, etc. 4.7 Xnsulation Resistance
Host of them will be presented in this
section. Table 4 shows the statistics of

insulation resistance between the line and

4.1 Loop Resistance earth (L-E, L2-E) as well as line I and
line 2 (LI-L2).

The statistics of loop resistance are
shown In F i.3. The overall mean loop
resistance is 489ohms with standard 5. pRPORNAIK, VALJATrO
deviation of 290ohms. ECH with 2010 code, ECH with MS43

4.2 Line Loss code and TCM with AMI code are the most
promising techniques to be implemented in

Line losses at various frequencies 20D NTI (5) (6) (7). In this section,

were measured and shown In Pig.4. Line the performance of these throe schemes on

losses at 4014l%, 60)lII, 8OKII and 16OKllz our loops will be evaluated.
are most interesting. FIg.S shows the
statistics in terma of different geograp- Any pair in a cable may equally

hical areas at 80KIIz and Fig.6 gives the likely be chosen as A 2B*0 circuit and

overall statistics at the four different will be subject to crosstalk Interference
frequencies. from its neighbors. The performanceevaluation models used in this paper are

4.3 Induced Noise shown in Fig.14.

As far as induced noise is concerned, It has been shown tat bit error

the interference from AC powr is most ratio (BER) of 2.4xi0 on digital
Important, this is because ,1131Q code subscriber loop can meet the error

consists of DC and low fsequency performance recommend.ed by CCITT G.821.

compnnnts. Table 5 illustrates the Theaefore it is reasonable to set DEP at

percentage that our loop statistics meet 10- for 2nD loop transmission. Table 6
the ANSI (American National Standards illustrates the parameters required for

Institute) requirements (S). each of ECM (2031Q), ECH (MM43) and TCH
(AMI) transmission methoe's, Including the

4.4 Near-End Crosstalk requiry signal to noise ratio (S/N) at
BRd0 •

The crosstalk coupling losses are
measured by pair to pair method, about 70% In addition to the parameters shown
pair combination of induced and Inducing in Table 6, the following assumptions are

lines are within the sane quad or between made to evaluate the transmission
the adjacent quads. Frequency characteri- capability :
stic of overall NE£XT loss are shown in (1) Equal probability of "1" and "0"
Pig.7. The distribution characteristics before line coder, thus equal
at 80EKI1 are illustrated in Fig.8. Fig.9 probability of every voltage level
giveoi the overall statistics at four in 2B1Q and MMS43 system will be
different frequencies. achieved.

4.5 Far-End Crosstalk (2) By using the pair-to-pair crosstalk
loss statistics in section 4.4 and

Similar to NEXT loss characteristics, 4.5, total crosstalk loss from
Fig.10 shows the frequency characteristics nearby multiple interfering sources
of PEXT loss, Fig.11 illustrates the into the interfered pair, so called
overall statistics at four different multiple crosstalk, is approximated
frequencies. Fig.12 gives the statistics by Gamma distribution model (8).
at 80 Xiz. ig.7 and Fig.10 reveal that
the standard deviations of NEXT and FEXT (3) 99% of the active 20+0 lines wil. be
losses of our loops are rather too high. with the performance equal or butter
It is noted that 100-pair unit structure than DERO

star quad cable is used in Taiwan. (4) Raised-cosine channel shaping dih
roll-off factor of I is as .imed.

4.6 Line Unbalance
(5) Local power for ECM (251Q) transcei-

Line unbalance and insulation ver is understood.
resistance are important parameters, since
they account for the origins of noise. (6) System margin of 9 dB for all
Fig.13 shows the cumulative distribution methods is assumed. It is supposed
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that this margin is fo& ail the d',ployment, the limitation of TCH system
uncertainty such as tmpulse nolee, is loop resistance.
drop-out, imperfect circuit desiqn,
intersymbol interference, aging,
etc. 6. FOLLOW-UP PROPOSALS FOR BETTFR

TRARISITSSXOH ENVIROMRNrT
Taking into acnunt the parameters

shown in Table 6 and based on the *bove The results of loop survey and
assumptions and referred to the model transmission capability evaluation
shown in Fig.14, the limitation of dxsclose that satisfactory 2BD tranmmis-
transmission distance or the line loss sion is a severe challenge to our existing
required can be calculated by the loops. To make the transmission environ-
following equations : ment bettor for 20.D signal in Taiwan,

some measures are proposed in this

(S/H)fxt . XfxtlOlo(/jop( )(f/fo)
2  section.

*10-L(f)d/l0 iS(fi-E(f)I2df) 6.1 Pair Selection

On the "emise that only some pairs
-10log(did o) ..... (1) of the 100-,ir unit in a cable will be

used to provide the 20.D circuits, then
{S/N;}nxt" Xnxt*1Og(JoP~f)(lfo }1"0 5  ethe pair solecticn is proposed. The pair

(S~4nx Xx+1lo(1~P~)(~0) selection is a first-aid approach.

IS(f) E(fI 12df (2) From section 4.4 and section 4.5, it
is clear that the crosstalk loss characte-

Xfxt : Multiple PEXT loss (dD) at It worst ristics are rather too low, when compared
point by Gamma model to NTT'S subscriber loops (7). Crosstalk

Xnxt : Multiple NEXT loss (dB) at It worst between the same quad pairs and between
point by Gamma model the ad)acent quad pairs always tends to

P(f) : Power spectrum of disturbing source demonstrate the severest NEXT and PXT
S(f) : Fourier transform of a single characteristics. We propose two methods

sending pulse, depending on the of pair selection
duty cycle of line code

L( ) : Cable frequency n<ponso, do/ft, (1) Proarrnnvmont
proportional to f" o U neypais which aru one adjacentd : working longth, K m quads apart will be selected,

fo : Reference frequency (Nyquist rate accordingly, only a total of 23
of line signal) for crosstalk loss pairs in a 100-pair unit can bemeasurement preassigned.

do  : Reference line length (11m) forp
crosstalk loss measurement (2) Selection bv measurement

Prearrangement method is attractive
From £q(1), we can calculate the and good for the case of low pair

anaximun permissible working length for TCM utilization ratic. Selection by
method in terms of the number of interfe- measurement means to select the
ring sources, and from the statistics of qualified pair by measuring the
working length in Fig.1, we can find the crosstalk from the pairs of adjacent
coverage percentage of 20+D service in quads and the same quad.
various geographical areas for TCH (AMI) The basic idea is that for crosstalk
system. loss statistics, there always exists

an abrupt descent near the 1 2% tail
From Eq(2), we can obtain the maximum region, as shown in Fig.9 and

allowable line loss for ECH method in Fig.11, the CDP of this tail region
terms of the number of working systems, is about 1 2%.
and from Fig.5 and Pig.6, we can get the By this method, the worst fraction
coverage statistics for different geograp- of cable pairs can be identified,
hical areas on ECM (2BI) and ECH (MMS43) thus worst 1% or 2% of pairs can be
systems. discarded.

Table 7 gives some of the evaluation 6.2 Bridged Tap Removal
results. It can be expected that the
performance in metropolitan areas would be Bridged Taps cause Forward and
better. Backward echoes as stated in section 3.3.

Since it is quite difficult to remove the
Fig.15 shows the overall transmission BTs in the field, therefore, we propose

capability in terms of working distance that only after the pair selection approch
and the number of working systems. It is is processed, and only the BT: that
noted that in the beginning stage of ISDN contribute the noticeable echoes be
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removed. improved by sendinq a sealing
current continuously.

6.3 New Cable Specification
(31 Spl 5,:i by connector or woldin

DaT began to install FS (Foam-Skin) by connector or welding, the cable
plastic quad cable instead of paper cable can be permanently spliced with very
in 1985 for subscriber loops, and no more small splicing resistance, and this
now paper cablo has boon Installed since prevents the drop-out.
than. The croastalk performance of FS and
paper chbles has been studied all the tire (4) Tt for newly instal lodcable
191 (10). Recent study (11I shows that By intr'6d uci n di Vtib-ut:ion ox, the
the crosstalk performance of our now FS 8Ts can be eliminated without
cable cannot moot the loops 3poCif td by sacrificing the pair utilization and
DGT in the "Basic design practice for hence no more echoes will happen.
local loop" (12), when serving 20+D
service. (5) Di!ital lpoa carrier

Digita" loop carrier is t' o most
From the DGT': design practice, we promising technology to serve the

calculate the possible maximum line loss out-of-rangoe customers, P.th fiber
and DC resistance, and we find that only as feoder, the Narrow-band ISDN (N-
ECH (21Q) can serve all the FS cable ISDN) can be smoothly evolved to
loon in the condition that 99-pair NEXT Broad-band ISDN (i-ISON).
loss at 1 worst point be less than 62 dO
at 40 Kii:.

6.5 Loop Test Laboratory
Local cable manufacturers wore asked

to improve their fabrication process, and After loop survey, a loop test
two of them have successfully fabricated laboratory was established in TL. Every
the qualified cable. Pig.16 shows the kind of loop configurations in the field
before and after improvement, can be emulated in the laboratory, no

matter how it is composed. Similar to
6.4 New Installation Practice Bellcore's standard test lines (13), a set

of 15 lines representing the unique loop
(1) "CKING" for pair selection environment of Taiwan are also established

once a line is assignod -to be a 2B+D in the laboratory, so that the 204D
circuit, we had bettor to check if transceivers can be really qualified.
its crosstalk performance is good
enough before an NTI is installed.
Since cro.stalk characteristics are 7. CONCLUSION
very difficult to measure in the
field, therefore, an "OK/NG" method Thu loop survey in the whole Taiwan
is n, -posed by using much easier for ISDN 2+D transmission is reported in
capacitance unbalance measurement to this paper. The performance of ECM
qualify the selected line in the (281Q), ECH (MMS43) and TCM (AMI) has been
field. evaluated. The evaluation result shows
The correlation between crosstalk ECM with 2B10 code is most attractive.
loss and capacitance unbalance were From the viewpoint of DGT's loop design
studied, Fig.17 snows how NEXT loss rule, ECH (2B10) gives another merit. In
can be closely estimated by the this paper, we also show that the
capacitance unbalance. If the NEXT metropolitan areas are much easier to
loss criterion of an assigned line provide the 2B+D service. Some follow-up
is 55 dB at 40 KlIz for the adjacent proposals have been discussed, and we
quads and same quad, then the line believe all of these measures may make our
will be "OK", if all values of transmission environment better for 28+D
capacitance unbalance between (a) signal.
the assigned pair and the same quad
pair, and (b) the assigned pair and
the adjacent pairs are smaller than 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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for safe reason. It takes no more We would like to express our sincere
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LtAky COAXIAL CAGLES FOot NIL9 CONNWICATION

by Helmut G. Haag, GUnter Thdnnten and Karl Schulze-Buxloh

AEG KA.EL Aktiengesellschaft
Hnchengladbach, Federal Repuil lc of Germany

0. Abstract paced radiation slots were investigated (2). in
.iis contribution we will report on newest rejalts

This contribution descrit-s a v n new developed leaky coardial cables.
cable for mobile radio comunication in
tunnels and buildings. Out of a basic theo 2. Cable Design
consideration for those radiating cables the ,, .-
ciple of a new developed broadband leaky coaxial Radiating cables have a coaxial design. They
cable with a variety of small slots is described. consist of a central conductor, a concentric
The results in the frequency range from 50 to Insulating dielectric, an outer conductor which
900 W~z from a special measuring route are out- covers the insulation, and a final thermoplastic
lined. This leaky coaxial cable is based on a
air-spiced dielectric, named bamboo-construction,
which leads to low attenuation even at high fre-
quencies. The contribution is finalised by consid- .4
erations regarding the planning and erection of
leaky coaxial cable route:.

1. Introduction

For communications between fixed and mobile
subscribers normally radio links are uted. The
ongoing development of communications increases the
demand for those communications between fixed and
mobile subscribers at any point, even in tunnels.
In tunnels especially in railway tunnels the Fig. 1: High Speed train ICE
propagation properties of radio waves at frequen-
cies used for mobile communication are very unsat-
isfying. For longer tunnels therefore it is neces- sheath. The characteristic impedance of the cable
sary to equip them ,flth a separate radio link to is normally 50 f.
enable an uninterrupted radio communication
(Fig. 1). The critical tunnel length depends on the The inner conductor is made of massive copper or
surroundings and the distance to the next radio for cables with larger dimensions made of copper-
link antenna but normally lays in the range of 400 clad, which is a copper cladded aluminium wire, or
to 500 m. The special support of tunnels by radio a copper tube, to reduce weight and increase
signals can be done by directive antenna before and economy.
inside the tunnel. But this is often not possible
especially inside the tunnel. Therefore normally For the insulating dielectric a low dielectric
radiating cables are used [1). constant is prefered to get low attenuation and

also a broadband radiation characteristic. This can
For this, in the sixties acceptable results were be roilised by foamed polyethylene or by an
reached with slotted coaxial cables. These slotted airspaced dielectric in bamboo construction. With
coaxial cables are open coaxial cables where a foamed polyethylen& the polyethylene basic material
continuous longitudinal slot or separated holes are is blown up with a large number of small airbubbles
in no relation with the wavelength. Later in the which are separated by thin cellular watl. By this
develof.ent leaky coaxial cables with periodically It is possible, to reach a dielectri. -,nstant
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between 1.3 and 1.5 depending on the degree or where the outer conductor is a corrugated copper
foaming. tube. By abrasing the peaks of corrugation along

the cable axis short equidistantly spaced holes are
In case of bamboo construction on the inner con- formed In the outer conductor. The remaining copper
ductor In distances of a few centimetres polyeth- sticks are very small and the hole distances are
ylene discs are placed. Over these d:e! a poly- short compared to the wavelength. Such a row or
ethylene tube of about I m thicknes, Is extruded. holes behaves elezr.cally like a homogeneous
By this a system of air chambers is Formed. The longitudinally slot In the outer conductor.
similarity or this chamber sys lt over the inner
conductor with bamboo led to the name "bamboo In leaky coaxial cables also copper tapes are
construction" for this type or insulation (Fig. 2). longitudinally formed around the dielectric to a
By the high portion of air in this dielectric the tube. In this outer conductor holes or groups of
dielectric constant is In the range of 1.2 to 1.3. holes are punched which repeat periodically in

longitudinal direction. The configuration or the
To reach low attenuation at frequencies up to holes with respect to shape, width and position
900 MHz radiating cables mus' have large dimn- within one period determines the radiating charac-
slons. The inner conducto' has a diameter between 5 teristic of the leaky coaxial cable.
and 10 m and to reach a characteristic impedance
of 50 (1 the diameter over dielectric reaches 20 to
30 mm. Therefore the bending characteristic or the
dielectric Is or large importance. For both -
foamer polyethylene and bamboo - this is realised.

* /1 ,/
Fig. 2: Bamboo Dielectric

But the foamed polyethylene has only limited
lateral stability. Lateral loading therefore can
lead to permanent deformation. Moreover the foamed
polyethylene is sensitive to humidity. For radiat-
ing cables, where the outer conductor is not
totally closed the hueldity can penetrate through
the thin cellular walls into the dielectric. In
long-term behaviour this results in an increase or
the dielectric constant and therefore the attenua-
tion Increases.

Fig. 3: Variety of radiating cables
The bamboo construction reaches a bending charac-
teristic comparable to foamed polyethylene but has
a much higher lateral stability. The air chamber The variety of possible slot configurations in the
system moreover is longitudinally and transverse outer conductor is large. In one type of cable some
watertight. The penetration of humidity through the few short slots in axial direction in a distance of
tube of polyethylene is several decades lower than some metres are applied. In another cable slot ar-
that through the thin walls of the foamed polyethy- rangements of some circular holes or small slots
lene. with repetition rates between 10 and 100 cm are

typical. Or up to 100 small slots perpendicular to
For the outer cond'ctor of radiating cables copper the cable axis over a periodic length of 2 m are
tapes are used. The copper tape is longitudinally arranged in well-designed distance between each
formed around the dielectric as a tube. other (Fig. 3 middle). The arrangement mentioned at

the latest will be described here. Such an ar-
For slotted coaxial cables the copper tape has a rangement gives an intensive radiation, which means
smaller width than the circumference of the a low coupling loss over a broad frequency range
dielectric. By this a longitudinal slot in the between 70 and 1000 14Hz.
outer conductor results (Fig. 3 top). Also other
constructions for slotted coaxial cables are known, Over the copper outer conductor a thermoplastic
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sheath is extruded. Standard material for this outside of the cable and interfere with each other
sheath Is polyethylene which is black coloured for (Fig. S). The field strength at n mobile antenna
UV-stability. for installaltion in rough tunnels or varies between doubling and extinguishing. The
as aerial cables along radiation shadowed valleys quality of the radio communicatlon varies very
these cables are also available with a dielectric much. Also the kind of installation and the sur-
supporting rope constructed as a Figure-8-Cable rounding near the cable affects the radiation field
(Fig. 3 below), along the cable.

3. Theory of Radiation The most important characteristic for energy
transport along the cable by the inner wave is theThe basis for the radiating cables ar coaxial

cables. In such a cable with closed outer cko.,'ctor
a TEN-wave travels from the transmitter to the
cable end and can be receivd there and will be
more or less reflected depending on the impedance
matching. By the totally closed outer conductor the
wave inside the cable is totally screened from the
surrounding. Alongside a coaxial cable no coupling
of an electromagnetic field can be measured. In the
same case no electromagnetic field outside the
cable nas any influence on the inside wave.

Openings in the outer conductor cause electromag-
netic coupling between the field of the inner wave
and the outside in the same way like single anten-
nas work. The arrangement of the openings deter-
mines the mechanism of the coupling. With this
respect two kinds of cables are distinguished, the
surface waveguide and the leaky coaxial c'ble. In
the first group of cables, the holes in the outer
conductor are equidistantly spaced over the cable
length with a small spacing compared to the oper-
ating wavelength. To this group also slotted
coaxi.; cables belong where the outer conductor
over the full length of the cable is opened to a
distinct degree as well as cables with an open
braid as outer conductor. Fig. 5: Outer wave of an open coaxial cable

(longitudinal slot)
The mechanism of those cables can be explained with
the following model: the largest part of the energy longitudinal loss. This loss is mainly determined
travels as an inside wave through the cable by the dimensions and the dielectric material of
(Fig. 4) At any points of inhomoeneity of the the cable. The maximum thickness of the cable is
outer conductor surface waves will be induced which limited by mechanical and installation reasons to
spread in forward and backward direction along the approximately 35 mm. But for radiating cables also

the surrounding of the cable is important for the
longitudinal loss because the inner wave also
travels to a small portion on the outside of the
outer conductor (Fig. 4).

The coupling from enerqy out of the cable through
the outer space to the antenaa is described by the
coupling loss. This coupling loss is defined as the
ratio of the received power at an antenna to the
power in the cable nearest to the antenna. Because
of the reciprocity analogue considerations are
valid for the transmission from an antenna to the
cable. The coupling loss for slotted coaxial cables
depends on the width of the slot and is also
affected by the Interference .nd reflection In the
surrounding.

The reached results were unsatisfying and consid-
erations were undertaken to develop a cable with
lower longitudinal loss, lower coupling loss and
uniform radiation over a broad frequency band. This
leads to a second group of radiating cables, the
leaky coaxial cables. The idea was that a portion

Fig. 4: Inner wave of an open coaxial cable of the energy from the inner part of the cable will
(longitudinal slot) be radiated as leaky waves to the outside. This
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radiation is caused by regular stimulation, thIs cosinus functions with follo4ing Fourier transform.
mans by a periodic slot arrangement. In the With the Fourier transform a function in the
simplest case small single slots spaced with half frequtncy range is transformed to a function in the
the operating wavelength - for example 1.5 a for local range. The resulting function Is realised by
100 11* - are arranged in the outer conductor small slots perpendicular to the cable axis. The
(Fig. 6 a). The coupling loss is very lotc in a principle will be explained in the following.
sail freqecy range but above and below this
frtqency it is increased by interference. For low By the arrangement of slots which are arranged
coupling loss over the total frequency range pairwise a fundamental frequency f is given. Also
bt4ween 50 and 1000 Wz the single slots must be at each entire multiple of f poles in the fre-
arranged in a periodical slot pattern. This has two quency range are given. For a niform radiation the
r~esons: poles of 2nd, 3rd, 4th, n'th order should be

suppressed as much as possible. This is achieved by
1. Besides the fundamental mode at the lower successive multiplication of the basic spectrum

cut-off frequency all higher order waves are with cosinus functions F1, F2, F3, ... , this means
stimulated so that at higher frequencies a total function
several leaky waves interfere and the receiv-
ing signal is highly disturbed. The higher F a i1 V F2I F3
order waves must be suppressed or at least
dase very much. These functions have their maximum at the frequency

f , this mens aqlituc a* 1. The function F must
2. By the fact that the single slots cn be taken hve itl 0-value at zr to suppress the pale of

as small antennas or sources of radiation the second order. At 4f thqs function has the ampli-
possibility arises to double the radiation by tude w -1. The perrodicity Is therefore Of,. The
doubling the number of holes per period, this Fourier transform of the product on the'basic
means to reduce the coupling loss by a factor spectrum with this cosinus function gives a pair of
of 2 (6 dB). But the arrangement of slots must slots with a distance of 2/8 of the periodicity
follow a complicated mathematical rule to length. This means one slot generates two slots per
suppress higher order modes. period. By this first doublinq of the number of

slots per period the poles of 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th,
In contrary to the up tc now known slot arrange- ... order are suppressed. At the remaining poles
ments the distances of the different slots in one the following amplitudes are expected:
period do not follow a simple law for the new leaky
coaxial cables. The essential of this new cable is "r of pol 1
that the slots are as small as possible because the rel. ,viltute oJU .o - .0.70 -ocru .o.
strength of the radiation is affected mainly by the
width of the slots and only unessentially by the In a next step the remaining spectrum in the
slot length. Moreover the special arrangement of frequency range will be multiplied by F the
slots results in the fact, that in the interesting cosinus with the periodicity 12f0. By thli the
frequency range disturbing poles are distinguished poles of 3rd, 9th, 15th, ... order are suppressed.

In the local range each of the two slots per period
IAI! are replaced by double slots which are dislocated

S'IL J by 1/12 of the periodicity length to the right and
to the left in the original location. The remaining

P -- amplitudes are now

_ _ _ _rt. _ _t__* O_1_ 0.0 0.612 -0 5 .5

In multiplying the remaining spectrum with F a
cosinus function with the periodicity 16f the ,h,
12th, ... pole are suppressed. The 4 slots are
transformed to 8 slots per period. This principle

1'I must be executed until all higher order poles in
I IIIII III III, o,, , * the interesting frequency range are eliminated. For

- - ..... leaky coaxial cables with a low basic frequency f
and a broad transmission range this led to a larg

Fig. 6: Evaluation fo slot configuration for a number of slots within one length of periodicity
leaky coaxial cable and therefore to sometimes very small slot dis-

tances (Fig. 6 b, c).

or at least severely damped. Those small slots are To avoid this and to get a larger number of sup-
on one hand easy to produce. On the other hand it pressed poles for the same number of slots the
is possible to punch in a given length of perlo- zeros of the cosinus function are chosen that with
dicity a larger number of slots than of all other one cosinus function several poles are not totally
hole configuration known up to now. suppressed but weakened. For this the zeros are

chosen not exactly at the pole frequencies but in
The calculation of the slot distance for the such a way that the product of all2 cosinus func-
suppression of poles is mainly done by multiplying tions gives values less than 5*10". By this the
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N r of cosinus functions for smoothening the
frequency slope are reduced. By this the number of
slots and the minionm distance between two slots
are technically realisable In the chosen periodic-
ity length. For a fundamental frequency or 65 lz
It is possible to suppress with 64 holes over a
length of approximately 2 metre poles up to the
order or 1S sharply and to stay with a minium slot
distance of approximately 7 mm. The first three
optimised cosinus functions are

F1  COS (n/2.02)9|
Fi cos (no/Z.3.06)
F3 cos (ni/214.41)

Fig. 7 shows such a leaky coaxial cable.

Fig. 8: Measuring route for testing of
radiating cables

Fig. 7: Leaky coaxial cable with numerousperilodically arranged slots the ends of the route are eliminated by choosing
for examination only 60 m in the middle of the

4. Measuring Technique route. At each measuring run with a constant fre-
quency the receiving level is registered at some

For the testing of radiating cables a test 1000 points along the route. In an ongoing calcu-
route has been built. On this approximately 100 m lation process correction Is done for each point by
long route it is possible to measure the radiation the cable loss betwee the zable end and each
characteristics of slotted coaxial cables and leaky measuring point. By this a plot of the field
coaxial cables and do comparisons between different strength along the radiating cable is obtained. The
cable constructions. The place for the test route local coupling loss is then calculated as the
was chosen in such a way that reflecting buildings difference between the transmitter level and the
or other elements are at least 20 m apart from the measured receiving level.test route and the cable. This first measuring programme is followed by a
To get the bare cable characteristics the radiating statistical evaluation programme. By this the
cables are mounted on wooden poles in a height of probability distribution of the local coupling loss
approximately 2 m over a non-armoured concrete is calculated. The mean value is the coupling loss
plate. This concrete plate is also the running path with 50 % probability. Moreover the 95 % probabil-
for an electrical vehicle with transmitter and ity of the coupling loss is calculated because this
antenna (Fig. 8). The vehicle is equipped with an value Is relevant for radio link planning. For each
independent power supply and allows measuring runs test frequency one test run is required. Only 5
with mobile transmitter and also mobile receiver minutes are needed for this, including all calcu-
with variable distances to the cable. lations. As standard frequencies 70, 87, 110, 160,

460 and 960 I4Mz were chosen.
As antennas normally /2-dipoles with vertical
polarisation matched to the measuring frequency are 5. Results
chosen. But also other antennas like special
vehicle antennas or biconic broadband dipole In the course of development of leaky coaxial
antennas can be mounted. cables a large number of different measurements on

test cables and standard cables taken from the
The measuring runs can be done with distances of 2 current production were carried out on this test
to 6 m parallel to the cable. Field deformations at route. Moreover every possibility for measuring the
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coupling loss and longitudinal loss In tunnels were These measurements are done more or less for
taken to examine the correction factor for the quality control because the results are predictable
values received from the free space propagation to with great accuracy, the peaks in the longitudinal
the values in tunnels. For every cable longitudinal loss and the, structural return loss are related to
loss and structural return loss are measured. the slot wnfigurailon.
Exmples for longitudinal loss are shown in Fig-
ure I and for structural return loss in Figure 10. But for the coupling loss this is quite different.

At many frequencies in different distances between
antenna and cable and under several mounting

0 conditions test runs have been conducted. Espe-
ee i i, SoOHM cially the influences of the surrounding must be

to recognised and correlated to the results and then
-- by changing the construction of the slot con-

figuration and the mounting conditions they were

30+.- -

Length 103m o

200 100 600 8aw 10303t ekO11

Frequency_

Fig. 9: Attenuation of leaky coaxial cable
with auxiliary cable (2) and of
auxiliary cable alone (1)4k

_____ ______.______ith__hesa_ er )iit bu wit increan

0r gso OHM 985 at a e d e

20 - -

F. 1Fig. : Evaluation of coupling loss for a
ox0 ca 3 u leaky coaxial cable depending on the

slots per period

compensated. Figure 11 shows the development of the
coupling loss at 460 14Hz for leaky coaxial cables

40 1 with the same periodicity but with increasing
0 2 .00 600 80 MHz 1200 number of slots arranged systematically to suppress

Freqencyhigher order modes. Here the decrease in coupling
Freqencyloss with increasing number of slots can be seen

clearly. Figure 12 shows a measured curve of the
Fig. 10: Structural return loss of a leaky coupling loss over a frequency range between 30 and

coaxial cable 330 14z using a biconical broadband dipole antenna.
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Fig. 12: Coupling loss of a broadband leaky ID0 leaky coaxial cable
coaxial cable versus frequency L

Also another very iqxortant effect on the longitu- Fig. 14: Salt effect of a leaky coaxial cable
dinal loss was investigated. The so-called "Salt
Effect" which describes the increase of longitudi-
nal loss with increasing frequency by pollution on 6. Planning and Erection of Cable Routes
the cable by wet salt which happens in car traffic
tunnels in winter time. The radio link communica- For the planning of leaky coaxial cible routes
tion collapses because of energy absorption or the the same rules are applied as for antennas. The
polar molecules of the wet salt to the inner radiating field strength at a mobile receiver
longitudinal transporting wave. By drying the salt coming f'om a local station must not come under a
and cleaning the cable this effect vanishes com- minimum receiver sensitivity level. The same rules
pletely. A qualitative indication for this effect are valid for the reverse direction this means from
is the relative open space of the outer conductor. the antenna over the cable to the local station.

The attenuation between the transmitter and the
receiver is the sum of the longitudinal cable loss

Frequwxy to the nearest point between cable and antenna and
the coupling loss from the cable to the antenna.

0 zTable I shows the characteristic r:rameters of
radiating cables. Whereas t,* io qitudinal loss
increases over the length and with increasing

kmh salt frequency the coupling loss for leaky coaxial
cables is over a frequency range from 60 to 900 MHz
more or less constant and fluctuates only locally.
For frequencies 150 and 450 MHz Figure 15 shows the
curves for the sum of longitudinal loss, coupling
loss and its variation over the length. For both

Sfrequencies total losses of approximately 120 dB
are bridgeable. For this a maximum non-repeatered

wet.with salt section of 2700 m at 150 M4Hz and respectively

slotted coaxial cable

Fig. 13: Salt effect or a slotted coaxial "'"'"' "' " ' "' '
cable " I I I I

,W "q 3 0 11& 1* 11 1-1

%$ 11 *l 1P 1I

This is larger for slotted coaxial cables than for 44 . . ,
leaky coaxial cables of the newer type. Therefore -, , .IS, 14
for these leaky coaxial cables this ""salt effect" W.. Its %i. S
is more or less negligible because here the aper- - I
tures are very small. Figure 13 and 14 show this
salt effect for slotted coaxial cables and )eaky Table 1: Characteristics of different
coaxial cables respectively. radiating coaxial cables
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fixed to the will with plastic clams (Fig. 17)
which are fixing the cable in a distance of 4p-

dll r 'proximately 8 cm from the wall. Every one metre
15"HHk such a clap is Installed. For the mounting of the

cable in rough tunnels It is advantageous to use a
A 40 .cable with a non-metallic supporting wire which s

length .-. 2.7 km UItF * H

UHF

20

U 60 ~ d5O0o,6w65d

t~oo__ _ _ _c

I ,

o UHF
de2 3kn HF

1,5kin Ienth-.

Fig. 15: System loss of leaky coaxial cable .
LK37 at 150 and 450 l~z dl

1500 m at 450 Hz can be calculated. Over thisc
length a tunnel can be equipped with transmitter UHF.VHF UHFVHF
and receiver on one side (Fig. 16 a). If the
feed-in to the cable is done at the middle of the
cable route and therefore co, pling respectively
decoupling of energy is served via a T-coupler -____________________operating lengths of 5.5 respectively 2.8 km can be Fig. 16: Radiation systems for tunels of
achieved for 150 respectively 450 MHz. different lengths

For longer operating lengths the older possibilityof arranging multiple sections with central supply
and connecting the in/outs with a modulation cable
are chosen (Fig. 16 c). But more adequate is the
usage of broadband repeaters which compensate the
longitudinal loss (Fig. 16 d). The transmitter and

are connected via a low frequency cable. It I.spossible to power-supply the intermedlate repeatersvia the leaky coaxial cable. v a

Normally one cable link is sufficient for the
supply also for a double track tunnel. Tdee clgles
are installed in the middle of the tunnel at the
top, or on one side of the tunnel in a height whichis a litte bit higher than the largest vehicle in
the tunnel to avoid shadow effects in two-way-
traffic. Fig. 17: Clamp for fixing radiating cables to
In tunnels with flat walls the cable is .iormally the wall
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fixed approximately every 10 metres to the tunnel
wall. In railway tunnels it must be considered that
the cable should be earthened every 500 a to limit
the induced voltage. This is normally done at the
connectors.

The repeaters in tunnels are mounted in niches
which are normally already existing. By this the
mounting place of the repeaters may be sometimes
not at the optimlsed location.

7. Outlook
GUnter Th $nne~en

The leaky coaxial cables described here are AEG KABEL AG
well suited for the supply of radio energy in Telecommunications Development
tunnels for railway and car traffic. By the fact Mwt chengladbach, West Germany
that the cable has a low attenuation up to 900 1*Iz
and also an excellent coupling loss with low GUnter Thbnneen (51) is head of the Developme, t
fluctuation, links with these cables will be able Department for Telecommunication Cables. He
not only to transmit the *obile traffic comunica- finished his studies at Technische llochschule
tion services of today but also those of the future Aachen In 1964. After a 3 years eiloyment as a
especially the digital mobile comun!cation system development engineer for CF measuring instruments
at 900 14lz. he returned to Technische Hochschule Aachen, where

he graduated as a Dr.-Ing. In 1971 he joined
8. Literature AEG KABEL.
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DEVELOPr'iT OF FLAME RETARDOT HALOGEN-FREE JELLY-FILLED NON-METALLIC OPTICAL CABLE

H. IHorima, K. Niikura, N. Akasaka, T. Yamanishi

1, Taya, Sakae-ku, Yokohama 244, Japan

Abstract composed of polyethylene we designed and fabricated

Non-metallic jelly-filled optical cables are a non-metallic optical cable, and It was proved

widely used because they can make maximum ust of that not only Its flame retardancy satisfies the

the non-inductive characteristics of optical fiber IEEE std. 383, but also Its transmission, physical,

and they are superior waterproof characteristics. temperature and waterproof characteristics are

Largely due to its recently expanding range of satisfactory for practical use.
application, there is an intensifying demand for 2. Characteristics of flame retardant Jelly
flame resistance. comound

However, jelly used as a component material Table 1 lists the characteristics of the nely
generally accelerates cable firing. Jelly Is a developed flame retardant jelly compound. And Fig.
major obstacle to improve the flame retardancy of I shows the temperature dependency of jelly cone
non-metallic optical cables. penetration which has a close relationship with

By using a newly developod flame retardant that of transmission characteristics of optical

jelly, we designed optical cables and succeeded in fiber, together with the conventional jelly
developing a flame retardant halogen-free Jelly- compound usually employed for optical fiber or fordon i a ribbon fiber. As is obvious from the Table I and
filled non-metallic optical cable which satisfies Fig. 1, this flame retardant jelly compound
the IEEE std. 383. succeeds all the characteristics of the

1. Introduction conventional jelly compound with only enhancement
made in its flame retardation, namely oxygen index.

The optical communication system using optical Therefore, it can be thought that the enhanced
cables has been constructed for practical use not flame retardation of jelly compound hardly affects
only in the public communication field, but also in the characteristics of c.tical fiber cable.
the LAN and industrial fields.

Since optical fiber is composed of glass, that -. N.-IR

is, non-metallic material, it has non-inductive
characteristics. Non-metallic optical cables aim 00
to make maximum use of this non-inductivity. In
such a cable, however jelly is generally filled
into the cable to improve the waterproof
characteristics while there is an intensifying
demand for higher flame retardancy mainly due to
the expanding range of application.

Such a non-metallic jelly-filled optical cable
employs polyethylene sheath and has no flame
resistant metal layer. In addition, the jelly
material generally accelerates cable firing. Jelly
has been a major obstacle to improve the flame
retardancy of non-metallic optical cables.

For this reason, we have developed a flame
retardant halogen-free having improved oxygen index
compared with conventional jclly while it retains .. . . . . ..
the same level softness. .* - U j 4 £

Tesorat.re (C)

By combining this flame retardant jelly with Fig. 1 Relationship beLween cone penetration
flame retardant slotted core and a sheath material, and temperature of both jelly
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Table 1 Characteristics of Jelly compounds

$111i grlt 1.0 M4.is 4%~y

-WQC 216 21% V

9C I 2 ...............

all 5or4Atts" 0.3 0

0.* , I |r 2 X

3:0

3. Compatibility of the fla'e retardant Jolly
comd with coating terials o
fiber Fig. 2 Weight change of UV curable resins

Compatibility was evaluated between this flame 
immersed in both Jelly

retardant Jelly compound and UV (Ultra-Violet)
curable resins as fiber coating materials. Optical
fiber coating materials were dipped in the flame - - .a
retardant Jelly compound kept at a high temperature
to test change In weight, tensile strength and
elongati:n with time. Each result of these tests I-t- 'a
is shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. In each test, a ,-ta .. ,
significant change due to tiis flame retardant
Jelly compound was not found. Hence, it has been
cunfirmed that this Jelly compound does not t = n------
adversely affect the cptical fiber coating 0 e.
materials.

4. Flame-retardant characteristics for various
optical cable constructions

In order to verify the effectiveness of the
newly developed flame retardant Jelly compound, the
flame retardant characteristics were evaluated TIN 46y)
using various cable materials with different oxygen
indexes. Fig. 3 Tensile modulus change of UV curable

The cable construction used for evaluation resins iersed in both Jelly

came In two kinds with a difference in outside
diameter as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Each cable is
constructed by accommodating 2-fiber ribbon in the --
SZ slot, and has 48 and 128 optical fibers at
maximum, respectively. Of the structure shown in -
Fig. 5, 3 kinds of cables were manufactured by
using materials having different oxygen indexes, E ;:o ,, - -

and of the structure shown in Fig. 6, only one kind :-- 4'

of cable, which consists primarily of flame €
retardant materials, was manufactured, as listed in F.
Table 2. These 4 kinds of cables underwent a :--.....-- ---------
vertical tray flame test stipulated in IEEE
standard 383. Fig. 7(a) through(d) show the state €
of combustion of each sample at 0 to 20 minutes
after start of vertical tray flame test. In
consequence, the sample 2, which used a non-flame
retardant jelly compound with other constituents 0 a 03
given flame retarding property, burned over a n (gay)

length of 140 to 150 cm. Although this satisfied
the test standard, flame rose up to 180 cm or more Fig. 4 Elongation change of UV curable resins
near the end of the test. So we conclude that the immersed in both jelly
application of flame retardant jelly compound is
essential for design of such cables in
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consideration of safety factor. 5.1 Temperature Characteristics

On the other hand, it was confirmed that the Temperature dependence of optical loss
optical cable samleIs 1 and 4, whose slot, jelly characteristics was evaluated within a temperature
and polyethylene (PE) sheath were all composed of range of -40 to 700C. As a result, loss variation
flam rirtardant materials, burned within only about was 0.05 dB/km or less at 1.55 pim. That is,
70 cm and 75 cin, respectively, both proving an characteristic deterioration was not detected at
excellent flame retardant characteristics. all due to the use of flame retardant jelly

compound.

i-fbtr 4149" 5.2 Physical properties
N .M esi Strenw th iibtr Assuming a variety of external factors to be

PC Slotted Care applied at the time of cabling and after it,
Wrp~n UP# tension, compression, bending an~d Impact tests were

carried out for the purpose of evaluating the
PC Sheath optical loss variation at 1.55 uim. In addition, a

waterproof test in conformity with IEC794-1-F5 and
Oiaawte. :~ 16 a compound flow test according to REA-PE90 were

performed. The result of these tests is summarized
In Table 3.

Fig. 5 Structure of 48-fiber non-metallic There was no problem on mechanical nor
optical cable waterproof property. It was proven that jell,.

won't flow out during cable handling at a high
temperature.

-r ibt Ribbon

.5 o# FtP Strength tkbt Table 3 Result of temperature characteristics

~ ~ PC h~t~sTepetrature Chrcttrlstics Loss Varliticn

Diameter :o 20m -406C - 601C '0.05 dS/ka
at 1.65 Va

Water Prooinoss (ICC 794-145S) we Fenetration

Fig. 6 Structure of 128-fiber non-metallic Compound Flow. (REA PC-90) N~o drip after
optical cable _____________ or ~ O

(Mnrl300 mo

Table 2 Oxygen index values Tension (200 t~f, 0.4 %

licaiclilongat on) N~o loss IncreAse
IesCable In rig. s Cat in Fig. 6 Crush At 1.55 s
____________I -CAM (400 kgf/100 m)

S a p e N o . 1 2 3 4 T r orap 25 25 25 251 1360m5 yisStrength 1embtr (Non-rR) (Non-Fft) (Non.FR) (Non-fRl)______( *i30,5CYlS

Poiyetisyiene 29 29 19 29
Slotted Core (fR) (FRI (Non-FR1 (FRI

Jolly 30 17 17 30
Compound (FR) (Non-FRI (Non-FA) (FRI

Polyethylene 33 33 (33) 33
Sheath (FR) (FR) FR) (FRI 6. Conclusion
Vertical Tray flame Pas Pass rail PASS I a rvdta h o-ealcjly
ITest Result II a rvdta h o-ealcjly

filled optical cable, designed as a combination of
5. Characteristics of flame retardant non the newly developed flame retardant jelly and flame

metallic optical cable retardant slotted core and a sheaths material can
satisfy the vertical tray flame test in accordance

Cable characteristics were evaluated on the with the IEEE std. 383. It was also proved that
optical cable whose slot and PE sheath as well as its transmission characteristics, physical
the jelly compound were made of flame retardant characteristics, temperature characteristics and
materials and has a sectional construction as shown waterproof characteristics are satisfactory for
in Fig. 5. practical use.
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(a) Sample 1

(b) Sample 2

Fig. 7-1 Results of Vertical Tray Flame Test
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(c) Simple 3

(d) Sample 4

Fig. 7-2 Results of Vertical Tray Flame Test
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The 1 0 National Electrical Code. Its Impact on the Communicatolns Industry

By

Stanly Kaufman
AT&T Bell Labontorics
Norcross. Georgia 30071

AIUSTtACr
Two wads, bcm in earlier Code rviwe COKte . Ofe 6 019

neaed regulatifn Of tklpone equiPMMn IN recognition Of t"The IU N onal Elecirical C e has several new provisions %thkh r e stavts oC the %k uy ast kam competitive, les nmoolihk
willmpeet the cosnmunaktios Ind y. INe mw WMpoant lnduary. Tk mA i chAe k Ohat equpent UWdlI a
chane is te requirement thtk all communcations cpmene lit a Ielephon sytM M be lited. The o tad Is ft establishment
building be lied A bein$ safe t m Us requirtmeat Kfpks to ad mein co da hirrcachy of permimed cable subsoiions ad
all equipoen electrically connected to a klcommunkiatlon ietwoik th creation oC ew class -C C al t papa!toi c cable.

COMPtier. IMe moa Important change Imipacting the win: and Cable
I lustry e ctablismn of a pew ct eory of cables. I.ISTNG OF UI F NT
muldtlpw cable. Tksc cables ll be 1vilable I pleawn (Tic j tc w w i ft 1990 NEC ilh most peally IpXct 0h
MM,) tiscr Cr NPR) and CISnra puarrpo se kmI CrTc IP) cigains Ind str " :~A telephone equipmcuie must beand will be suitable o communicatdo, data (Class 2), remote 1 M ape $0 tepbone key telphn
Mudtl (CI 3) Mnd Aft slamuse.sysitm. psx's. Wilcks. wassion euipment suck as subscriber

klop carier termia , k c Onnect, am connect terminals,
INTRODUCTION modcms computrs, md any ot cqulftata clectrically cwnetd

to a kktle network cxcqnK for tcephone company equipment in a
he Naional Electrical Code* is lIsued by the Nxtl l ite central otle.

l wtio Association (NFPA) ad Is revised evey twe cars. 1K eact word 1ing at A e rieet IS Us oOW
Work on the 1990 edition of the Code has been completd.
Subdantial chMtes have been made th.t will affect tk 300.5(l). EquimlpaM. Equl pm n lmed to be electrically
communications Industry. connected to a itlecomonications network "hl be iHed for the
Ths poper deals with tk changes In the Code reudal 0 nto
communicans da. signaling. re alum and cable TV cults and (FT'):r  Onew y of deteravig Wpcbl requirmentu Is to refer
cables, as well A opktical fiber cables. A list of the articles that deal to 'Stxlrd for Telephone Equipment." U. 1459. December 11.
with thes topics Is given i Table 1. Panel 16 of th Nional 1987.
Elecuical Code Committee Is responsible for these aniles. t - M l eq dtcftnt " M ap ly 10 reinsaile d

te lephone equipment rmianucted bere Jamy 1. 1990.
TAILR I In onkr to appreciate t wide Impact of this rquurvem t, consider

NATIONAL EI.CTRICAL CODE the definition of te wrd equipreu
UNIITEI) ENiERGY ARTI(1.ES Equipaet: A general Urn lncluding matrial. fitting device$.

appliances. fixtires. appwus. and the le used a a pan o. or in
Artcl Til Appllon connection wit. an cc stalltion.Under te 1967 Cod-. only cable and protectors had to be limted.

725 Class I, Class 2, Class 3 Remote Dat. Transmission Considering the delinition C equipment. it Is clear ta eCerythinig
Control. Signaling and Power Industrial controls else In the circuit path has to be listed. Splice caes do nrt need to
Limited Circuits Ooor hclls bc listed because tey e not electrically connected to a

crimmunications circuit.
760 ric.Procctive Signaling Systems Fire Alarm Ilse wods imed for Ote pupose" are a very important put of tie

rquilrcmen. Panel 16 considered a public comment to reduce these770 Optcal Fiber Cables Local Area wrds to just "liscd. The panel rejected this suggestion because it
Nctwoks

800 Communications Circuits Telepihone

820 Community Antenna Television Cable TV t "FPli Is an abbccvliion for "Fine Print Note. These notes are
and Radio Distribution informative, but they are not a par of the Code that is legally
Systems enforceabl.
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is cessary (or the equipment to be suitablz ror counm lations an T4 substitution of communcations cables and Class 3 cables (or
not S oter u10. The impXt Of thi requircmcmn on cquip Mn powcw.limlid fire. ci ve sirnaling cables Is mor complictd.

listed for parpwo Ow than cmmunkction. such as conipmu . is Cables used ror re 4la3m circuits must Mt he requir Khm u sho n
ta the lInremta tO .tal w th o Mpete le onet in Tale 11 below.
syslm wIll hm to be harmonized with the listing requiremens fir..
tckIom equipwmnt. TAU.I 1
Since my listing icmuirtmet t or cquipment obviously arn be
retrotive, em Ae lon was added (or teleho equipment AWO Minimum lNumbk'cJCf O uctKI
mna xtqd befor auary 1, IM. This cteption was adopted to
accam e i d lks lnotiuosio Ied t hes In ue. T 16 1
tckphors can be lnslltd and reinstalled many times during kir 19 2_
lifetime. N4ote tha the exception &Wk.Is only to telephone equiltment 22 4
an not to other equipment such ms compute rs A tenwive Interim 2-
awe~ntn has been subiuet! to ITPA to bave this eucption 2
tnadned to include all equipment connected so a
tklcommunkations ittik. Action on 'his amendment shol be Wire% fine than 24 AW are not currently pIvrmlled 3n the
comrplted by Octobr 1989. conlctors ha to be Solid cor of bunch.tdnnd uandnt copper.
To 'empkute out dt.lis or %he ingil or' equipment kt us rcycw if tranded conducors are used, a maximum of 7 sMn r Is permitted
TI scomple o isu i te s for 16 or 10 AWO. fin r giUes must be sld.

NO.2. Sca~r. Coramuniat io Class 3 cables tha met the above g.'.e anM
(a) Corrd. ThS Code €o*.Vfc traroing rcquiou ate rntitios to substitute for e.slmite
(I) Inrultalons of elektric coisducors and equipment within r on fitc m I h lling cable of equal or lower fire rating. Section

ic Wd private buildings or other sucturcs. incluling mobile 760-30(c) states:
homes. recreational vehicks, nd foating buildwls: And odhr Inu-aik. Cables hl be is6d as being suitable for Class 3.
premies uKh a% )wd. camiv-Al. patking and otr kts. and power.llmi~esl feprOtecti signaling, Or nnimunitlOncicuits.
induwil subs"irs Even though Class 3 circuits we ISOV maxlmum, iubstitOiM or

It also states: Jil caw for powc.limlted fire.pro ective signalig Cables was

(I No( Cowed. Thi Code does no( cover permitted because UnderwitCrS Labor is requires Class 3 cables

(J) Installtions of communtcation equipment under the exclusiv to hab% a 300V r*ing.

control of communication utilities, located outdoo or In building some Contoversy exists over the substitution of communications and
SrpCes Used exclusiVely (o such Insll3 ons. Class 3 cables (or power.llmlted fire-protective sinaling cables

because Section 760.30 requires that cablcs ore this use All be
Central olke equipment Installed In a tlekphone comiany cenal listed (or this use and an exception had not been provided for
ofli(e dms not have io be listed but the sam equipment InslWld as substitute cable This ambiguliy has been cortected In the 1990
part of a private nctwck must be isted. Ilince, manuiacturers of Co&e
4wiching md tansmission equipment ta is sold Into the private The st of cabk substitutions under the 1987 Code is shown in
netiork maket will have to lt their equipmet. ULc-wise cuiside igum 1, whc. a dssh lie Indic conditkna substituton, i.e..plat equipment such as subcrber loop ear n temnal. i hich are Fir .weeadse ieIdctscniinlsbtttoi ~.

p~ eupmn sc a u illaer l o barer isted. %h egaug an stranding requirements must be met In order (or substitutessometimes installed In buildings, will to . 10 be listed. to k permitted.

CABI t SUNSTITUTIONS

*Thcre Is a pet deal of simlrity bctwven tie cablei used for -
communications. data (Class 2), controls (ClamS 3). cable TV. and fire PLO ca
alam circuits. Under the provisions of the 1984 an earlier Cdes.,
cabks listed for Ciss 3 circuits (153V maximum) could substitute ---
for cabks used for Class 2 circuits (30V maximwn, most
applications). Power-limited frprttiesignaling (ilne alarm) n1SERcu M

cables were listcd for usr Is 300V poer.lunitcd fire alarm circuits
but these cables we Aied to sUbstitute for Clan 3 cahb le.

------------------------------------ --- ---- ---- --
In order to aconv .. stitution. a mauraturer had to get a
dual listing. both ' -s and powerilmted fire-.p otective signaling. GENERAL CM --
Likewise, if a mmfraturer had a coaxial cable used for ttm PURPOSE
transmission and cable TV it would have to be listed for Class 2 (or

Class 3) and CATV us.-

Thc 1987 Code Introduced sonic very substantial changes. it riESiOQ.TIAL CI
required. for the firti tim. that communications cables be listed, and
It also established a fire kesistance hlarchy. The 1987 Code also
permitted limited substitutions of cable. The listing requirements for
CLws 3 cables ac

725-40(b) (2) Cables shall be listed as being suitable for Class 3. Figure 1. Cable substitutions permitted by the 1987 Coder CM =
po-r'v.limitcd lire.prcnective signaling or commun!c:uion circuits, communications. CL2 u class 2. CL3 class 3. FPL - powe.r.limited

This established that communications cables and powcr-inited fire. fifepnctdve signaling.

protective signaling cables of equal or greater fire rating could
substitute for Class 3 Lqd Class 2 cables.
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Ums conditional subewudon civa'cd problems (or eklea!ic~ Inspectors The susiuindiagram (or optical Aiber cables Is shown In Figure 3.
bcWuan se wouldhavck ck tpage annumber of it sh thttocnutive Wpt iber rcables may substitute for
conductors, and %hethc a cable had solid or svando3 conductos conductive: cocal fiber cabl" of equal or lower fire an. No
befor permitting coqmications or Class 3 cables to be used In a prorosals were submitted to allow any other cable to substitute for
Are alarm application. The I99 Code has addressed this p"klm cable TV cables, hewce cables used (or cable TV as well as other

Wthe6 estbishment of multippre cables. 3plicstlons Will require dual listn.
'Tle requirments for multipurpose cables wre In Antkle $00 The 199 Code rstablishe voltage maings of 300V minimum rot
Communicatons Circuits. Section 3051(0 staies: Class 3, communications and multipurpos cables. The rationale (oir
hfultipwrpu (SIP) Cabloit. Cables that meet the requiremetst (or a 00 rating on Class 3 cables was use with 300V fire alarm
Types CMP. CMII and Of and alao satisfy the requiriemens of circuits this same ratinale alW applied to communications and
Sections 760.51(m) and (b) shall be permitted to be listed and mai~ed mtulatlI" cables with t additional neced to have lka cable safely
as Types NIPP. NM and NIP, respectively. hanlk AC ringing voltages supritmposed on 48V DC.

Sections 760-51(m) and (b) contain the gauge and stranding UNDERCARPE T CABSLE
requirements (or fire Alarm us). Mhost solid copp~er communkcations lThe 1987 Code required the lising of underearpt cable (800.3(e)].
gabges (orlityoforli"S ad ullrepott c galg cirui pemte it did not establish a cable type such as CMI or CNIX and did not
hap eeuta tdd for the-1mlii 1990 oetoert 26nain circi apctoncrs suggest what the Aerdtnerating should be. The I99 Code has
wha ben imuns of C onu in the c90 aod b e.mi estO oikes ablished Type OMUC urndercarpet wire anid cable (Section 90witha mftwun o Ic conuctcs n th cale.51(c)) and suggested (in a fine ptrit note) that It should have the
In order to clarify the permitted cabl substitutions, a substitution sam fire rating as CMX (VW-l).
sectiort Is Included in cach ak dealing with limite energy
cicuit (ace Table Ill and a subidtition diagram (Figure 2) is alsr, COMMNUNICATIONS WIRES
Included. In adIion 10 addina mtlti.UiiX"& * h 90 oedstnusesbten ie ndcbe, el n
tray cable (T'LTC), a typ of Class' 3 cable. Is also Included. Thbes: ocdsigihsbtee ie Wcbedlnn

Cable: A cable Is a factory assembly of two or more conductoirs
hain an overall covering

And defining Wires as:
PLENUMWire: A wire Is a faciory assembly of one or more Insulated

conductors withoutin overallcovering.
010These definitions recognize that a Jacet di((ewe~tate a cable from a

RISER wire and that the lakes protects the cable core. The listing
requirements for communcations;wirearm:
S00SI (II) Comnmunkatloo Wires. Communications wires, such

CL3 ~as distsibuting frame wire and Juniper wire, shiall be listed as being
GENERAL. resistant io the spread of fire
PURPOSE Lz(FI'N): One metho of defining resistant to the spread of fire Ik tdit

-- ---------------------------- hcbeafrwhspfhsalteetcl
Tray Flame Test* In the 'Reference Standad for Ekeetrcal Wires.

RESIDENTIAL Cables and Flexile Cords,* ANSIJUL 1581 - 3985 (Rev. Marh 6.
1987).
Another method of defining resistant to the spread or fire is (or the

Figure 2. Cable substituti permitted by the 199 Codie. duamage (c&v length) not to extceed 1.Sm when performing dihe CSA
Vercacl Flame Test - Cables In Cable Trays," as described In 'Test

Methods (or Electrical Wires and Cables." CSA Standard C22.2 No.
0-3-M, 1985.

NONCNDUCIVE ONDUTIVEHYBRID POWER AND COMMUNICATIONS CAIILFS
PLENUM Dgjp F-iic 1990 Code will allow the construction of a hybrid rower and

OFCP communications cable which includes a listed Type NM% (nonmetallic
shethed power table) and a listed Typi CNI (communications cable).

---------------------------- The cocnposita cable must pass t fire test for CMI cable (vertical
RISER CFNRtray test). This cable will be permitted to be installed in one- and

RIE FROFCR two-familv dwellings.

--- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----- ----- --- FIRE TESTS

GENERAL The 1987 Code suggests (in a fine print note) thats the UL Vertical
PURPOSE OF" Tray Fire Test (IEEE 383) be used for listing gcneral purpose cables

PC] Types CM, CL2, CL3. FPL. CATV, OFN and OFC. The 1990 Code
added a reference to the Canadian FT4 test as an alternate test. The0
Candian FT4 test is a more stringent test than t U. S. test. With
the FT4 test accepted on both sides of the border, 2 manufacturer can

Figure 3. Permitted substitutions of optical fiber cables. use it to simultancouasly satisfy U. S. and Canadian requirements.
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The 1917 Code did n refer to the UL U-% M'r C Ar U for MULTICONDUCTOR NON.POWVR.UMITD FIRE.
Type CMR amd oter rimr cable because the " saderd was not PROTECTIVE SIGNALING CARLE

Wi d we the 19117 Code wu writica. U. 1664 w ll be Th Code recopils two typ" of Aft alanm circuits, nonopowr.
referenced doe 1990 Code. limited 5A£ ecdVt Sigbling Circuit a powArnld" lMud 6r-

protective sils"S ciecuits. Ti powr.llmltd typs FPLP. FMIJtTIlE 5 FOOT RULF AND OPTICAL FVIlER CAILE fl. art te o funiliar becae they ae in the u tion
The 191/ Code requires that all c#atm cables in a building chart discuSd Carler. Power win n power wiring med s
be listed bout it temped 50 Wee of oursit-iplnt c~abl ering from (conduit. z"bl ways, etc.) ain pSerally used for wo-powtr-lintetA
outside the building. Thit cm"ptin has Its ms in . eIll S)ytm Aire alamt circuits, but *te 1917 Code does provide for (Section 760-
Ptatkcs Is 50 foot rule has tW extended to cikal Aber cable. 17) a muldconducior, 16 or II AWO. cable r this application. The

1990 Code will provide for a plenum. riser and geral Purpose
RISMR APPLICATIONS verslon of this cable with e ollowing cable makings:
The 1917 Code requires riser (or plenum) cable to be uxd %he _ _ _

cals are "in a yeic rut in a sl" In modem cnsntlonstu n open
sh n re no used. Typically. rer cables go fromn fo to floor NPLFP Non.Power.Umled
through a serie of oo pene io *Ms Intent of the Cxk is to Mr.iPc-tive
treat de Installations as shaft TIh V90 Code clatllks this Intent Signaling Circuit
wh the following requirement: Plenum Cable
Riser. Cables Installed In vertical rus wid penctrating more thanM
one floor, or cables installed in vtnslc rtue. in a s"a shall be T)pe l o w. he
CNIR. Floor trations meiring Type CMR llhall contain only ignas Circuit
cables suitable for ris or plnum w Se Cable
This new reuirnint clarilies the Inent of tequiring ris or bet
cable when tig A %ie th h mulile C s but it does permit a NPU NOM.Povwtr.Uld
gcncral purpose cable (CM. OFN) to Zo tlough one fior only. The .l'ri4rotective
permitted use of general purpose (Ni', CM). riser (MI, CMIR) and Slgnaling Circuit
plenum cabks (MPP, CMP) are llustratei In Figure 4. Cable
LIMITATIONS ON CMX lse cables will be pemeied to be used with ISOV non-powelimited

lirledotctivc signaling ciruit. The Insulation voltage rating Is
The 1917 Code permitted CMX cable suct as D Station Wire. (r acd 300V so thcse cables can substitute for 300V powcr.limited fre.
to VW.I, the lowest level of ire resismi¢nc) to be used it ary 3ocwtive signaling cables ard the voltage rating on the Insulation
residence Including high r aWuncn csc in In a plenum or riser. plut ja kt combination It 60OV so these cables can be run in a
In the 1990 Code, Type CMX cable will be permitted In one and conduit with Class I circuits (600 V). The design of thes cables
two-fatmlly dtllings anywhere except a riser ora plenum, but it will nmy be similar to 16 or 1 AWO cables listed for communications
not be permitted in multifamily dwellings except in exposed Cliss 3 or pow.limltcd fIreprottive sigling use. The
applications such as stapled to the baseboard. establishment of a no.power.llmited plenum cable is a signilicant

change since one has to be concerned with shock huzd when
COMBINED DATA AND TF.EI'PIIONF CA13LVS dealing with non.powt.limitcd circuilts. The epected use of these
The 1937 Code penits Clas 2 circuits such as data circuits and caLis Is to connect a sri es or annunciators (Iloud speakers). They
Clss 3 circuits (signaling, control) to be rwn In a cable with will not he energized except %hcn an alarm Is sounded. so these
communications circuits. In such a ca the cable must be listed a a cabk-s we significantly different In application than other non.powcr.
communications cable. Sometimes this requirement causes problems limited cables such as Type NM (Ronec).
for cable designers who want to use foamed Insulation tote d aa EIITORIAL RVVISIONS
circuits because the foamed insulation will not pass the insulation
crush resistance requirement In the UL standard fow tclephon cable. In addition to the foregoing changes In the five articles In Table I.
"l'h 1990 Code offers relief by permitting a listed Class 2 or Class 3 they have been tvised editorially. i11c objective of the editorial
cable to be combined with a listed communications cable with a revisions was to nake these articles casler to usC and understand.
common jacket joining the two cables Into a composite cable. r"
example. a Type CL2 and a iYp CI cable could be used In a
composite cable. The rire resistance rating of tbe conposite cable Is Stanly Kaufman Is
detentined b7 testing the composite. Supervisor of the

Chemistry. Metallurgy
CAIILE TRAYS and Product S3ety Group
Article 725. wh!ch cover Class 2 and Class 3 circuits, Including dta at AT&T Bell
cables, requires that power limited tray cable Type PLTC be used Laboratories in Norcross,
where cable trays are used (Section 725-40(b) exception). Type GA. lie received a DS in
PLTC is a heavy-waled cable dcsigned for cable tray use in outdoor Physics from the City
appl;cations such as chemical plants. Ordinary data cable (Type Colloee of the City
CL2) may not be instalkd in a cable troy. Tie 1990 Code will University of the City of -

contain two new sections pertaining ;o cable trays for optical fiber, Ncw York, and a PhD in I
communications and multipurpose cables Chcmistry from Brown r

Uniicrsily. lie is at
770.52 (d) Cable Trays. Opdcal fiber cables shall be permitted to member of the Natonal-
be installed in cable trays. Electrical Code
300.52(d) Cable Trays. Communications cables and multipurpose Committee, serving on Panel 16 which is responsible for telephone.
cables shall be permitted to be installed in cable trays. optical fiber, and data cable safety.
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I I (NOT I CONDIT

(NOT IN CONDUIT)

MPR, CMR (IN CONDUIT -

PLENUMONLY IN PLENUM)

MP. CM

PENETRATION AS

~ ~ I -RISER CABLES)

OUTSIDE PLANT
CABLE PROTECTOR

(NOT TO EXCEED (AS CLOSE AS PRACTICA13LE
50 FEET) TO CABLE ENTRANCE)

MPP, CMP

PLENUM MPR,CMR
(NOT IN CONDUIT)

MPR CMR
(IN CONDUffT-
ONLY IN PLENUM)

MP, CM
(NOT I CONDUI
AND NOT I SAME
PENETRATION AS
RISER CABLES)

Figure 4. The limitation on the use of unliste outside plan cabl is shown in the top drawint. The wies of pea" puros (NIP. CM). riser
(MPR. CMR) and plenum %MPP. CMP) cables are also showi. The bottom drawing shows tha geneal purpose cables may no( be run in the sune
floor pcnetrauon a" riser and Plenum cable.
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DEVrLOPMENT OF LOW IIALOGEN AND NON IIALOGEN FIRE RESXSTANT LOW SMOKE CABLE
SIr.ATIIING COMPOUNDS BASED ON FUNCTIONALIZED POLYOLEFINS PVC BLENDS

L. K. Sanghi A.S. Hhattacharyya, B. Mukhrjee * A.. Sn

P.P. Do + and Anil K. Bhowmick+

*Fort Gloster Induntrien Ltd., (Cable Division), P.O. Fort-
Gloster, IIwrah - 711 310, India.
+Rubber Technology Centre, T.I.T., Kharagpur, )ndia
Abntract

An attempt is made to develop a novel seri- large amount of dense black smoko together
es of cable sheathing compounds with varia- with acidic and toxic fumes. This becomes
tion in chlorine content and sufficient a serious concern particularly when a lar-
fire retardance and unique low amoke chara- ge number of people gather in a confined
ctoristics. These have been prepared by area like underground railways, hotels,
blvdning PVC and functionalied polyolefins exhibition hall*, ships, factories etc.
in Jifoerent compositions. PE and EPDM have Moreover, the formation of highly acidic
been functionalized by grafting dibutyl and corrosive fumes can damage the costly
maloate (DBM) using DCP as initiator. FRLS equipment such as computers, electronic
compounds made from PVC functionalized systems, telephonc cxchages etc.
polyolefin blends possessthe special cha-
racteristics of low smoke, low acid gas Well aet of properties such as electrical,
generation, increased fire retardanco and mechanical, weather resistance and very
improved volume resistivity, which are low smoke generation on burning possessed
much better in comparison with a typical by polyolefins combined with fire retaeda-
PVC sheathing compound. Report has been nce properties of PVC are expected to pro-
made also on Thermoplasttc Elastoner(TPE) vide better combination of properties as
based non-halogen FRLS compound. The cable sheathing compounds having signifi-
mechanisms for grafting, polymer-polymer cant technological importance. But as
and polymer-filler interactions have such polyolefins are not compatible with
been presented. PVC and blending of these polymers result

in poor mechanical properties.

In the present investigation, efforts are

Introduction made to develop a set of compounds for
sheathing applications based on functiona-

The wide spread use of electric cables in lized polyolefins - PVC blends having
a arge number o areas often cause out sufficient fire retardance and low smoke

breaks of fire either by accidental short properties retaining all other propertiescircuit condiion or the burning of some same. Attempts have also been made toexiru c atteor htch subseruenglyfsnm- develop non-halogen FRLS Thermoplasticextraneous matter which subsequently igni- Elastomer compounds based on functionaliz-
tes the cables. So, it is highly desira- ed polyolefins.
ble to have a sheathing (protective or
jacketing) compound which will be fire Experimental
resistant on one hand and will have reduc-
ed or no hazards from generation of smoke, Materials: Low density polyethylene(LDPE)
toxic and corrosive fumes. (NESTE Polyethylene DFDS - 4445 of Neste

For many years, many halogen containing Polyeten AB, Sweden) of density 0.915 g/cc
polymers have been used an the base mate- and MFI 2.0 g/10 min (ASTM-D 1238), Ethy-
rial for fire resistant sheathing compoun- lep.e propylene 1,4 hexadiene terpolymer
ds in the manufacture of electric cables. (VPDM) (Nordel 2760 of Du Pont USA), Poly
Poly (Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) having good (Vinyl Chloride) (PVC) (Indovin of IPCL,
flame resistanceproperties coupled with India) of K-value 65, Acrylonitrile buta-diene copolymer (NBR) (Krynac 3450 of
other desirable properties such as good Poysr canada ) er used ym
mechanical properties and easy processing Polysar, Canada) were used. Dibutyl male-
was obvious choice for cables of such ate (DBM), dicumyl peroxide (DCP) and

applcatins or lng tme.Howeerother ingredients were of standard labora-applications for long time. However,

recently it has been recognised that con- tory grade.
ventional cable sheathing compounds based Graft modifications and blending : Graft-
on PVC can present serious problems in the inc of dibutyl maleate (DBM) on PE and
event of fire due to the formation of
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EPDM were carried out in Brabendor Plasti- ture for graft mcdification reactions are
corder (PLC 330) using a cam type mixing same (20 minutes at 1600C).
head N 5011. Different bland compositions
ware made in the same mixor. All the IR spectra of starting and functionalized
modified blends were characterized. PVC PC and EPD. aru reported in Fig. 1. Both
used always in stabilised and plasticised functionalized polymers show a typIcally
form with the formulation as PVC-100, Tri- strong absorption bond at 1740 cmn4 associ-
basic lead sulphate (TLS)-6, Calcium ated with stretching absorption of C a 0
Stearate (C.S.)-l, Trioctyl Trimellitate in the ester groups of the attached malea-
(TOTM)-50. to units. In general, the resulting degree

of functionalization is high for both the
Infrared Spectroscopy : Xnfrared spectro- polymers. However, a higher degree of
sopy was carried out in Shimadzu XR-420 graft modification for PC is obtained due
using thin .1lm of polymer. Free DBM was to the absence of unsaturation, high chain
removed by acetone extraction of the film. nobility and less steric hindrance of the

more reactive tertiary C-H1 bonds. This
Differential Scanning Calorimetry : A result is also in line with that obtained
Mettler DSC-20 of TA-3000 system was by BIenedtti et.rl. for diethyl maleate
used. loating rate was 10OC/min. grafting' . The graft modification reac-

tions of PC and EPDM in presence of DCP
Tensile properties : Tensile properties may be visualised in Scheme I and 2 (Fig.2).
were studied by Zwick UTM (Model 1445)
using dumbbell specimen (ASTM D 412-80). Blending of PVC with functionalized PR and

EPDM.
Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) : LOI of
the samples eore determinod according The properties of the blends of PVC with
to ASTM-D 2863-81 sptcification. PC and EPDM are given in Table 1. PVC

shows a tensile strength of 20 MPa. But
Smoke Dnsit Tent : The specification by the introduction of PC, the tensile
6-2843-81 and NS Specification ASTM-E- strength drops gradually. Similar results
662-83 were followed for smok* density are obtained for EPDM system. The elonga-
measurement. tion at break also shows similar trend in

both the ctses. The decrease in strength
Bel gas generation test * This test was and elongation may be ascribed to the
performed according to the specification incompatibility of these polymeric systems.
ICC 754-1. Mc. Grath ot.al. reported the incompatibi-

lity of these two systems 3 . The SEM photo-
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) : SE4 graphs of the pure polyolefins and PVC
was carried out in Hitachi SEM Model blends after cyclohexanone extraction are
S145A. Szmples were prepared by extrac- shown in Fic.3. The phase (layer)separa-
tion with cyclohexanone. tion and non-uniform dispersion of the

blends are apparent from the micrographs.
Volume Resistivity : Volume Resistivity
was measured by a 1lewlett Packard 4329A As expected the results also show the
High resistance motor. gradual improvement of volume resistivity

and IU gas generation for the bleds over
Results and Discussion PVC. However, decrease in LOI values were

observed with the decrease in the PVC con-
Functionalization of Polyolefins and its tent. Smoke density test could not be
characterization precisely done due to the excessive smoke

generation. However, both LOI and Smoke
Both polyethylene (PE) and ethylene propy- generation can be improved by the addition
lone diene terpolymer (EPDM) were functio- of flame retardants and smoke suppressants.
nalized by grafting dibutyl maleate (DBM) But, the major constrain of these blend
using dicumyl peroxide (DCP) as initiator systems for its application in the cable
at the temperature range of 1400 to 2200C. manufacture is the very poor mechanical
Optimisation of the reaction conditions properties. The mechanical properties
and reactant concentrations were also of the blends could be enhanced by improv-
done. The optimum concentration of DBM ing the physical or chemical compatibility.
is 10% for both the polymers. This result These Irg geported for various polymer
is in good agreement with that obtained blenq, .

I . In order to compatibilize
by Greco et al for ethylene propylene PVC with PE or EPDM we have functionialized
copolymer (EPR)I. The optimised concen- PE and EPDM by graft modifications with
tration of DCP is 0.2% for EPDM and 0.5% DBM. Various properties of t ,e PVC-
for PE. Beyond this concentration of DCP functionalized polyolefin blends are repo-
crosslinking of the respective polymers rted in the Table 2. It may be observed
take place. However, the time andtempera- from the table that the blends containing
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functionalized PE and EPDM result in con- A typical formulation is given in Table 4.
siderable improvement in tensile proper-
ties over pure blends. Other properties Base polymer/polymer blends studied for
remain more or less same. This improve- Bas poundmr e ben Tude fo
ment in tensile properties is due to the FRLS compound are given in Table 5.
inter penetration and uniform cispersion Properties of the FRLS Compounds
of the modified blends as shown in Fig.4.
Better compatibility is also evident from
the lower molting temperature and molting Mechanical properties
endotherm of functionalized PE in its
blends with PVC (similar to the PE-EPDM The mechanical properties of FRLS compounds
blends 7 ) as indicated in DSC traces(Fig.5). and its percentage change after heat air

ageing at 100 0C for 7 days are given in
However, the mechanical properties repor- Table 6.
ted in the Table 2 are far below the
industry norms. As such for further impr- It Is observed from the results tabulated
ovement the blend systems were modified in Table 6 that mechanical properties of
with the help of the dynamic crosslinking. the PVC dropA significantly (21t for T.S.
In a few cases a small portion of Acrylo- and 28t for E.0.) on addition of ATH and
nitrile butadieno rubber (NBR) was also other additives. But in the case of blenis
added for better compatibility. NBR was containing fun'tionalized polyolefins there
selected as it forms compatible blends are rather a little improvement in tensile
with PVC 8 .  properties. This improvement may resultfrom the compatibilization of ATII with

The tensile properties of a few optimised polymer systems. The compatibilization
systems are given in Table 3. These presumably involves the reaction of the
systems are well sot to meet the industry pendent ester groups with the hydroxyl
norms. groups of the ATII. The interaction between

the maleate moieties and ATI - hydroxyl
It is observed from the Table 3 that sig- groups takes the form of l-bonding as shown
niricant improvement in tensile proper- iii Fig. 7.
ties has been achieved. DBM being graft-
ed on PE and EPDM gives rise to interac- It is also to be noted that the tensile
tion mainly through a hydrogen bond strength and elongation at break meet the
between the carbonyl group oC DBM and industry norms even after the addition of
methine i of PVC. Besides, dipole dipole flame retardants. The ageing resistance
interactions of the type C w O .... Cl-C properties are also satisfactory and
may also exist. This kind of interaction almost same for all tV, compounds.
has been evidenced on the basis of pro-
gressivo shift towards lower frequencies
and broadening of the carbonyl band as a Fire resistance, Smoke density and acid
function of PVC concentration . The NOR nas generation properties
act as co-compatibilizer and increases
the adhesion between functionalized poly- The Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) values,
olefins-PVC interface during mixing enabl- Smoke denisty and IlCl gae generation for
ing further improvement in dispersion. the different compounds are given in
Finally the morphology developed during Table 7.
mixing by chemical and mechanical compati-
bilization becomes permanent by dynamic The results of Table 7 show that LOI valLes
crosslinking resulting such significant of all the PVC PEgDBM and EPDgDBM blends
improvement in tensile properties. The are higher than PVC F.0L5 compound. The
compatibilization between the polymers most remarkable imp", .-it is observed
may be visualised as shown in Fig. 6. for the compound P, ) i.e., for PVC-

EPDMgDBM blends. r . Al, LOI decreases
Preparation of fire resistant low smoke with decrease in , ..n ,t but here this
(FRLS) compounds based on PVC-functiona- improvement in flarw ret -dancy occurs
lized polyolefis blends: probably through ch- enh ,ceu interaction

of the maleate grouep wih, the flame reta-
As pointed out that the blends which are rdant additives AT1H, G; (3 and Mo203.
optimised for tensile properties do not The rapid propagation oa a fire occurs
meet the fire resistance properties. Thus through the formatigR of very high energy
FRLS compounds were made by mixing with 1I' and O1' radicals" . The maleate groups
some common fire retarding additives such may also act as the scavenger of these
as Aluminium Trihydrata (ATH), Molybdenum radicals and suppress the propagation of
trioxide ( 3 Antimony trioxide the flame. In PVC PEIDBM blends thoughAsxa (M02O31, Csb203)- PE is crosslinked, crystallites may be
As a smoke suppressing ingredient Zinc
Magnesium sulfate complex was also used 9 .  melted in presence of hi heat and flame.
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Thus may generate fresh surface by dripp- I. Precise comparisons among all the
ing for flame propagation. But for PVC- systems with respect to the electrical,
EPDMgDBM blends there is no such possi- mechanical, ageing and above all fire
bility of dripping. Probably due to this retardance, smoke generation and acid
reason PVC-EPDMgDBM blends result such gas generation properties indicate
improvement in flame retardancy. superiority of the compounds made from

PVC £unctionaljized polyolofins blends.

It is also observed from the 
Table 7 that

minimum % light transmission significantly 3. P-halogen FRLS compound made from
increases i.e, smoke generation on burning Tner.oplastic Elastomer (TPE) also
decreases by the replacement of PVC with possess good electrical, mechanical,
functionalized polyolefins. These com- very low smoke genera.ion and suffici-
pounds were also tested in the NOS-Smoke eant fire retardance properties.
Chamber. The data obtained also support
the above result.

It is very interesting to note from the References
results given in Table 7 that acid gas
generation significantly decreases with
the partial replacement of PVC, the poten- I. R. Greco, G. Maglio and PV. Musto,
tial source on liberated IdC. The decrea- J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 33, 2513 (1987)
se is above 50%.

2. E. Benedetti, A.D'Allessio, MAglietto,
Ele:trical Properties :. Ruggeri, P. Vergamini and

F. Ciardelli, Polym. Eng. Sci, 26,
Initial volume resistivity of the compoun- 9 (1986)
ds and its change after water immersion
are plotted in Fig. 8. It in observed 3. J.E. Mc Grath and M. atzner, U.S.
that initial volume resistivity increases Patent 3,798,289 (March 19, 1974)
with the increase in proportion of func-
tionalized PE and EPDM in PVC blends. 4. M. Xanthos, Polym.Eng. Sci, 28, 1392
This is due to the non-polar nature of the (1988)
PE and SPDM. The volume resistivity
measured after Immornion of the compounds 5. A.Y. Coran in Handbook of Elastome -

in water decreases with time of immersion Now Developments and Technology - Ed.
due to the diffusion of water into the by Anil K. Bhowmickand Hl.L. Stephens,
systems. The decreauing trend is almost V;ncel Dekker Inc, N.Y. 1988, Ch. 8.
similar for all the blends.

6. N. Roychowdhury and A.K. Bhowmick,
Thermoplastic Elastomer based non-halogen J. Appl. Polym. Sci, 37, XXX (iS89).

FRLS Compound
7. A.K. San, B. Mukherjee, A.S.Bihattachar-

One Thermoplast'l Elastomer (TPE) based yya, L.K. Sanghi, P.P. Do and Anil K.
non-halogen FRLS compound has also been Bhowmick, Thermochimica Acta (in press)
made. TPC has been prepared by dynamic
vulcanization of PEgDBM and EPDgDBM 8. M. Matsuo, C. Nozaki and Y. Jyo, Polym.
blends. FRLS compound has been made by Eng. Sci., 9, 197 (1969)
mixing special fire retardant additives.
The properties of the compounds are given 9. E.I. White, W.E. Robertson and J.Schwa-
in Table 8. rez, U.S. Patent, 3, 996, 142, Dec. 7,

1976.
It is observed from the Table 8 

that a

good combination of mechanical properties, 10. Encyclopaedia of Polym. Sci. Eng.
electrical properties and fire retardance Vol. 7, P. 181, John Wiley & Sons,
with very low smoke clharacteristics have N.Y. (1987).
been achieved by this TPE based non halogen
FRLS compound.

Conclusion

1. A series of low halogen cable sheath-
ing compounds have been developed by
blending PVC and functionalized poly-
olefins.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of properties between PVC and PVC-polyolofins blends

Bland T.S. E.B. Volume Resis- L 0 I Ilcl gas
system (Ma) () tivity ganora-

(OIm-cm) tion(t)

PVC - 100 20 250 3x 1013 25.5 32.0

PVC-85+PE-15 5.5 62 7x 1013 24.8 27.5

PVC-75+PE-25 4 48 2x 1014 24.5 26.0

PVC-85+EPDM-15 5.9 68 7.5x101 3  24.8 27.6

PVC-75+EPDM-25 5.1 60 2.4x,01 4  24.5 26.2

TABLE 2

Various properties of the PVC - functionalized poly-olefins blends

Blond T.S. E.B. Volume Resis- L 0 I cl gas
system tivity geno-a-(Ohm-cm) tion(k)

PVC-85+PEgDBM-15 8.4 93 6.8x10 13  24.7 24.2

PVC-75+PEgDBM-25 7.5 88 1.5x10 14  24.5 22.9

PVC-85+EPDMgDBM-15 9.8 105 7.6x10 13  24.8 23.6

PVC-75+EPDMgDBM-25 9.1 98 2.6x10 14  24.4 22.0

TABLE 3

Comparison of Tensile Properties for difforen blend systems

prepared by dynamic vulcanization techniques

T.S.(MPa) E.B.(%)

PVC-85+XLPE-10+PEgDBM-5 10.5 107
PVC-75+XLPE-20+PEgDBM-5 9.8 100
PVC-85+XLPE-10+PEgDBM-5+NBR-2 13.5 135
PVC-75+XLPE-20+PEgDBM-5+NBR-4 12.2 120
PVC-85+XLEPDM-10+EPDMgDBM-5 11.6 125
PVC-75+XLEPDM-20+EPDMgDBM-5 11.0 115
PVC-85+XLEPDM-10+EPDMgDBM-5+NBR-2 14.5 150
PVC-75+XLEPDM-20+EPDMgDBM-5+NBR-4 13.8 140
XLPE and XLEPDM are crosslinkable PE and EPDM containing peroxide.
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TABLE - 4 TABLE - 5

Formulation of FRLS Compound

Base Polymer/Polymer blends 100 AF  PVC - 100

Molybdenum Trioxide(Mo 203 ) 8 BF PVC-85+XLPE-10+PEgDBM-S+NDR-2

Antimony Trioxido(Sb 2O 3 ) 6 CF PVC-75+XLPN-20+PEgDDM-5+NDR-4

Aluminium Trihydrato(ATI) 45 D PVC-85+XLEPDM-10+EPDMgDDM-5+NBR-2

Zinc Magnesium sulfate complex 2 EF PVC-75+XLEPDM-20+EPDHgDBM-S+NBR-4

Suffix P denotes FELS compound made

according to the formulation given in

Table 4.

TABLE - 6

Mechanb:al properties of different FRLS compounds

FRLS T.S.(MPa) E.B.(%) Percentage change on ageing
Compounds

T.S. E.B.1

AF  15.8 180 + 2.0 - 3.5

BF  14.0 150 + 1.5 - 3.0

CF 13.1 143 + 2.5 - 4.0

DF 15.1 160 + 2.0 - 3.0

EF  14.3 153 + 3.0 - 4.5

TABLE - 7

The Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI), Smoke Density and 11C1 gas generation

of the different FRLS Compounds

Compound LOI Minimum Smoke % IlI

trnsmi- Density generatedtrons- (Dm)

AF  33.0 41.0 388 15.3

BF  34.0 50.5 350 7.5

CF  34.0 58.4 327 6.8

DF  35.0 51.7 348 7.3

EF  36.5 60.6 317 6.6
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TABLE - 8

Properties of TPZ based non-haloqcn FRLS compond

T.S.(Ma) E.O. I vol~ume LOX Srnokc minimum
ResiaivitY Density li~ ht tran-
(OAM-cm) (Dmn) amlsalon

8.4 270 8.2X1015 30.3 108 81

.......

.4 . ... . .... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . - - - - - -
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to*~a.'a
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Scheme iScheme 2

C-C 2 -CH- 2 - C1 2 I- .-CH2 -CH 2 -CH - C12 - CH-CH2 - CH2-

II

R -0.-110:4 CH2 j-6ROH

-C012- Ct{I-Sif - C112 - CH7- -CHI- CH2 -C1It - CH 2 jC~t2 C2-

HC-COO~v
iNcoe CH2  HC-COO~u

14C-COOU
CHI~

-CH-CI2- CH - CH2 - CH2 - -CH 2 - CH 2 -CH - CH2- C - CH2- CH2 -
I N I

HC - COO0v C H HC -COOBU
I N I

HC- COOGU CHI HC -COOBu

j-H R fR-H LR

CHI

-Cu4 2 CHI-CH -CU 2 - C112.' -CHI- C 2 - Cif - CH2 - C - CH2-CU2 -
I I I

HC -COOBu C11 it C- COOBu
I I I

H2 C -C%..WN CU2  HIC- COOBu

IPE-9-DBH) (EPOM-g-0B14)

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the graft modification reactions. Scheme I for
PE and Scheme 2 for EPDM.

Fig. 3 SEI4 Photograph of PVC-PE (75:25) blends (a) phase(layer)
separation (b) non-uniform dispersion.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4 SEM Pliotog raphs shwoinq interpenetration and uniform disperson of

(a) Pl~g DM and (b) EPDMgDDM in PVC blends.

.j ----- OSC thocts of PVC-PEg-D8M
blends. ..CH2... CH -C" 2 -CH 2 -- CH2-CH - CH2 -

cc SC traces of PVC- PE blends.II
Ij I I

W u0 -C C-OBU BuO-C C-OBu

3: 2 1 I I
o 0 0 0 0
.j
U. PE-9-DOM

WH CI

-H2 C-C--CH2 -CH -CH 2 -1.-C~

Cl C

40 60 so 100 120 UO P0

TEMPERATURE, -C Fig. 6 Mechanism of compatibilization

between PE-g-DBM and PVC through
Fig. 5 DSC traces of PYC-PE and PVC-PEg- H-banding and dipole-dipole interactions.

DEM blends.-
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CH2- CH-C CH2- 2 NCH2-CH- CH2 -CH 2 -

H- CH2  HC - CHZI I I I
BuO-C C- OBu - BuO-C C-O uII It N I

o 0 0 0

(PE-g DBM ) + +o

I
OH 0

AIN PE-g-DOM-AIH system

Fig,7 Schematic represmntation of H-bend formation between the
hydroxyl group of ATH and maleate group *I PE-g-0DM.
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Fig. 8 Variation of volume resistivity with time of immersion
in water of different FRLS compounds.
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FLASH AND IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF FLAME RETARDANT MATERIALS

Shin Yoshida. Kazumi Ito, Yuko Tamamoto,
Furlo Aida, Eisuo Hosokawa

Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd. Kawasaki, Japan

ABSTRACT interest obtained in the investigation are
reported.

In this study, we measured flash and ignition
points of various cletric uire and cable mterials
based on ASTH 0 1429.1 through such measurement, Test Xethod
it case to be known that the tcmperature of
aterial itself at flashing or ignition is affected S
much by its polymer structure and exothermic and Samples were made into pallets of 3-ms cube,
endothermic reactions ascribable to various and 3 g of such pellets were used as a specimen for
additives and does not necessarily reflect the each test.
flame retardancy of the material. At the early
stage of a fire, on the other hand, the ambient 
temperature plays an impnrtant role because whether The overall configuration of the test
a material catches fire or not depends on the apparatus is shown in Fig. I. The heating furnace
thermal energy supplied to it from its environs. A of the apparatus has A heating capacity greater
method which we devised allows to easily determine than 600°C/h. The sample dish is furnished with a
the cabietnt temperature necessary for ignition of load call of S g in weighitq cApact' and 0.01 & in
materials using the same apparatus as that for the sensitivity allowing to A4asure changes in sample
AST meothod with a slight modification. weight. The furnace temperature (near the sample

dish), sample dish temperature and sample
temperature are measurablt with thermocouples.

Details of the furnace is shown in Fig. 2.
INTRODUCTION The specimen can be flashed either with sparks by

the platinum electrode near the sample dish (Fig.
Uhile many polymer materials such as rubbers 2A) or with th4 pilot burner on r..p of the furnace

and plastics are being used recently in almost confoming to ASTH (Fig. 25).
everything we come across in our daily life
including bullding materials and home electric Measurement Procedure
appliances, the importance of nonflaimmbility of 11eating Test The approximate furnace
such materials is getting recognized again with Lemperature at uhi:h thite specimen flashes or
serious reflections on disastrous fires. Materials iinites is determined by raising the furnace
for electric wires and cables are no exception on temperature at the rate of 300 or 600"C/h while the
this point, and many flame retardant cables have air flows in the furnace at a flow rate of 5 or 10
been developed. fc/mn. The air flow rate which gives lower

furnace temperature for ignition in the heating
It goes without .ying that what is important test is used in the constant temperature test which

at discussing th- problem of making materials follows.
nonflamable is .j understand the manners and
underlying mechanisms of combustion of rubbers, Constant Temperature Test The constant
plastics and other organic materials. Data on temperature test is carried out as follows:
combustion characteristics, flash points and
ignition points of such materials, especially, are (1) The furnace is heated to a temperature 10C
rather insufficient.2  In addition, combustion below the temperature obtained in the heating
characteristics of materials such as flash point test, while the furnace is fad with the air
and ignition point depend much on environmental (at the flow rate determined in the heating
conditions, and test methods for determining such test) from the bottom of the furnace.
characteristics constitute a very important factor
for assessing the problem.3  (2) Setting the sample in the furnace, the sample

is observed whether the combustible gas from
In this paper, we investigate flash and the sample catches fire or not under the

ignition characteristics of several materials for action of the pilot burner (ASTH) nr sparks.
electric wires and cables, using an apparatus with
some own features, conforming to ASTH D 1929 which
is generally known as a method for measuring flash
and ignition points of plastics. Findings of some
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(3) If flashed, the test is repeated after wire and C ble mterials were used as samples.

lowering the furnace temperature by 1O'C. If Such samples are listed in Table I.
not flashed, the teat is repeated after
raising the furnace temper ature by lOC. Table Samples for flash and ignition point

me surement
(A) The flash point is obtained as the sample _____ _______________ ____

temperature at which flashing occure under the Ctgr apeISmo
loTest flashable furnace temperature.

Cross-linked ... XLPE
(3) The ignition point is obtained as the sample nd Flae-re rdant cross-linked FR-XLPE

temperature at which ignition accurs iithoued Inae
pilot burner or sparks, 0 Non-haloren PE a NH-pE

! ;,, tSoft PVC (DOP 50PHR) j PVC-I
- .. emi-rigid PVC (flOP A0PIIR) PVC-2

FLASH AND IGNITION POINTS OF W/IRE AND CABLE rEthytlene-propylene rubber EPR
MATERIALS jChioroprene rubber CR-I

Flame-retardant chioroprene CR-2

(4) helas h Ruoier isobaiedbeteraml

Polyethylene (P), polyvinylhloride (PVC) and Flame-reCardant ilyparon i CS
rubber which are being used generally as eleviri " rubber I
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RE.SULTS

Flash and Ignition Points by ASTM Method
MentiTest (PrliinAry Tell)

Effects of Air Flow and HeatIng Race Heating

tesots were carried out at different air flow rates
(5 and 10 ftlmin) and heating rates (300 And rveg
6004C/h) to 'lecerwine the approxima furnace
temperature At which (lashing or Ignition occurs on
each sample.

The results of the heating test (5 ft/min,
6000C/h) obtained on XLI'E ore shown in Fi.. 3 as an
example. In addition, results on repropol.tAtive
materials (XLIE, PVC-1 and ER) are summarized in
Table 2. Note that the flash point and ignition
point of each sample in Table 2 are the furnace
temperaturets at which flashing And Ignition, Fu ter @rt0~
respectively, occurred on the sample. 11YMU

The rdsults given In Table 2 indicate that the)
furnace temperature at which (lashing or ignition Ir~
occurs is lower when the %ir flow rate is lower.
In addition, it was found ohat neither flashing nor S~ s
ignition occurs on PVC-I in the heating test. It t tmeat
is estimated that the nonflammability of PVC-IN
found In the test comes from the following sequence
of events: The plasticilter, a combustible additive
in PVC, evaporates at relatively low temperature I
and carbonization of the polymer progresses as the
generation nt hydroi.en chloride %as follows,A Fig. 3 Heating char; of XLPE
reducing, inl this v. th* relase of combustible
gas near its intri~asic Ignition point.

Table 2 Furnace temperatures at which flashing and ignition occurred on
some representative samples in the heating test

(0C/h) ((tlmin) Flaswh -Pr- t rtlo Flash t. ignition PC, Flash PC. 1.1tont
005 360 360 No flashin No illnition 385 385
600 350 38 o flash ng No ignition A-O -.n3

300 5 375 370 N4o flashin No isnioin -70--

Constant Temeerature Test (Main Test) the dehydration temperature of uactal hydroxides
Following the heating test wich determined addtd in Nil-PE is lover than the acting temperature
approximate furnace temperature At which flashing of the halogenic flamo- retardant added in FR-XLPE.
a nd ignition occurs on each sample, the constant
temperature test was carried out to deteemine Polyvinylehloride The flash and ignition

a ccurate (lash and ignition points of each ample, points of both PVC-I and PVC-2 are relatively low
An example of temperatture chart obtained in the compared with those of other materials. This may
constant temperature test is shown in Fig. 4, and come from the plas.,icizer which evaporates at
flash points and ignition points of each sample temperatures relatively lover than the temperature
determined from such temperature charts are given at which combustible gas is generated by pyrolysis
its Table 3. in these polymers. The plasticizer, which

evaporated gradually in the heating test at
polyethylene Flash points and ignition temperatures below the intrinsic ignition point of

points of three kinds of polyethylene are different the material due to the slow rate of temperature

a1monst them reflecting differences in their rise, is released rapidly in the constant
composition. For XLPE, having no additive, its temperature test where the furnace temperature is
flash point and ignition point are fairly higher high from the beginning, possibly Affecting the
than the furnace temperature, while, for FR-XLPE, ignition. Both samples have flash points which are
the furnace temperature is a little higher than its comparable with the furnace temperature and
flash and ignition points. The difiCerence between ignition points which are lower than the furnace
XLPE and FR-XLPE may come from the endothermic temperature. It is estimated that the endothermic
reaction of halogenic flame retardant contained in effects associated with dehydrochlorination in
rR-XLPE and a rapid exothermic oxidation which these polymars contribute much to this phenomenon
occurs near the ignition point in XLPE containing in addition to the temperature and rate at which
n o additive. NIl-PE is showing characteristics just the plasticizer is released from these polymers.between those of FR-XLPE and XLPE possibly because
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It can be said chat PVC is a material of which high furnace tcmperature of EPR coaes from the
flash and ignition points depend much not only on largt amount of inorganic fillers added in EPR.

test conditions but also on the composition of which makes the ratio of combustibles small in EPR.

three gaseous constituents, i.e., evaporation of CK And CSM have polymer structures similar to that

plasticiser, release of hydrogen chloride ga and of PVC, but their flash and ignition points Are

geiseration of combustible gas by pyrolysis of the higher than those of PVC because of the smaller

polymers. amount of plasticizers in them.
What peculiar to rubbers In their combustion

Rubber It is rather difficult to generally characteristics is that there is a temperature gap

evalute rubber because of its polymer structuri of about 100C between the furnace temperature at

which depends much on the kind. EPR, which, as which flashing and ignition occur and that at which

XLPE, does not contain halogens in the polymer, has neither flashing nor ignition occurs. Flashing

flash and ignition points close to those of XLPK, causing A fire ball occurrad between these furnace

but lW, furnace tez'perature is fairly high compared temperatures. These combustion characteristics

with that of XLPE. It can be estimated that the come from the effects of plasticizers, like those
in PVC but small in amount.

Fig. 4 Temperature chart of constant temperature test on Ni-fl

Table 3 Ignition and flash points of mteriale

lno Flash olnt
lIgn ition p. Furnace temp. Flash pc. Furnace temp.

('C) (0C) ('C) (C)
XLPE 427 360 425 360

PE FR-XLPE 383 390 375 380
NII-PS 457 430 454 430
PVC-I 311 350 308 300
PVC-2 294 370 342 330
EPR 413 41 430 400

Rubber CR-I 390 46. 325 290
R CR-2 424 440 413 370
I CSII 384 460 364 4'J

Flash Points by Spark Method As seen in Table 4, flash points of materials

The ASTH method using a pilot burner as the measured with a flashing source inside the furnace

flashing source resulted, for some materials (PVC-2 are clearly different from chose measured with a

and EPR), a flash point which was higher than the flashing source outside the furnace.

ignition point. Flash points of materials With the use of the internal flashing source,

therefore were measured using a flashing source of the furnace temperatures of PE lowered by 10 to

electric sparks near the sample dish to examine the 30C and their flash points lowered by about 20 to

effects of the flashing source position on 50C comparing with those measured with the

flashability of materials. Results are shown in external flashing source.

Table 4 along with those obtained by the ASTH
method.
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For PVC, the furnace temperature of PVC-2 did section. This section discusses such results
not change much but its flt@h point lowered by as including some factors such as teat conditions
much as 10O, while those of PVC-I loevred by uhich affect rhe combustion characteristics of
about 30*C for both. mattrials.

For rubber, both the furnace temperature and
the flash point of ER decreased. For CR-i and Effecta of Furnace Temperature
CR-2, their furnaice tamperatures did not change, -Fgure 5 shows temperature charts obtained in
but their flash points lowered. For CSX, the measuring the Ignition point, of PVC-2. The chart
furnace tomperaturo lowered by 40'C but its flash on the left is the one which allowed to detemine
point went up by about 20'C. the ignition point and the chart on the right Is

The phenomnon of the flashing point higher the one which was obtained at the furnace
than the ignition point observed on PVC-2 and ZPR temperature lower than that of the left chcrt by
in the ASTH method was not observed in the spark 0C resulting no ignition.
method where the flash point was lower than the In the furnace of 360C, the sample
ignition point for all materials. The flash point temperature rose as a function of the time without
by the spark method was generally lower than that causing an ignition, and reachcd about 420C in 7
by the ASTM method except for the caso of CSM for minutes. lgnitioai occurred finally when the
.hich the flash point by t.!t vparl method was a furnace temperature was raised by O'C to 370"C,
little higher than that by the ASTH method. it and the sample temperature (i.e., the ignition
should be noted, however, that the furnace poinr) at ignition was 294C.
temperature at flashing tended to be lower by the This sequence of events indicate that it is
spark method. very importrnt, in discussing the combustion

characteristics of a material, to consider not only
the characteristic temperatures of the material

DISCUSSION such as flash and ignition points but also the
ambient teriperature (which is the furnace

Flash and ignition points measured by the ASTM temperature in the test) at which the material is
method having a flashing source outside the furnace ignitz.
and flash points measured by the spark method
having a flashing source near the sample dish
inside the furnace were presented in the previous

Table 4 Ignition and flash points of materials

lnition point Flash point
Spark method ASTH method

Ignition pt. Furnace Flash pt. Furnace Flash pt. Furnace
(C) teop. (C) ('CI temp. (C) ('C temp. ('C)

X-P£ 427 360 1 330 425 36
PE FR-XLPE 383 390 370 375 380

NH-PE 457 430 420 454 430
PVC-I 311 350 217 270 308 300
PVC-2 294 370 240 330 342 330
EPR 413 410 378 390 430 400

Rubber CR-I 390 400 307 290 325 290
u CR-2 424 440 321 370 413 370
CS-I 384 460 380 1 390 364 430

__ -Furnace : 3600__ .
temperature

Ignition at 2941C - -

t7 urnco --

o temperature \ ..... _ - - -_3 -
:70*C

Left: Ignition occurred Right: No ignition occurred

Fig. 5 Temperature charts obtained in measuring the ignition point of PVC-2
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Effects of the Position of Flashing Source It can be conjectured that the flashing by the
The flesh point obtained-by-tlt spairk method pilot burner requires the furnace and sample

was generally lower than that obtained by the ASTH temperatures higher than those required for
method. This tendency can be explained as flashing by sparks because th combustible gas must
described below, be generated at a rate which is high enou h to cope

The sample in the furnace is covered near its with th dilution which occurs in the course
surface with a layer of a mixture of saturated reaching the pilot burner for the layer of mixture
combustible gas generated by pyrolysis in the to be within the combustible range near the pilot
sample and the air. The combustible gas in the burner above the furnace.
saturation layer diffuses upward from its top
portion carried by the air flowing in the furnace Relations between the Furnace Temperature and the
while it is kept replenished through pyrolysis in Time Raqur dfor Ignition
the sample. That is, a diffusion layer is existing A very important problem in considering the
on top of the saturation layer, and the early stage of fires is the ambient temperature at
concentration of combustible gas in the diffusion which materials would be ignited. The tomperAture
layer can be getting smaller upward. of a material itself at the time of ignition way

As shown in Fig. 6 therefore, the mixture of not necessarily reflect the flame retardancy of the
combustible gas generated by pyrolysis and the air material accurately because it depends much on the
is existing forming layers above the sample molecular structure of the polymer and exothermic
surface. The concentration of combustible gas in and endothermic reactions ascribable to various
such layers can be the greatest in the layer additives contained in the matarial.4, 5
closest to the sample surface and getting lower and In order to evaluate the flame retordancy of
lower in higher layers. materials with the eye only to the ambient

Assuming that the combustible range of the cemperature, we measured the time required before a
mixture of combustible gas and the air is defined material was ignited at different furnace
by Cl and C2, the pilot burner or a spark would temperatures for all the materials. The
cause flashing if the mixture around the flashing measureaent indicated for all matrials that the
source has a combustible gas ccacentration falling time required for ignition tends to get shorter
within its :ombustible range, and the surrounding when the furnace temperature Is higher. In
layers of combustible gas will burn by tle heat of addition, plotting the furnace temperature ('C) on
this flashing. The combustion of the sample after the abscissa and the inverse of the time required
flashing will continue if the pyrolytic combustible for ignition, t (see) revealed that the relation
gas generated at sample surface by the heat between them is linear for all materials at a very
associated with the burning balances with the rate high correlation. Such relations are shown in Pig.
of burning of the combustible gas. 7, as an example, for the case of polyethylene .

If the furnace temperature is lower and the The furnace temperature at point obtained by
heat supplied to the sample is inadequate, the rate extending such a relation to zero on the ordinate
of generation of combustible gas by pyrolysis gets indicates the highest furnace temperature at which
smller, and the position of the layer of mixture the material would not be ignited, and such
which falls within the combustible range mentioned temperature coincide relatively well with the
above will %et closer to the sample surface. If result obtained by the ASTH method.
the furnace temperature is much lower, the
concentration of combustible gas would be lower
than the lower combustible limit in any layer, and
no flashing would occur. J5

," C)XLPE ./

t) A FR-XLPE0 %'H- PE
0O /A /
,10.

Diffusion layer

C2 Lower combustible limit a /
Cmutberangej~______ 0 5 0 5

percombustible liit 350 40O0 40 SO oo 550

Saturalion layer= Furnace temperature (C)

Speclmen Fig. 7 Relations between furnace temperature and

time required for ignition (P )

Fig. 6 A model of concentration of
combustible gas in furnace
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To find the lowest furnace temperature at
which a material is ignited by the ASTH method, it
is necessary to repeat the test at different
furnace temperatures in steps of 104C. The method
described above allows to determine the ambient Shin Yoshida
temperature necessary (or Ignition of a material Showa Electric Wire &
only by making measurements at three or more Cable Co., Ltd.
furnace temperatures In steps of a few tens of 2-1-1 Odasskae, Kawasaki,
degrees centigrade and extending the line thus Japan
obtained. In addition, the temperatures thus
obtained are thought to be reflecting well the
flame retardancy of materials at the early stage of
fires.

CONCLUSION
Shin Yoshida was born in 1960. lie graduated

Flash and Ignition points of various electric fyoa Nagoya University with a LE. degree in
wire and cable materials were measured in Synthetic Chemistry in 1987.
accordance with the method %;ecified in ASTh. It In the same year, he joined Shows Electric Wire
was found that sample temp,..arurea vary with each & Cable Co., Ltd. and has been engaged In research
sample because they are affected much by the and development of flame retardant cable and
molecular structure of polymers And exothermic and nuclear power plant cable.
endothermic reactions ascribable to various
additives. It was found in addition, that the
value of flash point in susceptible to change
affected much by the position of the flashing
source and differences in experimental conditions.
For evaluation of flame retardancy of materials in
the early stage of fires, on the other hand, the
ambient temperature becomes 4 very important
factor, and it is desirable to use a test method
which is not affected by other factors to the
extent possible. For the purpose of evaluating the
ambient temperature at which a material would be
ignited, a basic flame retardancy factor of
materials, we devised a method which allows to
easily obtain the ambient terparature necessary for KaZumi Ito
ignition of materials by using the same apparatus Showa Electric Wire &
as that used for the ASTH method with a small Cable Co., Ltd.
modification. 2-1-1 Odasakae, Kawasaki,

It is desirable that such method be developed e Japan
to a systematic test method for evaluation of flame
retardancy of materials through further
examinations. It is hoped also that the method can
be a help for understanding ignition of matoriAla
at fire and for developing flame retardant
materials for various applications.

Mr. Ito graduated from Suzuka College of
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REPARATION OF A FIBER OPTIC GROUND WIRE ON AN UHV OVERHEAD POWER LINE

JP. BONICEL* - G. COUVRIE* - P. KOUTEYNIKOFFO.' -0. TATATO - M. DE VECCHIS**

0 LES CABLES DE LYON - 70 Av 3ean 3a#urs - 034t LYON - FRANCE
E 0 F -Etud" & Recterche - I Av G. de Gaulle -1214l CLAMART - FRANCE

LES CABLES DE LYON - )0 Rue des Chaes -92111 CLICHY - FRANCE

AISTRACT This paper Is aimed at presenting the design and
pfomantse of a ne-w INIS ,It i'o gives re-uhs ofFiber Optic Ground wires (F.O.G.W.) have been extensive laboratory and field tests which have been

selected by Electriciti dc France (EDF) to Install carried on by EDF and Cibles de Lyon. and it shows
telecommunication links on ultra high voltage how the MS3 has been used to repair an operating 400
overhead power lines (225 and 400 kV). kV overhead Transmission line whose FOV5W has been
As several FOGW links has been and will be In the damaged by an helicopter.
next future put into operation in the French power
network, the possibility of FOGW damage had to be
considered. Therefore, a specific reparation process 2 - TYPES OF FOGW USED IN THE FRENCH
was established, based on the development of a NETWORK
reliable mid-span joint (MS3).
The MS3 can be used at any point between adjacent The THYM series of FOGW has been desilgned with a
towers.it has the same mechanical strength as the reinforced structure in order to be installed on UHV
F0GW most commonly used in the French power overhead lines in the same conditions as conventional
network (UTS : I IS kN). The present design of MS3 AASCR ground wires. Compared to well know I/2"can accommodate 4 or 6 fibers jointed by low-loss FOGW. the THYM cables offer higher mechanical
fusion splices. performance and reduced electrical resistance (forPrototype mid-span joints have undergone extensive higher short circuit currents). They have one layer of
laboratory and field tests. The MSJ has been used on aluminium alloy wires and up to three layers of steel
an operating 400 kV line to repair the FOGW wires. TABLE I gives the main parameters and Figuredamaged in October 1953 by an helicopter. The I shows a cross section of the THYM 1 57.
reparation was successfull from both mechanical and
optical point of view : the low optical splice losses
made It possible to keep loss budget practically CA LE TYPE Th7 25 1Thy m mall
unchanged. I I

Nlomnl sctin 15 . "G 0
I - INTRODUCTION 157.4 =G8 365

C b l e d a e te r 1 . 3 0 2 .By the mid-S0's, the French national power utility Cem) 10.2 ;3.O 27.0
Electricihi de France (EDF) decided to install Fiber I I I
Optic Ground Wires (FOGW) on all new 400 kV tiemtnul ultte

Tensiletoverhead transmission lines (the highest voltage on Stress 1TS) M0Ilie 4211EDr transmission network). In addition, FOGW would t ) I
also be Installed on selected new 225 kV lines and 400 Ionml electrical
kV or 225 kV existing lines. A comprehensive resistanceA./;(m 0.22 0.17 1 0.151
research and development program resulted In a I I Ifamily of FOGW suited for the different climatic vegt kg/km) 0.88 11.6 1 2.4 I
conditions In different areas of France, called THYM I
cables (I). With such a major FOGW Installation
program, possible failure of the FOGW had to be
considered, even If extensive laboratory and field
tests had demonstrated the high reliability of the Table I
THYM FOGW design (2).

The development of a Mid-Span Joint (MS3) has been
seen as an adeouate answer to this requirement, both
from the points of view of technical performance and
of reparation cost and duration.
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3 For export. cables with a Minilar optical core but using
4 ~composite ACS wires Instead of thet two layers steel

and aluminium alloy wires have been produced.
These c~bles have been tested for oualiflcation and
acceptance. The main tests are :temperature
varlatlons, breaking strength, alternate flexing,
elongation, short time temperatute Increase (short
circuit) and %zorroion.

3 - REQUIREMENTS FOR AND DESIGN 01: THE MS3

3.1. Reoultements for the MS3

The main functional requirements are the following
a) to he filly rompoibl wihite existin- THY'M

I series of 1 061 intalled on the EFlO network.0
b) to be usable at any point between adjacent towers.
c) to keep unchanged the mechanical strength~ of the

5 6 7 9 0GW link.
d) to Introduce an optical attenuation as low as
possible.
e) to be easily Installed by normally trained people.

1. AUM11" ALo v1 1) to have a limited diameter so as to allow line
2- "ALV1123 XtL WIN maintenance vehicules to pass over the MSJ 30 mm

3. has been choosen.

4. POLVMM3 RIUsw 3.2. riein of the MSi
5. AUNU~nm ALLoy rM To fuilfill reouircment a), the MS3 had to have the

6-NNMALLIC STM a same UTS as the THYM P0GW (113 kN for TIIYM I157,
7. Ual" which Is the most commonly used F0GW).
a. Swimr ca MS3 protection ha-, been made by using a reduced size
9. MUIN splice housing associated will% two compression clamps

of known design (used since many years for clamping
Figure I ground wires with coaxial, quads or optical fibres).

C'oss section of THYM 157 Figure 2 shows the MS3 de'sign with on both sides the

7.1. Mechanical Parameters compression clamps fixed to the two ends of P0GW.

Because of Its high mechanical strength. the THYM
F0GW does not require a reduced tension (or
Increased sag) when linstalled on long length spans.
Similarly, safe clearance with phase conductors Is
obtained without any Increase of suspension height,
even under extreme conditions (i.e. 20 min thick ice I
sleeve combined with an average wind speed of 60
km/h).4..

2.2. Short circuit current parameters

For a maximum temperature Increase of 1701C and
a time of applicatiop of 0.75 second the maximum
short circuit current Is 21 MA for a THYM 268. 18.5 l. Clampling sleeve 6. splice .rga"12er
MA for a THYM 157 compared with% 11 MA for 1/2 2. lut 7. clamping device rap
Inch cable using a single layer of composite 3. protective tube Strength member
Alumin~um clad steel wires (40 % IACS). 4.. Optical unit 8. fibers

S. sle..ve 9. Slotted core
To Insure a good reliability of fibers the maximum
admissible temperature In a part of the cable during
short circuits has been limited to the conservative
value of 1700C well below the point where fiber
attenuation starts increasing.

2.3. Types of fibers

Following the user's needs multimode fibers at 1300 Figure 2
nmn and single mode fibers at 1300 or 1550 nm M.S.3.
(dispersion - shifted fibers) can be used.
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Fiber splicing Inside the MS3 is done by using an increase (short circuit or lightning current).
automatic arc fusion splicer, for any type of fiber
( 300 or 1550 nm). 5 - EXPERIMENTATION

6. TESTS RESULTS 5. 1. Experimentation at EDF test station

Characterization is done by mounting a MS3 between A 500 m FOGW span has been equipped with a MS3 at
two leng.hs of FOGW. The assembly Is then the "Le Minervols" EDF test itation. This place Is
submitted to test series with a monitoring of being used by EDF for many years to test new line
attenuation characteristics at 1300 and } 500 nm. eouipment. fitting or conductors (4). High wind are

experienced very frequently, resulting in accelerated
A prototype MS3 has been installed on a section of agelng of the tested eouipnent.
THYM 157 FOGW enclosing both 1300 nm and 1550
nm (disperslon-shifted fibers (3)) singlemode fibers After more than one year no change in transmission
%-r tlhn subjected to a series o! lbor-t.ry, ''t-. has been detected.

4.1. Tensile test 5.2. Installation on a 400 kV operating line

The aim was: In October 1933 a FOGW installed on a 400 kV line
between Tavel and Aramon has been damaged by an

- no change In attenuation up to 70 % of the Nominal helicopter that hit the FOGW with its .anding gear
Breaking Load (N.B.L.) of the cable. during a flight with very poor weather conditions.

In spite of the elongation of the FOGW created by the
- no breaking up to 90 % of the NB.L. Impact, transmission parameters were unaffected.

These parameters were very well known as the link has
The following table shows the obtained results, been Installed cne year earlier, Incorporating for

experimental purpose two dispersion shifted fibres in
Tensile stress Attenuation Remarks excess of the four standard single mode fibres (3).

change
As the external wire layer was damaged it has been

't. NBL daN (dB) decided to repair the cable (see figure 3).

0 0 0
52 6711 0
52 6711 0 After I hour -

56 7228 0 '•
65 8260 0 b 1 ' '
73 9292 0 .. ,j.' " "

s0 10325 0
98 12600 0,03
101 12950 o0 Breaking

.2. Thermal test

The MS3 has been subjected to thermal cycling in a
climatic chamber and the splice attenuation
variations have been monitored. For both 000 and
1550 nm fibers, the maximum variation between +
55C and - 401C has been 0.12 dB, which is
satisfactory.

t4.3. Vibration test .

The assembly is submitted to the following test:
A tension equal to 20 % of NBL is applied and a
vibration with a vertical amplitude between 1000 and
1500 pm and a frequency between 20 and 40 Hz is
ap~lied to one end. The sample is submitted to
10 cycles to simulate service fatigue. Figure 3

Damaged P0GW

No measurable attenuation variation has been

recorded during and after the test.
Compression clamps are fixed at the ground level

4.f. Other tests : Other tests are: after the replacement of the length of damaged cable.
Figure ' shows the clamping on the FOGW.

- climatic ageing
- corrosion test
- -short term temperature
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Figure 6 shows the terminated MSJ before tensionning
the FOGW to adjust the sag.

Figure 4
Clamping on the FOGW

Figure 6
Due to external conditions in December 1988 Terminated M.S.3
(Temperature 0" C, wind : 100 to 120 km/h) splices
have been done in a shelter (set f igure 3). This reparation 1% installed between two towers.distant of 500 meters. The effect on the total

attenuation of the link is undetectable both on
standard 1300 nm single mode fibres and on dispersion
shifted fibres.

6. CONCLUSION

A mid-span joint (MSJ) has been developed for
efficient maintenance of FOGW links Installed on the
EDF Transmission network. The MS3 has been designed
to have the same mechanical resistance as the FOGW
themselves, to have a minimum diameter and to
accept very severe mechanical stresses and
temperature variations without significant change in
its optical attenuation. Extensive laboratory and site
testing, followed by the Installation of a MS3 on a 400
kV line, has shown that :

- the MS3 has the same UTS as the THYM FOGW

- temperature variations, vibrations and tensile load
have no significant effect on optical splice
attenuation.
Provided that the access to ,he splicing point is
adequate, such a MSJ can be feasible In one day with
the optical test done before the watertight closure of
the central part.

Figure 5
Performing the spli:e
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE STRANDED FP AND ITS APPLICATION TO OPTICAL CABLE

S. Matsuno', X. Okada', K. Nilkura", H. Horlm",
A. Saito- and K. Ogata"

"URE-MITTO KASEI Co.,L.td. 579.1, Yabuta, Gifu 500, Japan
-Sumitomo Electric IndustrIes,Ltd. I,Taya,Sakae-ku,Yokohama 244, Japan

""Kitanihon Electric Cable Co.,Ltd. l-2-l,Korlyasa,Sohdal 982, Japan

AWm manufactured, Nnd at the tnae tim, reinforced Plastic
rods using a glass fiber, an aromatic polyamide fiber,

Optical couica~ion systems by optical fibers are etc. as a reinforcement are being used. Whlle the
today widely used for public communication networks, tensile modulus of elasticity of PIP rods using a glass
local area networks(LAN) and so on. To make full use fiber as a reinforcemnt (GFRP rods) Is corparatively
of the non-inductive characterisLics of the optical higher among the general plastics, tha value Is such
fibers, non-metallic optical cables which contain lower than and about 1/4 that of the steel wire which is
fiber reinfoced plas'acs (FIP) rod strength members have being vidtly used as the strngth members for metallic
come into general use. However, their large rigidity type optical cables. Consequtntly, in the case when GPIP
often affected the flexibility of the optical cables. rods are aFplied to strength emborsIt Is Inevitable
For the purpose of isproving the flexibility of the that %IP rods with larger outside diameters are adopted
non-metallic optical cables, ue designed the stranded to assure the prescribed tension characteristics. The
PAP strength member and developed the novel unufactur- problem with the larger outside diameter is the likeli-
INg process which enabled to reduce the manufacturing hood of loss of flexibility which is one of the major
cost. The stranded PAP strength member developed features of optical cables and also of the problem with
this time has ex'.ellent shape-retentivity by closely safety in handling due to high rigidity of GFRP rods
tightening the PAP elements, the remarkably iproved with larger outside diameters. In order to cope with
flexibility and the same tensile characteristics as the the above problem, the application of the PIP rods usin'
FRP rod. Furthermore, we have confirmed that It's 3 a aromatic polyamide fiber such as Keviar* as a re-
very effective strength member for the optical cables by Inforcesent (KFAP rods) in place of the above GFP rods
putting It to use in slot core cable. with larger outside diamters my be considered, but It

will cause increase In cost, and more than twice In
LIA~vlOuction cost. In view of the above, the non-motallic type

strength umber without causing the loss of flexibility

Practical introduction of optical communication systems of optical cables, with minimum Impact on cost and
using optical cables Is expading not only In the field enabling stable cable manufacture has loog been desired.
of the public communication but also In the fields of On the basis of the understanding of the forgoing
LAN and various Industries, background, we have developed the stranded PIP, and
Being composed of a glass material, that Is, a non- further the process for manufacturing the same with less
metallic material, optical fibers are Imparted with the Impact on cost. In this paper, the novel process for
outstanding feature of non-induction which Is never seen manufacturing the stranded RIP which has been developed
in the conventional copper communication cables. As so far, its characteristics, and the characteristics of
compared with the copper cables, however, the optical the optical cable using the stranded PAP will be
fibers are sensitive to external force, and hence, are reported.
used in the state of cables together with strengt:,
members. The strength members are indispensable for j .e reessinr of th d F
assuring the service life of the optical fibers, being
employed as an antitensional member in the laying The stranded PAP Is the stranded product of PIP elements
operation and also in realizing the stability of with fine diameters, and the manufacturing processes
transmission loss against temperature variation. Include the process of stranding cured PiP rods with
Therefore, the favorable strength members now in use are fine diameters, wrapping with tapes followed by applying
those with higher tensile modulus of elasticity and polyethylene(PE) sheath. The above process enables to
lover coefficient of linear thermal expansion, maintain the tensile characteristics and assures flexi-
Aside from the above, in order to make the most of the bility. However, when such manufacturing processes are
feature of non-induction in optical fibers, the non- employed, it is liable to cause repulsion and scattering
metallic type optical cables completely free from a of PAP elements with fine diameters which constitute the
metallic material are being widely designed and stranded PAP, causing difficulty in obtaining stable
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stranded condition. In addition. referring to the products into the stranding step. The manufacturing
processing steps, they Involve t4 steps of producing process of the novel process Is Illustrated In Fix.2 In
cured PIP rods with fine dimteters, and stranding the coearioa with the conventional process. In te novel
sa1e, ruculting In such problems as increase In the process, the reinforced fiber bundles such as glass
number of steps, cooplicated steps and also higher many- rovino are taken out, impregnated with a thermosetting
ftcturlng cost. resin such as unsaturated polyester resin, a adjuoted
In gonral, the PAP rods are vaulfatured by Impregnat- to form the prescribed shape, and thereafter coating
Ing the continuous fiber such as a glass fiber with a with thermoplastic risin such as polyethylen. polyaid.
thers eotting resin such as an unsaturated polyester 12 (PA-12), etc. through a oulti-hole die (7-hole die)
rein and adjusting Into the proscribed form and shape, Is carried out to obtain uncured fPP rd-like products,
followed by curing through a heating die, etc. On the followed by stranding and then curint to form the
contrary, uncured rod-like FOP products with favorable stranded FRP. Fix. 3 shows the structure of the strand-
shap-retetivity and flexibility are obti|ned by thinly ed PIP which has boen developed by us. The novel process
coating the flber bundle, ipregnated with uncured
thermosetting rsin using a flexible thermoplastic resin
such as polyethylene. The structure of an uncured rod- I - . ,it -
like FOP product Is shown In FiCA. : ,firiU rnf ;. -
The mnufcturing process we have developd so far Ug tO'V , . -
consists of produclng the PIP elements with fine N1 *Oitihi resin.
diameters by utllizing the favorable shaperetentivity
and flexibility of the uncured rod-like FlP3 products, Jk ¢Dophstic resin
followed by stranding and then curing to produce the
strande FP. Further, the novel process thus developed
has enabled a series of the continuous process Including Fix. The structure of an uncured rod-like PAP
curing by directly Introducing the uncurad rod-like FIP product

4- froe tM1114 rrur IrI atOihilS Stri4ing A cutats < £xl vltrlF4 up
p~rom"s PrWcM risPro~cs -

(D Ctss rovints 0 Tkt&Mtt, re-in
0 S gtsir die 0 Cwtrwdr
( CMM4in thbcr 0 Tskir4 up xc.irt

0 Ncer roller 0 Colds0 ort €dngc'cr 0 O

<'-----"-- -.)(. C.... .,,<,-..- virin up-)

TAkiq4 J

prw("$

Flg.2 The manufacturing processes of stranded FRP
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ka eabled redction in manufacturing cnet by virtue Is about 20% of that of GFOP rod and about 50% of that
of curtailment of sober of stoeps ad simplificatioo of of KFAP rod.
the steps as well as Improvement on the adhesion
property of the elements themselves by curing under h.[9k9.0tLr4
stranded condition, resulting In the improvement in The relationship between tensile load and strain Is
handling and safety without causnlt scatterini of shown In FPi.7. reakint strength and tensile modulus of
eleents In the cutting step which has frejutntly been elasticity 3re listed in Table 2. Tho stranded IP has

seen In the conventional process. a tesile modulus of elasticity or about 4,570 kglm.3,
retaining almos t the same value as GFAP rod. In

addition, the stranded PAP hs proved to shot tensile
OPIRaPy cna. of . VA.12 strength at break almost cooparlb to that. of G"P rod.

By varying bend diameters at room temperature, the
!. \ /Mb.' aximus bend diameter at which the sample or a part of

the sample is broken (minlun bend diameter) was
Ptm t! ,easured. The rmult Is shown lit Table 3. The stranded
Pt(:-.'-a - PAP possessts the excellen. property In the minimum bend

-'S ~ \ diameter, which Is about half those of (WIP rod and MEP
"\ 2 L rod, and is expected to enhance the reliability in

laying down cables.

FIg.3 The structure of the stranded PAP sending load

Table I shows the typical properties of the stranded PAP Saapla
developed by us in comparison with GFAP rod and KFRP
i'od. As the criteria for the comparison, the same Bend dia:.ter
ti3onal area of PAP parts vas adopted.

Table I Typical properties of non-ustallic strength

mebers
F

Item Bonding load

600} strAi4d na l? t4 fl te#

?l ii wtor (i IX) 1.7X7 4 IS, 43X1 FUig.4 The measurement of bending load

t*P0114114i4 81sLLJ*.,(1 73 0.0 Lo0rilawtil , tlife 51itil~ ?. I, l

ittl (till ______ I l

C ut e Ti tle IlS! 100

0 StrrAnded FRP

3vJje d b y * X GiRP rod

In evaluation of flexibility, the load applied to bend -2 A l

the sample to a semicircle at a specified curvature _
(bending load) was measured as Indicated in ig.4. Fit.
5 shows the relationship between bending load and bend s
diameter. In addition, Fig.6 exhibits the relationship
between the bending load at a bend dianeter(400an#) -_

which is deemed usual In laying down underground cables, ,In

etc. and the load at 0.2% elongation of the sample. Bend di~aeter (M)
Vnen compared at the load of 150 kg at 0.2% elongation
from the present result, it is found that the stranded
FRP is superior to GFRP rod -nd KFRP rod with respect to Fig.5 Bending load dependence of bend diameter for
flexibility, since the bending load of the stranded FRP non-metallic strength members
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2C0 ~0 Strantled VRP

I x ×FRP rod
A a XFRP rod

0e,0

Load at 041X rciun aton MDr,

Fit,0 Bending load at 400-m# diameter dependence o.1 0.2 u.A u.4 0.4 0!7
of load at 0.2% elongation for non-metallic Strain (M)
strength members

FIg.7 Tennsile load dependence of tensile strain for
Table 2 Tensile characteristics of non-netallic non-metllic strength members

strength members

Rea. teStIn hot water at MQ
(alt) St,**ed PIP crop rod IrP! rod In order to coppare the stranded FRP with GFRP rod In

Atria, 4470 447,0 O.SZO regard to lont-Ler. reliability, static bendin-fatigue

r s,0llt test was carried out In hot water at 8O. Fifty(50)
14odlvs Ut34d4rd pieces of samples having several different bend diase-
Chile.') A U ______ters were measured for the period of time required

,s NAIN.I 4,010 4.130 0.0o1 to break the sample or a part of the sample in hot
Almimh. 4.510 4,700 0.430 ater at 80C. The cumulative failure probabilities

thus obtained were plotted on a Veibull probability
Atral 2,130 .100 21,3C paper. The lox of time(ts) leading to a cummltive

v: mth URIfailure probability of 1.0% was plotted against the log
ultmiath Stasdard

dnviatlo. 02 122 i of bending strain rate. The result Is shown in Fig..
1240 2 ..M .0... The bending strain rate was based on FRP diameter for

single GFRP rod, and on the rod diameter equivalent to
%[%love 1,90O 2.0 ! 220 the sectional area of FRP parts for the stranded PAP. As

shown In the data, it Is demonstrated that the stranded
FRP has a superior service life of about 102 ties to
that of GFRP rod at every strain rate, and much higher

Table 3 Minimum bend diameter of non-metallic strength long-term reliability.
members

3.5 Repeatd knpint fatitue characteristics
The dynamic fatigue characteristics by repeated bending

Itt, |were evaluated according to the method as shown In Fit.
(slt) Stranded PIP OP rod rIP r_ 9. Repeated bendint strain of 10,000 tines with a pair

1-trate 72 130 1 of rollers of 450am in diameter was applied to the
Clnlams. tord' stranded FRP together vith the load corresponding to
diameter deviation 2.7 4.2 11.4 about 0.1% elongation of GFRP rod (80 kg). As a result,

(88#) 310261 75 140 4it has been demonstrated that the bending load and
Cel lau. 70 140 140 tensile breaking strength of the stranded FRP after
Nlal..a 70 130 110 testing maintain the initial values without deteriora-

tion in its characteristics as shown in Table 4.
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The test conditions

Frequancy 117 M,=z

- - , , Cycle: Iw
IILoad Vw 10K a .t ~-,w0 alp r J Sacoll lanith LN&0O an

t str !w4 rp Roller diameter 0'2SO 9

I|1, -- , i

C I
;/ I€... . ""f ii, -

" - _ . -"" , ) j'z
rope

Oig.9 ,he method of dynamic bending fatigue test
~thoOt1cal Cabl_t. L

-- ...... . &kiJV.kLLh aI.._in..
Staded gmP SenthNe~mber1, 3. I0 4.0 SA$,a{LIP_

Dilv|Iim, strain (t) tn order to confirm the effectiveness of the stranded
FPP applied to the strength members of optical cables,
slot core cable using the stranded FIP strength member

Pit.8 Weibull distribution constant(t) dependence of
bending strain

Strazr#1 FRT St h" P.Xr (7XI.7ma)Table 4 Repeatid bending fatigue characteristics of . Vn ,n %x
non-metallic strength members PE S:ott Core

PE Sstth

Ii.. Str&a&4 FIP CIIP rod Diaseter : 20m

-1 [(a) Strarledr FK? strcmth member tpe
si le After UtL 7 1, 1

e , tLer test

a,.rbat. £00 470 3,300 1.100
h~il.i - -,

Io At StIiritd 2,taer Ribbon
400.0 i.fIattI, 34 Is IS 10 71

) 950 SOO 3.S00 3.2" te r a

Illre tk Sta rd Tape1161918 $70 M5 -3.2"t 3. E-J PE Slotted Core
. 1 2..I 0 2,100 1.12 PE xah

Otf|kal z "jaIeter !Dan

(it)..... (b) CFAP rod strenoth senber type
asS ltAR. 2,240 !,120 2.2so 1.00

MIIa . O 1.90 2030 LOW ,750

Fi4.1O The structure of the cables used for evaluation
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was designed and compared with the cable with the
coh entlonal single GFRP rod strength member for each
characteristics. The structure of the cable wed for ; IS
evaluatlon Is as Illustrated In FIX.lO, which Is capable Stnodtd frt? Stcnit& Pm OW t4

of accommodating 128 optical fibers at the maximum. acrA? re st.,ttu ,,,r tot

The tensile load-elongation characteristics are ax-
hibited in Iit.-l. Both the cable using single GPRP - S
rod and that using the stranded FAP display almost the
same characteristics. It has been also proven that both
single wire and stranded vire each In cable condition
depend on sectional area of FRP. a o.s .0 .$ 2.0

sending load ICA)

S Strandtia 19P Arensth Fig.13 Nzasured flexibility of the cables
member type

X GFKII rod strencth
member Ltpe . l ki x

Flexibility evaluation was carried out in accordance

1 ______00_____ with the measuring method as shown In Flit.12. The test
g000 "results are as Indicated In Fig.I3 and demonstrate that

the stranded FAP strength member has a notably improved
flexibility in comparison with that of single GFRP rod
strength member.

/

For the purpose of improving the flexibility of non-
Sw0  -metallic type optkal cables, the stranded PAP strength

member was designed and produced using a novel process
in which the step of curing PIP and the stranding step

a- are integrated. As a result, the novel process has
enabled us to produce the stranded FRP vhich is lower In
cost and excellent In shape-retentivity. The design and

'*.. . .. evaluation of the stranded FRP thus developed and the
optical fiber cable using the same have demonstrated the

10 20 30 40 excellent flexibility as well as various properties
comparable to those of the single GFRP rod and It has

ECl.Sat,onl (ma) been confirmed to have excellent characteristics in
practical application.

Flg.ll Tensile load-elongation characteristics of the
cables

1, 0.3a

....I Bending vaue

W Bending lo3d

Fit.12 The measuring nethod of flexibility of the
cables
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• hitanihon Blectrie Cdble Co., Ltd. 1-2-1, Ktriynmn, Wakaayashli-ku,
Sendai 982, Japin

Abstract polyethylene pipe.

Use of LA.I systems using optical fiber is now fhe ..11ow pipes of both cables can be utilized as
increaseing. Tio. design of optical fiber transmis- the pathwiay for air blown fiber,12) and provision
siatn routes for LA.4 systems is very important from in made for future increases In demand for optical
the standpoints of economic feasibility, relLabil- transmission lines. Actual evaluation has demon-
ity and maintenance of the entire system including strated that 200 m or more of the optical fiber unit
branching. can be Installed by air blowing.

In order to provide flexibility in the design of In this paper, we will describe the characteristics
such transmission routes, we have developed two of optical cable for lM.Al systems having two addi-
types of optical fiber cables with higher addi- tLional functions.
tional functions and assured the applicability of
these cables to LAM4 systems. 2. Optica1 Cable Design

1. introduction First we present a description of the structural
design of two types of optical cables with higher

As often seen in intelligent buildings in recent additional functions developed for LA4l systems.
years, LAN1 systems using optical fiber cable are
increasingly used in various applications. In such 2.1 Multi-cable construction with tubular ulao
opti..al fiber communication Ititworks, economic fea- .nre
sibility of the entire system may be lost or prob-
lems of reliability and maintenance may arise if Figure I .inws :4 structure of an optical cable
the cable distribution is not efficiently de- developod primarily for Improving the branching-
signed, off of optical filer on each floor in order to

efficiently utilize the space within the distribu-
As an example of a cable distribution system in a cion ducts In a building.
building. there is a method of building up a star-
like network with a cable center on one floor with
cables being distributed from this center to other
floors of the building. For this purpose, it is nec- /pl . o.et fiber
essary to introduce multicore optical cable with a . et..1 wlth PC Iteaw.I Inv O;6frrMM
smaller diameter and with excellent branching char- -. C .S.. 0.
acteristics for efficient utilization of the space O /.Y -. pvc *M lOt OleiISevi)
within the cable ducts in a building. Furthermore, -- st .Vfil-s i, *it@ ,17.10MM!
it is quite possible to expand the scale of the 1hol*icu4et DIsystem on a specific floor to meet increasing do- "'P¢tq~l~e l~~m

mand.
Coble Oiet 0ie 45mm

To meet these requirements, we have designed and
manufactured an optical cable using several hollow
polyethylene slot core cables incorporating multi-
core fibers. These multi-core fibers are stranded Stretlbn
around the strength member in order to improve the
availabiliry and workability of the cable.

Also, for use as an outdoor cable between buildings
or as a distribution cable within a building, a
self-supporting optical cable (1) lies been designed
in which a round non-metallLc optical cable is coy- Fig. 1 Optical cable construction
ered, with FRP and polyethylene in a hollow for building application
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In this cable, B-core fiber is inserted into a 3. Cable charnaterisr ie
polyethylene sIt core made of ordinary polvothyl-
one having a tubular form with An inner diameter of The twn tYpo off optical cable which have recently
6 mi, where All (Air lllown Fiber) system im Ap- been developed a*!e based on slot type con.truction,
plied. To facilitate! better branching characreris- which ansures excollent transmission properties
tics, 6 non-metallic optical fiber cores with PVC and mechanical propertie. During the manufavtur-
sheath Are stranded with A pitch ot 1.5 m on SZ ing process nf these cables, nn dogradatitn of the
Around the stvel stranded tension member core with transmission charateriatics was observed.
PVC rheath, And the cores Are Intermittently fixed
with solvents. lere, a description is given mainly of the mechani-

cal properties and the Installation Adaptability
To meet the demands on non-halogen typo optical fi- of the cable And of the air blowing characteristics
bar cable, non-inflamable polyethylene is adopted of the air-blown fiber utiliIng the hollw pil+e
for the cuter sheath, and bild wirce are used to fix portion.
optical fiber cable for better and easier Intermit-
tent bonding. 3.1 Mechanical rhararforltlac

Such structure enables easy handling of the cable (L PltXlltitu
and is convenient for building up a syar-like net-
work. When loop construction is required, it is Cable flexibility of two types of recently dovel-
Achieved without any difficulty by using Jumper ca- oped optical cables and a multi-ctble having a sin-
ble which connects floors. gle cable core was evaluated. Frer compairlsoin pur-

poses, evaluation Was alao done for the prehanger
2.2 PrehAner cable constritrlo wih rubular FKP type optical table, in which the suspension wire Is
sumpennion wire constituted of 7/2.0 mm steel stranded wire and FRP

of 8 mm in diameter. The rzsults are sumarized in
We have also developed a neu cable as shown in Fig. Fig. 3.
2, which in suitable for outdoor installation be-
tween commercicl buildings. In this cable, FRP
(Fiber Reinforced Plastic) pipe is installed in PP.
pipe with an inner diameter of 6 mszi to be used In 240

an AW system. Furthermore, it Is covered with a PP '220
jacket, the diameter of the whole being 12 mmII. C / .

The FRP core with PP. pipe and the round non-
metallic optical cable are fused torgethor by mold- ISo /
Ing intermittently using P. pieres. *'

This FRP pipe serves as a strength member during .9- WA T
cable laying and way also fulfill the (unction of/
suspension wire when it is used as an aerial ca- C
ble.

,.1, ,/:.. -'

40h /
+I~iiii i14120

O I 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 5

Lool W 11,9

- -PC '* -- Fig. 3 Cable flexibility
PC lllul 111-0-1

i/~A '.. lu, ,,. , The results of the test suggest that there is no sub-
oo-#. 4 1 *-F 1 stantial difference in flexibility between the

.. f o,, ... prehanger type cable having hollow FRP suspension
PC , 114 .-0, wire and the prehanger type cable having FRP rod

" FE 11.10 all'" suspension. Thus, it seems that no problem may

arise even when suspension wire is replaced with
FRP pipe.

Fig. 2 Optical cable construction for
aerial application (2) Tension tests
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Tor comparison purposes, tension tests were por- 3.2 Branchin& optrattan for multi-cable
formed on the prohanger typo optical cable having
YRP pipe as suspension wire as shown in Fig. 2 and After the multi-cable shown in Fig. I waus installed
on the prehanger type cable having PARP rod oF 8 m vertically In the distribution duct in a building,
In diameter as suspension wire. Figure A shows the the workability of the cable for intermediate
results of the evaluation of load elongation char- branching was assessed. As shown in Fi,. 5(a) and
acteristics of the suspension wire. Ioth cables (b), it is possible to pull the cables to each floor
exhibited almost the same characteristics. In the because the cable is sttrnded in SZ.
cross-sectional area of YAP, FRP pipe has A cross-
sectional area *maller by about 20%; however, a
similar trend was observed because Young's modulus
was raised by the stime degree to improve the
strength. Therefore, It appears that prehanger ca-
ble having FRP pipe as suspension wire has tension .

strong enough to meet the demands of the instaila-
tion environment - not only for aerial installation
on electric poles but also for hanging on pylons.

4000-

3200 0. nq

- 2000 

S1500-

O00
0 0.2 04 Q6 08 I 2 1.4 t6

ElonoIan (M (a) Cutting of the cable

Fig. 4 Load elongation characteristics of the
cable with X? suspenuion wire

JI~din

Ton cycles of bending tests wore performed using a
mandrel of 600 mm in diameter on the two types of
the cables shown in Fig. I and Fig. 2. The results
of the tests revealed no increase of transmission
loss of optical fiber in both cables at 1.3 pm;
stablity characteristics against bending were also
confirmed.

During the bonding test, r'iere was no sign of dam-
ago to FRP pipe, such as cracking, collapse, etc.,
on the prehangor cable with FRP pipe suspension
wire of Fig. 2. 1' was thus confirmed that there is
no problei from a physical standpoint. IlL
(4) Impact

(b) Fulling the cable out
On the optical cable portion of the two types of
cables recently developed, impact tests wore per- Fig. 5 Intermediate branching process
formed using a cylinder with a diameter of 2.5 = of multi-cable
and a weight of 1-3 kg. Because the optical fiber
of these cables is based on slot core construction 3.3 ABP system Application
to provide strong protection against e::ternal
forces, there was no change of loss at 1.3 Um. An attempt was made to .iend a 6-fiber opthal unit

with an outer diameter rf 2 mm by compressed air by
When a cylinder weighting 3 kg was dropped from a meapi of the air blown fiber (ABF) system.
height of I m onto the FRP pipe, no damage to the
FRP pipe was noted. Table I summarizes the evaluation results of the

cable shown in Fig. 1. It was demonstrated that
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about 200 a of optical fiber unit can be easily ¢tnnechor of the ABF sytem
sent by the AUF system and that additional func-
tions of cable distribution within a building by PAP Ip o
the Abl systess can be fulfilled with this cable
structure. The pressure for air blowing is 5 | 1
kIlcs4. Table 2(a) and (b) give the results of air I
blowing of the cable shown in Fig. 2 by the AnV
nystem. The results reveal that an opzlcal fiber
unit of about 300 a can be easily installed in FP
pipe.N

Figure 6(a) and (b) show the connection of the Air-
blowing pipe of the ABT system and the PAP pipe by
means of the connector.

PE pipe ttPlical cable

Table I Air bloving performance for (a) Before connection of PE pipe with PAP pipe
multi-cable In ,ig. I

Air blowing Air blowing Blowing
distance time speed

0 a O' "''" ,,

30 /ain.
50 a 1'40"

________ 24 n/sin. _

100 a 3040"

20 slain.
150 a 660"1

21 n/int.
2008 n/in. (b) After connection of PE pipe with PAP pipt

250 a 2301 0 /amin. i. 6 ?K pipe connection vith ivxr pipe

277 a 15,40"

Table 2 Air bloving performance for prehanger cable in Fig. 2

(a) Cable length: 300 m (b) Cable length: 250 n

Air blowing Air blowing Blowing Air blowing Air blowing Blowing
distance time speed distance tice speed

0 O 0 a of
26.2 almin. 29.2 n/ainm.

45 a 1'43" 50 a 1632"
29.0 n/Ln. 29.2 n/min.

90 a 3'16" 90 m 3'04"
28.7 n/nim. 29.9 n/in.

135 a 4'50" 135 a 4'34S
25.9 i/mtn. 29.5 m/min.

180 a 6'34" 180 i 605"1
25.0 m/min. 29.2 n/m.

225 a 8'22" 225 a 7137"
13.2 minn. 29.4 mm.

270 a 11'450* 250 i 8'30"
7.2 inmm.

300 a 16,00"

4. Conclusion demands for installation of optical cable line and
with changes of optical transmission routes in LAN

Two types of newly developed optical fiber cables systems. The results of the re.tnt evaluation re-
provide for the sending of optical fiber unit by vealed that 200-300 i of optical fiber unit can be
compressed air through the air blown fiber (ABF) sent by compressed air without specific problems.
system in order to flexibly cope with increased In addition, It was clarified that these new
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cables are also suiabit for vertical cable laying
within buildings or for the leading-In of optical
cable on each floor. They were aso found to be
usable without problem an optical fiber cable for
aerial tr smission line.
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varloss to"strutimi of the A1IF/etallic coedators
eampesie C4ble ct ke elped. and the coebiweti(M of
the Mmeker of Atw takes sod t4lIc I cosuwotws Is dv
ciled werdios to the reqairmeer of 0*- £paies. ft m-
ofactore a prototype w/slaitlle, Cousite cable Ahich
iatceutc llt Pa irs of qsea4ymp caPpe coodwctors (0l.0
se diuawter curb) 2Ilk twn OF) taes.

In this Pawr at lastrodaoce this O.~amm lOUp + OF)
82T slit wN'Imtallie coadators oqsIlto cahle. lhq
cosatrattlom sad Ohw appraoro of the owe r apoate
cahle are aOw" I% Fis.l sIl Imhot#.l1. respctively.
Table I shoes the 840awp Oad t40- di0muias fth ike
norsmaite cakle. Ow lthos of stwodard "An. 0100P silt
rappe cigadoctors cable for refervc ce

go desipati the constroct lo" of this table hosksd 4*
te eaitwa attallic cisators cable "o as to mtply

the sast lthaoiqt of 11SINtalatloO saw JOlallam.
OF) tol"M are madet of colored pes0lae o~e. 11ad Its
atool~iloaer diameter are Imui.a. Two OF) takes %ad we
copper eactor wall. are Placed I% the cetter. ad "Ioe
copse coodoctor Wali are xtrasilet orwoad the crater
lawe. The cable coe is roverel silk UP (Laaloatod
AluINIA aw lletkvlcae)sha.

topail to the stmadard 0.9ws v l111p slit ctoppr
ciaorttrs table. the Iscreaw.io Ia. twater Mismter tof
the coqwsit* c*leb is ooaly 240. lwwaww see Sgwial t"a
slows meeker Is-retoiredl is the toe' rwapatIle enhl
sirvelore. Photo. 1. Appearance at new composte -cable.

Ta") I Maltup and dimnsions

Ca ekFAW twaw

Fig. . Construction of ABF/metallic conductors No OW

composite communication cable. Tik v

(.9mm*100P+ABF*2T size) Ww

Vm"C LAyti lopaiks wal x I ~ ae 'ie

%%tkAppox 11,l... Amoct )t kg'm
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111va - - 4.2 Comgpression Test
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S- - ihots@. 1 soo" the riuws sect Jamal vies of the cale

sIek tvairemiam foerce is. appliedl mad rtleaSod. It w*s
~P~IiU S MISIIIIOINI .vcastirmedo thet the taow diameter Ot AR INWe is ul-

mo.st re~iwred to the Inuitial diaeter after noopfSraloo
farvv (IIJ#/5Wkm) Is relemaed.

rebelay-forap IM NO This reSeelt looicates that this. cable has sood ~oers
_____________Siom force re.iItait foir practical iewtaliatia I la

trovogh oar a duict.

4. 11A)iC~ is!rc~r~tr sew-

w11w emporutu C"mec leeweu l e bretcistecs airtao is&N
at the A PI taiowmi i b evtcreeal -o ft maniel fw er-% M"pli 4 4 D '

tea tha cable at istAllatiss. TOW l~oare deftwootiow
tor AltE -tub. dut allot lo ther asd o of r t 'ieual
riher omit.

the catble-takues intoa neatst the ieetual culble. ia',allm- 4
ti~ ad te ef'maiawr.of OFP tub% WOO teCale tere*gav~fnO

invest jsted. - v A oc
4.4- Ilendig Test 30 V 16 Mkmsd

In-ordler -to Investlitate the deformat ION of- the ASP force
tubIS -in -the bent Part of the cable. the steel bal 12-Is applied
(6.4mm In die.) %as Inserted Into the ASP tubes in the
cable samPle-shich-vs bent around the mandrel.
This-bentlieua test was repeated for various-bending eldsa-
eter coeditions. -The -test results are shonem in Tables.
It an%- caf ir~ed- that the steel ball Passed thretagl the
Ali' tubes-dose to-the 17(1.. bentling.raius of the cable
Smatale. That is d.5-tmes us asgcas the-outer dis- li e 1 1 ,
etei of the cable. 0 10 20 30 40 50 607O0 0 900o

(eseral-ly the-allowable cable bending radius is 1;
times-of-the outer dister of the cable. Therefore. this Coireo foc th4j50iff)
result indicates-that there Is no slaaiflcet deforma-
tion-of the ASP tubes due-to the bendiug conditions Fig.2. Compression test results.
during -the-standard installation of the cable.
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* - ~ 4.3 Other OftmaicaI lest
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6 44itival filwrs (3 single mode optical rilers and 3
itrintd Index optical fibers) mid its iwter diameter is
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Fig.4. Inserting-characteristics on rotle. up Fig.6. Insrtit characteristic on experimentally
cable -before and after heat- aging. n
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Tim 4olintila of twhe op",Ite cattle *as chomiw-
oil. Ihetre are tao casis of Cable JoIwtills. i e *Iw

Case 1. A ogtIt'al fiber laitl saes thrtwih the CANl Eitst Japain kmiUUNV
Joilt %ithoetit fibter fiasitto xplitj

Clkh r ealckJiw~ K ihi~ 2. A cable Joint coiltalkua fibper fissiow solit#*.I lt.igwc.

It %as eliwrlImetully ,atfirsw that the cotwevlstiotalJpa
metallic eviuhctors 'cveqwication Cattsli itit mthod
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tiow; &Wd optical fiber fuissio splices. are tistiegary In ruagllr~n ri.i (rol TAWthiv. it' 47 eOn1i
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cleore. Ak art! videly appliev! to optical fibeor cable rotxe %it eommuuial m roatiatik br ecimi.i ton TIiW

u 's etmmitied. It %as coqflrmwr. that Owt Joilitlia inw~e i iia iEne~atttin)citi
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East .Irap'agg RoE Iwa

I 0-ti. 111ramnoachi.

koi~sg Kikhil i trejetteil trt-uu WIst'chn ica. h tli
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isoreid wsh conventional oi.' IotI iii i leers faet:,iou. *'ais
ittetor'. comi~oiI isite cs. Tiais-calilt is -isofsl fsor .ta El eel I r Ic
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RefeenceYoakoaa . japaa.

(1) Sjtliau et ci t. . "A STUDY-ON ttF.Sti.M lOF' LiNIITEiI
cAtll.E UUINTAININU itl'TII'At Fi'IUEk ANII MULTI PAR%%. At%.li ro 11111 recPeiva'.-has M.S. i~exree Ils Electrial~
Irssc. cat 36th Is IlS 1937. Eninern fro Y~ta ok~oama Nati lona Untesiv. Ili 1914.

(2)I S. A.Viuss )y Iot I. . - A rad icsally iitwil~.garach ii I Ili., ted jil-cted noueno tan.) itt s 1111s ot e o a nd fi hrt I a'l
SistalltiIon or optical ri t whrs kusil 114. v a'is.%iitis Nlrzg- lit a-ilSlo pxueojt esml ei i ii b Itca fiber I ae-
flos of air". I'roe. of32 the I11S. 1'J33, i ecin
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LOW SMOKE, FIRE RETARDANT CABLE JACKETS BASED ON ETIIYLENEVINYLACETATE AND

IHYDROGENLTED NITRILE RUBBER

Hiermann Meisenheimer

Rubber Division, Bayer AG, D-5090 Levorkuben, FRG

L.0.1. EFOE H CER IMSION IN

Sumary 1211 DIESEL-IL,1 d / 60TC
Levapren, a copolymer of othylen and

viny'armt.0 (EVM) and Tlaorban, a hy- 1
drogenated copolymer of butadienaand '10
acrylonitrile (IINBR) help to meet the
requirements for fire retardant, non /
corrosive cables. They posses high tem- /
perature resistance and high oil resis- /
tance. Compounds based on these poly- /
mers can pass fire tests and the d
c0Tobubit gzes are within the toxicity
Index requirements og NES. .

C:1

-1

Introduction N 1 - V N 4 N 11 IN )

In case of fire conventional cables
form a large amount of smoke (obscure Lisitiq eysts idel: f (VA content of 114lmr)
escape routes A'nd fire service approach
routes) and cause severe secondary damage Low smoke density
by releasing c~rrosive gases (corrosion
of equipment and buildings). Polmer OxV~und type Dmax.corr"

Hence materials are now demanded which EVM FRNC 120
have less serious effects in a fire. SBR with chlorinated paraffin 750
These fire retardant non-corrosive EPR with chlorinatd paraffin 400
(FRNC) mate-ials have- PVC with DOP 800

PVC with phosphate 950
- fire retardance Cr. with chlorinated paraffin 950

- low smoke density in case of fire CR low smoke 350
CSP with chlorinated paraffin 750

- non corrosive smoke CSP low smoke 250

- very low concentration of hazardous CPE with chlorinated paraffin 750

gases CPE low smoke 250

EVM as base for IRNC cables Smoke densities of various cable
compounds. Smoke density Dmax.corr"

High fire retardance according ASTM D 662 E
(flaming mode)
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Low conce.nt.ration of hazardous c s Good oil resistance

According to NES 713 OIL ItRSIO IEST
(Naval Engineering Standard) CF E11-FU ON ( S
Toxicity index

EVM FRNC Limi.

According to RATP Specification K 20/ N.
Annexo 19 (Rgio Autc-nome don Transports
Parisiens)

Toxicity index 61. 241/ lil

EVM FRNC Limit g,39 : 100 R I lil, XC'THI,

Low corrosivncss of combustion 4an.

Mcording to DIN 57 472, Stx.c. EM-FRNC
(Part 813) VDE 0207 i.

Part 24

Conductivity of tde water

(tS/o) 100 31 Al ISHISM 1 N 0 A

Volume swell : f WA-content of polPer)
Good he t ageing properties

Tensile strength Elongation at break

MEAT ARM11 OF M-TFU1 CHMO~IS REAT AGERI OF EVM-FK COP&iS

150T 1501C

Is MILE SIRE16lH IN ELMtATIO1 Al EREPI

!I

H, Iii]

i I

s o1 11 ) *am so n a) (11l

Initial ir I als S sath da Pres 1989 aill I[ I ays e at is
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PROPERTIES OF PRNC CABLE JACKETS BASED ON EV,4
BEHAVIOR UNDER FIRE CONDITIONS

Conventional thermoplastic cable Cables Wth EVM thermos.ot jdcket
black smoke formation nearly no smoke* visible
flame app. 250 cm after 10 mins flame app. 30 cmi after 10 mins
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Machanical pnrprli of EVXH and I3R
Characteristics of EVM FRNC compounds Wcal acet o

- Polymers with fire-retardant behavior
in combination with AT1h, which impro- Cure conditions: 90 a/2000C steam
yes with their V-content. P MH LVH 1"M 1043R Spec.

- Low smoke gas density, base (70% (70% (34% ACN) (43% AeN) %ES 518
VA) VA)

- High limiting oxygen Index (LO) Iq
val!ues. (3 4 WN)

- Low concentration of hazkirdous gases. I (Mm) 11.7 10.7 13.8 14.9 8.0
E3 (%) 220 230 270 240 )200

- Low corrosivness of combustion gases. I1 (Sh.A) 75 78 76 78

- Good oil resistance. Tear (N/m)2.1 3.9 5.8 5.1 >5.0
ASIM D 470

- Good heat ageing properties.
Ozone test

IINBR/EVM AS BASE POLYHERS

FOR CABLE JACKETS ACC. NES 518 Ozone resistance of EVM and IINBR
cable sheaths

Navy cables need good flame retardation Elongation: 40 %, Ozone concentration:
and high mechanical properties. To with- 100 ppm, Duration of exposure: 5 days
stand enviromental attack good ozone No cracks for all samples, all samples
resistance and resistance to vrious pass the test.
fluLds are required.

Cable Jackets for fire retardent cable. Cold bond tost

EVM (70 % VA) (1) 100.0 50.0 - - R1, M M C.E JACKETS
[MR (34 % A N) (2) - 50.0 100.0 -
HM (43 % A,) (3) - - - 100.0
st~bilizer (4) 3.0 3.0 - - COLD BN TEST
Silone (5) 2.0
AVl! (6) 190.0
Zinc stearate 1.0 M5 EA MWIW% a M
Zinc borate 10.0 W MIA I c(1 (3
Antioxidant SDPA (7) 1,9 'It
Dioctylsebacato 6.0
IM 0.7

Peroxide (8) 6.0 -5

Tntnl parts 319.7 319.7 316.7 316.7 -1

(1) LWvapren 700 1IV, Bayer AG/FRG
(2) 'Thrban 1707, Bayer A;/ElG/"

(3) Therban 2207, Bayer AG/FRG
(4) Rhengran P 50, Rhein-Chemicl ;Im -- 1
(5) Ucarsil RC-1, UcC/dH
(6) Anyral B 120, Bayer AG/RG
(7) Vulkarsox DMA, Bayer AG/1RG
(8) Perkadox 14/40, AKZO/FRG

-Im
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Tornrsion tests (Oi.wns in%1) OI1 IttRSIRI TEST
Po1lwor M LIM 1Iw~ 1NNM px. U B1, (to, 0~ MAE JACKETS

70% VA (70 VA (341 (431 % ?=518

341 ACN)

Dkse1 oil NA1 F-76,.2.id/2C

TS 9 20 27 16 -40 , ..tTtE.

ED -19 -25 -24 -29 -40

4 V 19 25 11 6 25 1011 Ph

. ll c rlui, bkaclpum -ba d Ox-30, 28d/50"tC I I SK 1lif4lil oil

TS 15 21 2? 28 -40 m st I 1

ED -19 -25 -15 -15 -40

6 v 6 8 2 0 15

Ita Uic Fluid Si lne Dasd OX-So, 2R1S500 C

TS 21 34 37 38 -40

ED -24 -21 -19 -19 -40

AV -2 -2 -2 -2 1s

lHbrulc pluid, Silicowne c d ox-O, 2fn..k'0 .. - (

TS 21 34 37 38 -40

ED -24 -21 -19 -19 -40

4 V - -2 -2 -2 1

Lubricatinq- Oidtoheont Minera Oav-113,

L-Sd/50*C

TS 15 27 36 37 -40

ED -24 -25 -19 -21 -40
v - I 1 0 - - 10

1airi atinq oil, Syndtticester base OX-38. 28d/S0C

TS -42 - 7 27 25 -40
ED -48 -36 -19 -17 -40

&v 62 40 8 3 50

Delonized Water, 28d/50"C

TS -1.7 - 5 - 6 - 7 -20
EB 17 27 14 6 -20

d v 16 9 5 5 10

Delonized Water with 3,5 N NaCl, 28dI50"C

TS 3 4 - 9 - 9 -20

ED 8 5 7 - 4 -20

Av 5 5 0 0 10
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Results of flame test

Results formuated on ti basis of unll scj 4 1 0rtoXfcgeS hha td ae ;lay" er AG for
parpose of retativo comparison and are not Inten a to r
by this or any other material under actual fire conditions.

Polymer base 9VH (70 % VA) EVM (70 t VA)/ INBR IINDR Spec.
IINDR (34 t ACN) (34 t (43 % NES 518

ACN) ACN)

LO ace. ASTM D 2863 M%) 41 43 42 45 5 29

Temperature-Index
ace. NES 715 (6C) 330 300 290 310 > 250

Toxicity-Index
acc. NES 713 1.0 1.9 3.2 3.7 5.0

Smoke Density, NBS Chamber
acc. ASTh E 662-83 200 180 170 120
non flaming (Dmnx.corr.)

flaming (Dmax.corr.)  170 110 250 150

Corrosivity of smoke
ace. VDO 0472 Part 813 3.8 4.2 8.3 8.5
pH-va luo

Charact(ritics of IINDR FRNC Compounds

- Polymers with fire-riitardant

behavior in combination with ATII

- low smoke formation

- low smoke gas density

- high limiting oxygen index (LOX) values

- excellent oil resistance

Tie conditions of your use and application or the products and information (whether
verbal, written, or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formu-
lations and recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that
you test the products and Information to determine to your own satisfaction whether
they are suitable for your intended uses and applications. This application - specific
analysi. at least must include testing to determine suitability from a technical as
well as health# saf(%ty and environmental standpoint. Such testing has not necessarily
been done by Mobay or affiliates. All information Is given without warranty or guarantee.
mobay Corporation and its affili.tes disclaim any liability in negligence or otherwise,
incurred in connection with the use of the products and information. Any statement or
recommendation not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not bind Mobay Co;poration
or its affiliates. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to usr, any
product in conflict with patents covering any materials or its use. No license is
implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent.

Dr. Iermann Meisenheimer is in the Rubber
Business Group, Application Technology
Section, Rubber/Rubber Chemicals, Bayer AG.
He attended the University of Cologne/German
and received a degree in Physical Chemistry.
tie is presently the Manager 0 Technical

- -Services for Wire and Cable with Bayer AG.
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DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT Or CONSTRUCTING TENSILE FORCE
IN AERIAL CABLE SUSPENSION LINE

T. S. Lai, G. T. Tzeng, It. K. Peng, C. T. Chang, Y. J. ilang

TELECOtNUNICATION LABORATORIES, DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS, R. 0. C.

Abstract strong enough, or the buried depth
of the poles is not deep enough, or

A personal computer program used for reinforced members, e.j. buried log.
calculating the constructing tensile guy, strut and guy anchor etc., are
force of an aerial cable suspension line not properly designed. The polo%
is presented in this paper. It is bAsed will overturn when wind pressure act
on the theory of cable mechanics. Wind on poles and cables.
loading used for design is calculated
according to ANSI provisions. The basic (3) The diameter of the suspension lines
design wind speed map for Taiwan area of c-bles are too small, or the sags
with "eturn period of 50 years is used of them are not adjusted to a proper
to calculate velocity pressure. value, then the suspension lines;

will break when tensile force
A field-measurkng instrument hat induced by the wind pressure is

been set up to improve the construction larger than their tensile strength.
quality of the aerial cable strucLure
system. A cable vibration counter has
been designed and used to measure the 2. Const-cting tensile force
tensile force of the suspension line, design for suspension lne

There are two groups of aerial cable
systems classified according to purpose
of usage. One is called local aerial
cable system which is constructed in

1. Introduction city or suburban area. It Is not impeded
by topography and the span between two

The aerial cable structure syateri poles is generally from 20 to 50 meters.
are constructed outdoors, so they are The other is called flying cable system
usually affected by the soil bearing (or long-span aerial cable system) which
capacity and the natural forces such as to constructed in tountain, forest or
typhoon, earthquake etc. According tu valley etc. Owing to eharacteristics of
our investigation, 40,369 telecommuni- topography, the span between two poles
cation poles were overturned and 15,644 11 usually from 100 to 500 meters.
telecommunication poles were broken
during four typhoons from 1986 to 1907 There is very large tensile force in
in Taiwan area. The data are shown in cable systems due to gravity force and
Table 1. wind force. This tensile forco must be

taken by the suspension line. There are
Based on our research, there are two types of cables used in aerial cable

three major reasons causing these systems. One Is self-supporting c.tble
damages. They are which is combined supporting line and

cable together. The other is rnund-cable
(1) The flexural strength of the poles which is supported by a suspension line.

is not strong enough. When wind The materxal of suspension line is
blows, the bending moment in poles galvanized steel wire strand. In local
induced by wind pressure is larger aerial cable system, t.he round-cabl,? ,and
than the flexural strength of the suspension line are bound together by
poles, then the poles break, stainless or aluminum alloy lashin'Jwire.

But in the flying cable system, it is
(2) The shearing strength of soil is not impossible to use this method to bnd
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cable and suspension line together. We where
design a figure-8 shaped suspension line
clamp. One end is fixed at the sup- L a -L
porting line of self-uptIrLing cable. H.A. •V: •
The other end is hoehd at the mus-
pension line (9-1, Fig.l). The cablt is
moved along the suspension line from
one end to the other end Just like A n crows section area of
drawing the curtain. suspension line (m s)

£ - Young's modulus of suspension
line (kgmM i)

3. Design theory S a horizontal span of two ends of

The tensile force of suspension line suspension line m )

is calculated based on the theory of ( - coefficient of thermal

cable mechanics. The tensile force of expansion of suspension line
the suspension line is highly related At the time of construction, the
to the sag of cable, the strength of maximum sag (flat suspendsion line) or
suspension line which is different inclined sag (inclined suspension line)
according to its diameter and material, of suspension line is
and the design wind speed which is dif-
ferent by area. To avoid the tensile h.Vu-S'/ST. (2)
force of the suspension line exceeding
its safety limit, or the sag being too the actual length of suspension line is
large suih that the cable severely
swings in the wind, we should make rea- L.m-:.3/24T:-H'/2S (3)
sonable tension design of the suspension
line. where

H a latitude difference of two
There are two conditions consid- ends of suspension line

ered in the design loads ( including
gravity load, wind pressure and tempera- T2, h2, L2 are the data which de-
ture effect ) of suspension line. The signer should calculate before suspen-
first condition is the worst condition mion line was construrted.TuT/r, Tu
which occurs at the time of typhoon is the tensile strength of the galva-
attacking in the summer. The second nized steel wire strand, f is the safety
condition is working condition which factor, fa2.0.
occurs at the time of suspension
line being constructed. The fundamental The uniform load(W) per unit length
principle of suspension line design of the suspension line In the resultant
is : under the maximum allowable tensile vector of weight per unit length of
force which suspension line can sustain, cable(Wc), weight per unit length of
the sag of it must be kept in minimum suspension line (Ws) and wind pressure
value. Based on this principle, we per unit length acting on cable and
always let the design tensile force nuspension line (Ww), then
of suspension line at worst condition W a - V -- .
equal to its maximum allowable tensile
strength, and then calculate the tensile In the past, we used the following
force and sag of suspension line at formula to calculate the wind pressure
working condition. per unit length of cables.

Let the worst condition be the first
condition, and the horizontal component V.uQ.ooo7v1.D (4)
of allowable tensile force of suspension
line is T1, uniform load is W1, and tem- where
perature is U. Let the working condi- V - design wind speed, 40m/sec is
tion be the second condition, and the used in the suburban area,
horizontal component of tensile force of 28m/sec is used in city.
suspension line is T2, uniform load is D = projective widths of cable
W2. and temperature is t2. The horizon- and suspension line against
tal component of tensile force of sus- the wind
pension line at working condition is
obtained by solving the following According to the recent research,
equation: wind pressure is changed depending on

the structure characteristics and wind
speed which is different by area, type

T:-iK-A-E-,.t)-T:-=O () of exposure and height of the structure,
so equation (4) is not resonable.
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Uased on codes in " American Nation- Where
*I Standard Minimum Design Loads for T(2, . , (,/O)-
Buildings and Other Structures " pub- tit,: gurHve tl rVIl 0.,'f"fCAItlit
lished by ANSI in 1982, the wind pre%- deivi,,dn fil t Ile. tvpQ "(
ture per unit length acting on cable and o sxiure, a.Ro Talsio 4.

suspenwion line should be Of: n fnro.t. 4i'offitl.~ntu.
, . .* 0 . ) * C, • t) (5) depents tin the 'oughne.m -f

%Lrurtr.' xirfeiae, me-
where, q(z) is the wind velocity pres- Table S.
sure of different structure and differ-
ent type of exposure at z meters height.

G(W) In gut response factor which 4. Design example
is considored the variation of wind
pressure, area correlation of wind pres- Basing on the above theory, three
sure and dynamic effect induced by wind examples are given in the following.
acting on structure. Cf is wina pressure (1) Constructing local aerial cable
coefficient depending on the roughness systrucin loCHl aeaw asiof structure surface. system in HSINCHIU ,re, where basicdesign wind speed of 50 years return

Wind velocity pressure q(z) is cal- period VIO(c)'35.81mlsec and the
culated by the following formula (unit type of exposure in using is type 1).
kg£/ie Cable suspended is CCP-LAP-0.5-IOOP

melf-sup.arting cable, whose sup-
q,.w-o.0o -s.K().l.V,( 0 )] •  (6) porting line Is 22 mt galvanized

steel wire strand. Suspension height
where is 5.1 meters. Working temperature

is 5 C , 20 t , and 35 t respec-
2.774 (Z1?.)~ )- m tively. Span is from 20 to 50K 1n) meters. And no other suspension lineis suspended. The relation between

span and sag at working condition is
shown in Fig. 2. The relation be-
tween *pan and tensile force at

VIO(c) - basic design wind speed working condition is shown in
of 50 years retur" Pig. 3.
period calculated by (2) Constructing local aerial cable
statistic method system in CHrAYI area, where basic

I a Importance factor which design wind speed of 50 years return
multiplied by VlO(c) may get period VIO(c)-3l.58m/sec and the
basic design wind speed of type of exposure in using is type C.
25 years or 100 years return Cable uspended is CCP-LP-0.5-50P
period, see Table 2. round-cable. Suspension height is
Generally, the life time of 5.1 meters. Working temperature is
aerial cable system is about 5 t , 20 IC , and 35 I respectively.
20 years, so we use 25 years Span is from 50 to 100 meters. Sus-
return period as standard, pension line is 35 n1 galvanized
that is, 1.0.91. steel wire strand. The relation be-

tween span and sag at working con-
Type of exposure: based on the dition is shown in Fig. 4. Thecharacteristics o ground relation between span and tensileexpouret exposure conditions force at working condition is shown

are typically divided into in Fig. 5.

four( depedin oee tybpe oftp3. onanara hr h ai
four types, see Table 3. (3) Constructing flying cable system in

zg~a: deendig o typ o£ ypeALT mountain area, where the basic
og exposure, see Table 4. design wind speed of 50 years return

period VIO(c)=22.97m/sec and the

Gust reponse factor G(z) 1.s calcu- type of exposure in using is type C.Gste b he faotinormuli calcu- Cable suspended is CCP-LAP-0.5-100Plated by the following formula self-supporting cable, whose sup-

G(z)vO.80-5T(x) (71 porting line is 22 n~e galvanized
steel wire strand. Suspension height
is 5.1 meters. Working temperature
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in 5 C , 20 IQ , and 35 1 rexpec- According to this principle, we do-
tively. Span In from 100 to 300 signed and manufactured a cable vibra-
meters. And suspension line in 55 tion counter which in composed of timer,
me galvanized steel wire strand. counter, 12V DC-battery, photo sensor,
The relation between span and sag at optical fiber and supporting frame. The
working condition Is shown in Fig. prototype of the device in shown in
6. The relation between span and Fig. 8.
tensile force at working condition
is shown in Fig. 7. We made a series test% In the fol-

lowing two conditions in our civil engi-
neering laboratary to check this instru-

5. Measuring instrument for construction ment. The device for exerting tensile
---cable vibration counter force in a 10-ton tension machine shown

in Fig. 9. The operation of tensile
If the suspension line is too loo e force control is shown in Fig. 10. The

athe wg will be too lare and the tensile force exerted on suspension line
cable will severely swing in the wind. in 500kg, 600kg, ..., 1200kg respective-
it is very dangerous. If the suspension ly, and we made tan tests for each con-
line is too tight, the tensile force of dition. The operation of vibration fre-
the suspension line will exceed it*
tensile strength. It will break when juency masurent is shown in rig. 11.
typhoon is attacking. Therefoof the (1) A 45m galvanized steel wire strand
tensile force of the suspension line having a mass per unit length of
at working condition must be calculated 0.366kg/m is suspended with span of
basing on Eq.(l) and measured with ton- 21.6m. The cross section areai o
sion meter during construction. But, it steel wire is 46.24w. The Young's
is not conveni2nt to use tension meter modulus Is 17,500 kgf1W . The test
in situ, so we developed a photo-snning results ar shown in . The .
cable vibration counter, according to results are shown in Ts Oe 6.

the theory of cable vibration, to me s- (2) A 45ne' galvanized steel wire strand
ure the tensile force of the suspension having a mas per unit length of
line. 0.366kg/m and a CCP-JF-LAP-SZ round-

According to the theory of cable cable having a mass per unit length
Accodin tothethery [ cbleof 0.366kg/n are binded together by

vibration, the frequency f of each vlb-of036gmaebnd gkhry
ration mode i r lashing wire is suspetuded with span

of 21.6m. The test results are shown

in Table 7.
.2( From the above results, it i evi-

dent that the vibration number per 15
w r 2 .,. r . It4rr'. seconds measured by our Instrument are

I - horizontal san of two ends very much coincided with the theoretichl
of suspension line value of Eq.(f), and they are very
'I ass per unit length of stable. When measuring the tensile force
cable and suspension line with this instrument, the aerial cable

(Kg/m) system will not be damaged. It ix an
It = tensile force of suspension nondetrutive test. Since this instru-

line ment is light, portable and not expen-
sive, it is worthy to be widely used n- 1 1 I (it - 1. it / C.A) situ.
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stable, the first vibration mode of the tions and encouragement. We are also
suspension line can be obtained. At this grateful to Miss Y. Y. Chen for her
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YPHOON WAYNE ABBY GERALD LYNN
(1906.0) (1906,9) (1987,9) (1987 10)

AREA OVERTURNED UROKEN OVERTURNED BROKEN OVERTURNED iROKEN OVERTURNED 1ROKEN

NORTH 36 1 375 57 46 34 176 61

TAIWAN

MIDDLE 11010 8925 6762 2072 165 43 15 3

TAIWAN

SOUTH 5940 1504 6415 1451 9305 1479 39 0

TAIWAN

SUm 16991 10447 13552 3500 9596 1556 230 64

Table I Data of damaged poles

RETURN PERIOD IMPORTANCE FACTOR

(years) I EXPOSURE CHARACTERISTICS OF

25 0.91 GROUND SURFACE

50 1.00 A Large city centers with at
. _ _least 50x of the buildings

1.10 having a height in excess
of 20 motors.

B Urban and suburban areas,Tabie Iportance Factor, I woods area, or other

terrain wiLh numerous
closely spaced obstructic
having the size of single
family dwellings or larger.

C Open terrain with scattered
obstructions having heights
generally less than 10
meters.

EXPOSURE a Zg(a) Do D Flat, unobstructed coastal
areas directly exposed to

A 0.36 500 0.025 wind flowing over large
bodies of water.

B 0.25 400 0.010

C 0.15 300 0.005 Table 3 Type of Exposure

D 0.11 233 0.003

Table 4 a , Zg, and Do in different
exposure type
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Roughness of surface Cf NOTE

smooth rope, pole and pipe 1.2 0.5 0: DIAMFTER
. ...... (m )

moderately smooth rope, pole 1.2 0.7

and pipe q(z): VELOCITY
PRESSURE

thin cable and wire 1.2 0.9 Ckgf, I

thick cable and wire 1.3 1.1

Table 5 Wind force coefficient, Cf

TENSILE THEORETICAL TEST DATA TENSILE THEORETICAL TEST DATA
FORCE DATA FORCE DATA

(kgf) (times) (times) (kgf) (times) (times)

500 40.06 40.5 500 20.96 30.0

600 44.45 44.5 600 31.72 32.5

700 47.85 47.5 700 34.27 34.5

800 51.05 51.0 800 36.63 37.0

900 54.08 53.5 900 30.05 39.0

1000 56.96 56.5 1000 40.95 41.0

1100 59.71 59.5 1100 42.95 42.5

1200 62.35 62.0 1200 144.6 44.5

Table 6 Comparison of vibration number Table 7 Comparison of vibration number
per 15 seconds of test data per 15 seconds of test data
and theoretical data of steel and theoretical data of steel
wire strand wire strand bound with roundcable
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FIBER STRAIN DURING CABLE PULLINGt AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN CABLE DESIGN

W. Wenski, B. Menze, J. Schulte

Kabelmetal Electro Gmbll, P.O. Box 260
3000 Hannover, Fed. Rep. of Germany

Summary the probable lifetime of a length of fiber
after proof testing is the subject of

The monitoring of attenuatic. changes various publications, e.g. Ref. I and 2.

during cable pull tests is generally The probable lifetime depends on the
considered to be sufficient for the environmental conditions. of the fiber and
evaluation of the tensile strength of on the applied stress. Using assumptions
fiber optic cables. However, this which are applicable to telecommunications
measurement provides only indirect insight fibers, the failure probability of a
into the fiber strain conditions while the 1,000 km length of fiber in 25 years is
cable is subjected to tensile stress. The less than 10 , provided that the ratio
dependence of the fiber elongation on the between long-term residual stress and the
cable design and the relation between the proof test stress is about equal to or
attenuation and the fiber elongation is less than 0.3 to 0.4. By the same
investigated experimentally. It Is shown reasoning, for an 8-hour period (during
that the measurement of fiber strain must Installation) this ratio can be about
be included in a cable pull test so as to equal to or less than 0.5 to 0.6 1. These
ensure adequate fiber lifetime, considerations apply for uniaxial tension

on the fibur. The lifetime of a fiber in
bending is longer than that predicted from
Its strength in uniaxLal tension'. The

Introduction. latter therefore results in a conservative
value. For example, after a proof teet

The design of fiber optic cables must using 5 N, which corresponds to an elon-
be selected so as to meet the required gation of 0.57%, the maximum allowed
pulling load. The expected lifetime of the residual stress is 1.5 N. This corresponds
optical fiber must not be reduced by the to an elongation of 0.17% or to a bending
forces applied to the cable during with a radius of 36 mm over the whole
lstallation Nnd operation. The fiber length of a 125 pm diameter quartz glass
strain resulting from cable bending and fiber. The cable design must ensure that
pulling should be limited tc a certain these values will not be exceeded during
fraction of the mechanical fiber proof installation or sorvice.
test level. However, optical cable
qualification testing generally does not
include the direct measurement of fiber Fiber excess length.
strain. Instead, according to XEC 794-1-
El, the change of fiber attenuation is Sufficient excess length of fiber in
measured and limited to a certain the cable must be provided so that during
permitted value. This Increase In cable elongation caused by forces on the
attenuation is ciised by macro- and micro- cable or during temperature changes the
bending of the libe- and it is, at best, fibers will not be strained. The cable
an indirect indicator of fiber strain, pull teat must prove that the required
This paper suggests that the fiber fiber excess length is available In the
elongation measurement be Included in the manufactured cable. The resulting fiber
fiber optic cable pulling test. Different excess length depends on the cable design
fiber optic cable constructions have been and fabrication tolerances. Three wain
evaluated, using a combination of designs have been tested: stranded,4

attenuation and elongation measurements. (loose tube, Fig.l. slotted-core, Fig. 2),
central buffer (Fig. 3) and stacked fiber
ribbons in a central tube (Fig. 4).

Fiber lifetime.
Assuming that the fibers in an un-

The long-term mechanical reliability of stressed cable are in the axes of the
optical fibers is generally assured by tubes, the approximate fiber excess length
means of a proof test. The prediction of can be calculated by Eq.(1)5:
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2xl 2 261 6K 2 In central buffer tubes the maximum
S- (1+(- ) * __ - . ( ) -1 (1) tensile window is limited by the minimum

a allowed fiber banding radius r I because
of lifetime and bending losd"' onsider-
tLionss

wherein 61 - Ru " Rf

R a the stranding radius goal (2)

Ri a the tube inner radius .Il

Rf a the radius of the coated
fiber This range of excess length is

s a the pitch attributable to two situations: the excess
length duo to cable expansion under

If more than one fiber Is placed into a tension and temperature increase and the
loose tube or slot, R becomes the radius excess length resulting from cable
of a virtual circle arbund the fibers. shrinkage as a result of temperature

decreaue.

Ri dummy element In a ribbon cable with a square (a a b)
ribbon stack that follows a helical path
in the core tube, as shown in Fig. 4, the

loose tube stack excess length Is given by:

a [ 2(r /1)2 +1) - (3

fiber I

cpprwherein r X the helical path radius of
copper pair the stack center

s a the pitch of the stack

central member The pitch must be chosen long enough to
keep the bending radii of the outer fibers
of the stack sufficiently large. The

Fig. 1. Stranded loose tube cable core. maximum achievable stack excess length
corresponds to the situation where the
stack comes into contact with the inner
wall of the core tube. In this case the

stalled core following approximate relationship can be
stre car usod:

rs "(R -2 14) -a/2 (4)

/ .fiber

RI

Fig. 2. Core of slotted-core cable.

core tube

central buffer stacked ribbons

,,----tube

* S 9

0

fiber

Fig. 3. Central buffer tube cable core. Fig. 4. Ribbon cable core.
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Fig. 5. Experimental set-up (computer-controlled pulling jench)

Experimental procedure The first term results from changes In
the physical length of the fiber. The

The experiments were carried out on a second is due to changes in the refractive
computer-controlled pulling bench capable Index caused by the tensile stress. The
of holding a 300 m length of cable with a second term has a negative sign and can be
pulling force up to 15,000 N. The test written approximately as 0.2 times the
equipment used allows measurement of the first term?. We can therefore write:
fiber elongation and change of fiber
attenuation (Fig.5). The measurements were
carried out on up to 16 fibers at a time, 2w.f
using two 1-to-16 fiber switches as A -- . a .AL . A (6)
multiplexers. In addition, cable C
elongation and pulling force were
monitored. All measured values were stored A = 0.8
and compared afterwards.

In order to determine the precise value
The change of fiber attenuation as and of A (which corrects for strain-induced

fiber elongation were measured using an changes of the refractive index), we
optical fiber strain measurement system, stretched the fibers in a mechanical set-
capable of measuring the phase shift of up to mechanically-defined elongation
sinusoidally-modulated light. The phase values. The elongation measured by means
shift A# caused by fiber elongation is of the phase shift technique Is depicted
given by: in Fig. 6 against the mechanically-defined

true elongation. Both are In perfect
agreement for A a 0.806, which holds for

2,-f the fiber types under investigation.
A - (nAL + AnL) (5)

C The refractive index is also influenced
by fiber bending. However, bending-induced

wherein: changes of the group index are very small
and can be neglected when compared to

f = modulation frequency those induced by elongation 7. The
c = velocity of light temperature was constant during the
n = fiber refractive index measurements and it can be shown that
L = length of fiber pressure-induced phase shifts can be
AL = fiber elongation neglected$.
An = change of refractive index due to

fiber elongation
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Sroralce ¢CIrt'o for fiber Cl011nlgtiht b th; I ,41'; :4 I -

00416 ,.4eleflgth . l " ""*I4tL~~

0 t b ; 0ml Cln11111t (0.11)

1i¢!.*llI S ItllJ~ll/

Fig. 7. Attenuation/langaLlon measurt-
rig. 6. Measured elotngation vs;. true M.0nIL (stranded 100se tube COMOe.
elongat~on (p680e sh ft, technique).

FUperimentul results.

For the purpose of our measurements we c ~l, rt" v', If V'.1
used special ly-des~gned cables with low ",
fiber excess length in orer to generate .
an early onset of fiber elongation at i -I
moderate pulling forces and cable oe~~l 1
elongation. The measurement results of 9!ttl i 41 "4Po
attenuation change (normlized t;o IS0 O-- ofI
fiber) and fiber elongation as a function
of cable elongation for t~he cable t I

constructions taken Into consideration are Cpresented and compared hereafter. Figs. 7 .

8, 9 and 10 are representative curves of ,

the multiple fiber measurements,.,

Fig. 7 shows the traces for a stranded ... ..- ,., . u
loose tube cable designed to have an 0 , , a It
excess length of 0.37%. The fiber b( on tn(.)
elongation is accompanied by an Isncrease
in attenuation due to the fibers touching Fig. 6. Attenuation elongation meac-ure-
the tube walls which generates micro- moento (slotted- core cable).
beading loss. The results of a slotted-
core cable with a designed excess length
of 0.32% exhibits a similar Increase inattenuation and fiber elongation (Fig. 8).i ce/reiit buff-r tdo, 10 "M 0

Fig. 9 depicts the results for the ( d-c

central buffer tube cable designed for -1 I
0.2 excess length. No attenuation change *

was observed throughout this test. The
samerauepund able for the ribbon !as'-
cable (Fig. 10 where the attenuation does 0
not change, even under considerable fiber t
tension. The deviation of expected (dotted 0
line d and measured (solid line traces for o 5

the ribbon cable is due to slippage of the /ribbon stack in the cable clamp of the

pulling bench at elevated forces. This

slippage occurs because ot low f riction 0 4,**-*ee* -,- -G...10
between the square ribbon stack and the
core tube of the 100 optical fibers In the C1010 oIunguhtL (0.11)

stack in conue n with hgh applied Fig. 9. Attenuation/elongation measure-
force. For the purpose of this paper no ments (buffer tube cable).
further attempt was made to overcome this
experimental problem.
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Automated Test Systom for Optical Fiber Cable Plants

Siegfried Heckmann, Volker (Atch

Philips Kommunikations Indutlrie AG
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Schanzenstrate 3, 0.5000 K81n 80, West Germany

used. Subsequently the structure and polenlial use of an
automatic measuring system will be derinvd, particularAbstrct attention being paid to the specific advantages.

Economical optical fiber cable production has become
necessaryin order to meetthe Increasing demand of optical Relevant test parameters In the cable factory
fiber networks. One pro-condition for reducing cable costs
is an optimized handling of quality assurance tests In optical Ouality assurance in a plant for optical fiber cables must
fiber cable plants. As optical fiber cable testing has been be carried out in each step of the production process:
more time-consuming than copper cable measuring proce-
dures, reduction of test time Is of vital Interest. Accuracy It starts with the checks on Incoming g" is. for example
and reliability of test results are important objectives as well. on the delivered fibers, accompanies the various manufac-

turing steps and ends In the acceptance tests on theStarting with measuring procedures which are common- produced cable. Because of the considerable testing times,
ly used tooay the requirements for automated optical fibre espdially in case of muttifiber cables, economic considera-

cable test systems are analysed. Configuration and oper- lions will require that quality assurance Is restricted to thelion of a computenzed test system specially designed for measurement of the relevant parameters.
quality assurance in cable plants are presented. Compared
to manually operated lest sets the automated system offers These are the parameters which are Influenced during
a number of specific ndvantages such as short testing the cabling process in contrast to those which are predeter-
times, muftiolo oarallol fiber connection, automatic data mined by the fibers and do not change during further
evaluation an ;gh accuracy Irrespective of operator skill. processing. The latter group Includes, for example, core

and cladding diameterand refractive index profile. In single-
mode fibers, the dispersion and, with certain restrictions,

Introduction the cut-off wavelength are also Independent of the cabling.
These parameters are measured by the fiber manufacturerDuring the last years the applications of optical fiber and their resufls are documented. During thie check on In-

cables have shown an Impressive rise. Precondition for a cotirgoosarecuented te eckmn In-
further Increasement is a considerable reduction of cable cominggoodsatthecableplant,thedataareexamnedand
costs, which In turn are essi.tially determined by the costs are usually accepted as final data It they meet the specifi-
of a number of tests during production. Today most of these cations.
tests are carried out by measuring each fiber of a cable Thus, the most Important parameters still to be measu-
separately and manual!y. To decrease the tasting time and red are the loss and the local attenuation characteristics.
the cable costs the fibers should be measured automatical- On the one hand, they are important regarding the subse-
ly and in parallel. quent use of the cable In a transmission line. On the other

Additionally cable costs can be reduced by optimizing hand, these parameters are Influenced by the cabling
quality assurance during production. Due to this step the process itself and can therefore be used for a direct moni-
quality thefetivgn is storing of the manufacturing process. The attenuation para-
number of defective goods can be minimized. meters should be measured for all fibers during production,

Hence in the future manually opetated equipment will since only in this way crap can be minimized by early detec-
have to be replaced by automatic measuring systems. tion of defects. It can be assumed, that if attenuation values

sill coincide with the cable specifications and proper checks
The requirements for such an automatic system will be on incoming fibers were carried out, then all optical para-

discussed on the basis of the measuring methods currently meters will meet the requirements.
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Current state of measuring technology Possible incorrect settings and wrong data due to trans-
for errors give rise to many errors. I.e. the measurement

In the cable factory, the attenuation of fiber cables Is aouracydependsonadecisiveextent ontheoperatorand
advantageously measured by the backscattering method,. hi experience.
This method enables not only the measuring of the desired
attenuation coefficient, which, for example, is defind in a!I
PTT-specifications. Also production.related anomalies in Requirements for an automatic measuring system
the cable like local attenuation peaks, irregularities and
broken fibers, can be detected and localized. To avoid the disadvantages discussed before, a new

The conventional measuring process Is divided into the mensuring system has to have two main features:

folowing parts: On the one hand, it should be possible for a number of
fibers to be processed simultaneously, as has been the

- preparation of the cable usual practice since many years in copper cable technolo-
-preparation of the end face of each fiberto be measureo gy. On the other hand. nperating errors, and hence measu-
- coupling of each fiber to the measuring equipment ring errors, must be substantially avoided, l.e. an automatic,
- measurement -n ihe basis of manual Instrument closed measuring system conforming to ISO 9000/11 is In-

settings dispensable.
- transfer of data to the relevant measurement

record. Easy operation of the system Is of great Importance to
enable reliable measurements Independent of the level of

Consequently acharacteristic feature of the current state training and experience of the test personnel. For example,
of measuring technology Is that each fiber Is measured it would be expedient if the measuring system automatical-
indivdua,,y and manually. The accuracy of the measure- ly sets aii required parameters when a coded cable sped-
ments Is determined by various factors: fication Is Input. An automatic plausibility test should make

the operator aware of obvious operating errors. Since it Is
After the preparation the fiber end face Is assessed plarrned to use the automatic measuring system In a cable

subjectively by the operator during the coupling process. factccy, its environmental conditions must be considored.
Then depending on the coupling attenuation, the input
amplification of the OTDR is modified to compensate the
end face quality. Since this may result In the use of any ,Stwturekof lhe-autmatiqmt~suring-sy.stem
dynamic range of the Instrument, the linearity and accuracy
of measurements are not guaranteed any longer, depen- On the basis of these requirements, the presented
ding on the end face quality. measuting system was designed for up to 12 fibers to be

connected simultaneously. The actual measuring system Is
It Is knowi ,at the accuracy Is reduced at the beginning shown schematically in figure 1. It consists of the following

and the end of the backscattercurve, forexample as a result components:
of overloading the optical and electronic Input stage of the
instrument. During the manurl Instrument setting, the cur- - Optical connection frame
sors are used to select the part of the curve, which is used - Measuring unit (OTDR)
for determining the attenuation. Considerable measuring - Control- and evaluation unit (computer)
errors can occur, depending on that choice. - Operating unit

- Output unit
Since the backscatter signals have very small amplitu-

des, the backscatter curve generally Is superimposed by Additional components necessary to prepare multiple
noise and has to be smoothed by averaging procedures. A fiber end faces in parallel and to create a planar structure of
suitable averaging time must be set manually and influen- the fibers to be measured complete the system. In such a
ces again the measurement accuracy. measuring system, the accuracy and the operating charac-

teristics are essentially determined by the propertes of the
Because of the twisting of the fibers In the cable, the fiber optical connection frame. The coupling unit must on the one

length is a few percent longer than the cable length. It is the hand permit a reproducible and reliable coupling of all
attenuation per cable length which is specified and should fibers, and on the other hand be robust in case of improper
be measured but in fact the attenuation per fiber length is handling.
measured. The operator usually takes this difference into
account by a manual mis-setting. Since this mis-setting These requirements are net if the coupling unit, the
directly influenccsthe measured attenuationorthe location interface to the operator, is spatially separated from the
of a fault, this procedure is critical. sensitive switching unit, and the signals are transferred via
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a fiber ribbon cable. If an end face of this internal ribbon The specification data, system parameters and results
cable Is destroyed, for example by Incorrect coupling of the are recorded in a suitable form and can be stored for later
fibers to be measured, it can be pui:'4d slightly out of the statistical evaluations. Figure 5 shows a part of such a
ribbon stock cassette (figure 1) and alter new preparation record, the list of measurement results.
inserted Into the coupling unit again. The -.iwitching unit Is
not affected by this procedure.

Test results

Ope ratin andeasur -rocedure As discussed before the presented automatic measuring

Figure 2 shows the automatic measuring system in the system has two main features:

environment of a cable factory. The first step to test a cable
Is to prepare it in the conventional manner, except that up On the one hand, it enables the operator to process a

to 12 fibers can now be processed simultaneously. number of fibers slmullaneously with each measurement.
For example, to check ten fibers of a cable at one wave-

Subsequently the fibers to be measured are coupled to length will take about five minutes:
the Internal ribbon cable using a tat silicon plate with
V grooves (figure 3). To enable this coupling technique the Four minutes are required to remove the coating, for the
fibers have to be arranged in a ribbon structure. This requi- planar organizing, the preparation of the ten end faces and
rement is automatically met, if optica! cables with fiber forthecouplingofthefiberstotheconnectionframe.Within
ribbons are to be measured. In the case of bundle cables, the next five minutes the automatic cour 1-p check is
however, the Individual fibers must first be converted into a carried out by the system and the parameters at % measured
planar structure, i.e. a ribbon structure, using a multifiber as specified in the menu. During this system operation time
planar organizer (figure 4). the operator is able to prepar, the next fibers to be measu-

red. Consequently up to 1,000 fibers per day can be
The actual measuring procedure is controlled by a checked with the presented measuring system and one

computer and a user-guiding menu. The upper part of this operator.
menu contains all data requiked for a clear assignment and
characterization of each cable in accordance with The second feature is the improved reliability and
ISO 9000. In addition, the menu contains data which define accuracy. To demonstrate this a single-mode fiber ribbon
the measuring procedure and the parameters to be measu- cable of 2 km length was coupled 20 times to the connection
red, as well as information on data output. frame. With each coupling the end faces were replaced.

The maximum deviation of the measured attenuation
When the measuring program is started, an automatic coefficient for the individual fiber was 0.007 d0/km, the

coupling test is carried out first to ensure that the coupling corresponding standard deviation 0.003 dB/km.
attenuation Is smaller than a predetermined limiting value
and the measuring unit is therefore still operated within the
approved dynamic range.

In the automatic measuring procedure, the system first
determines the optimal Instrument settings according to
criteria exactly defined before, and selects these optimal
settings. With the aid of the computer-controlled switching
unit, each of the fibers to be measured is then sequential-
ly connected to the measuring unit and the parameters de-
fined in the menu are measured.

Onlyin thiswayit is possible to ensure that the measuring
system always operates under optimal conditions and that
reproducible measurements with a guaranteed accuracy
can be obtained.

The data transferred from the measuring unit to the
computerare evaluated there following the menu sppifica-
tions. Among other parameters, attenuation, att"uation
coefficient and length can be determined and compared
with the specified values. In addition the backscatter curves
are investigated automatically with respect to nonlinearity
and inhomogenities.
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Summ~)r_p W-*

Aan automatic measuring system for optical fiber cables
was developed to meet the requirements of a modern cable
faclory.

The presented system has substantial advantages in
comparison to state-of-the-art measuring techniques:

" it represents a closed system within the meaning of
ISO 9000. All adjustnr .ents of the equipment, each
decision and the data tra,'sferare carried out following
clearly defined preconditions. Therefore all lest
results are independent of experience and qualifica- Siegfried Heckmann studied at the University of Bochum
tion of the operator. and graduated in 1978 In electrical engineering. 1983 he

obtained his doctorate at the University of Wuppertal. Since
" The testing time for each cable will be substantial 1983 he has beer, active as group leader within Philips

decreased with the presented system. This Is mainly Kommunikations Industde AG, where he is responsible for
due to preparing and measuring a number of fibers the development of optical measuring equipment.
Instead of one in each measuring cycle. Due to the
structure of ribbon cables, especially for this cable
type a drastical decreasement in testing time was
found.

" In the future the Important requirement of a periodical
test.system-recalibration will be induced by menu
messages. During this recalibration the OTDR.wave
length spectrum will be measured and its data are
stored In the evaluation unit to correct the measuring
results. Additionally a special recalibration fiber allows
to check the OTDR-linearity. Deviations from ideal
linearity will also be considered by the evaluation unit.

" Forfuture applications it Is of greatimportance that the
test system itself Is able to be controlled by a master
computer. So it may become part of a quality assu- Volker Riech studied at the Technical University of
rance system with a hierarchical organization. For the Aachen and received the doctorsdegree in 1976. He joined
different test systems In a plant Individual specifi- Philips Kommunikations Industrie AG in 1980 as a group
cations and measuring procedures can be deter- leader for computerized measuring systems for copper
mined by a central computer. cables. Today he Is the head of R&D for optical and copper

cable measuring equipment within PKI.
Thus, such automated testing is an essential contribution to
improve efficiency and achieving the goal of economical
production.

Referenes

/l/ ISO 9000 "Quality management and quality
assurance standards-Guidelines for selection
and use"
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Figure 1: Schematic Structure of Automatic Measuring System

Figuro) 2: Computerized Optical Fiber Figure 3: Optical Coupling Unit, Handling of Fibers
Measuring System
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Figure 4. Planar Organizing of optical Fibers Figure$5: List of Measuremeant Result$
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Reliability and Environmental Performance
of Cabled Single-Mode Optical Fibers

J. Kurdd, L Stormbom, L Olmna , T. Rhuilnen and E. Lelno

Nolda Telecommunication Cables
P.O.Box 77, 01511 Vantaa, Finland

Abstract and environmental characterisjtics are presented

The effect of the dual acrylate coating on the for the optimized coating combination.

performance of single-mode optical fibers has Coat ino rocess and characterization
ben studied. Good optical and environmental
performance was achieved with fibers coated with Coatina aoolication.
tandem and double coating process using optimized
material combination having good adhesion to The application of the two layer primary coV-ng
glass. FTIR technique is presented as a fast and can be made in two ways, either by the Tandem
accurate method for determining the degree of Coating process, where the prii.Ary coating is cured
cure of the acrylate. The stripping force of the before the secondary is applied, or by the Double
coating is shown to correlate well with the degree Coating process, where the two lars are applied
of cure. High stress screen testing technique at wet on wet and cured simultaneously.
levels up to 4 GPa is used for rapid determination
of the strength parameters of the fiber. Lifetime In the Tandem Coatig rocess the diameter and
estimates made by this novel approach agree with concentricity of both layers can be recorded. In
the earlier estimates. The cabled fibers showed the Double Coat;ng process the primary coating
good performance in northern environment, can't easily be monitored, but is well controlled

by using optimum di, shapes and pressures. The
Introduction advantages of the Double Coating process are higher

drawing speeds, because of more cooling space in
Single-mode optical fiber has become a standard the drawing tower, and easy operation. To obtain
in optical communications. Most of the fiber good attenuation behavior also the curing process
delivered today has a 250 ,m dual layer acrylate or the coating material in question must be well
coating composed of an inner soft layer protecting understood, since the uncured layer is thicker in
the fiber from attenuation increase induced by the Double Coating process and the curing degree
temperature change or microbending, and an outer showed to affect the adhesion.
harder layer for protection and easy handling.

The theory of the one-layer application is
The structure, materials, and manufacturing process described in several references e.g. 3.4. The
have been seen to be important to achieve a coating method to obtain a smooth and well controlled
that will give the fiber good optical characteris- coating is to keep the shear rate of the coating
tics (attenuation, microbending behavior and material flow equal to zero at the fiber surface
temperature performance); and good reliability during the process by a proper pressure. The
(strength, minimal aging effect in various envi- resulting equation for the dependence between
ronments) 1,2. Initially we tested coating combi- coating thickness and required die diameter can be
nations having low adhesion to glass and good used for the primary coating both in the Tandem
adhesion to glass for temperature behavior and and Double Coating process and with some substi-
strength. The results indicated that coatings tutions for the secondary coating in Tandem
with lw adhesion to glass had good temperature Coating process. By using the optimum pressure,
characteristics but lowered strength whereas the desired die diameter is independent of vis-
coatings with good adhesion to glass had good cosity and drawing speed V. The secondary coating
strength but it was more difficult to achieve good in the Double Coating process can be determined
temperature characteristics. After this it was using the same algorithm as before, now for two
decided that various coating combinations should flows vI (inner wet layer with viscosityLI) and
be tried to find a system that would give good V2 (second layer with viscosityp 2) and with
reliability and at the same time good optical following boundary conditions (see Fig. I)
characteristics and good temperature behavior.
This paper deals with the effect of acrylate vi-V at r-f
coating on the performance of the fiber. The v2-0 at r-R(z)
coating processes and results for various acrylate VIV 2 at r-rl
coating combinations are presented. Reliability dvI/ dr-dv2/dr at r-rI
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Fig. 2. The second die diameter for the double
coater as a function of the materials viscosity
ratio. The fiber diameter is 125,m and the final
inner/outer layers are 205/250 .m.

Curino of acrylates,

Acrylates as coatina material for optical
fibrUV- acrylates have become standard for
optical fiber coatings. They maintain the optical

•__ "__-" _properties of fiber and offer good nechani al and
chemical durability in many environments -. ,
Acrylates are also easy to apply on the fiber in
liquid form and they are rapidly cured by UV-Fig. I. Double Pressure Coster. light. Typical properties of primary and secondary
coating materials for optical fibers are presented
in Table 1. The viscosity of the resin is a strong

The dependence of the die versus coating diameter function of temperature and therefore temperature
under the optimum pressure control of the coating liquid can be exploited in
dP 2f2 (lr(r1/f)/in(r 1 /R)/I 2  the application process.d" " 4V(2 I r /()/V l ~ /

1 2) 2UV-curable acrylate resins contain three main

2 r - r -1 -1 components: photoinitiators, oligomers and mono-
21n(rI/R)(r 1-1)( I/M-1/1 2)-( M - P mers. Besides these additives are used to increase

thermal stability, shelf time, and adhesion to
cannot be solved analytically, but is independent glass. Photoinitiators are e.g. aromatic ketones.
of the drawing speed and i funct Iuon of the visco- They affect physical properties of the polymer,onfig. the dnseecien d te s- a such as hardness, elongation and tensile strength,sity ratio-' 2. Falthough their concentration is only 2 - 4IF of
function of the viscosity ratio is shown for a th r eir r
125 pm fiber with final coating diameters 205/250 the resin 6.
J. Oligomers form the body of the actual polymer

network 7. The resin contains 50 - 70 wt% ofThe double coater used in our standard drawing oligomers.Oligoers are the reactive part of the
process gives the predicted coating diameters in polymer and they are multifunctional i.e. one
the first die. In the second die there is a molecule may contain 2 - 6 reactive acrylic func-
difference of about 4% between the measured and tional groups -CH - CH2. When these acrylic groups
theoretical diameter. Also the tandem coating react the polymer will get its 3-dimensional
process was examined giving diameters exactly network. The length, nature and functionalityof
according to the theory. When using the optimum neto1r le u e afs t nal,
pressures both processes were very stable and the the oliome olecul affects the canadiamter arition wee les tan +- ~chemical and optical properties of the coating.
coating The oligomers of the primary coating are urethane
pUm. acrylates. They give the primary layer more soft

and stiff properties than the additional epoxy
acrylates used in the secondary layer. In the
primary layer polymer chains are longer and cross-
link density lower than in the harder jacket
layer. This leads to lower glass transition
temperature (Tg) and lower Young's modulus.
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Table 1. Typical properties of W-&crylates spectroscopy. Soxhlet-extraction is an economical
method to determine the average degree of cure of

Asin 25C friery Sc.7Wry the whole acrylate layer. The method is based on
the assumption that the uncured polymer can be

Viscosity cps 7 o00-10 000 7 N dissolved e.g. by methyl-ethyl-ketone (M(K). The
esity kg/do 1.00-1.11 1.11-1.16 quantity that is actually measured is gel fraction

Strface tension 41 2 (F), given at

Gred Polyr 25K.S1M 5

Nardp~s (So") 47-55 (A) 60-7S (0) G(&)v(AC)/(B -C)100
Retractiv" lnkx 1.49-1.54 1.3-1.54
Tnsile strengtk 1a 1.6-4.1 19-36 where
Yon's malus Wa 2.1-3.7 600-1121 A - mass of the sample after extraction
(e - 2,4) B mass of the smle before extraction
Elon4ation 4 40-200 $.PC C - mass of glass in the sapleToc -3S - 42S

Water aboptlon In our exptrimental procedure approximately 50 m
(24 h) 1.4-3.6 fiber is cut into small pieces. The mass of
TeNeratVre fibers is measured. The fibers are then€o f IcIet
aoe T, CAcm OS trted into an extraction flask and extracted
below T, C/ g/ 510-5 12 hours. After this they are first dried in

Shri#4 at curt 4 2.4-S.r  4.U. e. and then In vacuum for 12 hours and the weight
Mydrom Is measured. The mass of glass was determined by
a@" ation Vul9 0.3 0.5 peeling a fiber with same length and measuring the
(806C 24 h) mass, The inaccuracy of weigh ng Is *1- 0.005 g,

which gives the error margin of */- 2 J. Further
uncertainty for determining the degree of cure is
caused because there is not a certainty that MCK

Rate of a er~jizoti.n'. The rate of* would not dissolve something else than uncured
po1 ftrizaton of radiation curable resins depends polymer from the material.
on .1.: the capability of the photoirtitiators
to absorb radiation and produce active radicals, The FTIR-method is based on the visibility of
the reactivity of the initiator radicals and the acrylic double bonds in the infrared spectra.
polymer radicals to form double bonds, and Ouring polymerization the amount of acrylic groups
functionality of monomers and oligomers 6. decreases as they react to form the polymer

network. Double bonds can be seen at wave numbers
Oxygen Inhibits the curing of multifunctional 810 I/cm ( C H2-CH twist ) and 1408 I/cm (. CH2
acrylates. As a result, the surface of coating deformation ). We determined the degree of cure
remains tacky and physical properties, such as from relative intensities of 1408 I/cm peaks.
Impact strength and hardness, become lower. This The peak indicating the carbonyl group -CmiO at a
is related to decrease of molar weight and decrease wave number 1724 1/cm is used as reference.
of crosslink density. For this reason the UV-
limps used to cure the acrylate are commonly Preparation of the sample begins with cleaning
purged by nitrogen. the fibers with

propanol, in order to remove any contaminations
Overcure was seen to decrease the Shore hardness caused by handling. After cleaning fibers were
and cause a yellowish color for acrylic films ir. handled with gloves. After drawing the sample
our experiments in the case of primary coatings. fibers were kept in black plastic bags before
In the case of secondary coating only the hardness testing to avoid additional cure. The sample is
decrea'. d. We assume that this s related to the prepared by cutting the fibers into about 50 mm
dissociation of the reacted photoinitiator. pieces and fastening tightly with tape on both

sides of the crystal of the FTIR spectrometer (
Fig. 3 ). FTIR-spectra was taken with attenuated

Determination of the degree of cure:_The total reflectance (ATR) -method. The equipment
degree of cure affects the physical properties used for the tests was Perkin Elmer FTIR model
and reliability parameters of the coating. We made 1760. The tests were made with KRS5-crystal
experiments with coating having 8045 % degree of (thallium-bromide-iodide; refractive index 2.37),
cure. The adhesion to glass of these coatings but germanium- and ZnSe-crystals were also tested.
was essentially more reduced after 24 h aging in The beam is introduced to the crystal in such an
200C water as compared with coatings having angle, that it is reflected from the sample. The
adequate cure of more than 95 %. Inadequate cure penetration depth, where the reflection occurs
may also lead to reduction in strength of the depends on the wavelength and refractive indexes
fiber. If coating becomes loose e.g. due to according to
chemical effects, the water diffused in the
coating may form liquid water on the glass. This / ncr
will enhance stress corrosion 10. dp M

The degree of cure of the coating material can be 2 Vsin2 0 ( ns /nc,. )2

measured by Soxhlet-extraction or FTIR
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pe daCl-tablets. The degree of cure for different
r: penetration depth UY-irradiation times (different drawing speeds)nrrefractive index of the crystal€'idheecault.

Ps "refractive index of t;Ie sg"tcol teb clultd

6 0 olef the incoming b FTIR is a faster and more accurate method than
wavelength Soxhlet-extraction when determining the degree of

Typical penetration depth Is only a few um and core from the surface of the fiber. We found it
therefore TIR is only applicable to test the difficult to achieve adequate repeatability with

degree of cure at the surface of the rterial. Soxhlet extraction. On the other hand gel fraction
gives the average degree of cure over the cross

A measured sp ctrum for a partly cured polymer section of the coating and would thus be a more
combination E Is shown in Fig. 4. showing the Interesting parameter since from the reliability
peak at 1406 I/cm which indicates that the material point of view the degree of cure at the glass
is not fully crosslinked. The heights of the coating interface is most important. However, the
absorption peaks at 1408 and 1724 1/cm are measured curing is a fast process and it may be anticipated
and ratio bitwetn the heights of 1408 1/cm peak that the degree of cure beneath the surface is
and 1724 1/cs peak is calculated, close to the degree of cure at the surface. Further

on it is possible to make sure of adequate degree
of cure at the glass - coating interface by

COATED FIBERS measuring the stripping force of the coating.

The speed of the curing process was examined with
an acrylate testing unit, where a film of acrylate
is cured on a conveyor belt passing slowly over a
UV-lamp. To up to 96-97' degree of cure the
polymerizaton proceeds veryquickly. After that
curing speed becomes lower because the viscosity
of the system increases. The reactive acrylir
groups cannot polymerize with each other when
they are blocked into the polymr network.

Fig. 3. Fibers fixed on both 
sides of the crystal

of the FTIR-machine. A series of tests were made to calibrate the
fiber drawing tower for the degree of cure. The
preforms that were used to draw fibers were HCVD

INTENSITY depressed cladding preforms resulting in 9 pm
095 . .. i - ... i mode field diameter in the fiber. The drawing
OMH tower was equipped with standard Fusion System
0sz lamps. The first lamp had a 0-bulb and the latter
0755 a H-type bulb which is characterized by shorter
069 wavelength radiation. This results in better cure
00 +, i at the surface since the penetration depth for

056 -shorter wavelengths is smaller. In tandem process
09 ,=there was one lamp after each coater ( 0 + H bulb

). The drawing speeds were varied between 10 and
03, 200 mmin in the experiments. The results can be
03 - linearly scaled for higher drawing speeds for

a0 1000 1200 Ia0c1600 1800 production equipment having more lamps.

WAVENUBER CII By applying and curing one layer of coating it
was noted that the primary coating material cures

Fig. 4. FTIR-spectrum of a partly cured acrylate. at least two times faster than the secondary
The peak used to determine the degree of cure is coating material. This is expected because the
at 1408 1/cr.. The carbonyl peak at 1724 1/cm is crosslinking density in the soft primary layer is
used as reference. much smaller than in the hard secondary layer.

Also one of the reactive groups in the primary
layer is generally a monofunctional acrylate

The calibrateon is done in the folloing way that lowers the viscosity of the material thus
From a figure where 1408/1724 I/cm peak ratio is allowing for easier movement of the molecules. It
presented as a function of fiber drawig speed could then be estimated that in tandem process
the peak ratio for totally cured material is the number of lamps for the secondary layer should
achieved by extrapolating the curve to drawing be twice the number of lamps for the primary
speed - 0 m/s. This point represents 100 ii degree layer. In double coating process also a desired
of cure. This can be done because with very low degree of cure can be achieved for the primary
drawing speeds (0.15 m/s) the coating is in layer with a reasonable number of lamps although
practice fully cured. The peak ratio of uncured it is cured through the secondary layer.
coating represents the degree of cure - 0 %. In
our experiments the spectrum for the uncured
material was taken as a transmission spectrum by
inserting a drop of uncured material between two
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Adhesion test: A series of fibers were
drawn with varying speed between 10 and 200 /ain
to test the effect of uncured coating on adhesion 340

to glass.

The adhesion to glass was tested by measuring the
stripping force of the coating. The tests were a 300
carried out with tensile testing machine eqtipped
with the Miller fiber stripper. Tension was 280
measured with a tensiometer having a 600 cN sensing 9
head. Each fiber was tested 15 times to aclieve ".
an adequate statistical accuracy. The stripping
length was 4 +1- 0.5 m, and the speed was 70
r/in. The curve received fron the recorder has 240
two peaks. The first one comes when the coating
ruptures and the stripping begins. The other one 1A 220 • .. .

Is caused by coating lump un der the stripping 91 93 95S 99
tool. Following results are obtained by examining
the first peak. DEGREE O: CURE 1%)

The stripping force of the coating proved to be
proportional to UY-irradiation time in the region
where the coating is not fully cured (see Fig.
S). The stripping force is presented as a function Fig. 6. Stripping force of the coating as a

of the degree of cure as measured by the FTIR function of the degree of cure.
technique in Fig. 6. Stripping force as a function
of degree has a linear relationship. This indicates The adhesion was measured in normal room conditions
that with precaution the stripping force can be (I5%RH, 230C) for coating combinations A, E, and
used to determine the degree of cure at least of 0 by stripping 4 m of coating with a Miller-tool
coatings having similar structure, materials, and using 70 r/in speed. 15 measurements of each
dimens ons (both primary and secondary layers). comb ination were plotted on a Weib-Ill scale and

the 50% probability was taken as the result. The
test was then repeated after treatment in 85

0C
water for 24 h. The measurement was done within

320 15 sin after removing the samples from the
treatent conditions. The results are shown in

300 E-COMBINATION Fig. 7 for coating combination E and the rest in
280 (PPIMARY. SECONDARY) Table 2.

260 LAMPS: 0#H1 The dynamic strength was also measured for the

240 same coating combinations in room conditions. The
sample length was 45 cm and 25 measurements were

220 made. The breaking streng, was plotted on a
Weibull scale. The 50k-probability results are

200 shown in Table 2. More over, to get a picture of

180 . .. the long length strength of the fiber, a 3 GPa
10 30 50 30 90 110 130 1 70 "proof test* of I s duration was performed for

DRAWING SPEED (mlmini all three combinations and as results the mean
survival lengths are given in Table 2. For
comparison, mean survival lengths of three
different comnercial availabie fibers were measured

Fig. S. Stripping force of the coating as a giving values of 250-500 m.
function of th1 drawing speed. First lamp had 0-
bulb and second a H-bulb. (Double coater) Table 2. Strength and adhesion results for

different coating combinations

COATING STRIPPING FORCE DYNKAMIC 3 GPa
Comoarison of low and high adhesion coating COMB. 15 IH 850C STRENGTH MEAN

combinations 250C water 50%PROO SURVIVAL
24 h 220C LENGTH

A common requirement in the cable field work is 25%RH

easy (mechanical) strippability of the primary
coating. Strippability depends on coating adhesion 9 g GPa m

which affects both temperature behavior and
reliability of the fiber. To find a coating with
good overall characteristics several tests have A 725 19 5.62 1300

been made for three different coating combinations. 
E 422 2522 2.7532 400
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COATING 004CION I" a$ C, 1144

M ?41 lo-
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fig 8.____ -esrdmcotvi oso Cfbr

wit various_ coain -obrain (ALD )an

Fgsanpat andq

un e asure lod tioenre that nofC fiber ekg
.ha c cfiber .The0 fresuanotherte pi ig . 8 fo

COATNG OME04 WCK 4 M1W i C AMNa 5 kg load are calculated from ztveral repeated
comrMC O.~t~d~?Ct ~aN I 05C bTC~measurmnts.

- - C250 Is a commrcially available 250 jus coating,I 11 ~matched clad fiber used as a reference. It should
be noted that it has Ia higher WED (10 ps versus 9

~ ;; - ji) than the other fibers so it can be expected
_____shows the best microbending performance witrhS: __ lowest average loss and low scatter of measuredj I loss values.

as - Fibers with the same coating combinations were
-i -- -also subjected to temperature cycling in a

IS - temprature range of -60..4.50C. Coatingg~ acmination D behaved best with excess attenuation
U beow 0.03 Wieks at both 1.3 jum and 1.55 jim

wavelengths. Combination A exhibited an inicreased
A attenuation up to 0.06 dS/km at 1.3 jim and 0.11

W8ks at 1.55 jm. E-combination (Fig. 9) fibers
co Ttw. s 9INCr rwcC (9) at both wavelengths.

bSIX PRO*.- 222DTPII I?

ATTENUATION BEHAVIOR DURIN4G TEMPERATURE CYCLING

Fig. 7a. Coating stripping force at 15%sRH and 0500M
250C in aWeibul 1 plot. b. The stripping force of
the coating after treatment in 860C water for 24 .0
hours.0

The most important external fiber loss mechanisms
affected by the coating are tetaperature and 1hL -
microbend effects. Mi crobend loss susceptibility
was evaluated for the different coating types
with the sandpaper method. A 150 grit sandpaper Fg .Tmeaueccigrslsfrtofbr
was placed on top of 1 m of fiber and the lo0ss Fg .Tmeaueccigrslsfrtofbr
increase was measured for various loads up to 5 with coating E.
kg. After every test series the fiber was measured
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The strength results are consistent with reported 36(f VKV WMVY N 04A (K t OAfftllf
behavior I and show that as the adhesion decreases
the strength also decreases. Therefore combinations T I t I T IT- - -
as 0 or A have poorer reliability characteristics , H,
because the adhesion is too low or can decrease I I i
enough to cause failure. The temprature behavior 4 "
on the other hand would rtquire low adhesion and. ILJ
therefore coating combination E was chosen as A . [ -
g compromise, fulfilling both optical and 1 43
reliability requirements. The C-coating combination -
can be stripped mechanically with proper tools or -

chemically with NEK. T:4: -+r t
Re!labIlIty tests and results 's

Reliable operation of optical fibers requires
knowledge of the strength distribution since the n 15 i . ,
failure occurs at the weakest point. Usually C %u'i~y Is .04 14 is i,.,

fatigue parameters are determined from breaking Fig. 10. The screen test result In a Ielbull plot.
strength measurements for gauge lengths in the The obtained a and C arc used in the lifetime
range of 0.5-20 m. However the probability to Thedobtine
find low stress flaws Is very low in modern fibers preiction.
and the conventional method will become very
laborious a.d time consuming and is mainly suitable
for lengths of 100-1000 R. In addition, high can then with the next substitutions
proof-test stress testing of several kilometer -2 X
long fiber lengths detects large flaws that can R
be distributed several hundred meters or even Cj (B/L)*.X
kilometers apart, and can thus give reliable a
lifetime prediction I. Qat A-2)

Using a comercially available proof test )
equipment, "screen tests' were performed at 1
GPa, 1.4 GPa, 2 GPa, 3 GPa and 4 GPa stress levels, be written
The time duration of the stress was normalized to 0

a 1j_(j-gr) / 1)
1 sec (using n,23) because In practice the proof- - ( ((! -
test speed was reduced in order to minimize fibre p a Ct.(oc)m

portions breaking during the start-up acceleration
period of the proof-tester. The fiber samples in order to obtain the n value, two dynaic fatigue
were drawn from preforms mide by the KCVO process tests were performed and the results were n.2S./-
using commercally available silica tubes and 1 In 35%RH and n*21#/-2 in 60%RH. Both tests were
coated with a UV curable acrylate. The fiber performed at 220C. Assuming "-f-O.Oi, L-1O00 and
samples were tested only once excluding the routine to-I sec and using the obtained n, i and C values
proof test during the fibre manufacturing. Counting the lifetime estimate shown in Fig. 11 can be
the number of breaks (min 10 or 20 km tested fiber) made. The results of this method are .onsistent
the failure probabilities per a were calculated with previous estimations 12.
at every stress level. The results are shown in
the Weibull plot in Fig 10. 1 "

The screen test results were fitted to the isle
following conventional equation 1 s

I..I v(
rn(I-Fi)'l- In ds + In C 1 0

which implies that the corresponding inert strength --
€  

kOS
have a similar distribution. The obtained a- 1.69 -

and C.0.000418. The Weibull parameters in the
equation are related to the inert strength ek
distribution through the static fatigue equation I '

S -'EU

b~cause of the test method. The well known - - -expression for lifetime prediction 12 .1 . . .4 S. . .. .9 1

n-2 l/n Fig. 11. Lifetime prediction based on the m and C
( - (( i - ) i) ) values obtained from the screen test. The n-21pa Np refers to 60%RH while the n-25 was measured in

35%RH in 220C.
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iI!ai durabblltv'_Fibers coated with FibeIr and Fable results
E-combinatioa wt¢ studied for

cheaical durability for the compound used for With the E coating typical attenuation values for
cabling and also for some other chemicals. The the manufacturd iber are below 0.38 and 0.25
testing was done by measuring the stripping force dWkm at 131P and 15! nm respectively. The best
(4 - stripping length) of the coating after achievtd values are 0.34 and 0.18 dl/kn for theageing. Results are shown in Table.3 for C-coating respective wavelengths. This is very close to the

ytandem and double coating process. theoretical limits of the fiber type so it is
prpared by t dsevident that the coating does not Impair the

attenuation performance of the fiber. The coating
also acts as an efficient cladding mode stripper

T, &le 3. Adhealso after 24 h f9104 facilitating easy measurements, though on some
_ _ _ _ _ _ 'W _ rare occasions whispering gallery modes have

rl b' bro11441 c 100 sorter been observed In cutoff wavelength measurements.
3011Y Voter 2

* * I * K * Z The E coated fibers have been used in the delivery
-___ of the figure-$ type of aerial cables (Fig. 12 a)

9-"40 C. 42 _4% W 252 61 31 6 and stranded loose tube buried cables to very
.bbme C. 241 331 406 12 60 25 54 severe conditions in the northernmost part ofC".Jp11r I 2n2 123 12 54 Finland (arctic latitude 680C). The cables wereom.nwr it 315 342 log 11 A 36 in 60 installed aid fusion spliced in sub zerotemperature field conditions with no problems. An

exasple of temperature cycling results for the
aerial cable is shwn in Fig. 13.

The jelly is of a type comonly used in loose

tube buffering lines. The stripping force after
aGeing in various other types of jellies varied
between 95 and 105 k of the original value. Aging
results are the sam for both coating methods C.
within experimental accuracy. A noticeable feature
of the E coating is good resistance to water: MESSENGER WIRE
even after boiling in 100C water for 24 hours the
stripping force is still 60 r of the original
value (see also Fig. 7a-b). Comparison was also OPTICAL FIBER
made with two types of comercially available
fibers - Fiber I having lower adhesion to t!ass CENTRAL STRENGTH
and Fiber II having similar adhesion to glass as MEMBER
the E-coating. The lower adhesion fiber shows
somewhat more reductiop in stripping force in the
tests as compared to the higher adhesion coatings. FILLER -- PLASTIC SHEATH

Hydrogen can cause long term increase in
attenuation. Therefore hydrogen generation of the WRAPPING LAYERS
coating and the cabling materials should be at
the minima.
The hydrogen generation of the coating was measured
to be 0.5#l/g (800C, 24 hours). The fibers were
also subjected to a hydrogen treatment (200C, 14
days). The attenuation recovered fully after the
treatment. OPTICAL FIBERS,
Shore-hardness was measured from O.S w thick UV- L , STE WIRE
acrylate films, cured by a conveyor belt radiator. SPIRAL SPACE RING
Films were stacked and air bubbles were removed so UNIT
the resulting sample was 6 m thick. The
measurement was done according to ASTM 02240. LI TAPO
Primary coating was tested with A-type durometer AUINIUH OUTERPLASTIC
giving the value 45-50 for the E-combination. LAMINATE
Secondarycoating was tested with 0-type durometer
giving the value 60-65. INNER SHEATH

Abrasion resistance was tested by pouring sand
through a 1 m long 20 = diameter tube onto the
fiber under 0.4 GPa tension. After 20 kg of sand Fig. 12 a. Figure-8 type of aerial cable. b.
only the surface of the coating became dimmer, Single loose tube cable design with spiralling
but no other effects were observed, channel for direct burial.
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The E coated fibers have also been used in Sumry
manufacturing the experimental single loose tube
cable Where fibers are arranged through a We have used both tandem and wet-on-wet double
spiralling channel inpe tube, see Fig. 12 b. In coating processes for application of the acrylate
this now Spiral-Space"m design the cab e core coating in production conditions. fouble coating
has largely the same strain and contraction margins is a convenient method and provides fOster drawing
as In stranded loose tube designs but typically speed in short towers. A theoretical moe.l
saller outer diameter. Temperature cycling results developed for the coating application process
art comparable to the stranwd loose tube aerial agrees well with experimental results ard can be
and buried cables but the crusp strength is used for optimizing coating dies and pressures.
considerably improved, Fig. 14. Secause of simple Performance of the fiber and the reliability
manufacturing this new design can offer a very parameters were equivalent with both methods.
attractive small size and potentially low cost
alternative for direct burial by ploughing. The curing process has an important effect on the

optical and environmental performance of the
coated fiber. The FTIR-technique was used for

18%€ Investigation of the curing process and to make
sure of an optimized degree of cure. The FTIR

ss -  technique is a fast and accurate method for
measurement of the degret of cure of the coating
surface. In our process the degree of cure at the

-12 glass coating interface can be tested by measuring
.?, ,the stripping force. A linear relationship was
LS found between the stripping force and the degree

of cure as measured by the FTIR technique.

Lifetime estimates based on a novel high stress
Aa * screen test technique agree well with results

AAAA reported elsewhere.

Coatings with varying adhesion to glass were
tested for optical and reliability performance.

As 0It was found that coatings with low adhesion to
461blk .glass had luwer strength, although the temperature

and microbending properties were good. A coating
combination (E) having good adhesion to glass in
all conditions was chosen as the bes# ne
fulfilling both optical and reliability

Fig. 13. Temperature cycling results of aerial requirements. This combination has good
cable. temperature and micrbending performance while

attaining good predicted lifetime and reliability.
The coated fiber has proven easy to handle in
cabling and splicing.

Fibers coated with E-combination have been produced
0.2- band used in buried and aerial fiber optic cables.

0a ob c d These cables have shown good field performance in
I northern climatic conditions.
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Fig. 14. Typical attenuation increase as function
of crushing force for various cable designs. a)
stranded tight, b) stranded loose tube, c) slotted
core, d) single loose tube with spiralling channel.
a, b, c with 1.4 mm diam. steel wire armoring, d
with 0.8 mm wire armoring.
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IIC FINGER SPLICE - A TOOLLESS MECIIANICAL SPLICE FOR OPTICAL FIBERS

Lather Frnzei
Manrred Haler

RXS SchrumprtechnIk-Carnituren GmbHt, Ingen, FRG

ABSTRACT fibers. Tim mechanical design, mode or operatlcn
and preferred installation locations are descri-

Low-loss jointing or optical fibers generally bed. Recults of extensive laboratory tests and
requires sophisticated devices. Worldwide, optical field experience are discussed.
fibers are today joined by rusion splicers or
rather complex mechanical splicern, as this method
yields good results.
Now, a reusable mechanical splice has been .
developed which does not only yield excellent
splice results, but can rapidly be assembled and
dismantled. This splice in, therefore, the ideal
jointing device for all jumpering aid distribution
points in fiber optic cable networks.
The fiber optic mechanical splice in quick and Fig. i
easy to assemble and requires no special tools or Reusable Mechanical Splice
external power source. It works on a clamping
principle so that adkiesives become unnecessary.
The fiber end races need no polishing.

fEATURES OF THC REUSABLE SINGLE-FIBER CONNECTOR

With the reusable single-fiber splice (Fig. 1)
single-mode and multimode optical fibers with a
coating diameter or 250 pm can be quickly

INTRODUCTION installed without special tools and external
energy. For fibers with a larger coating diameter

In the Imediate future, the extension or the the clamping Jaws are serially graded and appro-
fiber optic cables network wiil require a splicing priately color-coded. In contrast t' the
method to achieve optimal values o attenuation at conventional mechanical splices, the fiber ends
the least possible cost. In particular local urea need no special preparation (Fig. 1, 2). Bonding

networks (LAN) with their large number or splices and laborious grinding of the end faces with
require a highly productive splicing method. As special tools are no longer necessary. Both tibor
only short fiber routes need to be spliced, the ends are simply cut to length with a fiber cutter
insertion loss is not or such importance. Thanks and Inserted into the sii..le-riber splice. By
to today's production methods, optical fibers are pushing specially shaped clamping rings Into posi-
produced to such close tolerances that they can be tion the optical fibers are durably joined and
aligned with eachi other very exactly in a high- held together.
precision V-groove. The reusable mechanical joint-
Ing technique here provides a high-quality and The compact dimensions or the splice allow it to
durable splicing technique for individual fibers be accomodated In a confined space. Several
or units. Since no bonding or polishing is splices can be stored under vibration-free condil-
necessary, the splices can be assembled In a very tions In a plastic splice holder. (rig. 2). The
short time under field conditions without securing combs permit easy insertion and removal
requiring special tools. The reusable mechanical of the splices by applying pressurh on one side.
splice can also be used for jumpering optical This considerably simplifies later jumpering of
fibers. Field trials confirm their suitability for the fibers. As a rule the fiber requires no new
route Installation in every respect. Being easy to cutting for the jumpering process. In addition to
handle, the splices very rapidly gained acceptance the usual single-mode permanent connection for on
among the craftsmen. route installation in closures, the reusable

single-fiber splice can also be installed at
The following paper describes this new mechanical jumpering points such as in exchanges and cable
splicing technique for single and ribbon optical distribution cabinets.
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Spare fibers can be capped with a splice and acco- By an anluotropic etching method the silicon in
modated In the splice holder. If required, they controlledly removed along the crystal orients-
can be lined up and allocated at any time. lhanks lon, thus producing a high-prvesion V-groove
to its sinple hcndlin the splice can aso be (rig. 5, 6, 7). Ihe fiber cores are aligned as on
used as a frst repair tlice. Furthermore, given an "optical bar". A cover fixes the fiber ends and
Its compact design, it In suitable as a low-coot adjusts them in the v-groove. The fibers are thus
splice in building Installations, well protected against mechanical stress.

oISIC' oF 11r THE ri OPTIC MECIIANICAL SPL'CE

Tih reusable singie-fiber splice Is about 40 w
long and 4 m in diameter (rig. 4). It Is cylin-
drical In shape and composed of the followingI parts;

- basic body (aluminium)
- thrme section guide rail (silicon)
- transparent cover (plastic)

two clmping Jaws (plastic)
two clmping rings (metal)

Fig. 2
Splice Holder

FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLE Of THE SINGLE-FIBER SPLICE I,.*, g.,tI

The fiber manuracturing tolerances guarantee ade- 2
quately exact centering or the fiber core via the
cladding glass. Adjustment or the optical fibers too.. 0
to be connected is elegantly simple. In a high-
precision V-groove, the heart or the splice, the * *,

two fiber ends are aligned via their outside 13)'"
diameters (fig. 3).

Fig. 4.
Cover Components or the Mechanical Splice

Fiber The three section guide rail is bonded Into the
basic body at the works. The central section or
the guide rail has a high-precision V-groove

Guide rail etched into Its top side. The optical fiber can be
readily pushed forward Into the splice plane under
the radially movable cover. The cover is transpa-
rent to permit observation of the splicing process
if required. The underside of the cover has a
recess at either end to accept the coating. This

Fig. 3 step forms a longitudinal stop for the end of the
Functional Principle coating. The coating is only allowed to enter

within this recess. This ensures that the fiber is
spliced in the middle, flat part of the cover.

This part is made of monocrystalline silicon - a When assembled, the cover presses the fiber ends
material that is known from semiconductor techno- in the cladding area into the common V-groove. In
logy and has found an increasing number or appli- the same operation, the optical fibers are also
cations in micromechanics over the past few years. mechanically stress-relieved by two clamping jaws.
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iese press r*daally on the coating thus fixing SPLICING PROCEDURE
o:he fibers. Together with the cover they close off
the upper side or the basic t,*. The optical The splicing of optical fibers with the reusable
fibers are thue protected against %,nvirormental splice in very simple. The coating Is removed from
Influences. the fiber using a stripper, the cladding area is

cleaned of residues with an alcoho -soakad cloth
and the fiber is cut with a fiber cutter. The
cutting length can be easily adhered to accuratfily
enough with a simple optical marker.

-* The Insertion runnes at the end of the splice
No permit easy Insertion of the fibers. While pushing

the fibers Into the funnels they can be observed
through the transparent covsr. The optical f.ber

, 04 is fixed with the clamping ring when it abuts
against the length limit. The 3plicing procedure
Is completed by sliding the clamping rings as far
us the prescribed stop. The fibers to be conected
are thus optimally aligned and mechanically
strain-relieved.

'4

MJLTI-FIBER SPLICING TECINIQUE

Thanks to the modular design or the single-fiber
St CI splice, It can easily be converted into a multi-

I ,-6 (3~Afiber splice. Only the silicon part needs
---- , replacing by a 2- or A-groove part (rig. 7).

Constructional design, function, handling and
outer dimensions are identical to those of a
single-fiber splice. Also the Installation time

rig. 5 remains the same, even if 2- or A-riber ribbons
Fiber Optic Mechanical Sr'iice Attenuation are spliced. This considerably increases producti-(250 W250 pm) "vity.

The splice is supplied at the works with index-
mtching fluid, guaranteeing good insertion loss
with high return loss and good longitudinal stabi-
lity (Fig. 5). The filling of Index-matching fluid
is sufficient for several splicing processes.
Tests have shown that tha Insertion loss does
not appreciably change if a splice Is used several
times (rig. 6).

If necessary, the splice can be easily dismantled
by pushing apart and turning the clamping rings.
After refilling the splice with Index-matching
fluid, it Is ready for further splicing.

'1.4.3

02 P ig. 7
Four Fiber Mechanical Splice

On conventional ribbon fibers the cladding can
o_ often only be removed by a thermal method. As the
0 1 4 5 6 i 8 9 ID fibers still need to be cut without great length

Number of Assemblies - differences, they are cut in one operation. The
individual installation steps are made easier by a
simple installation unit. With this auxiliary

Fig. 6 unit, ribbons can be thermally stripped of coating
Attenuation and subsequently cut to length by a fiber cutter.
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The ct fiber ends are Inserted into the splice on
a mounting rail. Installation Is thus very simple 1191 TI-q
and not craftsnsitive. I1*:*

t I

.I ,I4 _______________-_______

rig. 10
ultifiber Splice - Temperature Tec.

ig. 8
1,.mpersture Test

APPLICATIO12 RANGE OF' TIC MECHANICAL SPLICE
RESULTS OF TIE F'INISIED INSTALLATIONS For a number of applications, such as repair

Comprehensive splicing tests were carried out in splices, branching closures, terminal distribution
the laboratory end In the field (Fig. 5, 6, 8). boxes and subscriber lines, the mechanical
It was shown that even with frequent reconnection, splice provides a fast and durable splicing method
the loss values were subject to only very low without great technical complexity. The results
scatter. High reproducibility of the splice obtained in the laboratory and field trials allow
quality is thus assured (Fig. 6). The insertion even more widespread applications of the reusable
loss was measured in single-ode (ibers at 1300 splice. With this plice all incoming and outgoing
and 1500 nm (Fig. 5). No appreciable difference In fibers can be joined sure, simple and cheaply.
loss behavior was ascertained. Tne return loss Is
greater then 40 da. The ejlice meets Bellcore
Technical Reference TR-TSY,.000042. The 4-fiber
splice (rig. 9 and 10) spewed a similar behavior. SUWARY

The design and functional principle or the mecha-
nical splice were explained in this paper, start-
ing with the single-riber up to the 4-f.er
splice. The single- and multi-fiber splices are
made or a modular design so that all splices can

-Idl e be handled in a similar manner. They have the same
, l: o -- 0.17 0,14 dimensions and can thus be adopted into the

universal technology without modifications. As the
2.A8st1*V 0.1 0.1 mechanical splices require no special preparation,

0 3AI,." 0.15 o they can also be used as repair splices in the
field. Thanks to their mechanical design, adhe-
sives and the grinding of end faces become

, 'unnecessary. Permanent cohesion is obtained by
clamping on the cladding glass, whereby the

o, ,optical fiber Is strain-relieved.

Fig. 9
Reusable HultifIber Splice for Ribbons
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A IOVIL, guy EaTRY, ARZKL SPLICE CLOSUR

XENNETH D. REDERS

3M

hfld= customers to stock single, double, or
triple caps. Some closure end-seals use

The design of aerial telephone cable soft elastomers that have poor hydrocarbon
systems typically incorporates free resistance, and promote the growth of
breathing cable and splice closures, fungus.
Aerial splice clisures, installed at any
point of access to the cable core, provide Ventilation is necessary to dry out
physical protection and shielding from splices that become wet from water
weather, sunlight and insects. traveling inside the cable due to cracked

shexth or from damage caused by rodents.A new splice closure systea has bean There is also a need to dry out the splice
developed which incorporates a novel, from high humidity in certain areas. The
double wall blow molding technology to hanging system for closures is
form a very lightweight, strong closure accomplished in two different ways. Some
body. The system also includes a two- closures are banded directly to the
segment, rubber end-seal which provides strand, while others are placed in
easy installation and superior integrity, position by hangers. The grounding system
All components are preassembled for ease for closures that are banded to tho strand
of installation. The new aerial closure needs a separate wire run through the end-
system has been subjected to all industry seal, and requires a grounding clamp,
performance, application-specification (typically not provided) to attach to the
tests. The results of these tests, in strand. When using a hanger system, no
addition to field tests will be reported. extra parts are necessary. The ground

path goes directly through the hanger,
which is a conductive material, preferably
aluminum.

Access to splice closures depends on the
IN~tODUCTION/BACKGRtOUND closure design. Some closures have bottom

rails that secure the closure by sliding
Aerial Splice closures are used by the on parallel to the closure, and others use
telephone industry to protect telephone screws or hose clamps to secure the
cable splices, provide mid-span draining, closure. All of the above are time-
and to cover areas that have been damaged consuming ways to gain splice access. The
by rodents and birds. Telephone trend of aerial closure design is to make
companies, for years, have had to use it as easy as possible to gain splice
closures that were difficult to install, access by using latches or similar devices
had many loose parts, and did not do an that are an integral part of the closures.
effective job of keeping out bugs, birds,
or rodents. Closures with a number of
piece parts run the risk of being Extending aerial closures for sheath
installed improperly because of missing pullout has always been very cumbersome,
parts or incorrect assembly. Many if not impossible. Some designs require
closures were also very heavy and required additional kits for extension.
more than one person to install.

Sealing the cable entry to the closure is
a major issue. Most closures use end caps
which reqaire cutting of material, which
many times is a difficult process and may
even require the use of a saw. A number
of closures require the use of drip
collars because of ineffective tape seals
or fasteners such as cable ties and rails.
A conical end cap design requires
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fal l3UQ MVIf The process of double wall blow molding
permits more design freedom than standard

Target requirements were set An blow molding or injection molding. Design
cooperation with a telephone operating features on the inside wall are
company at the initiation of the closure independent of features on the outside
design program. The closure was designed wall. Also compression molding the two
to meet all industry specifications for walls together gives similar strength
aerial splice closures. Also, it was characteristics of injectionmoldedparts.
decided that a minimum number of parts The compression molding process was used
would be used for kit assembly and to increase the strength of the hanger
installation. The closure would be bracket and latch areas. It also was used
available in sites ranging from 2.2 inches to seal the two walls together at the
(55.9 mm) inside diameter to 7.6 inches center of the closure. This permits
(193.0 m) inside diameter. The splice cutting a closure in half for extending,
opening would range from 14" inches (355.6 while still maintaining environmental and
mm) to 21 inches (533.4 mm). structural integrity. The double-wall

feature permitted a unique design for
The end-seals need to be easy to install, extending the closure by allowing the
should not require the use of drip design of the interlocking tongue and
collars, and should accommodate cable groove system. The end-seal retention
diameters ranging from 0.2 to 3.8 inches area is designed on the inside of the
(Sam to 97mm). The closure should provide closure while the extendibility features
adequate ventilation and still prevent are on the outside. The interlocking
insects from entering. Standard closures tongue and groove design locates the
should have an integral hanger system with extension half radially with respect to
a floating bond. the main closure. In total, the double-

wall blow molded closure could be in a
Installation of the closure should be one-piece design having superior strength,
accomplished with the use of a standard light weight, excellent hinge strength and
terminal wrench, snips, and a sheath flexibility characteristics, with design
knife. Reentry of closure should be done features on the inside and outside.
without special tools, without disruption
of end-set ts, and would take no longer The end-seal material needs to be very
than one minute -for the person to gain stable in flexibility and be fungus
access. Extendibility of the closure must resistant. The material chosen was a
be craft friendly and require a minimum thermoplastic rubber. The thermoplastic
amount of time. rubber is made of two main components, a

rubber component that gives cold
DULOVUP T PltORM temperature flexibility, and a plastic

component that improves the rigidity at
The new aerial closure was designed to high temperatures. Also, the material can
meet the changing needs of customers. The be injection molded at superior rates to
requirements listed above could not be rubber molding. The end-seal design had
satisfied by any existing closure. to be craft friendly for ease of

installation while providing environmental
The method of manufacture was a deciding protection. This has been accomplished
factor when it came to picking a material by the accordion design of the end-seal
for the closure body. The closure needed which allows the material to conform to
to withstand high impact loads at -40OF to cable irregularities. For installation
140*F (-400C to 60°C) and still remain on existing cable each half of the two
flexible at these temperatures. Because piece end-seal design is cut at a
of these requirements, a double-wall blow different radial angle so that there is
molding process using a polyethylene no direct path for water. The offset cuts
material was selected. The double-wall stop the flow of water into the closure.
feature gives the closure superior The installation time for these end-seals
strength with minimum weight. The is approximately one minute for both
strength is derived from the box structure seals.
obtained with the double-wall blow molding
process. A similar injection molded part The vents in the bottom of the closure are
with the same strength characteristics positioned in such a way as to provide
would have to be much thicker and ventilation in all situations. Since the
therefore heavier. Even then, warping screen is positioned at an angle and not
problems may be encountered with injection even with the bottom of the closure, the
molding. use of filled cable that leaks into the

inside of the closure will result in the
filling material only covering a portion
of tho screen. It is made out of
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stainless steel to prevent corrosion build
up. being woven wire, it drains better
than molded in vents. The hardware The new aerial splice closure has met the
features of the closure were designed to customer requirements. From the tests
satisfy the remainder of the product performed and field trials now in process
requirements. The hanger system, the bond it shows that the domestic and
bar, and the hanger brackeat are made of international custo", rs are very
aluminum to provide good electrical interested in a splice closure of this
conductivity. The bond bar is formed into type. The new aerial closure is a one
a channel which provides superior strength piece closure. The end-seals and the
for securing splice bundles. hanger system are integral parts of the

closure. The overall simplicity, superior
The stainless steel closure latches are environmental protection and stability,
designed to be craft friendly and provide ease of installation and reentry time
an environmentally sound way of securing without the use of special tools, and ease
the closure. Reentry of the closure is of extendibility are all features of this
simplified with this latch design, and closure, which are unsurpassed by any
disruption of the end-seals is not other aerial splice closures on the market
necessw-ry. Reentry takes approximately today.
five seconds.

DRtLOPINT TISYIMA

The new aerial closure passed all Bell and CLOUR TRSTING
GTE test requirements. Testing of closure

it = rtt4 in Appendix A. RELW APBLT

FIXL0 TRIAL AND RESULTS WATR INTRUSTON* This test is
designed to determine the capabilities of

The first field trial was with Bell the splice closure to prevent water
Canada. Bell Canada was helpful in intrusion. The samples are prepared with
communicating their requirements for an cable ends extending 12.00 inches (.3
aerial closure. They were also helpful meters) beyond the entrance point of the
in providing information about the Bell splice closure. The cable ends are capped
Canada Standards. The first closures were using an approved method. Water is
installed in December 1987 and are still sprayed at a 45* angle, with a flow rate
in service for Bell Canada. During the of 14.5 gallons (55 liters) per minute and
field trial, and while doing the Bell a water head pressure of 10 ft. (3
Testing, areas of concern were brought to meters). The spray head is positioned 6.5
our attention. One area of concern was feet (2 meters) from the test samples.
end-seal installation. Bell Canada wanted The water is sprayed for a period of five
to be able to install the end-seal with minutes. This test is intended to
miniral cutting. That is one reason why simulate a severe wind driven rain. Any
the thermoplastic rubber was chosen. amount of water permitted to penetrate to
After minimal cuts are made in the end- the splice bundle would constitute a
seal the craftsperson can tear out the failure. During the test, watesmo paper,
center of the end-seal. Another concern which if exposed to water would turn blue,
was the need to band the closure to the was wrapped around the cable splice and
strand. This was accomplished with the around the cable near the inside of the
design of a hanger bracket that end-seal. During the test there were no
accommodated stainless steel bnnding. failures where water contacted the watesmo
Numerous field trials are currently paper and turned it blue.
underway in the United States and in other
countries. The results to date are WATER FLOW 14.S GAL (5S liters) PER XIN
extremely positive. WATER PRESURE 107T (3.0 meters) NEAD

-- - ll ' .
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W]aTHER TIGHTSS? This test is U The salt fog spray test
designed to determine the capabilities of Is performed in accordance with ASTH B117
the ~uplice closure to prevent dust for 30 days. Both ends of a 200 pair
intrusion. The samples are prepared with cable shall exit the test chamber, The
cable ends extending 12.00 inches (.3 pairs at one end are energized with 48 VDC
meters) beyond the entrance point of the while the other end is cleared and/or
splice closure. Threa black foam dust capped. All tips are joined together and
collectors are placed inside the closure all rings are similarly treated as one
in a horizontal plane. On closures with ring conductor. Measuresents are made
extensionz, one more dust collector was between the tip group and ring group with
added. Two pounds of 325 mesh white an applied voltage of 100 VC:; a
silicate dust is accelerated to a velocity measurement is made every 24 hours. The
of 60 mph (96.5 kph) aimed at the closure. 45 VOC is temporarily removed during t:.e
Any dust collector wLs, a "whiting" rating measurement process. The minimum
greater than 4 results in failure. of the insulation resistance shall not be less
all the closures tested, only one dust than 1 Negohm. Evidence of corrosion on
collector showed a rating of 1 and this any of the metal components constitutes
collector was located near the vent a failure. The closures that were tested
screen. The screens were not covered for maintained resistance readings above 4500
this test and air flow was permitted megohms and showed no co,rosicn on any of
through the closure. The other collectors the metal parts.
had a 0 ratiog. (See scale for "whiting"
below).

, CqCL _[MT'£3R TY TESTS

SILICATE DUST VIEPATTIQN A two hour vibration test
in two mutually perpendicular planes is
required. During each test the samples
are secured to a vibration table. The
cables leading out of the closure are
clamped to an independent fixture at a

S0 XIX (96.5 XPI) distance of 1.6 ft. (0.5 meters), from
the splice closure ends. The cable ends

*I . are separated into tip and ring groups.
-- "- Insulation resistance is measured before

and after each two hour vibration period.

The vibration rate should sweep from 10
Hz. to 100 Hz. to 10 Hz. in a period of
fifteen minutes. Throughout the vibration
sweep the samples should receive a
constant 0.5 g acceleration. All of the
vibration testing is conducted at room
temperature. Any insulation resistance

.UATIA. .-. ?,.,&--, *. lower than 1.0 megohm or any sign of
fl' L'EIU 4,,, MtA-?,I, damage to the closure body or end-seals

constitutes a failure of this test. The
23 4 insulation resistance readingr after the

1.31 vibration tests ranged from 2-30 megohms.
There was no physical damage to any at the

~ closures testud.

5 7 8,'\
1;""0"'';i. i " IN:-

t",'-) V l, "

3 W10

- . - ~ACKEC
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TOP= TST The closure must
withstand an impact of 14.75 ft-lbs (20 -
Joules) at -40'r to 140'F (-40*C to 60C).
The Impact is to be delivered by a 4.4 lb i
(2kg) weight dropped 3.3 ft (1 meter).
The weight in a 2.0 inch (50 $as) diameter ------
cylinder with a 1.0 inch (25.4mm)
spherical radius at the strilking end. The
impact test is repeated in three different
areas on the closure. The impact tests
showed no damage to the closure.

DRT 4.4 La (2.0 10) 3.3 7T (1.0 X) AXXAL TENSILZ PUTiL. TEST: The closure
4-- must withstand an axial pull without any

loss of mechanical integrity at room
temperature. The closure should provideI a minimum sheath movement of 4 inches
(101.6mm) on all cables. Minimum loading

Ni of a 0.75 inch diameter (19m) cable must
be 146 lbs (650N). Minimum loading of a
0.75 inch diameter - 1.93 inch diameter
(19mm - 39mm) cable must be 292 lbs
(1300M). Minimum loading of a 1.93 inch
- - - - - -- -,-- =) cab-l--. ------- -- ----

STATIC CRUSH TEST: The closure is to be 496 lbs (2200N). The closures tested did
subjected to a 10 minute "crush test" at not have to meet these requirements due
room temperature. A static load o 225 to the floating bond system. The limiting
lb, (1 30), Is applied over a 3.9 in (25 factor was the flexible bond system, in
cm) area. After this test the closure all tests the bond failed the tensile
body must maintain its integrity without force required. The bond strap ruptured
any damage. The samples that were tested between 100 - 135 lbs (450 - 600 N). None
showed deformation under the load applied, of the end-seals were damaged as a result
however each sample resumed its original of the cable being pulled through them.
shape after the load was removed.

MWA 3.59 Ii12s 5Ci
FORC2 225 L3S (1 .0 1)

ELECTRICAL INTEGRITY-T

CABLE FLEXING TEST: This test requires HIGH CURRENT: All closure bonding must
a cable to be installed in a closure and withstand 1000 amperes applied through the
flexed 30° above and below the neutral cable shield for a period of 20
cable position. The cable is flexed five seconds.Shield resistance is to be
times at each temperature: -220F (-30°C); measured before and after the 1000 ampere
730F (23"C); and 140OF (600C). After this surge. Any loss in electrical circuit
test the closure must maintain its continuity or resistance greater than 10
integrity without any damage to end-seals
or to the closure body. No damage
resulted to the end-seals or to the
closure body.
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milliohas through the bonding system The samples are soaked In the above
constitutes a failure. This surge test chemicals for 14 days at a temperature of
is to be repeated three times. Of all the 120"F (49"C). The samples must maintain
closures teasted, the highest reading 80% of their original values. The end-
reported was .75 milliohms. seal samples tested showed l3,3% of

initial hardness readings for the 2251
oil, 80.3% of the initial hardness
readings for the isopar a, and 93.9% of
the initial hardness readings for the
black flag insect spray.

_~~~-'G O'W3 M-101 ATERIAIA: Testing of rigid
materials is done using test bars 2 .5" x

it u. 1 0. 5" x 0. 125" (64mm x 13mm x 3.2"m). The
i -1 7 ,- samples are bent in a three point fixture

S- -to yield an outer fiber strain of .0075
inches/inch (.19mm/mm). Imdiately after
installation into fixture they are placed
in the chemicals listed below for 30 days.

MATERTAL THEGRITY Any sign of cracking or crazing
constitutes a failure.

PLAsTIC PARTSo The plastic parts of
the closure must be resistant to solvents, 2251 oil - used in filling compounds
sprays and stress cracking. They must be Xsopar M - isoparaffinic solvent derived
compatible with metals and other materials from ptrolaum
used in conneccors and in Cables such as Black Flag - insect spray
conductor insulation and filling compound.
Plastic materials used must be non- None of the test closure samples showed
corrosive to metals and resist any signs of stress cracking or crazing.
deterioration when exposed to industrial
chemicals, pollutants or ultraviolet ASSEMBLED CLOSURE CHEMICAL EXPOSUREs
light. A complete clcsure assembly is iamrsed

in the following chemicals for 72 hours
METALPRTS. The metal parts must be at room temperature.

resistant to or protected against general
corrosion and various forms of localized 3% Sulfuric Acid
corrosion, including stress corrosion 100 pm trichloromethane in water
cracking and pitting. They should not 0.2 N sodium hydroxide
produce significant galvanic corrosion
effects in wet or humid conditions on Swelling, deformation or softening of the
other metals likely to be present in the closure as well as discoloration of the
closure. solution must be explained. A hardness

test is performed prior to and after
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE: The chemical immersion. The closure assembly must

resistance of the closure and its retain 80% of the original hardness. The
materials are subject to the following two results of this test are 86.2% of the
tests. In the first test, sample plaques initial hardness readings with 3% sulfuric
of the body and end-seal materials are acid, 91.2% of the initial hardness
exposed to chemicals commonly used in the readings .ith 100 ppm trichloroethane, and
telephone industry. In the second test 84.1% of initial hardness readings with
complete closure assemblies are prepared 0.2 N sodium hydroxide.
and soaked in selected chemicals.

ELEXTBLE MATERIALS: Testing of ULTRAVIOLET RESTSTANCE: Ultra violet
flexible samples performed according to test bar samples of closure are exposed
ASTM D1693 and exposed to the following to photo degradation for 700 hours in
commonly used chemicals: accordance with ASTH G26 and ASTM D2565

procedure A, using a Xenon Arc-Type
2251 Oil - used in filling compounds weatherometer. The test bars must
Isopar M - isoparaffinic solvent derived maintain 80% of their original tensile

from petroleum strength and elongation. The closure body
Black Flag - insect spray results of this test showed a retention

of 102.3% of initial tensile strength and
86.6% of initial elongation. The closure
end-saal results of this test showed a
retention of S0% of initial tensile
strength and 105% of initial elongation.
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rUNGUS RUSSTeMIe The closure and
end-seal materials must not support fungus
growth per ASTK G-21. This test requires
samples to be incubated for 21 days at
82"F (28*c). A rating of 0 is required
to pass. The results of these test were
a rating of 0 for the end-seal and the
closure body.

*3M
PO Box 2963
Austin, Texas 78769-2963

A
Ken Rebers is a Senior Designer in the
Network Accessories Group Laboratory at
3M TelComm Products Division. He has been
engaged with the design and development
of outside aerial plant since 1981.
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FIBER OPTIC DROP CABLES IN THE SUBSCRIBER LOOP

Werner Bernard
Susan C. Gtant

Siecor Corporation
489 Sicor Park

Hickory, NC 2803
hIAI2o .6aLEE

2.1 licrDn ae
Optical fiber telecommunication networks require drop

cablas to close the gap between the last service access point During the design stage of the dielectric drop cable no
and the subscriber premises. A dielecitic drop cable was specificatios for optical drop cables iad been published.
deve.od for use in flber.lo.the.home field trials. An Belcore TA.843 was used as a guideline for the
ar',mrd version Is being developed to meet Bellcore performance of the drop cable design. Similar
T.TSY.000843 "Generic Requirements for Optical and requirements were given by cuslomer specifications.
OpikaUletallic Buried Service Cables" (1.

Two single mode fibers with a nominal modefted diameter
The performarce of the dielectric cable melets or exceeds of 9.5 prm and a coating diamete of 500 prm were used as
all requirements of Bellcore TR.TSY.00043. optical waveguides. The fibers were buffered to 900 pm to
Oustandlng values are achieved for the flex and ImpacI make handling during connecotizatlon as easy and safe as
test; after 1000 cycles or Impacts the maximum possible. The proven loose tube concept of Mini.Bundle*
attenuation increase is less than 0.05 dBAm. The cables was used as a basis Ow the cable design. The VW I
maximum attenuation Increase during the cold bend lest Is flame test and the cold bend lst as required In Belore
0.11 dklkm. The combination of suitable materials has TA,843 made it Impossible to use standard tube
earned the (-)ble UL approval for the flammability test materials. After the evaluation of several tube mlateials,
VW.1 of UL 444, section 25. The maximum attenuation a flame retardant thermoplastic elasiomr proved so be the
change during temperature cycling (.40 IC to +70 OC) is best choice to achieve good results. The tube is filed with a
less than 0.3 dSlm. highly viscous filing compound during processing to

waterblock the cable. Fiterglass and Impregnated glass
The armored prototype showed similar test results as the yarns are spun around the tube as strength and
dielectric version. The test results fulill the antibuckling members. A thermoplastic alastomer was
requirements of Bellcore TR.TSY.000843. chosen as Jaaket material to achieve good results during

cold bend and VW I tame tests. The outer diameter of the
The paper will discuss in detail the design, materials cable is 7.5 mm. A cross section of the cable is shown in
selection and performance of both the dielectric and Figure 2.
armored cables.

1.0 ITOIITO
2.2 Armore.OreCa

Optical fibers have been used for several years In a large

part of the long distance telecommunication network in the During the development of the armored drop cable Belkcore
U.S. Usually the optical fiber network ends at the central TR-TSY.000843 "Generic Requirements For Optical and
office, increasingly at the remote terminal. At the central Optical/Metallic Buried Service Cables' was Issued.
office or the remote terminal the optical signal is then Subsequent development was performed using this
converted into an electrical signal and continues to the document as a guide.
subscriber premises.

Two single mode fibers with a nomin3l modefield diameter
With the introduction of new services which require high o? 9.5 prm and a coating diameter of 500 jm were also used
data transmisson to the subscriber, optical fibers will be as optical waveguldes in this cable design. The fibers were
necessary for the data transport 121,13). Several field buffered to 900 pm with nylon. These two buffered fibers
trials have recently started throughout the U.S. to bring were then put in a PE tube, which was filled with a high
the fiber to the home 141,[5). Many different topologies of viscosity filling compound. Because this cable was armored
the network are being considered. Our effort focused on a with a steel tape, flame resistance of the tube matercl
Two Fiber Star Network [6]; see Figure 1. In this topology was not required. Fiberglass used as strength members was
a 2.fiber drop cable will be necessary to close the gap spun around the tube. A corrugated 5 mil stainless steel
between the pedestal and the subscriber premises. lape was applied over the core. A flame retardant PVC was
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used as Jacket material. The outer diameter of ft cable is The armored drop cable was also lasted according to FOTP
1.S mm (Figje 3). 37. The mandrel dlametc.; was 50 mm. The lost

temperature was -20 *C for the cold bond test and 460 'C
for the hot bend test.

3,0 .AALF PERFORM"G The cable passed the bond tests without an attenuation
Increase or cracks In the jacket.

The cable performance of both the diolectric and armoed
version was determined after Intensive temperature,
mechanical and environmental testing. Tests were mainly Impact resistance
done in accordance with Bellcore TR-TSY.000843
• ineric Requirements for Oplical and OplicatlMetallic Both the dielectric and armored cable were Impact tested
Buried Service Cables'. The following gives a summary of according to FOTP 25 with an Impact energy of 4.5 J. The
the most critical tests. cables had no difficulty passing the required 20 Impacts.

The allenuation Increase was 0 dB for alt sampils. Jacket
cracking or splitting did not occur. The lest was even

3.1 Tmuimialur. Cv gA extended to 500 impacts with a maximum increase of 0.07
dB.

The ,rnperalure cycle was performed In the following way:
3 cyckle from -40 OC lo +70 *C, het age at 85 OC for 120
hours, 2 cycles from ,40 OC to +70 4C. Compressive strength

Dur the test the ibers were conlinuously monitored at 7:-a cables were tested In accordance with FOTP 41 up to
wavelengths of 1300 nm and 1550 nm. 700 N/cm load. At this load the maximum attenuation

Increase of the dielectric drop cable was only 0.02 d8,
D"e&lc* Drop Cable while the armored drop cable did not show any Increase.

The cables easily passed the required load of 175 N/cm for
FIg,4 shows the attenuation change during temperature the nonarrored and 220 Ncm for the armored version.
cycling. The maximum increase for all cables occured at After maintaining the load for ten minutes (which did not
.40 'C. The maximum Increase before heat aging Is 0.02 result In an attenuation Increase) the load was released and
dlBkm for 1300 nm and 0.15 dB/km for 1550 nm. After the attenuation change of the dielectric drop cable returned
heat aging the maximum increase Is 0.10 daikm for 1300 to 0 de.
nm and 0.20 d/ikm for 1550 nm. The greater attenuation
icrease after heal aging Indicates some cable shrinkage

during the 86 IC heat soak. Tensile strength of cable

Amored Drop Cable The cable shall withstand an Installation strength of 668 N
(150 Ibs) and a long term tensile load of 178 N (40 1bs).

Fig.5 shows a typical graph of the attenuation change Fig. 6 shows the cable strain over the tensile load for the
during temperature cycling. The changes for all monitored Dielectric Drop Cable. At a load of 178 N the cable strain
wavelengths wera 0.01 d9lkm before heat aging. After the was 0.10 % and at 668 N the strain went up to 0.28 %.
heat soak the attenuation Increased by 0.01 dB/km for There Is no attenuation Increase resulting from the
1300 nm and 0.04 dBam for 1550 nm. The steel tape, as measured cable strain.
expected, slablilied the core structure and prevented the
cable from shrinking.

Fig. 7 shows the cable strain over the tensile load for the
armored drop cable. At a load of 178 N the cable

3.2 Uo,,ankia.ting experienced a strain of 0.10 %. The cable strain at 668 N
was 0.30%.

LongItudinsi shield fatigue test
In further development work It Is intended to spin more

The armored cable was wrapped around a mandrel with 70 strength members around the cable core in oder to reduce
mm in diameter according to the test procedure required cable strain to approximately 0.20 %.
by Bellcoe TR-TSY-000843. The middle five turns which
were examined did not show any cracks in the shield.

Cable cyclic flexing

Low and hh temperature cable bend test Both cables were flex tested according to the Bellcore

requirements for drop cables. All fibers were monitored atThe dielectric drop cable was tested according to FOTP 3 1300 nm and 1550 nm. Belcore requires lno flex cycles
with a mandrel of 50 mm 0nd a test temperature of -30 C with the fibers exhibiting an average increasb of less thanfat the cold bend and o! +i60 'C for the hot bend test. The 0.2 dO/km. All samples passed this requirements and did
cable passed this lesi with an average attenuation Increase not show any cracks In the jacket.
of less than 0.1 dB tit both 1300 nm and 1550 nm.
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3.3 Invirnmantal Tatting

Flammability 111 Bell=*r TR.TSY.000643, Generlc Requirements
Wo Optical and CPlicaltetitlic Burled Service

Both cable versions meet the VW-l Vertical Tray Flame Cable; Issue 1.,January 1989
Test of Underwriters Laboratories UL 444,Section 25.
There were no difficuttles for the armored version passing 121 P.W. Shumate *Fiber Optics In the Subscriber Loop
this test because the armor prevents the fillng comlpound Symposium by Uightwave Journal, Cambridge, MA,
from burning. But the material selectin for the dielectric Jun 1988
drop cable was very critical. A fiameo-relardant
thermoplastic elastomner was a suitable material for the 131 G.Caglo'Fbers Path In the Subscriber Loop,
lube and the lacket. The flames sell-extinguish far before Rockwel International
the alowed mt of 60 seconds.

(4) A.M. Huyler 0.E. McGowan, J.A. Stiles. F.J. Horsey
Gopher ftodiecn 'The Architecture and Technology fo the All-Fiber

LOoW. Intemallonal Wire and Cable Symposium
To protect the cable against gopher attacks a 5 mil Proceeft'.s, Reo 1988
stainless steel tape Is longitudinally applied over the core.
The tests performed by the U.S. Fish and Willfe Service 151 P.Goessing, C.Str -Fiber-optic Cable
In Denver, Colorado showed that cable samples with & good Characteristics and Field Performance for
seal of the overlap gave a sufficient protection. In this case Subwrbef Loop Applications. Optical Fkbe
the gopher can not get his teeth under the tape and pull it Comunication Conference Proceedings, Houston
up. The 5 mil tape Is strong enough to withstand the attacks 1.489
of the gopher. Sealing ths overlap is also an Important
parameter for the quality of the bend performance of the (61 Sleco Report, 'On Fiber to the Homo", October
cable (71,18). 1, 19119. Volume 1, No 23, Siamo Corp., Hickory, NC

V7j W.F. Busch, X.E. Bow 'Armored Sheath Designs for
Military Be Fiber Optical Cable, Dow Chemical,

4.0 G LUSKMMIA&Giairwile*, OH

A 2.fiber dielectric and armored drop cable have been 181 W.F. Busch, K.E. Bow Mveasurimg the performance of
developed to fit inl the topology of an all fiber subscriber Bonded Sheaths For Cable Applications-. Anlec 1986.
loop. The development was done to meet the r equirements of pp. 243-245
Bellcore TR.TSY.000843 *Generic Requirements for
Optical and OpticatlMetattic Buried Service Cables".

For ease of handling and field connectorizatlon, the optical
elements In all cables are two single n.ode fibers, tight
buffered to 0.9 mm.

In the dielectric cable the fibers are contained in a filled
loose tube made of flame-retardant thermoplastic
elastomer. Fiberglass and Impregnated glass yarns are ,... -

spun around the tube as strength and antibuckling
members. The core Is jacketed with flame-relardanl
thermoplastic elastomer.

The design of the armored cab.e Is similar to the dielectric
cable. Two tight buffered fibers ate contained in a filled
polyethylene tube. The tensile and antibuckling
requlrements are met with a steel tape and fiberglass t,,.... I..b vk

yarns. The jacket material Is polyvinyl chloride. '

A-d -A.

Both cables showed excellent performance during
temperature cycling. The cables met or exceeded all 000LIn n
mechanical requirements of the TR. Great efforts were put Z-11
on the selection of the cable materials to pass the/
flammability tests. The result Is that even the dielectricQL
version meets the UL VW.1 flame test. The dielectric drop ~ ~
cable has an outer diameter of 7.5 mm and the armored one _________________________

of 8.5 mm.
fitie 1 Two Fibet Swa Netwk
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NEW FIBER OPTIC PULLING GRIP

INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

Mark E. Conner, Steven L Hasset, Richard S. Wagman

Siecor Corporation, 489 Siecor Park
Hickory. NC 28603-0489

ABSTRACT slippage -- an Inability to grasp cable components
tight enough to withstand the tension being placed

An Improved pulling grip Installation procedure was upon them.
developed for fiber optic cables that utilize high
strongth yams as primary strength members. In the
procedure, coupling strength between yarns and the The need for an Improved pulling grip Installation
pulling grip is obtained by using the compressive procedure was then apparent for customers to be able
force of the grip. Increased reliability Is obtained to pull a cable reliably to Its rated maximum tension.
using Chinese fingers type pulling grips and a The following are the objectives for a new procedure:
procedure that Is suitable for both factory and field
Installation. Improved Reliability

Covered are the key aras of the development Craft-friendly
program and a discussion of the procedure and the
concepts behind it. The development program Average load at failure of 1,000 lb (400 lb
included a tensile cycling test designed specifically for safety margin)
the procedure, testing under varying environmental
conditions, and evaluation of the affects of poor Inexpensive
Installation practices and field trails. The result of the
program was the development of a superior pulling Lack of a formal grip testing method required that
grip installation procedure that ulilizes at least 50% there be an objective way to compare various gripping
more of the strength of the high strength yarns, procedures. A second objective then became to

develop a test procedure simulating actual field
1INTH I1UT.IO conditions and quantifying them for comparison

purposes.
For a number of years, the use of a wire mesh
(Chinese fingers) type pulling grip was recommended This document describes the research done to
for duct cable Installation. This pulling grip also successfully confront these issues and revise the
contains a tie-off loop for anchoring the yarn strength thinking on pulling grips resulting In a better grip. It
member in the optical cable. This procedure or some starts with current methods, describing their strengths
variation of it was widely used. and weaknesses. Better simulation of field conditions

in the test lab is addressed. A prototype method is
Recent field experience has shown that In long pulls, decided upon and taken to the field. Test and
where the cable's maximum tensile load is customer feedback show the new method meets the
approached (typically 600 pounds), the grip Installed stated objectives.
as above may fail. This may be described as a
difficulty in reaching the maximum load, as well as a
large variability in the load achieved before failure.

The main contributor to failure in the procedure is the The purpose of a pulling grip Is to provide an
knot in the yarn at the tie-off loop. Any time a material attachment point that is used to pull the cable through
is tied, it creates a weak spot by concentrating great a duct. A good pulling grip couples to a maximum
pressure in a small region containing a sharp bend In amount of a cable's tensile strength. A number of
the material. In this case, the knot is tied to a loop of commercially available types of pulling grips and
stranded steel cable, which contains many sharp techniques are used successfully with fiber optic
edges. Other variations exhibited failure due to cable. Each type has its own advantages and
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disadvantages. Among pulling grips there are varying In a Chinese fingers grip additional elements are
reliability, Installation ease, reusability, complexity and sometimes added to grip to other cable components
degrees of cost. besides the cable jacket. A typical addition is a loop

for attaching cable strength elements. In many of
crimptyjl.Gd todays fiber optic cable designs the primary strength

elements are high strength yarns wrapped around the
One general type of pulling grip Is the crimp type cable core. These yarns are connected directly to the
pulling grip (see Figure A). Its main feature Is a Chinese fingers pulling grip by knotting them on the
closely fitting metal tube that Is placed over the cable. loop. High strength aramid yarns are typically used to
During grip Installation the tube Is radially crimped obtain high knot strengths. Their high strength, good
Into the cable at several locations. A crimped tube cut through resistance and toughness make them
provido, cme coupling to the cable's tensile strength. good choices for knotting. Other high strength yarns
Additional gripping elements are typically used in are used In fiber optic cables. Fiberglass yarns are
conjunction with the crimped tube. The tube keeps used; however, to achieve good knotting properties
the cable from flexing at these gripping elements. they need to be mixed with aramid yarns. Fiberglass

yarns have less cut through resistance and abrasion
The type of gripping element used with a crimped tube resistance than aramid yams.
depends on the cable design. When a cable's
primary strength element is a steel or a composite Siecor recommends the use of a Chinese fingers type
fiberglass rod, the gripping element attaches to the pulling grip with their loose tube cable designs. In the
rod with compression. Set screws are typically used. past the recommendation Included knotting a cable's
for this purpose. With set screws the fiberglass rod high strength yarns to the loop. A problem with
requires the protection of a brass sleeve. When a knotting is that knot strengths depend on the skill of
cable's primary strength element Is a yarn wrapped the person making the knot. Even when an
over the cable core, the gripping element attaches to experienced person ties the knot strength, variability
the yarns with a thermosetting compound, typically an still exists. To address this issue the authors tested
epoxy. In a hollow section of the grip a plug is made various techniques and types of knots.
with the yarns and the epoxy.

The many types of crimp pulling grips are relatively KntgL. trogh
Inexpensive, however they cannot be reused. They
require special hydraulic crimping equipment and There were several approaches Investigated to
tooling. When Installing a grip In the field, this Increase the reliablity of the knot strength. The
equipment needs to be taken along. The grips that normal way of knotting the high strength yams vias the
use epoxy can take longer to apply as the epoxy use of multiple half hitches. The new knots tried
requires a cure time. Crimp type grips are not as Included the noose, timber hitch, the clinch knot, the
widely used in field installations as Chinese fingers studdingsal halyard bend, the fish knot and some
type pulling grips, modified knots. Other attempts Included splitting the

yarns before knotting them and coating the knotting
loop with plastic or a cotton tape. Some of these

Chinese Fingers Tyo Grigs attempts yielded modest Improvements, however
significant gains In strength and repeatability were not

Chinese fingers type pulling grips are a woven sleeve obtained.
that are typically placed over the cable jacket (see
Figure A). They are woven so the sleeve compresses In some tests, the Chinese fingers were not used.
tighter onto the cable as the pulling force Increases. A This Isolated the strength of the knot. Test results are
Chinese fingers grip can be woven from many summarized In Figure B. The average strength of the
materials, however stranded steel Is typically used. knot types was very close to 20% of the yarns average
They are generally more expensive than a crimp type breaking strength. There was considemable variation
grip. Advantages of the Chinese fingers grips Include In the range of knot strengths obtained. The data was
no special equipment is requirements, a simple gererated by a simple ramping up of the tension until
installation procedure, and the ability to be reused the pulling grip separated from the cable. The failure
many times. A Chinese fingers grip can be reused location of the knots was consistently the first bend in
until an Inspection of the grip finds broken or partially the knot. This Is the highest stress area in the knot. A
broken steel strands. In reusing a grip the woven suggested explanation for the knot failures is that the
sleeve should be smoothed down to recondition the high strength yarns are cutting themselves. At this
weave, bend the bundles of small diameter yarns cross over

each other at very high tensions. Although the yarns
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were saturated with grease, after testing the yarns at core that provide significant strength. These materials
the failure location were grease free. This Indicates could Include cable jackets, steel armors and the high
extremely high pressures. strength yarns. The length of a material exposed to

the Chinese fingers was made proportional to the
Testing with both the knots and the Chinese fingers strength that the material provides; however, a
was done on the same length of cable. The difference minimum exposure length was maintained. This
between the tests with and without the Chinese length is the minimum amount required to couple to
fingers was approximately 500 Newtons. Because the the Chinese fingers.
failure mechanism for the Chinese finger's gripping
was the cable jacket sliding over the rest of the cable To optimize the new pulling grip Installation
this Indicates that the jacket contributed 500 Newtons procedure, tape was wrapped around a portion of the
to the pulling strength of the cable. exposed high strength yarns, This tape is a sticky

rubber coated cotton fabric tape known as friction

tape. The original purpose of the tape was to reduce
the cutting of the yarns by the steel wires of the

A desire was to stay with a Chinese fingers type grip Chinese fingers grip. The tape spreads the
Abeause ws Its simpliit ack hi sei toogp compressive force of the steel wires where the yarnsbecause of Its simplicity, lack of special tooling are under the highest tension. This area is furthest

required and user friendliness in the field. However, away from the end of the cable. Further testing

reliability In knotting was a problem. There were showed that the friction tape improved the gripping

many ideas on how to Improve the coupling between action of the Chinese fiin ers.

the yarns and the pulling grip. These did not

Incorporate a knot; however, they added to the Additional enhancements were made to the
complexity of the grip and the procedure. procedure to Increase reliability without sacrificing

user friendliness. To avoid damaging or disrupting the
One of the cey problems was the hardness a the high strength yarns a new method of preparing thecabe jacket combined with the thick jacket walls and cable was devoloped. To remove the jacket over the

small size of fiber optic cables. The compressive high stre arns the jacket o the

gripping force of the Chinese fingers is not transferred high strength yarns the jacket Is first radially notched,
thrug th rlatvey hrdMedium Density then bent to complete the break and pulled off, By not

through the relatively hard M ed forsits cutting the whole way through the jacket yarns are not
Polyethylene (MDPE) Jacket. MDPE Is used for its accidentally cut. By pulling off the jacket the yarns are
hardness to protect the cable core and its low not disturbed from their uniform positioning obtained
cicstallatient. ondi tr e o. tree eansi abe during manufacturing. The jacket over a steel armor isinstallations. Bonding the h,. strength yarns tightly removed by shaving the jacket off on two sides with a

to the cable would be a solution; however, this would common cable knife, and then simply peeling and

make a very stiff, inflexible cable. It would also be cmmn cabe reand to sionl pl a nd

more difficult to access the cable core through these cutting off the remaining two sectiong of jacket. This

tightly bonded layers. procedure avoids damaging the armor.

Developmental Details De~cdlotion of the Procedure

To solve the problem of the hard jacket interfering with A pulling grip is Installed by first sliding the Chinese

the gripping force, part of the jacket was removed, and fingers grip over the cable and past the working area.

the Chinese fingers were placed directly over the high The cable Is prepared by removing the required
stgth ynes. his desre placedpdirecal r tehig amounts of material to expose the strength elemonts
strength yarns. This does not require special tooling (See Figure C). The length of materials exposed Is
or modifications to the pulling grip. The concept was determined by a simple chart. A particular size of
proven by excellent Initial test results on standard Chinese fingers pulling grip will work well within a
cable and by good results on a cable with a soft certain diameter range of cable. Grips for largerjacket. On the cable with the soft jacket the jacket was cables are generaliy longer. To optimize the gripping

not removed, and the high strength yarns were not strength for the longer pulling grips, all of the

knotted. There was sufficient coupling of the yarns sureng the ncreased.nFor a of thi

through this soft jacket to obtain good test results. exposure lengths are increased. For ease of use this
Information is summarized in the form of a chart. For

Work began on identifying the proper length of yarns an example see Figure D.

to expose and other details to optimize the new After exposing the cable components, the friction tape
pulling grip installation procedure. The concept of is wrapped in a single layer around the high strength
placing the Chinese fingers pulling grip over the high yarns. It is applied along one third of the length of the
strength yarns was expanded to Include placing the yarns (t igue 0). The thi ng of the
grip over all of the cable materials outside the cable yarns (See Figure C). The pulling grip is then pulled
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back over the prepared cable end, and tightly taped A long.length tensile test machine was used for the
down with a Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) tape. The cable testing. The scheme Involves a movable capstan,
is now ready to be installed, anchored steel cable, steel wheel, motorized

tensioning device and a load cell with digital tension
TEST METHDQ. readout. The pulling grip and a swivel are attached to

the anchored steel cable and 15 meters from the grip.
Once a procedure was found for installing the pulling the optical cable Is anchored by wrapping it around
grip, a test procedure was needed which simulated the capstan five times (Refer back to Figure G).
field conditions. The procedure must test the grips
under what is assumed as the worst conditions, yet IESLBRESLTS
must be consistent from test to test. The most stringent
condition would be to put the grip under tension The new method of Installing pulling grips was tested
beyond the specified rating, with the developed test procedure. Initially the cable

tested was the same cable design used for knot
Typically, most tensile tests performed on cables are testing. This gives very good comparative data, and
static loading over a period of time. The test the cable design is a worst case. Significantly better
procedures must simulate in the lab the various results were obtaibed with the new procedure. In
conditions a grip experiences in the field. The most most cases the pulling grip did not fail; it remained
stringent of the field pulls for tension would be a long firmly attached to the cable during the entire cycling
haul pull through a duct with bends and/or pulleys. test. These results are contained in Figure I. The
The optical cable would be pulled into existing ducts percentages listed are derived from the maximum
or plastic subducts. A pulling grip captures the tensile load minus an assumed tensile contribution of
strength members of the cable and Is used to pull the the cable jacket (500 Newtons). This allows an easier
cable Into the duct via a preexisting pull rope. During comparison with the knot strength results In Figure B.
the pull.in, the tension on the cable can be monitored The new method shows over a 50% improvement. In
and should not be allowed to exceed the specified the new procedure there Is a 33% contribution of the
tensile rating of that specific cable. However, during high strength yarns compared to the 20% for knotting.
the pull, as more cable enters the duct, the force The 33% is conservative because most of the cables
required to pull it Increases. This force can be usinn the now procedure did not fail. All of the knot
decreased by using lubricant to reduce friction, or by results were failures. In an additional test all of the
center pulls to reduce the cable mass being pulled aramid yams were removed and just the fiberglass
over a specific route. The cable also experiences yarn reinforced cable was tested. In this test the
surges and jerks as it goes around bends and pulleys. contribution of the fiberglass was over 60%.

One can see then that the two most important The testing was expanded to Include steel tape
variables to duplicate in the lab would be a gradual armored cables and a range of cable designs and
increase In tension over time, combined with surges cable sizes. In all there were 10 unique cables tested
or sudden increases and decreases In tension. We with a total of 60 tests performed. In the expanded
had an opportunity to monitor the tension on duct testing there were no pulling grip failures. In all cases
Installations in Hudson, North Carolina. The graphs of the pulling grips exceeded 167% of the rated cable
tension versus time seen in Figure E were used as the strength. The grips were not taken to failure because
model for the laboratory test procedures. From the of tensile load limitations. The limitations were due to
model, a tensile loading cycle was implemented In problems caused by greatly exceeding the rated cable
which a stair step tension was Introduced (See Figure strength. At the fixed attachment point for the cable
F). The tension started at zero, Increased to 100 there were cable abnormalities when extremely high
pounds in 20 seconds, held at load for 1 minute, and tensile loads were attempted. At the fixed attachment
then proceeded to 200, 300, 1000 & 1050 pounds point the cable goes from low tensile loading to high
in the same manner. After three such cycles, the tensile loading in a short distance. Safety was
tension Is reduced to 600 pounds and a wheel is another significant concern. The loading was kept
pulled across the grip, simulating surging and below the tensile rating of steel cable and the swivel
banding (See Figure G). The reason behind three used In the test apparatus.
cycles is to see if fatigue is a factor in grip testing. The
wheel pull is done at a reduced load so that the Field Conditions
tension peaks during surging would not significantly
exceed the safety factored loading. The entire Once it was determined that the new grip procedure
procedure takes just over an hour. Alternate test works better than the knotting procedure, we needed
procedures have been developed that contain the to ensure that it was better under extreme field
same key features (See Figure H). conditions. The four variables examined were 1)
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method of stripping the cable 2) withwithout friction tested. The presence of the lubricant did not effect the
tape 3) withwithout a swivel 4) temperature extremes, test results.

The first objective was to determine the effect of Good test results were obtained from a number of
removing the optical cable's jacket using two different different manufacturers' Chinese fingers pulling grips.
techniques. One technique employed using the There was differentiation between the different styles
dpcord to strip the jacket thus reducing the chance of of pulling grips using slippage and broken yarn
cutting any high strength yarns. The second filaments as a criteria. (1) Very flexible grips worked
technique was to ring cut the jacket and pull it off the better. (2) Grips with Chinese fingers that compressed
core. If the two methods were within 10% of each with a wider, flatter surface worked better. A non-
other, then the two methods were believed to be standard grip that was the least flexible would not
similar. Six tests conducted for each method showed work when it was one size too small for the cable.
there wts no difference between the results. The Even unusual modification worked well. A grip was
maximum load was 1000 pounds and there were no made by weaving an aramid yarn pull tape (used like
other modes of failure (ie. slippage, movements a rope to pull cables in a duct) around the cable to
between the grip and cable) noted during the test. form a psuedo-Chinese fingers grip. This worked as

well as any of the manufactured pulling grips In
The second objective was to determine the laboratory testing. Friction tape was not used with this
importance of the friction tape. Again six pulls were aramid grip, however it had the widest, smoothest
conducted with tape, and six pulls were conducted application of compression on the high strength yarns.
without tape. Although the static pulls (!e. cycle I and
cycle 2) showed that the two methods performed elReults
similarly, it was not until the surging in cycle 3 that the
two methods were differentiated. The method of using Reld results take three forms: Field trial, reports, craft
friction tape saw less slippage and no failures when reaction during training.
pulled around the wheel. The no tape method saw
failures at the peak surges. An initial field trial was performed at an ac'ual

customer site to determine two things: accuracy of the
Tho naid nhiodive wc to determ;ne-how tt#!n o! labifiald simitilinnq ari vv n!1y of thMe e..- in reu-
the cable during installation would effect grip strength. life conditions. Once underway, the cable was pulled
It was found that not using a swivel to eliminate with no grip failure or slippage. The span length was
twisting did not skew the test results in any way. approximately 5,000 feet through one-inch subduct
However, It is still recommended that a swivel be used with lubrication. Tensions up to 400 lb were
during any cable duct installation. witnessed with surges of 50 to 120 lb. A capstan

winch was used to pull the cable with its brake set to
The fourth objective was to quantify the effects of 600 lb. Figure J Is a graph of tension versus time for
temperature on the performance of the pulling grip. this pull.
Six grips were installed on cable sections and placed
in a temperature chamber at -200C for four hours. Favorable craft reaction during the field trial showed
They were removed one at a time and tested to the the procedure to be easily learned and installed. It
tensile cycle. Another group of six grips were was perceived as quicker than current methods. It has
exposed to +409C for four hours and tested In the been used in regular training classes since Its
same manner. The results showed no difference In Introduction, and the procedure has been well
grip performance at the two temperature extremes. received for its simplicity.

As an additional precaution tests were conducted to From the work done on the pulling grips, two major
determine the sensitivity to the precision of objectives were achieved. On was a new qualification
installation. A standard pulling grip one size larger program for pulling grips which included a new tensile
than optimum was Installed on cables. There was no simulation. The simulation more accurately models
difference in the test results. Friction tape was applied actual field loading of the pulling grip. The program
over twice the length of the yarns than recommended. looks at normal variations In the field nvironment as
Here there was a loss of 100 pounds of tensile load l at variations in the fiel I ationmci s
capability, but still well over the cable rating. To model
the field environment the installed pulling grip was
soaked in pulling lubricant for 16 hours and then
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The second achievement was the new procedure met

the following requirements:

Improved Reliability

Craft-friendly

Average load at failure of 1,000 lb (400 lb
safety margin)

Inexpensive

By eliminating knots from the Installation procedure
high strength yarns with low knot strength can be
considered In new cable designs. Additionally, testing
proved that the grip Installation procedure was
relatively craft Insensitive. This was also proven over
a range of cable sizes and designs. These facts make
for a grip Installation procedure which Is quick to learn
as well as reliable.

The key to the success of this program was the
Integration of customer requirements directly with
development and testing. There was interaction with
various customers throughout the program. This
allowed for the development of a new procedure
which met all the customers' requirements, and a
trouble-free field introdut!!on.
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Figure A: Pulling Grip Types

R ttation of a Crimp Type-Pulling Grip

Set Screws Crimps Cable

R1cprentition of a Chinec Fingers Type Pulling Grip

Loop for Knotting Chinese Fingers

Pulling Loop Woven Mesh

Figure B:
Knot Strength Test Results

Data From Tests on a Length of Cable

Strength of the Knot as a Percentage of the
Type of Knot Number Yarns Used Average Breaking Strength of the Yarns

ofTests Minimum Average Maximum

I lalf Hitches I Aramid Only 29.3 %

I lalf Hitches I Fiberglass Only 21.5 %

lialfilitches 10 Ararniid& rG 15.2% 20.3% 0.8

TwolHalflIlitche-s I1I Aramid & rG 16.8% 21.9% 26.3%

Timber Hitch 3 Aramid & rPG 20.3 % 22.1 % 24.5 %

Noose I Ararid &FG 18.4%

Clinch Knot 2 Ararnid & 17- 19.1 % 19.7 % 20.3 %

Studding Sail 6 Aranid & P-G 13.3 % 20.0 % 24.3 %
All Knot Types 33 Aramid & PG 1. 08% 3.

Two Half Hitches indicates the yamns were split into two groups and knotted seperately.

Studding Sail is short for Studdingsail Halyard B~end Knot.

Fiberglass has been abreviated as PG.
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Figure C: Steps In Installing a Pulling Grip
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Figure D: Chart and Diagram for Preparing Cable
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Figure E: Pulling Force Diagrams
for Cable Pulls In Hudson, North Carolina
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Figure F: Tensile Loading Process for Typical Pulling Grip Test
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Figure G: Diagram of Test Equipment
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Figure H: Alternate Tensile Loading Process for Pulling Grip Test
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Figure 1:
Coupling Strength Between the High Strength

Yarns and the Pulling Grip Using the
New Pulling Grip Installation Procedure

Coupling Strcngth as a Percenmage of the

Number Yms Used Avcrage Breaking Strength of the Yarns

of'rss Minimum Average Maximum

25 Aramid & FG 28.0 % 33.0 % 0 34.2 %

3 Fiberglass Only 47.0 % 53.6 % 62.1 %

The average and maximum are conservative. They ipciude non-failing tests.

iberglrm hws been abreviatted as FG.

Figure J: Pulling For".' Diagram for

Initial Field Trial of th ,-ew Procedure
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"INTEGRATED FAMILY OF JOINING PRODUCTS FOR HIGH DENSITY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS"

John C. luber

3M TelComm Products

Abstract

Splicing" by Roger It. Keith. ItsThe usa of fiber optic networ)k uniqueness Is its speed of
for Cesidential servicea, also installation (90% less than 30called Fiber-to-tho-llome (FTTH), seconds), low lost t90% less than
Local Area Networks (LANs), and .6 do), low reflection (90% less
Multiplexed Backbones (Mos) has than -40 do), important
resulted in a need for cable advantages in LTTII applications.
Jointing products that Its modularity and *ase of use
accommodate high fiber count are important advantages in LANcables (144+) and yet are easy to and MS applications. It isuse by the ordinary craft person. faster to install because it uses
An integrated family of jointing the splice discussed above to
products for high density fiber attach a fiber to a connector.
networks is described. Each one
has boon specifically designed The fiber termination unit is
for large fiber count cables, also described in the aboveEach one features both compact companion paper. it uniquenesssilo and fast installation, is its small site (8 ST or FC
Included in the family are -- connectors in 14x5xl inch
splice (fiber joint), splice (35.5x12.7x2.5 cm) and yet easy
closure (sheath joint), patch access, important advantages inpanel (fiber distribution unit), FTTII, LAN and Ma applications.connector/splice module, and It is faster to install because
fiber termination unit. it uses the connector/splice

modulo described above to put
fibers into service.

Description
The splice closure Is unique inThe splice was described in a providir.g a separate storagepaper, "Mechanical Optical Fiber volume ic uncut (express) fibersSplice Containing an Articulated and split cable pocts, important

Contormable Metallic Element" by advantages in tapered cable FTTIRichard A. Patterson, at the 1988 installations. It is also unique
International Wire and Cable in the ease of adding additionalSymposium and will not be cable ports, an important
described in detail. Its advantage in expanding the numberuniqueness is its speed of of branch cables in FTTII, LAN andinstallation (90% less than 30 MB installations. The fiber
seconds), low loss (90% less than termination unit described above.2 dB), low reflection (90% fits inside the closure, so it
better than -35 do), important provides an environmentally
advantages in FTTH, LAN and MB secure connection field, an
applications. It is faster to important advantage in FTTI!install because it only requires applications. It is also uniqueinsertion of the fiber ends and in being appropriate for buried,pushing a button, contrasted to underground, aerial and indoor
other splices which require applications, an important
assembling several pieces advantage in craft training.
together. Being unfilled, it can be

installed in buried orThe connector/splice module will underground applications faster
be described in a companion paper than others.
"Fiber Optic Terminating Units
with Low-Loss Mechanical The patch panel is uniq in
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providing high denzity of c ,
ntecconnections (624 in a 7 ft /,n't *tM

(2.1 m) rack), yet easy access by
sliding the connector forward a r,"
from its neighbors.

The family of products in
integrated by using the splice in
the connectoz/splice module, by
inserting the connector/splice
module in the fibmr termination
unit, providing an easy to use
method of incrementally adding
connectors, thin is important for
Fiber-to-the-Ilome, Multiplexed
Backbone and Local Area Networks.
For Fiber-to-the-iome
applications# integration is SPLICE
further accomplished by inserting
the above modular system inside
the splice closure# providing an
easy to use method of attaching
subscriber drops to the
distribution cable.

Conclusion Lever...

An integrated family of products
provides improved ease of use and Sl.
speed of installation. Craft
training is simplified and a
consistent "look and fool"
throughout installations results
in fewer errors. Integration is
achiever by designing each
component for ease of use in its
individual application and also
designing each component for
intermateability with companion
components in more complex applications.

SPLICE/CONNECTOR MODULE

_ . John C. luber
TelComm Products/3M
Bldg A147-2N-01
P0 Box 2963
Ausnt TX 78769-2963
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FIBER OPTIC TERMINATING UNITS
WITH LOW-LOSS MECHANICAL SPLICING

Roger H. Keith, P.E.

3M TelComm Products Laboratory

SUmnary
A new, versatile system of plug-in units
accomodates a wide variety of fiber optic
and electrical connectors in a single
family of housings. Reliable fiber
mechanical splices are combined with
connector pigtails in the plug-ins, which
include a splice actuator tool and thus P
eliminate long fiber slack formerly needed
for splicing at a separate workstation.
A unique tip-up feature gives full finger
access to connector plugs along with high
plug density.e

A number of different housings accomodate
the plug-ins, and are tailored for building
entrances, riser and distribution closets, figre IRownjip.2p Corn-cD
work stations, trunk cable splice points,
and home/apartment drop terminals.

Introduction. The rapid growth of optical
fiber use and the parallel improv ents in Opfical
fiber technology make the choice of fiber
terminations a crucial concern to allow Msionor
emerging connector improvements &nd Mechanical.5hc ,
standards in a system specified and
installed today. The flexibility to handle
electrical along with optical media is a Bc C
requirement for fiber systems which augment _q~c
existing copper networks, but may be a key OTICal Con necor
feature of future systems as well. A
complementary design for network housings
incorporates interchangeable plug-in
modules which can be added or exchanged to
give unique optical fiber splice and Op tic all O (
connection abilities. Modules can also Cbn
provide electrical connections for order
talk pairs, coaxial cabling, or auxiliary --
signalling power.

Coat .__ .'
Compactness. Fiber optic connectors have Co nnco ! C
been packed densely, but in the process, it
has been difficult to get finger access to
add or remove connectors. Staggering or
wide spacing of rows have addressed this N,
problem, but the resulting connector arrays
either compromise accessibility or i'11 -h -.'
compactness. 7c

Figure 1 shows the new arrangement.
Connectors are tightly packed in a row, but Figure 2. Plug-in Functions
are hinged so each can be individually
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tipped up for finger access at will. It with a simple crimping tool is particularly
can be seen that this arrangement is appropriate. With the provision of a
particularly appropriate for fiber optic crimping tool action within each of the
connectors. A tip-up action places a plug-in units, the need for fiber slack to
negligible bend on the fiber and has little reach a fusion splicer or tool, and the
tendency to disturb adjacent lines. A problems with subsequent fiber storage are
resulting array of 6 biconic connectors can also eliminated. This arrangement in its
be as little as 4.6 inches (11.6 cm) wide, simplest form is shown in Figure 3.
and on the order of 1 inch (25 mm) high.

Plug-in Unit Housing. By building the
Versatility. The plug-in cartridges can be splice actuator in each pl%%g-in unit, and
made to iccomodate practically any type of thus eliminating the need for excess fiber
optical fiber connector: biconic, FC, ST, slack to reach an external splicing
SPA, and other miniature connectors are station, a housing can be designud and
easily incorporated into the cartridge, and built which needs only accomodate the slack
electrical connections for talk pairs (RJ- necessary for managing radiun and direction
ll,) RCA type phono, Motoi:ola type changes. An extremely compact arrangement
antenna, and a host of commrcial coax or can result, holding six connectors and
military-type multipin bulkhead connectors their splices, yet meeting all requirements
can be accomodated. If a single housing is for a 4" (100,m) fiber diameter for the
needed for a small number of splices, most exacting single mode fiber bend
alongside a few connectors, some of the optical and strength requirements. The
plug-in units may be dedicated to splices, resulting design is barely over 1" (25 n=nn)
Examples of these plug-ins are shown in high, about 5.6 inches (14.2 cm) wide, and
Figure 2. its 13.3 inch (33.8 cm)length casily fits

between standard 2 x 4 stud centers or
%iithin utility cabinets sized to fit that

O2tical Splice + Connector. A particularly opening. The housing can be applied to the
useful type of plug-in incorporates a backplane of a communications closet, or
splice and a short connector pigtail plug, used as a surface mount box. Figure 4
installed in a mating connector. This shows one such design.
arrangement allows rapid field attachment
of a plug, using a factory tade plug Figure 5 shows how a transparent divider
pigtail. This scheme has special merit if fits over the fiber loop to retain and
the splice is a reliable mechanical splice protect it, and also holds the plug-in
which can be crimped onto the fiber using a operating levers to retain a plug-in the
simple tool. The requirements for the uptilted position for connector access.
expensive fusion apparatus, or field fiber
polishing and plug epoxying are eliminated
with mechanical splices. A splice actuated

Lever..

divide

base ~ ~ ~ 0

Ffoure. 3. Plc-in Wih Integral
Mechanical 5lf.ce cr"'mPol Figure 4. Housir- for Plu 9-ins
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To make or change fiber connections, the
upwards to attach a fiber plug to each

1' connector in turn. A series of holes in\ the divider receive pins in the lovers to
hold cach plug-in in the "up" position
while the connection is being made.

The plug-in is tipped back to the lower
position, in line with the other

Sconnectors, until access may be needed for
I,. t jumper or other plug changeout.

copper cable compatibility. The box can be
mounted on 1.2 inch (32 mm) standoffs on a

N backplane to give room for cabling in the
same location, either terminating or
passing through as part of a new or
existing installation: This arrangement

Figue 5.runs fiber or copper cables in a full width
T t Cver j;, ~"subway" beneath the box, so space betwttenransp&,rentC er-o studs or on the backplane is cons~erved, yet

Fiber Slack Hold3 Plug-in LJp -Fr the fiber installation is fully accessible.

Conncior Access In still another way, the new housings are
in istalatin, te fber plier wuld "compatible with copper," and are logically
In istalatin, te fber plier wuld laid out in accord with experience in the

dress each fiber in the housing, cleave it way a telephone protected entrance terminal
to the proper length, and Insert It into is arranged, with the incoming "field'
the mechanical splice of the appropriate cabling at one side, and the separate
plug-in. Pressing the actuator lever "house" lines exiting at the other. The
crimps the splice. When all splices have fiber plug-ins of the new design are
been made, the splicer Inserts the analogous to the protector options for many
transparent divider to retain the looped duties they can perform in the commnon PET.
fiber. The fibers, the splices, and the Figure 6 illustrates this design parallel.

divider are not touched again.

'ReLDSIDE ' _. HOS' DG_ F1-WSt R..6 X
CA 6e Feed pDstrb;bnSAk flo~n Wn al ~cf~Acs Access W1d C4kcc if~iO

Pd~'II~ Aa I Pijt'-ltt~i7~
I ~LCadea4

b/Lrlhs ?671

Cable~ Fed Crosy cbnne BocI--
-~~, r FiberSpb CLordperS,

I S~O1W~r ~f:Led~ .
Mar*63emeanen:n Ifio-reli

e~I MaAwjkwfr Ptu"l frvs SuK 'S$ be r

Modulal-PRU3.ins stft Cost V' cs #,per _a'e Needs-
performance 1Veeds ' SpitylAdds Reju-red

TpEgre 65. Fiber~osr 5 A" ic~
&Vnlvi~o "VrrrqtoAF f:1bWoF Fber~a AIUCagor ~o , riis

OF rYt1*oM5.
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The Interchanceablifty Principle. Just as
a camera system which has interchangeable
lenses provide versatility and accomodate
drastic future changes in mission, scope
and skill, this new system for fiber optic
connectors and splices gives future
flexibility which optical systems designers
need:

The plug-in units have a common footprint
interface, so practically any present or
tuture fiber optic plug standard can b a.Closeta n --planc.
accomodated in the same family of housings. Oeut;t1 ' 3ox
--And housings can be designed to suit a
given location or service universally,
without special regard for the connectors
they contain, since the same housing can
hold any of a number of connector options.

The resulting system is tailored much like
the lenses and bodies of a camera system:
the connector/splice plug-in suits the
communications line employed, and depends
upon the medium, the service and standards
involved, much like the lens of a camera
suits the picture-taking task. The
connector housings, on the other hand, are
like camera bodies which are designed for
the location and assignment mission.

Figure 7 illustrates several designs for
housings to meet the needs of closet b. Wrksta"n Wallmf
backplanes and utility boxes, miniature 1r r h
housings mounted over electrical outlet o EjecftriCl OL.Ilet Scot
boxes at workstations, fiber home
distribution garden terminals, and trunk
cable splice case crossconnecting, all
using the same plug-in design interface. c.C. Inine S.c/a
Other applications and designs come readily
to mind and are being added.

A broad view of the way in which these
housings are a part of a comprehensive
eugipment plan for optical fiber systems is
given in a related paper "Integrated Family
of Joining Products for High Density Fiber
optic Networks" being presented by John C.
Huber at this Symposium. cf. Zj-Ld. SfaI

System Components. Housings can be
combined to accomodate larger numbers of
fiber or copper lines: Lines can be added
one at a time to an existing housing, or 6 N
at a time in new housings. Connectors and
media can be changed out at any time by
substituting the appropriate plug-in .

A related enclosure houses loose fiber or
buffer tube slack, and another can be used
solely as a case to contain either fusion
or mechanical splices. These related
housings have a footprint, cover, and
similar cable entries and exits in common
so they work with the splice/connector amado plC
housing described earlier. lbUsAsOArn, zt

A novel expandable hook set accumulates Fwre 7 go 4fr Varbo5 L05fih'S
excess cable or buffered fiber. The hooks -1 "-
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can be spaced closely to give a cable reel
with a diameter of about 8 inches (20 cm),

Cabkln or installed so each quarter circle of
hooks is spaced out from its neighbors to

Hook give larger radii or capacity. A pair of
hook sets allows figure-8 cable
accumulation, and half-sets can be used to
hang jumpers and spare cable. Figure 8shows how these components can be related
and c .=binod.
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EFFECT OF SHEATH PROCESSING PARAMETERS
ON CABLE PERFORMANCE

William F. Busch, Kenneth E. Bow, Daniel G. Pikula

Dow Chemical, USA

ABSTRCT ITHE BONDED SHEATH

Shielig and armnrlng tape can be longiludinaily aplid to Ilha C.-bI*
TheImpove meh~nni roprtis o a abl shathus"coaed core. IWO hsjapes ate pissticcoaled.they can be arihoivecy bondod
The ripovt mohancal ropflisof0 Cbleiheati ..Ig C~itd t the cabl Jacket thereby 1orming a bonded shoalh, The numerous

m"tattL"SthereNSUR o10Thenargis ted olbondirni ealtapo adsvantages of utizing lie bondedi 00,i1h In Calk cosuction com*t
toltheJacket. Mechnlpropris othcbleshowigImiproement P4te t the sane motal tape a bare ate weon ;waYx ie,*
due to ti~s onidod shoatle Include bend performance and resistance ~~~ ~ ~ t rvd
to bucklin orcm*uin during Installatin, a tadlal molitre barrler V ilia aoelap ,earn i: scead, and caooi

Thisp**vM howIh3 a undmenal al~ionhipexits etwen lia protection fon he metal tapa. 'Those advantages of ilia bonded sheath
Thspp~ri~sowtataundnen~lrI~ton~ip~i~tb~tO~ith~ are contingent upon proper processig teclnique during thea cable

Jacket bond strengthi and cable bend performance. The relationship muacturing process Improper prcessin of thea cable sheath
btween cotrugatioti depth and the Young's Modulus of lite cable materials may rosull In decreased or oven unacceptable mechianical
shthwill also be shown. The effect of cotrugation fill and profilt* Also performance. One example. discussed at tliae 7Ih Internationalt Wire
ply tolesI cal )@olaflic@. Scam scaling tochniq~swill also be and cable Symposiumr, is that inippr forming 01 thea coted stool at-
discussed. moring tape can result In a phenonton lknown as 'zippoting11 This

paper wil discuss thia processing paramoets azsociAted with thea
manufactureoofabondod shieathusing coaited stolatrrNglape ltwMt
be shownihat by contol of these pararnelers ashe4ath cn be afulaC-
lured which does not possess any inherent weakness. suchi as 'zippe.

INTRODUCTION Ing.' Instead, a superior cable sheath will result which will Inel or

The perfornrce of a cable during Installation and use Is a func~tion of
the total cable design. Including both the core mnaterials and construc.
lion. and the sheath materials and construction.' This paper will
address perfoirrmance of cables using polyethylene copolymer coated
steel armoring tapes In the cable sheath construction. Also addressed. ISAMPLE PREPARATION
as a benchrmark, will bethe perfotrmaince of sunilar cables which utlize
bare steel armoring tapes. The analysts of moasuring thea mechanical
performance of a cable using a bonded sheath design Is complex. For Ali of the cable samples for this investigation were produced on an
purposes of this paper. an attempt has been made to minimize the core experimental Cable tine using commercially available equipment. The
material variatins such that thle vin pm'sented within this paper will coated steel tapes were formed using a commercially availablo cone
showwhat effect the sheath has on the properties of tlie finished cable. former and sizing dies. Typical Eine speeds were 2 1pm (10 nvrin),

The performaince of a cable With a bonded Sheath iS thia reult of the Standard conditions were used to exrude a cominerclaty available
synrgiticeffctof bonding a metal tape to thea Jacket. The factors rinear low density polyethylene Jacketing resin. All thea plastic coated

syerhich effectssnryIcue steel tapes used for thea armoring of the cable specimens utilized
whih afec ths snery iclue:ethylene acrylic acid copolymer coatings, The coatings werto 0.002 Inch

- Te popetie ofthejacetig mteral:(0.05 mm) thick. The steel was 0.006 Inch (0.15 mm) thick, and efectro-
* The properties of the moactgmarial 3p; lytically chrome coated (ECCS). This product meet thle requirements
- The properties of the mdieta aing ntape of various Industry specifications Including Bellcore TA-TSY-000421

metal armoring tape: andanRE pclatosP-9ndE90
* The manufacturing process used to produce For laboratory studies, the method of producing the specimens for

the cable sheath. evatuation Involve preparing a plaque of the jacketing resin using platen
Allof hes Iniviualfator. ad teirintr-rlaiosiin the cable presses, and then bonding the coated metal to the Jacketing resin

sath fesl inividale facs and e ther eint rden serqure plaque. For polyethylene Jacketing resins. the temperature ofthe platen
sheathsul. nacbewihwl ettedsrdeduerqi press Is set to 3200F (182T). Sixty grams of resin are poured Into a

ments.mold whfich Will produce a plaque 0.075 Inch (1.9 mmn) thick. A non-
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adsive pasaIsedopeovent tS Jiacketing rosk n fro Adhe 2o ig M h@ ow InIciure o the cable sheath. Tha Increased thermal
the meti mo&E ftmrae The composit stirtCure Is h en placed Irdo energy ",tied to the sysTem resuls In a stronger bond betwen the
the plmte press and activated to a pressure of 25 ton (222.4 "N force coaled rneI3I Wn t Jacketing tesK A seCOrid explanation Is totaled
lor 2.5 mWn"ute. The assemly Is then romecwd rorm the ot si of h It* paamets of the standard j i eibond strongth isL Itfth a31o
Pln pess and plc In the cold side I E4'F (tIC). whor t,. N

ss1en* is again activated to a ptessur e 25 fort (22Z4 kN) oce for the WOle of 5e ,1311oO iS hred contiWouS.'betw~ nIhO f- t and
2.Sumr es.ltwhichOw assenblk reirovito d.dism l.d.with the comtd steel tape. resuling in di t irnI adhesiv bond strength
the pltae o jacketg resin Available forfeo.". rwnbe depe id;i on the angle 4 lpaation. A thicker Jacket can

aler the angle o4 sOaaion d5llernllY than a WNW. Jacket,
The formation o4 the conmposke coaled m aptelyeeJacketing
resntw a aaro tnpsssagAinsl The rtelationship between the angle of separation and thel rsuwd
t320"F(!82'C). The plast;c coated steel tip and the Jacketing resin admosivo strength between two d tlternt materials has been et plored.

plaqui at placed between s ots of non-sid e plastic a the Astheraglaof s pwx Chng4sfrom00degreesto 180degrets.t

mo hlif frame used ectier to produce the plaquo The press is meswidadt re qltelg0tlbtt@tenthtwom~ rat wOil5rcra%"
ictlv31d to a pressure 045 Ion (44.5 1,l) for oer 25 *Mes. Wat Using a backing plate to e i the angle 0 separation at 150 de oo' es

whichthe assemblyisplaced othe colsid o the pl ttnpress at F einates the possly of t lost geometry Moli'g the mosured
(1rC), at 5 ion (44.5 ItN) of force, lot aot( 2.5 n;!utes. aftirwfh; adtsive stenigth between the wo male(1ilts,
the asnembly i removed from the press ad disssombeld. The

londionsleor t pxlqe pW reprtinhe bncioselystudWdt Detemination of Itheett oltthikerlfckts onthl eadt bnd s h

bove conditions simulate to a ceriain degree both tho temperates Irivolv rnning the Jacket bond strength test using a platen pVess to
and tim Involved In the actual c ble 5m during the jackei extnjsion po .Jaketg resin &qus and composite splks. In his case.
process. the same 11MOUnt Of 1l tnergy is put INo the ystem with the

difermeces being jackeing resin thickness, Running tli test with a
backing plate to fix the angl of separation at 160 degrs shows no
ditference in rneased adhesive stirngh. Mhen twhe tagi was

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION to fMa, thicke the Jacketing rsin ptqu* h highe theZmeasued adhosilv strenh. The use of a b3c:0ig plte w h samples
produced on te cable tine under te sme processing conditions.
except or the jacketing resin ex r r output,. Indicates that the thicker

Five dvtre mateia and !tocossing pmmters for the capae Thyaah the Jacket the higher the Jacket bond strgh. Thus the measured
increase in adhesion is dbe to the In eased thermal eergy ktid

1. Jacket Bond Strength to the system, and is not a function of the j<k0t thickneSS.
2, Jacket Resin Thlcines3. CorugatIon Depth
4. Corrugation For" The current Jacket resin thickness requirements are sigaki.Arly differ.5. Corlap Formn ent between those s cified by the Rural Electrification Administration

(fREA) and goo Commurncations Research (0elcore) for copper pair

A discussion of each parameter will be prozentd. cable. Column I in Table is a isting of different cable over the core
dimeters. Column 2 In Table Its developed torm RlEA PE.22 and
shows the nimunm average thickness permided lorAr Core Aral and

1. JACKET BOND STRENGTH: Underground Telephone Cable using tI End Sampling Measurement
Technime Ior the given over the core diameter. Column 3 in Table

One o the first studies undertaken wih the Introduction of the bonded Is developed from FME. P.39 and sho*s the rnirrmIUm average

sheath was to detmrnine what effect the adhasionof the coated steel to thickness permitted Ior Filed Telephone Cable using the End Sampling

the Jacketing rosin had on the mechanical pedormance of the ca l. Measurement Technique for the given over the core diameter. Column

Procedures based on ASTM 4565 wero used to measure teJacket 41nTable't tsdevioped usingetlcooTl.TSY.00042I.tssuo2.June

bond strength, Figure I shows the effect of Ii Jacket bond strength of 198. and shows the minimum avera thickness requiremrnts for the

the coated metal and jacketing rosin on tl resulting cable bond same over te core diameter for Metallic TelecomnnIcafion Cables

performance. By modifying the polyethylene copolymer andc~b~ o lin using the End Sampling Measurement Technique. As ono can sea, the

processing conditions, we wero able to generate u family of cable minimum jacket resin tickness requirement is much greater for cable

samples with varying degrees 0l bond strength. As shown by the data. produced against tile PE.22 and PE-39 spciications thanth0Tf MTSY

a fundamental relationship exists betweon the jacket bond strength 000421 at ilia larger over tho core diameters.

between the coated steel tape and Jacketin3 resin and ti cable bend Also worthy of meation here is that the co 01 jacketing resin is atsc
performance, the higher the Jacket bond strength the greater the cable o a odhyofmi, don o the olo e ale seath sbend performance. This fundamental relationship holds tre for alt a factor In delormination of the0 functionality of the cable sheath. As
types of substrate metals, Incluodng steel, aluminum, copper, and developed by Magulto and lossi, it appears that tlexutar moduus
stainless m mlp should be used to determine the choice of Jacketing resin. wh a upper

limit of about 80.000 psi (55.2 MPa),0)

2. JACKET RFSIN THiCKNES'S: 3M4. CORRUGATION DEPTH AND FILL:

Fora given set of processing parameters. it has also been shown that
a fundamental relationship exists between jackel resin thickness and TheoretIcal (Laboratory) Relationships
cable bend performance. As the thickness of the jacketing resin el Corrgaion Parameters
Increases, the measured Jacket bond strength Increases, as does the
cable bend performance. There are two possible causes for this To achieve cable floxbi~ty. corrugated coated stoo l tapes are most
increase In jacket bond strength. The first Is that the thicker Jacket Iprquenty used gThe corrugated coated stoel tape acts as a brelows.
Imparts a greater amount of thermal energy to the coated metal tape mparting much greater Ilexsitity to the cable than H the coated steel

tapeisusedsmooth WmpoCtantparametersnh functnaetyo acable
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sheath wev* Pun er. deph, peolio, and amount 0.fitc4 th comma. COwruglon depth.
io nie coed it1 a gape. The dustypiastofolow

*4 practice ol Increasing corrugaion depth with lneeaslng cable The cable bend performance around any given mandr el, in general.
Owew . For . mlr €al dmrs. the n berotc g per lt'vs as a funckn o4 corugaltlon dcpth once the parameters are
inch awe Increaed. b with shallow c Wgton depth. Out the drsood. Asthedata rx s. thebond drmonc Isot linear
qwesdon *Nch tomains is wtich corrgalon parameters krf~tt the Iurihonwith co"gal ondepth.l.e.iv $ rdingfupnthe depth
grea tes gi" to th'e c*ab using coaled steel tape? of cotnsIton. Below about 0=022 Inch (0=00 mm). the cable bend

peowfmance Is margiral. We found l 6,4Iicu" so produce Calk. sped.
When Owe use a( co#ted F4i4l atmoring ta ts was InIroduced to the mans41 th such shalow depth t corrugation, as the fotng of the
Inaetry, ore slu dy wtc h was Inilated w s to eralae It e tct O 0h coMed steel tape wa (Okult with a eonrr nerrlu to :spd k As
ol ed sel aermon ta p on the trsilo strength 0 the cable sheath. the pth 04 of oflgri Increasod beyond this minimum, the rotation.
Fig ur 2 showsh N tshipbtweenthe deihof coffugatlo on "h shippeared to enter a seconood -1o ",' mioarlY~w ate

owed steel armoring te and the Ycm '$ Modujs o( the composle cable podomance Improved vth comr"gtion dpth.
coated Wekejocktf resin structure. Ttis structure was made by
corrugating coad stoe tapes io va ious depths, and Ien lorming a Inorder to assessthe r1ttm onhpb wtew corMation depth and bond
oaed sw etating resin conposke laque ias destiod earler to rfs.Tvarince i Is recessary to use the corrugation "epTh of the finished
evaibsle he jacket bond strongth of the coated steel. For this study 10 cae as the meIasured parmetr. If one chooses the set corrugation
cormr ions per inch (25.4 mm) were used. The cross$.cctlonal are3 depth as the corrugation par3mear, there are possil t s that tl
use in ter calculatIon 04 the Young's Modulus 6s based only on Ite uIIU Cotlatond dh .y b3e rded durnfon Iot heV, sizing
cOatled steltp, not the composile structure. Instead ( measuring des may squeeze the com,;gations out. resu ling In a decrease in tih
the 1aMet bond strngth of the composite plaque, a one Inch wide step cortugaiof dopt Further eflorts In this area have shown that i this
of meria was cut out of the pla.te. puled in a tensile los, and the squeezirg of the comgations Is excessive, actual weakening of lh
Yoor's Modulus was measured. coated steelt pe anda reasulting drop In cable bond poeormance can

oc.ur.

With no comgatIlons, the Young's Modulus of t h cale sheath Is equal In addition to the depth (A corrugation, tih prot of the cotrugation is
to tht 04 the substte steel used n the coated steet armoring tape, ctkiml to the functionality of the cable sheath. A study undertaken by
about 30 MM psI (20,000 k~c.na). The strength of the cable sheath Is Dow aid a cable nmnufacturer to dctrmine why some cable failures
eqa to that of the steel substrate component. As the depth 0( wettexperlencedresultedin theconclusion'thatall of thilcablefailtrs
corrugationincreases, theYoung's Modukrsol the cable sheath(based whichwere occurring wer produ edonone specificcable Fnoe. -ami.
on the thickness o4 the substrate stel) becomes less; I a corrugalion ntflon of this Eno Showed that one Signilicant difference bt voenit and
doh f about 0.022 to 0.024 inch (0.56 to 0.61 mm) tho Young's the others was that the corrugating rolls woe produced by diiferent
Modulus equals hat of lh cable sheath acketing resin. about 400,000 manufacturers, and resulted in signkanty different p(oles onl tl
psi (133.3 kN cmi). coated steel tpe. The corrugating rolls which produced good cable

resultdina smooth.sinudalprotlo. whilthe corugating roflt h ch
This ste ypOf Inlormation Is shown In Figure 3. where the relIon, produced the poorer cable had sharp peaks and valleys, a tdangular
ship betwon smooth and corrugated coated steel tpO versus sheath praftl.
lensl strength at very low elongati s is presented. The same
laboratory procedure to produce the above -samoe was followed to The amount ot jacketing resin which penetrates Into tih corrugation
produce these samples as well. The corrugatio, depthol the steel was valleys, or corrugation fil. I also ctitical to the funcionaf y of the cable
Wt o a standard depth of about 0.032 (0.81 mm),Vth 10 corrugaions sheith. Figure S shows the rel3tionshp between corrugation fill and
per inch (25.4 mm). cable bend performance. As the amount of corrugation till increases.

the cable bend performance inceases, Three methods are currently
A tensIle force on the specimen tends to pul the corrugations out, used in the extrusion of the cable ckeln resin over the corrugated
resuling in very low load values to achtlvo a given sheath elongation, coated steel tape: tube, vacuum. andpressuro Pressure extrusion is
For example, at 0.1% elongation, the total load on the plaque with recommended, as It provides good IUlin of tih corrugations with the
smooth coated steel is about 40 lb (18.1 kg), while at tie came resin. VacuumextruslonsanImprovementovertubeextrusion. butth
elongation far the plaque with corrugated coated steel tl load is only amount of corrugatlon in is dependent upon the efficiency of vacuum
about S Ib (23 k9). pulled, Tube extrusion Is not recommended duo to tile Inabitity to

squeeze the resin down Into the corrugations. The lack of corrugation
This work gives significant Inssght Into the functionality of the cable lilt will reduce te moasured jacket bond strength adl the c3b!e bend
sheath. There exists a fundamental relationship between the corruga, performance.
tlion depth and the cable mechanical performance; a critical depth Is
required before the belkws effect Is present and the cable has sufficient
flexbilily. Next we wilt show that this Iloxibiriy can be related directly to 5. OVERLAP FORMING:
the cable bend percrmarce. As the depth otcorrugation Increases, the
cable bend performance Increases. Another ctitl factor in the perfomance of the cable sheath Is the

coated steel tape overlap area. A woln formed overlap With the coated
steel tape bonded to itsell as wel as bonded to the jacketing resin will

Cable Performance Relationships To result in a cable sheath constructlonwhchwill behave as a *seamess"
Corrugation Parameters thin waled tube. This area In cable manufacture is probably the most

difficult as far as the development ol a functional bonded cable sheath
Extensive testing of finisheW ble by a numberof different manufactur- Is concerned. Much effort has been spent on understanding the
ers indicates that there isa 'critical depth' of corrugation, below which problems associated with the coated steel tape overlap.
the cable bend penormance Is marginal. Measurements Indicate that
this dephis around 0.020 inch (0.51 mm) to 0.024 Inch (0.61 mm), the Parameters which affect the ability to achieve a sealed seam and
same depth where the Young's Modukis at the corrugated coated steel bonded sheath at the coated steel tape overlap include.
tape equals that of the jacketing resin compound. Figure 4 shows the
cable bend performance as a function of the actual coated steel tape stool tape forming.
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- ixrulacondins, and coatedrtatsurfcesIn the ovrap, they should not affect theadhiesion
, processing as.between the coated metal tape and the jackoeting resinl.

One method of ar~ieving a functional bondced cable sheath by using an
Dlficy in lort"n of tiii coated steel Wae is due to live mechanical oid to seal the overlap has been repodcd."' In this case an adhesive
propmrtis of the substrate steel Rs speeiled In various opectcatiorts, tape is aplid over the coated steel tap overlap seam. Use of this
These mechanical properties *re required so t steel can pedfr britdging tape has virtually eliminated Jacket notchirig and slippage of
many of iks fufctiotm. soch as to provide rodent protection, Impart I"e from the overlap area even with poorly formed armoring tape.
mechanical strength to the cable sheath, and to otherwise pirotoct the OVt a sttdy of the failre mechanism of copper pair cable with a
cablecore. lmportant paramonetslnthe lormlngoftIN coated stooltape bonded sheath, the ratio of tIN cable urborided zeo*e width (at the Ioin.

rr4kte ability to form the steel top ongtudinally without excessive giudinaly termed corrugated steel tae overlap) to the jacketing
sptingack~wtich cancause the ovettapto open. andreogistratoo the lhclness.bt,.wasfound to be an Important crilnfordotermning the
corrugations; at the overlap to provide a snug fit. fallkiro modeof cable."' With the proper foring and seam seating of

thea coated steel tape overlap, no uribonded area wigl be present and the
Preforming or exitra forming of the coated steel t1pe edges has been ratio b/t will be zero. resulting in the cable sheath always acing Ike a
utilzed to reduce the tendency of the top edge of the tape to cut Into the thin waled tube with no zippering of the cable jacket.
cable Jacket" When forming tihe lop edge of the coated steel tape
downward attitie overlap to reduce theltendency of the etfgetI*cutlnto fIgure 6 shows the bend performance data for cable produced by
the Jacketing resin. one wiN prevent the snug f1t of the top and bottom controlling the cable parameters as described in this paper. This figure
eldges of the overlap. This in turn will redtice the ability to achieve a shows the relationship of corrugation depthto bend performance versus
sealed seam. mandrel to cable diameter ratio. The Industry requirement of 25 bends

around a 20 limes mandrel Is easily exceeded at a depth of 0.024 Inch
Mother area of concern for the overlap area occurs when running (0.6 mm). Increasing tie depth of corrugation to 0.035 Inch (0.9 mm)
floodled cable core designs. Due to the need for complete water resuls Ina cable having superbrbend performance. Theoverlapwas
blocking of the core, the foodanit Is typically pumped Into the core In positively sealed using iduction preheat. As a result, both of thes.
copios arrounts, Contamination of the overlap area can occur If the cabloshave withstood 1fullrevoltions onthe twist lestclipmentwith
floodant is squeezed out of the cable core during the coated steel tap, no damage or opening of the coated steel tap overlap.
forming process, Thiswilprevent theabilityto achieve aseald searm
If floodant see"s out of the overlap onto thea surface of the coated stool
tap, kcan also prevent a jacket bond in the overlap area. Use ofwater
swelialk tapes i the core to prevent longitudinal water flow would CNLSOHS
eliminate the presence of Iloodants which can Interfere with the adhe.
sion of the coated steel tape to fitel or thea maoing rosin.

I1. A critical corrugation depth is present forcables using longitudinally
The extrusion of the jacketing rosin onto the coaled steel tape Is also foarmed corrugated coated steel tape below which the cable sheath
critical,forIN moentirrate the contactbetweenlhejackoting resin and will not functlortwoll. Forlapes havingl 0 rvorugations per Inch. this
the plastic coating on the co.aled steel tape the stronger the resulting depth Is 0.020 to 0.024 Inch (0.51 to0.61 mmn).
bond will be between the two materials. Pressure extrusion, d!scussed
earlier In conjnction with fMling the corrugations, is reommended to 2. Crtclpoesn aaeesInld org~cotc~ua
achieve the strongest possible bond between the coating at thea overlap lion profile, corrugation fIMf. and overlap forming and seating.
area and the jacketing resin. This Initimate cont act will provide the best
heat transfer Into the coated steeltape ftrm the Jacket mel and provide 3. ResIn chokce and jacket thickness also play an Impodrtan role In the
the best sealed seim between the top and bottom coatings on the stool funictionaly of the cable sheath.
tape at the overlap.

4. Industry requitements forflexibility and sheath performance canbe
IllIs possible to achieve exceptional cable sheath performance With thea easily exceeded with proper attention to these various parameters.
use of processing aids to Insure a good sealed seam and faket bond
at the coated stool tape overlap. One method Is to Increase the amrount
of heat energy available to allow the coatings on thea coaled stool tapo
to molt and fuse together at the overlap. Methods of ImpartiNg additionalACNWEG NT
heat Include using Infrared preheat ovens or Induction preheating.ACNWEG NT
Induction preheating has been successful, and unitS for cable tines are
commercially available. The authars would like to than* Don Gromicki of the Engineered Laml*

A second method of achievng a seated seam Is fo Inject adhesive hot nates TS&D group forgeneration of much of the data presented herein.
ffiftsInt th cotedstol tpe verap.Dat wa geeraed howng We would also like to tha3nk the many customers who have utilized

the use of a hot melt in the overlap of a moisture barrier power cable, worted wethl usIn te rting andi caplicshationd of thvou
where the longitudinally formed tape Is one side coated 5 mit copper. wokditusn huclrldngadplctonfthvros
Table 2 showsthe elfact of mechanical stress on the ovardap sealed with process parameterswhlch effect the functionalityol the bonded sheath.

an ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) hot melt. The cable wns pulled through
aduct bank at the two levels of side wall boarlrvg pressure shown, The ___________________________
adhesion of the hot melt forming the seal was unchanged alter the test
Indicating that the Integrity of the seated overlap was maintained. REFERENCES

The use of hot melts In the overlap provides a good sealed seam and______________
exceptional cable performance. Several catble grade hot melts are
available, some specificatly designed for high temperature environ- 1. Nevoux, Paul Jr. and Hatton, William, *Designing Compression
ments as would be present In power cable applications. While the use ResistanceIn Loose Tube Cables, -Proceedings of the 36th Annual
of these hot melts should Improve the seam slrengjh between the Internaionil Wire and Cabina Synastum November. 1987.
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2. Yanizeskl, Johnson, and S~hd er.'Cab1#Shcafh DOravin Stud-
les anod Dh evekpalon olaoded Sta~xlh 3fh .L~r99- FIUR 1

Isof the "*h AnruWIi lnalnal Wire &Wd Cabl Sit'tn'.,
No~riflbtf, 1980. Cable Send Pcrorman-e versus Jacket Bond Strength

Coatedl Steel with LLOPE Jacket Resin, 12x Mandrel
3. MlchNo, Collins, West, and Klntrd, TOcnded ASP:, A &,pcAke

Sheah for dand Unounrdri~ld Cable*Ptc --I=of
Ib2.&w ngalnl gadGt y~jm Novrn.
bor 1980.

4. Gebizlioguta. Grirnad. Avant, and tUkon, Zpoflg FaiUes in
Telcm ntos Ca3bl JXd~. Prncetd= o 0111a 371h

5. Johnson. John, 'Pct Adhosion Testing of Pressuie.Sonsilrke
Adheslve Tepts,- AdheskvAs A Volurfl 11. Nufftr 4. Apil. 1 ,-

6. Maguit*. C. V. and Rossi, R., 'Cable Sheath Dosog andfPedamn.
anc* Crkvr4,"Pocedna of 'heg Millt Annual lnnti nnnML~ft

and ahi Svn ao'kim Novenbor. 1087.

7. Bel Comrnunications Research Technical Relfernc TR-TSY.
000421, lGenetic flequireannts for Metllic Tokcamalur*ition
Cables,* lIsu 2, June 1988.

Minimum Avecagle Jacket Resin Thickness
(End Samnple Measurement Technique)

Corem r Di"lo LA PE-221 flEA P6.3ol 'TR.Tsy.4t'
ki ("an) It(n) IM (M) Sheath)(E

0.5I,5 0.5015 OW(1s ,5714Set Young's Modulus versus Corrugation Depth
0.90(22")0,051&2 1.3) 0.057(1,45)40

1.06(2N-67) 0.063 (1,61) 0.M6(1.62) 0-057 (1,45)
1.20(30,4) 0.072(1,40) 0.0675 (1.71) 0.07 (1,45)
1.35(34.20) 0.072(1.80) 0,0675 11.71) 0 VA (1,47)
1.30(36.10) 0.061(2M07) 0,072(1.10) 0.000(1,54) 0
1.75 (44,45) U1001 (2071 0.0721,10) 0.065 (1,65)
1,90(4126) 0000(2.25) m 001 (2.07) 0,007(171)
2,05(52.07) 0.000 (2.2S) I0.081 (2.07) 11.0-.0 (1,77)
2.20(01.8) 0.0" (2.32) I0.0%)(2.25) 0072(1.84)20

2. Mra alpom Ca
3, Mata~i'c Comanunicaion Cablos to-

0.
0 to N0 30

Overlap Seamr Seal Adhesion
Side Wall Bearing Pressurea Test

BEFORE TEST AFTER TEST
DESCRIPTION WAJN NWMM ILBAN IIIIAM

1,600 ib'h 56.3 9.86 59.8 10.47
(23.4 kN/m)

2,000 lbilt 56.3 9.66 51.0 8.96
(29.2 kNim)
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Sheath Tensile Strength versus Sheath Elongation
Cable Bend Performance Versus Corrugation Fill

Coated Steel with LLDPE Jtcketing Resin,
12x Mandrel, 35 mil Corrugation Depth

II-

12 6. '4 ,1 -.-4

4

co.m0tlU10 fill 0 0)

GE4 (=r-E 6
Cable Bend Performance versus

Actual Corrugation Depth Cable Bend Performance versus Mandrel to Cable
Coated Steel with LLDPE Jacketing Resin, Diameter Ratios for Different Tape Corrugation Depths

7X Mandrel Coated Steel with LLDPE Jacketing Resin

10 to40G..

20

00
Mm*eftoC IX.W 1 Vlaflh.R

0
0 20 ;

AetualCoeJgation Deth (mils)
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M Q;-R.I.$T 2MEVEWP1IETS_1W HIGH TIEIFWRTURE CoIPOSTE KTERIAIS

FOR TAUE WRAPDWIRE MD4 CA-Bu CONsyRUCTION2

C.C.Lupton Jr., H.M. LaTorra, J.A. Effenberger, K.G. Koerber and J.V. Petriello

Chemical Fabrics Corporation (CHEWAB)
701 Daniel Webster Highway, lFerrimack° NHl 03054

I. ABSTRACT TALE I
Comparison of Polyimide (PI) and Fluoropolymer

Technology has recently been refined to (P) Properties
manufacture high performance thin films with
multiple thin lwvers. Films with up to eight Px rp
layers have been manufactured using polyimide,
various fluoropolyaers and heterogeneous Temperature Resistance + +
components such as pigments. Adhesion between
layers of the film is excellent. With proper Chemical Resistance "
selection of film construction, fusing a tape
to itself or to another tape is easily rchieved Cut through & Abrasion PRsistance + -

at reasonable temperatures. SaSpace & Weight Saving + -

Hethods are described to use these tapes to
address surface smoothness, arc track Arc Track Resistance (AC Power) - +
resistance, laser markability, color and
conductivity. Electrical Properties + +

Code: + Area of strength
- Area of relative deficiency

1I. 7TRODUCTON ....
.,andidave materials developed in the last 30

The design and selection of materials for high yea., whtch exhibited severe deficiencies which
temperature wire and cable insulation is a were discovered only after the materials were
difficult task. One must balance and optimize in servtce.1

requirements for space, weight, electrical
properties, cut through and abrasion However, composite oultilayered structures have
resistance, chemical resistance, high and low shown great promise for exploiting the
temperature resistance and freedom from unusual advantages of each material while minimizing or
occurrences, such as arc tracking. even clivainating the flaws of each. This

approach is used in creAting modern rigid
Over the years, several polymeric systems have advanced polymr composites from high
been evaluated for this application. Over performance thermoplastics and thermosets and
time, polylmides and fluoropolymers have proven from glass, carbon fiber, aramids and other
to offer the most promising balance of reinforcements. A similar technology has
properties. A comparison of the properties of proven very powerful in the packaging industry
these materials is illustrated in Table I. where flexible films, sheets, thermoformed tubs

and bottles are made with multiple thin layers
of different plastics. Such flexible packaging

IT. WHY COIPOSITE HATERTALS composites are principally produced by melt
coextrusion or by extrusion coating.

As can be seen from Table I, neither
fluoropolyhers or polyimides taken alone While melt process fluoropolymers and
exhibit all of the properties desirable for polyimides have been made and offered
service as a high temperature wire and cable comercially for many years, the high melt
insulation. Also, it has not been possible to temperatures, high melt viscosities, tight
synthesize a single polymeric material able to crystal line structures and/or three
meet all performance requirements. There is dimensional molecular networks of the best
also some resistance to consideration of new performing fluoropolymers and polyimides make
materials without very extensive testing them impossible to process by conventional melt
because of experience with at least two extrusion. This has dictated that tape
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wrapping be used to proceus these materials portion of the thickness can flow to form a
Into wire insulation. A few high performance uniform smooth outer surface. This material is
composite tapes have betn available to wire now In us* In these applications where ease of
manufacturers for sooe time'. We have recently installation iz a serious concern.
made many adv,'nces in the technology of
manufacture and use of flexible composite An illustration of the properties of bondable
materials and we would like to make this PTrC films is given In Table II.
preliminary report on films which are now
available and which may offer unique TAM 1I
opportunities for upgrading the performance of
wire and cable constructions. Individual Properties of PTFE melt bondable films%
layers in these composite films range in
thickness from .05 to .6 mil$ (1.2 to 13 e tValue & HML hod
microns).

Tensile Strength
Our efforts are continuing and we expect soon
to define other attractive complex films and Hachine Direction psi 4200 D882-545
tapes as well as to offer specific data Transverse Direction psi 4200 D882-54B
regarding the performance of these novel
insulating materials in service. Elongation

111. _rrU4 2.UCTIO NOW AVAIAIME Hachine Direction 400% D882-54B
Transverse Direction 4001 D882-546

A. Easy to Use PTFM Bated rilms
Specific Gravity 2.1-2.2 D792-50

The fluoropolymer with the highest continuous

service temperature capability is Tear Strength, psi 400-800 0624
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). We have
refined the technology for processing this Stiffness, 771F,psi 50,000 D747
material into extremely thin films, for
manufacturing films with multiple PTFE layers Water Absorption 0.00 0570-42
with different properties, and for producing
multilayer films where some layers are pure Hoisture Permeability e.001"
PTFE for the highest temperature capability and g/100 sq in/24 hrs 0.2
other layers are thermally bondable due to the
presence of fluorinated copollmers such as rEP Specific Heat
or PFA or of fluoropolymer alloys which can BTU/lb/oFelOO-260OF .25
achieve tenacious bonding to themselves or
other films at moderate processing temperAtures Coefficient of Thermal
but will retain bond strength at the 2601C use Expansion IoFe77-144* 5.5xl0"| 0698-44B
temperature of PTFE.

Embrittlement Temperature <-100 F
These films are highly consolidated and have a
high tensile strength. They are easy to work laximum Continuous Service
with and can be set up and used on conventional Temperature 2600C
tape wrapping equipment. We believe that the soor
high consolidation of these films provides an
improvement in cut through relative to paste Flammability, in/min non- D835-44
extruded PTFE films. flamable

A reported problem with highly consolidated Resistance to Weathering excellent
PTFE films in the past has been that the lip
which is formed during the tape winding would Static or Kinetic Co-
tend to catch and tear during the pulling of efficient of friction
the construction over a corner or sharp against Polished Steel 0.04
surface. To address this concern, we have
developed a film material in which a sizeable Solvent Resistance chemically
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Electrical Proerties bonds the MT layers to pure fluoropolymer
layers, such as are described in A above.

Dielectric Constant 60-101 hz 2.0 D150-54
Arc tracking appears to be self perpetuating

Dissipation ractor 60-101 hz .0.0003 D150-54 once the phenomenon starts. To eliminate arc
tracking, it is important that the

Volue Resistivity >101S  D257-52 fluoropolymer be present at the exact point in
the construction where the arc tracking is

Surface Resistivity, occurring. The two approaches listed above
100RH megohms 3.6x101 D257-52 allow the wire designr to position the PTM

precisely where it ', desired in the
Dielectric Strength, construction.
Short Time .001" V/Hil 4200 D149-55

C. Lser Hrkabilitv
Surface Arc Resistance, Sec Does Not

Track D495-48 Wire constructions are being developed which
will use lasers to mark the wire. Infrared
lasers (both conventional and excimer) and

B. Elimination of Arc Trackina ultraviolet lasers are now being used. We have
been able to design tapes using our ultilayer

Although polyimide films may exhibit arc technology where a layer of one color will
tracking under both wet and dry conditions at ablate under the laser light to reveal a layer
relatively low voltages, fluoropolymer of another color. These tapes give excellent
materials show particularly excellent arc track permanent laser arkaility with no compromise
resistance in tests designed to simulate of high temperature properties.
current aircraft power system. An exhaustive
analysis of arc tracking is beyond the scope of D. Uniquely Colored Taes
this report. However, a number of
organizations have reported to us that PTTC On occasion, requirements appear for unique
films and/or polyimides layered with PTE can coloration such as transparent coloration or
reduce or eliminate any tendency of the special colors. Our ability to produce thin
polyimide to arc track under realistic use layers with discrete colors, such as is
conditions. It is suggested that maximizing mentioned in C above, allows us to address
the ratio of PTFE to polyimide in an these requirements also.
appropriate geometry will minimize the tendency
to arc track. L.JConductive Tapes

Developing a usable polyimide layered with PTFE Our multilayer film technology allows us to
is very difficult because of the poor adhesion manufacture filled conductive tapes4. These
between polyimide and PTFE which causes the materials have resistivity in the range of 3000
layers to separate easily and can cause the ohms/square. They will readily heat seal and
composite to have poor insulation integrity and the conductivity is totally maintained across
relatively poor cut through resistance. We the heat seal.
have developed technology for producing
excellent adhesion between polyimide and PTFE. FERENCES
Tapes using this technology u-11 retain a
strong bond at temperatures up to and beyond 1) An early fluoropolymer,
2601C. polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) had a

thermal ebrittlement problem which only
Two different approaches to arc track reduction appeared after the material had been in service
have been used inv ,i',ng polyimide/PTFE as a wire Insulation for a period of time. An
laminated films. Ot,, -"rroach uses a aromatic polyketone insulation, which was
relatively thick layer ut I ITEo such as a .5 promoted in the mid 1970, was attacked by
mil/1 mil/.5 mil film to bi..ld the certain solvents and this problem was not
concentration of PTFE in the finished productl. realized until the material was in service.
The other uses a thin layer of PTFE, such as a 2) The Kapton F polyimide/fluoropolymer films
.125 ril PTFE/1 mil polyimide/.125 mil PITE and offered by the DuPont Company and the
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fluoropolymer and polyinide/fluoropolymers
films offered by the Dilttrix Corp. and by the
Toraion Co*rp and now offered by the Torsion
Division of the Chemical. rabFics Corporation
under the tradenam C)4DW1 are notable
examples of composite constructions.
3) This material in designated CHEUMU DF
29l9XR.
4) This material is designated CHEHIU1 OF
1471.
5) These materials art designated C1UCHFlJ DF
1700 uhen one side is melt bondable and
CHinFixk Dr 1700D6 when both sides are melt
bondable.
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PIAMC CI.Afla M, w IM-M~ A= AD flW MLICt SMt41it.
FMMM AND~ wOctID INMoMUATItf

M1hlgeo Shimizu. aKniffil INuavra. Tougmo SAWo And YotilkAzu M.'tsuda

Ilc iaruak wA Electic Co.. Ltd.
lchilinrn, Chiba4. 700 Jai'mw

~~ntn~rI I in"oda'tlf

1VrpIir~ cladiding fiber) with A large fare LAN Is' ono of tito Iw4%"rtant j14l I. tlieo of fibgr
diom~tw And Writb N.A. Is advAntAgqaYfo it aort tiptir trAntaiss'laon1. Dg ei of till larrge tort And
ditittet Appliication sitst-1 As t.'Ntiot&A Aron high, N.A. It Is eas'y to roun*Ie the iVP to IUP IlIght
nao.works). Indesor Andi Outdoor CAbies'. Anti reliable s'ource. and than orost for (fabriratilig traim.saoo
Jointing techniquaes were reqiretd. module Is redurofq. Ibereforc, its view of reaIIting

IrF#a with, pure t'ilica. core Anti fiuoroacrylAtit resin A cronomic~t ssystein Men iI cables' Are AdvAntAg'ous
cladding w"s. t&tV0giopd, And Its N.A. wa 0.4. for the short distanvc system. Fin. I shos An wat Inc

irto types of cables were dsisgned. lubricated of the system.
AndI studied on trAFAMission1, inrhanlral Anti eonviron- Mite Prata ically asling tho KF! In various W.s
ffental properties. fvl1%ming Are req~uired.

Up to now, only connec~tors with loss of I to 3 dB (1) 1"1 cables can) be Available for Indoor Anti
have been Available for Jointing thia IVP. Fusion outdoor Application%.
splicing Is expected to be desirable for a system (2) Field splicing can be easily done In shofrt,

with long lengti, outdoor MCP cables. A practical tI. I
fusion spi icing technique wia developed for the MilIs report presents tlia dcveiopments of new MTCI
first time. Splicing loss was not larger than ID.4- di cabies and spiliig terliniqe~ for Ilh e i~tilch
:it the temperature from -101C to 480r_ imcet the above requirements.

From these results, It Is concludcd thaxt applica-
bIllity of the MrP cables cait be expanded to balls
Indoors andi outdoor%.

TranTransceiver

PCF Indoor Cable ?CF Outdoor Cable rcr Indoor Cable

Fig. 1 Inter-building Wiring System
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2I I 4M'Uted Fiber 1(()V () Strotilth Xtabtr MOWl~r
MrIs witit pure stIlIra rore And fluorone'rylAtv IXr,~- c MtC eath

resin Ciladding "Vire ja ketcd by 1-1-T- (1ttlvientmL
WrAfi,,oarogttylenv ro-pol,%er). Olimtrs of tore.

claddings And JAvkat ware Mg ^s 210 ita Andi 'fM ). (it) 2-4?orc Flat CAblo
respectively. N~.A. wAs 0.4.

12 tIndoor Cablns
1'W* typris of IKP eables wqrq fAbrivated And

examinedl by enviromil~ta tests. O-na was A ;!-tore jacketed Fibtr

flat cattle andi the othbtr was ai 2-korq strande~d cable. stwt Atsbtr (KcIl~t)
as ownav In 1ig, 2Wa And 2(b), rcoetivaly. ie I'M shc~lh
flat cable has goodf flexlblity Andti tanf Is sulkAbil ( XSre b br
fat wi:'ing the M'C in sacti I bendti. Te istranded rAble qCSrn
htAs lilgli mnrhnkAl strengitli Anti Is advontageous for wrppn ta
tru~nk line in thia buildings. ?VC shwht

'13 Citdoor Cable kil I ore Mtraded CA4,le
It is required ftt tno cable to be constructed by

ni &-ntAlic ie terials for preventing trAnsmission
.odules fromi dwAxaes by lixthtning. ltranei
Induction Andi so on. A44 In view of vl nomivai design
Andi hisli resisotivity to coviranmrwnt. (lie MI cable
withi a *ottcd core andi P1E(poly ethtylenc) shieath was
J'atricatted for outdoorn. -jacketed Fiber

1114 thlerml expanding cioefficirlnt of thia Cable Is strengtht Mcobtr (IM)

large~r tihan that of the Javkctcd WI' placedl In the - sletted Care
silot. At at.,voted tenilaratura. the M-I' c:n not ~ rappint Wase
elongAtte with thet aIuttiad tort. Anti then the jacketed P C ShcAth
I' may be pressed to the wallI of the slot by thlia

retioi of wound radius of the MT-.
By proper design of 1.111 3hape Anti SIXC of %lot.

the Jacketedl N' lin the alot wiy freely mve lit the (0) Slotted Cziblo
slot And loss degradition at elevated tritiperattire
couid b42 remar)kably ipreved.

Pi. 2 Cross-sectionAl Structure of WI' Cabies

Items Text 2-core Flat 2--core Strandtd Slotted Cable
Condition Cable Cable

Tensile Gauge Length 10m 10 16020
Strength NO) 0 do) (0. 041 do) (a0. ofdi)

Bendint: (nim 180' Bending 20 25 100
C(0dD) (0. 01 do) C0 dii)

lTit'ding 5 Tlurnsi/I m (0 do) C0 diii 0 doi)

Impact (pound- feet) 25 PinWoight 3 9 9
1 Time 0OdD) (0.02do) CO dii)

Compression NIg) 50 urn Widtht Plate 60 100 250
111 (0. 10 dii) (0. 13 dii) C0 dii)

A-0. 82 um

Table I Results of Mechanical Tests
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At~ttntons or tboe~ rxtjioa wvort l thr LI*'
At 0.412 ^.~

TWOl t AII4w% tsIits of whAnIcai tests. Ir(-
thtse r.,Aqltls It weta (otind IN~t thes~e rAbi0n* have
exselcnt sweh.'eftl propriCJ sofficnt (or 3
przictic'alI h~r~l InK. 8-iz2 jan

Pfeswilf of ttowtvaitarq cycle test for the flat
cabl. the stretn$fti cAittn and the sltted c.etis: Are
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4. FuIla Sliie.h T"ltnlinu. FinAlly. the spliced fiber Is covered with a

It it vll knoon that fusion Splicing ,wthodi for thor.mplatlc resin sleeve for Addltilonl rlmddi g
optical silica libers hAs low Jointing Ios And 'rA h at shrinkmhle plAntle tube with rqlnfare e nt

hi h rellabli ltl es. 1i -vur, up to now, It sw A s haow In ig.7 .
difficult (or the fusion splicing tqehnlque to be Vnaturo of Ihis n-emthod Ar As (ollow*
used for the I'Vi. * e reasons were as foll : I) 1'he lpiS1- can be made without 6trip'ing ttht

I) It ws neetd#d to strip the cladding resin cladding resin. For this purp*oAs. now plAtilc

before the fusion splicing procedure. livvoer. rpsin f r rladding w s d evlopd. And thlrkntit

it "s diffiulIt to do so, ihcau is of tlght -4o reduced (or easily de"-o'sl.
adhesion of the cladding resin to silica core 2) Freh cIatbllng an the spliced (Ibqr CaNt b_
for realizing good transmission And *ehAnical rokoAted it short time. lrew dvelopild solu-

propertis. tlion for rladdlng resin Is qtpirkly cured And
2) It Look A long time to repair the clakding hAs a funrtion for smootling the boundary

layer After the fusion splicing procedure. between core Andi adhitional clAdding.
Fig.6 sho A procedure of the newly developed 1 lThe splilced finor Is protected by the lhvr"

fusion splicing mwthod for tlh Ir-'I. lI'miti slerV for Additional iladdlingh And the

Firstly, 1T Jaeket Is stripited, vwle resin clad- shrlnikable tube for rinforcrmont.

dior Is not stripped.
Secandly, fibers Are cleaved and spliccd by fusion.

lkrq, a conventional splicing mchine for silica

glass graded Index fiber was used, but the splice

condition "a optimled for the IF.
Thirdly. as the cladding resin of the Iil it

thqrLally decomcnied by fusion, Another thin resin
Is reroAtcd on the spliced fiber A* at newly recovered
cladding.

Jxcketin- Rem aoval

FIb Fiber

Rtca~td ltAddlnc

Fusion splicing Thermoplastic Resin

JaktdFiber

Recoating with
Cladding Material Strenctlh N!ciber

IHeat Shrinkable Tube

Reinforcsents

Fi. 6 Fusion Splicing Procedure Fig 7 Spliced Fiber with Reinforcement
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Fj'.8 okhrw" fusion spii'ei#s losis. It WAI CdAMIViO
thMt averAgefi joint~ing less~ "* P 2t dii Atil oat.' fifth
to one fifcw"ht of eOndr.Fix-9 slAws 4 tco".
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4 kK( And eqgIvalent to that of *IlkvA flbttr at. 1 01,
elonsAtion.
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silicA care. fluoraftetyl~te clAdding Anti ITV JAtkti
werv dcvelopevd. Two were Indoor cAbles And one weA%
a hoivaetAllic outdoor cAble. TrAoxiisslon rind sPeclma
nical proiltrties of these vAbles %were revealed qluite
sAtisfActory. .JU 0 20 40 Go 80

A practical fusion spliiing tivihn~it for the I'M~
was ;levelopvdt. Averaged slicing ioa wast not larger T~rtr ~
thAn 0.4 d!) At the te#1rature frot -10 to 480'C. It
%%vi rcrly loss thant connector loss.

Frtm thovie resulto. It lit conc'ludIed that Appiea- Fix. 9 TewaierAturs: Desinndence Of Fusion SMIleIPI
hillty of IICP rAtilps can be extntided to hath ltdoors Ls
Andi outdoors.
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DEVLOMNT OF NOVEL MJLTIPLE SINGLE-MOOE FIBER CONNECTOR

CONPOSEO OF V-GROOVED SILICON CHIP AND OUIDE-PINS

KAZWIiTO SAITO TOSHIAKI KAKII HIDETOSHI ISHIDA SHUZO SUZUKI

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
Yokohama, Japan

ABSTRACT 2. SV CONNECTOR DESIGN

A multiple single-mode fiber connector has been The connecting method, with guide-pins, has the
developed for use In optical comunications advantage of reducing the size of the connector.
systems, especially for connection of high-fiber Figure I shows the basic structure of the SV-12
count subscriber cables. In order to achieve a (for X2-fiber ribbon) conntctor. Two conniector
low loss connection, the connector design mainly plugs with 12-fiber ribbon and precisely aligned
comprises a high precision grinding technique for by two guide-pins and four spring clamps. Thus,
a silicon bonded chip. T,dis technique is used to the connector has a simple structure and the
produce many triangular fiber holes between two connecting operation is easy. Generally
guide-pin V-grooves which provide precise tonnectors using guide-pin for alignment are
connector alignment. The connector has a simple affected seriously by two factors: First, there
structure, therefore It Is possible to reconnect are the eccentricity of the fiber position
it easily and quickly. It has been found that against the guide-pin position, second, the
the mean connecting loss for non-identical destribution of the guide-pin diamter. However,
single-mode 12-fiber Is approximately 0.3d&, the our newly developed SV connector can avoid these
loss variation is less than 0.2dB for So problems for its superior constructions. We
reconnections. explain about it in the following.

1. INTROOUCTION CCtIaCTCR PLUG

In fiber optic communications systems, single- SPRI-1 CLAMP
mode fibers are used to provide high quality
services to met the various demands of
subscribers. Because high fiber count cables are
demnded for subscriber transmission lines, GUC P11
multiple fiber connectors will be required
[1J(2]. In this system, it Is necessary to
accommodate a large number of connectors in a
closure or pulling eye of a pre-connectorized
cable, therefore the conneztor is required to be
small in size and easy to coinect. Furthermore,
lower cost and lower loss are important factors
because of the higher number of connectors
betwen a telephone office and subscribers, and
the introduction of lower cost emitting and
receiving devices into the system.

For th',.. purpose, we have developed a novel
multiple single-mode fiber connector which we
call the SV connector. The connector has a Figure 1 Structure of SV-12 connector
Silicon V-grooved capillary chip which is a ;gh
precision connector ferrule using an o.-ced (for 12-flber ribbon)
grinding technique, and is suitable for mass
production [3]. This paper describes the desi,,
and characteristics of the new connector for
fiber ribbon.
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2.1 PRIKIPj[ F ALLCLHEN I CHANIS IB.FeER RMN

In order to achieve low loss for multiple fibers, RUER OOT
we adopted the aligning mechanism of compressing \ \
and fixing the guide-pins on the guide-pin PAO
grove which are parts of the silicon chip.
Figure 2 Illustrates the contact surface of the
silicon chip. The silicon chip has many
trianular fiber holes between two V-grooves for
guide-pins. The V-grooves are manufactured
without a precise etched process, which is
generally utlized in the field of semiconductor
technology, thus the only process needed is the
advanced grinding technique. It I% difficult to
produco the two kinds of V-groove which differ in G.CLAM9 HouSt4
depth, for fiber and guiue-pin, if the V-grooves
are manufactured by the use cf an etched process. t
However, the grinding technique will successfully
produce the different V-grooves togiither .'ng
only one process. Moreover, the gt, Jing Figure 3 SV-12 connector plug
technique has few processes than the etched loe,
so it is suitable for mass production attribute
to lowr cost. The deviation of relative
position between each fiber holes and guide-pin
grooves are within ±O.S a in the direction of
both the pitch and depth of the V-groove, and
that of the othar surrounding chip size do not
influence the connecting loss. 2.2 OETAIL OF CESIGN

To align connectors by two guide-pins, the guide- Figure 3 shows a SV-12 connector plug. The plug
pin position must be precisely fixed on the consists of a G-clamp housing, the silicon chip
silicon chip against fiber position. For this and a rubber boot. The G-clamp housing fixes the
purpose, the guide-pin is pressed against the guide-pins to V-grooves realizing low loss and a
wall of the V-groove of the silicon chip. If the stable connection. When the guide-pin is
V-groove for guide-pin is coveree by the wall and inserted into the guide-piti ;rfove, the pressure
forms a triangular hole like those for fibers, a pad, which is a part of the G-clamp housing,
serious problem for a clearance betwen the elastically deforms upward and the reAction force
triangular hole and the guide-pin will occur, and compresses the guide-pin on the V-gioove. The
we can't expect a stable connecting loss. pressure force is not strong, and the Inserting
Therefore this exposed V-groove structure is friction for the guide-pin Is less than lOOgf,
necessary for low loss and stable cotnections. which is the desirable value for the ,operation of

guide-pin inserting. This first connecting step
is sufficient to provide the pro-alignment of the
guide-pin, however, the situation of the
connecting plugs are unstable, by external forces

PRESSURE FORCES such as tension, flex, twist etc. Therefore, in
the second step of the connecting procedure, the
spring clamp is attached to the plug as shown in

6E PI Figure 1. As a result, the total pressure forcesfor guide-pin increases up to 3kgf, and the
00.7 stable connection is realized.

The size of the SV-12 connector plug is 8.4(W) x
3.4(H) x 12.0(L) mm3, and the cross-sectional
area is only 2.4mm 2/fiber. The diameter of the
guide-pin is 0.7mm, the length is 14.m. The
dimension of two plugs joined and four spring
clamps is 11.2(W) x 6.5(H) x 26.0(L) mmu as shown

SVCO1 CtP FIBER HaLES in Figure 4. These sizes are suitable for easy
handling and accommodating in a narrow space,
such as a closure. The spring clamp is slightly

Figure 2 Contact surface of silicon ship larger than the plug, because the clamp is
attached using a clamping tool and it has a
catching portion against the tool.
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3. CGNNECTOR TESTS

The SV connector design objectives of small siZe,
IZ60 low loss and low cost were evaluated by testing

samples to standard mechanical and environmental
tests. The samples were assembled with 12-fiber
ribbon made from standard Sumitomo single-mode
fibers. The loss measurements were made with
1.3pm LED sources, and the loss measured with

65 index matching material.
2(m) 3.1 CONNECTING LOSS

Sixteen 12-fiber SV connector (SV-12 type) were
assembled for insertion loss measurements, all

Figure 40Dimensions of two connectors Joined combinations of the two SV connectors were
connected. Figure 6 showt the histogram of the
connecting loss for 760 non-identical fiber
connections. The averaged loss was 0.33dB. This
value includes some large losses such as the
maximum loss 1.77dB. It is considered that the

2.3 ASSEMBLY PROCESS larger loss is caused by the distribution of the
fiber diameter and core eccentricity in addition

Assembly of the silicon chip and the G-clamp to processing errors of the silicon chip.
housing is done before the insertion of fibers Consequently the large value is reasonable in the
Into the chip. The ussembled chip which we call random fiber connections.
the SV ferrule is small enough to carry.
Therefore the SV connector can be assembled in The relationship between the connecting loss and
both the factory and the field, each fiber position is shown in Figure 7. The

result indicates that the fiber position does not
Figure 5 indicates the assembly process of fiber. exert an influence on the loss, and that the
The fibers are inserted into the ferrule from the processing precision of V-groove position and
end surface of the chip with adhesive through the quantities. Therefore the number of fibers to be
rubber boot. This procedure is basically the connected can be chosen without loosing connector
same as one for a general single fiber connector, quality. Actually we prepared a variety of SV
and is possible to assemble without being skilled connectors that included up to 18 fibers, upon
and without special tools. After fibers are the user's request.
fixed by the adhesive, the front surface of the
ferrule is polished, and last, the rubber boot is
attached.

200 Ave. a 0.33dB

Max. z 1.77dB
11 = 760

CONNECTCR PLG 150 (non-identical SM fibers)

U
r

!* 00
II

U.

RUBBER BOOT
0 0.5 1.0 1.5

FMER RIBBON 0 Connecting loss (dB)

Figure 6 Connecting loss histogram of all fibers
Figure 5 Assembly process of fibers
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3.2 REPETITION sln.qloodeo12-f1b ribbon

O.s (with "tching 141)

Figure 8 shows the loss changes of the two fiber ,uor ofr seolts. 60

positions (No.6 and No.12) in same connector for
50 connections and reconnections. The behaviors 0.4
of the loss change closely resemble each other in
spite of the difference of the initial connecting
losses. This tendency can be explained in terms 0.3
of the miss-alignment of the guide-pin. The 2 .* A

standard deviations were 0.06dB and 0.11dB : S

respectively, and these values have no problem 0.2 . .....,:for practical use. °  
. . , .

3.3 TEMPERATURE CYCLING 0 '" \

The temperature cycling performance was measured
over the range of -300C to 600C. The loss change
of two fiber positions (No.1 and No.6) and the o.o
schedule of the thermal cycle are shown in Figure Z 3 4 t 6 6 o 10 II 12
9. Loss changes of less than 0.2dB occured over Fibor position
the given temperature range.

Figure 7 Relationship between connecting loss
and fiber position

1.0

~fiber position 012

b fiber Postion 16

0,

o o 30 40 so
Repitationi (times)

Figure 8 Repetition test

Sfofloor positlen *I

• 0,2 .... * .... flier postlt 16 [~ ~*,6
0- f I ! I f

4.2

05 50

Time (hour)

Figure 9 Temperature cycling test
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3.4 SIMARY OF. PERFORMANCE REFERENCE

In addition to above tests, testing samples were (1] T. Satake, N. lKashima and Mi. Oki, "Very
measured to vibration, humidity resistance, and small single-mode ten-fiber connector",
retention. These test results are also IEEE, J. Lightwave Tech., Vol.6, No.2, 1988.
summuarized in Table 1. The result5 were found to
be satisfactory. C23 T. Haibara, S. Nagasawa, M. Matsumoto and Mi.

Kawase, "Single-mode multifiber technique
for high-denst-,y high-count subscriber

4. CONCLUSION cables", in Pro,,. 37th IWCS, 1988.

A novel multiple single-mode fiber connector has (3) T. Kakii, h. SUito and S. Suzuki,
been designed for use In optical commnunications "Oeveopment of a silicon V-groove guide
systems and Is composed of a precisely V-grooved hole type SN multi-fiber connector", 1987
silicon chip, G-clamp housing and two guide-pins, Natl. Cony. Rec., JEICE, 2004.
The silicon chip is manufactured by using an
advanced grinding technique which Is suitable for
mass production. The processing precision of the
silicon V-groove Is within !O.Sism.

To reduce the ferrule size and to realize low
loss with simple structure, we adopted the
aligning method to use two guide-pins and V-
grooves. The dimension of two Joined 12-fiber SV
connectors with spring clamps Is 11.2(W) x 6.5(H)
x 26.0(1) m3n. The average connectinC loss for
single-mode 12-fiber ribbon was 0.33dB (with
matching oil) which is a satisfactory value for a
multiple single-mode fiber connector.

Table 1 Optical characteristics and reliability test

Test Condition Loss

Concigloss A'u1.3Oum. LEO vrg .d
Connecting Single-mode 12-fiber ribbon (with matching gel) Avrgc05d

P~petition I50 times Standard deviation
______________[Connector cleaning on every 5 times 0.15dB

Vbain In direction of X, Y and Z Loss change
vibaton 1.Amplitude: ilomt, 50Hz 4 0.1dB

Teprtr-yln 300C to 4600C Loss change
Temertue cclng 6 hrs/cycle x 8 cycles (total 4Bhrs) c 0.2dB

Humidity resistance 800C. 951ARH, for 72hrs Loss change
< 0.2dB

Rtnin Tension: 1.Okgt, O.Smo/sec Loss change
Retentio O .1dB

Return loss X13p 4d(measure back reflection) -5d
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DEVEI.OPMENT OF A NON-DI"TRJUCTIVE TEST FOR MICIEOIEND LOSS MNECIIANISSIS
IN CABLED FIRRE

P.A.Sultono J.LL.Roberts, A.T.Summers - STC
A.Phoenix, D.Rees - Polytechnic of Wales0

'Cable Products Division, Newport, Gwent, UK.
40 Treforev, Mid Glamorgan, UK.

ABSIRACT. is to assess the susceptibility or fibres to the phenomenon.
without explaining the causes of that susceptibility. An aim of
this investigation has therefore been to rlate microbend

Microbending within optical fibres is a lots mechanism sensitivity to fibre parameters.
which is accentuated during cable manufacture. Whilst the From the above considerations, the requirements in
fibres' transmission chaiscteristics are invariably within the analysing the microbending phenomenon were taken to be as
required spe1ification, some deteriorate due to the cabling rollows-
process. No method currently exists for identifying fibres most
likely to exhibit this beha*our. This paper describes attempts (1) A repeatable, representative mcrobend test was required
to address this Issue and to identify the parameters dictating which would be non destructive to the fibre samples;
microbend performance. A new microbend test is developed
which is repeatable and representative, and a model is presented (II) The results of the mcrobending tests should be linked to
which enables fibre performance to be predicted. a fibre's physical characteristics in an attempt to develop

los prediction e"vorithms relevant to all fibres.

1TRoi l o. These considerations were predominant in progressing
the work.

Optical fibre cables have many advantages over their co-
axial and copper equivalents which include light weight, small TEST DEVELOPMENT AND OBJECTIVE-.
diameter and excellent transmission characteristics. Itowever,
optical waveguides are sensitive to mechanical and
environmental influences and the preservation of the fibre's In the previous section, the objectives of the work were
properties is a major challenge in cable manufacture. outlined. A microbending test was required which was both

Two major mechanisms of signal loss in cabled fibres repeatable and representative. Repeatability implied not only the
have been classified as macro and microbending. While the need for consistent results across several samples of the same
mechanisms of macrobending are well documented and fibre, but also embodied the notion of total test non-
understood 11,21, those of microbending are not. Broadly, destructiveness.
microbending is a mechanism of loss caused by perturbations The test was intended to be representative in as far as
along the fibre axis. The magnitude of the microbending effect the results measured could be extrapolated to predict microbend
in a cabled fibre is a function of both the fibre's parameters, attenuations within cables. The ultimate aim was to quantify the
and the way the fibre rests in the cable. relationship between measured test attenuations and individual

When a bobbin of fibre is tested before cabling to fib . parameters. This would allow the test to be superseded by
establish its inherent loss, the observ-d attenuation will not only a Performance prediction algorithm utilising fibre parameters.
be a function of the fibre itself, but also of the way it is wound In designing a new microbend test, the shortcomings of
onto the drum. A fibre within specification can appear to have existing tests were considered and the design modified to
an excessively high loss simply because of poor drum winding, eliminate them. Inconsistencies in results commonly arise due to
It was for this reason that tests which deduced fibre problems such as:-
performance from a short sample taken from a drum were
developed. (i) The method of perturbation inducement is a random

The causes of microbending are diverse, with the pattern;
phe:nomenon being unpredictable and difficult to quantify. This
is rflected in the industrial tests which are currently used to (ii) The fibre is placed on the inducement differently each
measure the effects of microbending and in the general time the test is performed;
approach to the problem. Two tests for microbending currently
in existenc* are the basket weave and the graphite paper tests (iii) Inconsistent placing of the fibre causes a different length
[3,41. They are examples of the traditional approach to to be compressed during each test.
microbending and use fibre cross overs and irregular
perturbations ;o promote losses. These methods in general These shortcomings lead to inaccurate results, producing
produce unrepeatable results and in the case of the graphite test, tests with limited integrity.
can prove destructive to the fibre sample. The rig designed for this test is shown in Figure 1. It

Any test should not only classify the loss of a fibre incorporated features to specifically overcome the problems
compared to others, but also allow an actual prediction of cabled listed above. Mesh was used so that a regular rather than random
fibre performance. For this reason, the emphasis of this perturbation pattern was imposed on the fibre; two locating pins
investigation compared with previous papers 15,61 (which have prevented all movement between surfaces; and the fibre was laid
provided indices of relative performance for various fibre in a loop so that the sample would experience all directions of
designs), has been the prediction of actual cabled fibre mesh to minimise directional inconsistencies. Dimensional
attenuations rather than the comparison of test performances accuracy was ensured by marking a circle on the holding

A feature of the conventional approach to microbending material. A slot cut at the fibre crossover prevented spurious
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losses due to unwanted compression at this point. The fibre
sample was arranged (in a circle of known diameter in a fixed
position) on the holding material, which was attached to the top
block. This ensured that every sample had an Identical position
on the mesh. Both the mesh and the top block were located on St
the pins to ensure consistency of ploctmrow.

0material1 to 2KCVfl
gomftsCtiof or the %

fibrere -fs-v

Length or fibrt tIg.~

ii '. O 14 *4 9

Figure 2. Refract ive Index Pgofile of TXne A fibre.

potiton bynatiS

.. *..

Figure 1. Nlicrobending Test INsion. ,titi.' NO
Tw tpe f uz, 0(fne mh, and 20 (rough) mesh Figure 3. Refract ive Index Profile or Type I Fibre.

were used au perturbation inducements in conjunction with two
kinds of holding material, neoprene rubber and card.
Combinations of these materials produced tour variations of the -

test. On all of these tests, 0.22 mn of fibre was compressed by
forces of 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 N. The resulting attenuptions I
were analysed anid related to their respective fibre parameters.

The fibre samples were selected at random without
regard tor their parameters. For this reason, no perfofranice i
related conclusios should be drawn from the parametric
distributions.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CVD AND OVD FIBRE.

Three fibre types were chosen in order to evaluate the a,'i.
validity of the test. The designs were:- Figujre .4. Refractive Index Pfofilg or Type C Fibre.

(i) Modified Chemical Vapour Deposition (MCVD) matched_______ _________

cladding single coat fibre; i-

(ii) Modif ied Chemical Vapour Deposition (MCVD) depressed
cladding double coat fibre;

(iii) Outside Vapour Deposition (OVD) double coated fibre.
For brevity, throughout the remainder of this paper, the

aforementioned fibres will be referred to as types A. B and C :
respectively. The refractive index profiles of these fibies are
shown in Figures 2.3.4.

For all fibres. certain parameters were measured in order
to relate them to test performance. The refractive index
parameters measured are shown in Table I, along with
additional derived values. Figure 2 shows the points on the
profiles from which the refractive index parameters were taken. .

In addition, the fibre transmission parameters shown in
Table 2 were measured for each of the fibres. copeive force (N)

Figure 5. Absolute Attenustions from Type A Fibres on the
Smooth Mdesh and Rubber Test at I 55Q nm.
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loss might exist, affecting to varying degrees the accuracy ofParameter symbol results from the different tests. For this reason, the tests were
critkelly assessed to identify those most likely to produce pure

dip index nd  microbendin8 Induced attenuations.
The card tests were likely to lead to the fibre undergoing

peak index III periodic constricti rather than the axial perturbatioes required
for milcrobendinl. Therefore whilst producing consistent mults,

cladding n% there was evidence that the test promoted modes or los other
index than microbending.

cladding ns  .
depressed
index 4

dn* AN

dip size* A,
(n, -nA4  ____

cladding
depreshion*
(n. -na)Imiirl y~yr~,wvr1fh'T~11f

derived values. (,.,)

Table I. Memured and Derived Refractive Index rameler
with Symbols. Figure 6. Absolule Swectral Allenuatigns ftr Type A Fibre n

the Rough Mesh and Rubber Test for YVriOUS aneled

Parameter Symbol Dimension

cut off Ac no
wavelength A

1300nm wPja mn
Petermanni mode
field diameter

1300ms wOtS  pt
GausSian mode
field diametear

1550nm 0PI 'rm . ........yP.

Petermann mode ........ .... .
field diameter wayclongth (im1)

as5siatn mode p Figure 7. Abtolute Saectral Attenuations for Tvoe A FibJson
GaUSSial moode the Smooth Mesh and Rubber Test for Various anlied
field diameter Iores

The rubber based tests were more likely to cause pure

Table 2. Measured Fibre Transmission Charateristics. Symbols microbending. It was however necessary to ensure that the
gand.Ui.J degree of macrobending was insignificant. This ws proved by

examination of the information in Figures 6,7, shf'wing spectral
attenuations for the rubber tests. For both grapi.., each line is

RESULTS, a different applied force increasing at intervals of 10 N from 30
to 70 N. Macrobending is evidenced by the attenuation at
150nm being greater than twice the attenuation at 1300nm 171.

Figure 5 is an example of a plot of attenuation against In Figure 6 for some compressive forces, the attenuation at
applied force for the smooth mesh and rubber test. The graphs 1550nm met this criterion, suggesting slight macrobending had
demonstrate the individual loss characteristics resulting from been induced. On the smooth mesh and rubber test in Figure 7
each of the tests. Each variant of the test induced differin' however, the lS1Onm attenuation was always less than twice the
levels of attenuation in the fibre sample. The rough mesh tests 1300 nm result proving the absence of macrobending. The
tended to be more severe than the smooth mesh ones, while the smooth mesh and rubber tests therefore did not produce
lubber caused higher losses than the card. macrobending as a major mode of loss.

The tests were designed to induce only the microbending The smooth mesh and rubber test could promote other
mode of loss. However, it was recognised that other modes of undesirable modes of loss. If the mesh were too fine, the fibre
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would be unable to follow its form and the test would cause closely linked to other parameters that they contributed nothing
mainly compresion. The posibility Or this effect havinli any to its accuracy.
sillnifcan, was eliminated by carrying out compression tests It was found that the sample of type A fibres had a
between two flat plates. The forces required to produce sufficknt spread of parameters to allow the multiple rlression
attestaton of the magnitude oberrd In the smooth mesh and programme to run succesfully resulting In models with a high
rubber t, were many times greater than those used in the test confidence limit. This unfortunately was not the case with the
itself. Another mode of los other than comprestsi was typc I or C fibres, which had a narrower base of pstamters. In
therefore in operation, which indicated that microbends had these case, the multiple regression package failed to uncover
been induced. It was concluded that the smooth mesh and any atienuaton-related plranter trends.
rubber test provkitd the desired mlcrobendirs effects. laving selected smooth mesh and rubber as the optimal

The observed Increase In signat itteation with applied test, the analysis enabled a mathematical relationship to be
force, while no being a linear relatioashlip was characteristic dvelopW for the prediction of type A fibre performance. Table
for each individual fibre. This suggested that the fibre 3 diplays some of the statistical data which shows the high
peransietrs dkiated not only the absolute attenuation, but also degree of accuracy to which the model pedicted the measured
the nature of the loss/Force relationship, performance. The coefficient of determination, RI is a measurt

The signal attenuations for all fibres within a test of the accuracy of the prtedited figures compartd with t0',,
variation were of comparable magnitude. It could therefore be measured ones. The %igniFkiant T value Is the probability that To
concluded that the combined tfft o each fibre's the ratio of each coefficient to its error, occurred as a result of
characteristics, i. refractive index profile, process method and random effects. F is the ability of the equation to eaplain the
ceting type, lead to microbend resistance leveas of a similar variability of the measured values. Significiant F is the
€.der. probability that the relationship stated in the model could have

The irecautions already desctibed for the design and come about bychnce.Therefore thecombinationof high value
construction of the smooth mish and rubber test, contributed of R3 ,T and F, and negligible Isignificant' T and F values,
positively to the rep.aabillty of the measured attenuations. The demonstrated the validity of the model.
performance of a fibre was measured by taking five readings on Table 4 shows the parameters used in the model and the
a test and then cakulating their average. The repeatability of the Individual coefficients of determination of each when regressed
test Is demonstrated by Figure g where for various forces, the with the microbend attenuation values.
distributions of a typical fibre's measured at:cnuations about
their averages are shown. It can be seen that the meaured
attenuations never exceeded 1 10% of the average attenuation,
giving a vry high degree of repeatability. Parameter Model value

*It% v '- R' t 87%

Signif T

" " (0.0001
... (A ) 0.0117

........................ i....... (conatant) 0.0000
- Signif F

- (all variables) 0.0000

• -... Table 3. Statistical Pameters Shbwint Accuracy of Model
if 40 4 ,o i Rel1gine to the SmOOth Mesh and Rubber Test.

tainprtsvi4 ore (11)

Figure g. Error in Measured Values at Particular Anolied Forces
at ISSOnm about their Averues. Variable Coet. of Determination

ANALYSIS. 
(Ipts) 75%

(AP) 1%
The consistency of the results verified that a (A ) 21%

mathematical model could be used to predict the fibre
performance, obviating the need to perform the test. The first
attempt to quantify the link between parameter and performance
involved plotting a fibre's parameters one at a time against its
attenuations at each value of applied force for each test. This Table 4. CefrFicients or determination or the individual model
method was abandoned since it was realised that not only was v .~.2les.
performance a function of multiple parameters, but the
parameters themselves were interrelated. Clearly, no attenuation
could be linked to a parameter in isolation, since the mechanism The parameter with the greatest influence on the model's
of loss was a function of many variables, predictions was the 1550nm Petermann node field diameter

It was for this reason that the method cf stepwise ("sI532 ). The reason for this being that the mode field diameter
multiple regression 18,9], was used to develop the mathematical (mfd) is indicative of the amount of light being carried outside
models. Stepwise multiple regression investigated each of the the fibre core. The ILrger the proportion of light outside the
parameters in turn, its relationship with the fibre performance core, the greater the possibility of light leaking out of the fibre
and its interrelation with other parameters. In this way, it was when it encountered perturbations. The various mathematical
possible to eliminate parameters detrimental to the model, or so descriptions of mfd are strongly interrelated; thus the multiple
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regression programme required only one in the model. The ACKNOWLI.)GEME.
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predictd

(d))

where W.1 and A have been dcfined in Tables 1,2.
Figure § sh's plot of predicted against actual Ill Cu"Ung W.A.. Mkommu M. I(NN M w.rmtsrq s", Mktwlsi

attenuation on the 5moolh mesh and rubber test at 1550 Om In Iin o Optkl Tr..0pikal 4 a .ntum rlre*.ci II,
using th" above cquation. OO,
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LOW LOSS SINOLE-MODE
NULLTI-FIBER PLASTIC CONNECTOR

1'. OltI.a Tl. Slgoiatsu Y. KIlihi i-a It. Kawayzoc

TilE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD

r+ Pbor Nlbbon

Summary

High-count single-mode (SM) fiber ribiton
cables have been used in optical subscriber 0 renber

network to provide high quality services.

Low loss and high speed multi-fiber

connection techniques Are strongly required

for construction of economical SM subscriber I.

network systems.

The precisely molded plastic multi-fiber 
0- 0._ 4t "I

onnector has bean developed for a SM

multi-fiber ribbon. Fig.l Structure of Cable and Ribbon

Alter study of molding condition using high

-precision molds and pl.stia material of low 2.Structure

mold shrinkagethe average insertion loss

of 0.190dB was obtained for SM 4-fiber The ferrule structure of SM multi-fiber

ribbon, and the loss variation was less than plastic connector is shown in Fig.2. The

0.2dB in various reliability tests. multi-fiber ferrule has two guide holes for
alignment and multi-fiber holes that the

optical fibers are inserted through.

I.lntroduation

Recently, high-count SM fiber cables have
been used in optical subscriber network to

provide hogh quality service. And the

high-density SM fiber ribbons have been used
in cables. The structure of SM fiber cable
and ribbon is shown in Fig.l.

Thus,the SM multi-fiber plastic ionnector

has beets developed for the SM fibir ribbon GUIDE HOLE

with low insertion loss, long ter Fig.2 Ferrule Structure

rellability,very small size and light

weight. The structure of the SM multi-fiber plastic

connector is shown in Fig.3. A pair of

connectors is aligned by two guide pins and

hold by the clamp spring.
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To obtain a too Insertion |ossthe matinx considered having influence on the insertion
face dimensions of the multi-fiber ferrule loss.

shouid be highly precise. (1) Eccentricity error of the fiber holes
The Kull-fIber ferrule Is required that (2) Clearance between the fiber hole

reproducibility of the fiber hole diameter, diameter and the optical fiber outer

the guide hole Iter and the fiber holes diamettr.

eccentricity error against guide hole is

less than l.Sjtm. "Orothe influencl of these !actors an

insertion loss is Lade clear.
FIBER RlBBON,

(1) Relationship between eocootriclty error

of the fiber holes And the insertion loss

CONNECTOR The test was put through the steps as

follows:
SGU|E P> Eccentricity error of the fiber hoa for

the 4-fiber ferrule mating lac s me seasured
with the proisiOn measuring instruaent. The
optialek fiber ribbon was Inserted into fiber

Iholes. Clearance betwaon the fiber holeu Ind

CLAMP the outer ditnater of the fibers is less
SPRING than Ij)t.lnsertion loss of the SK 4-fiber

FIC,3 Connector Structure connector against *aster connector with an
Index watching Paterial was examined.

3. 4ountin; Procedure of SH vui-fiber Relationship between eccentricity error of
connector. the fiber holes and the Insertion losses of

Sn 4-fiber connector against master
The SH %ulti-fIber plastic connector is connactor is shown in Fig.4.

produced through the steps as follows.

(1) The ferrule Is formed by transfer 1 (I)MEORY
molding therxosettling epoxy resin. In 1.61
this molding,x high-precision mold and .
epoxy resin of low o old shrlnkage are o .0
used.

(2) The mating face dimension of the E 

ferrule 's measuoed with the precision U 0.8-z 0moasuring Instrument of non-contact type. "'-' 0.6- . .

(3) Optical fibers are Inserted into fiber 0.4 -
holes and fixed with epoxy adhesive. 0.4-

(4) The mating face of the ferrules is %
polished. 0,

0 2 4
ECCENTRICITY ERROR

4. Relatioughip botween dimension and OF FIBER HOLE (m)
Insertion !oss Fig.4 Relationship between Eccentricity

Error of the Fiber Holes and
In this connector,folloving two factors are Insertion Losses
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It Is known that Jointing loss of the SM AMA"

optical fiber is exprssed as below against 0.3. +OOM

etcentrolty error of SM fiber mude field QMASISM

diameter. 0j 0.2.

fm 4.34 (re/u) * L: Insertion Loss i

ro: Eccentricity error 0.1.

w : Mode Field Diameter

However,the inz rtion loss of the SM I 3

conntctor is different from the theoretical CLEARANCE BETWEEN
curve (1). This is considered to be caused THE FIBER HOLE AND THE FIBER

by eccentricity error of SM optical fiber

mode field diameter, clearnee between the FiC.5 Relationshlip Between Clearance

fiber hole diameter and optical fiber outer and Insertion Loss
diameterand surface angle of connectar.

In actval '4x of the conncotortee.entrlity 5.imension of multi-fiber plastic ferrule

error of fiber holes of the M *41l-fil' r
plastic ferrule should be lexx thin I.5j a As described above,disensional scour cy of
to obtain tnsortlo- loss below 14. the multi-fiber plastic ferrule for the SK

multi-fiber connector has a large infiuence.

(2) Effect of clearance between the fIobr In this sectionthe precise dimension of

hole and the fiber outer diameter the SM 4-fiber plastic ferrule is described.

A histogram of eccentrioty error of the
The clearance between the fir hole amd fiber hole of the SM 4-Fiber plastic ferrule

the fiber outer diameter was iet to b; 1,2, is shown in FIg.6 and eccentricity error of
and 3j m. Insertion losses werv nvajoiod *A, hole is shown In Table 2.

against master connector and the random
connection of each connector. The 4-fiber

ferrule used In the Lost was less than Ip a 70'
In eccentricity error ol fiber holus. 64

Relationship birtwoen alearance of the 60- 1 59 Av. 0.637

fiber holes to the optios fiber outer S.D. 0,322

diameter and Insertion laot Is shown in 50" 47 in ,o2

Table I and FI.5,. " ~z 40- ;:
It has been clefr that ssaller cloara-co 4

brings about lowor Insorti.bn loss both in 30 :  27
random and master cem.aot Ions . In the cc0
random connectionth(4 trend was more clear. 20 77

Table 1. Clearance and Insertion Loss 0 0 2

CLEARIANCE (um) 1 2 3 0 %
... 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Insertion Loss Av. 0.109 0.145 0.193
Against Master S.D. 0.063 0.067 0.136 ECCENTRICITY ERROR

I OF FIBER HOLE (m)
Insertion Los Av. 0.161 0.256 0.341
Random S.D. 1 0.104 0.166 0.283 Fig.6. Histogram of Eccentricity Error

of Fiber Hole
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Table 2 Eccentricity error of Fiber Hl'e Table 3 InserIon Loss of Each Fiber

HOLE NUMBER (urn) FIBER NUMBER (d8)

11 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Av. 0.641 j0.68 0.634 0.594 Av. 0.202 0.23 0.164 0.164

S.D. 0.313 10.345 0,295 0.364 S.D. 0 .09 0.109 0.075 0.087

MAX 1.56 1 1.2 1.78 1.68 MAX 0.56 0.55 1 0.49 10.52

The average eccentricity error of the The average insertion loss was 0.190 dB and
fiber hole was O.S37jua and its standard the standard deviation *at 0.095 dRl.The

deviation was 0.3221in for 4-fiber plastic average Insertion loss was obtained

ferrule.* 0.164-O.230dB. This result indicates that a

SK multi-fiber plastic connector has very

lom loss and small deviation.
$.Insertion Loss of SM Multi-fiber Connector In actual use In the field,the SM

julti-liber connector is used as random

SM 4-f ihor ribbon whose outer diameter was connection. A histogram of insertion loss

125:4 1jis and made field eccentricity error in ratidom connection Is shown In Fig.$ and
a&* below Ig awas fixed by epoxy resin, insertion loss of each fiber Is shown In

1200 connecting losses against waster Table 4.

connector aere measured with an Index 30-
watching material. A histogram of Insertion AV. 0.2SIdR

loss of the SM 4-f iber plastic connector is 25-
shown In Fig.? and insertion loss of each > 2- 8 RANDOM CONNCCTION

fiber Is shown In Table 3.
z
S15.

210 Av. 0.i1 5d6

252o1oos~ 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0 .6 0.7 0.8 0.9
le 21 N 300

>. 00 i2 1 / X AGAINST MASTER INSERTION LOSS (do)
zz

W15 F4 ig. 8 Histogram of Insertion Loss
a1 79 of SM 4 -1 ibor Cnnec tor (Itandom Connection)

/ 5 Table 4 Insertion Loss of Each Fiber(Randow Connection)
50-34 0, / 40 _ _

0A 6 0. FIBER NUMBER (0B)
0.1 020.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 1 2 3 4

INSERTION LOSS (do) Av. 0.204 0.266 0.269 0.292

Fig.? Histogram of lnsert!on Loss S.. 0.157 0.142 0.123 0.156
of SM 4-fiber Connector MX 0.8 0.75 0.69 0.6
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The average Insertion loss was 0.258dBl

a nd standard deviation was 0.149 til. 140- Av. 0.210dU
insertion loss Increase of 0,062 db was S. 0.I41do
revealed for the average value and also 120- N .100

deviation Increase of 0.063 til was revealed u 100
Cr

waster connector. But,these connectors have *0 60-
sfI cient property of connection loss for

practical use. 40 f
Insertion loss of 2-,8- and 10-fiber 20.

connectors were measured by the same method E-4 119
as the SM 4-fiber connector. The results are 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
shown In FIX.9.10 and 11. As the results, INSERTION LOSS (cis)
the average of Insertion loss of SM 2-,S-

a nd 10-f ibur connectors were 0.226 dt.0 .172 Fig.11 Historam of Insertion Loss
dS and 0.2 10 dli of SM 10-fiber Connector

16. Av.0.24 7.1teliability Test

S12. S Various kinds of reliability tests were

lo-~ conducted to confirm the long term
~ 8-~ ; ~ ., ~stabilities of the SM multi-fiber plastic

4 connectors.
t~. 6- ~(1) Environmental Tests

4 Q" As environmental tosts,tho SM 4 fiber
2 ~ -'' connector was placed under high temperature

0. ~and high husidityt.60'C 9S?u'RHP500hrs),high
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 temperature(.IO1C xlO0hrs),low temperature

INSERTION LOSS (do) (-40'C 100hrs)and heat cycle (-40'C.60vl00

Fig.9 Histogram of Insertion Los cycles) conditions respectively.
of !A 2-f iber Connector Environmental test conditions and results

are shown in Table 5. Variation of

connection loss under heat cycle condition

180- Av. 0.172do is shown In Fix.12.
160- / S.D. 0. 120do

140 N10 Table 5. Reliability Test Condition

120- /,and Result

V 80- VDT HIGH toN ft 84
60- 60*C 0'C: -40*C Q+r

40 ////CONDIlTION 95%OROOHl~yce

0 INC,/S <0.2dB <0.2dB <0.2dB <0.2dB
0K/~ / 1,q - INCES

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
INSERTION LOSS (dB)

Fig.1O Histogram of Insertion Loss
of SM 8-fiber Connector
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(4) T .Haibara,S .Natgasawa,M .Matsumoto and

To check the mechanical characteristics of R.Kawase: 'Single-Mode Multifiber

the SM 4-fiber connector,impact test (500G) Technique for Nich-Density Hich-Count

and vibration test(I0.55Hzwl .5mmppv2hrs)wurc Subscriber Cables."

cArried out. 37th IWCS pp.576-585 (1988)

No variation was observed In both tests.

.'lus ion

multi-fiber plastla connector has been

devulo-ed for SM optical fiber ribbon.

(1) To obtain low Insertion loss of the SM

mul ti-f iber plastic connector,prcisely

molded SM mult-fiber plastic ferrule

has been developed,and the repoducibility

of the eccentricity error of fiber hole

Is less than 1.5jt m.

2)The average Insertion loss of the SM

4-fiber plastic connector against the

master connector was 0.190 dl and the

average of random connection loss was

0.258 dB.

(3) The loss variation was less than 0.2 dB

In various reliability tests.
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I)ovolopmo L of Dry-Type WntLr-Blocking

Optical Fiber Cable UsJng Swelling MnLorln)

Ih. It I I. itint t . it, N. I s h 1 , k indi K. N it R i I

The Furukawa EJecLric Co. , iLd.

AbA twrc in maintronnce and management. The.e are the
reasons that seem tL prevent these vables from

Development of ,on-qetailic walr-blocking prevailing throughout the world,
cable Is achieved by using absorbing polymer Cables filled with Jerry Are normally used in
that is available for seawater. This new cabie countries other than Japan anti are seem to excel
took away the environmental limitation for tn reliability for a nqn-gas maintaining cable.
Installation which was a problem of ronventional Nevertheless, it presents a problem when
cable. And at the same time, the long-term removing Jerry during optiral fiber splicing
relliAbillty of the cable itself was improved. work, therefore Jerry cable does not alw.ays have

good reputat ion.
As mentioned abnve, cables using a water

"-Jwurd.ia o absorbing material have variuus advantages such
as maintenance an., ease of handling. There-

The Non-Metailic cable is a cable structure fore they are considered to be promising as
that utilizes the non-Inductivity. which is onto structures of future low-cost cables. However,
of the characteristics of the optical fil'er it present, the water-blockit- performance of
cable. This structure is known to be very them Is not sufficient ith aqueous solutions of
effective In installation in inductive areas. high ionic density such as seawater. F'or this
In these rables, water-bloxting function have reason, in the past, these dry cables have been

been given to enhance optical fiber reliability, used only In limited areas. If seawater can be
Generally, the method to provide this functiun blocked, they can he installed in all areas in
is to fill a grease compound or use a water- Japan without considering installation environ-
absorbing polymer. When waler-absorbing polymer ments.
is used, the water-blocking performance has not
been sufficient against high ionic solution like 2-X Perforitmnte Requirement
seawater InI the case of conventional cables. The characteristics required for water-

We have developed non-metallic water-blocking blocking cables to expand as IhL maincurrent of
cable that can be used without choosing an optical fiber cables are listed beluw.
Installation environment by Improving tese
shortcomings. It this cable, water-absorbing
polymer is used only as wrapping to hold catle V31 I € .a of 4b!e str.ttI.t

composite materials, enabling the cable to
guarantee the water-blocking performance against .
seawater and to achieve the easiness uf handling i - j-

equal to that of ordinary optical fiber cables. A,,1, ukt, l 0 X0

L. _CJUPsO sn l-te -rM1y 0 0 1
-- 

0---

I -Cr9so, abos tr-u-c on uiy

Table I compares cables that are generally c~bl_ 0 aw_, .. .. __0
used at present as optical fiber cables. The gas
maintaining type cable is frequently used in
Japan and shows excellent characteristics in
reliability. On the other hand, a gas facility
is needed for its construction and it is costly
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I Development of seawater-blocking number of fibers in cable, five 4-fiber ribbons
structure are inserted In one groove. This achieves an

As mentioned above, the cables that are compatlbility with the present feeder and
available at present do not have suffici subscriber cable structures.
water-blocking performance with solution: ..ch
have a high iopic density. Guarantee is given by 3 Water-Absorbing Construction
restricting water quality. Among aqueous solu- To Improve the cable charcteristics. relia-
Lions which exist in the nature, seawater has billty and manufacLurability, the water-
the highest ionic density. It Is quilte possible absorbing tape which has been used between
that seawater enters manholes in the coastal optical fiber ribbons has been removed, and
areas of Japan. For this reason, reliability on water penetration inside the cable can be
vaterblocking greatly improves by blocking blocked only by waLer-absorbing wrappings around

seawater, the core. The number of ribbons Inside the
grooves has increased to five and the holding

2 Development of lO0-f %'r cable tape assures the water-absorbing material to
To increase the maximum number of fibers from drop from the tapes and spreads inside the

40 (at present) to 1o. grooves if water enters.

3 Elimination of water-absorbing material
between optical fiber ribbons....

To eliminate water-absorbini narrow tape w..er-absoruite g tapeIrtween fiber ribbons that has been used with hpticl fiber ribon
rnventonal cables. L ering of the friction- Strenth amber bRP)

resistance between ribbons reduces straits Water-absorbin
applied to the optical fibers and improves urapping
reliability in cables of this type which a) Conventnonal design t40 fibers)
contains optical fiber ribbons in a slot.

Z-3 COlt€ Cio trucijOn .P E outer Jacket
Figure I compares the constructions of the pf/ I 'C \

newly developed and conventional cables. For the I V G 1, 111 *Optical fiber ribbon" ' /}.' ,aeraorinSreJ~th member (FRP)
diffusion of this cable In the future, the cable ;.-
Is composed of ribon/slot structure which ks \ < rappin t

popularly used In Japan at present.
The cables are made entirely of non-metallic h) New structure (100 fibers)

materials rnd are non- indutive. The cable outer
diameter is approximately 18 mm, and the weight FIC. Cros !.rction of Cable Structure
is approximately 200 kg/ka.

By choosing certain kinds of sheath material,
the cable ran be made to be flame-retardant.

The uptival fibers are 250um IV-coated
lispersion Shifted Fibers (tISI) and 4-fiber U. ya erpsoj Uin
ribbons are formed. Compared with the
runventionail structure, the following principal The key technology for the development of
ehanges and iaprovemcnts have been made. this cable was to enduw a cable with a water-

blocking characteristic against seawater.
I Streo, th Member
In the pa A. I'RP reinforced by glass fiber 3=_! Mater=AjasorJ ngtrteJ JnsLSchanJsJ

(G-RP) hsa been used as noni-metallie strength The requirements on the water-absorbing
members. However, G-rlIl' has been strong against material used in optical fiber cables are as
the bending rigidity and has presented a problem follows:
in handling during Installation. By using
aramidp fibers (K-IRP) as strength member I Waterblocking structure against seawater.
replacing glass, an excel flexibility is
achieved even though the outer diameter of the 2 Rapid expansion by absorbing water to prevent
strength members have increased from 3.0 to water penetration when water enters.
4.5 mn.

3 No corrosion by bacteria (no generation of
2 Maximum number of fibers hydrogen)
To realize a 100-fiber cable as the maximum
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A piniyacrylic water-absorbing material has L an rlo ofVorAJ.y
bees used for the structure to seet these Table 2 compares composite components of
reireoeuts. Migre 2 shows a model of the limited water (aqueous solution which have beep
water-absorbing mechanism of the polyacrylic guiaranteed In the past) and smwater. The
water-absorbing material. the polyacrylic water- limited water has been determined based on the
Absorbing material Is a copolymer of a polymer result* of the survey of water accumulated iot
which has a carboxyl radical. io water, sodium naaholea throughout Japan. This allows covering
ioss of -COOOa dissociate to Increase tIionic of approximately 112 of the whole Areas.
density Is fibers, thus enabling absorption of compared with convetntional imi6ted water, sea-
water around It. The water absorption aagnifica- water contains salts which are several taii times
time of a polymer varies In proportion to the more In density.
osmotic pressure by ionic density difference and
to affinity of the polymer Itself with water and LLpJJ4j1gJtaj~~~v th
Is a constant that Is determined In Inverse ILWAjjLjIM
proportion to the molecular crossilking degree Iluring the process of studying tht water-
IN the polymer. 1ecauSe an osmotic pressure Is blocking characteristic against seawater. It
used as a water-absorption mechanism, the water- became clear that the water Immersion length
absorbing magnification of It Is forecasted to gradually advanced If A conventional water-
be affected by the ionic density of the aqueous absorbing watrial was used. To study the causes
solution which entered. The water-absorption for this phenomenon, effects by the kinds of the
performance Is expected to deteriorate substan- electrolyte were studied.
tially with an aqueous solution whose Ionic Figure 3 plots fluctuations of the gel viscos-
density Is very hith such as seawater. ity of the material when SAOi and CaCj aquetous

solutions were absorbed by the water-absorbingi
material. The gel viscosity very well matches

'~ii~mg ptatethe water-blocking ability of the water-absorb-
00ralewa 0Ing material. As the diagram shows, the polymer

~ ,~ ~ eectrlitegel viscosity has a saturation value, that 1%.
,oo water-blockig performance to some extent exist

Koo with univalent Ions such as $ail, even If the
Mv0  

** ~electrolyte density Increases. The saturation
COvalue Is not recognized with bivalent Ions such
I ik sovable tea1 as CaCi., and the gel viscosity monotonously
__' __.I 4 lowers as the electrolyte density increases.

~ A waterbiocking test using an Aqueous solution
Koo Coa of I wt% CANI. shows that the water penetration

length Increases In proportion to time.

(fK. polyatritic &do o

M2water-absorbint roil fplmrI

TABUE 2 Electrolyte liesity of ULiaed Water
sod Seawater

Electrolyte Density (g/iltter) Total Ix.- _r - plymera~ 8 -

Water ality - IDensity
M~CI M~ caci ImgCle other OW

Limited Wter 1.75 0 0.5 5 0 0.13

seawater 24.53 0.55 1.15 5.2 4.4 0 Lt C , V. Ik

Limited %ter: AverAge qsality of water In manholes Llectrulite LIfitt) tut.)
througthoug Japan FIG.3 Effects of elec.trolyte. of tpuhuvr

Seawater Prescribed by ASIK 11141 on water absorbing characteristic
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Against Aquseous solutons contaienllg bivalent figure 5-1. risure 6 shotms the test results of
ion%. the water-absorblos polymer, in the first 1. to N, cable of the same structure was test
stage. dissociates ?Na' IoNs from -COOSA when manufactured using the conventionial %welling
%later attacks and teNerates osmotic pressure as Waerial to compare the water-biocklng
against deionized water, to Absorb water Inside characteristics. and they were tested. to both
the polymer. However. V'A- ions entet Inside the cases, the i,0itial water penetration length did
polymer as time passes a.d coupleA with two not make a large difference. Ilut a%.tLime passes
-COO- to form a stable state. T shrinks the the penetration length of the mon-seawater cable
network ronstruvtion or the watua-Absorbingl did Pot show a saturation trend and the
polymer and Is estimated to discharge the water Immersion length increased on a near seei-log
it absorbed once. To solve this problem, a straight line relative to time. On tho other
material with a low metal ton dissociation hand, the penetration length did noot increast,
degree and with a large affini~y lwtween %So nearly at %ll with the cable pritectedl against
polymer and water, has been used to enhance the seawater, and the Immersion length Is estimated
water blocking performance Against bivalent to be less than 1S a tee After 20 years, which
Hans. Is the guarateed period of the cable.

I. ;&ki t ChrAmdaMrsiA aa e

The characteristics of this vater-blocking
cable ore described below. .0"' oauth amud

J-J~~ ~ -e ,rDfJjUJOAcable
Figre 4 shows loss fluctuations between UY

cabling processes of test manufactured c,;ible --. s .-- r
using dispersion shifted fibers. The Average 5-

loss values between processes rinctuated less
than 0.02 dSlikm. showing stable characteristics.

,,,oseava ter

fiber ribbon unit cable U

MAG. Less fluctuations In cabling-process Cnetin

I2z- IV 0 Ck W ij Actert "tjrs
The waterblocking characteristics of the test- Y

mantifactured cable were measured by the two
methods shown In figure 5. I m water head

pressure was Imposed upon the cable in each-
test, In both cases, the aqueous solution used LdCeeloped

had the same composition as that of seawater.
In the evaluation of 5-A, no water leak afttr 1 10 IOU 1000

24 hours WAS observed at the end of 1.5 m cable elapsed tine ( day)
end. Long term tendency of the penetration FIG.6 Penetration lensth Y.S. elapsed tine
length was evaluated by the method shown In
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risore 1 shows the ovaIuatiois results of the
ttemperature characteristics of the r*%les. The A cable '.ith telr-blorkiog performance
smasortaent weltgth is 1.55 No As iPs fiber AgAIN41 sewiter wss developed by improving the
is used. the 44xieve loss fiuctu~illoas Was 'wster-41bsnrbiiit maerial. and is rnsidered to
t4.12 d11fto at. a tomperAture range of -34 to be a prealilng strorture xs no -notalile non-gas
460 VC. maitnance cable.

tntill now. although the dtry-type watr-
44LcAthitma-LCh m-terItt I r blovkIng cobilt is easy to handle. it exit be
Table 3 lists the rtsults of the rable aevhaw INStalle0d astlr After studIxt installwton

1clil tests. IN tll Ovaluation, results 0hat tnvir@Onments. Ike recent development enables a
indiated trouble during cable use could not be dry rable that blocks seavater and that does
obtained, and the same satisfactory results As not havt to select installation environments.
those of ga-anandcable could he achieved. The latest development of the dry non-gas

cable allows to enjoy AN advantage over Jerry-
filled cable I" terms of handling and over gat-

-~ - .maintenance cable lit terms of maintenance cost.
11he uxtor-blocking performance for seawater

43 also, which has been trouble lit commercializing
this catble, haks beta guaranteed.

(l) S.Kokita, tt 41. "'A New Nonmetallic and
~0--- e---o---OWater Proof Optical riber Cable with

. Absorbent Polymer Rib~bon" ill7 36th IVCS

.44 -20 0 20 40 64 (2) H.Kosa, et -al. "Hydrogen Centrat Ion due to
Tisperalro tc). decomposition of (!arboxymethyl-Cellulose lIn

Fit-? ?CO'eraturc Odeitcr Auddy Water" 1985 Electron. Lett., .91-21

TOLE 3 rAble 1edinical Ohaacteristics

lite Conditions and Results

IA teralI 200kts/Ske x lei
pressure $a loss fluctuatlons

Mening bi80x1@cycles. sox icycie
0: rable ouster diameter
%o loss fluctuations. Mo sheath trouble

Impact lksxlm ( 25mm colum
$a loss fluctuations

Torsion :106' /a , Tension 544g
go loss fluctuations

squeeze kt600mm ( tools for igstallation)
Tension 200kg
Number of operations Wt's
So lass fluctuation

IOptical fiber strain 0.2% or less
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Low Temperature LosSaiied Cables with Optical Fibers
Coated by US Curable Resins

K. Mntitt. .9. flkttgnw#, Mt. .MI knitl sind S. $pn tso I

AIUtIXT 16"' 1 r1*1ittlias lot (Itills of C;UlII itr
Ihe thereat expansitm beAw'iors of ULtraletav)

crilble resins for optical fibers utre investigated for V441 I ttiT I ttt~i Pt~ tPaly

Process. To pr0enth transsiiast( loss increase at low' cti aft;ts
It.merattare. it vas most imporltnt to ketp A rertain leel -

of the grippitt force or mtnes in the radial dirretirm. Cmoeiatt wipsw'0Ilct PtaKtiwil
from ilhe viev point. suitAttle riuirtatntx for the N
coatiftis in optical fibers utre elucided lb oreticAily 4Ad .Ilg*1athsait
rifrimevitAllY. 0rh suppressed loss variation in rioa .W31.1
to be less th-n 0.0541ka at l.S55im in temperature range *ca ~t
of -40 to 001.C. Viut aItwce &ait 4:3.8 AC"W~ly

11111h rouni suberillitr CAN$e have been extenilvely (1) IN ti
applied to reeomnetw eti-orc to Japan. In thle Three soft UV resins for primary ruxting, ralled
optirAl cables vartiou kinds of RV resins uerv used for snft-A. pI and r. and it hard! IN resin for serindAry
maintaining the rellablity. Partilulrly the ruatili roating. rAiled lhrd-a u~ere Investigated. Those resii,
materials in optical filters could play awi Iiprtaint rule fully satisfied Ilse requirements specified in Table 1. All
w~ith respect to the fiber properties 4s summarwd tJit the resins tiere IN curable urethane arrylates idely
Table 1. Since the rtwaiic materials had linear tral applied 10 optiril fibers. Young's anduli acid thermal
expansion coefficient 1-hich urre mudi larger than that lin t-paliswnu coefficients of tile IN ressits tit film furs uere
silica glass. the transmission loss increase at lot' Llorn its Table 2.
temperature wass found in optical fiber coAted eirn vith
thin layer to outside diameter of 20upm. III the previous
Ppprs * lte lois itirrease at loi temperature lad bre Table 2 Properties of UY Resins
explained to result from butkltig of class parts lin the tsi Yon* Muim hrtltp 1
primary laytrs %hich 'ias raustd by thle shrinaking furce of Ca?a) Ctt. -60 to 05T
the secondary layer. Or our ralcuation results uf tile j231C -C 0/10)
shrinking forre in t optical fiber of 250uptn outside soft'A 1.2 10 1.4X 10-
diameter. houever. it uas fowid to be too !;mall to caose i- 16
buckling of glass parts tin the primary layers. Thiereftore. ,I.
thermal expansion chararteristirs icih rould affected ito
Lte loss increase 4t low temperature uere also noe tit8 80 ~ O
the present stody. ie novel results otaail were
aailable fur manufacturing loss stablaztnl tables within
a temperature range of -40 to 480TC.
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The %ingxi'-tvxe fiflers with *laddin< diam.'irr of I7'~jim isYu~ of secondlary cting,
and modec field diasiter of D9gm were used fer tht" stu~y, Ssros leret nion e .of seondary coating .
which we dual-coated with sort and hard IN resins. The us~f linear' expansionr rcf. of silonar clati
outside diameter of primary and secondary layer were ttl ilm yol'o ~r fMi&cas

loss inras A n td f epiely Tnd rsuremenrt fo The calculation results are shown In Table 3. Since thelossinceas incoatd fber an raies erecariedxit shrinking force in hard LAI resin was such smaller than
it a vAylcngth of i.S.!igm in temperature range' of -60 In the minimum force generating the ;Nickling In glass partstM'V and -10 to #80T', respectivelIy. at 4t01%, loss inreasei at the low temperature were

(3) TheramI epansion t-hAvirs in IN r'ine estimated not to occur by the model. Ats shoun Ii 1 1.
hmowver. Inis inrreaNser at Ileo ptrAtire were observed

A1 ilole laker of IN re~ani wtre ioatrd a ocptical in the Aptirai fibers di-al coatml with roft-A or I resin
ribers to ain outside diameter or 4U00m -is shown fin as primary and hard-a resin is wacndary. Therefore. the
I ig.l1. and removed fromt the r ibrs to study the for ueot rollowlng studies were carried out 0t clarify the
of' drawing on thermail expansion behavior. mechanism of loss increase dependency on temperature.

The thermal expansion was charaeterwL'l with the
wasurement or change of the sample size in both Axial aind
rAdial directions within, temperature range of -60 to
iHOC. voring the tests teitsile or compression force of
I gf was Always Applied for axial or radial direction
iti the samples, respectively.

~0.5 - \

ot-

l'ig. I lkb sample -60 -40 '-20 0 20 410 60 30

Temptiatuwe *C

I ) -s Increase dppendeny onJaertr ig.2 Temperature dependence of 250pum fibers

rig.2 shows loss inrease dependency onl temperature in
optical fibers dual coated with soft-A. B. or C resin as
primary and hard-a resin as secondary. The optical fiber
dual coated with sofl.-C resin as primary And hard-a resin
as secondary sluowd no loss Increase In the range of -GO
to *BOV. Ini the contrast the significanit loss inicreases
were found Ii the optical fibers dual coated with soft-A Table 3 Calcolated values of rin and sbiriolinq force at -60T
or B resin as primary and hard-a resin as secondary. aiafoe srnilgocef

The minimum force which generated the buckling In glass resin for bicklint (rein) hard Ui resin
parts was given by thle fol lowing equatlow . A 5.? s u.s N

3 21.6 X 0.5 N
V. aI n = -7 ...(1) C 1S.1 X 0.5 X

Where
E~ Young's modulus of silica glass (v 71.3 tla),
I geometrical moment of inertia for the fiber

(41-.n/64. 0:125gmll),
Ep Young's modulus of primary coating.

The shrinking force In sr..ondary coating at temperature
range of 420 to -CO*C was expressed as follows.

F = Es -Ss -( :: ors(T)dT- :: aCTMdT) . (2)
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The potoraph taken at -40'C "in situ" in the dual --- ,
coated fibers Is shown in FiL.3. The Kap be' ween the gliss 2 -- ,-- A ia 4 ifti,
parts ad primary layers was found to be l,"esent In the
optical fibers dual coated with soft-4 or I resin as -,

primary and hard-a resin as secondary which shoed
remarkable loss increases at lov temperature. lhale there a -

was no gap In the optical fiber' with soft-C resin as
primary which showed no loss Increase at the low 0 -1
temperature.

'-3

lImtmlut VC)

Fig.5 Thermal expansion behavior of soft-B
F13 Photoraph of the fiber coated with soft-A and

had1 at -40'C 3

(DVY "4P--.-- Axial fittcliza
'igs.4, 5 and 6 show the thermal expansion bihaviors of

soft-A, I and C resin, respectively. The remarkable
difference in thermal expansion behavior was found among _
three soft IJV resins. Soft-A resin kept axially the sale 0.
size from -60 to #8O8C, but In the radial direction the
significant change of diameter occured In the temperature
range as shown In NO!.4, The difference of size change
percent between axil and radial direction In the tube
samples made from soft-B resin was smaller than that In
the soft-A tube samples as shown In Fig.5. Additionally

the size change percent In both direction In the
.emperature range was almost sae in the tube samples made -4-50 0 50
from suft-C resin as shown In Fig.6. Also the size change Temperature VC)
in tube samples aide from hard-a was investigated. As
shown In Fig.7, the thermal expansion behavior in both Fig.6 Thermal expansion behavior of soft-C
direction were almost same.

----allial dlreclcttl--- Wil dilrecItlo

2 -- Axial iretlic- 2 ..-- Axial difcttk,',

o \1
Y0

0 -------- 0 -... : /'

2 -1 -'

-3 
-3

-50 n 50 -0 0 50
Temperature ('C) Temperature ('C)

Fig.4 Thermal expansion behavior of soft-A Fig.7 Thermal expansion behavior of hard-a
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M,.(T) linear expansion coef. in radial direction of

It us made clear that some soft UY resins showed primary coating at TV,

differernt thermal expansion characteristics in axial and Ott size change ratio in axial direction of secondary

radial direction after the drawing. This suggested that coatin( ep.asof.() dt) i

the molecule orientation whice) caused the anisotropy was priary ct at Io

produced it the UV resins after the drawing. p, oat

iased on these results, we calculated the change of length.

primary Inside diameter with temperature in dual-coated by combining Eq.(3) And (4). the primary coating hiside
fibers to clarify the mechanism of loss incr-ase at low diameter Dt.(T) is given by Eq.(5). In which too small ,
temperature"l. The cross section of dua-coated layers in vas neglected.
the optical fiber is shown In Fig.8. The primary Inside
diameter would he increased at low temperature for the D, (T)nr U , .- st i.-rrt ..(5)
shrinkage in radial direction, which could ca Ote gap
between the glass part and the primary layer. li.9 shows the calculated results for the fibers

dual-coated with the primary coating of soft-A, I or C
resin and the i'econdary coating of hard-a resin. In the
figure the inside diameters for the fibers with soft-A or

----- tit"" I were increased at low temperature. This means that the
hi hiforce to grip the fibers was weakened between the glass( i part and primary layer. On the other hand. the inside

_/ s ,diameter for soft-C resin shows no change with decreasing
-:t1-." temperature. The calculation results could acount for the

- tgap between the glass part and primary layer as shown In
l0i.3. Since the microbending loss at the low temperature
range probably result from the gap or weakened gripping
force in the Interface, It was most Important to keep a

Fig.8 Cross section of 250pm fiber certain level of the gripping force of primary coating In

The volume of primary layer V#(T) is given by Eq.(), the radial direction for loss stabilization at the low
In which the thermal expansion characteristics to radial temperature. By convertig Eq.(5) under a condition ofdirection in the pri onry layer was assumed to be identical D(T) S Ds. , we can obtain the following Eq.(6), that
with those to radial direction In the secondary layer shows the requirement not to cause the gap between glass

because the secondary layer could play a role as "wall" part and primary layer for the coating materials In
against the size change. drawing process.

V,(T) x (D,'(i. M -.. )f- (T))L(i4 g) ... (3) ..... (6)

Where
D, primary coating outside diameter at 20'C, - Soft.UV.A
D,, primary coating inside diameter at 20'C (c 125pum), scitt.Uv.m
D,(T) primary coating Inside diameter at TC, --- Soit.UV.C
/.. size change ratio In radial direction of

secondary coating ( a -M.,() dT). %%
u,.(T) linear expansion coef. in radial direction of sec

ondary coating, x ... .
Do T) primary coating inside diameter at TC. "
ffl size change ratio In axial direction or silica ,--""

fiber (T)dr)."
a,(T) linear expansion coef. In axial direction of

silica fiber.

On the other hand. the volume V,(T) in tube sample as
shown in Fig.l is given by Eq.(4)

-50 0 50
Temperature ('C)

where Fig.9 Culculated inside diameter changes
,Ih, size change ratio in radial direction of primary of primary coatings.

coating(= I a,,(T) M.c i
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A 100-filber cable as shown in rig. 10I was antfacctured, IlI Y.Katsuyama, Y.llitsunaiia. Y.dshida and K.Ish)' :,
In which soft-C as a primary layer and hard-a as ak APP.Opt.,vol.19, pp.4200-4205. 1980.
secondary layer were employed for the optical fibers. 121 T.Yabuta, ?N.Yoshitawa,and K.Ishih#ura,App.pt.,vol.2?.
ris.1l shows the loss Increase dependency on temperature pp.2356-2362. 1983.
In the cable. Loss Increases of the cable at the 131 P.C.P.Iouten, D.J.Iroer, C.ll.G.Joches, T.P.4-.Newsen
wavelength of 1.S5#m were less than 0.05do/lw In range and lJ..imrnsJLhtVCTcchn.,vol.7J~o-.April
of -40 to #80*C. 1981.

-4fiber ribbon
strength staber
F P 4. 6 0)
vatet SvellItf
VrapiIfts tape

Fig. 10 Cros section or i00fiber cable

~0.3

E 0.2-

- 0.1

S 0.0-

-50 0 50
Temperature (TC)

Fig. 11 Temperature dependence of the
1 00-fiber cable

Thermal expansion behaviors of UIV resins fr optical
fibers were studied theoretically and experimentally to
stabilize the transmission loss at low temperature. It iwas
found that some LIV resins showed anisotropy after coating
In drawing process. The anisotropy was pointed to cause
loss Increase at low temperature by lowering the gripping
force of coatings In radial direction. Based on the
results, suitable requirements for the coatings were
derived theorelically. With the selected UIV resins loss
variation In cables was achieved less 013an 0.05db/km at
1.55um In temperature range of -40 to 480'C.
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A NEW ANALYTICAL "MOD MR NYO6GKN EVOLUTION VURO OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

Ttig-Chung Chang . Jin-Chung Lin , Yiang Liu

Telecommurication Laboratories . Chung-Li , Taiwan # R.O.C.

aaaqqU c INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen related lose increase of op-
Hydrogen contamination X optical tical fiber cables has been found and

fiber causes increased transmission loss studied for quiet a few years(1,2,3,4,S,
due to enhanced Ha and/or -oH absorp- ,61. The hydrogen concentration in the
tion. Hydrogen evolution from degrada- cable can be determined by the evolution
tion of cable materials has been inten- from organic cable materials and the
sively studied to evaluated optical permeation through the cable sheath. It

fiber reliability in the recent years. is important to measure the hydrogen
in most studies c'lsle testing samples evolution for cable materials selection.
were thermally aged in sealed glass There are many studies about hydrogen
tubes or headspace vi&lA at different analytical methods [3,4,5,7,1. Generally
temperatures. The hydrogen concentra- speaking, test samples were put in
tions generated were sampled from those either sealed glass tubes or headspace
sealed glass containers with syrings and vials and aged at different tempera-
analyzed by GC. The escape of hydrogen tures; the hydrogen concentxition gen-
during aging and sampling were observed. crated wan analyzed by gas chromatog-

In this paper a new procedure is es- raphy. But the above analytical methods
tablished to evaluate hydrogen evolution have some drawbacks, such as the escape

from thermal degradation of optical of hydrogen from the septum-sealed
cable materials. A supported Pd/AlaO headspace vials during aging process and
catalyst in selected as hydrogen absorb- the difficulty of withdrawing sample
ent for its high efficiency of adsorbing volume via syring from the sealed glass
and absorbing H to Pd atom surface and tube.
bulk.The uptake hydrogen can be desorbed In this paper, a nw procedure using
completely at about 4000 C and detected Pd/AI.0 catalyst as hydrogen absorbent
by GC with TCD directly. to measure hydrogen evolution from opti-
Different optical cable samples and cal cable samples during thermal aging

cable components such as fiber coating process is established.
materials,water-proof filling compounds,
jacket, sheath, central member, etc. are EXPERI ENTAL
evaluated wich this new procedure and
headspace vials method for comparison. Catalyst Preparation
By the new procedure, the collected
hydrogen contents for same samples are The catalyst was prepared by the anion
about 1.4 times compared with those from exchange methodi8l,PdCl4 -2 anions from
the latter method. It is also found that PdCl-HCl were exchangel with OH- groups
the major sources of hydrogen evolution on alumina in acidic aqueous solution
of optical fiber cables used in Taiwan (pH - 2 t 0.2). The sample was sub-
are water-proof filling compounds and sequently dried at 1100C and calcined at
fiber coating materials. 4000C.
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Test tauipment builk. By means of the above proceus~we
could get a metal state of Pd/A130,

Figure 1 in a schematic diagram of the catalyst. After catalyst pretreatment
apparatus used for the hydrogen evolu- the catalyst reactor wan cooled down to

tio mesurmen ofoptcalfibr cbleroom temprature.the stream of gas was
mtimalsurmn of ptialgo fiber al convert into pure argon and passed
matsedihlo.gh pue qaron flacowr. through both optical cable fiber reactor

pausd troug th quat: eactrs.and catalyst reactor~then optical fiber
Nydrogen evolved by optical fiber cable aging process wk-n performed. The
samples was sorbed by the precalcined hydrogen evolved in aging process were
pd/Ala02  catalyst and the subsequently absorbed by the Pd/A1303 catalyst. When
dzr~rb*A hydrogen was monitored by a the degradation test came to an end, we
thermal conductivity detector. The tem- rtised, the catalyst reactor temperature
perature of the reactor wasn controiled to 400 C at a rate of IO0C/min. The time
by a Eurotherm 127 temperature program- Profiles of the H, desorptions from the
mere Pd/A1303 catalyst and the temperature of

the reactor were measured simuls~aneously
by a TCD-GC And a thermo'couple, rasp@-

0 F tively.

E Sample

L H Different optical cable samples and
cable cowponents such as fiber coating
materials,water-proof filling COm-

ponents. jacket, oheath,central member,
act. are evaluated with above method.

A: Pressure Gauge All the cable components tested are
5: Needle Valve listotd in table 1.
Ci Flow Meter Table I : Cable Composnmts Analyzed
D: Mixing Chamber for lfeneratios
3: T.C.D. Sample Discription
F: Injector CbeAJlyFle al
G: Furance Cable A Jolly-fizledCable
H: Quartz Reactor(Contain Sample) Cable a Jelly-Filled-Cbic
It Quartz Reactor(Contain Sion) SilICONe Costing Material
J: Temperature Controller Demoliteo Coating Material
K: Recorder Acrylate Coating Material
L: Quartz Reactor(Contain Pd/A1203) Nylar Vropper Material

levier Wrapper Material
Poluimobuteno *filling Compound

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the Thixotropic A*0 Filling Compound
hydrogen adsorption system. Thixotropic IO filling compound

ThixotropIc CAFilling compound
Test Prcur NDPE Tube and Sheath Material

Th peclind dAlO3caays ad LDPE Tube and Sheath Material
The~rcaciedPdA1. 2  atlyt ndNylon Tube and Sheath Material

optical cable sample were inserted into fiber A S.M. Fiber
the two quartz tube reactors respec- Fiber 8 N.M. fiber
tively. A stream of 10% Ha/Ar gas mix- Fiber C S.M. fiber
ture at 1 atm was regulated by a needle
valve . The temperature of the reactor *:sajor composition: mineral oll.SIO1
was raised to 120 OC by a temperature polyisobutefte
controller and kept for 1 hour to reduce O:naJor composition: polymsthyl slioxan*
the Pd/Ala0z catalyst. After the reduc- S1 2

tion process,the temperature was raised A:.aJor composition: mineral olS102
to 4000C and kept for 1 hour to desorb
the hydrogen in the catalyst surface and
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MIMLTi AMSO DISCSOUION hydrogen volume(ul) and the hydrogen
desorption peak area integrated could be

Amoung the common catalytic met- expressed with the following equation
als,palladium $a unique in its ability and the coefficient of determination was
to dissolve hydrogen atom to form pal- 0.98D.
ladium hydrides. Yamab et al.191 had Ha Volume (ul) - 6.89 * 6.6 • 10-, arca
investigated the desorption of hydrogen integrated
sorbad by palladium supported on slica-
alumina between 2734K and 3060K. They
concluded that hydrogen is sorbed by
palladium in three states' I.e weakly
adsorbed Na absorbed H and strong ad- I - f
sorbed H. Their results show that the -* -

absorbed N and the weakly chemisorbed N 0 I

can be removed by outgassing for I hour CL/ - -.

at 293 Kafter which only the strongly 9 - --

chemisorbed N remained on the surface. i n
w

Boudart et al..10} had investigated the o
hydrogen sorbed by supported palladium
catalyst. They pointed out that at 303°K x

and the hydrogen pressure below 17 -4

torrhydrogen atoms can be strongly 30
chemisorbed on palladium surface not ab- T I M E tminl
sorbed into palladium crystallite. Figure 2 The variation of hydrogen

from the above discussion and the fact desorption over a Pd/AlaOs catalyst ver-
that the hydrogen pressure which evolved sus reactor temperature.
from optical fiber cable was far bellow
17 torr,we could recognize that in our
case,the hydrogen atom was strongly Table 2 shows the comparison of the
chemisorbed in palladium atom surface results of hydrogen evolution from fiber
and was not flushed away by argon gas coating material by different methods.
stream. In all the experiment proce- The evolved hydrogen slowly escaped from
durewe had detected the gas composition either septum-sealed heawdpace vial or
of argon gas stream by TCD and recorder glass tube containerswhile paladium
and did not find any hydrogen gas. This had a strong ability to upta)ke
also confirmed our recognization. hydrogen.Consintently the experimentai

Figure 2 in the variation of hydrogen data showed that the collected hydrogen
desorption over a Pd/Al.O. catalyst ver- amount with palladium catalyst method
sus reactor temperature. The temperature are about 1.4 and 3.3 timer compared
was kept at room temperature for a with headspace vials and glass tube sets
period of time then raised to 4090C at a methods respectively.

rate of 100C/min. At room zempera- Table 3 lists the amount(ul/g) of

turethe hydrogen did not desorb and hydrogen evolved from organic cable
materials after aging at 100 C for 360

near 325C,the adsorbed hydrogen could hours. The major sources of hydrogen
desorbed completely. evolution from optical fiber cable used
The following equation was assumed to in Taiwan are water-proof filling com-

happen at this stage. pounds and fiber coating materials.
Pdts5 H -------- * Pd,g, + 1/2 H, After aging both the water-proof filling

In this reaction () represents compounds and coating materials dis-
species on the surface, colored from colorless to pale yellow or
The desorbed hydrogen volume was yellowish brown.Thh origin of the evolu-

calibrated by injecting a known amount tion of hydrogen was presumed to be
of hydrogen gas into TCD-GC with a through thermo-oxidative scitsion
Hamilton gastight syring and data were mechanism[7,11,121. The evolution of
analyzed with multiple reqression hydrogen can be inhibited by addition of
method. The relation between the
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aoe sulfur-containing or phenolic
antioxidantill.

Table 2: Cosparisom of lalvelution from Centiam Material by Different Ntiods

112 Collect Method Vledpace vials method Glass Tube Sets Catalyst Adserptlos Method

1t Asoumt(ul/) 2438 104.10 340.6

Table 3 1 Aoumt(ul/s) o *rodeo evolved by arseic cable
materials aft o -1a 360 hours

Cr I Fiber Ceatiag I Vraper

Nydroem It 340 a 30 is1341
Cab. ilcrm Oulit Aiylt Mua

Evolutiom(ul/m) ..... II....1........

Water-Proof fillies Capoumds
Materials

Polylsobutome Tkixotropic A Thixotroplc I Thixotropic C

Nydroem 120 420 316 21
Evolutio (VI/)

Tube &Rd Sheath Materials Fiber
Materials

OPE LIPE Miles fiber A Fiber I Fiber C

Oydroe: 1.3 8.2 $1 54 23 3.1
E1volutionRel/I

112MOtNCE
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HIGHLY ACCURATE BACKSCATTER MEASUREMENT IN THE QUALITY CONTROL OF THE
CABLING OF SINGLE MODE FIBERS

Reinhard Girbig, Michael Hoffart

AEG KABEL AG M~nchengladbach
Federal Republic of Germany

MISTACT 2. OTUO CHANACTERISTICS
Techniques are developed to measure fiber The measuring equipment used In this study Is a
attenuation with an accuracy of better than comercially available OTOR switchable between
0.005 dB/km (20) using a standard OTOR. To get 1310m and 1SSOm. For best results with respect
this high accuracy special characteristics of to signal-to-noise ratio, output pulse power and
the OTOR such as variability of laser diodes, fiber length, a pulse width of lis Is used. All
Fresnel reflections, dead zones, signal measurements are done under computer control to
averaging and linearity have to be taken Into get a high level of accuracy and repeatability.
account. Computerized techniques to avoid them
negatively influencing accuracy are shown. To In the following subsections the techniques
calculate attenuation coefficients with the necessary to make an accurate OTOR attenuation
highly accurate OTDR method a special regression measurement are discussed. The discussion Is
analysis was developed. The accuracy of organized about the typical characteristics of
attenuation has been verified with measurements an OTDR measurement which must be well
on a calibration cable of a loose tube controlled.
construction. This cable was calibrated with
cut-back measurement to an accuracy of 0.003
dB/km (Z0 ). Results from production OTDR 2.1. DEAD ZONE
measurements compared to those from reference Due to the Fresnel reflections at the optical
cut back method show the high accuracy of the output port of the OTOR there Is a region at the
developed OTOR tech'niques. beginning of the backscatter trace which does

not show the true backscatter level of the
fiber. This region is called the dead zone and
its length depends on the pulse width and pulse
power of each laser diode and on the reflection
at the connectors both within and without the
OTOR. For a pulse width of Ips the expected dead
zone is lOOm. In reality a dead zone length of
about 500m to 600m is observed. The reason for

1. INTROOUCTION this disagreement is disturbances within the
Today OTDR measurements are standardly used to optical receiver which lead to oscillation of
determine the optical length, the position and the backscatter trace. Thus In order to minimize
the magnitude of point defects, and splice the length of the dead zone In the test fiber It
losses for optical fiber whether cabled or not is necessary to use a single mode fiber of about
cabled /I/. Precise attenuation measurements are lO00m length as a launching fiber.
performed with the cut back method. This method
is not readily applicable to cabled fiber and by The test fiber is coupled to the launching fiber
definition requires a cutting of the fiber. by using a single-mode fiber-to-fiber coupler.
Neumann showed theoretically in 1980 that it was To suppress additional Fresnel reflections an
possible to measure the attenuation of single index matching oil is used. The coupling
mode fibers with OTOR /2/. Nowadays OTOR's are procedure is controlled by hand and monitored on
in principle available to measure low loss the OTOR screen. To simplify coupler
single mode fibers with a ligh degree of manipulation and to obtain low coupling losses,
accuracy. As many instrument effects must be the launching fiber should have a greater mode
taken into account, a manual implementation of field diameter than the test fiber. That Is, for
the quality control of the cabl!ng of single example, with the coupling of a lOum mode field
mode fibers with OTOR is difficult to perform. launching fiber to a 9um mode field test fiber
Thus the OTOR measurements must be computerized one gains 0.4dB in capacity in principle /3/.
in order to optimize the conditions necessary Thus in practice coupling loss is reduced. Now
for precise measurements. In this contribution with the use of a launching fiber, the dead zone
the conditions for such an optimised operation of a test fiber is reduced greatly to only that
are presented. which in a result of a small reflection at the

coupler (pin optimal index matching). For the
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methodology reported htrt the typical reflection 2.2. FRESMIL !IFLECTI0N
is 0.1dm. High Fresnel reflections at all connections and

at the fiber far end will cause disturbances
within the optical receiver in the OTOR which

Fresuih ,lutia lead to incorrect attenuation values. Fresntl
reflections which saturate the receiver must, be
suppressed by means of a small fiber loop. Index

.AV.ll lik matching or an optical masking of the far end.
In our study a small fiber loop Is used with all
measurements.
A comparison of measurements with and without

Test F Wr Fresnel reflections at the fiber far end shows a
4 typical Attenuation value O.Oidl lower with
I reflection than that without reflection.

2.3. WVALENsTH CHAACTiSTICS
.5 rF1W I* The waveltgth of the laser diodes Inside the

OTOR differ from the nominal values of 1310ra
and ISSOnm. To compare attenuation measurements
between different OTOR*s or to cut back

44 . measurements, the center wavelengths and
# IW ow M AM 3 bandwidths of the laser diodes have to be known.

Therefore the spectra of the OTDR's laser diodes
M W are recorded by means of in optical spectrum

analyzer.Figure t: Dead zones Knowing the cinter wavelength, the attenuation
Careful examination of many backscatter traces coefficients at 13Orm and lSSOfm are calculated
shows that the difference between the falling by using the Rayleigh scattering loss formula:
edge of the reflection and the linear regression
curve of the backscatttr trace of a test fiber s a (0.7S + 37.1 LAn+)IX 4  (1)
Is 1.5 d for a dead zone of 150m at 1310n of
18m at 1550n (Fig. 2). The values of the coefficients In equation (1)

are correct for Internally produced fibers.
These values depend on fiber design and could be
different for fiber from a different
manufacturer.

Variations by power mode partition of thespectral distribution of the emitted light's
2.6 power causes an additional error in the

attenuation measurement. Although the variation
of the spectral distribution In power is not2.4S.5 known, it is possible to make a rough estimation
of the influence In terms of the bandwidth of2.2 I the laser diodes.
Using equation (1) the variation In attenuation2is is .t-4 0.751 + 37.1 -An+ A(

L wlthACts in dB/km andAX In prm.
1.6. ........... 2.4. LENGTH ACCURACY

-9 0 50 100 I50 200 O 3 0 4M 4M In order to accurately measure fiber length with
an OTDR it Is necessary to know the group index

Lr~th (a) of refraction of the group of test fibers. As it
is very difficult to measure the group index
directly, a high precision mechanical length

Figure 2: Dead zone ard height of reflection at measurement of a single fiber is used to
the fiber link determine the group Index of refraction for all

the fibers by changing the index of refraction
With the computerized methodology reported here on the OTOR until the shown length corresponds
if a 1.5dB value is observed the measurement is with the measured mechanical length.
automatically stopped. For internally produced fibers the group Index

at 1310nm is 1.4694 and at 1550nm is 1.4699.
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The length accuracy of the OTOR used in this T
study at the highest possible resolution settingIs is.

2.5. AV i iNG
For highly accurate attenuation masurements,
the averaging time of the 0TCR has to be 41optimized. The best way of optimization Is to
control the averaging time by checking the
signai-to-noise-ratio of the backscatter trace d 46
at the fiber far end. The averaging process can
be stopped when there is no significant change
In the sig'al-to-noise-ratio. 44

With the type of OTOR used for this study, this
procedure Is not recommended as when data are Q
read out, the averaging process is interrupted.
Therefore a method in which the averaging times
are scaled to the total attenuation at the far 4 !
end of the test fiber Is used. A I I It 9 14
The averaging process within the 0TCR used in
the study Is a cmbination of arithmetical and AttMIN M
exponential averaging. Because of the fact that
exponential averaging will not converge, the Figure 3: Optical attenuation vs. electrical
averaging time should not be allowed to exceed attenuation at 1310 e r
20s. Otherwise it is possible that incorrect
attenuation values are observed. This is true
for a dynamic range limitation of up to 5dO
including the launching fiber.

In the optimised measuring computer program
averaging times of 10s and ISs, respectively.
for a total attenuation at the fiber far end of
3dB and SdB are used.

The results to be discussed later In this paper
show that these times are sufficient for highly
accurate attenuation measurements. 4

2.6. LINEMITY
The backscattered light level qarles with pulse
width, pulse energy and fiber characteristics. s
In order to handle a large variation In back-
:cattered light level, an electronic attenuator
with a range of possible settings is included in 42
commercially available OTOR's.
For accurate measurements it is Important to
choose the correct setting to be in the linear
optical range.

The determination of the correct setting is done 1 -4 , , ,
easily by observing the change In the total 0 2 4 6 a t0 12 14
attenuation at the far end of the launching
fiber as stepping through the electronic AttmVAtlkn (4)
attenuator positions from low to high. A linear
fit to the measured attenuation values will showr
the lowest possible setting to be within the Figure 4: Optical attenuation vs. electrical
linear optical range. The check of the linear attenuation at 1550n
region Is done automatically by the computer in Boxes are measured values; the straight lines
a special service routine which is called upon are the linear fits.
whenever the OTOR equipment or the launching In this example settings which give optical
fiber Is changed. attenuations of 7.SdB at 1310nm and 5dB at

An example is shown In figures 3 and 4. 1550nm are shown.

3. REGRESSI(N A A'. IS
To obtain, byn accuracy in the attinuation
coeffic',".s a special regression analysis Is
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used. OI t

The fiber is measured with the OTOR from both
tens. A linear fit is done to all the measuring
points of the backscatter trace. ThY deviations
at the measuring points form a linear fit are
then €clculattd. Figure S shows the results of I.M2
the regression analysis for a 12ka fiber with
slightly Inhomogeneous regions. An Ithomogmneous # *
fiber has been chosen in order to better show
the principle of the analysis. -0."2

. 3 - 4I . " 1 . .. '.

0.1e o IM to 20 M 3

06UigI6 Lowth(*W
Figure 6: Deviation between measured values

d a and linear fit for the first rgion

.35 dBAn

4.03

-4.14 .0

Larth . -+.M5

Figure 5: Deviation between measured
values and linear fit -0o

The coefficient cf attenuation for this example
for the entire fiber length Is 0.344 dB/km and -_.0___.. . . . .
the maximu deviation is about + 0.03 dB. It
can be seen that there are regfons where the M oW 3M 50W M SoM 5 05
slope of the curve is linear; I. e. the first
2.5 km and the region between 2.5km and 5.5km. LVith (

The computer program looks for such linear Figur" 7: Deviation between measured values
regions and again does a linear fit to the and linear fit for the second region

measuring points for each region. The deviations coefficient which is more accurate than that
between the measuring points and the linear fit obtained by either a least square fit over the
for the regions cited above are shown entire fiber or a two end point analysis.
respectively in figure 6 and figure 7. The application of this regression analysis to a
The deviation .wlthin both regions is below calibration cable that the measurement of is
0.01 dB. described in the next chapter Is plotted in

The computer program automatically searches out figure 8.

all linear regions of minimum deviation.

With this method it is first possible to
determine homogeneous regions o' a fiber, and
secondly possible by summing over these linear
regions to obtain a total fiber attenuation
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6.01 The attenuation of the calibration cable was
measured with an accuracy of 0.003d1/kM (fiber

e.e length: 3km) by a high precision cut-back
measurement at the research center of the German

0l.e m |PTT /4/. The result Is shown in figure 10.
0.604 - , T

.. IL I I U Ih Il ![".1

•.602 1.I
-0 o 6 o.1

.t 150 I 300.4
i wt W 0.2

Figure 8: Deviation between fiber attenuation I
and linear fit for the calibration to tien 120 130 IM 156 160 i6
cable at 131ln2O

4.14ASMENT RESULTS Figure 10: Spectral attenuation of the
Incorporating together all the techniques calibration cable
discussed above a computerized OTDR measurement
of a calibration cable was performed. A comparison of the result of an OTOR

The loose tube construction of this calibration measurement (Fig. 11) with the result of the cut
cable Is shown In figure 9. back measurement shows exantly the same value of

attenuation: 0.333dB/km .. 1318nm.
Correcting the OTOR attenuation to 1310m gives

I - WY IE9/125 a value of 0.339dB/kin which deviates by
0.00tdB/kr- from the cut back result
(0.338dB/km). This Is within the measuring

1 1.4
2
3 1.2

5 1 1,33 d 'k

1: uinglemode fber 0.

2: loose tube 2mm .0 0.6

3: strength menbers 0.4

4: wropping
0.2

5: PVC outer sheath

Figure 9: Construction of the calibration cable 0 AI I I ,
0 500 1000 1500 200 Z50 3O0O

The cabled fiber has a mode field of gum. The

optical parameters of this fiber are such that LeNth (a)
it is very insensitive to environmental changes.
One expects to see only attenuation changes on Figure 11: Attenuation of the calibration cable
the order of thousandths of a dB/km over many at 1318nm measured with OTOR
years.
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accuracy of this cut back system which Is References
O.003d8/km for a standard cabled fiber length of /I/ 81RD,M. MILLER.W. SAIKKONEN, S.: 'OTOR
2km. automation - methodology and results', IWCS
To verify the accuracy of the OTDR technique (1987) pp. 85-90
reported here the attenuations of r$ fibers /2/ NEUSANN,E.G.: Analysis of the
taken from internal production as measured with backscattering method for testint Dptical
OTOR and cut back were compared (Fig. 12). fiber cables', AEO 34 (1980) pp. 1 ,160

/3/ KAPRON,F. et al: 'Mode field ilameter
effects on OTOR splice measurem, s', NBS
Sympos. on Optical Fiber W ;urements

g.w (1986) pp. 81-84
/4/ HEITMANN,W.: 'Precision single-mode fiber

spectral attenuation measurement', J. opt.
.- ! Commun. 8 (1987) pp. 2-6

9.00

-o..... -

4M II I
1I 20 30 4 50 6

*A*.rof flbv Reinhard Girbig AEG KASEL (Optical Cable Divisi-
on) MOnchengladbach, West Germany.

Figure 12: Deviation of attenuation values Reinhard Girbig was born in 1954. He received
between OTOR and cut back his Dipl.-Ing. degree from the "Ruhr University,
measurements Bochum" In 1987. He Joined AEG KA8EL on

graduation and has since worked as a development
engineer in the fiber optics area with overallThe average value of the deviation between the responsibility for the technical aspects of OTOR

two maasuring methods is 7 a -.00014dB/km with a measurement.
standard deviation s +0.00137dB/km.

This result shows that with the OTDR methodology
reported here an accuracy of O.OO5dB/km (20) in
attenuation is possible.

5. CONCLUSION
The different causes of measurement errors in
the measuring of attenuation with OTOR were
studied. Optimized conditions were developed for
a computerized OTOR measurement system. A
special calibration cable was used to verify the
accuracy of the OTOR attenuation method against
the reference cut back method. A high accuracy Michael Hoffart AEG KABEL (Optical Cable Divisi-
of O.O05dB/km (20) with this computerized OTDR on) Mdnchengladbach, West Germany.
technique was obtained. Michael Hoffart was born in 1956. He received
6 his Dipl.-Ing. degree from the "Bergische

.ACKNOEDGEMENTS University Wuppertal" in 1983. He joined AEG
The authors wish to thank Dr.W. Heitmann of the KABEL on graduation and has been engaged In the
German Research Center of the German PTT for the field of optical measurement technique. He is
attenuation measurements of the calibration now responsible for the development of
cable and Or.R.G. Sominer, AEG KABEL for reading teleconirunication cables.
the manuscript.
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RIGID PVC AS THIN WALL INSULATION FOR INDOOR TELEPHONE EXCHANGE CABLES

Cart-Gustaf Ekroth, Sirtn HaLvarsson, Elof Nilsson.

ERICSSON CABLES AS, TELECOM CABLES DIVISION,
BOX 457, S-824 01 HUDIKSVALL, SWEDEN

ABSTRACT The cables are designed to meet the fLamabiLity
requirements of the IEEE 383 (6) standard test.

A rigid potyvinytchtoride (PVC) compound has Cables meting the flamabitlity requirements

been extruded as thin wall insulation 0 0.4/0.6 can be designed with sheaths of PVC-Coppound 65
w for indoor telephone exchange cables. The well as halogen free compound.
insulation has been extruded with standard The halogen fret compounds are used if reduced

extrusion equipment. The compound does not halogen content is required.
contain any primary plasticizer and is based on
a PVC-resin with a K-value a 58. Test results
from measurements on rigid PVC compound insu-
lation are compared with results of standard in- Exatles of overall diameters for cables with
sulation grades of plasticized PVC, polyamide 12 insulations of rigid PVC compound are given in
and modified polyphenytene oxide. The cables are table 1.
designed as flame retardant and to be installed Table 1 Overall diameter ot cables
using wire wrapping techniques. The cables can
be manufactured with sheaths of plasticized PVC Number Overall
compound or halogen free compound. cf pairs Diameter (mm)

4 3.8
8 5.0
12 5.6
16 6.0

INTRODUCTION 24 7.0
32 8.0

DeveLopment work has been done to find a flame 48 9.5
retardant insulation material for thin walL in-
sulation as replacement for potyamid 12 (PA 12).
Several polymers and polymer blends have been COMPOUND CHARACTERISATION
investigated. ALlergy problems (1) associated
with the type of modified potyphenlLoxide (PPO) Rigid potyvinytchtoride (u-PVC) compound is
used hitherto was also a reason for the develop- essentially an intimate blend of PVC resin with
ment work. impact modifiers processing aids, stabiLisers

and lubricants. The significant difference from
A rigid PVC compound was found to give the other PVC compounds normally used in the cable
properties required. It also showed to be sui- and wire industry i- the absence of plasticizers
table for processing on standard extrusion equi- and filLers. The rigid PVC-formuLation is Listed
pment at moderate costs. The compound is based in table 2.
on a PVC rosin (2) with a K-value = 58 (3) in-
stead of resins with K values 65-72 normaLLy TabeL 2 Formulation of rigid PVC compound
used for plasticized PVC compounds in the wire
and cable industry. Components

1 PV-resin k-value 58
Good mechanical properties are necessary 

due to

the requirements (4) for a wall thickness nf 0.1 2 Stabiltizer/ubricant mixture, based on lead

m and the use of wire wrapping technics when 3 Stabilizer, tribasic lead sulfate
installing the cables. Practical wire wrapping 4 impact modifier, terpolymer

tests on different types of insulated conductors 5 Processing aid, acrylic polymers
indicate that the value for cut-through should 6 Release agent. based on calcium compounds
be a minimum of 800 g, determined in accordance
with MIL-W 81222/4.6 18 (5).
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The formulation %f the rigid PVC ct opound for ROEIEOFIIDPCNuLTO ATERIAL
use as a wire ii,,Utation has requiretd the in- The most important propertieS of extruded rigidcorporation of two types of stabilizers to act PVC have been inwestigated. The results haveas a NCL-acceptor and a stabilizer according to been compared with sooe other extruded in-
the Frye-Worst mechanism (7) sutation mterial. Abbreviations of the in-

rhe ompnent wee mied n a ig sped mxersulation material used in this study art listed
to a temperature of (110 0C - 120 C). The dry in table 4.
blend was compounde in a Buzz ko-kncter type PT
200 with an output of 1000 kg/h.

Table 4 Plastic insulation material

-Intuaion puitthit _ AbbreVIitOn

EXRUISION OF RIGID PVC A19id Pot vtnirtC%t~r' uPVC
st*4d P16tiicted 0ot1'Viny'ttlrtd 0-#VC

Extrusion eguipment efedifitd vap tlne cold*
patyisid 1 A1

The insulation material can be proce~~sed on
standard thtemptastic extrusion equipment as
designed for wire coating. in this experiment
rigid PVC has been satisfactory processed on a Mechanical orocerties
30 mm extrudtr with a L/D rotio of 20: 1 and a
compression ratio of 2,5:1. Table 5 presents mechanical properties obtained

from 0,1 = radial thickness insulation. TensileFree extrusion (tubing) has been used in this strength at break and etongation at break are
process, which is normally chosen when in- determoined according to JEC 189-1 (8) with a
sutlton of small conductor Is carried out. A cross head speed of 50 mm/mmi. Stripping force
drawn-dowv ratio of 10.2 and a Lint speed of 600 was detrmined in a tensile testing machine.
Win was successfuly employed for the thin Cross head speed S0 m/mmn, and sample prepara-
wall insulation of 0,1 mm radial thickness. tion according to JEC 189-1. Insulation cut-

through was measured according to MiL-1-8182Z.
Extrusion conditions

Table 5 Mechanical properties of insulation
Typical extrusion conditions employed for the materials as U,4/0,6 mm wires.
insulation of 0,4 mm tinned copper conductor
with 0,1 mm radial thickness of rigid PVC are ftxterfitl Tnsile [tongeton at Stripping CutListed below, Ste table 3. strength break X force N through

Ira,
Table 3 Extrusion conditions

Die diameter (mm 2.0 u-PVC 52 215 3.0 1000
Guider tip diameter (m) 1.4 PPC 24 225 6.0 S00
DOR 10.2 fi-ppr) 40 175 9.0 a00
DRB 0.9 PA 12 50 300 5.0 900

Extruder set temperatures (0C)

Zone 1 175
2 185
3 195
4 205

Crosshead 215

Screw speed (rpm) 40

Conductor preheat ( 0 C) 100

Line speed (in/min) 600
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Agoing and heat stability Coffoatibitty

The agoing performance of the u-PVC at the ottermination of compatibility between polymersradial wall. thicknes Of 0.1 Ma is Shown in is necessary because of suspected migration of
figure 1. The samples were aged at 800C, 1000C tow olecular substances from the jackAeting
and 120 C and measured according to IEC 189-1 . material into the u-PVC. Moulded specimerji wertThe stabitit)- was m'Asured at 2000C according 'zo put together to forwa a "sandwich" between two
VbE 0472/09.,'1 (9) both before and after glass plates. The gtassplates wort ptact-d in an
&going. The rtsutts are presented in figure 2. air oven maintained at 700C and a weight of 5

Etmuw T ommkg was placed on the test assembly. The in-
%LCTO vestigation was ptrfcrmwjd on u-PVC in connection

2M with molded sheets of Jacketing material
consisting of plasticized PVC and flame

200 retardant hatogen free material. The result are
presented in figure 3 with a comparison of
migration between m-PPO and PVC Jacketihq

I~O material.

lcD EIQIT ICKASE C ILnTIy MiEMOA

M DC
0-c
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4

AGEOG TME LWS 3.
NO8. Ami ng pref,%rmancv, of the insulation at
SO C 100 C and 120 C. 2- A

lERT SrIILITr AT 2M0 C

000

60 Fig.3 Compatibility (A) u-PVC/PVC sheath, (8) u-
40 PVC/haLogen free sheath, (C) a-PPO/PVC sheath.

120 C

o' 00 i * ,.,..- 0 Fire property

The experimental results (10) reported here ofACERtC TIME UEEKS u-PVC have been subjected to standard test
Fig.2 Stability of u-PVC at 800C, 1000C, 1200C. procedures, oxygen index, vertical flammability

UL 94, flammability temperature Araphoe smoke
and NOS smoke chamber. The results are presented
in table 6.
The u-PVC has also been tested in a cone
calorimeter (11) at three dif lrent heat flux
levels 15, 20 and 25 kW/a . Samples were
prepared from moulded sheets with dimensions
(lO0xlOx)mm. The amount of chloride presented
in combustion gases was analyzed, see table 7.
Time to ignition and heat reaLease rate was mea-
sured, see table 8.
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TabLe 6 Fire properties of some insutating TabLe 9 ELectricaL properties of some insulated
materiat., materiatl

Proofrty' u-C D-fvC ..- M PA-I?
Oalrstt Vrtue 0,L tctrc INIt I htIt 41tec't

owtgn s s tvity" tmesItt ftter itreawth

23°0 37 26 t 1

lO uC 33.5 26 -- #TC (o 3 2.1 .9 tO) ?.s
200'C 29.5 24 30 - P-FVC 41 4.1 3.0 30.0 10"3 ris
300C 2S.0 20 2 - a*ftO 410 2.6 2.4 4 $ tO P6%
4moC 19.5 Is Is - PA12 40.1 3.1 3.0 11.0 10" Pill

Te~troture (0C) 370 270 340 <23

Verticl
ftabitity
UL 4 V-0 (m) 0.5 1.0 3.2 -
ArapA o, I imo.e 11.4 12 23.6 ripin
P53 Sat chpber Oripping,watderng s,(coerr) I&Y 390 122

Permittivity and dissipation factor have been
rtbir.0 ".a (€orr) 361 $30 347 aesured at several distinct frequences 1, 6,

10, 20, 40, 70 MHz, see ficures 4 4nd 5.
a V-I Comparison is made with PA-12.

TabLe 7 ChLoride in combustion gas 'LRTIV PERMITTIVITY

Incident Amount Amount chtorlde 91
flux chloride I of 9 PVC consumed gv;/," 3

15 1.35 0.12
20 1.33 0.07
25 1,02 0.03

...U.PVC

2.7 PA 12
0 25 50O7

TabLe 8 Time to ignition and heat reaLease rate FREUNCY (111z)

Fig.4 Frequency dependence of permittivity
Inci|et flux Time tO ignition Neat rea|jse rate FCT
kWI/o mings 0.k DVimS]IPAT| FACTOR0.02

15 a

20 a. 71 0.015
25 4:00 178

* No Ignition
" Ignition with a mtch 6:30 (min:s) 0.0l

0.005

u.PVC
0 . .. ' ' . . . . . . PR 12

0 25 50 75
ELectricat, properties FREGUEN"Y ("W

VoLume resistivity, dieLectric constant (1 kHz,
1 MHz) dissipation factor (1 MHz) and dieLectric Fig.5 Frequency dependence of dissipation
strength < 1,5 kV =tes measured, see tabLe 9. factor.
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Cracking at Low temperature REFERENCES

Nisane o rakig t owtepeatre1. Arne Utander "Utredning av 11am-
15 ) stc bto cerac dn accodn to E Cer 18u9- skyddad kabeL vid Ericsson, Katrinehots".
Scl as been mocacsre acobrd to21 CC 89- r tins tandsting,

c~aue 4.. N craks wre bsered.yrktsmedicinsk& lhiniktn.

PROPERTIES OF COMPLETEP CAKLE 2. Norsk Hydra data shevt Norvinyl
S4-58.

In the present work, trial Lengths of 32-pair
cables were produced using 0,4 mn tinned copper 3. Oestimmung der ViskosiltszahL
conducters and u-PVC as insulation material. Two und des K-Wrtes von Vinytchtorid
types of materials were used for jacketing of u- (VC) -Potymrisaten, DIN 53726.
PVC insutated conducter. The sheathing
materials used were a flame retardent PVC comn- 4. Ericsson materiaL, specification,
pound and a flame retardent halogen free terma- Switch board cable 105 49-TEN
plastic having an oxygen index (01) z 35. 2503.

Cod ed esS Military Specification Wire, Electrical,
Sotdertess Wrap, Insulated and

Sending test at tow temperature (-15 0C)for Uninsulated. MIL-W-81222 (Navy)
sheaths according to 4I1C 811-1-A.. ztaute 8.2 aPril 1972.
(12) showed no cracks.

6. IEEE standard for Type Test of
Etectrical property Class IC Electric Cables,, FielO

Splices, and connections for Nukclear
Mutual capacitance of cabeL was measured to 62- Power Generating Stations, IEEE
68 nF/km according to IEC 189-1 clause 5.4. std 383-1974.

Flame propagation 7. Tibor Keten, Polymer Degradation,
van Nostrand Reinhold company

The cables were subJected to a vertical fLame 1963.
test (IEEE 383). Cables were vertically mounted
on a Ladder and burnt by a 70 0000 BTU/AIR ribbon 8. Internationalt Electrotechnical
burner 250 -a wide placed in front of and 610 mm Commission IEC-standard, Publication
from the bottom of the cable ladder. The two 189-i,. Second edition 1966, Low-
types of cables futtfitl aLL requi~rments of the frequency cables and wires with
IEEE 383 vertical flame test. PVC-insulation and PVC-sheat Part

1 General test and measuring methods.
CONCLUSION 9. Verbandes Deutscher Elektrotechniker

A flame retardant thin insulation of rigid PVC VDE 0472./09.71
compound can be processed with standard
extrusion equipment. The rigid PVC compound is 10. Tor Cornetiussen, test report
based on PVC resin of a K value z 58. The PVC- 21.06.1989 Norsk Hydro AS, Porsgrunn,
material can be used for wire wrapping instead Norway.
of insulation of polyamid 12, if moderate 1. PrTueo. rnponn
operating temperaturts are required. Migration1. PeThron rdrongI
shows that PETP-foiL is needed as a migration konkalorimeter inkLusive kloridanalys
barrier when plasticized PVC compound are used av r8kgaserna frin styv PVC, ref
as jacketing material. Rigid PVC insulation 88 R 2028, Swedish National Testing
together with plasticized PVC or halogen free Institute.
flame retardant sheaths have sl.,own to be sui- 12. International ELectrotechnicaL
table for indoor telephone exchange cables. Commission, IEC standards, Publication
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DESBIGN AND PERFORMANCE Or SINGLE-MODE PL.11(-IN TYPE OPTICAL FIBER CONNECTORS

Shin' kohl Iwano, Etnuji Sugita, Kasunori Kanayama,Ryo Naga*## and Ken'ichl Nakano'

MI Opto-electronics Laboratories, Ibaraki, Japan
0 NTT Applied Electronics Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan

M-M jrvIn to the backpanel as thin facilitates
both maintenance and testing.

A now system or compact minglo-mode To realise theme requirements, we have
plus-in type optical fiber connectors In developed two types of single-mode plus-in
developed for multiple optical connections optical fiber connector: One type has two
between a printed board and a backpansel. plus* and two Jacks and includes 64
This new eyatemt consists or two types or eleetrical terminals, and the other han
plug-in connector; two optical plugs rour plugs and rour Jack* without the
/jacks with 64 electrical terminals and electrical terminals. Individual coupling
rour optical plugs/jacks. This system for theme plugs and Jacks; connected with

u1tilizes a novel alignment mechanism for single-mode fibers in carried out nimulta-
plus* and Jacks and a novel fiber-core ad- neounly by plugging in the printed board.
Justment technology. This ppr dscribes the design and

It in confirmed that the connectors characteristics of the mingle-mode plug-in
have a low inseirtion loss of less than 0.4 optical fiber connectors.
dB an" a high return loss of more than 28
dB., and are highly reliable. j Eg

In advanced lightwave transmission sn- The design concept or the plug-in con-
ttes, low loss and low reflection single- nector system is as follows:
mode optical interconnections which take a) The connectors are mounted In an area
Up little space are required for connect- 80 as long and 10 am high.
ing printed boards to backpanels In b) Each single-mode optical fiber in
equipment such as an optical transmitter/ connected based on the ferrule-slitted-
receiver for synchronous digital hierarchy sleeve system 11).
(31310. In much equipment, many electrical c) Superior optical performance, an in-
interconnections are also required ror sertion loss or less than 0.5 din and a
transmitting wideband digital signals and return loss greater than 25 dBn, are
distributing clocks through a backpansel to required.
aprinted board. In light of these requIrements, at new

Moreover, optical 3nd electrical inter- single-mode plug-in connector system in
connections should be completed at the proposed an shown in Fig. 1, In contrast
saime time by plugging the printed board to existing electrical connectorsi2i.

mIACt-N DIV

I.PLUO/JACK &.64 .T911111111l.
TYPE CONNECTOR~

BACK PANEL
'/MAME TERMINAL

ELECTRICAL CON4NECTOR /

FEMALE TERMINAL PRINTED BO0ARD

Figure I Single-mode plug-in optical fiber connector system
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Figure 2 Rear vie of back-end Figure 3 Photograph of single-mod.
housings and plugs fiber Plug and Jack

JACK LUG
Fiue trcur rsige-oe ie

plg n Qo

Thetye ithtw otial lus/acsmb. h pig.Teselhs oiinn

networkrs.Stucur o tieme fieru, plti-lddlg

The Jayke wirh twomoi ted in th/Je syhe od n spring. The shell apoiong
epinted foar oungu tanssio t- pheugs in m outer arnf~ teahinter by
theti frn-nd t nd btck-endth ous pincsao houangfb. nt- oplns h
the h/ackunel emlye.frloa lo h pluo has apoitoni krisey. ai

hers th ritd rdi isrtdTe ferrule, and pae poled toua
nT he Jack arel teprined Inoard shllall hoean sa pew wTh a 20 am

houine bargn husbng,-end hugs hInh andiuhe sole as to rele sb othysical
the flot-ountd and thbrokn-d housingo meansa or141 e- opins h
tbyacguide-loa holderri~ lates.o has o al potoinw keaphtgyph.

Then the printed board uI% I couped The. iilugin eonsore ith he tw o plg/a
Inthe backpanel h lg te pindiedubad poally convex shap witd a, re0aiml
inoested aln eoedo the back-end Thsngwiceu Jso aoreaiz m shaialy phystainl
hosin romuthed ro the ntashosin 12 7 mm p: .byrtanngsrig h
ihnFg .tpe atu the printed board bomn nculd tepugi onco ihtopuxtts ng
to he afrne and sehc ia fixew o ant 6-o-eter.l twoinl ae hown are

the Jackparel hoToerwtthe plugsaeIdvuly Fris. nd eac sem o te ckpoit
InFs.te and 4.mTe jrck cohist ofkn ah Jack 5maar 54elctiall eaedr
horuing fro ah ear-of te Jnack shos, a 2. the houain Thetousing isprings on the
Inv hoider a2d ape spring The see printed boadard.ng
tholer ncludihon thgetherrl andh the poided ont-eacd sing of the ackpitio

sleeve is pressed in the atxial direction with 6,4 picas-fit male terminals is fixetd
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PIN'
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MAL gNMINAL

SACK P PoNlS DOARO

Figure 5 Structure or I-pi.N/Jack 6 64-terminal type plug-in connentor

sld misalignment are at'tomatically ab-
snrbl.131 Therefore, the following align-
ment mechanisms are introducetd.

AN the the print.4 %;.a;rd plugged In
to the backpanlo, the guide-float pins are
inserted into guide holes In the printed
board housing so as to align the back-
end housing with plugs to the printed
board housing with Jacks. Next, the
printed board housing is inserted into the
front-end housing to align the electrical
terminals.

This guide mechanism can absorb radial
tolerance and faellitate the alignment of
the plugs and Jacks.

First, the printed board housing and
the back-.nd housing are roughly aligned,

Figure g Photograph of 2-plug/jack 64- then the plugs and Jacks are aligned, and
terminal type plug-in connector finally the two ferrules are aligned.

In order to align the two housings, the
beck-end housing Is floated and guided by
the guide-float pins and the guide holes.

tt the back panel. The bavk-end housing or The floating range of the float is
the backpanel with two resilient rings is designed to be larger than the radial
rinat-mounted on the rront-end housinx by tolerane. The range of the guide In also
two guide-float pins. The plugs are designed to be more than 2 times as large
retained in the housing by the resilient as that or the float. Even if the printed
rings. Each I)' " can be removed Individu- board Is Instrted at the worst position,
ally from using using a release or the top of the guide-float pins can be
the plug h guided into the guide holes, thus making

It possible to align these two housings.
Misalignment between a plug and a Jack

is caused by housing alignment error be-
When single-made fibers are butt- tween the two housings and positioning er-

coupled, the misalignment between cores is ror In each housing. Plugs and Jacks have
reduced to less than 1.6 ym to achieve 0.5 a guide portion on their shell top and are
d8 insertion loss. However, a printed slightly floated from each housing. The
board mounting Jacks have tolerances about range of these guides and the float are
or i mm in both the radial and axial designed to be sufficiently larger than
direction in a plug-in unit. that of the above misalignment. Thus, a

The most Important point for the plug shell and a jack shell can be coupled
realization of high performance single- effectively.
mode plug-in optical fiber connectors is Two ferrules are aligned by a slitted
to achieve accurate alignments between sleeve. Both ferrules and the slitted
plugs and Jacks in which the tolerances sleeve are unattached to the shell of each
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plug and Jack, so they can absorb the optical fiber core rentor is adjusted to
*tasiigaMent. the direction of the positioning koy
iZI.A.&NMILptn$ (shown by A' and N' in Fi. 7). The dim-

Axial tolerance is absorbed by a coil tonce between the two cesr d, wnieh
spring in the Jack. The ' 1eeve holdor or emuses tho insertion lass, is reduced by
the Jack Is unattached to the Jack shell means of this operation.
in the axial direction and is pressed in O, UNI r 000L'et"nn
the axial direction by the sprint. The The relationship between the angle of
ferrule and elittd sleeve float slightly, the adjusting operation and insertion

When the plug is inserted into the losses is investigatd by cvoputor slmula-
Jack, the sleeve holder is aligned by the tions in order to optinixe the angle.
inner surface of the plus shell. The rer- Eccentricity of the core from the rer-
rule in the plug is also rloated from the rule tenter r is assumed to be represented
plug shell and is guided by the aligned by two dimiensional Causs distribution
sleeve holder. Thus, smooth connection and f(r):
rip* alignment can be schieved.

A4i.1 Jttat f(r)' - expt- - I (I)
2Rq 2Es

To achieve good repeatability of Iner- where, a is a characteristic length which
tion loss during connect/disconnect denotes the average eoceentrivity of the
cycles, positioning keys for the plug and core from the rerrule center. A value of
the Jack, and key grooves for the back-*nd 0.6 em is solected based on field data.
housing and the printed board housing are The ferrule i rotated by an adjusting
provided, operation angle 0 so that the core center

In order to realise low insertion loss enters the adjusting area (se Fig.?.)
in single-mode fibers, it Is necessary to Then, the lnAOpt ton !;: .1d) f.r bQLcg
adjust the direction of the optical fiber two adjusted ferrules in calculated batsed
core center to the ferrule center to that on the following equationlS):
of the positioning key.

The principle of the adjustment opera- idd) a 1e (d/w) L z I * 4.34 (2)
tion is shown in Fig. 7. The operation is
as follows. where, d is the diatance between two

(a) The direction of the optical fiber cores, and w is the mode field radius of
core center to the ferrule center (shown the optical fiber and is chosen as 5.0 pam.
by A and B In Fig. 7) is determined by The simulated results for a set of
measuring the insertion loss using a randomly-concatenated single-mode fibers
standard adjustment connector. The direc- are shown in Fig. S. The adjusting opera-
tion of the positioning key of the connec- Lion angle 6 of 120 degrees and 60 de-
tor coincides with the direction of the green correspond to 3 and 6 adjustivg
fiber core to the ferrule center. operations, respectively. Measured values

(b) Then, the shell of the plug or Jack in each division calculated by dividing
is rotated by a given angle so as to match the number or measured data by the total
the direction of its positioning key to number or data are plotted in the same
the direction with the minimum Insertion figure. The simulated results agree well
loss. Accordinglyt the position of the with the measured ones.

Y:VlIC OF o m0im "Tf U

. I I .q*,s 60;
we1 120 CAL;ULATEDIBM MASURlED 8:0 I

&4 no 0 1W

0 J'J 1A AJTNG
02 AG-AJUSINGOPATMN

0:01-hR Fo oFIuR INSERTION LOSS (dB)
l " "JWADJUG'IM GIMIRATMO

Figure 7 Schematic explanation of Figure 8 Calculated probability density
adjusting operation of insertion loss
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Figure * shoui th,- cumulative prob-
ability or LiosrtWA lontem calculated by 1_
computer simukation based on the above ox-
planati1on.U

It Is confirmui from Fig. I that an
adjusting operatio sanle of i10 degrees
is surricient roe m-hievin% an insertion t
lose of les than 0.{ A" with a cumulativeprobability or ov'e 9t I in a Oet oU

randomIy-cone t et Ld *Ingle-mode fibers. or

To simplify adjusttnt, a bayonet like N

coupling, whose projections and ramps are
distributed through 120 degrees, im In- 5
troduc*d In both plus and Jaks. . O.1 1.0

UarOn LOIS (is)

Figure 1 Cumulative probability of
insertion loss

3,. ,leristk.., concatenated mingie-mode fiber*. The
return lonsex wore larger than 26 dB.

~,Jlrtin.L'ms0#1,0.'tvr L.ou" The Insert Ion losses and return losse*
were aint) mesured for the worst coe in

or sinle-mode ptox-In ,onnect ors ere from the front-end and back-end housinga

measured using * 1.3 pm wavelon th LD or the backpanel. No changes In average
source. The resultg are shown in Table I insertion lons and return loas were oh-
and FIg. 10. An avorage insertion lox% of served between the ordinary came and the

0.Isda was oitained for a met or randomly- worst came.

Table I Charscteristic% of minile-mode plug-in optical fiber connector*

hen Condtkdno a, NOW

Ineartion ,..1.3sm Ave, 0.1UB
lon n-01 " 0.11de
Return A a 1.3pm Ave. 29.8dB
01m n=54 e 1.4d5
Ming 500 (plS dunaM) 4 Li <Odlr

60 (Prbted "rd) L, 2ds
Mechanical o 10-66HZAnwptud. 1.5rm
tat 2owsX3drectons

Shock 1000, &m duration
IOuhochsX 31drectione

Tenwature -26-701, 4hours/cyce
cying I O0yda

Envvonma Thermal 85±2ttabn af 960hows
T we& -- ,10-25-6 5,933%R.H
_cycig icydles/day, 20cyd. _

-A LI; Insertion Im mcrn.

L; Return loss
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. -The results or temperature cy.ling
1111. tsts mn4 high humidity with tompvraturt
I "sea 0cycling test@ are also shown in FIXs. 12
4, 'and 13. Table I sumpoirmae the text

12 IN0.1iS results for mechanival test* *ueh asI Ein.11*| vibration, shock , and plug mating, and on-
vironment tests Kuch as tempprotur# cy-

I, eling, high and lo temperature endurance,
4 and high humidity with temperature vy-

, llng. These results revesl extremely0" --- , , --- stahile chatsitcs.

1060.1 0.16 02 0250. 0.35A14 0.451 ______________

INSEIMON LOS (01) 31

Retmur Im moorm 30

so.

40. 25 14.

2011S 0 5 '10 so100

10 NUMBER OF CYCLES

01. Figure 12 Temperature cycling teat results20 U 2- 6 24 n 30 hm i4i ,o

RETURN LOSS (0S)

Figure 10 Insertion losses and return
losses of randomly-eoncatenate i
single-mode frlers 30 ,-

+3 -- pt~'b|~jt ~25 NA

Connecti on repeatabil ity for 200 Insnr-
tions of a printed board Into a backpanol _

was measured. The results are shown In
Table I and Fig. 11. Tho Insertiun loss 0 5 10 20
Incrouses were smaller than 0.2 dih and the
return losses were larger. than 26 dDi NUMBER OF CYCLES
during the tests.

Figure 13 Iligh-hualdity with temperature
cycling -test results

~30_
O 4:i.t_Tra nm sit Ia, Tetx

S25 lilt error rate mieaxurements have been
it ande under the various eonditlions shown in

Table 2. The measurement set-up is shown
20 in Fig. 14. Six pairs or plugs and Jsnks

were cnnected in series. "r.e transmission
0 50 100 150 200 signal was a 1.8 Ubit/s return-to-zero(RZ)

format pseudorandom bit sequence (2 '1-1).
NUMBER OF MATINGS A power margin of J d wai set from the

minimum optical power level of the system.
Figure 11 Repeatability of return loss The results are also summarized in

for 200 insertions of printed Table 2, indicating low error rate,% of
board into backpanel less than 10"11.
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Table 2 Transminlon tests conditions and results

items Conditions Remlts

Temperature ,25-70"C, 4hourilcycle
cycling lOOcycles
Temperature& -1O-25-65C, 93kR.H.
humidity cycling Icyclelday, 20cycles

8S±26C
Thermal 96hours no error
aging .2 *2 C r w to 18)

O9hours wlo' i'

Vibration 10-55"t, amplitude 1.5mm
2hoursx3directions

Shock 1000, re duration
10shocksm3dlrectlons I

OSILNLATOR CO0"CO1 .rtA1. I

Figure 14 Measurements set up for tr.nauisnion teats

..n1l!'9+l. positioning keys are arranged.
Perrormances or assemb~led ijlug-in opt!-

A new system of compact Mingle-mode cal fiber connectors with i0/1Z5 micron
plug-in type optical fiber connectors is single-mode riber were measured, and were
developed ror multiple optical connectionsa confirmed to have the following atisfac-
between a printed board and a backpanel., tory characteristics, a) Insert'on losses

This new system consists of two types were less than 0.4 dH and return losses
of plug-in connector; two optical plugs were larger than 28 dl). b) Mechanical
/Jacks with 64 electrical terminals and tests such as vibration, shock, and
four optical plugs/jacks, connect-disconnect cycles, and envilronment

A novel alignment mechanism for plug. tests such as temperature cycling, high
and jacks and a novel Fiber-core adjust- and low temperature endurance, and high
ment technolog~y are utilzed, humidity with temperature cycling,
The alignment guide mechanism adopted revealed extremely stable characteristics.

for this system can absorb about I tm c) Transmission tests using 1.8 Gbit/a
radial tolerance of a printed board ir, pseudorandom pulse patterns showed low er-
pl~ag-in unit. Axil tolerance is absorbed ror rates of less than 10" I .
by the coil spring in the jack.

It is confirmed that an angle of ad- cAwkouegm i.4
justing operation of 120 degrees is su~ffi-
cient to realize an insertion loss of less The authors would like to thank N.
than 0.5 dO with 94 X cumulative probabil- Uchida, Y. Ando, and K. Ssakura fcr their
ity. To simplify adjustment, a bayonet- helpful guidance and encourg.ement during
like coupling is introduced in both the the course of this development. They are
plugs aud the jacks. To prevent free rota- also grateful to !!. Tauji and N. Amamiya
tion of plugs and jacks in the housings, fr their helpful advice.
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quA ti.-_AlgmER HiGH lIBKR COUNr OVERH AD OPTICAL GROUNDWIRE

George B. Anderson

Alcoa FuJlkura Ltd.

6consideration. The OPr-GW installation canot exceed
the design limits of existing towers which were

A novel optical overhead groundwire cable has been designed for ordinary groundwire Differences of l0ths
developed which significantly reduces the required of a millimeter can make a difference between whether
installation and service tensions for this class f cable. an existing structure can withstand such forces under
The conventional multi-unit approach to OPT-GW heavy loading conditions. The combination of an
designs requires exotic materials In order to optical cable within a grounding cable tends to result in
miniaturize the Individual units. The proposed design a larger overall cable structure. The OPT-GW thus
utilizes a single fiber unit containing up to 48 fibers perform two functions. First ft cable Must be
thus saving as much as 0.75mm In outside diameter. capable of withstauding lightning strokes and/or fault
Data are presented relating typical cable diameters to current loads. This capability requires that the wires
the s g and tension for various spans under heavy on the outside of the cable be of sufficient size to carry
loading conditions. The Individual fibers ae fully color high current levels without sustaining mechanical
coded in accordance with Industry standards. The damage. This requirement Is in conflict with
cable has been subjected to the temperature minimizing diameter. Second, the cable must CaM
performance tests proscribed in BkLcoflspeciflcation optical signal traffic without Interruption. In addition
TR-TSY 000020 as well as the more stringent there Is a need for higher fiber counts (24-48) which
mechanical tests required by the utility industry such exaggerates the diameter constraint.
as the sheave test, acolian vibration and fault current.
In all cases the cable experienced no significant Diaug The conventional approach to making OPTGW
degradation of optical power. Additionally, data are involves the manufacture of fiber units containing up to
presented comparing the sg/tension characteristics of 16 fibers each. These units are then cabled around a
the new design vs. existing designs Including an all central support merer and wrapped with a thermal
dielectric design, ablative layer. An aluminum pipe drawn around the

cabled core and AW wires stranded over the pipe
complete the construction. The proposed design

NWnlatL consists of a single optical uilt containing up to 48
fibers. No cabling is required before piping and AW

The following terms and abbreviations are used stranding (see Figure 1). The resulting cable is smaller
throughout the text of this paper. in diameter allowing significant reductions in

installation and service tensions.
OPT-GW - OFTical Ground Wire. a cable con-

taining optical fibers and capable of pro- P DESIGN EXISTING LESION

tecting electrical phase conductors from
lightning and fault current damage.

AW wire - Al-amoWeld wire, an aluminum clad .4"-;-' PIPE
steel wire.

Fault Current - Short circuit current
RBS - Rated Breaking Strength

DIscUAnko

One of the primary design considerations for OPT-
GW Is to minimize the overall diameter of the cable OPTICAL UNIT(S)
structure. Under heavy wind and Ice conditions cable AW WIRE$
diameter is a major factor In determining the forces
imparted to the support tower, Since many OPT-GW Figure ! Cable Cross Sections
Installations are retrofits, this becomes an important
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pipe. One fler was selected ae an optical path for the
h mnha uilng, fiber strain measurement. With a gauge length of 50

meters divided between two spans a 0.5% strain value
I. ILC ewling One of the development tasks was to would be reached at a ram displacement of 127.5 mm.

determine the effect of strain on the positioning of the
optical unit within the optical ground wire. The The sample was strained to 0.25% and 0.5% 0.79k
primary concern was the pos!bIlity of the optical unit 0.83, 0.9% and 1.1% over the course of 20 minutes,
migrating axially during successive expansions and After the test the pipe was measured dimensionally and
contractions of the cable structure due to temperature for tensile elongation to determine the deXree of
changes. -ss/strain Imparted to the sample. The final cycle

took the specimen to failure at approximately 1.13%Bolted deadends were then attached to a 15 meter elongation. Several data points were taken to establish
sample of the OPT-GW cable with approximately 3 the linearity of the fiber strain as compared to pipe
meters of OPT-GW extending beyond each deadend. elongation. Figure 3 shows the stairstep plot of the
The cable was then stripped back In layers to expose variom strain levels. The fiber strain measurements
the optical unit and optical fibers. The lengtho of the taken at the lower pipe elongation values may be biased
wire, pipe, optical unit, and the fibers thus exposed to the low side due to the slight bend In the pipe which
were recorded as reference points for the data taken were straightened out at the higher tens!on levels. The
during the tst. (See Figure 2). data would indicate that excess length increases with

higher cable itrain. This is probably due to an increase
in the effective refractive index or the fiber due to
stress. The average of all measurements agrees with
the physical measurement to within 0.1%. There w~s

rt~t~Ra / ~no change In optical power up to the point of pipe
DOL (CD OPTICAL UNIT' failure.
DCA140 ALUrMIUt" PIPE

OPT-GW

Figure 2 Tension Cycling Setup .A

0.3The test wa set to cycle from 15% RBS to 40% RBS Fitr Strain
for a specific number of cycles after which 012
measurements or the wire, pipe, optical unit, and fibers
were taken to monitor any change from Initial
conditions. A total of 220 cycles were run, simulating 0.01A
30-40 years of service. There was no change in the 1 21 41 61 81 101 121
wire or pipe measurements indicating no slippage in
the deadend. There was no change and therefore no Tine
migration in the optical unit either. The only change
noted in the fiber measurements was a decrease in the Figure 3 Fiber Strain vs Time
fiber length equal to the elongation of the cable. Thus
the fiber was free to move in relation to the cable Physical measurement of the pipe after the test
structure and relieve any induced stresses. showed a reduction In diameter of approximately 0.05

mm and a tensile elongation at break of 0.3% Hard
TensilL ai. A fiber strain versus cable strain drawn aluminum normally experiences tensile failure at

test was performed to characterize the tensile behavior approximately 1% The sample had already been
of the design. The cable was elongated a known elongated to over 1% therefore this result Is not
amount while the fiber length and attenuation were surprising.
being monitored. The difference between fiber and
cable length was taken to be the fiber excess length. SheavecTi± The sheave test is performed to
The test equipment consisted of a tensile/bend evaluate how a design will withstand the bending and
machine and a Photon Kinetics Model 2300 lateral forces encounteed during Installation. For this
dispersion/sL-ain measurement system. test the cable was pulled through a 610 mm diameter

sheave a total of seventy times at an angle of 30 at 25%
The pipe was removed approximately 1 1/2 meters RBS (see Figure 4). Optical power was monitored

from each end to expose the optical unit and fibers. during the test and dimensions of the aluminum pipe
Fittings were used to secure the optical unit to the were measured afterwards to determine if any
aluminum pipe. The fibers were also secured by deformation had occurred. An ovality of 0.05 mm was
epoxying them to the inside of a cleaned section of induced by the compressive forces exerted on the
optical unit and splinting this section to the end of the cable. This value Is well within the design limits
specimen's optical unit with a section of the aluminum Optical power increased 0.05 dB during the test.
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If it is necessary to secure the optical unit against
MONITOR & CONTROL axil movement in the splice box. then processing as

TATICONTROL well as environmental effects must be taken intoSTATION account. Table I shows the expected range of post

LOAD CELL SI AVE extrusion shrinkage from an optimized pres.

Sample Time (hrs) Temp Shrinkage Std Dcv
IA 120 85 0.37 -
IB 120 85 0.37 0.009
iC 120 85 OM3 -

Figure 4 Sheave Test ID 120 85 0.36 0.015
2A 120 65 0.28 0.006

Splice Box Evaluation. Another installation consid- 2B 120 65 0.28 -
eration is how the optical unit will perform when 2( 120 65 0.29 -
coiled inside a splice enclosure. A splice box was 2D 120 65 0.28 0.007
therefore evaluated for its effect on the optical power of
the coiled and spliced optical unit. Table 1 Optical Unit Shrinkage

A section of cable was prepared in accordance with Using the worst case of shrinkage plus the maximum
installation instructions for the Alcoa Fujikura splice expected short term cable elongaticn results in a force
box. Approximately 1.5 meters of the optical unit was imparted to the optical unit at the strain relief device
left protruding from the end of the OPT-GW section of approximately 17 kg, A test was devised whereby 25
outside the splice box. The remainder of the 10 meter kg were hung from the optical unit which was being
sample stretched from the entry port on the inside of held in a stationary fixture for 30 days. The permanent
the splice box. around a cylindrical mandril and back to deformation of the optical unit was negligible.
the work surface (this was done to remove any coiling
memory inherent to the sample). Fittings were used
to prevent movement of the optical unit through the Envirnmental TS&iUnU
splice box. A profile alignment ftusion splicer was used
to concatenate four fibers randomly selected from tach Tsmptrtur.. y.clnI/Aging Attenuation was meas-
of the three subunits within the optical unit. One end ured by OTDR after each manufacturing stage and the
of the concatenated fiber path was connected to a cable was put Into a walk in environmental chamber for
1550nm LED and the other end was connected to an temperature cycling and ageing in accordance with
optical power meter. HiLLCOnspeciflcation TR-TSY-00020. All except one

fiber from each o! the three units were fusion spliced
The procedure for coiling the optical unit consisted to form an optical path approximately 33 km long.

of moving the cylindrical mandril closer to the work This path was monitored continuously for the duration
bench and then coiling the optical unit into the splice of the test. The other three fibers were measured by
box (re: Cable 'A', Figure 5). The use of the cylindrical OTDR at the end of each temperature soak.
mandril prevented sudden coiling of the whole unit. A
reading was taken after each coil was placed in the The average baseline attenuation at 1550 nm was
splice box. 0.21 dB/km with a maximum of 0.24 dB/km. The cable

was exposed to temperatures from -40"C to +05"C plus
afive day exposure to +86C. The highest average

attenuation throughout this exposure was 0.25 dB/km
...... with a maximum of 0.34 dB/kn.

.lbration A 20 meter sample cable was subjected to
SPLICE ORGANIZER an seolian vibration for 100,000,000 cycles at 505 Hz

with a free loop amplitude of 3 mm and tension of
25% RBS. this combination of frequency and amplitude

CABLE *A' simulates lifetime field conditions of 13.5-16 km/hr
CABLE "B"' winds.

During the first eight hours of the test the fibers
Figure 5 Splice Box experienced an increase in optical power of

approximately 0.03 dB due to reorientation of the fibers
to a more stable equilibrium position. For the

Optical power increased during the initial movement remainder of the test (>720 hrs) the optical power
of each coil but settled down to negligible change once fluctuated from this value less than 1 0.01 dB. This
movement stopped. Therefore coiling the optical unit condition is attributed to the normal variation in the
into the splice box will not have a derogatory effect on measurement system. (See Figure 7). Inspection of
optical power. the cable after completion of the test revealed no
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adverse effect due to fatigue. Duration Current 12t AW Temp

VIBRATION MOTOR (cycles) (Arms) (MA 2sec) (°C)
CAP r nr%-t .37.9 14.8 138.2 118.4

CEt:4OW1IGItT r['0,1ITOR & CONTEOL
STATION

This project has resulted In a 3.5% reduction In
Figurc 6 Vibration Span diameter for 36 fiber cable and an 11.1% reduction for

48 fiber cable. The design has been subjected to and
passed relevant Industry performance requirements.
The design change also resulted In the elimination of

01. one manufacturing step. The elimination of this step
removes a source of variation In the nanufacturing

Atn9 process and therefore enhances the long term
ISO nm 0.05 -reliability of the product.

0 ', , i : i , . ', i i i i , i- ,1

1 101 201 301 401l 501 601 701 The author would like to recognize Randy Ferrell.
W. E. Kng. Andy Panuska, P. D. Patel, Bob Roman. Bob

(hrs) Russ. Dan Tatarka..

Figure 7 Optical Power vs Time; Aeolian Vibration Rf U.

YtilalE-at There are two concerns associated 1. Alcoa SAG 10 software
with vertical rise. The first is whether the 2. Transmission Line Reference Book. 'Wind-Induced
waterblocking gel will leak out at the termination Conductor Motion!, Electric Power Research
points due to hydrostatic pressure. A 10 meter cable Institute, Palo Alto, CA. 1960.
sample was hung vertically for more than eO days with 3. Various Internal test reports, Alcoa Fujikurs. Ltd.
a flask under the open bottom end to catch any gel Spartanburg. SC.
which might leak out. Measurements of protrusion-
retraction were made periodically. Only a slight oil
separation was observed. hW its

Three samples were hung In a catenary loop and Summm of testresut
vibrated at low frequency and high amplitude to
determine If or by how much the optical fibers would Mcancal.
"bunch up' at the midpoint of a span. Measurements Tensile Cycling 20-25 mm fiber contraction
were made periodically to on the amount of fiber that Tensile vs Strain= no attenuation chane
either protruded from the optical unit or retracted Into Sheave 0.05 dB galn. 70 passes
the optical unit, This test was not completed in time Splice box 0.01 dB gain 8 coils
to include data in this report.

aTemprature Cycling S 0.25 dB/km, -400 C to +85"C£, ,iTIt ..Tl Vibration <I 0.04 dB gain

EallhIurrunI As mentioned In the abstract, one of Vertical Rise nlight oil sepa tion
the primary functions of an OPT-GW cable is to act as a FiberMlgration nonefon
grounding circuit. In order to test this capability a
target short circuit value of 136kA2 sec was applied to _Fa__t__rrent ____1___kA2.sec,_nodamage __

each of four three meter samples. The sample was FaultCurrent 136 kA2-sec, no e
allowed to cool down to ambient temperature after the
short circuit was applied. The sample was then Diameter ompsrannt
inspected visually for any physical damage. this
procedure was repeated a total of ten times for each Existng I Propsed Al Dielectric
sample. After completion of he tests the optical units Diameter mm 15.95 15.2 1 15.3
were removed and visually inspected for damage.
charring. etc. No adverse effects were found on either
the metallic or plastic portions of the cable. The
summary 12 t values are shown in the table below.
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A Unique Approach to Air Pressurized Optical Cable
Employing Standard Fiber Tubes

Randy J. Smith, P. Eng. & Neale E. Polska

Northern Telecom Canada Limited

IACCEOU1O The novel concept of Cully filled tubes in a
pressurized core raises the question of filling

Dynamically air pressurized cables have been compound flow due to the static pressure on the
used an A means of purging humidity from cable cross section.This concern is addressed by
conventional copper communications cables and As presenting cst data on aged and unaged tubes at
a means of sheath fault detection for many elevated temperatures exposed to static air
years. Air pressure systems and equipment pressure.
already in place and operatig allow for the use
of air pressurized optical cable. A need exists
in Cte marketplace Cor pressurized optical cable
which exhibits the fiber .r forance
characteristics and rugged mochanical properties The design incorporates conventional loose
of filled cable using loose buffered fibers, buffered fibers, single mode or multimode, in a

nylon tube. Any number of fibers from two to 12
may be contained within tie filled cube. The

I MOZO buffer tubes are then inserted into A slotted
cable core. The star shaped core profile has

Tie use of established cable pressuri:ation been precisely designed to position the tubes
systems for standard copper communications around the central strength membee. Enough air
cables provides the need ror a dynamically passages are Available atuwid tba t'.;; o
pressurized optical cable exhibiting the same provide sufficient air flow to effectively purge
optical and Mechanical performance found in humidity from tite cable and utilize flow sensors
filled cables. A unique hybrid cable design was as an alarm in the event of sheath damage.
developed to eet the air flow requirements of These air passages are all interconnected to
standard telecommunications air pressure systems ensure free air flow throughout the cable
and co provide a product to meet the structure. Other aircore cables using tubed
specifications required in today's modern fiber are available. However, in these
outside plant optical cables. A core was designs, unfilled tubes of fiber are bundled
developed Which allows for a variety of loose around a central strength member in conventional
buffered fiber cubes and twisted PLC pairs to be loose tube cabling fashion. The drawback to
Jacketed with standard single or multiple this design is the very high pneumatic
sheaths. Northern Telecom's Optical Cable resistance caused by the cable core. Much of
Division is manufacturing an exclusive air the path for air flow is provided by the hollow
pressurized version of its TUBESTAR outside cubes acting as air pipes. In a core which is
plant design fully capable of meeting Bellcore highly resistive to air flow, humidity and
specification TR-TSY-000020, issue I., Due to condensation can build up around the tubes
the nature of pressurized cable, sections 5.1.7 resulting In possible long cerm corrosion of
Cable Freezing and 5.1.8 Resistance co Water metallic components. In the event of sheath
Penetration do not apply to pressurized cable, damage, a change in flow rate or pressure drop
As in the filled TUBESTAR cable design, superior vould be difficult to detect. Clearly, damage
mechanical performance is provided over would have to result to the fiber tubes
conventional loose cube cables in terms of themselves, which in most cases would result in
crush, impact, and twisc requirements. broken fibers.

The unique feature of the air pressurized The concept of filled fiber tubes in an aircore
TUBESTAR design is the active purging of cattle provides extra protection to cthe fibers by
humidity throughout the core and the passive way of the tube buffering gel, while still
repelling of water provided by the gel filled allowing dynamic pressurization and free air
buffer tubes. This paper will summarizo the movement through the core and sheath. This
applied development work such that an acceptable provides a design which allows enough air flow
pneaacic resistance was obtained for use in without having to depend solely on the core
existing air pressure systems. slots to protect unbuffered fibers as in the

open channel design.
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If shath damage occurs in this case, flow
AIR PRESSURIZED and pressure Alarms are easily activated while

the fibers remain intact And buffered by a layer
TUIBESTAR of gel inside the tuba protecting the fibers

from water.
OPTICAL CABLE

ESEUMATIC RESISTANCE REOUIIRZE IS

The objective of the cable design was to achieve
the lowest pnauxatic resistance possible while
still maintaining fiber and copper pair counts
commonly required by users. Much difficulty w-as
encountered in trying to sat an upper limit for
pneumatc rt Tscance, There appeanced to be no
common specification in the industry. Utility
companies would accept a pneumatic resistance as
high as 10. (Note that the unit o1 measure for
pneumatic resistance is psi/kft/fc Air) Telcos4 quoted only the Bell Canada requirement for
pneaumatic resistance. Upon further
investigation, it appeared that A Bell Canada
upper limit of 5 was derived only from the past
performance of an open channel slotted core
design where the fibers lay loosely in the V-
grooves of the core. IC Was readily apparent
that for the same empty core :risssectonA1

7 area, the addition of filled tubes would
draatically increase the pneumatic resistance

8 over Chat found for fibers laying loosely in te
slots of a open channel core.

t CENTRAL STRENGTH MEMBER JACKET EFFECTS
2. FLLEU F iu 'u
3. HOPE CORE EXTRUSION Jacket configuration appeared to have an effect
4. TWISTED COPPER PAIR on tle total pneumatic resistance for the cable.
5. Rll'CORD As successive jackets were added to the core,
6. COP' WRAP TAPE additional air paths were created. A single
7. polyethylene jacket extruded over the core would

.COR. iGATED STEEL ARMOUR result in the highest pneumatic resistance for a
8. HOPE OUTER JACKET given fiber/copper count. The type of

construction of Che second jacket could lower
the original pneumatic resistancei fund with the
plain poly firc jacket by as much as 10 - 20.
Some factors affecting pneumatic resistance in
the sheath include:

1. Corrugated versus smooth metallic sheaths.

2. Presence of aramid fibers and their

location In theo cable.

8 3. Use of core wrapping tapes.

IA. Clearances provided by the sizing of

5 7 forming tooling.

EXPERIMENTAL CABLE TRIALS

4 Early development began on the 10mm TUBESTAR
core using 6-fiber tubes with 22 AWG copper
pairs in order to establish the pneumatic
resistance limits of the core. In addition,
experiments were set up to try to predict the
indi,,idual contribution to pneumatic resistance
given by a single tube and single copper pair in
the core slot.
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With this information, it was thought thatTALI
A pneumatic resistance model could bit created to 339.
predict: the* total reSIStance of the cable using tVCPMOACVLIIfelItC9
at combination of Available flow area And A
parallel resistor network Approximation. After 1 1 VAILILS wtA.QIb
obtaining individual resistance values (or the ripta ~rux rO.r APCA (#42) 1"lrj 1311
cable components, predicted pneumatic resistance -_______________________

and actual masured Values corrolatted poorly. lt-a4 Stfl or 31voss
Factors that can Affect: the@ Measurements Are :114
core lay length, core over wrap And sheath type, :4 2 4.4 :0.0
tube and copper pair fit in the* *lots, and cable 36- 0 11.1 31.0

end preparation. Because Of these variables, S,"J 110 l~ ti
Attempts to manke theoretical predictions for 20 - a 7.t
pineuatic resistance were abandoned and, 3: 3 400

A 2 540%uhereiver possible, A short sample cable was I if
manufactured and pneumatic resistance WAS 2 As 2 .
measured for the given fiber/copper count. 2 2 0 11.4 111.6
Table l shows a suamary of the experimental
configurations tested and results obtained. MCIl

I All tttlqt P&slts at-) *IA
After initial trials And experiments using the * .414 qV wally PAI110
standard 10Of core, much of the* development
thrust WAS placed on a 12ma/G slot TUBtESTAR core
for bell1 Canada requiring 12. fiber tubes And
non-standard heavy wall copper pairs. ThisCR TCACYNE
design CAn% provide A Cable With A MAXIMUM D ClJE TEST CABLE
loadIn3 of 481 fibers And two copper pairs while WUAO
still Achieving A pneumatic resistanIce Of less
than 10. A lower resistance can be achieved by -PESR
eliminating kile requirement for copper pairs.
Depending an the Absolute upper limit of lwE
pneumatic resistance, A Maximum loading of 72
fibers with no copper pairs Can be achieved. FO EE

CEL CREEP U?4DLR _EU=

As Mentioned previously, concern was expressod CBEWS)
regarding thel movement or creeping of the tube
filling gel due to Static pressure over an
extended period of time, In A short length of
Cable. A number of tests were set up to
discover whether the filling gel would creep PNEUMATIC RESISTANCE TEST SET UP
Into splice closures or other termination
points, Initially, at two meter piece of tube
WAS exposed to 20 psi Ac room temperature ikor I 10.3
hour. A two moter length at 20 psi was thought
to be an absolute worse case xcenario And if no SiLt~~152LO52t1L1I
gel movement was found, the expressed concerns ?UPC -- TlS ZSM^L~t COVO033TI31*--
would be unfounded. Results showed that the U" "l"

filling gel had actually blown out of the* tube 2. I : 41O It r~ 1 )OWN, 31 ZrI~tXC

and the fibers had moved. This test was found Vpt I tom .)e ISPsi 40 CATS 50 3VIC
to be too Severe And Impractical. It was VC3 ls 3o srt 4 AS" $o
decided that a more realistic test was to expose Vol't 4 loo .319C IS s tol 4 eAVA 00 m031
each of three 500 meter lengths of &-fiber tubes Wt4 14 2C S . 001 0 30
to 15 psi at roots temperature. 15 psi was 2*U
thought to be the maximum field operatinglutS oo $se I ,1 24"ksY 0tpressure that night Actually be used on a short 1J1S 1. ,O lpl 2 oli3U 301
length of cable. After 60 days At room WTVA $A Is. *?se 1 I'lpl 14 w04w0 US 3113

temperature there was no gel movement from the VI $11 IS 10 11 Pat 2 34 W" V13 it1s
end of the tub;~ And the test was discontinued. lute Sc sa 4760C 11 Pat 24 "MIPS its3 311

me1 so 1. 0101C It Pat 24 blOSrl 3113 31

A larger tube containing 12 fibers was tested rio 4 ISM 0400C Is Pat 4 0535 "1 0119
for gel creep under severe conditions. A 50VII $% 40 %Ipi OT " Ita
meter piece of gel filled tube with 12 fibers in 1. .4c Sop3 4CT 30 301

it was aged for 5 days rZt 485 0C. Following theMe
aging condition cycle, it was then held at Age~d C"Mltlsant" is. a day arpodwo. to Alsee.
+700 C with a static pressure of 11 psi applied cao;.oPratil Prsuet .te 4 and is psi. r

at one end of the tube. The ocher and was open Aa.-befedtrtlf ol ' 40 a 2t sba
to the atmosphere.
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After 24 hours no Sol or fiber movement was e*hL14S9Vb

observed. In order to detemine A thres;old ',1L:Je

limit, the same tuba was theu cur into four ~~ ~ ~ '~1A U~

shorfter piece.. Each Of theo 5, 10, 15 And 20 "ni 0.04f.1 to 1C1)1
meter pieces failed within 24 hours At 11 psi. 19'3o i a

Cal pooling was observed. Tite cast temperature "1111114
vasthogh tohesomewhat greatur than what 1______ 9595 :**144 4 -1

might be expected in actual fiield conditions so r"ttc a.Sf .
two nov tubes were tested. Two pieces betweaen TIT"-0o -6 leAt

10 And 20 mters were exposesd to 11 psi At : ,, *

44.00C for four daysl. No gel creep was ~ ~ .)g. 4
observed, Table 2 shovs A summary of the gal 1"m: 1401

creep tests. 99.t4 401*

CAILE JUST RtEStILTS :111Ac 9)95"r 0044 5) 4.

9995 "4
9
4 14 5) *

All aircore TUiBESA. cables are designed to C*~tl~t r. 1(1~j it),4
withstand tlie saW0 mechanical loading conditions to h.ss4ition tr9*It.. O 995..#4

specified In Tlt-20 (or filled cables vith the 91t *I lte 00 tak.i

exception, of course, of vater penetration. =~j I 5 5.9 .

Table 3 shows the results of mechanical testIng, r(~prftt ~:.fto 15.116 9Stolehis.'9 ?440

performed onl as 2mm/6 slot core with a single MIAl~ (ISLE 1.9 11.j~,9.0 pot 14.1 P06

stoel Armor And polyethylene Jacket. Individual T a;9
loss measiurements are not shovn (or the 10 ~ 4.
temperature cycling tast however, tE cable IsI
cApable or fully meeting the TII*20 reqcuirements. acl.A"I~~9M at 15/95 Pot offl

Much was learned from cte experimental program.
An undorstAndirg of th& factors affecting
pneumatic resistcance was obtained as vell as the
contribution of various sheaths, fber count,
And copper count. Fear of static operating RnySih rcie i .. dsro I

of the tubes was removed. Only under very short Sakchea ngiri n 1983. Sin e graduation, oanf

lengths. less than 20 mtters, At temperatures skChWnI193 SicgrdaosRny
Above vA0 0C will at small amount of gel be moved has worked In Manufacturing Engineering at

lit cte tube. Mechanical and optical performance Northern Telecom Canada's Optical Cable Division

of filled TUBESTAR cable is maintained in the* in Saskatoon. Smskatchewan. R&ndy has twice
aircre ersons Th lomi cre ith6-fberbeen named to Northern Telecom'st Order of

tubce n eons. cThe with core ithr tufbes Excellence for Technical Achievemenc for work lit

allows flexibility in system design by providing optical cable design And sheAtch water blocking.

for at wide range o!fCiber and copper counts Randy is; currently A senior member of the

while still maintaining an operating pn umatic process engineering group Involved with jacket
resistance ranging from 3 to 8 psi/kfc/fc Air. procass support and new product introduction.

Necale Felske is A Cable Process Engineer in cte
Manufacturing Engineering Departmenct at Northern
Telecom's Optical Cable Division located its
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Ilae joined Northern
Telecom Canadak in 1955 aifter receiving a
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree In Industrial
Systems Engineering from cte University of
Regina. Neale has been named to Northern
Telecom's Order of Excellence for Technical
Achievement for optical cable design. Nleale is
currently Involved with cable design And

- customer service support.

Randy Smith Neale Feiske
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FACTORS APFECTItG MECIIAICAL STRIPPINC OF POLYMER COATINGS FROM OPTICAL FIBERS

J. R. Toter & C. K. Chien

Corning Incorporated

Today's polymer coatings on optical fibers are
stable over a broad range of environments, pro-
tact the glass fibers curing cabling and
installation, and are easily repovable in the
field for making connections. hov that fiber
is moving from its more traditional amplica-
tion in the telephony plant into more connec-
tor intensive applications, the abillty to
remove the coating easily hal incrozsed in .. c

importance.
The mechanical ,trippabillty of a Ciber coating
is evaluated by measuring the force required
to completely remove the coating from the fiber
with a comercially available stripping tool
drawn at r canstant rate along tite fiber.
This paprr discusses the effects of a variety
of factors on the stripping force for 250 These effects were evaluated using testing
micron diameter coated fibers. These factors equipment shown in Figure 2, which is vary similar
Includes stripping tool design, stripping to that described earlier.1 The apparatus con-
speed, length of fiber stripped, stripping in sists of 3 fiber-optic stripping tool mounted on a
hot and cold environments, and varying fiber motorized stage, the speed and travel length of
storage conditions of relative humidity and which can bo controlled. The fiber is mounted in
temperature. the apparatus such that coating Is removed from

one end of the fiber by the stripping tool. The
opposite end of the fiber i, connected to a load
cell which Indicates the load applied to the fiber

Introduction as the stripping tool is moved at a constant speed
to remove the coating. In this study, the output

In order to connect optical fibers to electronic of the load cell was fed into a computer to facil-
equipment or to one another, it usually is necess- itate data manipulation.
ary to remove the coating. The most comon way of tc
accomplishing this is to mechanically remove the C04
coating using stripping tools available for this
purpose. The work described here was undertaken
to determine which factors affect the difficulty
of this mechanicel stripping process.

The factors Investigated include: SOW
- the length of fiber stripped
- the speed at which the fiber is stripped
- the temperature at Which the fiber is

stripped
- the humidity at which the fiber is

stripped
- the design of the stripping tool Fibers Evaluated

Three of these factors were investigated in a Type IVA fibers with dual layer UV-cured acry-
factorial design experiment as diagrammed in late coatings were studied. The fiber coatings
Figure 1. The remaining two factors, humidity and had an outside diameter of 250 um. The coated
temperature, were investigated separately due to fibers were typical of those com=ercially available
the increased difficulty of measuring the effects for use in loose-tube telecommunications cables.
of these.
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Tvpno Of StrIrpint T a InSt _Iattd Effect Of Stripping Length And
Tool On Peek~ Strip Force

Three stripping tool designs ware invoscigatTPd

In this study.
T

The first of theso, deslqnatcd Type A, incor-
of a pair of scissors. The blades cach have a -.-...

semicircular hole in the cutting edge. On closing "" j"
the blades, those holes come together to form A
hole slightly larger than the diameter of the glass 
part of the optical fiber (12I un. This type of
tool has no guidus to keep tht fiber ierpendicular 94,1,
to the blades and aligned with the blade holes... '

The second typh, designated Type b, contains
bladus chat tleso Around the fibdr in the same
plane (butting blades). Tlls typo alsn has a soml-
circular hule in eauch blAdo, uhich coo# together
to form a circul:r hole slightly larger than cite fet Of Str.ppsiin $need
glass part of the optical fiber (12S um). The Typo
11 tool incorporates MOtel supports withi vac-shapod Stripping 0pQud Uas 6vAluaLed since this nor-
grooves close to cite blades to hold thu fiber in mAlly is uncontrolled I, field Installation, and
alignment with the blade hole during the stripping repair of optical fibers and potentially is a
process. factor In the force required to remove the coating

from a fiber. Typically, field personnul strip
The third type, dostgnatutd Type C, Is similar coatitng. from fiber At upecds estimated to be

to Type I in that It also has butting blades that botwon 15 and 60 Inches per minute.
close around the fiber In the same plane. Instead
of supports on either side of the blades As Type B Figure 4 shoe thL' peak strip force developed
has, Typo C incorporates a metal tube to maintain during thu stripping of A 3 inch length of coating
fiber alignment with the blades during stripping, at speeds betven I and 60 inches per minute.

Tool typos A and h give significantly higher forcus
All three types of stripping tools are available at all speeds thotp does toai typ. C. RiiC.i of Ettl

in a variety of aftee- fer 't L fibOr- -4th tools appears to give a slightly higher force at
different glass diameters or different coating 20 inches per minute than at highur or lower
diameters. speeds. For all three tools, variability, rcprcc

sntud by the ono sIma limits shown, decreases as
r(cr,.,)_ be lenpK fq J 1! speed Increases.

The length of coating stripped in one pass of Effect Of Stripping Speed And
the stripping tool varies with the person doing the Tool On Peak trip Force
strippitt or the cost method specified.2 The u,
effect on ptak scrip force of different strip
lengths betwueen I and 5 inches (25.4 to 127 mm) .
was evaluated using three commonly available ,trip- . .........
ping tools. Th results are shown In Figure 3.
Comparing the three types of tools, the scissors - . "
blade, Type A, showed the highest peak strip forces "
and the highest variation. The stripping tool of ?"a A

butting blade Type i showed results that overlapped
witis those of the scissors-type tool. The butting
blade Type C shoved the lowest peak strip forces I S I
at all lengths investigated and the lowest overall
variation.

These results clearly indicate that, for the
tools tested, the length of coating removed in one
pass does not strongly affect the peak strip force Results from this study shov that the peak
for 250 um diameter fiber coatings, strip force depends more on the tool selected than

on the speed of stripping. Peak strip force ',s
not found to vary widely over the range evaluated.
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ff~et Of The Teeraiura value declines as the humidity increases. The
At Mich Titloiber In Stried drop off in peak strip force becomes ore pro-

nOunced as the relative humidity itr.crtaSos over
The effect of temper ture on the force required the M02 to 60% level.

to remove the coaLIng vs evaluated since fibers
are stripped In the field under a wide range of Dependence Of Strip Force On
temperatures. The fibers were conditioned and Humidity
tested at temperatures from -300 to 4600 C.
Figure 5 shows the results f, r 250 on diaeter 4111
coated fiber using A Type hI strtppinK tool. Ilia GA.-

line at each temperature shous th." one standard , -
deviation limits. There appears to be no signifi-
cant difference betieeUn the force iequird at room -,-V
temperature (230C) and At -30oC. The force re-
quired At 60oC is sinlficanly lower thin tithor
of these. One oxplanation of the decrease at
higher temperatures is tlte relaxation of the V,,-e __. __.

-tcondary coating. One of the factors believed to I , ,7 ,
.... crol strip force is tlhe echnical adheson of

Lte primary coating to the glass surface of the -4.

fiber. The secondary coating shrinks as It Cures
and coMpressively loads the primary coating under-
neath increasing tie m chanical adhesion of the
primary coating to the glass. Mhen the secondary The strip force of optical fibers coAted with
coating is heated, it relaxeA and reduces Its UV-curable acrylates changes as the relative
compressive loading of tle primary coating. This humidity of storage conditions and of the test
results In a lowered strip force. unvironment changes for at least two reasons. The

first of those Is that tle water content of the
Peak Force As Function Of coating i a function of the relative humidity.
Temperature As the wal+tr content Increases, mechanical propet-

ties such as modulus decrease. Water molecules in
o. ithe polymer matrix function as "ball bearings" to

permit polymer molecules to move over one another
more easily. Absorption of water causes the coat-
Ing to sxwell slightly. If no polymer bonds are

-'broken as a result of the swelling, then a given
number of crouslinks in spread over a larger
volume of polymer Which must result in a lover
modulus. The second reae'on is that water in tle
coating can decrease the adhesion of tile coating

-L . ', ,to the glass surface of the optical fiber. This
decreases peak strip force by making tile coating

1"s matrix easier to slide off the fiber.

Relative humidity exerts a smaller effect on

These results leadJ to the conclusion that temp- peak strip force titan several of the other factors
stature hla5 little or no effect on peak strip investigated. flHiher humidities cause a decrease

force for temperatures below room temperature. At in tie force requIred. Thi s asthought to be due
higher temperatures, peak strip force declines and to a change in coating properties as the coating
the reason is postulated to be a change in coating absurba water from the atmosphere.

properties. Conclusion

Effect Of ltumiditv A number of factors which could influence the

Since humidity in the atmosphere surrounding force required to mechanically strip 250 um dia-

optical fiber ends being Instilled or repaires! is meter coatings from optical fibers have been in-

another factor that potentially might affect the stigated. Of these factors, stripping tool

difficulty with which the coating can be rerov-.d, design was found to have the greatest influence

it was evaluated-to see how strong Its affer ZOr design uAs found to require a significantly

would be. The peak strip force of a . , 1lr * . ,-r force than the other two types. The temper-

as a function of relative humidity was dotwm~c. *' ,ure of the environment was found to have tile

The fibers were conditioned in chambers with v, L. ,)nd lergent effect. Humidity in the onviron
-r-, had a smaller effect and stripping length

ious relative humidities, all at room temperature, dnd strippl speed had te smallest effects.
for 24 hours prior to testing. The fiber coatings
were then stripped from the tet fibers Immediately
on their removal from Lhe chamber (at a rate of I
inch/minute with a strip length of one inch). As
can be seen In Figure 6, the peak strip force
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AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED TERMINAL BLOCK
WITH rOTARY CONNECTION

Erwi Doe6MW j~n ampn GerW*S***

RAYCHEM CORP. RAYCHEM CORP.
Fuquay.Vatina, NC Monlo Park, CA

AUSTRACI In case of a terminal block, these parameters can be
defined as:

Design requirements for an environmentally A. Contact resistance of every connection
sealed terminal block are established In order to met B. Insulation resistance between conductors
the enhanced transmission requirements of outside
plant telecommunications. eolal,, both parameters should be constant In time over

',e designed lifetime of the product with the contact
A r.vel electrical connection system, called resistance as low as possible and the Insulation

rotary connctlon, whie used In conjunction with a gel resistance as high as possible. If met, these
sealing materlal provides total environmental protection, requirements guarantee an electrically stable

interconneclion under all environmental conditions.
Comprehensive electrical and enviroomental which is desirable as well for analog as for digitat

los!s are discussed to show the preservation of electrical transmission.
Intefgity under sere environmental condilions.

The advent of digital voice, data communications Dased on the previously mentioned electrical
and other future enhanced services Is making the trans. requirements and other field requirements, following
mission requirements more sophisticated. Many design criteria for an enhanced terminal block werm
attempts have been made to stabilize the electrical established:
characteristics and capabilities of current outside plant,
with some notable successes. Now technologies have A. Weatherproof/corrosion resistant. This can
been developed which ellectively Isolate exposed be quantiled by the following electrical
wirework from the ravages of moisture, pullutants, salt requirements: a maximum of 2 milliohms
Insects and flooding, but until recently these advances Increase In contact resistance of every
have stopped short of the terminal block, connection and a minmum of 109 ohms

Insulation resistance between connections
In case of a terminal block, these environmental and/or ground over the total designed rde.

conditions can cause acute and/or chronic physical time of the product. Also, no visual corrosion
changes due to corrosion, loss of electrical Integrity and of any current carrying metal Is alowed.
connection deterioration. ThOse changes can affect the
characteristic Impedance and the attenuation factor of B. Resistant to temporary flooding, up to 14
the transmission line and result in powerldata loss and days.
noise/crosstalk.

C. Availablility of a builhin, environmentally
The characteristic Impedance and the sealed test capability.

attentuatlon factor depend on the following live
parameters: D. Quiet front for data transmission (no

exposed talminal connection).A. Series inductance L
B. Series resistance R E. Possibility of buift.in electrical circuit
C. Interconductor capacitance C protectin.
D. Interconductor conductance G, which is the

reciprocal of the leakage resistance F. Craft-frendliness which Includes no stripping
E. Frequency I of the terminated wires, multl.gauge wire

capacity and re.enterability without affecting
Environmental conditions can vary only two of these the performance.
parameters:

A. Series resistance
B. Interconduclor leakage resistance
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QFI- AS~ A SEAL ING~ MATERlIAL TERINL RI OCI( WITH QaRmy CONNFa nON

A clasn of materials which are called GELS can A novel connection system has been dosigned
provide tMal environmental protection when combined and Is used In conojnction with gel sealing material to
with a compatit design. A gol can be described as a establish elecrical contact. A connection, imlar to a cap
highly swollen macromolecule structure. 4Ils different or nut with a contact edge on the bottom, makes
frorm the solution state because it Is cross-lirked. Mlctrical contact while cutting through the Insulation o1

the dropwlre. The center post Is designed with adepth-
limiting shoulder so the connection cannot be tightened
far enough to damage a lighter (22 to 24 gauge)
conductor.

The terminal Nlocli, gel an rotary connecton
Dilute Iocntae Gel function together. As a drop Is ircsared lp',o the get filled

solution solution block the gel envelop and clings to the Insulation of the
Gelspedfm he ay hey o bcaue, heyconductor, displacing any moisture on the Insulation. As

Gxiitel prpertio th way they ad base Ifte the rotary connection tighten-s, cutling through the
teyhi te apropeintis of the awo lUandea soid. Ion Insulation and establishing contact, surplus gel Is

theyare cotinalon f te tw. Uner omprssio diplaced Into the blocs Internal reservoir. As the
geis flow and conform Io Intricate shapes lWe liquis but concto Is b~kd , for disconnect or drop removal,
their cohesive force is greater thin their adhesive the gel Is dritwn back Into t main cavity from the
strength so they can be handled as so~ls Geshv reservoir. As the drop Is withdrawn. the self-healng gel
elastic memory aind removal of the comopressive force wil refils the main block cavity. At all times when the
(frec the get. Tabl I compares the properties Of a ge conductor Is within the block, It remains flly Insulated
with those of a grease and a rubber. from the environmnent.

TABLE I Figure I shows for the 3 Installation steps a
COMPARlATIVE MATERIAL. PROPERTIES single diagram of the concept and a simlation of the get

(-W--~) rRubW functional behavior.

Not Elastik +-b Elastic Elastic Figure 2 Is doing the same for the breaking of
the contact and the removal of the dropwite.

Flows 41 Fows Flows A builtlin strain relie to protec the conductors
No Memory 4--* Memory Meimry from the effects of vibration and mechanical stress Is

provided by a gripping action on the Insulated
conductor. This gripping action occu~s between theLiquid Solid. Liquid Solid,+ Liquid contact edge and the block cavity wait and Is adjacent to

In a termninal block configuratin, the gel must betharao d"cnc.
temperature stable and highly elastic to allow repeated is FIGURE 1
entry. It must also effectively provide an envitrnmentalTRMNINAIXOWR
seal without degrading the electrical contact. Some TRIAIGADOWR
typical physical properties are lWsed in Table 11,

TABLE 2
Terminal Block. Gel Prop~erties

Tensile strength M~inimum 102 MPA F
Ultimate elongation Minimum 700% dcKE

Cons penetration Minimum 240 x 10"' mm

Hydiolyti stab~ity No 1evo'slon
( 7 dys. 100 C) STEP 1:
Volume tosislivity Minimum 10"lohm cf ROTARY CAP IN FREE FLOAT POSITION

DROPWIRE OUTSIDE THE GEL
Stump tesistanca No slump
(16 hrs.100 C) or flow

Corrosive effect No corrosion
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STEP 2: STEP 2:
DROPWIrE INSERTED DROPWIRE REMOVED

WATER DISPLACEMENT -WETTING - SELF.HEALING ACTION OF T1IE GEL
SEALING ACTION OF THE GEL

PERFORMANCE TISTS

Performance tests, designed to accelerate real
life environmental conditions, were defined and

.kN.O requirements established.

The alectrcal and environmental tests to be
illpeoed on the Insalled prot can be split up h two

categories: Th. tirst category of tests deals with the
Insulation resistance between each pair of tlip and ring
conductors while In the scond category the locus Is on
the change In contact resistance of every connection. A
voltage of 48 Vdc, typical of on hook battery volage, Is

STEP 3: supplied across tip and ring conductors during each test.
CONNECTION MADE

ELECTRICAL CONTACT THROUGH THE GEL A. F nnnenbl ts.
lfultian resistance reoulrerrga,

A minimum of 109 ohms Insulation resistance between
tip and ring conductors is required over the tal durationFIGURE 2 of every test. Insulation resistance measurements shallREMOVING A onOPWiRE be made with an applied voltage of 100 Vdc. The 48 Vdc

shall be temporarily remnoved during the measuremnent
process.

1) WalerImmersiontest: The installedtemvnal
blocks shah be submerged In 700 F water/5%

'wAtl salt solution to a depth of two feet for a
period of 14 days.

2) Salt fog test: The Installed lerrrinal blocks
shall be exposed to a salt log test of 5%

.. 'o( o, salt solution, 95" F In accordance wth ASTM
B 117 for 30 days.

3) High .unditycycling: The Installed terminal
block shall be exposed to a temperatureSTEP 1: cycle from +40 to +1400 F at 95% R. H. for

BREAKING OF THE CONNECTION 30 days as depicted in Figure 3.AN) CO LINE TESTING
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FIGURE 3 3) H-e.t aging test: The Istalled samples shall
HIGH HUMIDXlY CYCING be subjected so 158 F !or aperiod of 90

days.

Ila- 4) Salt og test: The instlle sarnples shalbe
exposed to a salt log i accordance with
ASTM B 117 for 90 days.

5) Thermal shock test: The installed samples
4 1 I, II Ishall be subectd to 1000 cycles as

3 1 912 I 18 1 24depicted In Figure 5.

Retol" hff"H.0%FIGURE 6
(N..ndm.~e)THERMAL SHOCK

Prior to the tests, all sam;les are subjected to a 8
condlitionlog 0f 50 temperature cycles, as depicted In40
Figure 4 and 5 re-entries, pedonfned on every dropwire. +0
This seqentialotst program Is outlined In Figure 5. +0

FIG4JRE4 4
TEMPERATURE CYCLING I__IM illI__III__

Time (Howe)
460
440- Additional elecrical material and mechanical tests
+20- complement these environmental tests, but awe noth

a- subjectofthis paper.
.20-

VII I ImilLI
2 4 6 1 10 12 14 16

Tim (aws)As welt for analog as digital transmission It Is
FIGURES desk"bl to have an elecrically 'slable interonnection

SEOUENTIAL TEST PROGRAM at the terminal and this under all environmental
conditions. Design criteria and performance tests were

Teff~alumestablished for suchl and environmentally sealld terinal
cyciftblock. A novel rotary connection design which uses a

gt as sea*Vn material meets all these requi(rmnts and
gives total environmental protecton.
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The contact resistance of every connection shall niot Ttainlflg Workshop
change by more than 2 milliohms ovier the duration of
each test. Contact resistance measurements from 2. K. Dawes/C. Debbaut/A. Sutherland:
dropwire to tail wire shall be made using the 4 wire test 'Gels and Their Sealing Appkcation In the Outside
method per ASTM B539-80. Plant', proceedings of the 37th International Wire

and Cable Synmposium, P. 5 (1986)
1) Temperature cycling test: The installed

samples shall be placed in an environmental 3. B. SchuetzlC. Debbaut: Personal communication
test chanber and subjected to 500 cycles as
depicted In Figure 2.

2) High humidity cycling: The Installed sampls
shall be exposed to a tem.perature cycle from
+40 to 1400 F at 95% R.H. for 300 cycles as
dlepiocted in Figure 1.
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ACKING rPPECT.' IN~ StIRAPVIC OPTIC~AL CABLES

J. it. flU-: FLL* P. WORTIIIHOTONO f. J. CAt*ELL0

*STC SUBMARXIE SYnTEtt, COUTHIAMPTOR U.K.
ST UT ? NllUL100, HtARLOW U.N. K

1. SU).4ARY ilowaver, te large effect that even a low

Long term loss stability in subefrint optical level of hydrogen contamination can have on

fibre cables Is increasing In Importance An f1hre attenuation means tha thls Is still

repeater section lengths are maximised and considered to be the inost serious potential

system margins are squceezed. The move to ageing mechanism for submarine cable
operation at 1550mm with cabled fibre losses of systems.
0.2d/km and below mean that even sall ch nges Current STC cable designs Incorporate A
In attenuation in service are unacceptable. STC hermetic barrier to protect the fibres from
hxc extensively sudLed ageing effects In hydrogen Inres Atert esigns
submarine cable over tie last ten year hydrogen ingress. Alternative designs
addition to long term dry trials, the optical using hermetic fibre have been assessed but
performance of a number of submarine links have are not yet In use for commercial systems.

been monitored. These include the first link
laid In Loch Fyne, Scotland In 1980, UK-Belgium 2
5 and UK-Channel Islands. Perlodic spectral and 2.2 Radiation
discrete wivelength Atcenua ion measurements
have been made and data will be presented at the lonLsing radiation will Increase the

conference together with a discussion of loss attenuation of fibres through the creation

mechanisms. Experimental work is continuing on of defect centres, and while the dose rates

long term assessment of material used In cables at the sea bed are relatively low the

to assist In the continuous design evolution of combination of long section length# and 25
cables with low and stable attenuation year design life requires confirmation that
characteriatics. optical power budgets will not be

compromised. Potential sources of lonising
sea bed radiation have been analysed by
Schulte (2) who concluded that In only
exceptional locations would the dose rate

2. AGEING MECHANISMS exceed 1.0 Rad/year.

There are several potential mechanisms for loss Data from the UK Ministry of Agriculture,
increase In al).Ica fibres which pose a potential Fisheries and Food (3) gives typical
threat to the long-term stability of submarine background levels of 13 - 140 mrid/year.
cables:-

Fibre for current STC submarine cable
- Hydrogen systems Is specified to have a maximum
- Radiation radiation sensitivity of less than 0.01
- Baending and Temperature effects dlkm at 1550nm at an exposure level of 1.6

Rad/year for 25 years.

2.1 Hydrogen Hence at 140 mrad/year exposure, the
increase In attenuation will be less than

Hlydrugen generation in submarine cables has l0-3 dB/km in 25 years or about 0.1 dE
been known for many years, and was observed increase on a 120km cable section.
during repairs on coaxial cables
manufactured from the 1950s onwards.
However, the potential problem with fibre 2.3 Bending and Temperature Effects
was not identified until 1983 (Ref. 1).
Since then cables have been designed to Fibre subjected to non-uniform stress, or
minimise contamination of the fibre subjected to thermally induced stresses in
environment by hydrogen and problems the cable can exhibit loss increases.
encountered on early systems and trials These effects are minimised by protecting
have been largely overcome.
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the fibres from external stress by a thick At the same time as the repair, the repeater
walled metal tube In the cable. This has was removed fro the cable. This operation
been a basic feature of the STC cable since Involved cutting the cable at three points,
the first trial cables were designed In removing the repeacer and damaged cable and
1979. re-jointing. Cas samples were taken at the

cut cable ends and these showed that there
The fibre package uses parallel lay fibres was a considerable level of hydroger of up
In an olAstomeric buffer material so that to 20Z by volume In the centre of the cable.
there is no Intrinsic bending Induced loss.

Qulification tests of the cables have
shown no significant loss changes in tl From Hay 1980 to June 1984 (4.1 years) the
temperature rangt -20*c to + 504c. In average Increase In Attenuation was:-
service, deep water cable Is subjected to
Almost constant temperature (typically 1300 TM: 0.012 dlkmlvear
2-3"c) so thAt the stability of the 1550 n=: 0.033 do/k/ynac
transmission characteristics can be
confidently assured. The ratio of the loss Increase at 1550nm to

the loss increase at 1300nm is about 2.8:1.
bend loss In joints and repeaters is
minimised by using a minimum coiling Tie Increase that would be expected from
diamter of fibre of 50m. Fibre hydrogen Is given by (Ref. 4):-
parameters ar specified so that there Is
no significant loss at the operating o. M 1.4 x 10-2 P(112 ). Sj exp (1550 aA/.
wavelength at this coLled diater. \---

Where: SA * 1.0 for A " 1300
3. SYST'4 TESTS a 2.7 for A a 1550

3.1 Loch Fyne R " 1.987 cal/mol/'K
T N 283K (10*C average Loch Fyne

The first experimental optical submarine temperature)
cable %as laid In Loch Fyne, Scotland, in
1980. The 10 km length of aruoured cable Hence for I atm hydrogen pressure:-
contained 2 single mode fibres and 4 oC,(1300) - 0.22 dB/km
oultimode fibres. There was a 140 lbit/sec
rereater midway In the cable operating of ot,,(1550) - 0.60 dB/km

two of the multimode fibres. In order to account for the observed losses

The cable design used for this trial Is on Loch Fyne a partial pressure of
shown in Figure Ia. The single mode fibres approximately 0.23 atm Is required. This is
were 1.0 = O/D Sylgard/Nylon packaged somewhat higher titan the maximum values
fibres. The multimode fibres used Sylgard/ measured by gas samples of the cut cable
ilytrel. ends.

The fibre package was contained in a thick However, the samples m:iy not be
walled aluminium 'C'-tube with 14 x 2.1 m representative of the highest levels of
IITS wires around this to provide the cable hydrogen along the cable length. The close
strength. A continuous seam welded copper correlation of the measured and theoretical
tube was formed around the steel wires. values of the ratio of loss increase at 1300
There was no waterblocking in the fibre and 1550 suggest that all or nearly all of
package or steel wires In this experimental the loss Increase on Loch Fyne was caused by
cable, hydrogen.

Attenuation measurements were made by STC Since 1985, when the cable was repaired, the
and British Telecom from 1980 onwards. The attenuation has continued to increase at a
results of the STC measurements on the similar rate to before.
single mode fibres from 1980 to 1984 are
shown in Figure 2. 3.2 UK-Belgium No. 5

By 1982 it had become apparent that the loss UK-Belgium, which was installed in 1986, was
of the cable at both 1300n= and 1550nm was the first inter-continental commercial
increasing, and at this stage frequency of optical system to go into service. It is a
measurement was Increased. 115 km armoured cable system with three

fibre pairs and three 140 Hbitlsec repeaters
The attenuation continued to rise until 1985, operating at 1310 rm.
when the cable was damaged by an external
agency which required a repair operation.
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Since 1983 when the effect of hydrogen on From these results the average lacrease In
fibre was first reported (Ref. 1; and attenuation In the 3.1 years from June 1986
subsequently proven to be the cause of the to July 1989 has been:-
attenuation Increase observed on Loch Fyne,
modifications were rAde to the STC submarine 1300 na - approx. equal to 0.003 dh/s/year
cable design In order to protect fibres from 1550 nm - approx. equal to 0.006 d5/km/year-
contamination by hydrogen.

For a total loss Incrnase Ifn 3.1 years of
The basic cable design used for UK-Belgium 0.018 dB/km at 1550 a hydrogen partial
Incorporating these modifications Is shown pressure of about 0.03 atmospheres is
in Figure lb. required.

The fibre package (using Sylgard/Hylon Long term outga-Lng tests on the optical
coated fibre) is contained within a welded package used In UK-Belgitm have been In
hermetic copper tube which for.- a barrier progress since 1966 (see Section 4.2).
to prevent ingress of hydrogen. There Is no
mixture of metals In contact inside the These show that outgassing of about 20 - 30
hydrogen bar.ter and the sp~aen within the cc/k may be expected over a three year
fibre package and inside the copper tube are period, which will produce partial pressure
filled with a high viscosity waterblocking In the fibre environment of about 0.02 - 0,03
compound. This compound greatly reduces the atmospheres.
quantity of moisture that Is vnclosed In the
cable structure during manufacture and Hence the observed loss Increase on
provides an axial block to prevent UK-Belgita Is similar to that predicted by
penetration of water If the cable is cut on measurements of hydrogen outgassing from the
the sea bed. fibre package.

At each and of the UK-Belgium system there 3.3 Sea Trials Cable
Is An additional pair of fibres which are
looped back at submerged joint housings (see In February 1986 STO manufactured the first
Fig. 3). These provide two long fibre paths lengths of NL lightweight cable using a
(18 km at Broadstairs, 30 ka at Ostende) for newly developed acrylic fibre package. The
attenuation monitoring of the submerged fibres were embedded in an elastomeric
cable. Fibre tet tails spliced at the buffer material (llytrel) around a central
terainal stations increase the overall loop copper plated kingvire (Fig. 1c).
lengths to 20km and 32ka.

All the materials used in this new design
Measurements have been made by both STC and were aelected for 16w hydrogen evolution
British Telecom at approximately 6 monthly characteristicz.
intervals since installation.

STC results at 1310 and 1550 rna are Up to 12 fibres can be accommodated In the
The in Fig. 4 and 5 package which has an overall diamter of
sumarised in Fig. 4 and Fig. . 3.1 am. This package Is then enclosed in

the sere co~site copper tube with
(Note that the average attenuation level is polybutene waterbiocking as used in the
high on these monitored fibres becAuse of earlier U-elgium cable design (Fig. tb).

the nany joints in the land part of the

route. The attenuation of r.he main sea Two 12 km lengths of cable were manufactured
cable is less than 0.4 dB/km at 1310 nm.) which ware used for deep water sea trials in

1986 and 1987. The cable was subsequently
Initial re its in the first two years returned to the Southampton factory where it
suggested that there was signlficant is used for long term monitoring ofincrease in attenuation at both wavelengths, stability of the fibre attenuation.

However, the most recent results show a

reversal of this trend. Measurements made 2.5 years after cable
The highest apparent Increase was on the manufacture have shown no change in
Broadstairs loop at 1550 no. However, the attenuation.
initial measurements on this loop, which has
an attenuation at 1550 nm of over 18 dB, was Fig. 6 shows a recent spectral measuzement
done with spectral attenuation equipment of (Nov. 988) made on a 22.6 km loop of fibre.
limited dynamic range. The effect of noise
In the detector of a cut-back measurement is If any increase In attenuation had occurred
to give apparent attenuation results which due to hydrogen then this would be most
are generally lower than the true fugure. apparent at a wavelength of about 1240 no,
From 1987, using improved equipoent, the where the attenuation Increase due to
results are considered to be much more interstitial hydrogen is about 9 dB/km at 1
reliable. atm hydrogen pressure.
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However, there is also an attenuation peak permeation rate through 2 metre lengths of
dua to water At the sao wvelength r.ioon copper tube removed from cable.
which it typically about 5% of the height of
the primry peak at 1380 no. The results are shown In Fig. 7. This ahow

the measured Ingreas of hydrogen (cc/k at
From Fig. 6 the peak at 1380 rim is STI') for an applied external pressure of
Approximately 0.56 dl/km so that the hydrogen of 10 HPa.
expected peak due to water At 1240 no ir
about 0,028 dB/km. After 2.5 years the measured permation rate

Is less than 0.5 cc/khm/year, or less than
The measured peak at 1240 rm is approxLmately 201 of tA theoretical figure.
0.024 dg/k* which, therefore, La all
attributable to water. heance there it no Extrapolated to 2S years, an external
detectable loss Increasc at 1240 r caused pressure of 10 MPa would produce a partial
by hydrogen after 2.5 years from wnufacture. pressure In Vt.w fibre environment of less

than 5 x 10- at. (Uio6 ttan 0.003 d/kh
3.4 UK-Channml Islands No. 7 at 1550 M).

UK-Channel Islands is a 130 ka 12 fibre 4.20uttansin, Tests
unrepeatered cable which was Installed I2
late 1988. Following completion of splicing Several types of test have b.-un used in
and coimissioning by britiah Telecom a b4se orde.! to Investigate an.d quantity hydrogen
Line set of attenuation measurements on two outgaistug of the fibre WkAge inside the
fibres looped back was carried out by STC In heromtc copper tube:-
July 1989.
This measurement Is on 260 km of fibre (60 dl - Accelerated tests on the individual
approximately at 1550 na) and will provide a components at elevated temperaiturcs.
test facility with very high resolution of
any at tenUALion change (resolution of about - Accelerated tests on representative
5 x 10-4 d/k=s). It Is proposed to samplec of package In cable.
monitor this system at approximately 6
monthly intervals. - Long term, ambient temperaturt tests on

Mrepresentative saaples of package in cable.4. MATERIALS AND SAMPLE TESTIhO;

Accelerated tests are useful In quickly
Since 1985 the STC NL submarine cable hus identifying potential problems and In
Incorporated A hermetle copper tube around assessing new materials. However, for
the central Libre package. Long term tests prediction of perforeance of cable in
have been carried out to demonstrate the service the long term tests at ambient
effectiveness of this tubC as a barrier to temperature provide the moat reliable data.
hydrogen, and to Assess the materials within
the tube to ensure negligible outgasslng of Fig. 8 shows the result of these long term
hydrogan In the fibre environment, tests on both the UK-Belgium package (Nylon/

Syigard) and the vore recant Acrylic/flytrel
4.1 Hydrogen Permeation through Coper Tube fibre package. In each case the tests were

narried out on sAmples of copper tubeTim hermetic copper tube An the NL cable recovered from cable containing the fibre
consists of a continuously seam welded Lube package and waterblocking compound..
of 6.4 m thickness.

The tests have shown that there is a small
Using published figures for hydrogen but significant amount of outgassing from
permeation through copper (Ref. 5) the the Nylon/Sylgard package (20 - 30 cc/km
estimated permeation rate is only about after 3 years).
1.2 cc/year at an external pressure of
hydrogen of 10 IMPa (1500 psi). (This is consistent with the small amount of

attenuation Increase that has been observed(10 HPa r-cpresents the worst case pressure on the UK-Belgium system, see Section 3.2).
that could be generated at hydrostatic
pressure In armoured cable at a depth of I The current Acrylic Fibre/flytrel Package
km. For unarmoured cable In deoper water wi-th polybutene waterbloc.Ang has shown
t.here is no exposed metal in contact with little or no outgassing (approx. 1 cc/km in
sea water to generate hydrogen by 3 years). This again is consistent with
electrochemical action.) measurements on cables using this package,

which have shown no detectable attenuationIn order to ensure that the welded tube in increase due to hydrogen (see Section 3.3).
cable could meet this theoretical figure a
series of tests were set up to measure the
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ON TIE CHOICE OF SINGLE-MODE FIBERS IN LOOSE TUBE CABLES
WITH RESPECT TO BENDING PERFORMANCE

S.Stueflotten L.BJarkan E.Nesset S.itopland"

ED Cables, Asker, Zorway
N Norwegian Telecommunication Administration, Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT surface with microscopic irregularities of
a random nature. Microbending losses may

An experimental investigation of the bond- occur when cables are subjected to high
ing resistance of single-mode fibers in tensions or temperatures. Microbending
loose tube cables has been carried out. sensitivity of SM fibers is measured on
Fibers with different mode field diameters relatively short lengths of fiber by tests
and cut-off wavelengths were chosen from such as the sandpaper test .' and other
current matched clad and depressed clad laterfi3 pressure tests.5 4 - Winding of
designs. Samples of dispersion shifted and longer leng;ths of fibers under tension in a
dispersion flattened fibers were also split tube hrrangement has also been pub-
included. Various micro- and macrobending lished recentl7.0  However, few experiments
tests were carried out on primary coated have been carried out to study bending loss
fibers as a reference for the cable tests. mechanisms using actual cable materials and
Three loose tube cables were specially complete cables. Therefore a comprehensive
designed to emphasize bending losses in experimental program which evaluates the
temperature cycling and tensile tests. performance of various commercially avail-
Except for weak macrobendings at low temp- able SM fiber types in a loose tube cable
erature all tests gave the same ranking of structure is described in this paper. Based
fiber bending sensitivity. Iligh FD and low on the results of these experiments the
cut-off wavelength proved to be the most performance of different SM fiber types are
sensitive combination, while the opposite compared with respect to bending induced
case always revealed the best performance, losses at 1.55 pm in loose tube cables.
For depressed clad fibers weak macrobend-
ings revealed a poorer performance than
indicated by the other experiments. BENDING LOSS THEORY

For SM fiber systems operating a' 1.3 pm
either the match clad (MC) or depressed

INTRODUCTION clad (DC) designs are ubually employed. At
1.5S pm additional fiber types such as the

In the design of optical fiber cables it is dispersion shifted (DS) and the dispersion
very important to prevent excess losses flattened (DF) fibers have been intro-
originating from various bending phenomena duced.0 The two most important parameters
when cables are subjected to environmental which determine the bending loss properties
stresses in service. At 1.3 pm wavelength of SM fibers are the mode field diameter
bending losses are normally negligible, but (MFD) and cut-off wavelength ( O). The
at 1.55 pm bending loss sensitivity of theoretical pure bending losses a of an
single-mode (SM) fibers may become a criti- ideal step-index fiber can be written in
cal factor in cable design. the form t' 2. 0 :

Macrobends, which are bending phenomena on a n (A/JR).exp(-BR) (1)
a macroscopic scale, (i.e. centimeter
scale), are usually understood as pure where R is fiber bending radius, and A and
bends with constant curvature, and the B are functions of wavelength and fiber
associated losses are conveniently measured refractive index profile. By introducing
by various fiber winding arrangements.1'- the mode field diameter w- = 2a/W, where a
In loose tube cables subjected to low temp- is the core radius and W is the usual wave-
eratures, buckling of the fibers within the number parameter (W2 - a2({3-k 2

2 )), a in
tubes may occur as a result of cable con- Eq.(1) can be expressed as follows":
traction. This phenomenon is also macro-
scopic in nature and may be defined as w /4

2 R
,random macrobends, and it has not been a U f()- - exp- 3nXn)w1.. (2)

extensively studied so far. Hicrobends
occur when the fiber is pressed against a
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The general formula e=pressing microbending Fiber MFD range (pml Cut-off wave-
losses is: class (1.3 pm) length Inm)

Vknswol (n) (3) MCI 9.82-10.52 1133-1-60
where wn is the near field H1D and 0() Ib
the power spectrum of the fiber deformation MC2 9,13-9.80 1219-1320
giving rise to the microbending losses. TD.
power spectrum is normally assumed to fo,- 8.20-9.20 !205-12T5
low a simple inverse power ralationship

O(w)uKn- 20. The spatial Craquancy n is In DS 8.54 (1.55)tm) 1254
genral given by: DF 6.00.6 (1.31pm) 948

n a lIkniw(p) (4) 7.010.7 (1.55sim)
where w(p) is a MFD characterized by the Tlble 1: Summary of parimetor variations
microbending mechanism. for fibers ised in this study.

The measured MFD is usually the far field
or Petermann 1I definition", which in
general is different from the definitions PE sheath
appearing in Eqs.(2)-,(4). Ilowever, for a
step-index profile fiber the differences
are relatively snll and proper Citting Wapo
parameters can easily be found. For more
sophisticated profiles like that of DS and Pc tuba with fiber
DF fibers this is more difficult because
tho differences may become consider~b). 4  PE coated FRP

EXPERIMEtTS

Fiber characteristics Fig.2: Cross section of loose tube cable.

Different types of commercially availoble
fibers were selected for the experiments. Cable construction
Fig.1 shows the refractive index profiles
of the four classes investigated. For the The cables tested in this study are of the
MC and DC classes, fibers were chosen from well-known loose tube construction shown in
regular production with parameter combi- Fig.2. Each jelly-filled plastic tube can
nations (MFD and A,) as close as possible contain from 1 to 6 fibere. The tubes are
to the manufacturers specification limits, helically stranded around a FRP central
The DS and OF classes are only represented strength member. This ,s-res that the
by single fibers selected at random. The MC fibers are free frr- ,.sses as long as
fibers are divided into two subclasses, MCI the cable is strained n certain limits
pertaining to standard fibers designed for by exposure to e.. ".;.i forces. This
1.3 pm operation and MC2 which is a more stress-free buffer reg.c' can be tailored
bending resistant design having tighter MFD to given specificatioub by the correct
and higher X. specifications than the MCI choice of tube dimensions (do/dj), strand-
fibers. All fibers were supplied with a 250 ing pitch (S), and tube helix radius (R) as
|im diameter acrylate primary coating, which follows:
brand may be sligthly different for fibers
from different suppliers. -CL -(2n/S)'(R-r/2)r c.<(2n/S)'(R+r/2)r =c, (5)

where cL is the relative length difference

between the fiber path following the center
line and the inner pati of the tube, cy theC corresponding relative length difference

with respect to the outer path, and r =
(d±-dc)/2 the fiber clearance inside the

bMicro- and macrobending excess loss pheno-
d mena can be eliminated by proper choice of

the above mentioned parameters when the
Fig.1: Refractive index profiles of: a) fiber excess length c., and hence the cable

matched clad (MC), b) depressed clad strain, is kept within the limits given by
(DC), c) dispersion shifted (DS),and Eq.(5). c. is expressed by the cable
d) dispersion flattened (DF) fibers. tensile and thermal strains as follows:
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did, however, depend more strongly on the
eK a co - F/EA + (Ok-0c)(To-T) (6) MFD than on the cut-off wavelength.

where Co is the fiber excess length with
respect to the tube center line at room
temperature To, F/EA is the cable strain
caused by an external tensile force F
acting on the cable, o and ac are the 1.4r
linear thermal expansion coefficients of ,
the cable and fiber respectively. EA a Ill
LEAAL is the effective elastic stiffness of
the cable, and o a EaAEAAL/EELAL the , l,
effective thermal expansion coefficient of
the cable. The summations are taken over
all elements of the cable structure. A ,i

Experimental results 1.3 5 1 A5 1.15
IIAVELtE611 (pa)

Fiber experiments. The micro- and
macrobending sensitivity of optical fibers Fig.3: Induced losses (max and range) of
are normally characterized by well-defined MC1, MC2, and DC fibers measured by
laboratory tests on short sample lengths of the split tube winding method with
the fibers. The qjeation we wanted to ask 0.22% fiber strain.
was if such tests fully reveal the bending
loss behaviour of fibers in real optical
cable structures. To serve as reference for
the cable experiments we ,arried out the
following tests on primary coated fibers: 2 or
sandpaper test3 and split tube winding .3
test0  to study microbending losses, and
mandrel winding tests to study pure macro- .2 ,2st
bending effects.

For the sandpaper tests we used 150 grit -
sandpaper and lateral loads from 1.4 to 5.6s
9/mm. The fiber length under pressure was - .5.
1.6m and the microbending loss was recorded . .. ..
as a function of wavelength. The results
obtained are in good agreement with those UAVELEM619 (pm)
reported elsewhere; for comparable experi-
ments.3 .7 Attempts which were made to fit Fig.4: Induced losses of DF and DS fibers
the measured data to the theoretical for- measured by the split tube winding
mulas of Eqs.(3) and (4) gave p a 1.7-2.1. method with 0.22% fiber strain.
The DS fiber was the least sensitive and
MC1 the most sensitive type tested (about 3
times that of MC2 fibers and )10 times that Attempts which were made to fit the results
of the DS fiber). to the microbending loss formulas Eqs.(3)

and (4) assuming an n-2P dependence for the
The split tube winding test" was developed power spectrum, yielded values of p in the
to simulate a real microbending mechanism range p = 3-5. This is higher than for the
as experienced by fibers pressed against sandpaper tests, indicating different
the inqide wall of loose plastic tubes in microbending power spectra for the two
cables under high tension. A standard loose cases. As an example, a MCI fiber with MFD/
tube is split in two along its entire A. of 10.5 Pm/1153 nm gave p a 1.9 in the
length and wound in one layer onto a 340 mm sandpaper test and p a 3.7 in the split
diameter drum. A fiber is then wound with tube winding test. In spite of this diffe-
controlled tension into the jelly-filled rence the split tube winding experiments
groove formed by the split tube. Total rank the microbending sensitivity of diffe-
length of fiber on such a drum was 140 m, rent fibers similar to the sandpaper test.
and the maximum tension used was 2 N which
corresponds to a lateral pressure of fiber Two types of tube materials were investi-
against tube wall of 1.2 g/mm. Some typical gated, polycarbonate (PC) and PBT. The PBT
spectral plots of measured indu.ed loss are tubes gave slightly lower induced losses
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The attenuation than the PC tubes. A microstructure
increased almost linearly with the fiber analysis of the inside wall of the tubes
tension. High MFD/low A. was the most revealed a smoother and finer structure of
sensitive and low MFD/high A. the least the PBT tube than the PC tube", and there-
sensitive combination for both the MC and fore less microbending can be expected for
DC fiber classes. The microbending loss the same winding tension. The results do
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also indicate that differences in the tube The cable length under tension was 145 m
filling compounds may have some effect on and the maximum applied fiber strain 0.5%.
the measured loss increase. Accurate attenuation values at 1.3 pm were

therefore difficult to achieve except for
Finally, some simple macrobending loss MCI fibers. However, the ratio of 1.55 pm
measurements were made by winding fibers to 1.3 pm microbanding loss was found to be
with zero tension five turns around smooth around 3, compared to a ratio of about 2
cylinders of varying diameters from 18 to for the sandpaper test and 5 for the split
70 mm. The pure bending loss measured were tube winding test.
in accordance with previously published
results from pure bending experiments'-" as At low temperatures the cable will contract
regards wavelength and bending diameter relative to the fiber causing the fiber to
dependence. The macrobending loss sensi- move towards the outer path of the stranded
tivity showed the same dependence on the tube. Below a certain threshold temperature
MFD/ Aa combinations as the microbending the fiber will press against the tube wall
tests above. Among the different fiber and start to buckle. The associated bending
classes, the DS fiber was found to be the losses are mainly of macroscopic nature
least sensitive, while the MC2 and DC (random macrobends). Different cable struc-
fibers showed comparable behaviour down to tures may have quite different thermal pro-
the loss limit of 10-2 dB/m. The MCI and DF perties due to different tube dimensions,
fibers were the two most sensitive classes, stranding pitch, effective thermal expan-

sion coefficient etc. It is therefore
Cable experiments. The fibers were difficult to compare and evaluate bending

also cabled in three different test cables losses of non-identical cables as a func-
specially designed to emphasize on bending tion of temperature. To obtain a more
loss effects in temperature cycling and universal behaviour we have converted the
tensile strength experiments, results to loss increase versus excess

length, c., according to Eq.(6) with F a 0.
In loose tube cables the fibers will not be In this way both the cable tension and low
strained before a certain cable tension has temperature results can be shown in the
been reached (strain buffer effect). For some excess length diagram. Some typical
the experimental cables this strain buffer results are shown in Figs.5-7. Fig.5 shows
was 0.1-0.3%. Above this value the micro- the results for a MCI bending sensitive
bending attenuation increased fairly fiber at both 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm. Under
linearly with fiber strain. Taole II gives tension the loss increases linearly with
a summary of the excess attenuation from the strain while at low temperatures a much
the cable tension tests measured at both sharper and unlinear loss increase is
1.3 pm and 1.55 pm. Mean values refer to observed. The reason for this is the diffe-
fibers with MFD and Xo close to the mean rent bending mechanisms in the two cases.
values of Tab.I. Max values refer to fibers
with extreme combinations of high MFD and
low Xo that for MC fibers apply to less
than 1% of the total fiber production.

MCI
Microbend loss (dB/kt]/% strain 30 S 2W. a IOiAfM

Fiber .2i 1153 nm
class 1.3 pm 1.55 pm too

mean max mean max

DS 0.00 - 0.00 -
DC (0.10 (0.20 (0.20 0.55
MC2 (0.20 0.35 0.40 1.00 "A0DF 0.25 - 0.65 - 1.0
MCl 0.45 1.70 1.55 7.40

Table II: Summary of measured microbending
loss per % fibez strain. u00OX 2% 0. 1% a 0.1% O0 rA 03

The cable tension experiments yielded .'.,-'---c,7(a 1). o ) c,= REA-
microbending sensitivities with a qualita-
tive ranking of the fibers similar to the
sandpaper and split tube winding tests, Fig.5: Measured bending losses in a cable
with MCI being the most sensitive and DS at tension (right) and low tempera-
the least sensitive fiber. In the cable tures (left) for a MCI fiber at 1.3
tension experiments DC fibers came out and 1.55 pm. e. a 0.2% (left) corre-
slightly better than MC2 fibers. sponds to T = -32*C for this cable.
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low temperature boundary point of view DC
fibers perform more like MCI than MC2

I $m fibers. Apart from this divergence the low
3Mr -ulM temperature experiments ranked the fibers

M-CI: Mp IS3nm similarly to the other tests with DS fiber
S -2W. 10 10. -- MC:0.0Pmt1214nM on top as the most bending resistant of all

fibers investigated. The DF fiber turned
- K2: .SPWl242em out to be very bending sensitive at 1.55

roO pm, but performed excellently at 1.3 pm.

Fig.8 shows an example of spectral atten-
uation measurements for a bending sensitive
MCI fiber at different temperatures. A
theoretical fit to Eq.(1) is shown for the
curve at -400C. The fit appears reasonable

.. .. s and therefore the observed loss indicates a
OI .@7% o imacrobending behaviour. Fits to Eq.(3)
-- (ak-nl1j-T) c, rFEA -- yielded unrealistically high p-values which

supports the above conclusion.

Fig.6: Measured bending losses at 1.55 pm
in a cable at tension (right) and
low temperatures (left) for MC 4.5. Fit t, 0)
fibers with different MFD/X...5

I4)-1"C
- c2:@S~iiv2oSr'

MC2: 95 WWI2W r*
D-: 9,0 pnV37 nm

Fig.8: Induced loss vs. wavelength for a

__ MCI fiber with MFD/X, - 10.50 pm/I 1153 nm measured in a test cable at
low temperatures (weak macrobending)

' .The broken line shows a fit to the
02 .2 macrobending formula Eq.(1).

CONCLUSIONS
Fig.7: Measured bending losses at 1.55 pm

in a cable at tension (right) and The experiments carried out in this study
low temperatures (left) comparing have provided valuable information on the
MC2 and DC fibers. response of various types of SM fibers to

bending phenomena occurring in loose tube
cable structures. The tests have also

In Fig.6 MCI and MC2 fibers are compared at confirmed that microbending losses are
1.55 pm, and Fig.7 shows the difference dominant in cables at high tension and
between typical MC2 and DC fibers. IHere one macrobendings at low temperature.
should note the rather unexpected diffe-
rence occuring at weak macrobends. For some The bending loss properties of SM fibers in
time now it has been argued strongly in loose tube cables under tension can be
favour of the DC fiber design because of qualitatively assessed by microbending
its good bending resistance as demonstrated tests like the sandpaper and split tube
by pure bending experiments. This is true winding test directly on the primary coated
for strong bending effects, i.e. small fiber. Although they do not reveal the
bending diameters. In a cable, however, one actual situation in a cable, they give a
can not allow such strong bendings. Typi- correct qualitative ranking of the fiber
cally the maximum allowable loss increase bending sensitivity in mutual comparative
at the minimum specified temperature will studies. The random macrobending mechanism
be 0.1 dB/km. Hence, it is macrobending which occurs as a result of fiber buckling
losses at this level that should be con- at low temperatures has on the other hand
sidered when comparing different types of proved more difficult to assess through
fibers. Our experimpants show that from a such simple tests as e.g. the mandrel
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winding test. Xf such attempts should be 13) J.A.Dixon, M.S.Giroux, A.R.Isser, and
made one should concentrate on the weak R.V.Vandewoostine, "Banding and micro-
macrobending effects, i.e. in the order of bending performance of single-mode
0.1 dB/km, when comparing different types optical fibers," Proc. OFC/IOOC'87,
of fibers. Reno, Jan. 1987, paper TUA2, p.40.

Anoti.er important result obtained from the (4) P.F.Glodis, C.H.Gartside, and O.S.
experiments is the strong influence that Nobles, "Bending loss resistance in
weak macrobending properties have on the single mode fibers," Proc.OFC/XOOC'87,
low temperature boundary of a crble. Onset Reno, Jan. 1987, paper TUA3, p.41 .
of bending losses in the order of 0.1 dB/km
may differ as much as 0.1% in fiber excess (5I A.O.Garg and C.K.Eoll,"New measurement
length between the various fiber types. On technique for measurement of microbend
the temperature scale this can correspond losses in single mode ibers," Tech.
to 20-50*C depending on the cable struc- Dig. Symp. on Opt. Fiber Measurements,
ture. This issue is specially important at Boulder CO., Sept. 1986, pp. 125-120.
1.55 pm where the bending sensitivity of
fibers may become the limiting factor in 16) N.Kamikawa and C.-T.Chang, "Predicting
cable design. microbend losses in single-mode

fibers", Tech.Dig. Symp. on Opt. Fibar
The bending sensitivity of SM fibcra Measurements, Boulder CO., Sept, 1986,
depends on both the MFD and cut-off wbve- pp. 129-132.
length with high MFD/low A as the most and
low HFD/high X. as the least sensitive (7) M.Artiglin, G.Coppa, P.Di Vita, il.3.
combination. This is common to both MC and Kalinowski, and M.Poten=a, "Sending
DC fibers. Microbending losses depend loss characterization in single-mode
strongly on the FD and less on Xa. For fMbers," Proc. ECOC 1987, 11olninki,
macrobondings the dependence on A. seems to vol.1. 1987, pp. 437-443.
be somewhat stronger although MFD-depen-
dence still dominates. To ensure proper (8) L.Bjerkan, E.Nesset and O.Alm,"Induced
behaviour of SM fibers in loose tube cables los.ts in strained loose tube fiber
at 1.55 pm it is recommended to restrict cables," Tech. Dig. Symp. on Opt.
the MFD specification to slO pm for MC and Fiber Measurements, Boulder CO., Sept.
s9 pm for DC fibers, and to keep X)a l.2pm. 1988, pp. 89-92.

(9) P.K.Bachmann,"Dispersion flattened and
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11EAT SIIRINKABLE COMPOSZTE SPLICE CLOSURES
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Summary with even higher reliability, the
telephone network.

Heat shrinkable polymers are widely used
in joint closure systems to provide In addition, due to the various skill
tf .ctive environmental seals. A new levels of the craft persons and a wide
generation of heat shrinkable fibre range of torches used to install heat
reinforced composite materials has been shrinkable closures, installations of
developed which allows a wide design variable quality can result. With non
fluxibility for closure systems. As composite heat shrinkable closures over-
splice closures, these heat shrinkable heating can cause splitting.
composite closures exhibit many
installation and functional benefits This may tempt the craftsmen to be over
such as; split resistance during in- cautious and to underheat the closure
stallation, resistance to mechanical which then results in poor sealing of
abuse and long term creep resistance, the closure to the telephone cable re-
This paper reviews the variuus designs sulting in water ingress.
of the composite closures that have been
developed specifically for pressurised Advanced composite splice closures have
and distribution telephone closure been developed to overcome all instal-
systems. lation circumstances and add significant

improvement to the performance and life-
Introduction time of closures in both the pressurised

and distribution network.
Telephone splice closures are used in a
wide range of environments around the This paper covers the design and per-
world which include underground, direct formance characteristics of the compos-
buried and aerial applications. The ite material and closure system and in-
prime function of a closure is to cludes a comparison with conventional
provide environmental protection to a non-composite heat shrinkable polymer
telephone splice preventing moisture closure systems.
from entering the splice area and hence
maintaining the integrity of the Heat shrinkable splice
telephone system. Throughout their closure for the pressurised network
operational lifetime, the closures are
subjected to varying chemical environ- Effects of pressurisation.
ments and physical abuses. These in-
clude wide operating temperaturo varia- Pressurised splice closures are affec-
tions, exposure to prolonged direct sun- tively cylindrical pressure vessels; the
light, immersion in polluted water and internal pressure generates longitudinal
mechanical effects like traffic vibra- and circumferential (hoop) stresses in
tion and axial load caused by cable the walls of the vessel. In particular,
creep. the hoop stress ( OH) in the material is

given by
Conventional non composite heat shrink-
able polymeric closures have been used OH = Pr
successfully throughout the world since
the early 1970's to provide this environ-
mental protection on the telephone net- where P = internal pressure
work. r = radius of vessel

t = wall thickness of vessel
With the increasing demand for trans-
mission of high quality and volume of Hoop stresses can give rise to two long
signals on telephone cables, it is term effects in polymeric pressure
important to environmentally protect, vessels :
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1. Creep deformation. A slow polymeric material. Laminated to the
elongation of the material due to the inner surface is an adhesive. A cross-
applied stress. section is shown in Figure 1.

Creep i more significant in a polymeric The composite is designed to dimen-
system than in a metallic one due to the sionally recover in one direction, while
much lower melting points of polymers; maintaining exceptional dimensional sta-
creep deformation becomes significant at bility in the other direction. In order
temperatures typically one-half to two- that the composite material can be used
thirds of the material's absolute as a wraparound closure, a "rail" is
melting point, formd on the sleeve for closing pur-

poses (see Figure 2). An adhesive layer
The effect of creep on a polymer pros- is extended to provide a complete seal
sure vessel is an increase in its diam- under the closure mechanism.
eter, and consequent reduction of its
wall thickness, often referred to as Temperature indicating paint is coated
"ballooning". on the outer surface of the material

converting from green to black at a
2. Stress rupture. Susceptibility of specific temperature to indicate that

the polymer to failure after long time sufficient heat is applied to closure.
periods at low stresses.

The composite sleeve is used in con-
Two possible failure modes can occur junction with a metal canister which
(1) ductile failure at relatively short provides the mechanical support to the
times and higher applied stresses, and telephone cable splice connectors.
(ii) brittle fracture after longer time
periods at lower stress levels. Brittle Thrne fingered branch-out clips are used
fracture becomes much more significant to seal to multiple cables at either
at higher temper. "ures. outlet.

There are two ways in which the resis- Performance
tance to creep and stress rupture can be
increased : At installation.

a. A more "heavily engineered" design. The fibre reinforcement of the composite
For example, a thicker-walled material ensures that the closure is
product, in which the hoop stresses able to be installed with the wide rangc
are reduced. of gas torches that exist throughout the

world such as gasoline, kerosene,
b. The use of an intrinsically propane, acetylene and modified

"stronger" material which is more acetylene - propane torches. On instal-
resistant to these modes of defor- lation the necespary amount of heat is
mation. applied to recover the composite closure
It is this second approach which is converting the temperature indicating
described in this paper. paint and activating the adhesive to

seal the closure to the cables, even in
Heat shrinkable composite closure design the most difficult outside plant condi-

tions.
The new heat shrinkable closure system
consists of a composite material made up The composite material uniformly recov-
of a woven fabric containing crosslinked ers by 3 to 1, which combined with the
heat shrinkable polymeric fibres and non minimal longitudinal dimensional change,
shrinking reinforcing fibres, which is results in a evenly controlled wall
coated on both sides with a cross-linked thickness with no reduction of the
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sleeve wall thickness even over sharp 23 % after around 175 hours, then the
splice transitions, unlike non composite closure leaks. In this case, failure
polymeric material sleeves, was not in the heat shrinkable sleeve

material itself, but at the seam where
Figure 3 compares the results of a split the wraparound was joined; the very high
resistance test of both the composite strain caused leakage through the
and the conventional non-composite adhesive at this point.
materials. A sample 100 X 50 mm is
placed in an Instron tensile machine at In contrast after initial expansion, the
2006C, and a cut of 5 mm is made in the composite sleeve reaches an asymptotic
edge perpendicular to the recovery creep level of around 3 % under these
direction. As the recovery force of test conditions. The initial extension
the non-composite polymer material occurs while the fabric in the composite
develops, a split caused by the cut, is being put under tension, and there is
propagates across the width of the very little subsequent creep.
sleeve. The sample breaks typically
within five minutes after starting the Heat shrinkable splice
test. closure for the distribution network

The reinforced composite material with- Following the success of the heat
stands this split propagation and the shrinkable composite material as a pros-
sample remains intact even after thirty surized closure, the technology was used
minutes at 2004C. to develop a composite material for a

distribution closure.
This test is designed to simulate the
mechanical abuse that the heat shrink The additional demands for a distribu-
able closure might have seen before tion closure include a requirement for a
installation or that can occur when a recovery ratio of a least 4 to 1, due to
closure is installed in a confined space wider range of cable configurations, and
such as congested manhole. In such a installations on smaller cable3.
manhole the hot nozzle of the torch
might accidentally touch the sleeve The construction of the composite mate-
during an installation and potentially rial was modified to accommodate these
damage it, which would lead to the clo- requirements without sacrificing any of
sure splitting. The reinforced compos- the installation characteristics of the
ite material can withstand this kind of pressurised closure.
abuse with the sleeve remaining intact.

An additional aluminium layer has been
Functional performance during life time. added between the composite material and

adhesive to provide an integrated
Once installed the high strength of the moisture vapour transmission (MVT)
composite closure together with the barrier. (See Figure 5).
adhesive ensures excellent functional
performance. Once installed this MVT barrier provides

resistance to moisture penetration into
Creep deformation. the splice area, and in effect reconsti-

tutes the ZMVT barrier of the PE-Alumini-
The creep behaviour at 600C of the com- um cable sheath, where one is present in
posite material is compared with that of a distribution cable.
a conventional non composite closure,
see Figure 4. A comparison of a conventional non-

composite polymeric closures, which
The conventional non composite material relies on a separate MVT barrier, versus
creeps steadily to a strain of about composite closures containing an
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integrated MVT barrier in the sleeve design exhibits outstanding resistance
material, is shown in Figure 6. to creep. The composite distribution

closures offer significantly improved
Functional performance during lifetime. moisture vapour transmission protection

to the splice.
The functional tests outlined in Table 1
are undertaken to simulate the long term These advanced composite heat shrinkable
behaviour of installed splice closures. joint closure systems have been success-
These include a wide range of tests per- fully developed to meet the more demand-
formed between temperatures of -15 and ing requirements of todays telephone
+451C on extreme cable configurations of network.
both lead and polyethylene sheathed
cables. The strength of the composite Acknowledgements
and the flexibility of the adhesive en-
ables the splice closure to withstand The author wished to acknowledge the
different impact tests at -15"C. many people in Raychem's

Telecommunications Division and
Conventional thermal cycling in air Corporate R and D in the UK, Belgium and
between -40 and +606C Is used to demon- the US who have contributed to the de-
strate the integrity of the installed velopment of the composite closure
closure system after accelerated ageing. s7stems.

Resistance to environmental stress
cracking at 50"C in surfactant solution,
such as 10 % Igopal in water, and var-
ious other aggressive media are per-
formed to demonstrate the environmental
resistance of the closure system.

Conclusions

The advanced composite heat sh kable
closures developed, offers significant
benefits over conventional non composite
heat shrinkable joint closures.

Composite closures eliminate craft sen-
sitivity during installation and offer
superior functional benefits once in-
stalled.

The material design ensures that the
closure is highly split resistant
offering excellent torchability when in-
stalled with even the fiercest of gas
torches available. This ensures that
the closures can be reliably installed
even in the most demanding of environ-
ments.

The closure system design gives superior
functional performance over conventional
non-composite joint closures. In partic-
ular the composite pressurised closure
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-- Polymeric layer
-- Reinforced fabric layer

-- Polymeric layer
---- - Adhesive layer

Figure 1 Cross-section of composite heat shrinkable sleeve for pressurised
closures.

Metal flexible channel

Reinforced rod (Rail)

Adhesive layer

Composite heat shrink sleeve

Figure 2 Cross-section of 'Rail and Channel' closure system.
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Test method (Recovery direction

oven at 2001 N

Recovery forc InstronJ 1
(Measured by D Smm cut
Instron with
constant jawseparation) spao Non composite sleeve

(Testoppd-sample splits)

Composite sleeve

Time(minutes)

Figure 3 Split resistance test.

0 5 Failure

Conventional non composite
polymeric sleeve 0=92mm internal Presur'33kIPal12psi)

10 immersed in water at 60"c

5 Composite sleeve

100 200 300 Time(Hours)

Fiqure 4 Creep behaviour of composite heat shrinkable sleeve versus
conventional non composite sleeve at 60*C.
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- Polymeric layer
- Rinforced fabric layer

I--- Polymeric layer
--- Aluminiua layer
- Adhesive layer

Piquro S Cross-secton of composite heat shrinkabl sleeve for distribution
closuros.

MVTratell 0ghr) Test temp'239c
Test method:Ref appendix 1

so Closure'75/15

40 Conventional non composite
olymeric sleeve %-jRh separate

3o -V " barrier

20 Composite sleeve with

10 integral MVT barrier

3 6 9 12 Time (months)

Figure F Moisture vapour transmission (MVT) of .nstalled distribution
closures.
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PROPERTY TEST CONDITION REQUIREMENT

Tightness Water I 230C
40 KPa - Internal pressure 15 minx

Static load Temp. -150C 2X5 mins
Load 1000 N Tightness
Surface area 50n=2

Impact Temp. -150C
1) 1 kg ball from 2 m 1 hit
2) Sharp bladed tool 1 hit

6 kg from 0.3 m Tightness

Axial pull Temp, -15 to 450C 8 hours
Load 1000 N Tightness

Bending Temp. -5 to 459C 2X5 mins
Max 456C angle or max force 500 N Tightness

Torsion Temp. -5 to 456C 2X5 mins
Max 900C angle or 50 Nm torque Tightness

Vibration Temp. 100C 72 hours
Frequency 10 Hz - Amplitude 3 mm Tightness

Temperature cycling -30/+60*C 10 cycles
12 hr cycle - 40 KPa pressure Tightness

Freeze thaw Ice to water 20 cycles
12 hr cycle - 40 KPa pressure Tightness

Chemical resistance Temp. 239C 30 days
Tightness

0.1 N Na 2S04
0.1 N NaOH
0.1 N H2SO4
0.1 N NaCl
Oil ASTM 0396
Petrol
Kerosene

Moisture vapour Temp. 106C Until stnbilisation
transmission 75/15 closure under water (3 months)15 igm/hr

(Ref. Appendix 1)

Resistance to stress Temp. 504C in 168 hrs
cracking a atress crack initiator Tightness

I-.g, 10% Igepal solution)

Table 1 : Functional requiremev+ts for VASM-2 splice closures for use in the
unpressuriscd network of the C -an Bundespost tDBE'. TL.nr.5975-3006 (Draft May 1989)
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Appendix 1

Test method for MWr of installed splice
closures.

Sak1 ple--12repara tion

The qualification size at pecified in
the applicable specificatinn sheet shall
be installed on aluminium .jbes with anouter diameter equivalent to the minimum
and maximum cable diameter applicable to
that size. The body diameter of thesamples shall be in accordance withqualification sample description.

Test 2rocedure bhtSplice Case erbath
Samples prepared as described shall be
connected to the measuring system with
suitable stainless steel tubing and con-
nectors and shall be fully immersed in a
water bath regul.,ted to 23 ± 16C. Dry Flow diagram
air shall be continuously purged through
samples at a constant rate of 10 cc/min
for the duration of the test. The
sampling gas stream shall be analysed
every 24 hours for water content by
means of a hygro-mnter and flowmeter or
othcx suitable arrarjement, until a
con' ant rate of pe.neation is achieved.
This shall be recorded as the moisture
vapour transmission rate. The flow
diagram is shown in the following
section.

Michael R. Read Michael Read graduated with an honours
degree in Chemistry from the University

Raychem N.V. of Aston in Birmingham (UK) in 1981. He
Dies!-esteenweg 692 joined Raychem Ltd. in the UK and worked
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projects on high performance materials.
Belq .um In 1984 he was appointed Technical

Manager for the Telecommunications
Division in the UK. He is currently
Development Manager for the Composite
Technology Group in Belgium.
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FIRL PROrERTIES OF SILICONES FOR Till; ELECTRICAL AND

OPTICAL FIBER CADLING INDUSTRY

Mr. Robort R. uch, Dr. William E. Dennis

Mr. Carl M. Monroo, Mr. Roger 5. Chaffee

DOW CORNINa CORPORATION

Midland, Michigan 48686-0995

SILICONES - PROPERTIES
Fire performance requirements for electrical and
optical fiber cabling materials are becomJng .H CHI
Increasingly demanding and this trend is expected i I I
to continue. The fire performance of a material - s,-o -..c,,
includes a variety of parameters, I.e., heat release, H , 
flame spread, yields of smoke, toxic, corrosive
combustion products. A, A *, CHI IPftlydiqhyI.fo.,t l

In this Investigation, these fire parameters were • , e, Pi,,o, Ckc 9,e'*,
obtained on silicone and several organic materials • P., okl.. • 4 V,
used in the cabling Industry. Recent development • o, Sumv • ,,, ,
efforts have focused on the reduction of smokeyield
and flame spread of silicone based materials. Our .Th, . ,,,,
findings suggest that silicone-based materials offer
significant advantages in "fire-sensitive" applications
in terms of their heat release, and low yields of
smoke, toxic, and corrosive combustion products. , t. m,,,,tl rrr44t11. i.Ir | "'.

The versatility and utility of the cone calorimeter In
the characterization of these fire propertles s also
demonstrated. Furthermore, the ability of 'he cone these requirements have focused on the fire
calorimeter to provide guidance in the development performance of cable coating materials. Currently,
of materials and their selection for largor.scale the most severe test is the Steiner Tunnel Test (E-
testing is demonstrated. 84/UL 910) directed at the assessment of the flame

spread and smoke evolution characteristics of the
coatings. Current trends suggest that fire

Operformance requirements will increase. Recently,
ysiliones F Mutual iroposed a new system for

Sii thei development In the 1940's, silicclassifying cables based on their ability to resist fire
have developed into a multi.billion dollar industry, propagation4. In December, 1986, New York State
Initially, products were primarily based on their enacted legislation requiring the filing of combustion
unique thermo-oxidative stability, electrical toxicity on certain construction materials used In
properties and capability to perform over a broad public buildings. The National Institute of Building
range of temperatures. Today, these materials, Sciences (NIBS) is currently supporting the
because of their many unique properties (Figure 1), development of a new combustion toxicity test
find applications In Industries ranging from electrical, protocol. The most recent fire performance issue
construction, and automotive to cosmetic and concerns the corrosivity of combustion productss.
medical. The products include fluids, resins, foams, Several laboratories both in the US and Europe are
gels, elastomers, and sealants. addressing this issue.

In the 1960's, the need for a dielectric fluid to In view of these trends, and earlier Improvements in
replace Arochlors (PCBs) prompted a thorough the fire performance of silicone cable coatings
study of the fire properties of polydimethylsiloxane reported by CabeyG, this Investigation into the further
(PDMS)1.2. In add;tion to their environmental development and charactenzation of silicone
passivity3, the unique fire behavior of PDMS was materials for electrical and optical fiber cable was
documented, launched. In this study, the measurement of all key

fire parameters (Figure 2) was accomplished using a
Silicone rubber has been used as wire and cable cone calorimeter patterned after the unit developed
insulation since the early 1950's. In subsequent at the National Bureau of Standards - Center for Fire
years, performance ,equirements for coatings have Research 7.
become increasingly stringent. Recently, some of
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materials is largely 'attributed to the influence of the
silica ash which quickly accumulates on the surface
of the burning sample.

FACTORS IN CONSIDERING FIRE BEHAVIOR OPTICAL FIBER CABLE FILLER COMPOUNDS

itAI C A S 0tt " IS. . $0. 75 MA*i

MATERIAL PROPERTIES " " . 1
DENSITY i "4
'tOTAL HEAT CONTENT
HECAT CAPACITY
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
CHCMICAL ANALYSIS

• HEATOFOASIFICATION - .

BEHAVIOR OF SAMPLES IN FIRE TESTS 1 -,i

" EASE OF IGNITION
" RATE OF HEAT RELEASE ','pan
•RATE OF SURFACE FLAME SPREAD
• RATE OF SMOKE RELEASE ta5iao 3. 111"t P*O*ii e 0-t* Ot& for OpItirai ribqr

RATE OF TOXIC GAS RELEASE cabie raler c€Piovad - HyptreCurbOan pimavi, S|||o:v' e ErT=,'$I CAO*d

*CORROSIVE COMBUtTION PRODUCTS V.$ie"f~l 4#

ELECTRICAL CABLE COATING POLYMERS

EXERIMENTAL VV

Complete construction details and operating A.

procedures are given elsewher,9. Two..
modificatio"s necessary to accommodate the unique /
fire behavior of silicones are: (1) the stolchlometrnc ._I
ratio rel;,r,!g heat energy release to oxygen M ,-M, '4 ';'

consumed is 14560 kJ/KG(O 2) and (2) the load cell f.40
readings do not provide a measure of sample mass r,,,w, ,. ,,to ,o,-, 4 * - .',,,i1 -11 -
pyrolysis rate because of the deposition of large 7Ar h'4111
quantities of silica ash -a major product of
combustion of silicones. Mass burning rate Is
obtained from the measurea rate of heat release and
heat of combustion for silicones (PDMS) as follows: HEAT RELEASE RATE-

Me = RHR/ A HCb. EXTERNAL HEAT FLUX DEPENDENCE

The materials used in this study were commercial- ---
grade polymers, elastomers, and gels. The .., .; - i - "
elastomers and polymers consisted of four-nch j . " .-' 2  -
square slabs, 1/4-inch thick. The gel type samples... r "-"
were placed Into a round flat dish (1 4mm x 120mm) ,. . .
for ire testing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ,4

Rate of Heat Release (RHR) , "  "

The rate of heat release is a kay fire parameter Figure S. D .p.ndeI' of MuM on ,,t.rnal Ileat

which provides a measure of the rate at which a Fux

material will contribute heat to a fire scenario. RHR
data for optical fiber cable filling compounds are Smoke Yield
given in Figure 3 for a range of fire conditions (25,
50, and 75 kW/m2). The RHR for silicone based The yield of smoke from burning electrical cable
material is substantially lower than the organic coating s is a key performance requirement. Quite
based material. Furthermore, note that the silicone recently, technology improvements have resulted In
RHR Is virtually independent of the applied external the reduction of smoke evolution from both high
heat flux, i.e., fire intensity. In Figure 4, RHR data are consistency silicone and liquid silicone (LSR) stocks
given for several organic polymers commonly used (Figure 61. It is noteworthy that the smoke
in electrical cable coatings. Silicones typically suppression technology is based largely on the use
exhibit an RHR in the range of 75 to 150 kW/m2 and of hydrated inorganic oxides. Furthermore, the
their RHR is virtually independent of exterral heat modest additions of these materials do not
flux. More extensive RHR -external heat flux significantly compromise electrical and mechanical
dependence data for various polymers are given in pioperties of the coatings. Halogen-based lire
Figure 5. This unique behavior of silicone based
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ELECTRICAL CAB3LE COATING POLYMERS
ELECTRICAL CABLE COATINGS - SILICONES

l4XM1 tn of"- 44 MW fit

-kt

w "a n .

tal non

V4,.,ie~2 co ~ ~ ~ yields * ictuical Cable CoAt.ift,

retardants are not used In silicone cable coating CAO 1*0vi4rtoC4. K i#J

stocks. Data for several organic materials are given
in Figure 7.

ELECTRICAL CABLE POLYMERS - ORGANICS
WMICKID 0,., 44owjm,

'isoe0 cofed -opia iq cal i e

f-4Pt Gnar.tio VI.ld. of ombustio VIcCP~rdul

Y111o -v alinI; Cal C Atlftq The various yield parameters (smoke, CO) do not
p.jlstt.rs 1X4411,11e4 take Into account the mass burning rates exhibited

r~latd~r '~'~"by the various materials. The rate of formation of
Qarb0 Mnoxie Yeldcombustion products Is dependent upon both the

yield of the specific product and the mass burning
The principle toxic combustion product is carbon rate of the material. Thus, the rate of generation Is
monoxide. Consequently, our assessment of the given by the product of the yield times the mass
relative potential toxicity of the combustion products burning rate,
of cable coating and filling compounds is based on (G R)x Yx. M
the q(uantitation of carbon monoxide. The cone
calonimeter gas analysis system includes on-lino The combustion product generation rates (smoke,
infra-red analyzers for both 002 and CO. In Figures 00) are sumrzdI able 1.
8 and 9, carbon monoxide yield data are given for
the cable coating and cable filling materials included
In this study. These data demonstrate the
exceptionally low yield of CO for silicone-based
materials In flaminig combustion.
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COMBUSTION PRODUCT - GENERATION RATES'

on'c cas ue~~ ~IGNITION/FLAME SPREAD SUMMARY
GOTCA Ct 1IL11%CO"1C 1*5' tIs 4 W .

OAGAH'C Ii1' ta, CRITICAL K.54 Ita fI mI *"owl S. eq.*d .

ItSC1141CAL CAICCIM041 161 01iA I4IS.f Ip414

PVC Its I I
t 
1 1141141AIOI

SICOH It #J il$# 128101 0014"fistA Cowt Intu.EH COI0OU"H

'.0W 110081 S~iCOCI4 MB aS 14 .4 ms'iUCH4&(S 1

*icoa4@UWMiP#s4 Is

Table 1. U.I.4tiontitC ~at ci4% ANA~ arJ als-A" "Aholi I0..,4j0

Ease of Ignition - Flme Sargat ?"l rao SP(Is4 Parameters

Smoke evolution and flame spr .- are the tw Cone Calorimeter. - Law Sc'.l Test Co.rrelationS
combustion performance parameters assessed In The cone calortmeter, equipped with appropriate
the Steiner Tunnel Test protocols (E-84, UL 910). accessory apparatus, provides a means for
Whereas the cone calonimeter provides a direct measuring a wide variety at basic tire properties.
measure of smoke yield, an icidirect measure of However, its ultimate success wilt depend on the
flame spread must be deduced, The methodology correlation of these data with results tram large-
follows test procedures devefoped by Tewaison'O. scale tests and/or real world experiences. To date,
The time to Ignition is measured as a function of correlations of this type are limited In number. In
applied external heat flux (4o) to the test specimen.Tae3,sgsedareasfoueasuiens
For this measurement, sample surfaces are ef able cosgetdpraeesfrueats ine
blackened by the addition of a light coating of In predicting the prormanceocal caigsI
carbon black to minimize surface reflectivity The the Steiner Tunnel Test are given. In addition to
reciprocal of Ignition energy (E19.aT& .- ~) I plotted critical heat flux and RHR value s, the reciprocal of
as a function of external heat flux. xtrapolatlon of the eneryo agiin amvaued or th xerspcific
the curves to 1/Eig as 0 allows the determination of flux of 60 ~ndo mevaued aorth snpextenalhea
the critical heat flux (4i) for each material. The extinction of 100 m2flkG are believed to be useful
g reater the value for $,the lower the expected guidelines.
flame spread for the test material. The data are
qiven in Figure 10 and critical heat flux data are Based on these four parameters ((6Q~, (11/E gho,
listed in Table 2. (RHR)co, specific extinction) a high consistency

elastomer was selected for testing via the E-84
An additional parameter derived from these Steiner Tunnel Test. This material far surpassed the
measurements Is that of the reciprocal of the energy pefrance requirements of flame spread and
of gnition at an external heat flux of 60 kWm2. This smoke deeopment criteria tor the Uniform Building
heat flux is estimated to represent that in the Steiner Code (Table 3).
Tunnel 11-12. This parameter Is also listed in Table 2
for several materials.

CONE CALORIMETER - LARGE SCALE TESTS
!GNITION/FLAME SPREAD PARAMETERS

10i

CONE CALORITER [44V C.

14 ~ ~ ~ ~~4'22 KW'.W 44eO.4r"C'

60~d to IIIeat~f ofCn aorstrF

Test Parawoe with. Larle-SCaIC! Tests
FI'se10. Igition Time Data - Determnation,

of critical meat riux and niame
Spread Parameter
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Combusion Modl nnd Fire Properties for Silicones SILICONES - FIRE PARAMETERS

A model for the degradation/combustion of PDMS as • LOW RATE OF HEAT RELEASE
proposed by Lipowitz is given in Figure 11. Details
and discussion of this model are given elsewhere'. * MINIMAL EXTERNAL HEAT FLUX DEPENDENCE
However, this model together with basic * Low rLAME SPREAD RATE
thermochemical data is useful for providing insight a LOW YIELD OF SMOKE
Into the unique fire behavor of PDMS-based
silicones. The low rates of heat release are largely • LOW YIELD - CARBON MONOXIDE
attributed to the low heat of combustion for POMS, • LOW CORROSIVITY - COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
its relatively high heat of gasifictilon, and the
mediating Influence of the substantial yield of silica • SILICA ASH
ash which Is deposited on the surface of the fuel AMORPHOUS-. PHYSIOLOGICALLY PASSIVEsource (Figure 11). This silica ash insulates the ELECTRICAL INSULATOR
remaining sampe from external radiant and
convective energy. Consequently, PDMS based
materials exhibit a uniquely low dependence of RHR TAUL, 4.

on external heat Ilux (fire lntensity)13. The critical
heat flux for PDMS (approximately 22 kWlm2) is The cone calorimeter provides the materials
considered to be largely due to the relatively high development specialist with a new test capability forheat of gasification. The major component of the the rapid and reliable measurement of a range ofsmoke emanating from combusling silicones is basic fire parameters. This information facilitatesamorphous silical'. The reduction of smoke from product optimization and will aid design engineers
silicone elastomers largely relies on the use of and regulating agencies In the specification and
hydrated inorganic oxides and crosslinking selection of fire-safe materials.
technology to promote char (silica ash) formation.
These chars are good electrical insulators thus BEEP.JE.

providing extended retention of electrical Integrity in 1. Lpowitzh J., Flammability of
extremely high heat stress scenarios's. The Polyimethylsloxns). 1A Model for
combustion products of silicones (CO2, H2O, S102) Combustion, J. Fire & Flammability 7, 482-
are expected to pose a minimal corrosivity hazard. 503, (1976)

SILICONE POMSJ- COMBUSTION MODEL- 2. Upowitz, J. and Ziemelis, M. J., Flammability
INTRINSIC FiRE PtARAMUR of Pol((dimethylsiloxanes). II. Flammabilityand Fre Hazard Properties, iL g &

..0-6 E-la biliZ, 504.529 (1976).
3. Frye, 0. L., The Environmental Chemistr of

t= iUquid Polydimethylsiloxanes: An Overview,
5th International Organosilicon Symposium in
Karlsnjho, Germany, August 17, 1978.

4. Major, D., Proposed FMRC Specification Test
for Cables, Cable Flammability Conference,

r Tit 1,,,,,no 0-3 Factory Mutual Research Center, June, 1988.M111404. O431 IttIJOll N 1,m,,,,u,, ,,,,5. "Corrosive Effects of Combustion Producls",
,,, 1p Fire and Materials Centre, Queen Mary

., ,-,,,-i.1 - , ,,, PONCollege, U.K., October, 1987.
6. Caboy, M. A., New Silicone Rubber Cable

, r 11 Coabusti n od.1 for Siione IPDfil Insulation Promises Circuit Integrity in
Flaming Environment, 32nd International Wire

SUMMA RY & Cable Symposium, 1983.

Silicones encompass a broad range of materials 7. Babrauskas, V., Development of the Cone
(fluids, gels, resins, elastomers and foams) with fire Calorimeter - A Bench-Scale Heat Releaseproperties which can offer substantial Improvements Rate Apparatus Based on Oxygenin fire safeyfrteeetcladcmuiton Consumption, Fire and Materials fl, 81-.95infr aety for the electrIcal and communications (1984). Also issued as NBS Report NBSIR 82-
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MNI MITOC GAS EXTW.ION IllOCW MRf NIGILY FPAM POLVEMPEIMtC1WLTE0 COAXIAL CAlLS

Saitis. Electric latrla., It.
YAiw#, ism'

Fluorocarbon suwatitute Not commrciaI
StMYAKY Organic solvrit : Air-pollutant

lnwttad of (1woarion extrusion procrs whiuch tbr : mews ue toih
las a Pollution prolittv, we have knveloped aI wv air-pl lulant.
nitrogen pi extrusion process for fl0 X2x~ildNtoe a o-altn n aey
pol etlew i Iulated coaxial c'alleg. This prooms lotoge Istonposllu to and it wifre
provides a stable protloacirn of cable at a line $Ived 1.1111170 ^' expation.
"~*I to that of cotiveitioml extruion process isint
fluorocarbon. The ttruilon technology as rw'aliftd wiath The conivtntioeal nitroge~n gas xl~rusaon process
*wpecally dvesirned equipment And the ".rusion oateriais eouldn't IVe 414ile to obtain expaakkv-l pvolyethylene.
wh9ich hawe lovit kveloprd. The c3hII1s ha3ve pi'OveI to he~ itimilati over MO. This Isz mainly due to difference
utiofactory in all I pp ications. This Pper iescribk of expansion mechanism between flooroc-arbon and
the nev extrusion prom%,s ansi diss^- M.- cable tittrotenw r,%. In case of f loorocaraon, the advantageous
characeristics. prepk'rty as th~at the vapaori~mtion just after exirudril

makmt the viwft*.Ity of Cell vail higher and prevents
* r'i I1 brnj~in. Vilroyeny ,l~tq~ havnL Qe aboy? effect.

Coaxal able wih 0% exandd plyetylee W .stai'Le to investirate aisi lave su1cceeded IIn wevel-
Coaxal cble vat 80 expndedpolethyeneopint k Kve nitrogen gas t'xtrumin proce, which Is

inwuation are widely used for CATV I ine4 dtie tn their bas~ed 11poll our highl expansion techlniques using f looro.
ex.cel lent transmlsson charterastars. Up to this carbon, andi a ctwmacal blovitwg agenit.
time, we tk-veloprtl IlK- Ihigh expansion techniosue by u41w This paper dcescribes thei ntv extrusion protcess aid
fluorocarbon atid adopted this to arttual Pazt production. dAlaS -v at's the able characterastles.

Sot no~v a wernis pollution proble has becajme
tvident* it wwz foiul that the fluorocarbon is ani air- 2.MWATIvRcN 'M i~Ct
Miollant. It dlettroys the- noo layter utmsi anrases
ul tra-vicleL radiation whicha aiaux(N biolo::ical systems im Ensaa 1K
anldi hiwmans. It Is a iorhadsid pol lution problem
wichl should too :,olvd aIS soon aspsab* -cleaa diagram

liestle-s fluorot-arbon. otier ixpans.iori lerhnaipcs A tiiai diaeram of tK- anitroyeg, pas extrus;ion
hmv uiti iLvl f hutrocarbion %ubstale. organir solvent, aline for wAnufacturi og hirtily eviansltd polythylene
methane ras. a116 nitrofen ga:s as a Ilouang. agenit. Piut auaslationri cres is, sbovrn an Fix.l. lV rimodeled the
there are soaw- di-ahauntarnes. a% o flovs;

()supply Reel ()Exctruder
Q) Straightener N Iitrogen Gas Injection Unit
CP PAYoff Capstan Q Cooling Trough
() Preheat er 0~ Take-up Capstan
CD dhesive Resin Applicator 0 Take-up Reel
fo r...)IIn& Un it

Fig. 1. Extrusion Line
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covnlial fluorocarbon extrusioo line into this new lke control the~ mass flow of g.as by adjusting theline. The prominent featuires or this isroress ar as- Ps pressurfe It Wekt 01) And molten Polyethylenefot low: rrt..sr at Injection part, of primery extruder (02).
1iorrover, in order to srtevnt tMe fluctuation of flow.i)1trusiwi factIlI ty: Lt vost~s or taitekum type we IMAie l'l COaMIait. with the nr.' ire stabi I ivr and 1P2"insnikri a.- lefoft'. ilit the germis are desi~~nd (t with the tuo-xlt extrutivr.obtain a RxW mixture of nitro~isi rwi and polyclhy-

lenr in injection gote aiw not cause rpexular
flucuaton.2-2-4. Adhesive resin applicator

(.oatahie Plastics. such IS modified lov denity2).Nitro,vn ps' injectilon uInit Instead of r(lehlene with a hig~h melt index. are %ppliNd to thefluorocarbon, the notromen TAs is usedl as I IowIin surface of tN' cOnductor It the AdhesiV resin lippli'agent. It is; ctirsioosly supliled to the primary cator by a f1061,01. die. This wroctess is Immedialely fo-extruder wt II the Injevction untL. llowed by the extrusion of eApanded insulation. Vie
adhesive coating iioures nood adhesi'.on bekti the3)Mjhesive resin applicator; An adhe-sive main. is conductor andi expanded insulation. If it doesn't have,applied to tlw suirface of iilOr (roIWducor so as to enougih adhesion, the expandt-d polyethylene wouldn't beprovidte good adhiesion between the inner conductor perfectly Intsulated eand the cable core tollapses Intoand insuation layier. the fqistre eig~ht form suich ms Fist.3.

2-1-2. Eixtneiion facility23.MtIls
The primary cxtrooker functions to pe'It the Imo1yeth 2:.?a'ilye rospounds andl throushly mix it with the IItroten 2-3-1. Insulation materialsgas bloig &wint, which is supplitsl to primary extru&kr Througsh the Investigtation of the conventionalby the Injection uni t. Tbe mixture Is; adva". I to Ils expanded extrusion techniqu, bsch IS fluorocarbonwecondary extruiler, ulke addi tional mixing, is arcom- exrto sad the chemical blowingt method, w~e havepuished and material is% cooled to a temperature, ultich is obtaitKed the knowledgte ttML the develorment of 1111terilsuitable for makin, histly nxpairkel rolyethyleft tsi- wa very imprtant to obtain higth existnsion rate. Fromtattioo. Afte'r tkAt the mixture Is extruded througth Lit tis; gI".tigation we developed tile new material fordie. nitrog.en stas extrusion.lit order Ito mahe a stable extrusioni and uniformity Table I show~s the resuilt of materisi e"Iliation. lInof polyethylene aia nitrogen stas, the lI ne Is carefully Table 1, resin A, resin 8 are mixture: type of low denst-designed. .Ve aMlded thw' two-stage extruder to obitaini I ty polyethylene (1.01,F) and hith density Polyethylenestatit- stas prem., r. at thw iJ.,fttion mx-n in the primary (HI*E) and resin C is HOPE uhich is now used as Insult-extruder. The primary extruder's screv is a vetn Lion for telecommunication cables in our comtpany. Theytype, wicih Is so designed thAt its ve~nting, POWe Is allI contain a gumllI amount of antiovidant and nuclcat-located Just at the las inlet aiwd providedi ith special iog agent to obtain fine c"lls. Resin A is a SWecialymixing device. TIKe secondary extnider's screw is a modif let compound for "c process, which comprises ILDPEcommon mixing type and its metering :PorK- is gpecislly with uiqh'w arrangemnt. of side chain and Som amount ofdesigned so as not to cause the regular fluctuation of spca JEuihprvdsaigmeanalteghout-put. lit this process extnision temperature must , o ~ exiad infOPE o ade iproves , enca trengilthstrictly control led and! stcialtsg control lers ar se esin B is formulated with above M.P and "esin C.for repulating temperature of the cylinder barrel. the Resin A gives th- most desirable expanion rate and cellcross-bead and t1e extrusioni die of the secondairy structure, but resin R and resin C didn't shtow goodextruder. restslIts.

2-2-3. Nitrogten gas Injection unit
The layout of the- injection unit is shoun in Fix.2. 2-3-2 Adhesive material

It coosisq of the supply tank, compressr, pressuire Adhesive material is more important for nitrogen
stabilIizer and specially designed Inlet valve. The Ya p.as extrusion than for fluorocarbon extrusion. In caseis taken from the supply tank and It is possible to of nitrogen gas extrusion. it's more necessary to keep
obtain desirabile pressuire withb the pressure stabilier.
Special Pressure

Inlet Valve StabiIl12er Compressor

Peconary
Extruder

Fig. 2. Nitrogen Gas Injection Unit Fig. 3. The Core with the Figure Eight Form
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Table 1. Propertits of nlgion Maerials;

htra Resin A Res In II Resin C Remvark;

conlents I Special IM, Spectill lJA'E

OIft special ROME Res Iin C Res In r

DeiIty (&/C@?) 0.113 0.93 0.tNI

nclIL Indx Q~/10 min.) 2.51 1.60 0.75

E~pansInn Rate M ~ I1 70 57 Spe'if ic
___________ I__ ______ __ _____ ______ rarity lieth

rvll Stnieture I iNo Coarma Coarse

Note Cwtikictor diameter :2.85 "Inuilatlon diam'ler: 11.5 04
Io'iing al"Cent X I.rorcri rgas

Table 2. Properties of Adhecsive Materialm oetalI-sit l-fgr ih om wsa
Fiy,.3. Bly obisrvineg Fi. there i% a part of the Ii

Itttsl lein D Rein E lation layer meparated from the adhesive layer and it
(Nev Maerial) corwentIIoa l1 haw; cotlapsllA. Ve t"posed1 that, bad insulation 18 caused

Item "Iterial ' by tOw lack Itf adtwsion between the insulation layevr at*d
the adhesive layw. Thruur.h some, trials . it has been

rw It Q (XICm3) 0.92 0 .2 N lear that the core easily vol laps% a% the eXfansiotl
rate bxeom higher. especially over 7M~.

4ctIlt I ndex Q( I On it. 6.35 20.0 Therefore. we have deweloped a suitible croswhead
tools and modified adhes-Ive- resin and w*eled thte

Ultimate Streng~th 1.4 1.3 suitable Pre'heatim. temperature and stock temperature
(kg/,i? in order to achieve enouvh adhesion. IVe have sumceod

in jorobicion of the round and gwod cores.
Ekong'atioi FA) 45 550

mtsulation layer andl adhesive layer. Table 2 shows the
result, of material evaluation. Resin E is% usd iii the

twentiooAl f luorocarbon extrusion in our eompay, butL
the adhesion is% IIoL enourdi. Therefore, resin D Is10

deveooped by rormulatsiwg the resin E vilh special
addi Live.

2-4.Extursion rcori Lion

2-4-1 Ni trnen inJection od~i tion %.e
For the purpose of achievinxg des1-irable expansion -75%Z

rate, we adjust the pFas pressure- (PI) anid molten poly- 40
ethylviw prsvre al, the injection zonie in the primary 70%Z
exirder (02) so as to control the ma. flow of ixac whichg
is injected into primary extruder and mixed viitli moltlen 2
polyethylene. Fix.4 sliois the relationship amons PI.P2
und the expansion rate. PI will be controlled III the
range or 20 -30 Qle higher than M). Ordinarily P2 0 £
is %elected viitin 30 -t0 kyjklie considering safty of 4( 60 8 10
hig~h pressure andi stability of P2.20 4 60 8 10

2-4-2 Insulating condi Lion P2 (kg/c4')
Vle made the first exeriment usinp, the same cross-

head tools. adhesive material and insulation conditionFi.4TeRltosp
for fluorocarbon extrusion, but it failed. The expanded Fg4TeReawinshPIpadteEpninRe
polyethylene iiasr,'t insulated perfectly and the cable aogP,2adteEpninRt
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2-5. 1%nfacturin;

Tw~ standard si:*d CATY cables shm~ in Table 3,
with Awlt 144 ex'e~ iu*iation haw vc e sucentsfuI*
ty nmfwfatru. The extruoIon gpctds are approximately
tquAl to thw~ of the convistional proctss w~ing f Nuow
carbon. In ews of PC-SA cable the core diuvter and
ea~citanco are controlled vithin ±0.6 X and ±0.4 X
The f loct*.aoqw are shown in Fig.$ and Fig.a. Crow'
*ctiong of owandkv! insulationj are Abo'm if Fig.? and
Fig-$~, Illwiratinx INI, the bothi cell tmtnures are
exeI lent and equal to thow mado lby us~ing f luorocarhafi.

Fig. 7. Cro~gSection of Ut-SA cable

Table 3. Cable Structures

Cable Typ~e IIC*A 12C-SA

Olameer 2.00 2.1i5
of lmwtvr Conductor (wn)

Diamter of Core 8.10 11.50rJ

Dilter 9.50 42-70
of Outer Copukctor (wm)

Diamter tt1.00Jacet3w)130 Fit. 8. Cro .Section of 12C-SA Cable

* - 48.4p/

Fix. 5. Caacte Fluctation of 8CSA Cble
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'table 4. Pro~articti of Cables

Cable Size SC.SA 12C-SA

IAtkt~ation COM~t at 250 MR;, (AVMh) 52 35

Oraeriic~ Impqodance at 10 ?IN% (0) 75 75

DiipsataiFactor at 23 t 0.1 X10-Y 0.7 )Cl0'

Dielcc~ui Cowla1nt tt 23 (1.24 1.24

kniiu Test No Cracks 'No Cracks

-Inn'er Coriuctor to Ilaulion Oftr 20 Over 20
Voter Co&Wucor to lriwlaton 4.5 7.

Vibrtio Tes ;M C s No Cracks

Note
1) Iledlrg test condition

kniline diamer : 2m a ( IC-SA)
30 M (12C-SA)

kodlg angle : *190 / cycle
Nkdaier of bendilng : 3 cyc~es

2) Virton test condiltion 4.CNL$O
The cables are f ixed as stiown In it -j12 A~n extrusion teclinittue of hinlily expan'kdf polwty
AsI tude : ±Si M Io-b ni troyetn gas has eni develtoped 3*1 Apill led to
CysI e :10 112v Q abe instea~d of ronvrnionad fluorocarbon. uhieli
Nosber of time : I alIIon times c-auses the air-pollution. Main features of our ristropen

500 4901 19( IC.SA) x~ Cetru~ilof process are~ asol(.

C~ion (1) Son-molutinw, rnd safe, hiH'i v~pansion s;rotess-
(2) The- proceiss uses a sperial ly dtesirned ex~nL-ion

line and satrials.
Fit. 12 Vibration Conditionsin1lto't~wetriert

obtain y.(xxi lniformity of polyethylene rind
nltrotei vas

3t. PROPERTIES OF rARI.ES -A sp'cial ly desiyned vros%-head toolk and
a specially modified adhesive material to

Table 4 shows the electrical and meclaniacul propr' realize the invulation with roundl cure.
ties. of CATV cables using. tlis~ new process,. -A %peePul ly xi filed insulation material

for highl expansion.
3-1 Electrical properties

The, frequency characterintics3 tf kiternation 5.0EFIUNMC
constants and the, VSVR characteristics are shotin in~
Fis.9 throug iixPg.11. Attenuation constants are equal 1) Mr.Yato, ai fr.Nalkahara. et al.. "Novel E'trusion
to those of cables manufactured in conv#entional fluoro- Proces for Robust Hlighly Expanded! Polytyetn
carbon extrusion and the MSR charts show excellent Insulaited Coaxial (ables ". 25th International Wire
prop-rties dlue to stable extrusion and spKecially aind Cable Symposium.1971).
designed extrusion line.

3-2 Mechanical prope-rties 2) M'r.Suzuki andl r~r~ot al.. "rlicroaxial Cables
Bendinx test. pullI-out strength Iesk anti vibration lInsouatd wit Lbizly Expanded Polyethylene by

test are carried out and sho'i igct resuilts compared to Chesmal 81'iwing Method ". 27h International Vire
conventional cables. and Qtble uposiux.lt)78.
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10o 8C-SA

~5O 12CSA

.o

to 20 w so 10 200 30 X 0 1000

Frequec (Ml~z)

Fix.9 Attenation Constants vs Frequency Characteristics

Frequency (1Nz)

20 4W 600 800 1000

Fig,10. VSVR Characteristics of 8C-SA Cable

Frequency (M1Hz)

200 400 600 800 1000

1.21

Fig.l!. VSVR Characteristics of 12C-SA Cable
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RHEOLOGY OF A POLYMER BLEND FOR CABLE-FILLING COMPOUNDS

Saad A. Khan' and Elliott E. Hershkowitz'

Bellcore, 331 Newman Springs Road. Red Bank, NJ 07701
Bellcore, 445 South Street, Morristown, NJ 07960

ABSTRACT produces void; by thermal shrinkage through which
water can penetrate. Presently, the PEPJ compounds

Blends of rubber, polyethylene and mineral oil are have mostly been superceded by extended thermoplas-
used to fill buried telephone cables to limit water tic rubbers (ETPR) which are block copolymer solu-
Intrusion that may adversely affect their tions in mineral oil (1]. These materials are easy
performance. Rheological measurements show the to handle. and ire less likely to form voids by
material to be resistant to permanent chemical
degradation that can occur during processing or thermal shrinkage since they remain rubbery
prolonged exposure to elevated temperatures. ("soft") at low temperatures.
Studies done at 60 OC show the material to exist as
a phase separated system with any applied In this paper, we use rheological tech-
deformation causing structural breakdown and niques to assess the effect of processing on the
reduction in viscosity and moduli. The structural properties and reliability of the ETPR compound.
breakdown is physical because the initial This Is part of ar, overall study to better under-
properties are recovered upon heating the sample stand the water blocking ability of the filling-
above Its separation temperature. Studies done on compound and to provide guidelines for more effec-
individual components (rubber. polyethylene) reveal cmun at rvideguidelinhe fr mortfc
that the rubber is dissolved in the mineral oil: tive water resistant cables. These are important
the polyethylene crystallites act as a suspension issues because there have been reports of filling-
forming an Incipient network that Is disrupted by compound failures arising from oil separation from
shear. Room temperature studies Indicate a the bulk material. Furthermore, there is consider-
significantly reduced sensitivity of the structure able interest in replacing pressurized cables in
to any applied deformation. The material is much underground duct systems (urban environments) with
more elastic than viscous, retaining much of its f'lled cables. The high costs associated with new
structure to support water pressure heads. The pressurized plant, combined with the splicing
improved elastic properties are a consequence of advantage of color coded cables make filled systems
the rubber existing in a microphase separated very attractive. However, the cables In an under-
state and forming sufficiently strong physical ground environment are exposed to more severe

conditions since they can be under as much as
twenty feet of water. The filling compounds must be

1. INTROOUCTION capable of limiting water intrusion at such pres-
sure heads to prevent degradation of the electrical

Polyolefln Insulated telephone cables (PIC) properties of the cables and splices. The absence
In the buried environment are filled with polymeric of an incipient trouble indicator, such as an air
compounds to prevent water intrusion that can leak, places the burden of cable integrity on the
adversely affect their performance (1, 2]. The filling compounds and the splice encapsulants.
original PIC cable in buried plant had an unfilled,
air core with pol. ithylene conductor insulation and 2. EXPERIMENTS
a polyethylene outer jacket. In the buried environ-
ment, these cables were susceptible to water pene- Materials
tration through pin-holes in the outer jackets,
damages caused by the rigors of installation or The principal components of the filling-
stress cracking of the polyethylene. Consequently. compound used in our study consist of a styrene-
a petroleum jelly (PJ- oil and wax) was introduced ethylene/butylene-styrene (S-EB-S) triblock
as a filler [3] to limit the void in the core. This copolymer (Krayton G. manufactured by Shell) with
material proved to be unsuitable because It lowed a molecular weight of 54,000 and a S/EB ratio of
In the cable during storage and ran out of it In 29/71, a low molecular weight polyethylene, and
hot weather, mineral oil. These are mixed to obtain the final

product with approximately the following weight
A high viscosity material, consisting of a composition: 88% mineral 'oil. 6% SEBS rubber. 4%

mixture of polyethylene and petroleum jelly (PEPJ). polyethylene. 2% antioxidants and stabilizers (4].
was subsequently developed [1, 3]. This material Depending on temperature, this material may exist
caused handling problems during splicing. In as a macro- or a combination of macro- and micro-
addition, it is brittlq at room temperature and phase separated system. The macro-phase separation
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occurs below -100 OC when the polyethylene because they are typical of the temperatures used
crystallites form a suspension. The micro-phase In drip and pressure head tests respectively.
separation depends on the interaction of the
solvent with two thermodynamically Incompatible 3. RESULTS
phases (PS and PEB) of the rubber. Since the
solubility parameter of mineral oil (Is-7.4) is not An important aspect of this study has been
in between that of PS (9.1) and PEB (7.9), but to determine the effects of processing/shear and
close to that of PEB. It can only solvate this thermal aging on the properties of the filling-
elastomeric mid-block [5]. The PS end-blocks unite compound, Fig. 1 Illustrates the effect of shear on
to form subuicroscopic particles or domains, the the viscosity-shear rate response of the material
shape and size of which are functions of both the at 60 9C. The first run (Run 1) was made after
concentration and temperature of the system. At our putting the sample in the rheometer and heating it
low concentration of 69 SEBS rubber, spherical to 60 QC. With each subsequent measurement (Runs 2
microdomains (6, 7] may be formed. The microphase and 3). we find the viscosity to decrease at low
separated system undergoes a transition from the shear rates. This Indicates that shear breaks down
ordered to the disordered state, referred to as the the long-range microstructural order. The compar-
microphase separation transition (MST) (6-9). at a able values between Runs 2 and 3 indicate that most
certain temperature, of the long-range order his been destroyed by the

end of Run 2. After Run 3. we heated the sample In
Met" stu in the rheometer to 100 OC (the material Is

hcmogeneous and has a Newtonian viscosity at this
Rheological techniques were used in this temperature) and held it there for 20 minutes. Run

study because the viscoelastic properties are 4 shows the viscosity of the sample after it has
directly related to the processing and water been cooled back to 60 °C. The viscosity of the
blocking ability of the cable-filling compound. sample has increased by more than an order of
Steady and dynamic shear experiments were used to magnitude at low shear rates. We therefore find
Investigate the properties of the system. The that the shear induced degradation is reversible
steady shear experiments are useful to simulate and the material recovers Its structure when
flows under processing conditions as they provide heated above its separation temperature. The big
viscosity data as a function of shear rate. For difference in viscosity at low shear rates suggest
complex systems, however, the, easurements do not that the long-range order of the sample is extreme-
provide suff - Informat.in on the long-range ly shear sensitive. The convergence of the visco-
order as sh trs the microstructure of the sities at high shear rates, on the other hand,
system. On ! r hand, the small defomation suggests that the short range structure of the
applied in k c tests does not alter the material is relatively insensitive to shear his-
microstructure u, a system and Is effective in tory.
probing any long-range orter that may exist. In the
dynamic experiments, a sinusoidal strain -y Is Dynamic oscillatory experiments were
imposed on the sample at a frequency w and strain performed to probe further the shear sensitivity of
amplitude y, the cable-filling compound. In Fig. 2, the effect

of strain amplitude on dynamic properties are
y ,o sin wt (1) plotted. At the Initial strain of 0.5%. the elas-

tic modulus is larger than the viscous modulus by
In the linear viscoelastic (low strain) regime. the a factor of 3. The rapid decrease of G' with
resulting stress Is also oscillatory and can be increasing strain is indicative of structural
decompo:-0 !-to two parts [10]: breakdown (11, 12). At a strain of -5%. there is

a cross-over between G' and G", and the material
TYX " % [ G' sin wt + G" cos wt] (2) becomes more viscous than elastic beyond this

strain. The increase in loss tangent (tan 6),
The stress response in-phase with the strain de- defined as G"/G'. from -0.2 (solid-like behavior)
fines the storage or elastic modulus G', and the to -3.5 (fluid-like response) by the end of the run
out-of-phase response kefines a loss or viscous indicates structural breakdown. The sharp increase
modulus, G". The elastic modulus is sensitive to in tan S for strains up to -10% clearly reveals the
the structure of the material. The dynamic analog sensitivity of the long-range order to any small
to the steady shear viscosity (q7) is the complex deformation. With increasing strains an equilib-
viscosity defined as, rium structure is reached as evident by the asymp-

totic behavior of tan £ and similar steady shear
[G'2 + G'"2 1112 / w viscosities of different runs (Fig. 1).

A Rheometrics Mechanical Spectrometer (RMS 800) The thermal stability of the filling-
having a cone and plate geometry was used for our compound was tested by maintaining it at 140 *C for
measurements. Data were taken at 60 *C and 25 0C 58 days. and then measuring its rheological proper-
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ties. The viscosity shear-rate data of such a components of the filling compound at 60 *C to
sample Is plotted In Fig. 3. Runs I and 2 were better understand its observed behavior. The
done sequentially after putting the sample In the effect of strain on the dynamic viscoelastic pro-
rheometer and heating it to 60 C. The data In Run perties of a 12 wt. X rubber in mineral oil is
3 were taken after the smple had been heated to shown In Fig. 7a. Unlike the filling-compound, we
and cooled back from 100 *C. As In the fresh find the rubber solution to be strain-independent
sample. the aged material shows reversible shear for relatively large strains. The shape of the
Induced degradation. In addition, the viscosity curves are similar to polymer solutions and reveal
values fall within the envelope defined by that of no structural breakdown. The excellent agreement
a fresh sample (lines). Indicating that ETPR is between successive runs also Indicates absence of
unaffected by adverse thermal conditions, any structure. A plot of the moduli and complex

viscosity (n') as a Function of frequency (Fig. 7b)
Dynamic measurements were used to study the show presence of a zero-shear q. and G'. G" to

effect of annealing on the properties of a shear- have slopes approximating 1 &-d 2 at low frequen-
degraded material. In Fig. 4. we have plotted the cies -- behaviors typical of polymers dis:olved In
loss tangent (tan ) as a furttion of frequency(w). a solvent (13). On the contrary, a plot of the
Here, a sample cooled from 100 *C to 60 'C was loss tangent versus strain of a 10 wt.X polyethy-
sheared for 1? minutes at a shear rate of 0.4 s'. lent In mineral oil (Fig. S) reveal the presence
The dynamic properties were then measured at a of structure (tan J 4 1 at low strains) that is
straiwi of 10% (Sheared). After maintaining the disrupted with increasing strain, similar to that
sample at that temperature for 15.5 hours, we of the filling-compound (Fig. 2). A follow-up to
measured its properties again (Annealed). We find the first run (Run 2) show that most of the long-
the loss tangent to be slightly smaller fur the range order was destroyed In the first ixperiment
second run at low frequencies. Since the elastic because tan I Is greater than unity for all stra-
modulus (6') Is sensitive to the structure of the Ins. In Fig. 8b. the flat moduli versus frequency
material and the loss modulus (G") to the viscous curves Indicate the material to have an elastic
dissipation, a smaller tan S indicates the build up (suspenslon-like) character, but comparable values
of some long-range order with time. This Is how- of 6' 4nd G" suggest absence of any yield stress.
ever much culler than what is observed when a Thus. at 60 *C. ETPR exists as a macrophase
smple is heated above Its separation temperature separated system. The rubber is solvated by mine-
(Fig. 1. Runs 3 and 4). Note that the high frequen- ral oll: the polyethylene crystallites acts as a
cy responses of the two samples are similar because suspension that forms some Incipient but labile
we are then probing only very short-range features network structure. The extreme shear sensitivity
of the microstructure at this strain amplitude, make the filling-compound Incapable of supporting

any pressure at this temperature.
The effect of cooling rate on the viscosity

of the filling-compound Is shown in Fig. S. Two Dynamic experiments were conducted at room
samples were cooled Intu from 100 SC to 63 QC, one temperature (-25 'C) to assess the reliability of
in 8 minutes and the other In 2 hours. We find the cable-filling material at lower temperatures.
that rapid ccoling of the sample results in a Fig. 9a shows the moduli versus frequency response
higher viscosity at low shear rates. Thus, the of the rubber component in mineral oil. At this
long-range features of the microstructure are temperature, the flat-shaped curves along with a
different In the two cases; rapid cooling gives a substantially larger G' over G" Indicate the
kinetically controlled structure whereas slow presence of a gel-like material [14). We believe
cooling results in a thermodynamically controlled that the rubber exists in a microphase separated
structure. Fig. 6 shows the time dependent be- state with the polystyrene microdomains forming
havior of the kinetically derived structure. In physical cross-links. These cross-links are suffI-
this figure. the dynamic moduli is plotted as a ciently strong because we observe no structural
function of time for a sample that was cooled from breakdown with strain (Fig. 9b) and good overlap
100 SC to 60 'C in -7 minutes. In order to prevent between the two runs In Fig. 9a. where Run 2 was
shear Induced structural breakdown, we perturbed conducted following the strain sweep.
the sample every 20 minutes Instead of applying a
continuous sinusnidal deformation. The dynamic The frequency dependence of the moduli of
properties show little change In the five hours of the filling-compound are plotted in Fig. O1a. We
the experiment, suggesting that the relaxation or find a strong similarity between this and the
transition of the kinetically frozen structure to rubber component behavior. In addition, we find
the thermodynamically favored one requires very the strain and frequency response of the polyethy-
long times if it occurs at all. lene component (not shown) to be similar to its

behavior at 60 OC (Fig. 8). All these suggest that
4. DISCUSSION ETPR at room temperature exists as both a macro-

(PE) and micro-phase (SEBS) separated system with
Measurements were done on the individual the rubber component dictating its behavior. From
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runs were done sequentially at 60 'C; the sample was heated to 100 OC and cooled back again prior to run 3.
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following shear (0.4 s' for 12 minutes) and after annealing (15.5 hrs.) are shown at a constant strain of 10%.
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Fig. 5 The influence of cooling rate on the viscosity of a cable-filling compound. The samples were cooled
in situ in the rheometer from 100 'C to 60 'C, one in -7 minutes and the other in -2 hours.
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Fig. 6 Dynamic viscoelastic properties as a function of time for a sample cooled from 100 'C to 60 'C in -7
minutes. The frequency and strain amplitude were 0.1 rad/s and X.5 % respectively.
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Fig. 7 The dynamic moduli and complex viscosity of the rubber component of the illing-
compound (12 wt. % PEB in mineral oil) as a function of (a) strain under a constant frequency of
2.5 rad/s, and, (b) frequency at a constant strain of 8%. The measurements were 'one at 60 *C.
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Fig. 8 (a) Effect of strain on thi loss tangent of the polyothylene component (10 wt.% in
mineral oil) of the cable-fil'Ing compound at 60 *C. The frequency was fixed at 2.5 rad/s. (b)
Dynamic moduli and complex viscosity as a function of frequency for the same sample at a strain
of 1.5%.
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0B As thia presented lbb and ficld results show, RMIS and ST torutectors

0 0 1 2 3 4 to with 10-degree fibe~-rid.(aces achieve itturn-loss levels that are
NUMOER OF DOPSOF practically described as "rcflctionless" (ie. OTDR aveges of less

rr~ft 1thdn .60 dBi).
ibis rellection performance Is achieved by substituting simple 10.

igures 13 and 14 show the environmental performance of the ST dgree angle polishing fixtures into the standard Installation
connectors when cycled between .40'C and 85'r- Measurements procedures. Moreover, by using the tabs on the splices/conneewa.s

wereL~c at1300ninanddieconnctos wre xposd t ethhe 10-degree end faces of joined ferrules are made to align parallel
temperature extreme (or at least 10 hours over a ive day period.tochohe.ad fets nWitIeronlsaeteeb

Enivironimental (thermal cycling) and drop tests show stabilities that
Although the angle-polishied ST connector Is not currently a product, are at least 2s good as standard 0.degrce RNIS and M.
this eWort demonstrates dhe feasibility of the approach if an Overall. the stable inserdion-loss and return-loss performance of
application warrants it. angled RMIS and ST connectors make them completely suitable and

recommended for an unrestricted uise in any optical fiber system that
will use AM analog (video) transmission.
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AN ENHANCED RIBBON STRUCTURE FOR HIGH FIBER COUNT CABLES
INl THE LOOP

K. W. Jackson, P. D. Patel, M. L. Pearsall, J. R. Patiroce
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Norcross, Georgia 30071

G. A. Lochkovic
AT&T Network Systems

Norcross, Georgia 30071

Single-mod ligtiuide Installations it the loop Wn In metropolitan
area networkcs togilz high fiber cont cables tha ca eplcd
spliced, Wdreoaligurod simply AWdraridly. we describe the j~ ~ .

design, proccis, and pirformace characteristics of a new compact IT
ribbon strzcture that meets the critical functional requiremeats of
the loop environment. INe new ribbon structure Is an enhanced
evoltion of the Adheive ssawch libbon (WS) technology first _________________________

Introduced by ATI? In the Chicago Ligbtvye Comunication Project In Fligure 1
1177. The enhanced ribbon Is base on OV coating technology similar
to that used for fibers. Twelve oated fibers are colored In line,
coated with a LV curable bonding matrix, and cured into a symetrical
compact array of twelve coati"uo fibers. The fibers art equally
suitable for mass silicon array or Individual fiber splicing. tacd Xiuf~cture of ribbons by ta* lamination Is c" tle becaw the
Individual filber can be rapidly Identified and accessed f rom either tape must be aligned, teaiomed, and juxtaposed with a moving array
the cable end or id-span. Te now riboe mre robust and craft- of fibers and then trimed to final shape. he enhanced ribbon uses
friendly, yet 401 sore compact than the WS. Cabled ribbons have a state-of-the-art LV filber coating process; technology to simplify ad
simple unique marking identifier and up to 2N4 fibrs ca be place optiize the manufacture of ribbons, ad to provide Improved quality.
Into a compact 0.6 Inch diameter sheath. The nw ribbon demostrates 11 used the method of robut desgo to determine optimal values for
excellent cabling, low temperature and Instillation performanc. the ribbon design Warnetern (3). This technique uses dcxiptd

=experiments to Identify settings of desi parameters that render the
~outperformance least sensitive to manfacturing, teiironsetal,

ad use variation. lobust design Is a effective strategy for
Improving product qualty becaom the lafluenc o the sources of
variation are controlled It the design stage rather than controlling
the sources of rariatom.
The properties of the material which bonds the fibers Into a ribbon

Is oticl fDerted~oV igrtesto he oop lan, cbledesgns(bonding mtrix), the ribbon gemeetry, and the application technique

must evolve to adapt to the speclal needs of the user. A taperedarmjo tgrtsf sinpaees.PfraceK isae
network of high fiber count cables with numerous branch points soen cabling loss, low temperature added loss, bandling robustness, fiber
a probable feature of loop applications. The complex topology of a Accessibility and Identification, and aging reliability.
branched ntwork requires cables with flexible features and Increased omilog XAtrir KAterlal
quality. Global metrics, of Installed cost, operating expense, Th performance and mNuufcturability of fiber ribbons Are closely
reliability, ad compatibility with the existing Infrastructure all related to the material properties of the bonding matrix materials.
become important. Several design parameters mst simultaneously be Important properties for paoduct performc Include modultus,
considered to acive a optimal design. This piper describes th adhesion to color-coded fibers, tear strength an aging reliability.
design, process, and performance characteristics of a new generation The viscoelastic behavior of the matrix mterial modulus Is Important
ATAT ribbon structure that Is more compact ad tailored to tb because It affects the deformation mechanics and microbending losses
special requirements for loop plant and metropolitan area networks. of the ribboned fibers during temperature cycling and aging (4).
The new ribbon, Ipress-12 AccUlbboa, Is A advanced evolution of Th time-temperature response of the atrix out be engineered to be
AT&T's original Adhesive Sandwich libbon (W.5). figure 1 shows a cmail ihln-emepsr ocbefligcmoos n
sectional view of the Acculibbon structure. AT4? was the first to compibdity The clongter xure o cble filleinmeonds and
develop filber ribbon technology when the A31 structure was Introduced oppoity e chaical ntures of thse twoienvir mnd.r
In the Chicago Lightuave Project In 1P77 (1,2). The Dev ribbon us: opposilte d abbnedsons e st bein ac e sboo

fibe cotin tehnoogyto ondfibes Ito liearsymetrcaltemperature moduli from about 1 to 200 kpsi and differentarray Instead of laiauting them between two tapes. time/temperature behaviors. Wie found low temperature adde loss
variation least with matrix materials which give strain-free fibers
In the cable. Adde loss variation at a low temperature, TL, after
aging at a high temperature, T., Is related to both the rate and
magnitude of the charge in matrix modulus over the temperature
Interval (?,,T11. figure 2 Illustrates three typical
modulus/temprature behaviors for matrix materials. Usin; T. as a
reference, ribbons made from Type-A materials typically show small
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added Ion~ variation as the raptturt Is lowre from T, to I, 110\0\~i'~I ;() iR
becaus the modulus change Is $mall MAn Iradual. In cotrast, Type- I G M T I EM l"R
C materials that pass through a sharp glass transition between to and
T, hive a larger and steeper modulus chang and greater added los~s
variation. Ubten the ribbon samples art aged at I, and then

3c 3d

Figure 3
.. . ... .. .structure as In 1:c, although symmtric, can restrict freedom of

ribbons to tort transversely and relieve cabiln and wironsentally
i-VC SWrIM~. Ve find the pronone asymmtrical structurt of

-- , id not to be opt ital because of preferential bending strain that can
be Iductd during cure and temperature changes (similar to the
bimtallic switch In a thermostat).

Figure 2 A variety of application techniques using rollers, wipers, and dies
have been develope to apply co-atings to substrates 15). Pay of

remeasured at T, the s)g- aterials, pass through a glass transition these standard metbods have been reported to bi appI cale to forming
amd show Increased aided loss variation Nereas the 1,174C aterials filber ribbmn (f,7). )u- evluation of several method Indicate that
Show little addiioal change 1n loss Maiaion. Ut found marit a die coater tperating on trinciples siailar to fiber coating
mtrias of "yp-B behavior with stall gradual chaNes In odulus produces the most symmtricsl, uniforn and mchaically robust ribbon
over ItT'TI to be optimal for ribbonrs. structure (4). Moreover, the die method assures high qualty ribbons
Ribbon robustnes (the ability of the fibers to stay bonded together where no fibers ca Interchange position (fiber crossoer) during
with bandling) and easy fiber access (the ability of indivldul manuacture. DVintages of roll and wiper application Include
fibers to be easily separated from the ribbon) are competing poteatial for asymtric geoetries, fI ber crossovers and a tendenocy
requiremets which require balancing interfacial an bulk properties. to fort pronouncd stiscus-structuved trbbos.
tor trample, we find ribbon robustnss for cAble processing And
handling directly related to the roct temperature odulus And tear___________________________
strength of the atrit. in contrast, ease of fiber acs Is 204 Fibe~r t.1glitasaaid Cnblt.
Inversely related to room temperature modulus and tear strength.
Norover, east of fiber acces and Identification Is also strongly- ---. -

influenced by Interfacial conditions between the mtrix and the ' ~ :~--l~~
colorat on the fOber and between the colorant and the fiber coating. - -- *-..M

Ut find optlil fiber access and identificaion occur with cohesive .- . Y iU
failure of the mtrix between contiguous fibers. Ribbon robustness
also depends on long-tenv chemicAl copatibility with filling
compounds, colorants, and humid air. Acclerated laboratory a-lggjt%** *;$

experiments verify long-term stability of the Warit with filling
compounds as well as exposure to above ground outside-plant I
envIronments. -' *"

production costs are related to line speed which depends onl the cure Fg r
speed of the atrix prepolymer. ITipid cure rates are desirable to Fg r
make the degree of cure robust to perturbations In line conditions
such as speed, V~ dose, temperature and Aliqnuet. The V bonded ribbon Is about 40 percent saller than tape ribbons;

Dondine Ktrit-Citomtry and, all of the fibers In a ribbon unit are directly accessible. A
Iwo important structural parameters of a ribbo3 are the volume uA mre compact structure permits higher fiber packing dealit!. The
geometry of the bondng atrix. Thse paaeters are largly A allowable packing density Is a function of the fiber's 'Zitical
function of the application technique And line conditions. y~u- bending radius, the clearanc between the ribbon stack &A the core
different ribbon structures as illustrated In figure 3 can be tube and excess length. 111th the new, smller site structure we can
obtained depending on the application mthod. Wie found tile accmmeodate 204 fibers In a 0.6 inch diameter sheath which provides
symmetrical structure of Figure 3b with relatively flat ribbon the highest fiber packing density available. The 17 ribbon array In
surfaces like ASR to give the optimal ribbon perforimc. Nh figure 4 Illustrates the incteased packing efficiency of an
structure of 3a is not optimal because the ribbon Is thicker than Acculibbon array cat-I.
necessary whichi can make single fiber access (breakouti difficult and
reduce the packing efficiency In cable. A pronounced meniscu
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becuse Consituent poperties cNarge sub;stattilflyviith tetperalure,
rqixtlon (21 Is Integrated with resit.: to tMrserature to ektcraine

~~ii'stISC lU I Ii tive. -4 ~iIi the dlo.Vation Per =nit l.,ngth,1lfl. lbxs, tU4 thermal strain Is

. . 1

Figure 5

Figuret 5 illustrates tbo. ribbon smfaetring poces ccnsisting of
the folloving steps: fiber pilout under precisely controlled tension,
color application and cit, fiber organization, coating appi[cation,-
coating cure, ribbo IAd CAtiic tio arking an ribbon take-up.
Precise tension control minimizes differential streses between
fibers In a ribbon. The fibers art orgaized Into a 12 fiber linear
array as they art coated contizuously witS a matrix free of voids or Figure 6
heterogeneities that can compromise ribbon performance. The
organied, trix-cottd fibers are then subjected to unifors V
radiation to cure the matrix. The tibbon Is thea wound on a spool The buckling strain exerted on tN glass is foond by Subtracting the
at con-trolltd tensions providing reliable loss measurement In ribbon thermal strain on% the glass alone ( rot the NMIaa Strain Of the
fort before cabling. composite ribbon. Figure 4 shows that, for the optimal structure of

figure 3b, the incremental buckling strains due to ribboning are pure
frxkMM compression and are negligible because the coated fiber and the

ribbon structure have essentially the se theMal strain$.
M.kL1LUaA= contrasted Is the znnoptimal asymetric strkture of Figube 3c,

Nehaleal ?Rbustnfss, soveral tests verify the handling thermal contraction Inducts a bending moment In aWdIio to axial
robustness of the Acculibbon structue. In a typic.~l manufacturing compression. INe asymmetrical loading can cause Increased bucllrt
quality test, lengths of ribbon under tension must withstand more Instability.
than 15 twists per meter. Other robustness tests Include 90 degree
single fiber peel tests, high temperature fiber separation tests, an Qu fd s
a long-length, rewind torture test where the ribbons pass through a Mechinica Performn=e le conducted a variety of technical
serpentine path that subjects the ribbon to combined tension, torsion endurance tests on AT&T Metallic Crossply &A Dielectric Cables
and bending. Adversarial handling tests confirm that Individual containing 12 Acculibbon arrays. Table I summaixes some Of the
fibers can be easily accessed and stripped and that the ribbon can Industry standard HAi (Electronic Industries Association) "maical
t* mas-spliced vith existing tools, array connectors and methods. tests listed in the associated bellcore goneric cable specification

(10). The nev ribbon mets or exceeds applicable mechanical And
nen ytdi ~rba w A potential source of construction tests In the belicore generic cable specification. We

added loss In cabled optical fibers Is icrobending Induced by subjected the prototype cables to a series of field handling, placing
thermal buckling. Buckling results from compressive strain exerted and Installation trials at the ATIT Bell Laboratories Chester Field
on the gIls by the coating whbich has a much larger coefficient of Testing i4boratory. sere ue reproduce aerial, buried and underground
termal expansion than the glass. In matrix bonded ribbons, tb Installation using normal and abusive procedures. The wet ribbon
effective volume of coating that Is mechanically coupled to the filber cables performed excellently with no evidwne of sheath or fiber
Is Increased. This can Increase fiber microbending If the matrix danage, or Increase In oftical loss.
properties m.d geometry are niot suitably selected. The strain can
be estimated using mechanics of composite aterials. Nh ribbon
structurv can be modeled as a continuous, unidirectional fiber
cezpo~ite with orthotropic pro,zrties. the effectie longitudinal
motalus, L, of the composite can ke calculated from the rule of

ixtures,
II

there E, and v, are the respective Loduli Wo %oluse fractions of
each constituent. Similarly, VK. effetive longitudinal coefficient
of thermal expansion,a,, can be calculated from SchApery's Equation

-L M 4., (2)
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echdaAlcal Tests

Test specliication Ituilresent
Tentile Strength OTP-33 600 lb,

15.3.5 WA adlusa 20.cble
0.0.

compressive Strength FO?-41 1000 The total 1o44 L", -ft
55.3.4

Cable Twist IfVo-IS llO, Twist, 10 Cycles
15.3.3 "

Low I Sigh TetpratUre iOTP-37 Wend ldius n l5.Ctble
U041 55.3.2 0.0., 4 hVraps ea. it_.

-30'C, -60C Figure a

Cyclic Flex MIP-104 bend Radlus a I5.C bh cabling Is zero kt both 1310 and 150 no. Figure 9 shw man ad
55.3.7 O.D. loss as a function of temperature for the kllcori environaetal

cycle. The cycle consists of cycling from -10C to 65, follovtd by
impact tsistance MIP-5 52 f-lb, impct, 25 beat aging for 5 days at 1C, folloved by sore cycling betwA -40C

55.3.3 Cycles and 0C. The mean added loss values at the list -40C exposure after
aging for five days at 15 (the vot severe xoiat In the cycle) are

External treezlng FOT-I 1 hr. %in freeze I -2'C 0.00 dBjh and 0.04 d lb at 1310 Am aid 1550 a, respectively.
15.3.$ Extending the low temperature exposure of ribbons to -5K, w

measured mean values of added loss at 1310 and 1550 to be 0.00 dbk
102's from Ei Std. I.S-455. Section nsbers from kellcore and 0.01 dBf/r, respectively.
?Rl-TSY-00020, Issue 3, Decetber 1117.

Table I '-.."

gtlc1 l frfga:nc The boiplots of figure 7 show the 1ess
statistics for 216 ribbontd fibers. Nth the man and mdian im

X k1k
:4 .t.e~ tl e g. |lt _J

Figure 9

Figure 7 Sunary of yed I'eatUres

are equal hayving values of 0.16 dB/k and 0.22 dB/hs at wavelengths no new Accullbbon array has several enhanced features that benef It
of 1310 and 1550 nm, respectlvely. figure I shows typical cablihq the user. The Acculibbon structure is 401 more cotact and thus can

loss perforzace of a highly-packed, 144 fiber ribbon cable. Figure provide the largest number of fibers available In a 0.6 Inch sheath.
$ shoV's that the mean and Wean cable loss for the nev ribbon The ribbons are redundantly marked with a simple two digit number and
str:ture are equal with values of 0.36 dB/kv and 0.22 dBjIk at 1310 two letter color designator vhbia makes single fiber access In high
and 1550 n, respectively. The mean loss added to the ribbons In fiber count cables quick and simple. The fibers In the new

,.ulibbon array can be ass-spliced with silicon chip arrays or
broken-out Individually and spliced Individually. The ribbon Itself
Is both mechanically robust for manufacturing and outside plant
Installation handling by craftsmen and with equipment. The highly
uniform fiber coating process technology provides a very uniform
ribbon geonetry that is consistent for each ribbon produced and the
fiber loss can be reliably measured in ribbon form.
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NEW GENERATION or SELF SUPPORTING OPTICAL Fiumk AERIAL CABLES

by Hlelmut G. Ilaag, Georg Ift and Peter E. Zamzow

AEG KABEL Aktiengesellschaft
Mnchengladbach, Federal Republic or Germany

0. Abstract towers. Since that time this route is in service
without any difficultias. In further projects
double armoured aerial cables were installed.

This contribution outlines two new approaches Because of torsion problems the lay length of both
for optical fibre aerial cables with metallic armour layers were chosen in such a way that the
armouring for high tenslun pover lines. A ground resulting torsion moment becomes negligible. In
wire with a central hollow pipe Is described in 1981 a 8 km long route was erected. The cable
which In a later stage optical fibre elements can contains besides 2 optical fibres 8 star quads. The
be blown in over some km single length. The fibre attenuation In a temperature range between -15 and
element for up to 6 fibres has only a diameter or +40 OC as measured during service shows constant
1.3 m but sufficient strength for the blowing-in temperature independent behaviour. For the 20 kV
operation and excellent temperature behaviour. The lines first optical fibre phase ropes were In-
other approach described here is an optical fibre stalled in 1985.
ground wire with the same diameter, weight,
strength, and short circuit current capacity as Also totally dielectric self supporting aerial
Al/St 50/30 ground wire used on 110 kV overhead cables were installed between the beginning of the
lines. The optical fibre buffer element formed with eighties and 1984 on 20 kV and also high tension
a steel tube is stranded over a Al profile wire towers up to 380 kV. Even if the opticol transmis-
together 4ath Ay and Aw wires. slon characteristics behaves constantly over all

environmental conditions there is only little
future for those cables. By their different me-

1. Introduction

The optical transmission technique with
optical fibres in self supporting aerial cables is
of great interest for power utilities, because the
transmission tasks like data transmission, ISDN and
protection signals are more and more digital.
Moreover for this transmission medium no electro-
magnetic interference occurs and the broadband
characteristics of the optical fibres together with
the low attenuation allows fast data transmission,
an enormous increase of available transmission
channels, and long repeater spacing. This contri-
bution describes new generations of self supporting
optical fibre aerial cables. One construction is
designed for the later incorporation of optical
fibres and the second construction is designed for
replacing old earthropes on old and weak power
lines by an optical fibre aerial cable.

2. State of the Art

The first optical fibre aerial cables were
installed in 1978 on a 110 kV line. The metal ar-
moured aerial cable consisted of 3 star quads and 2optical fibres. This 1.6 km long length was in-stalled in two pieces at the lower traverse of the Fig. 1: Standard optical fibre aerial cables
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chanical behaviour compared to phase ropes with
respect to sag, additional loading, vibration and ewFai-rip (AII.. 232/44.22. 7141.74 112126.114

swinging behaviour these cables are so different
that there Is only narrow space on the power line
poles. That is true: even if the electrical prob- W^. 14I I4 0.0

lems of plastics and electrical AC fields is solved
I], (2].

Therefore since 1986 annually sone hundred kilnme-
tre of optical fibre aerial cables witt, metallic A.-t. mm 4.2 24. 2.3
armouring are laid in the net of the Germown power III.1
utilities [3). p.w A7 .m

The construction of those optical fibre aerial t"'"l 1" 7 41 ".

cables Is designed for the wide temperature range Caevi..el4 w. kW 11&4 52.0 $4.1
and the high forces which acts on the cable during
its life. The best possibility to prevent optical WM, 1 22 1"

fibres from mechanical forces and to give them Mean I %&A 71 SI is
sufficient place for free movement is the loose
tube technique. Depending on the number of fibres .t,. i mm 341 412 311

per cables cie or two fibres are incorporated in a
tjbe of approximately 2 mi diameter. To prevent . io-*- 15.5 13 Ii
that humidity cc-es to the primary coated fibres c W om 0.136 0.40 02
and to give the fibres a floating surrounding these
tubes are filled with a thixotropic Jelly. Six of 146~,CN0 L .A" 226 7.5 11,0

these tubes are stranded around a central strength
element made of fibre reinforced plastic (FRP). By
the choice of the lay length, the operational range Table 1: Data of standard optical fibre aerial
with respect to constrain and elongation can be cables
chosen. Moreover for single mode fibres the effect
of microbending which lead to additional attenua- E a o/E+(e-20)Tk
tion at 1550 nm must be taken Into account. The
variation of length by lateral forces and tempera- E a elongation, relative length variation
ture arQ, :alculated from tne formula o a strain

E n Young's modulus
Tk a thermal expansion coefficient

teoperature ('C)

Typo * to" Tem9 ttlau rad dal"AI 1*" (0)

-56VZ2 .54Z -20 -10 -S #0 410 *20 *30 440 40

P1 ."1. 4, Sag m 11,7? 12.12 1084 11.21 11.31 11.57 11.92 12.2 12.60 12.13 13.57

AUSt265/35 Strain Nim 2  
S4.6 72.0 4.7 45.2 44.5 43.8 42.5 41.3 40.2 391 37.3

Aerial Cabl Sa9 m 12.49 13.34 10,97 11.29 11.4$ 11.61 11.92 12.22 12.53 12.82 13.40

Ay/Aw 75425-7.5 Strain N/mm
2  122.5 162.1 80.9 78.6 77.5 76.5 74.5 72.6 70.9 69.2 £6.2

A06al Cable Sag m 12.01 12.61 10819 11.24 11,41 11.5£ 11.92 12.2S 12.57 12.89 13.51

AylAw 11220-11.0 Strain Wmm 2  
75.9 1036 54.4 52.0 52.0 51.2 45.3 48.4 47.2 460 43.9

Aerial Cable Sag m 11.80 12.15 1006 11.22 11.40 11.57 11.12 12.26 12.59 12.12 13.55

AylAw 232144-27.6 Strain N/mm2  65.3 79.9 52.4 50.7 49.9 492 47.7 46.4 45.2 44.1 42.0

Table 2: Comparison of sag for phase rope and different optical fibre aerial cables
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For these aerial cables one can calculate more or Both cables are intended for the use with power
less Independent from the armouring a change of utilities in addition to the existing optical fibre
length in the order of a maximum of 2 else In the aerial cables.
interesting operational range. To this value an
additional elongation of about I */,, must be added 3.1 Ground wire with central tube
which results from the setting of the armouring. By
this the cable construction must consider an To enable the user of high tension power lines to
operational range o about 4 0/.. Over this core a incorporate optical fibres in a ground wire in a
polyethylene sheath is extruded with high precision later stage it is necessary to provide a ground
which is the basis for the one or two layer ar- wire with this possibility. To protect fibres from
ouring of alumintum alloy and aluminium clad steel environmental conditions it is advantigeous to put

wires. By a ratio of I to 4 of these wires the the optical fibres respectively the optical fibre
mechanical behaviour and temperature elongation of element inside the armouring. Tnis is normally done
these aerial cables is comparable to those of the by providing a tube inside the ground wire. To be
phase ropes. Table I and Figure I shows the me- able to pull in the fibres it is necessary to have
chanical data respectively the outfit of typical the tube as straight as possible. Therefore a
optical fibre aerial cables. As shown in lable 2 central tube will be preferred. The dimensions of
these aerial cables can be installed with the same this tube depend from the element diameter, and the
sag over the operational range as conventional material of the tube should be chosen in such a way
phase ropes. that as less friction as possible between the inner

tube wall and the fibre element arite. Horeover the
By numerous measurements it was shown th-*t these tube must be the base for the armouring with steel
aerial cables show no change in attenuation over and aluminium alloy wires. Out of these
the temperature range of -40 to +70 C as well as considerations the central tube will have an Inner
with loading far beyond the permissible strain, diameter of 4 mm with a wall thickness of I m and
But these standard aerial cables with a diameter in is made of polyamide. Over this a double layer
the range of 15 to 25 m diameter depending on the
number of fibres and especially the kind of ar-
mouring can be installed only on newer power lines.
In case of old towers it is normally not possible
to install an additional aerial cable by the
strength of the towers. In this case the aerial
cable must be installed as earth rope in replacing
the existing earth rope. But for those earth ropes
normally steel ropes with 50 m' and a diameter of
about 10 - are in use. In replacing these earth-} €ntro1 pP
ropes the power utilities normally use Al/St-ropes / #orJlewing.
with 50/30 am'. This rope has a diameter of - pJicOl i=br(s
11.65 m and a weight of 378 kg/km. The new gener- iHOPE or
ation of optical fibre aerial cables must come as PolyamidI
close as possible to these figures if they will bePoi
installed on these old lines. The optical fibre
aerial cable described in section 3.2 fulfil these
requirements. But for this new construction prin-
ciples have been developed.

On the other hand not on all power lines which will
be erected or upgraded or where the earth rope is 95155 Earthrope 1, a 17.4 kA 10.6 sec
replaced will need at the moment optical fibre
transmission paths. For this purpose the cable Constrcon
described in section 3.1 was developed where in the Numberof fibres 1-4
centre of the earth rope a tube is incorporated in Control pipe InnerlOuter diameter a .16mm
which at a later stage optical fibre elements can Amouring 1 layer 102.5mm steel
be blown in. 2layer 12x3.Smm ALDREY

3. Neo Constructions for Optical Fibre Aerial Cable diameler 18 mm
Cables Cable weight 686 kglkm

Cross section . 164.5mm 2

With the construction for optical fibre aerial Aluminum cross section 115.45 mm2
cables described in the following two aims with two Steel cross section 49.10 mm2

different cables are envisaged: Ultimale tensile strength 94.3 kN
Young's modulus 89.4 kNImm2

1. To create a ground wire in which in a Nommnal short time current (t- 200C) Isec 11.9kA
later staqe optical fibres can be incor- inGsec 15.3kA
porated.

2. To create an optical fibre ground wire Fig. 2: Cross-section and data of ground wire
with the lowest possible diameter in- with central tube
crease compared to the bare ground wire.
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armouring is applied. To protect the strength
bearing aluminium clad steel wires (Aw) from
vibration and other forces these wires are put in
the first armouring layer and the second layer is FibreSM91125
made of luminium alloy (Ay) with a minimum
diameter of 3 m to avoid damage ot these vires by
lightning. In the here described cable the Ay-wires PriTmo cooinq 250pm
are chosen with 3.5 m diameter....

Out of the armouring the short circuit current of jght buffer 00,4 mm
this c6le will be 12 kA for I second respectively
15.3 kA for 0.6 seconds. Figure 2 shows the cross-
section of this cable with the relevant mechanical I
characteristics. In Figure 3 a photograph of this Tension member ioas)
rope is shown. The aerial cable has a diameter of
18.0 and is only 2 m thicker than a comparable
rope Ay/St 95/55, the weight is almost the same and
this aerial cable can be installed with the same
sag as the other phase ropes. By the lower heat
capacity of aerial cables by their plastic inner
construction the short circuit current capacity is outer sheeth (modified
about 10 O lower than this of the comparable ground .. .. ..... .
wire even if the Ay-portion is higher. Plygml

Dimension Q.SmMx1.3mm

Fig. 4: Single fibre element for blowing-in

The primary coated optical fibre - normally single
mode fibre - will be secondary coated by polyamide.
For a one fibre element such a fibre is fixed
between two FRP members with also 0.4 mm diameter
and coated together with a polyamide sheath which
leads to a diameter of 1.3 mm (Figure 4). Also a
six fibre element will have the sae diameter where
the FRP member is put in the central and the fibres
are stranded around this element. Such an element
can be wind on a spool and rewinded for blowing in
rrox this spool (Figure 5 (below)). The other
possibility shown in Figure 5 (above) is the cross
winding of the element and then allowing the
pay-orf from the inner side of the spool with no
rotation of the whole fibre spool. In the latter
case the dynamic force on the fibre in the

Fig. 3: Ground wire with central tube upwinding process is much lower and Independent
from the total length of the fibre. Therefore this

This cable is fixed to the towers by spiral arma- cross winding technique was chosen. It i.s possible
tures to avoid deformation of the inner tube, of cross winding about 5000 m of such an optical
because such a deformation will disturb the flowing fibre element.
parameters inside the tube severely and the
blowing-in will be more difficult. The required apparatus to blow-in the fibre element

is shown in Figure 6. With a maximum pressure of
How -*es such an optical fibre element look like 30 bar in this attempt 1000 m of a one fibre
whic,, can be incorporated in such a tube. It was element are blown-in in an installed ground wire
prefered, that the element will be blown-in instead with a central tube. During and after the blowing-
of pulled-in by a pulling wire. By this the re- in no change in attenuation at 1300 nm and at
quired pulling forces and therefore the strength of 1550 nm were observed (Figure 7). Also at pulling
the fibre element are limited. But a compression forces up to the maximum permissible load of 38 kN
protection for temperature loading will be needed no change in attenuation arises. For temperature
because this element is not fixed to the armoutring. loading the bare fibre element winded on a cross
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______ i ~ _____are shown In Figure 8 respectively 9. Only at
15S0 na and -40 OC slight increases in atten~uation

14vaiurtL-Ware seen.
b~W~h3 ~By the promlsinv, resulti of these tests a larger

field trial over a length of approximately 12 km
will be carried out In IM9 to got experience from

~t real Installation and on long term behaviour before
those systems will be Installed on ua regular basis.
the armatures and the closures fr those cables are
identical to those or conventional aerial cables.

2 M!1rln i ftt-M dritm 1310nm

.. Pl'I~ut Q@~~I 00.3&BdBikm0
~- d9

b~eiwr dtrectirn ITtrs M dun0nn - -

Fig. S: Principles for the blowing-in
appar~tus 21 sop,. 2

0 Soo1000
Length

Fig. 7: Attenuat'in of fibre after being
blown-in.

Fig. 6. Iligh pressure blowing-in apparatus for * ~
cross winding spools adopted to the r-7 7 i
ground wire

winding spool were tested. By the lateral forces of
the winding pressure such test is even more severe
than testing it on an installed cable. The test Fig. 8: Test set-up for temperature cycling
installation and the results at 1300 and 1550 nm with cross winding spool
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F -~O - Loose bu tfer ed

I ' - Profile core

01

14 , ; -0 0 i@ 4 -40 N?'N

..- lA7mm _

Fig. 9: Results from temperature cyrling for Cable Type, ASLH -Wb . E91125
cross-winded fibre element G onstruction

3.2 Optical Fibre Ground Wire Number of fibres .- 12
Cable diameter 11.7mm

Optical fibre aerial cables up to now consist of a
dlelectric optical fibre core with polyeziyline Cable wight 332 kglkm
sheath and a diameter between 7 and 11 mm. An one Supporting cross section 65.6mm2

or double layer armouring Is applied over this p
sheath. This means that optical fibre aerial cables Central profiecorefAlurin 30m
have a diameter over armouring of at least 15 m I Aluminum ciloy wires 1 Layer 4 m 2.0mm
independent from the armouring. 2 Layer 52.5mm

Aluminum clodded steel
On old power lines normally the existing ground wires 2 Layer 6 2.5mm

wires with 50 uu' steel are replaced by ground

wires Ay/St 50/30 or Ay/SL 70/12 wit' a diameter of Ultimate tensile strength 4.7kN
11.65 mm respectively 11.72 m. Their weight is Young's modulus 10&.1kNImm2

378 kg/km respectively 284 kg/km. To get optical
fibre ground wires with diameters In this range the
cross-section of the fibre element must be reduced
drastically. But the operational range of the Fig 11: Optical fibre ground wire with
fibres must not be reduced because the requirement profile central element
for a 5 to 4 */,. operational range still remains.
From this point it seems reasonable to replace cannot be arranged centrally because In this case
steel or aluminium alloy wires by optical fibre the operational range could not be achieved. As
buffers with the same diameter. But these buffers outlined before the laylength of the optical fibre

buffer must be in the range of 70 to 80 mu to
achieve the required operational range. This is for
steel wires to short. Moreover it can be said that
the aerial cable must be fixed on the towers with
spiral armatures to avoid lateral forces on the
fibre element. This means the steel elements should
be as far 3s possible to the outer layers of the
armouring.

These considerations led to the new developed
-optical fibre ground wire in which the central

element Is the most important element. In the
stranding process as central element an aluminium
profile is rolled to form hollow grooves (Fig. 10)
and In the same process stage the first layer of
aluminium alloy wires is stranded in the formed
grooves and between these aluminium alloy wires
optical fibre buffers are stranded. This construc-
tion prevents the optical fibre buffers from
dislocation forces. In the same stranding process
from a second cage a layer of Ay and Aw wires are~stranded In the opposite direction. By this the

optical fibre buffers are protected in chambers
Fig. 10: Profile core for optical fibre ground formed from the aluminium profile, the Ay/Aw wires

wire of the first and second layer.
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This cable with 4 optical fibre buffers can keep 4. Outlook
per buffer a maximum of 4 fibres so that with this
construction up to 16 fibre ground wires are By these new developed optical fibre ground wires
possible. And this cable is with 11.7 m as thick new possibilities for power utilities arise. Nowas the bare ground wires Ay/St 50/30 respectively for all overhead power lines adequate ground wires
Ay/St 70/12. The weight is with 332 kg/km between are available. Whereas for 220 and 380 kV lines the
the two before-mentioned ground wires. By the standard optical fibre aerial cable with conven-
cross Rection of aluminium and aluminium alloy the tional fibre core will be used it will be possible
0 - circuit current for I second reaches 5.7 kA for 110 kV lines to replace the existing earth wire
rnu 7.4 kA for 0.6 seconds. by a thin optical fibre ground wire with no addi

tional loading on the tovers or add a separate
aerial cable on 20 kV lilres. On the other hand it
is possible to install on other power lines ground
wires with a central tube for cases where at the
moment no optical fibres are needed. At the time of
need optical fibre elements can be Incorporated
with less effort.

Also in other countries cable manufacturers and
power utilities work in this subject (4].

Fig. 12: Steel tube buffer with 4 single mode
fibres

Besides forming the central profile wire the
construction of the buffers is of primary impor-
tance. Up to now normally as buffer material an
extruded plastic material Is used. For the above-
mentioned cable a tube with inner diameter of 1.2
m and an outer diameter of 1.7 mm is adequate. But
on the other hand also steel tubes can be used.
Such a steel tube is made in forming a steel tape
to a tube and welding it by a laser beam. In this
case tapes with 0,15 mm thickness can be used so
that a tube of 1.4/1.7 mm can be formed. In both
cases the tube will be filled with jelly. By the Fig. 13: Optical fibre ground wire
expected lateral forces during service and the
pulling forces during the fabrication on normal 5. Literature
steel wire stranding machines the steel tube is
preferable. Figure 12 shows such a steel tube with [I) JUrdens C., H. G. Haag, R. Buchwald, Experi-
4 fibres. An additional advantage of this steel ence with Optical Fibre Aerial Cables on High
tube is the higher inner diameter which leads to a Tension Power Lines, CIGRE, Sec. 22-11, Paris
larger operational range for the same laying length 1988
or the possibility to have a larger laying length
giving the same operational range but with better 121 Oestrelch U., H. Nassar, Self-Supporting
performances at 1550 nm by a larger bending radius. dielectric Fiber Optic Cables in High-Voltage
Figure 13 shows a photograph of the entire cable. Lines, 37th iWCS 1988, 79 pp
During the fabrication process no additional
attenuation arises at 1300 and 1550 nm. Further [3) Schneider J.H., J. Schmelter, R. Herff,
results on this cable will be reported on the Optical Ground Wire Design with a Hinimum of
symposium. Dielectrics, 37th IWCS 1988, 83 pp

After tests in the laboratories and the internal [4] Kawasaki 14., et al., Suitable Design and
test field, field trials are foreseen for 1990. For Characteristics of Optical Ground Wire for
these field trials some modifications have to be 1.55 um wavelength, 37th IWCS 1938, 93 pp
done on the hood closure for the cable inlet to
achieve tight closures.
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Sur.nry. -.

Chromatic dispersion of standard single- -,
mode fibers is a limiting factor for the E
length and bit rate of an optical - -"
transmission line. Dispersiom-flattened E 10 - --
single-node (DF.S) fibers have low
dispersion in the second and third 2 "
transmission windows and therefore offer r 7
the system designer a considerable .....
Increase In possible system confIgura- C 0...--
tions. A newly-designed DFSM fiber that /e - -
can be used in the subscriber loop is m
presented in this paper. The design has L

been optimized for low dispersion, low U -10
bending loss and low splice loss. A trial M /
production of the fiber confirmed that C
these goals have been achieaed. Cables
with DFSM fibers have been fabricated.
They pass all standard quality tests -2)
without any problem. Connectors with DFZM 1.2 1.3 i.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
fibers exhibit good performance. In Wavelength in micronw
addition, we fabricated couplers and
multiplexors from our DFSM fiber. Fig.l.Dispersion of different fiber typos:

Conventional single-mode fiber:nolid line;
Introduction. Dispersion-flattened single-modo -Lbor

(DFSM): danh line;

The dispersion in an optical trans- Dispersion-shifted single-d fiber:
mission line is determined by the dash-dot line.

dispersion characteristics of the fiber
and the spectral vidth of the light source
(laser, LED). The dispersion of a single- So far, DFSM fibers have a slightly
mode fiber is given by the chromatic higher attenuation than standard single-
dispersion which is the sum of the mode fibers. This limits their use in
material dispersion and the waveguidL long-haul applications. Nevertheless, the
dispersion. The latter can be modified DFSM fiber can be applied in the
through proper choice of the refractive subscriber loop where distances are
Index profile. Standard single-mode fibers shorter than in long-haul applications.
have a zero dispersion point around 1.3 pm The low absolute dispersion value of the
but a high dispersion value in the third DFSM fiber offers new possibilities, such
transmission window (about 20 ps/(km -nm). as wavelength division multiplexing at
For dispersion-shifted fibers the refrac- several wavelengths in the second and
tive index profile has been designed in third windows for high bit rate
such a way that zero dispersion results transmission using LEDs or inexpensive
around 1.55 pm. However, these fibers have multimode semiconductor laser diodes'. We
high absolute values of dispersion in the therefore present a new DFSM fiber which
second transmission window. The DFSM fiber has been fabricated in a laboratory trial
combines the advantages of both fiber production with excellent results.
types; it has low dispersion in both the
second and third transmission windows
(Fig. 1).
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1,!=In goals for DFSH fibers. 1.47

The design has boon optimized to meet
the requirements described hereafter. The
ibsolute values of chromatic dispersion X , (
should be lean than 3.5 pa/(kmnm) in the (D
1.29 pm 4 X 4 1.56 Ism wavelength range C --. . -
(Fig. 1) which covers the second and third "

transmission windows. The cutoff wave- w
length must be quffirlently small to >
ensure single-mode peoation. The bonding
loss behavior should be comparable or u
better than that of standard single-mode (U

L. 1.45- 1fibers in order to make use of standard tu.
coating materials and cable designs. The 0 1 J
spot sizes should be as large an possible M
to facilitatii lu-w-loss connections (using
splices and standard singlt-mode connec-
tors). The density of dopants in the core
region should be as low as possible to 1.44
m imize their contribution to the 0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0
attenuation. The design must allow for Radus in microns
fabrication tolerances and limitations in
order to provide for high fiber production
yicld. The fabrication of fused couplers Fig.2. Refractive index profile of the
from these DFSH fibers should be possible, designed DFSM-fiber with typical dip

(solid line) and measured profile of a
DFSM fiber design. fabricated fiber (dash line).

A triple-clad approach wav used in our
design because the outermost index step is
light-guiding. This results in low 5.0 -
sensitivity to bending loss. For the
analytical description of the DFSM fiber
we used the equations given in Ref.2. We S
searched for the best compremise of this C
optimization problem with six degrees of E '- -

freedom by varying the refractive indices M
and radii of the core and its segments. We IN
found the local optima by calculating the U
chromatic dispersion, bending loss3 and 0'
spot sizes' of fundamental and first-order 0.0
higher modes for different combinations of o
radii and refractive indices. By comparing -H

Usthe theoretically predicted and prac- Ltically achieved properties, the optimum .5) ---
DFSM fiber design evolved through fine
tuning within the region of local optima. --

The fiber fabrication process leads to a 0
decrease in the refractive index value
near the fiber center. This central dip is -5.0 -
taken into consideration in our fiber
design (Fig. 2). The calculated absolute 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.50
maximum value of chromatic dispersion of Wavelength in microns
our fiber design is less than 2.7 ps/
(km. mm) within the mentioned wavelength Fig.3. Chromatic dispersion of the
range. This results in a margin for small designed fiber (solid line) and a typical
profile deviations in the fabricated fi- measurement result (dot line).
bers. Therefore, small deviations from the
profile should not cause the 3.Sps/(km.nm)
absolute value of the chromatic dispersion
to be exceeded. Fig.3 shows the
theoretically-predicted dispersion and the
measured dispersion of a fabricated fiber.
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TnflJence of fiber fabrication. 10 -

Preform fabrication and fiber drawing
generally prompt the refractive index E
profile to deviate from the theoretically C
ideal profile. Thete deviations are caused E 5 ---
by the statistically varying fluctuations < - - . -

or systematic changes of radii and 0 0.1
refractive indices. A rtain mechanism that . "
changes the refractive index profile is . -

dopant diffusion during tiber fabrication. C
Diffusion leads to a smoothed profile. 9 •
Fig. 2 ,'hows the designed index profile in -,I

and, as Nn example, the profile of a .
fabricated fiber. The latter illustrates a -5 --- -
the case of imprecise fluorine doping and M"
profile smoothing through diffusion. Q "

Fig. 4 shows the effect of deviations of Iradii up to to.I pm and deviations of the -10

relative refractive index differences up 125 1.35 1.,15 .5
to ±0.02% on the chromatic dispersion. The
minimum and maximum chromatic dispersion Wovolangth in mnicrons
valuer of worst-case combinations of these Fig.4. Calculated chromatic dispersion of
deviations for each wavelength are shown the designed DFSH-fiber: nolid line. For
by the dash-dot lines. However, these statistical deviations with variances of
worst case combinations are of very low radii and relative index differences of
probability. Thus, we calculated the 0.1 pm and 0.02%, respectively, the chro-
chromatic dispersion for statistically matic dispersions of 60% of the perLurbed
perturbed radii and refractive index fibers are within the dash lines.
differences. The variance of the deviation Chromatic dispersion for -worst-case
of the radii is 0.1 pm and the variance of perturbations of radii up to 0.1 pm and of
the deviation of the refractive index relative refractive index dfferences up
differences is 0.02%. 68% of the chromatic tive refract ine d n
dispersion curves of all statistically to 0.02%: dash-dot lines.
perturbed fibers are within che dashed
lines. This shows the partial compensation
of the perturbation of ono. fiber design 1.04
parameter by other fiber design para-
meters.

Deviations from the ideal value of the
actual refractive index level in the o 1.02 -
realized preform can be compensated H
through a suitable drawing ratio. Fig. 5 Vs

shows, as an example, the calculated fiber L
drawing ratios that compensate a deviation _1.00 _

of the refractive index of the fluorine-
doped part of the fiber. Deviations of the L
refractive index difference up to 30% can "/
be compensated. However, some simultaneous ri 7
changes of other fiber parameters must 0)98
then be taken into account.

The effect of diffusion-generated
changes of the refractive index profile on
dispersion can also be compensated by a 0.96
suitable drawing ratio. Fig. 6 shows the
chromatic dispersion of a fiber with a -40 -20 0 20 40
diffusion-smoothed profile with and Rel .refr. index perturb. (%)
without compensation through the drawing
ratio. Typical diffusion can completely be Fig.5. Compensation of the perturbation of
compensated through an adjustment of the the relative refractive index difference
drawing ratio, of the fluorine-doped cladding of a DFSM

fiber by the relative fiber drawing ratio.
The absolute value of chromatic dispersion
within the lines is < 3.5 ps /(km.nm).
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5.0 - .. values were found to be below 1.3 pm.
Here, too, It was not possible to observe
any mode coupling or additional
attenuation. Furthermore, we determined2.5-. : - the variable aperture method and Lila data

2.5'-..' - -the mode fileld diameter In accordance with

were evaluated according to the "Petermann
I1 Definition". The average field diameter
of 5.9 pm for X a 1.3 pm Is in good

0 -0-- agreement with the theoretically predicted
C value. The field diameter of the DFSM

o•"-,fibers is smaller than Lilat of

conventional fibers. The effcct of thin
//L'. property on splices and connectors will be

1-2.5- " - discussed below.

0 t 40

1.30 1.10 1.50 1.-0 . 0

avelongth in microns

Fig. 6. Calculated chromatic dispersion of -
the diffuslon-snmoothed fiber wi thout " 20
(dash-dot line) and with (dot line)
compenua Ion by the relative fiber drawing 10
ratio. 1

0 5 S.
DFSM fiber trial production. 3 -3.5 -4 >-4

dipersion (ps/|n/kin)

The DFSM fibers were fabricated using

the PICVD (Plasma Impulse Chemical Vapor Fig.7. Distribution of dispersion values
Deposition) processs. They were cut to a at 1290 nm measured on 45 km of fiber, cut
length of 2.2 km. Small deviations of the into 2.2 km long samples.
achieved profile with respect to the
planned design have led to altered 50
dispersion behavior as a function of
wavelength. These may possibly cause the
dispersion to exceed the absolute value 40
of 3.5 ps/(km. nm) in pirtions of the C
wavelength range. Fig. 7 shtws a histogram -30
of the achieved dispersion values for a 0
1.29 pm. These dispersion values are '&

concentrated in the range between 3.n 20
and 3.5 ps/(km.nm). Fig. 8 illustrates
the distrIbution of the dispersion 10
maximum. Here, too, more than 75% of the
fiber samples fall below the 3.5 ps/(km.
nm) value. This proves that our goal, 0 S-
which Is to keep the absolute dispersion <3 3 3.5 4
to 3.5 ps/(kmenm) within the 1.29 pm <X < dispersion (ps/rn/km)
1.56 pm wavelength range, can be achieved Fig.8. Distribution of maximum dispersion
with the design of our profile. values on the same samples as those in

The cutoff wavelength was determined in 
Fig. 7.

accordance with CCITT through bending
tests on short (2 m) samples. The measured The smaller field results in low
cutoff wavelengths are between 1.0 and sensitivity to bending of the fiber. Fig.
1.2 pm. The influence of cabling on the 9 Illustrates the additLional attenuation
cutoff wavelength was determined by using of two DFSM fibers as well as that of a
specially-fabricated fibers with a cutoff standard matched-cladding single-mode
wavelength in excess of 1.4 pm. After fibers after winding 100 turns on a
cabling was completed, the cutoff wave- mandrel with 50 mm diameter. In comparison
length was once again measured on a 30 m to standard matched-cladding single-mode
sample of the cable. All measurement fibers, the additional attenuation caused
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by bonding occurs only at the longer 100 - •- - ---

wavelengths in DFSM fibors, i.e. in a
range which does not affect the cabling. I
The tests were conducted on two DFSM
fibers with deliberately low cutoff
wavelength (< 1.05 pm). Therefore, the C 75,- - -4 -

average sensitivity to bending of our DFSM , /

fibers is even better because a longer o
cutoff wavelength causes a correspondingly -H

4Jlower sensitivity to banding. M/

A standard loose tube cable construction 1/
was used to investigate the performance of
the DFSM fibers in a cable. There is no
measurable increase in attenuation of the a 25-
DFSM fibers in a cable. This confirms D -/
their low sensitivity to macro- and micro- U
bending. 

/

In addition, we examined the behavior of 0 --
DFSM fibers as a function of temperature
variation. For this the cable was sub- 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60

jected to a continuous heat cycling test Wavelength in microns
for 10 days at reference temperatures
of -200C, 00C, +200C and +60

0 C. The change Fig.10. Coupling ratio of single-wave-
in attenuation was determined through OTDR length DFOM-fibor coupler (solid line) and
measurements at 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm. The DFSM-flber wavelength division multiplexer
maximum deviation measured on all fibers (dash line).
from the +200C reference value was less
than 0.01 dB/kzr.. This value is equal to 0.6--
the resolution capability of the OTDR.

Splice Loss. 0.5 -

In Ref.' we have shown that low-loss
fusion splices (.< 0.05 dB) between DFSM MO.4--
fibers can be carried out routinely. We 'a
have also shown that low-loss splices C
between DFSM and standard single-mode * 0.3 - -
fibers can be made. it is therefore -i-n/

possible to use components with standard U- - . -

single-mode pigtails in conjunction with 02_ /
DFSM fibers. _ .
10 / ,-

0.1 -

m 0.0-

1 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60
e Wavelength in microns

4 Fig.ll. Loss of single-wavelength DFSM-
fiber coupler (solid line) and DFSM-fiber
wavelength division multiplexer (dash
line).

0 .. Biconically-tapered DFSM couplers.

400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700
wavelength (nrn) Biconically-fused fiber devices like

Fig.9. Macro-bending loss (100 turns of couplers and multiplexers can be made from
fiber on 50 mm diameter): DFSM fibers in the same manner as from
solid line: DFSM fiber, 1028 m cutoff standard single-mode fibers. Typical

wavelength; characteristics of such devices are shown
**** line: DFSM fiber, 1050 nm cutoff in Figs. 10 and 11. In order to

wavelength; investigate the diffusion processes within
++++ line: Standard matched-cladding the coupler waist we developed a high-

single-mode fiber contrast, dynamic RNF (Refracted Near-
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Field) technique with high spatial Connectors.
resolution by deconvolving the input-focus
ne.ar-field7. Fig. 12 shows the dectinvolved Fig. 13 illustrates a histogram of
refractive index profile of a cross- insertion louses which were measured with
section within the coupler waist. As a DIN type 47256 connectors used between two
result of diffusion, the multiple DFSM fibers. The losses of connectors with
claddings of the two cores disappeared. DFSM fibers are only slightly higher than
Details, including field calculations and thosu of connectors with standard zingle-
propagation characteristics , i.e. polar- mode fibers. This can be tolerated in the
ization dependence, are given in Ref.'. subscriber loop.

Conclusion.
1.464 We designed, fabricated and cabled DFSM

I 1.462- fibers with a maximum absolute chromatic
dispersion of < 3.5 ps (kmnm) with low1.460 bonding and splice losoes for the

1.456- 1.29 pm . X $ 1.56 pm wavelength range.
This new design takes into account

- 1.456 fabrication tolerances and limitations.
a) The fiber behaves well in the cable. All
cc 1.454 standard quality tests have been satis-

40 factorily completed on cables with DFSM
fibers. Connectors with DFSH fibers

.4 exhibit proper performance. In addition,
we fabricated low-loss fused couplers and
multiplexers from the DFSM fibers.
Therefore, the designer hins at his
disposal all necessary components to

C, install the DFSM fiber in the subscriber
loop. The characteristics of the DFSM'a 'fibers offer the system designer a con-
siderable increase in possible systems

AJ 0configurations.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

INSTALLED IN THE SEW4ER PIPE NETWORK

MasaYuki NIIJIMA ShIntaro SENTSUI KatsuhlIko KOMIYAMA

TIlE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD. ,TOKYO, JAPAN

Summary There are several problems we must solve to Install
optical cables through sever systems. Difference of

Ie find the new cable InstallatIon duct In metropolItan sewer systems from general cable ducts Is that water is
area. This Is a sewer pipe. As sewerage system look always running through soer systems. later degrade the
like a network, an Intelligence network easily can be performance of optical fibers. Moreover, since water
Introduced through sewer pipe In this case. To satisfy running through these pipes Is sease water, member
Installation in a sewer pipe we Introduced stainless protecting optical fibers must be the one that can be
pipe fiber units which consisted of thin stainless submersed in It. To avoid these problems, optical
tubes and contained an optical fiber. Stainless pipe fibers must be designed so that It will not get wet,
units were stranded Jelly-filled and polyethylene and Its me:betr must be chemieai-proof. There have aiso
sheath was applied. The cable ihose outer diameter and been a number of reports stoting that rats livlnt In
weight were about I0 as and l00 kg/ka, respectively, the sewer systems gnawed cables. Cables must protect
The test result of the cable was excellent for optical fibers from the attack of rats. If the size of
using stainless pipe units. The damage by rats was sewer systems is so small that a man cannot go through,
limited to only PE sheseth, metal tubes were not water flow will be affected by the diameter of cables.
damaged. Further more the cable was installed into Accordingly, the size of cables as well must be ade
the 250 m sewerpipe, actually In September 1988. The thinner.
cable was run through in the sewer pipe and anchored To meet these requirements, we developed cables
to the upside of the sewer pipe by Installation robot, smaller in diatz.er using a metal tube made by
successfully. For the result of this Installation inserting an optical fiber in a thin stainless tube.
trial, the new cable shows to have satisfactory In extreme narrow sewer systems, In particular, as
performance for practical use. an optical fiber cable is Installed by a robot,

flexibility rill become an essential requirement.
1. INTIOOUCTION

2. CABLE DESIGN
Optical fibers are characterized by then small

diameter, light weight, broad-band, non - Inductive When Installing optical cables through sever systems,
property. More and more optical fibers are being you must make sure that cables are laid on the upper
Introduced In Japan. In metropolitan area such as wall of pipes where possible. Sewer systems may not
Tokyo, in particular, there Is a rapid progress of Its always but Intermittently have a running water.
Introduction. Optical fiber cables are generally However, oater may always stay in the lower part of
installated cable ducts under ground in order not pipes. Therefore, It Is recommended to lay ;&bles as
to damage the scenery of lowns. As a result of recent high as possible to prevent the deterioration of
progress in informationalization, however, the lack cables. Tha size of sewer systems ranges form 4 a
of Instalation space for new cables has become a to 25 ca in Inside diameter. Then laying optical
problem. Under such circumastances, we focused on cables on the upper Inner wall of pipes, trunk pipes
other existing pipes to use them as new cable of 2 a in diameter allow a an to work in it, however.
Installation space. These pipes Include waterworks, it is necessary to use a robot In the thinnest branch
sewer systems and gas pipelines. Since they are pipes of 25 ca In diameter. In the latter case, cables
networks, It Is easy to select cable routes. Moreover, must be about 10 m In outside diameter and flexible.
being led into all the subscribers' houses, these Since rats may gnaw cables in sewer systems, tests
pipes will be useful once optical fibers are brought were actually performed on a variety of cables to see
Into subscribers' use. From the viewpoint of safety, damage by rats' snawing. Cables used as samples and
however, with current technology it is impossible to their results are shown in table 1. According to these
use gas pipelines and waterworks on which pressure results, non-metallic structure Is helpless against
is exerted. As a consequence, we Investigated sewer rats' grawing. General LAP sheath also proved to be
systems as the prime candidate. useless. The test results shows that it is effective
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to insert to optical fiber in a stair~e.n tel tube or 2-2 CABLE
use mtainless steel braiding to protect optical fibers
from rats. The cross section of the developed cable Its Shown In

Evaluation was sade using 501125 usn itrndard Gl type Fig. 2. The cable Is aide by stranding six cores of the
fiber. optical fiber unit mentioned In 2-1 zround the center

tension stnber and coverint It with polyethylene
2-1 STAINLESS TUBED FIBEI UNIT sheath. It It a thin cable wIth an outside 4~iaeter of

about 7 as. Stainless steel and polvetheltne are used
Normally plastic and almlnus are used to protect as cable memher since It Is thought to be resistant to

optical fibers, however, these materials are not strong corrosion by maste water within sewer systes. p" value
enough to protect It from moisture and rats. If outside measured In the actual sewer systcas Is within a range
diameter Is not limited, such materials as corrugated Of 5 to S. The said materials are strong enough to
sheath can also be used. However. mhen cables are resist It.
Installed by a robot, these materials are not proper It Performed tests on an optical unit and cable to
due to Its excessive outside diametor eAid weight and see damage by rat's lgwing. As far as the cable is
poor flexibility. For that reason, we developed a concerned, althou;h polYethylene sheath was damnged.
stainless pipe fiber units which wcisisted of thin stainless steel Pipe was unharmed. Both the optical
stainless tubes and contained an optical fiber to fiber and unit vere safe.
Invent thin cables. Cross section of % metal tube unit
Is shown In Fig. I. The outside oiA4 Inside diameters
of the Pioe are 1.2 as and 0.8 am, resetively, and
tne outside dimeter gi the optical ciimr uoet is 0V.4
mn. These figures are similar to those for the iNOl)4bIFK.l OD
conventional core mould not be tSannged by rats' O~A tFRC.maO

OMO.Smm 30,12mm 003

0.4mmm 0.8mw 0.2mm

0.4 m O. M M 12 m mFIG.2 CROSS SECTION OF DEVEROPED CABLE

om'ICAL FIBER

STAWNLE3S TrUBE

FIO.l CROSS SECTION OF THE XETAL TUBED

FIBER UNIT

TABLE I GNATING TEST RESULT

SAMPLE DUTER REUTDECREASE RASIO OF
________________DAMETER RESULT____ WEIGHT

NON-METALLIC SLOT CABLE 11.5 so THE 11HOLE 54.3 X
LAP SHEAETH SLOT CABLE 10.5 on THE SHOLE 53.7 X
STAINLESS STJEL BRADING 20mm Aft IPRESSON ____________

- UN T 120an FT T
STAINLESSCJ[[L BRADING 14.5 an THE SURFACE 2.0 X

(STHE&ARhNTED) 15.0 us NO DAMAGE

(1%-C~TH 17.0 so THE SURFACE
METAL TUBED FIBER UNIT 1.2 an -NO DMG 0 X *
METAL INNER& NITS 7.0 an THE SURFACE 3.0 %
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3.VNAIACTERISTICS 3-1-2 Other characteristics

3-i STAINLESS TUBED FIBER UNIT Other evaluation results Are shown In Table 2.

3-1-1 Elongation lAttral pressure; No Increase In loss even wIth a
width of 50 as and a load of 260 k4 or over, thus

The elongation test results of the stainless tubed proving the core to be very strong.
fiber unit Is shown In Fit. 3. In the elongation test, Bendil : Loss is no greater than nylon core.
the elongation of the tube, distortion In tension and However.flexlbillty Is less.
elongation of the fiber were measured by exerting Temperature : Favorable changes In loss are obtained
tensile force on the tubv of 10 a In gauge length. within 0.1 d/km durIng the measureacnt at temperatures

According to the results, the optical fiber Is longer ranging from -40 to 480 'C. Possible reasons are that
than the stainless tub* by 0.05 X, and Yount's modulus the coefficient of linear expansion of nylon Is smaller
of the tube which is calculated from load and than that of lInear expansion of nylon Is smaller than
elootationls about 10.000 kinS3. This proves the that of stailess steel, and fiber can move within the
material to be well annealed. On the other hand, the tube.
Yount's modulus of stainless steel is17.000 kg/sOm,
which is much lower than the past results. This Is
because the handling of tube was taken Into
consideration. That Is. If stainless steel with a high
Youn's modulus is used, a tube will not become TABLE 2 TEST RESULT
fIc ible. gin Its handling during terxin__
procescing difficult. As a result, morkahlllty mat iTEX A Ce"UT
drop and fibers ay be disconnected. LATERAL PRESSURE LOSS NO INCREASE OF MI/k /50mm
To avoid such problems, the tube used In this test SENDING LOSS NO INCREASE OF 50 DIANETER

Is annealed to decrease Its Youn's modulus. TENPERATURE LOSS NO INCREASE Or -40-480 C

3-2 CABLE

1.0 100
3-2-1Xsnufacturilg-process loss

Changes In assfacturing-process transmission loss of
optical fibers In the form of a cable are shown In
fit. 4. Optical fibers In the form of a cable caused no

tR chances in loss, showing favorable results.

z0.5 50 0 3-2-2 Elongation
U)

0.5 Elontation test results are shown In Fit. 6. Fiberm .. ........... strain Is 0 with a tensile force up to 100 kc, which

-.. Is the weght for I k. A tensile force of 250 kg
causes elongation strain by 0.2 1, not increasing
transmission loss. This represents that being a thin

0 .. ...................................................................... cable of 7 mm In outside dinmeter, the optical fiber

0 cable Is very strong.
0 0.5 1.0 3-2-3 Lateral Pressure

FIBER StRAIN ()
In lateral pressure test, applied p.essure,

transmission loss and deformation vere measured by
applying load on a cable sandwitched between plates of

FIG.3 ELONGATION TEST RESULT 50 in In width. The results are shown in Fig. 6.
(METAL TUBED FIBER UNIT) Transmission loss does not occur with a load of less

than 500 kg, thus showing the immense protective

effects of metal tube.
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1.0 1.0 1.0

ca z
0

0.5 P
0 ~0.5

0 0 , j 0

A C D 0.5 1.0

A: QMflCAL FIBER B: METAL TUBED FIBER UNIT LATERAL PRESURE (0rammt)

C:SI1ANDED UNIT D:CADL FIG.6 LATERAL PRESSURE TEST IESULT

FIG.4 1IAXSNISSIO.( LOSS IN KAIUFACTURLRG
MRCESS

3-2-4 Flexibility

One end of * cable of 500 to In length is held and
1.0 load Is ipplied to the coposlte end of the cable to1easure the veltht of itl;ht and deflection. The

o FIDER results are shown In Fig. 7. then load Is 100 , a

0 CABLE deflection of 3C0 as occurs. This proves the cable
structure to be flexible.

S0.5

z
0 2500 10 200 300

TENSION (Kg) "1

FIG.6 ELONGATION TEST RESULT (CABLE)

0 50 10

DEAD WEIGHT (gJSOOmm)

FIG.7 FLEXIBILITY TEST RESULT
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3-2-5 Environmental test

As an environmental test, we performed an accelerated
corrosion test using solution which Is assumed to be In
sever systems. Requirements are shown in Table 3. One
kind of alkali solution and three kinds of acid %
solutions are used In the test. As samples, a
collecting unit and stainless tubed unit, from which
cable and polyethylene were removed, are used.

Six months have passed since this test as started,
however, no abnormalities are found in any of these
samples.

4. INSTALLATION lEST
FIG.8 CROSS SECTION OF NEW TYPE CABLE

A core which Is made by Inserting an optical fiber
in a metal tube is used to make a cable to be laid
through st:tr systems. As a result, a cable which is
thinner and stronger than the conventional cables is
Invented. However, this cable has not been actually
used. We redesigned It to improve safety prior to the 5.Conclusion
field test. Cross section of the cable used in the test
is shown In Fit. 8. Eight optical fiber cores are We focqsed on sewer pipes, developed cables and
Inserted in a metal tube and stranded, and stainless performed a laying test to remedy the shortage of cable
steel braiding is added. This structure proved to be ducts in metropolitan area. As a result, we came to
effective in the test to see damage by rats' gnawing, the conclusion that Inserting an optical fiber In
The outside diameter of the cable is about 10 ma and a stainless steel pipe is effective to protect the
welht about 100 kg/ka, optical fiber from waste water or rats. We actually
After having been Installed through sewer pipe of made a cable on an etyperimental basis and performed

250 am In Inside diameter, the cable was fixed onto a installating test. Cable could be aide thinner,
the upper will of the seer pipes using a cable stronger and more resistant to corrosion than the
Installation. conventional cables by inserting the cable In a
The cable Installation robot is made up of three stainless tube. Installatint as completed In

cars. The first car raises a cable to the upper part September, 1988, and no problems have occurred by now.
of the pipe, the second car fixes It onto the upper We will continue to monitor this cable.
mall with nails, and the third car Inspects the work. Our next goal is to make It possible to Increase
A laying test was performed in Septeraber, 1988. A fibers in a metal tube. We are now developing rabies

cable was laid through the existing sewer pipe of about with up to 24 fibers.
3 km ift length, which was currently in use. One year
has passed since the layinc is completed, however, no O.Acknowledgvent
problems have occurred by now.

We express our appreciation to Sewage Tokyo
Metropolitan Gaverment and Tokyo Metropolitan Sewsge
Service Company for their useful advice and
Instructions on the development of the said cable for
sewae.

TABLE 3 ENVIRONMENTAL TEST RESULT

__________ STRANDED UNIT CABLE

NaOH+SEIAGE NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE

ACID LHiCrOA+SEAGE NO DAMAGF NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE(pH4) HCISEWRE- NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE

HPSOA+SEVAGE NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE NO DAMAGE
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On the crest of a new wave in optical submarine cable technolo9v

Wolfgang Giebel

SItE.S M;, Munich

Abstract Pig. 1Thlajra|ph cable (185J)
We present here a submarine 

communica-

tion cable system which, when operating
at 140 Mbit/s, needs a land-based ra-
peter at the latest every 250 kM. The --
target of the development work that be-
gan in 1985 was to introduce a subma-
rine cable system capable of coMeting
with radio relay and overland cab.le
systems, while permitting both national
and international traffic.

The result of our development is a
svmllsized but robust undersea cable
with a diameter of about 10 Pat which
requires no conventional cable-laying
vessel, which can be clad on board the
converted supply ship with a double
ormoring - tho so-called protector -
and can rm plowed into the seaxbd. The
plow, operating on th "conztant pro-
tection factor" principle, haIm kweln
tried and tested and is field proven
In tie Ihilippines.

Tne xublr.rine c ble xystem haft its
initial trials 190H in Sinnapore. I.e The question is: why do practically all
first rQutQ, with a total longtn of sutmar. ne cables today have twice the
93 xm, ha* neen i, operation since diameter of this cable of 1t59?;e rber t q ).n th~e Philippines.

The decisive element is certainly not
the power feed for the repeaters. t e
know that in the course of time tile

On tne crest of a new wave in optical teleoraph cables becaon thicker, and
suu~iarin cable technology that telephone cables for reoeaterless

or'eration have diameters of well above
Telegraph cables operated Without ki :nun. The factor that doterminex tthe
repeaters. At first they Vere of small outside diameter is tne need for tesisile
diameter and yet efficient. |:unort (1) strength. ri needI incrcased IUL *.earr.
writes about a telegraph cale laid in aqu !lecause of tih i.possioil.\ty of
the hor.i Sea in 1859 that had an out- correctly positioning the caule-laying
side diameter of 13 .mm ano remained in vessel. In the even't of a oisturbance,
operation until 1903 (Fig. 1). In the the captain had to anchor the snip by
course of these 44 years it was dinaoged the cable. Tensile strength requirew, ents
uy ice five tiLes and repaired. of 2U t were quito justifial.e. On tie

other hand, the surmarine cales were
daiaaqed by fishinq vessels - by so-cal-
led otter boart s. The obvious answer
was to reinforce the cable with an aodi-
tional layer of ari,ornna wire;. ihe ship
owners responded !*y strengthening their
fi;hing ucar. Tne hanes put an end to
this jockeying between cable nianufactu-
rers (and operators) and ship owners in
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the 1:cvrtih Sea area uY tivelop ni nt The MI4N1SUR cable
081not a r.af,.l0 plrw (11). 0C1, cnl

ctneuilo ct,, I.%*. retUetinf t i. thic:nAn The cable must be siqnificantly heavier
of! r Cn' cal len, did 10t vceur, ngver. than water, afford mechanical protec-

tion for the optical fiber and must not
If a t.umarive enl in the coantal fill up with water if damaged. oreaover,
or- # adteuattily tirotectvo, ttore is it must be capable of heing laid on the
r u rteason w.y the" outor tint -otert seabed and taken up aain from on board

Isolwprinf* on core doniqn lin. htnline the ship. For MINTSUR we use a buffer
criteria, should not M loss than 10 tam that loosely envelops the reoutred num-
an* atLi guarantee the expected cervice her of fibers from 2 to 16 and permits a
lWfe of 20 years. D ep water is in it- certain surplus fiber length. A special
self sufficient protection. filling compound prevents the intrusion

of water it the cable is damaged, even
On the basis of these considerations, a at a depth of 3000 m. This buffer is
submarine cable concept, the MItISUP surrounded by a metal corset of armoring
system, was developed with the following wires, the interstitial spaces being
Objectivoe filled, and the whole is protected by a

plastic sheath. This MMNIUU design
The cost of the system must be compara- features an outside diameter of about
ble with that of radio relay and over- 10 mm, a weight of less than 200 kg/km
land cable systems, thereby cxploiting and a sinking rate of about 0.4 p/s.
a niche for submarine application that Conventional submarine cables have a
was hitherto inaccessible to submarine diameter of over 20 mm, weiqgn more than
cablesi. 1000 k9/km and sink at about 0.5 m/s

(Fiqs. 2,3).
This requirement could only be met
under the following conditions: Fig. 2

11INISUM cable
• Dispensing with conventional cable in the container

layine vessels

- The cable must he of small dia-
meter. Up to 20 km must be
stowed in one standard-size con-
falser. To ship From factory

- The cable can thus be brought to
the ship. The ship no longer has
to fetch the cable from the works.
This saves transport and mobilisa-
tion costs.

- A modular laying concept for adap-
tion to locally available ships is
required.

* Favorably priced cable, thoroughly
tested.

* Precise protective measures tailored
to the individual application (pro-

tector, plow) thus ensuring maximumreliabi lity.

* Streamlined laying and repair pro-
cedures.

As recards the tests on the cable
6 Large repeater spacings. itself, a four-minute film, shown

here today for the first time, will
* Practical trials in additon to labora- give you an overall picture of the
tory tests. results obtained.

There is not sufficient time for a de-
tailed discussion of every point men-
tioned here, but the chief criteria of
our MINISUB system are outlined below.
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Fiq. 3 As adluitional protection, Lt woulu vo
XINlSUa ce),le possible, for etxaple, to apply several

layers of armoring tn the factory. This
a" is cost-intensive. Moreover, transport

and loet~itics problems then arc:e, and
short-notice cnanoos In the calble routv
are not oxsslhleC, since matcaod lcnqths
have already Ien preparcu. W have
therefore developed a orotector consin-
ting of two plastic-covered steel rotpe.
Cros-linkx torm a duct, into witich the
1111SUO calAo can 1w threaded on board
the -owill Witt% the aid of i comninor
(Fig. 4).

As a further protective measure In the
mhore region, the N. 11,t1tA cable Is
enclosed by a concult (Fig. 5) that
runs from the lano-end point (I.VP) to
the trannition point I(iP). The contuit
is chonen suc. that it is readily washed
into the seabod by a water jet and can
be protected by stones or concrete. I
several conduits are laid side-ly-xiae
in tho lanoing region, this conuiterauly
reduces costs if lanuing o further
cablos deco.es necessary.

The water depth at the transttion
point ({'P) is ahout 10 m. At tnis point

Protection the cable-laying vessel can anchor
safely, and divers ca:n work for long

Like conventional submarine cables, periods under water without the need
l41tSUR rouires additional protec- for decompression when Insertinq the
tion in the shore reqion, on a rocky I.11I1,1SUh cable that is to be brouqht
bottom in some cases, and where ashore.
there are strong currents.

Fig. 4
The MWlSUR cable inserted in its
protector by the combinor
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Fig. 5
Schcmtic roprosentation
of a MNISUB route
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Laying technique With selected fibers and specially adap-

ted equipment, Siemens is today able to
According to the route, water and transmit at 140 Mht/s, using a wave-
weather conditions, a suitable ship length of 1550 nm, over a distance of
Is chosen for cable laying. It is 20O km without repeaters.
fitted out with the appropriate
containers (Fig. 7), such as the A further important consideration is
measuring equipment, cable and the reliability of the transmission
protector containers, and the re- equipment. Obviously, the cost or re-
quired laying equipment. After a placing a , vodule in the cand-orsed
few days the ship is ready to sail. system, in terms of down-tm and expen-

On completion of cable laying, the diture of resources on repair, is only
ship is stripped down again and re- a fraction of the cost of repairing an
turned to its original purpose. underwater repeater.

The same applies to all repair work. In the near future, 300 km and more will
Specially developed grappling equip- be spanned without roreaters. If optical
ment goes on board the ship together repeaters are used, it will certainly
with the repair specialist, and the become possible to span 600 km, at a
cable is hauled up. It is repaired conservative estimate, without going
in the measuring container, which ashore. This is also the target of our
contains all the necessary apparatus offorts at present.
for cable repairs.
Fitg. 7 Proiect experience

Drawing of the ship with containers The MINISUB concept was horn in 19e6
(2 views out of optical fiber applications

in security systtms; first evaluation
modules were produced and the design
won ieveloped. In 19-17 the research
and development results for the cable
and protector became available, the
production parameters were finnlized,
and the laying hardware, included the
cable plow, was ready.

In order to clarify how all the ale-
ments of the system function under
practical conditions, a trial was

S, , .planned In Singapore between the
...... _____ _ - islands Pulau Ilantu and Pulau Sema-

kau. :'e chartered the supply ship- "--""Manntow in July l'J.7 and comrtenced
the trials. The results of laying

• ... .about 2 km of rI,.I.,Ul% cable with
protector and partly plovang-in tilecable were positive. Ant so it was

SW fsr lM"L decided to com plete tle range of
cablen and protectors, to adapt tile
plow and lnyinq facilities even
better to tile conditons riot with in
practice, and to plan a commercil

Transmission ecnuipment installation for ltJ ,.

The transtuission capacity of optical In Pay 1914P a contract was signeJ
fibers is limited by the presently with the Philippine Long Distance
available transmission equipments, which Telephone Company (PLi)T) to link
have been operating reliably on overland Irqao on the island of Cebu with
lines at 2 bit/s to 565 bit/s. In the lumaguete on the island of l:egros
case of unregenerated transmission, the byy a four-fiber 1-1I'TSUii cable over
maximum range is the most important fea- a distance of about %3 km. The
ture. This is determind by: preliminary work on orcranizinq the

project fid Lequn in :brch h9 and
o the fiber attenuation the laying task was completed by

ctober 19. ;Lhen this paper is pro-
o the transmit power of the DFB (distri- sented, the first anniversary of

buted feedback) laser and successful operation of the 14u-
-uwt/s system in I + 1 configuration

o the sensitivity of the receive diode, will have been celei~ratcd ( ig. ).
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Fig. 6
PHI MINISUB route Argoo-DUaguete
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-A ONK-IIUtQi)NKD-F1I*3t $,1lMARINE. CARiJ CO#4PO0l1ii OF~

1*30'TICA.Y COATfi3) FJHVR 14I111OWS INSP~~ii INTO SI.OTS

Nobuyukt YOSIIIYAWA, Youbiaki MIYA3114A and Yutaka KATS iY

HTT TRANSMISSION SYSfli4 IAIOATONIFES

TOKIc-MIUA. 111AI-KI*4, 319-11, JAPAN

Lr XC itIn the rormer half or this manuscript,
A carbon coated filter with 6.2kcr we report, recent technicail progress lit

failure strength Is obtainedi for Lte carbon coated fifber. Tito two main problems
first time. Also. a direcit-core-monitoring Meolved bov havr e thea~rcs exmie ahnc
rusion splicing method for carbon coated sle.W ecietepoesb hc
fibers Is developed. Sliniicant problems we solved these problems. Conseeuntly, no
are solved and carbon coated fiber Is significanit tachnlwml problem remain for

provn pactia~yappiicale. on- carbon coated iir and It Is now readyproven" pactiall typplifcbarine n- for practIcal applIcatlon.th atirpt
"equetla newtyrbof cobatdrles iabl In the latter halr or ti aueltprnopoe andrveed. rbo c iber Is we p~rop~ose a new submarine cable structuresroos cabl ro orpeaedstm. This1e hlo which fully uttii.e thle advaitttices orseamele sfrotre is-roeaLied y. Thil carbon coated fiber. The cable structureuimlen #ute 18tae rofl b herm ticly Is desgined ror a shallow sea non-repentedcoted~n fie advatnKtS or testsotiel System. tt Is a far simpler and morecoated fibLured cabl i reor tet o Lt economical cabl e than% conventional cab) ex.

t Ical ond mechanical properties. X.Rcn-rgoaI abnca.die
1. Introduction Theo initial railure strength of carbon

Carbon Is believed to be anl excellent; coated fiber is low. rangig from Oiftw)
caindidat~e as a hermetic coating material, to Sir' i", whereas that or conventional
Thle use or carbon coating oi op-ca on-hermetic fiber is creater than Gkgf.

fibes cal cra~lYImprve fber Therefore, we must carcfully handle tile
filailt ber ca revtin bIpoe r chibera carbon coatoct fiber dtrur spliecing to

relibilty y prveningbothmecanial. Avoid fiber railure cauised by Lte low mi-fatiue and hydrogeon Induced loss lin- tn te~h oevr ~cc-ocrae""'" The coain sp~eed or toitsrngth r reo v iier, ietcore-carbon onl fiber hins been Inecasedi to0 a beoniorin fuse ion sliin ecaipejnt-arate sufficient for commercial uset'i ben wiey d i bn submainK ca oi nt-l fbeCarbon coatedit fiber hans been proposedl for 1g n abncaigo h ie
use In harsh environments such as under p~reven~t, a moitoin of the fiber core.
the sen where the fiber Must wi thstLand Wei eaine andii rolem both the above
higxh strain levels over long periods of probxamsndadsovdbt.tl bv
time. However, carbon coated fiber has prbes
niot been used p~ractically because some 2.1 nmimai strom Lb in 3rovematRt ofproblems remain. The Initial strength of carbon coat d fibercarbon coated fiber hins been lower than -

thait of conventional fiber. Also. Lte ru- Titoe main factors causing11 Strengthsion sjplicingi characteristics of carbon
coated fiber remain unclear. Ths degradation have niot been, reported. lit or-
problems must be solved before thle fr~er (fibr to mitany facto lirs suh carbon ne
can be adopted for practical use. From the cluraeristnyfatcsca carbonthcnsadC)
point of view of cable structure design- caatrsis abntikes n V
ing, thle conventional submarine cable conditions, must be examined. 1'hi'; com-
structure Is designed to overcome Inherent PlexitY hans been p~reventing IMprovMezatS
weaknesses lin conventional fiber which do btwthnsarbon sWructurend coe arted fibe
not exist Ii carb~on coated fiber. There- btie abnSrcueadcne ie
fore, a new simplified structure that; strength. We supposed that amorphous

full u~llzs tie mny dvanage of carbont with a fine structure was necessary
caully cotiies thber mny bedaesge of to attixuat high strengtiil* amid so we ex-
caerbon coate fibrute esined.bat amined the surface or carbon coated oi)LI-
prooeende.tutuehsytbe cal fibers With a scanning tunnel micro-

scope ( STM ) to ascertain roughness.
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Test specimens were Cc-doped silica core 7~ 2 %/~
fibers for 1AX m use andI were carbon t=0/o
coated using an In-line chemical vapor ~
deposition I CVI) ) process. Figure I -~-Swrspi. (A)
shows typical surface images or carbon .

coated optical fibers measured by th 6
ST.M. There Is a clear difference between .C
the Images of samples (A) and (11). The I
STM can statistically evaluate the surface
roughness, which is determined by the
height from the minimum value. Measuring
acuracy is or the order of one no. The
measurad mean surra rousthnesses are 4 *
no and 611 no for samples (A) and (11) . z4-
respectively. Stapnrd deviations are I I
i and 27 nm, respectively. IA.

nirrarent carbon coated r Iberg were Sample (B
rabricated under difrerent. CVO) conditions 3 _
and the surface roushnesses were measured 1 5 10 50 100
w ith the STh4. Figure 2 shows the retation-
ship between the surface roughness and' Surface roughness (nin)
tensile failure strength or the fibers.
In the railure strength measurement, rir-
Leen specimens or one type or fiber Figure 2. Relationship between carbon
were tensile tested at room temperaiture surface roughness and railure strength.
and the average railure strength Is
plotted in Fig.2. The strain rate was
20%/min, and the gasie length was 3100 mm.. it Is. round that the strength ix loss than

4kxf when the roughness is greater than
SOna. its In sample (11). When the rough-

SAMPLE (A) ness Is less than Sno, the strength is
greater than Skgfr. ats in sample (A). Thuj
fact Iniateas that rougthness Is one as-
sontlai ractor. aitnough a rnt utirfuace
alone is not sufficient to prevent
strength degirnAdtion or the fiber result-

Soo Ing from carbon coating.
In order to rind other factors. we

600 prepared carbon coated fibers with dit-
0 rerent carbon thicknesses and measured

the Ir tensile strength. It Is round
400 that the strength is also dependent on the

o thickness, anud the strongest sample -(A)
0 ..... 0Is obtained when the thickness Is 35nm.

200 40When the thickness Is less than :I0nm, the
6100 oo 0strength Is low, which may lie because
(nm)water diffusion through the cairbon coating

causes strength degradation. When the
SAMPLE (B) thickness Is greater than 7Onm. the

strength Is also low.
Figure al shows the Weibuil distribution

or sample (A). The Weibul. plots of
sample (A) arc ]in a itraight line and
there Is no low strength distribution.

800 The failure strengthI at 50% fillure prob-
ability Is as high as 6.2kgr. This value

600 Is compatible with coniventionail silicat

400 Dynamic fastirtue tests were conducted
to obtain ni-values. Figure 4 shows theI0 oo relationship between the strain rate und

0 200 the failure strength or samples (A) and
400 60 (13). The strain rate was varied from I to

So0 100 %/min. In spite or the strain rate
(amn) change. the strength was necarly constant.

Theo n-value of sample (A) Is ats large as
070. Sample (A) also hins sufficient prac-
tical resistance to hydrogen. Optical

Figure 1. STM Images of carbon surfaces, loss at 1.24g m wavelength was stable for
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300 hours at 73t In hydrogen at a pres- 2.2 Diregc-core-monitortn fusion .nle~ing
sure of 1 atmosphere. of carbon €oated fibers

As a result, a hermetically coated
fiber whose Initial failure strength Is Direct-core-monitoring rusion splicing
compatible with conventional silica fiber equipment can Align opposing fiber cores
is obtained for the first time. and estimate splice losses by monitoring

the fiber core.'" Ilowever. ct.rhon coating
on the fiber prevents monitoring. Also,
the carbon will Invade the rusion spliced
points and may degrade both the splice
strength and reliability. Therefore, the

99.9 a, crbon coating must be removed before fu-
sion splicing. The carbon Is resistant to

99.0- 1%/m, both acid and alkali and cannot he
__ removed by chemical reaction. Also, It Is
9.0: L=300mm o Impossible to remove It muchanically
90.0 o without damaging the r~ber surface. To

o overcome these problam*, we developed a

o70.0 new way to remove the carbon coating by.opyrolysis. Two opposing carbon coated0 fibers were set between the electrodes or
50.0----------- direct-core -monitoring rusion splicing

a equipment. and the carbon coatings Around
o 30.0 -the splice points were removed by a

cleaning discharge. The cleanlng discharge2. 20. 0removes the carbon coa tings without dnmnK-
I Ing the fiber surfaces. Then. the fiber
cl cores can be monitored and fusion

spliced In the conventional way.
U. i6.10.0 The cleaning discharge conditions were

7.0- 6.2kg examined experimentally. Carbon coated7.0y ribers were rusion spliced with various
5.0-I discharre times and dlscharge currents.

SIr Figure 5 shows the experimental results

4.0 5.0 6.07.0 8.0 when the electrode gap Is ).Sm and the
fiber gap Is IlOP m. Region A In the

Failure strength (kgf) figure shows an area where the discharge
power Is low and the carbon coatings can
not be completely removed. In this region,

Figure 3. Welbull distribution of the the splice equipment could not Identify
failure strength of Sample (A). the fiber cores. In Region It. the fibers

0.9 20 - A

Sample (A) n'44670 F

-0... K 0 b b ,. 0 A AA
cc

9 0 0 01 AA A

,0.7 o o A

0 C

Logmo (B) n-,440 2.5tod gapl1.5 (mm)

a0 .5 1 0
-0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 10 102 101

Log (Strain rate (./rnin) ) Discharge time (ms)

Figure 5. Cleaning discharge power
Figure 4. Dynamic ratigue test results. dependence of splice characteristics.

A: carbon remained. B: carbon removed.
C: Fiber ends deformed.
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were effectively cleaned. In this area. 3. Daslan coOcoDtS and test results for
the averasc splice loss was 0.04dil for 20 sub-marine cable using carbon coatod ribers
samples of single-mode fibers for 1.3tt m
use. In Region C. the discharge power Is The development of a non-repeated sub-
too strong. This causes fiber-end defor- marine cpble with A larce number of opti-
ation which reduces the tensile str.ength cal fibers has become nucessary in order

at the splice point after fusion. to constrgct optical fiber links , ross a
Tho tensile sitrength of arc rusion channel. However. it is dirticuit to ac-

spliced carbon coated fibers was measured. commodate a hundred fibers In a conven-
Flgre 6 shows the Welbull distribution or Lional submarine cable structure" '  be-
the splice strength for fibers A. ., and cause a welded-pipe structure with a
C. A shows the results rot a fiber which large diameter can not resist required
Is fusion spliced with its carbon coat.lIg lateral pressure. Recent technical
In place. The average splice strength was progress in carbon coated fiber has made
as low as 0.3kcr. Carbon may Invade the It possible to design a new one-hundred-
fusion spliced points and miy degrade the fibcr submarlne cable with a compact and
splice strength. 0 shows reults for the economical structure. The desln Concer.ts
sae carbon coated fiber as A, but which and test results will be described In this
is fusion spliced after a eleaning dis- section.
charge. The average splice 9trenxth is as
high as O.Ckgr. this value Is compatible 3.1 ,Pesln conepts
with that for conventional silica fiber C.

As A result, ak rusion splicing sech- The advantages or carbon coated fiber
nique has been established for carbon from the viewpoint of submarine cable
coated fibers. design are summarized In Table 1. They

are:
a) Carbon coated fiber can withstand

99 hlith strain levels over long periods or
s *o Lime because Its n-value is greater than

S90- AA 200. whereas that or conventional silica[ -Fiber is 204'1. Figure 7 shows calculated70 [ / results fore .. /v r dependence on the n-
A B value, where . Is the fiber strain In

3 nrmr tlnaint and u. ix the Permanently
0 allowable fiber strain In a cadblef"V. For

o 20,conventional fiber. v p/a , Is about 4.
10 . 0 then a r must be less than 0.5% even If a

. is as high as 2%0111. For carbon coated
Z 5. 0 0 fiber. a ,.Iu . is close to 1. then v i can

. Gage length-300mm be as high as 0.9% when a . a 1.
strain rat*-lO%/rnin Consequently. a cable structure with both

low tensile rigidity and Initial
1 .. elongation Is an acceptable structure for
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 c4rbon coated fiber.

Splice strength (kgf) 0 For carbon coated fiber, the n-value
Is constant In wet conditions's' and

Figure 0. Welbull distribution or the permeation Is acceptable. Therefore. a
splice strength. A: carbon coated fiber simple LAP sheath structure Is sufficient.
spliced without a cleailng discharge. For silica fiber, the t-value decreases In
I: carbon coated fiber spliced after a wet condlitlonsk'' . Therefore, permeation
cleaninrg discharge. into the fiber from the sea must be
C: conventional silica fiber.

Table I Advantages or a submarine cable using carbon coated fibers

_________________ JCarbon coated fiber Conventional fiber

Allowable $train 0.9% for 1% proofed O.5% for 2% proored

Humidity permeation Acceptable Not acceptable
( Strength reduces )

Cable materials Any Special materials
( Fre frot hydrogen

IVatertlghtness ot essential Essential
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prevented by adopting a wolded metal pipe
structure with no pin-holes. 3.1 Nw cable strMUcture

0 Carbon coated fiber Is resistant to A one-hundred-riber cable Is designed
hydrogen, therefore any economical cable taking advantag~e or the carhon coated
materials are acceptable. On the other fiber pro;ptrtles listed In Table 1. Cable
hand, silica fiber Is very sensitive to spec ric tlons are listed in Table .
hydrogen and cable materials such as togetter with that or a eonventional
tension members and riling compounds must submartne cable. This Is a shallow se
be carefully selected so that they will cable for a non-repeaLed system. The

not generate hydrogen during the ltretime cable structure cnn he made especially
of the cable.#") simple in this case because electrical

power supply Is not required. The cross
) For a subLlrine cable using carbon section or the new cable is shown in Fig.

coated fibers. watertightness Is not 8. Armoring wires can he Incorporated
essential and a simple cable structure acoding cto need. Carbon coated fiber

similar to that of a land cable Is ribbons are packed into slots arranged
applicable. On the other h4nd, helically on a polyethylene rod-with a
watertig, .ness Is essential for center steel wire. A LAP tape sheath is
submarine cables using silica fibers. When extruded over the slot. For conventionkiX
the cable Is damaged on the sea bottom, submarine cable structure. a high-
sea water penetrates Into the pressure ensiletigidity. composI te-steel-
resistant metal pipe. Then, hydrogen is strands-and-elded-metnl-pipa strt~cture Is
generated due to metal corrosion and indispensable'?). The new cable enabled
optical loss Increases drastically. Also. drastic cost savln by eliminating the
fiber strength degrades In wet conditions. composite structure without d0Kradlng
Therefore. the cable must be carefully
manufactured in order to completely fill
the air spaces with rilling compoundli"0 .  LAPw

1Ft =99.9%"A
4 _.. 20years __4_4,

a, I

I a

(A) New Cable Structure

10 20 100 1000 Ceh.t Io, w,,3jA

/UTelW. Mel *"

Figure 7. ./a dependence on n-value. /

Table 2 cable spealtcwoms

Now cable Convontluthal

Fiblr 100 4O 0,.:8 Fibcr Unn
Allowable 500. 8000C

depth 24m

SysLOt non-repoated repeated (13) Conventional Cable Structure

Diameter 180a 24ma
Weight 0.3&jx/m 1. Ikxm Figure 8. "'.ss seCtions or (A) new and
___i____t _.3__/m____i__I (8) conventIonal submarine optical fiber

cable.
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reliability. The new cable con accommodateo"
25 fiber ribbons each containing 4*ribcrs.
The now cable structure Is simple and cc____________

economical. The advantages or the #lot0. V
structure with fiber ribbons Include Fiber length 300moi
great compactness. sul-abllity ror high- 0___________
speed ioass production. ease or rilter -- ~ *''* 0
Identltlcittion and simultaneous most;

spicig Ma. 4ss splicing Is Important 0.6 -.
fr submarine cnbles with -large numbers C Cable length 150m
or ribers. This Is because It allows a 1t
broken cable to be repaired within 24 .
hours. which ts necossa.'y because ti-' sa 0.4
Condition Is unstable.

M-tot-XSO t U.0.2

One kilometer or the new cable was
manuractured anit the cable chatracteristics0
wert examined. Single-mode c'tical fibers 0 100 200 300 400 500
for 1.3# a use were used :n the cable.
convenltional. silica riber ribbons and Cable tension (kgf)
carbon coated fiber ribbons were packed
into silots rot compairison. Figure 10. Tensile test results or the

Optical losses at each stage or the nlow cable.
manuracturing process were measured. The
losses remained unchanged during the
tabling process at both- 1.3 m aand l.55ju m0.
wavelangths as vhown In Pt g.D.0.

A tensile test wroi conducted using a Cable lenth 200rn
150 a length or Lte cable. The cable E MAX.
tension dep, ndence or the cable strain wasAV
m easured by monitoring the phasie shift 4:, 0.6 MIN.
change or the optical pulses. InI this cc
test. riber ends were fixed to the cable
ends. Figure 10 shows the test results
together with optical loss changes dute to g0.4 -l3a
s1tratchinc. The residual fiber strain -

arter O.5% elongation was about 0O~ , 00%5
This strain value Is rat smaller than the ------- - ---------

08 12 Fibers MAX. 0

ECable longth=l kmn AV. 0 10 20 30 40 50
0.6% M.N. Hydraulic pressure (atm)

0.4 - A 1.3/Am Figure il.iiydraulic pressure test results.

A =1.55jurn allowable permanent strain or carbon
.~0.2- coated fiber. The loss changes were less

than the measuring accuracy:±- 0.01dB.o Optical loss changes due to hydraulic
01 pressure were measured. A 200m length or

a b C dthe cable was set in at pressure vessel
with the ends out or the vessel and
hydraulic pressure was applied. Ani 800mProcess fiber loop was made by splicing ribers and
the wavelength dependence or the optical

Figue 9 Optcallosss i cabing losses was measured at Oatm . 25atm and
Figre .Ot~cl lsse incab~ng 5Oatm. Figure 11 shows the experimental

process. a: carbon coated fiber. b:riber results. Optical losses were stable at
ribbon. C: slot dt: cable both 1.3g m and 1.55p m wavelengths.
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OpLtil loss clianges due to water
panotration war* masured. rie steel 4. Conchislon
wire InI the center or Uhe cattle ndt Lim
ataIlimin taple or tile LAPI slath1 were Now LachitoiogIos ror carblon coat-ed
connected electrically and Uhe cable was op)Iti~ ribere tire deaveoped for the rlrsL
set [in a preswure vessel. Water at aI timo. Thipy are;
pressure or 50 atmospliaras was a~pplied to (D A hermt~cally coatd fiber Is
Lte Vessel nd L10 temsperature was ottiied whiose intuil rnillure stranirth it,
maitntainedi at 3oc . rte wavacicnsth COtI).Lpatd wIth Coniventionlal 4.ilica
dependeance or opticai losses were measured filter.
after I monthi. For conventional slien 0Z A 411rct-cor-monitorins; rusion
fiber, Itydroigen Induced optical loss spliciing mothiod for cairbon coated fiber is
Increase wats detccted of; shownl InI iis.2 developed.
For carbon conat Niber, Uhe waveloit Ilased oil tis teclitileal progress.
dopandonice or rhoe optical losses was caribon Conai fibor shiows great p)OteLntil
IdeonticAl to thlaLt beore thet water for practical application. Consequently.
pene0trationl Last. Theo hydrogen resistance CD A 'tow typec or suibarines cabtle
of the carbon coated fibters Is proved Its contalinlus otte hutndred carbon coated
praCtil conitions011. rPilars is4 proposed amid developed.

Futrthermnore, 8411eeZI11 tests . beall.11 'lte ritvotiaes or hiermetOically coated
tests, lateral pressnt; tests idt termal fiber war. exawmiredi nd rully ItLII?.ed IIn
tostVs wore conducted. *,rie test results tire Uhe cable. Tli ew coble eillObs mny
su1mminrizad InI Table .3 and prove the advalitagas Includins; hitgh-reliabIllty,
excellent performance a', Uhe cable. conctness, case or ribecr 1idenvricatlon,

sila!tanleonls Mass spi Icing1 anid drastic
cost saving. Test results revoaled
excellent opti cal anld MOChan I 1cal

7 itroparti lo; and demonstLraLtd Lte
50 111" possibility for praictical application III

6 .30t mon-raeated submaurine systems.
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Figure 12. Optical losses
after water penetration.
The cable remained under Table Test. resultLs
water for I niontli. _______ _______

Cunditlon Loss change

Squeezing CiIH,. 150m Tension 400kgf (*0O.01dB
Curved guide radius 300m.
3 Lines

Handing Bar diameter 100.. (*.03dB
10 Limes

P~ressing 500kg/50mm (*h0. 0 1dB

Temperature -20 to 40'C (*10.01(18
10003 fiber loop
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POST-MORTEM FAILURE ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL FIBER CABLES

H.H. Yuce, A. DeVito, C. J. Wieczorek W.T. Anderson, J.P. Varachi, Jr., PE.

Bell Communications Research

Morristown, New Jersey 07960.1910

AMBY strength reductions. In addition, such flaws can actually

Increase in size duo to stress Induced reactions with chemical

'7his paper do eutn:ts dimc diflerent post.mon rm analyses or species In the environmenl, a ptocoss known as static latliguo.

optical fiber cables dat caused sy stm allures. I rirt case w, Some investigators have shown that fiber strength can

on an optical fiber cable that contained fiber brnaks. Exaination or decrease with no applied stress If soaked In higher

u fiber coating and fracture surfaces revealed that the ndechanlsm temperature v.ater and some common chemicals. 1,2 There are

for these low strength fiber braiks was most probably surfacc numerous opportunities to generate flaws during the

damages introduced during the fiber drawing process. The second manufacture of glass fibers especially during the drawing and
analysis documents a scrvice failure caused by a combination of fim coating operations. 3 Further reduction of fiber strength may

dmage arid a ver cold tenicraturc. icb examination revild dtat occur during cabling, deploying, or handling such as splicing
the cxtreme heat had no only caused extensh danug to the or connectorization. 4,5
external duct and cable sheath but also core componcis of the
optical fiber cable. Although the buffer tubes were deformcd, the The long term reliability of the communication mdia is

fibers kept their mechanical integrity. The last cue was an ln teriat the con medi s
examination of an optical cable which failcd in an above ground citical in assuring the long term performance of such
closure. ihe cablc failure was caused by a combination ofa broken systems ove ther design ifotimes. In addition, as optical

central strength member and low tcmperatures. fibers are introduced for newer applications and often
harsher environments (from long distance transmission to

subscriber loops and customer promises Installations), it is

Important to understand phenomena which can degrade their

1.0 INTRODUCTION performance, as well as explore moans by which those
degradation elfoacts can be overcome.

In a relatively short time, Mber optic technoloy has made

rapid strides from a state of sheer laboratory curiosity to a

multitude of technically and economically successful Today, the maximum age of Installed cables are: 10 years for

commercial systoms extending to all major areas of multimode ( 6 years average) and 5 years for single mode

communication', -tnsors, and signal processing applications. (2-3 years average). At the end of 1988, there wore 4.7

Optical " ,nlificant advantages for point to point Million-fiber km (95% interoffice, 5% feeder) in the

commtt .., ;omparod to metallic media. These advantages ground. At first glance, 2 to 10 years of experience with this

include large bandwidth, low transmission losses, a physically now optical medium may seem reassuring, but we have grat

small cross section, and freedom from electromagnetic expectations for the longevity of cables. Because the cost of

Interference. The large communication capacity of an optical installing and splicing these cables may approach or exceed the

fiber cable carries with It a concomitant requirement for high cost of the cable itself, an expectation of a 40 year service life

reliability. The mechanical reliability of such a cable and is not unreasonable. Our limited experience with optical

fiber depends upon the stresses and the environment to which cables does not yet support this expectation. As with any new

the fibers are exposed. Althougii glass fibers are inherently technology, each field failure presents us with an opportunity

very strong, the presence of small flaws can lead to large to learn unanticipated modes of failure, and hopefully, the
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study of such failures may ultimately lead to Improvemenis In during the removal process. Our Initial findings matched the

Owber and cable design and testing. Information received from the field which Indicated that a
break In fiber 15 caused the system faflure.

To date, approximately 1900 fiber outages have been reported
6 to Belieoe, and most of these were caused by d;gups or Upon completion of all tho Initial measurements which located

natural calastrophes. However, the xecise cause of many of the fiber beaks, the authors examined the cables further to

these outages could not be determined. Occasionally, when the determine, If possible, the causes for the fiber failures. The

cause of an outage Is not understood, Bellcore Is asked to location of each fiber breaK was determined from each end of

investigate. We have studied the cable or fiber remnants from the sample cable and comparing the added length to the length

25 field failures to date. Some of these cases can be of an unbroken reference fiber and the length determined from

summarized as: the cable footage markings. The cable was cut 30 meters

" Broken fibers during Installation beyond the break, and measurements were taken to reverify

" Broken fibers after Installation (cables and splice cases) the precision of the OTDR by measuring the actual length of

" Fire damage removed cable. Using the footage markings, the cabl* was cut

" Lightning damage to cables (both In duct and directly buried) approximately 7 meters beyond the cable break. A helium noon

-Steam damage laser was connected to fiber 15 In order to assist in locating

" Hydrogen In submarine cable 7,1 the break. AN sheath and core wrap over the fibers wore
" Jacket failure during Installation removed In short pieces until the fiber break was dearly

In this paper, we present several "post mortai" analyses In observed by the pxesence of the laser light. The end faces of the

detail and describe what we have learned from them. fibers were approximately 118 Inch apart. The fibers were

removed from thi cable and upon further examination It was

2,0 BROKEN FIBERS AFTER INSTALLATION roted that the coating on fiber 15 appeared to have
disintegrated. An examination of the sheath and core materials

2.1 Introduction in the area of the break did not Indicate any defects which may

In October 1984, a 16 fiber optical cable was Installed in a have caused the fiber break.

1114 inch Inner duct, In an underground conduit syste.n. The
cable which ccnnected two central offices was 15,326 feet In During the cable examination a sheath repair, approximately

length and had been placed In one continuous piece In 8 11116 Inches in diameter and 7 1/2 Inches long, was

separate pulling operations utilizing seven *figuro eights'. The discovered. The region of the Jacket that had been repaired was

cable was shipped with one broken fiber. Alter installation, examined, and It was noled that there was an area 1/8 inch x

splicing, and testing four additional broken fibers were 114 Inch that was void of Jacket material, exposing the

detected. Four transposition splices were made to recover four corrugated armor. A section of cable approximately 10 feet
of the fibers. In August 1988, an increase in "tenualion In long was removed for further anafysis, which will be

one fiber in this cable caused a system failure. When the presented later in Sec. 2.3.1.

system failure occurred, transmission was switched to a

protection fiber, which was the last available good fiber In the An attempt was now made to locate the defect In fiber 12. The

cable. As a result, two replacement cable sections were process described above was employed and it was observed

Installed to replace the portion of the cable containing the that fiber 12 was broken with the end faces separated by

transposition splices. In November 1988, the defective cable approximately 1/8 Inch. The sheath and core components weru

sections containing the broken fibers were shipped to Intact and did not contribute to the fiber break. Fiber 12 was

Bellcore's facility in Morristown, N.J. so that the authors removed from the cable and initial examination revealed no

could condu-t a post.mortem examination, unusual bubbles or other coating defects as had been noled on

fiber 15. The second cable sample containing the break in
2.2 Initial Inspection fiber 10 was located and the fiber was exposed following the

A high resolution OTDR was used to observe the condition of procedure outlined above. After gaining access to fiber 10. it

each fiber and to verify that no additional damage had occurred was observed that here again, the fiber was broker with its
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end faces separated by approximatoiy 118 inch. An from the gas pressure and the remaining Jacket material
examina on of the cable showed no Imperfections which may contracted and adhered to the armor when it cooled.

have contributed to the fibr failure.

2.3.2 Fiber Analysis
2.3 Failure Analysis of Cable and Fibers 2.3.2.1 Experimental Procedure
2.3.1 Cable Analysis In order to identify the failure mechanisms Of the broken
The cable sheath damage area was examined to delermine the fibers, five different types of tests were performed:

cause of the Jacket fahure. Tie cable sample was Fraqranhk Anrlyl_. Both faces of the broken fibers

systematically dissected to ascae1in the effect of the Jacket (fibers 10, 12, and 15) were examined under a scanning
failure on the cable core, and to resolve any connection with electron microscope. The protective polymer coating on the
the failure of fber 15, 28 feet from this point. The breach In fibers was removed in the .inity of the break by using
the cable Jacket was oval in configuration and measured chemical stripping. The fiber ends were carefully cleaned by
approximately 118 x 114 inch (see figure 1), The corrugated soaking the fibers in acetone for a short period of time to
armor was visible and the polymer coating on the armor, was remove dir and cable filling compound. The fracture surfaces
for the most part absent. were coated with a gold deposit of 10.20 angstroms thick, and

then examined under a scanning electron microscope. Any
The absence of corrosion on the unprotected armor can be particles or inclusions present on the fracture surface were
attrlbuted to the excelent field repair of the cable. The Jacket identified with the help of energy dispersion x.ray analysis.
In the are around the hole had a sheen typical of tv, befved Wjli. AalysIs - In order to Identify defects on the coating,
on Jadt specimens that were subjected to tensile and *he fibers were examined under a stereo miroscope.
elongation testing. The Inside of the Jacket did not show any LInimie Tentil. Sttength. The strength tests were performed
inperfections except for the hole. Examination of the armor on a screw driven universal tensile testing machine with a
revealed that the armor was spliced, and the splice was almost measurement accuracy of 10.1 N. in a laboratory
directly berr ith the Jacket hole. The armo' splice was envikonment of 22" C 120 C and relative humidity of 45%
mechanically Intact, and it appeared to have been fabricated :L5%. Samples were griped on 10 cm (4 Inches) diameter
following good commercial practice. The corrugations did not capstans covered with a soft elastomeric sleeve. Masking tape

show any Imperfections, and as expected: the polymer coating was used to hold the fiber samples securely on the capstans.

In the splice area was not on the armor because it was Tensile strength was determined at a strain rate of 5%"mlt..
removed in preparation for welding. The cable was not with a gage length of 50 cm (19.6 Inches).

stretched beyond the point of recovery in the area of Interest. Two.nognt Bonding Stronth Dynamic). Using the dynamic
This was verified by a measurement comparison of the two.point bending method 9 (see figure 2) fiber strength was
corrugation pitch in the section examined with another section measured. This technique Is especially useful If there is a
of the cable. The core components and fibers were not damaged problem In handling the fiber, for example, when the coating
which indicated that the break of fiber 15 was Independent of is defective or damaged. The test consists of bending a fiber
the Jacket defect, sample 180' between two parallel Jaws which are diven at

such a velocity that the stress rate at the tip of the fiber bend
Based on the visual exanination oi .to hole in the jacket and remains constant. The fiber is bent to a continuously smaller

the absence of any markings on the exposed armor, It Is highly radius until it eventually fractures, and by measuring Jaw
unlikely that the jacket hole was made during cable separation at the instant of fracture, the fiber strength can be
Installation. In the authors' opinion, the hole In the Jacket Is determined.

not the result of installation damage, but a manufacturing Stdping T. The stripping force of the coating was
defect. One possible scenario Is that the splced armor was measured using a commercial stripping tool mounted on a
cleaned with a solvent prior to joining, and the residual screw driven universal tensile testing machine. The gage
solvent left on the armor vaporized when the extruded hot length of the stripped section was 3 cm (1.2 Inches) and the
polyethylene came in ccntacl with the armor. The vapor was test was conducted at the rate of 50.8 cm/min (20
trapped between the armor and the jacket. The Jacket ruptured inches/min).
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2.3.3 Results and Discussion Because fiber 15 exhibited coating problems and there was a
Fibo 10, which failed at sheath footage marker 9415, was defet In the cable Jacket 28 feet away from the failure point,
€aefuv y examined wound the breakage area. The coating further Investigations were conducted on fibers In the same
showed no sign of damage or defect. Based on It fractographic unit (unit 4) of sample one. between sheath footage markets

analysis 10 (see figure 3), this fiber failed at 27,000 psi. As 12977 and 13260. The fibers in this uni are designated as
seen In Nure 3. there ae a couple of possible locations fibers 13, 14, 15, and 16. The typo of tests that were
where a flaw could have started. Fiber 12, which faied at conducted on all four fibers are summarized In Table 1.
sheath footage marker 12072, was examined around the Figure 7 shows the strp test results for these four fibers
breakage area under a stereo microscope. The coating did not between sheath footage markers 12994 and 12996. Fiber 15

show any sign of defects or damage. Based on the fractographic had a 33% lower stripping force compared to frber 13 and a
analysis of fer 12 (shown In figure 4), it failed at 32,000 42% reduction compared to fiber 14. As mentioned earlier,

psi. The boundaries of the miror or mist region we shaped in this location is 4 feet away from the beakage point, where
the form of a circular arc 1 I. The flaw where the fracture fiber 15 had defects n the coatig. Rgue a summarizes the
originated is located at the center of this Imaginary arc, as stripping lest results for fiber 15 at 7 different locations,

seen in gur 4. Based on the scanning electron microscope between sheath footage markers 1297 and 13260, including
analysis, the cause of this low strength failure was probably the area of defective coating. The dynamic tensile lest results

due to an abrasive surface scratch. The surface of the for all fibers are summarized in figure 9. As summarized in
preform or the fiber may have bon scratched by contact with Table I strength test results for fiber 15 do not cover the
other surfaces, e.g., the top seat, the bottom furnace door or defective coating area. As shown in figure 6, coating
the coating applicator. Sometimes small fiber fragments can Irregularities made It Impossible to grip the samples around

be left In the coating applicator during starl.up operation; the capstans. Therefore, tensile strength tests could not be
these fragments can subsequently scratch the fiber. A severe conducted at the defect.ve cotling zone. Within the sheath
abrasion against the bottom furnace door can cause the fiber to footage markers that the fibers from the same unit were
have extremely low strength. Some of the factors which can tested, fiber 15 showed the lowest mean strength. There ere
contribute to surface scratches of this type are poor preform three mechanisms which can lower the fiber strength: (a)
handling and transport procedures, crookod p(elorms, lower adhesion between gtass fiber and coating; (b) higher
Improper preform centering, and poor fiber draw tower water permeation (even though atl four fibers have exactly
atignmont. the same coating, different colors o- dying procedure could

affect the coating propeflies); (c) different preform. The
Fiber 15, which failed at sheath footage marker 13000, was two.point bending test was done at the defective coating

examined around the breakage area under a stereo microscope. location (sheath footage markers 12996 through 13007) and
Between sheath footage markers 12993 and 13007 coating non.dofective zone (around sheath footage marker 13260).
defects were observed as shown in figures 5.6. Within this The results are summarized in figure 10. Since effective gage
14 foot distance, fiber 15 had apparent!-, experienced length Is only 0.5 mm (0.02 Inches), the probability of
difficulties in the coating Ppplication procedure. Figure 5 measuring a fiber sample containing a flaw is very small and
shows the physical evidence of irregularities in the thickness consequently the results tend to be uniform and unimodal as
of the coating. In this figure fiber 14 Is also shown for was the case in the non-defective coating area (see figure 10).
comparison. This fiber was In the same cable unit with fiber The blmodal distribution of strength In the defective coating
15 and did not have any sign of defects within the length of zone was due to: a) the glass fiber exposed to the

fiber that was analyzed. In some areas of fiber 15 the coating environment and probably damaged after it was manufactured
thickness Is so thin that the glass fiber is directly exposed to (during handling, shipping, cabling, etc.) and/or b) lack of
the environment (figure 6). Eccentrcity of the coating can coating protection which will accelerate crack growth during

also be observed In figure 6. At many locations bubbles were testing. Both ends of the fractured fiber 15 were examined in
observed in the coating and in some cases these bubbles caused a scanning electron microscope. The fracture surfaces did not

local holes in the coating. show any 'mist" and 'hackle* regions. All of the surface was
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a mirr area which was due to a very low strength failume. A Since this cable carried a large amount of traffic inclukdng a
Ifrctwe below 24,500 psi ( for 125 pm glass diameter) wil number of special cuits, there was concern that an abrupt
be mostly the mirror area and will not display other features, failure caused by the rite could have been disastrous, and a
Since this failure happened 47 months after the fiber was put better understanding of why the cable faied some two weeks
Into servkic, it Appe l that a low stress static ati3u after the first damage was desired. The cable was housed In a
mechan sm was the main reason of is failure. In figure 1i, heavy cemert*coatd popr conduit which was damaged but
potsble flaw starting zones can be seen from a different angle. mostly Intact. Inside the conduit was polyethylene Innerduct,
Fowe I asc shows the damaged iber surface which was which had been heated sufficiently by the fie to deorm. Some
probably caused during manufacturing as expla!nhd for fiber sections of tle corrugated cable sheath could be soon exposed
12, of by handling of the fiber in preparation for cabling through gaps in the conduit and the innerducl and cable sheath.
because of defective coating. The external examination indicated that the cable exterior had

been extensively damaged by the ire over opproximately a 20

fIRI OAMAQ loot section. The restoration had been performed between an

existing spice point in a manhole several hundred feet north
3.1 Introduction of the bridge and another point, which was not orgnally a
In this case several weeks prior to the failure, a section of a spice point, several hundred feet south of the bridge.

fiber optic cable was damaged by a fire. A combination of fire
damage and a very cold night led to the ultimate system failure. 3.2 Initial Inspection

The cable route was almost exclusively In duct and connected A short wavelength (850 nm) OTOR was used because of Its

the downtown central office with a suburban office. The very high resotut;on (appoximately 10 meters). A launch

section of the cable which the operating company determined spool of approximately I km of sInglemode fiber was spliced

to have caused the failure was suspended under a bridge which betwoen the OTDR and the test fiber. All eight fibers were

crossed railroad tracks. This eight fiber cable carried one measured from the north end of the cable. AN eight were

working system, using fibers I and 2, with a one-to-one continuous between the two ends, and the cable section was
protection provided on Miors u and 4. Fibers 5 and 6 were measred to be approximately 530 meters long. Seven of the

unused, and fibers 7 and 8 continued to another town with eight fibers demonstrated Increased attenuation In the vicinity

protection provided on another route. On the evening of of the fIre damage, with the 850 nm attenuation Increases

December 17, a small frame building close to the tracks and ranging between 2 and 3 dB. The eighth fiber had no Increased
very close to the bridge caught fire and burned to the ground. attenuation In the vicinity of the fire damage.

This fire lead to Immediate trouble reports for many of the
circuits carried by plastic insulated copper cables, which The damaged cable was receivel In Morristown in late

were placed immedialoly adjacent to the fiber cable, but the February 1988. The cable was transported on a reel, and OTDR
fiber cable continued to function during and after the rire. On measurements were taken. All fibers were continuous, and the

the evening of December 30, which was reportedly one of the attenuation Increases duo to the fire damage ranged from 0 to 3

coldest nights of the winter to that point, the working 405 dB. Once OTOR measurements had confirmed that no additional

Mbit system on fibers 1 and 2 switched to protect. Seruce was damage has resulted from the removal and transportation of
transferred to fibers 5 and 6 at that lime. On the evening of the cable, the 13 motor damaged section was dissected. The
January 7, which was also very cold, the protect circuit on high density Innerduct had melted and bonded to the cable
fibers 3 and 4 went out, and several hours !ator the system on sheath over most of this length and was extremely difficult to
fibers 7 and 8 also failed. That evening, an emergency remove. Considering this, It was decided to examine smaller
restoration was performed by splicing in a temporary cable sections of the cable. Three one foot sections were removed one
section which was placed on top of the bridge in a plastic from each end and the midd;a of damage area. The following is
conduit. A permanent restoration had been planned since the a discussion of what was observed as a result of the
fire, involving a now and somewhat longer route which did rot examination of the cores of each one of the samples.

use this bridge.
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3.3 Failure Analysis of Cable and Fibers core, It was observed that the filler tubes had softened and

3.3.1 Cable Analysis flowed In this sample also. Examination of the buffer lubos

lAgui. revealed that ahhough they appeared to be in original

Upon examination of sample #I, it was noted that the cable's condition, the Inner nylon Jacket had cristallized and become

outer Jacket and the high densy Innerduct had moled together hard similar to what was observed In sampla a . The "fat

and became one. The filter tubes had also flowed, and an spots that had bean observed In sample #I were not noted

examination of the samples crosssection raveald that the here. The f(lers were easily removed from the buffer tubes

steel ctlral strength member had migrated down and was and appeared to be In original condition.

resting upon the corrugated stel armor (See Figure 12). The saDigfLI1

complete removal of the cable sample from the Innerduct, at The hIal cable sample was removed and examined. Upon

this point, would be impossible. The only way to examine any Inspection, no damage to the outer sheath was noted and all

damage which may have occurred to the core components was to cable Identification and length markings werQ In original

remove the steel central strength member, via the sample condition. The Inner jacket was removed and examined. The

end, then carefully remove both the blue and orange buffer flooding compound remained Intact and the steel armor

tubes using the same lechnique. This was successfully retained its original appearance. The Inner Jackel also retained

accompished. The buffer tubes were removed Intact and the Its original appearance with no evidence of softening. The
fibers were extracted. Upon examination a fibers appeared buffer tubes appeared to have retained their original

to be In good condition, maintaining original appearance In appearance but upon further Investigaton It was noted that the

both coating and color. It should be noted that al fibers were jacket on the steel central strength member had softened and

easily removed from the buffer tubes. Examination of the started to flow causing the buffer tubes to adhere to t. It

buffer tubas revealed that, although the outside polymer should be noted that the buffer tubes were not doformed at this

material had maintained its original appearance, the Inner point along the span of cable. Examination of the buffer tubes

nylon Jacket of the buffer tubes had crystallized and become found that just as In samples # and #2. the Inner nylon

hard because of the exposure to the heat. The buffer tubes jacket had crystallized and become hard. No "flar spots were

contained 'flat' spots along their length which prompted noted as in sample #1. The Ibors were easily removed from

further examination, After further Investigation It was the tubes and appeared to have retained their original

concluded that the *fa spots, which occurred along the appearance.

length of buffer tube, were caused by the softening of the cable

core components during the fire, resulting In their gradual After thoroughly examining the cable samples, it Is our

downward movement, thereby exerting pressure on the tubes opinion that the Increases In attenuation that caused the system

by the steel central strength member. failure are directly linked to the flat' spots that were

Sobserved In the buffer tubes taken from sample #t. When the
This sample appeared to have been exposed to slightly lower materials In the cable core began to flow, as a resut of the

temperatures. Only a portion of the outer sheath had flowed extreme heal, the movement of these components caused

and adhered to the nnerducl. The entire cable sheath and pressure to be applied to the buffer tubes. The pressure

Innerduct had not become one as In the previous sample. One applied by the stool central strength member directly over the

half of the innerduct was cut away to expose the cable and It buffer tubes was the main cause of the deformation. Once the

was Immediately noted that the cable Identification and length source of heat (the fire) was removed, the Inner nylon Jacket

markings were unchanged In their appearance. The outer of the buffer tubes crystallized. This process caused the Inside

sheath of sample #2 was removed, followed by the stool diameter of the buffer tubes to decrease. The extreme cold

armor. Due to the effects of the extreme heat It appeared that temperatures on the night of the* Jlure caused the entire cable

the Inner jacket had softened and adhered to the stool armor In structure to contract, applying additional pressures to the

spots and had also split becausct of the flowing of the jacket constricted buffer tubes, thereby Increasing the attenuation

around the ripcord. Also, because of the temperature and causing the systems to fail. Had the deformation of the

extremes, the kovlar layer adhered to the Inside of the Inner buffer tubes not occurred, this cable may have survived the

jacket preventing Its easy removal. After exposing the cable effects of the fire.
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3.1.2 Fiber Analysis A 300 m reel of restoration cable was spliced to unused fibers
Considering the massive extent of the damage, a very extensiva so that a Short wavelength multimodo OTOR could bter

mechanial analysis, as explalned In section 23.2.1, was resolve the fault, and It was found that the fault was within 2
conducted on fiber samples which were recovered frmn the m of the splice. 10 m of cable past the splice was cut out and
burned cable. Both glass liber and coating were stil In good respliced, which eliminated the fault.

cordti. No considerable degraation on fiber strength could

be observed. 4.2 Failure Analysis of Cable and Fibers
Approximately two feet of sheath was removed between the 12

3.2 Discussionis to 14 foot marks to expose the cable core, and a broken central

The mode of failure obsevoed here (during a period of strength member was found. The cable was loose tube design.

extremely low temperature, long atier damage had occurred) A 2 mm diameter fiberglass reinforced epoxy rod Is used as a
has been observed in several other post.mortem analyses. central merr.ber to resist buckling when the cable Is bent. The

Oplical cables can be damaged In ways which are not cable core Is surrounded by a layer of fiberglass and Kevlawf
Immediately apparent, the systems continua to function and and an inner Jacket of polyethylene, which in turn Is

no large attenuation Increases can be found. However, surrounded by another layer of Keovrt' and an outer

extremely low temperatures can greatly magnify the effects of polyethylene Jacket.

the damage and lead to system failure. Considering this

delayed mode of failure. It should be noted that an attenuation Prior to physical examination, a HeNe laser was used to lest

measurement Is not always a reliable indicator of th presence the continuity of the fibers, AN 12 fibers were continuous.

of sufficient damage to the cable to cause future problems. and no high loss regions were found. The sample was too shor

for accurate attenuation measurements to be made.
4.0 CFNTRAL STRENGTH MEMBER FAILURE IN CABLE

An additional section of sheath was removed for a distance of
4.1 Introduction approximately 2 meters on either side of the damaged point.
In this case, the cable route between two towns was directly No other damage was observed. The unit tubes, stranding lay,

buriled. The cable was Installed In August 1987 and was and central member and fibers were in good condition except

carrying one working system with protection. On an early for the short damaged section Identified initially. Upon

morning in January 1988, the workiNg system switched to unstranding the core to reveal the condition of the central

protect. A Central Office technician transferred the working member, It was observed that the two pieces of broken central

system to a spare fiber, and transmission was restored. The strength member had overlapped each other by 20 mm. See

temperature was reported lo be very low at the time of failure. Figure 13.

The following morning, a technician attempted to locate the 4.3 Discussons

fault. Using an OTDR, they found that the fault was at a point One possible cause to be Investigated is that the cable may have

2053 meters from the Central Office, which corresponded to a been bent to an excessively small diameter. However, there

splice point on the span records. Technicians then physically was no sign of small radius bending when the cable was

examined the splice point. The splice case was stored In an examined, so excessive bending Introduced when coiling the

above ground closure. Since the splicing operation was slack cable In the pedestal can be eliminated as a probable

performed in a splicing van, approximately 50 meters of slack cause. An undamaged section of the cable section of the sample

cable was also stored In the cabinet, and cable slack was coifed was bent In the laboratory In an attempt to reproduce the type

and secured to a bracket In the rear of the cabinet with cable of damage found. Two types of bends were Introduced. First,

damps. The splice case was opened and examined, and no the sample was bent over the comer of a bench to simulate the

problems were found. After the examination, the splice case type of damage which could have occurred If the loose inside

was closed and the high loss region (2.5 to 3 dB) was still end of the cable were excessively bent while the cable was still

present. on the reel. This might have happened during Installation If
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the end were loose durng the bwtlf. Second, the c€bff was 3. 0. KAh at a.;* Fiber Chractoi:aliton • M .chanicr;
bent by hand Into a small loop unti the caotal member failed. In Op,:k.Fkbr Tclvco rnmv€nlc:tnr (S. E. KUer and
In both cases, it was qu MC @ ctu'o btlo k the central A. G. Chynowith ad): Aqdmic Pre; 1079; 401.
member, and bond damneters of 0so o tout Inches were 4. W.R. Wagner: i Ffaclogapy of 0a sses and Coarm,
ypically rWed. The outer Jacket of the cable was alo quvt Advances in Ceramics 22: 108;389

not;ceariy buckled, whereas no noticeable buckino was 5. T. WAi at A: To be published In Procee-fs ot 3 5M1

obServed In the field. InxemionW WM'e and Cable Symrposum 1989.

6. R.A Connoly DOWe*ore, Rod Bank Now Jersey; private
The Increased attenuation at low temporaturo is explained by CoMMunicalos.
the brokon central me-tr. This memiet provides the on.'y 7. W.T. Anderon al at; Proceoens of 37 0 Intenational
s gniriclnl resistance to compressive loeding along the cable W',e and Cable Smposkm: 8Des: 1 88.
axes, significant conmprssive forces we generated by the 8. W.T Anderon t at.; To be putbCsiod In P10ceans of
contraction of the Jacket and unit tubes at low temperatures. 38M, InOnalon I'r atnd Cable Synposkrm ; 1989.
Howewae. central member failures ae very rate. The central 9. H.H. Yuco ea.; Pocie0dins olO0 S9: 21989: 44.
mener could have boon damaged peor to or during 10. S.T. Gultio at; *L. Proccoftgs o! 27 

" InOM16alon.11
manufacture, shilping, or Installation. a dama3ged o broken We nd Ca Syr;poslur :1978:342.
central merrbr would not be Immodately detected, and t the 1I. J.J. .echolsky. at al; CerAnm Dul V. 56. No 11:1977:
modertae temperature, experienced during manufacture and 1016.

Installation, the fault could pass undetectod. Since tho damage

Is so close to the terminus of the route, subtile damage could

not be d&isn uished from a nearby splice. but low
temperatures would Inctoase the atenuation of the damaged

section significantly and utimalely load to system failure.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

This paper prosents, In dolail, throe ".i '"rlom" analyos

out lof twenty rivo cases that the authors havo sludiod. Some of

titesp cases help to Identify modes of faituro which were not

anticipated earlor. In all three cases, initial OTDR readings

taken In the field Indicated that the fibers were functioning
proporly, only to fail sometoe later. Considering this

delayed mode of failure, It should be noted that an attenuation
measurement is not a reliable Indictr of the presence of
sufficient damage to the ciblo to cause future problems. I
physical damage occurs, it should be considered likely that the

cable wig fail when exposed to more severe environmental

conditions whether or not a measurnble attenuation Increase

Is observed at more moderate conditions. Experienced gained
from those studies Is providing valuable input to Belcoro's

generic requirements.

1. J.T. Krause;J. Non.ysalSo~ds3l; 1980;497. Figure 1, Sheath Lamgo at Sheath Footage Marker 13028

2. H.H.Yuce at al.; PmcoodingsofSPIE 992; 1988;211.
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Figure 12. End View ol Smplo #1*1

4 ,

Figure 11. Fractud e Sutfce of F r 15

Figure 13. Damage Section Unstranded

Fibers #13 #14 #15 #16
IA S. 0

Locations 5IN .

12971.0. 12915.0' x x x
12985.0' . 12917.0' x x x 2
12937.0' . 12939.0' x 2
1:99.0' - 12991.0' x x 2
12991.0' - 12994.0' x
12994.0' • 129960' x x xx
12996.0' - 13000.0' x 2 x

1300010' F^..)
13000.0' - 13012.0' x x
130120' 13021.' xx
13027.5' 13029.' x x x x
13028.' - 13034.0' x x x
13034.0' 13038.0' x x x
13031.0' - 1O3000' x x x
13040.0' . 13043.5' x x
13043.5 - 13045.0' x x xx
130t,' . 13048.0' x x 2
1304b.0' - 13050.0' x x x

132.50.0' - 13;58.(r 2 x
13258.0'- 13260.0' x x x x x x x
13260.0' - 13261.0 x

Table I. Locations and Test Typos for Four Fibers From Unit 4
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FIBPF. OPTIC CO,?HMCTOR CGEOThf TEsTA flJT.O

Zygmunt Pasturczyk, Benneot Wong. ond C,.stas Saravanos

1,RT1UM N TEItCOfl CANADA LIMITED, OPTICAL CABLE DIVISION
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, CANADA

A versatile test station for masuritg the A diagram of the ejuipmont setup in shown in Figure
geometrical parameters of fiber optic connector 1. Tie system wAS :.onscructed on an optical table
ferrules WAs develtped. Through the use of non in order to maint4in al ignment and to minimize
contacting optical methods, submicron measurement vibrations. A special holdi'r is used to hold Cte
accuracy and repeatability have been achieved. ferrule firmly in place for the measurement. This
Since close 4aCaching between ferrule and fiber holder WaS designed so that uniform radial pressure
diameters is essential to low-loss connectors. the is applied around the ferrule.
capabilities or this system have proven to be
Lndispensable for qualifying connector components A microscope lens located dLraccly in front of the
prior to assembly. farrule delivers a highly magnified image of the

fWriloa end-face to the CCD camera. Thte output of
the camera is fed into the video frame grabber
Iwhere it is digitized aid thean transferred to the

fliBOD Iol9II computer. A monitor connected to the frame grabber
is used to focus and align the image. The ferrule
end-face is illuminated through the lens using a

Low-loss fiber optic connectors require components fiber optic light bundle and a beam splitter. The
which are mAnufactured with submicron precision, camera, illumination optics, and microscope lens
The tize and shape of a connector ferrule may have are mounted as a single assembly on a micrometer-
significant Impact in tite resulting connector's driven translation stage.
performance. For single mode fibers, two
parameters which strongly influence connector loss
are axial offset and t.ngular misalignment. ITe
loss dependence in dB from these effects is &iven
by NOOffTTft______

A(d8) - 4.34 ((d/wo)4x nl w. #/.)%2

where d is the axial offset, 9 is the angular oe ' '
misalignment, net is the cladding index of -
refraction, w. the mode field radius, and 1 the
wavelength of operation. s nUC % T.{seu~s

To minimize the above losses, it is necessary to n Uz sprm
impose stringent controls on the dimensions of the 11o, OWE. zs /

connector. Three parameters of particular HOMKS % ..

importance are: (1) The concentricity of the -i CO

microhole with respect to the ferrule's outside A

diameter, (2) the angle of the microholo with ,I A
respect to ferrule axis, and (3) the inside A
diameter and ovality of tl microholo.
Conventional methods for measuring these parameters
are at best repeatable to only 0.5 pm. To meet the
demand for routine, submicron measurements, a new Figure 1. Fiber Optic Connector Geometry Test
test system was developed. This connector geometry Station.
test station has been used extensively for
screning connector parts prior to assembly into
connectorized fiber optic cables, and have Two slightly different equipment configurations are
contributed to a considerable reduction of the used to illuminate the microhole of the ferrule
average connector insertion loss. under test. The choice of Ullumination depends on

which parameter is to be mcasured. All attachments
were designed for quick removal and replacement at
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the back of the ferrul6. The simplest is a light This fiber Is hold in place by a fiber holder
source which projects a beam through the micrehole. located immediately behind the connector. Tito
Thte second illumination scheme involves a fibor otlu r end of the fiber is prepared And aligned to
holder and posirionar which is used to precisely the light source.
XanipUlate And placo an optical fiber inside the
ferrule. This fiber end is set at a slight angla Tite position of the camera stage is adjusted to
to the ferrule axis, Tito far and of the fiber is focus on the ferrule's end.face. sext, the fiber
coupled to a light source in order to illuminate and is brought to the same focus by adjusting its
its core. position at the fiber holder. The image obtained

at this point shows a brightly illuminated fiber
Operation of the frame grabber and pacing of the core area surrounded by a darker cladding region.
test sequence is controlled by the computer. The This imago can then be itead to determine the
custom software performs ll the necessary image coordinates of the core centcr. An in the previous
processing and data conversion of the end-face method, the ferrule is rotated by 1800 and a second
image to the required geometrical parameters. image is taken. The displacement of the fiber core

center as A result of rotating the ferrule gives
tho concentricity of the microholo.

HFASURFJ4ENT TCIIIOUES The angle of tha microholo with respect to the
ferrule axis is found by moving the fiber further
into the ferrule by 1.0 u. This is accomplished

Two different measurement techniques are supported by first moving the camera assembly stage away from
by the hardware described in the previous section. the ferrule by 1.0 om, then the fiber is driven
Each method is used for determining A different set toward the camera until the fiber end is again in
of connector parameters. In the first test, an focus. The high-magnification of the system's
empty ferrule is measured, while the second method optics has a sufficiently shallow depth of field so
involves placing a loose fiber inside th that focusing errors are in the order of a only a
microcapilary during the measurement, few tens of microns. Again, images of the fiber

end-face are taken with a 1800 rotatioLt between the
two samples. Displacement of the fiber core center

Connector Vith Emrpty Ferrule due to the rotation is calculated and the actual
ferrule conentrieity (found in the previous step)

This technique is used to measure the Inner is subtracted from the displacement. The residual
dlamec6 - and ovaltcy of a microhole, and its offset divided by the 1.0 = fiber protrusion gives
€oncentriclty with respect to the ferrulti axis. the tangent of twice tho icrohole angle.

With an empty connector ferrule mounted in the With this technique, a typical measurement of a
ferrule holder, the translation stage is adjusted microhole angle requires approximately 5 minutes.
to obtain a focused image of the end-face on the
camera. The end-face illumination is then removed
while the vicrohole of the ferrule is ILc through System Calibration
its back using the second light source. A bright
image of the hole at the end-face thus appears at There are two calibrations required for the test
the camera, sat. The first corrects for distortions introduced

by the optics and the CCD camera pixels. The
Analysis of a single image is sufficient to second calibration establishes the scaling of the
determine the mcrohole's diameter and ovality. imago as seen by the system. While the later is
However, in order to find the concentricity, the easily found by measuring an object of known
ferrule must be rotated 1800 and then a second dimensions, correcting for optir.al non-linearities
image taken. The location of the center of the requires characterizing the camera on a pixel
microhole is found for each of the two images, and level. As most CCD cameras contain over 200,000
the concentricity of the microhole is simply the pixels in the sensing area, a point-wiso
displacement between the two centers, calibration would be extremely inefficient.

Fortunately, the objects to be measured are all
Using this method, the concentricity error of a similar in size and shape, so only the regions
microhole can be measured in less titan 1 minute. around where the object will appear need to be
Its disadvantage is that it cannot provide any characterized. This can be accomFlished by
information regarding the angle of the mLcrohole measuring an object similar in size (such as a
with respect to ferrule axis. fiber) to a microhole and with a known ovalicy.

Connector With Loose Fibor
TEST RESULTS

This technique is useful for finding the microhole
angle with respect to ferrule axis.

The capabilities and limitations of the test
With the connector under test mounted firmly in the station were verified experimentally by measuring a
ferrule holder, one end of a stripped and cleaved small number of ferrules several times. The mean
single mode fiber is inserted into the microhole. and standard deviation were calculated for each
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ferrule separately, then a combined standard
dovlation was calculated for cach ferrule
parameter. These results are susamried in Table
I.

Parameter S.D. (IS)

Hicrohole Concentricity 0.05 Mm

Connector Conc~ntricity 0.03 Mi

Hicroholo Anglo 0.01 des #

Hicrohole Diameter 0.1 Ms

Microholo OvAlity 0.15

Zygmunt Pasturczyk received the H.Sc. degree in
Ferrule Len~th 1.0 tm physicu from the Warsaw Technical University in

1976. In 1977, at the Warsaw Technical University,
TABLE 1. Measurement Accuracy for Connector lie was engaged in optirl . waveguides and integrated
Geometry Test Station. optics research. lie joined SED Systems In 1982,

where he was Involved with optical instrumentation
for upper atmosphere research. Since 1988 he has

Concentricity results obtained for finished been A Research Scientist with Northern Telecom
connectors Are affected differently by the two cost Optical Cable Division, working in the development
methods described. In the case of the empty of fiber optics installation products.
ferrule, the primary source of error is the
Imperfections at the edge of tie microh le. With
the loose fiber method, errora can result from
interactions between the fiber And ferrule during
thle rotation.

CONCLUSION'l

A versatile test station for characterizing fiber--

optic connector geometric parameters has boon
developed. Based on non-contacting optical I
methods, the system is capable of testing microhole
concentricity, Angle, diameter, and ovaLty withsubmicron accuracy and precision.

Northern Telecom Canada Limited Bennett Wong was born in Hong Kong in 1956. Hie
Optical Cable Division received tle B.ASc. degree in electrical
P.O. Box 807 engineering from the University of British Columbia
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1980. From 1980 to 1984. he worked as a
Canada S7K 3L7 Development Engineer at Phillips Cables. Bennett

Joined the Optical Cable Division of Northern
Telecom in 1984, and is currently the Senior
Project Engineer in the Optical Fiber Testing
Development department.
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CORE FILLING ASSESSMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF FILLED

CABLES IN DUCT INSTALLATIONS

J, A. Olszewski and R. Rossi

General Cable Company
South Plainfield, N.J.

DIGEST: -r L(x) .IR/'Pwr----1
A study of a derived water propagation P(x) - P(o) a ....... (1)
model gor small bore tubes which utilized
an electrical transmission line analog, has where, in British units of lb, ft, and a,
shown that the water ingress failures in currently preferred by the industry
currently produced filled cables is caused L(x) - distance from input point x along
by a plastic flow of cable sheaths and, flow channel, ft
possibly, an inadequate design of the fill- P(o) - water input pressure, lb/ft2
ing compounds. High water pressures in- P(x) - water pressure2at point x along flow
volved in the underground onvironmsnt, channel, lb/ft
coupled with the existence of faults in the t Pw (since P(x) cannot extend beyond
polyethylene insulation, makes the use of water wavefront)
filled cables as a replacement for pressur- wf n water wavefront pressure, lb/ft
ized links in ducts highly questionable. r - inside radius of flow channel, ft

R - hydraulic resistance peg unit
INTRODUCTION: channel length lb.s/ft

t m time of water pressure application, s
It has been shown that water propagation
in a narrow channel, and its pressure, is Equation (1) can be used to yield the water
analogous to an electrical transmission pressure distribution along the channel
line and its potential distribution. The length, the time to traverse a given
derived equations are adapted herein to length, and therefore also the velocity of
water flow in imperfectly filled telephone the water wavefront.
cables, enabling estimates of the time to
failure versus the applied water pressure The hydraulic resistance R per unit length
and/or the cable length. These relation- is defined as
ships, when combined with an earlier work,
also allow predictions of the transmission P(o) - Pwf
degradation of repeater spans eaploying R ------ (2)
cables of a given filling compound type and Q L
process versus the service time of a de-
sired 40 years duration. The paper contains where, L - test length in flow test, ft
a few theoretical scenario examples and ang Q - flow rate in chanel length L,
proposes water penetration test criteria ft /A
which will yield results more applicable to
the practical service environment. In addi- while the pressure drop P(o) - P is given
tion, the work addresses a possible use of by Poiseuille's equation, since Vge values
filled cables in ducts, where water head of the estimated Reynolds numbers imply
pressures can be considerably higher than laminar flow in channel sizes and pressures
the 3 ft normally taken for buried instal- normally expected in the installed tele-
lations. The experimental evidence, how- phone cables, i.e.
ever, of the industry wide variation in the P P(o)
degree of cahle filling, combined with in - out - Pwf
insulation imperfections in the form of 8 Q L n
pin-holes, raises questions as to the wis- ........ (3)
dom of the placement of currently designed 4

filled cables in ducts.
where n = water viscosity

THEORY - WATER FLOW IN SMALL HORIZONTAL . .O02cP @568"F (or 2 95cP @ 72"F)
TUBES: = 2.093X10- , l1/ft 0 68"F in

British units
The work on the water propgation in small
-bore horizontal tubes' yielded the The flow rate Q is given by a classical
following relationships: relationship, namely
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Note: The above constants are: 28,315.85
Q = vA - - (4) cc/ft

.9982 water ,,
wnere v - water wavefront velocity at end density e 68.F(5)

of any given channel length L, 453.59 g/l 2
ft/s and 144 In /ft

and A - flow channel cross-section, ft2

The above figures attest to the severity of
and since s ~eit has been experimentally the underground environment, but the incen-
established ' that the flow rate Q'is in- tives for the use of filled cables are
versly proportional to the channel length many, the major being the lower maintenance
of interest L', cost and the elimination of capital outlay

for the construction of the pressure plant.
QL

Q - ------------ (5) It should be noted that the water pressures
V' acting on the cores of damaged installed

cables are essentially the same as those
Another form of the flow rate relationship acting on the outside of the cable sheaths.
for L u 3 ft, empirically established from Factory testing of short cable samples,
experiments on horizontal capillary tubes, however, consists of applying a given wa-
is of the following form: ter column height to the core with sheath

being at atmospheric pressure. This test
Q(3') a 2570 P(o) d 4 3  

, ft/s --------(6) proceedure, therefore, results in pressure
differences, departure from practical field

where d - 2r reality, and more pessimistic results, es-
pecially if

An additional fact of importance, indicated I. Polyethylene jacket is not bonded
by equation (1), is the direct proportion to shield or armor
between the water velocity v and the square ii. Test pressures are high
root of time t. iii. Test duration is long

iv. Test temperature is higher than
PRACTICAL FIELD WATER PRESSURES: that of operating environment

v. cable sample diameters are large
Superior performance of plastic insulated

filled telqp one cables in buried service In general, General Cable Company test data
environment'" has prompted the users to confirm the above. It appears that the
consider their suitability for pressurised jackets cold flow and balloon, creating
cable links, or in other words, their use water channels, enlarging built-in paths
in the ducts. Buried cables however, typi- due to imperfect filling. This issue has to
cally experience low water pressures since be addressed by the industry, or the test
they are installed at a 3 ft depth. Their data has to be put into a proper perspec-
testing at the cable manufacturing plants, tive, or new evaluation techniques will
designed for verification of the integrity have to be developed.
of the filling is, therefore, conducted
with a 3 ft water head pressure applied to BURIED CABLE AND WATER FLOW RESISTANCE
the end of a 3 ft cable sample length, with PARAMETERS:
the requirement that no water leakage
occurs for one hour of water pressure One of the most important and currently un-
application. Duct cables, on the other derrated parameters of the water flow re-
hand, are normally pressurize with dry air sistance in filled cables is the water flow
to 10 psig, butrking pressures of 6 to 8 rate Q at failure. Besides the time to
psig are common . Simple calculations of failure and the applied pressure, the flow
expected water pressures, in the two rate is determined by the channel size, and
operating environments discussed, show the thus in turn, the degree of cable core
following for standar01 68"F temperature: filling, or jacket expansion.

The flow rate in cc/hr, the units used by
Buried: 3 ft head = 3 (2t,36.85) the industry for three foot cable lengths,

x.9982/453.592  was empirically established in the experi-
= 186.95 lb/ ft mental work on miniature tubes, and based
- 1.30 psig on equation (61, is given by

Duct : 7 psig ave.- 7 (144) 2 1 1  4 3

- 1,008 b/ft Q(3) - 2.62X10 P(o) d cc/hr -- (6a)
- (3) 1,008/186.95
= 16.2 ft heal or, the equivalent flow channel diameter

10 psig max.= 1,440 lb/ft
= 23.1 ft head
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Utilizing the above, together with the ",.- - .- . , .
experience gained in currot cable testing
of three foot long cable samples under '...j J
three foot water head anl typical flow .'
rates at failure ranging from .001 to 10 " -
cc/hr, Table A below yields a rather infor-
matrye range of hypothetical flow resis-
tance parameters. .

Table I ,

Open Channel Water Plow Resistance Param- -, -
tars for 3 ft Length Under 3 ft Water -

Head Pressure

Q(31) d P(o)-P P R t 0 + 
1  

4 4 t 14 tO 4 30 f 34wf Pwr o 1 4 4 01 09
cc/hr ft lb/ft2  lb/f t2 lb.s/ft

6  hr Lowr"

---- -- ---- --- --- ---- - - ---- - - --- Figure 1
10. .001105 168.42 18.53 .572x109 .00441 open channel of Q(30) - I cc/hr at differ-
1. .0006460 144.18 42.77 4.899 "  .01373 ent times, ranging from 10 to 10 seconds.1 .0003778 123.25 63.70 41.88 "  05060 after the application of pressure..01 .0002209 105.45 81.50 358.3 " .1945 Observation of numerous cable samples in
.001 .0001292 90.11 96.84 3062. " .7624 production testing has shown that the flow
The values of Table I show that for a given rate at the moment of ftilure often de-Thevales f Tble1 sow hatfora gven creases almost instantaneously and in some
applied pressure, the higher the flow rate, cases st stple elysfo a c ns ecases stops completely for a considerable
the larger the channel size, the higher time. The peculiarity of this behavior is
the pressure differential between the input believed to be caused by the pressure drop
and the output, the lower the water at the output the instant the failure oc-
wavefront propagation pressure, the lower curs. This is then followed by a decrease
the hydraulic resistance, the shorter the in channel cross-section, or its complete
time to failure, and vice versa, closure, by the memory in the stressed
It should be noted that the failure times cable components, especially that of poly-ft shulenotedign tate ailureniesy ethylene jacket. It takes time to build up
for current design cables are considerably the pressure again at the failure end, iflonger than those computed in Table 1, as- it is closed, or to open up the flow chan-

suming the existence of flow channels. This nel. If, on the other hand, the channel at

leads to a conclusion that these cables the failure point remains partially open,

have either randomly interrupted channels, the failure tremins parta n ,
or no built-in channels. The degree of de- the pressure there will be lower than that

viaton btwen th prcticl wter en- just before the failure, and new flow con-viation between the practical water pen- ditions will eventually be established.
etration times and the theoretical results

also precludes, in most cases, the Water temperature is expected to have a
existence of non-linear continuous chan- measurable effect on the pressure gradient,
nels. Thus, the derived theoretical model flow rate, time to failure, etc. This is
per equation (1), or for that matter apparent from equation (3), where water
Poiseuille's law equation (3), developed viscosity parameter n is temperature
for open channels, have to be augmented by
the fact that the continuous channels in dependent. Higher temperature geographic
cable cores are being created on applica- regions will have somewhat more acute watercabe opressure. bflow problems than the cooler northern re-tl.on of pressure. les
This basically implies that the water gions.
wavefront propagation pressure inside the The most important parameter, from the
core, becomes a channel forming, or channel viewpoint of cable performance, is the time
boring pressure, and is higher than that to failure t, and is given by equation (1)
associated with the open channel. This or its rearrangement, that is:
takes time, as shown in Figure 1, espe-
cially if the distance between the flow R r2 L(x) 2

blocks and the pressure application point t = --------- 2 s (--------(la)
increases. It should be noted that Figure 1 [-ln P(x)/P(o)) Pwf
shows the pressure distribution along an

where at the time of failure P(x) = Pwf"
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Most of the flow parameters are interrela- with the exponent y = 1 when cable cores
ted, but certainly for a given cable quali- are poorly filled, and y > I and increasing
ty ane applied pressure, the time to fail- with improved core filling. In the latter

ure t is directly proportional to the cable case, y attains a maximum value when the

length squared. In other words, doubling wavefront propagation pressure P q ap-

the length will quadruple the time to fail- proaches the value of P(o) for P(o) <
ure, and so on. P'(o), or when Pw' approaches the value of

At first glance equation (la) appears to P'(o) for P'(o) < P(o).
have an error, inasmuch as the failure time
is shown to be also directly proportional The value of the wavefront propagation
to the square of the flow channel's pressure is critically important. P /P(o)
equivalent radius r. This is not so, as the ratio >1, or at least tending to uniy, is

channel radius has a larger effect on the most desirable for any value of P(o). The

hydraulic resistance R and the wavefront importance of this relationship is depicted
pressure P f. Figures of Table I confirm in Figure 2; the higher the Pwf/P(o) the
this assertion. longer is the time to failure. However,

The effect of another test variable, the although theoretically ratios of P /P(O)
apphed presuretPon ontth ie toe 1 are possible, in which case t1ig cable
applied pressure P(o), on the time to should never fail, in practice this appears
failure, is more complex, but can be to be valid only at the start, since the
determined from equation ( ta). In general time of the pressure application con-
though, it can be stated that higher tinuously reduces this ratio to less than
pressures will reduce the failure times, unity through cold flow of the filler and
provided that no shifts of filler mass take the cable sheath. The whole issue of water
place. The theory suggests the following penetration failures appears to reduce to
relationship: that of time under pressure.

P y The above statements, of course, are not
- ------------------- (7) meant to imply the unimportance of a high

(7)) degree of cable core filling. Well filled
IP(o) I cores will tend to have smaller flow chan-

where P(o) -applied reference pressure nels, and in turn, higher required
eP(o) a applied pressuref wavefront pressures for slower water pen-

and P(o) applied pressure o nterest etration. What is questioned, is the abil-
ity of current design cables to block water
ingress at high field pressures.

i t 
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Analysis of plots in Figure 2, representing _
the predicted performance of current design :
filled cables for buried use, and taking I°
into account the fact that 3 ft long " iD, , ,-
samples of these cables under a 3 ft water jLWLA 'It N44"~' ",

head (1.30 psig) fail on the average after '"0 ' It'~ ?
about 50 hours, the typical theoretical wa- ,, ......
tar propagation pressure P, is 1.24 to
1.30 pig. This curiously "narrow range i;
seems to confirm earlier statements on the
importance of time. The plots also suggest
a high spread in time to failure, which is
supported by the test data. loxA
Another source of sample to sample failure NZZ
time scatter is shown by the plots of -i,,
Figure 3, that is, when small errors are , S 1 .
made in the prescribed test pressure. For.. V
example, when a 3 ft sample is tested at a \ ' ; rt t
3 ft high water head (1.30 psig) and the to , j ' 1
propagation pressure is 1.15 psig, such

sample will theoretically fail at best at- qiLA ~'j .i
ter 1.5 hours, but when P(o) is mistakenly li- I- I 1
set at 10% higher value, and 1.15 psig re- " ill
mains the channel forming pressure, the
sample will be expected to fail after about
0.48 hours. On the other hand, 10% lower - .:';: -
than 1.30 psig nominal test pressure, could R,
be expected to produce a failure after -

about 85 hours. Similarly, at P - 0.90 ,
psig, the corresponding theoretica failure '
times become only 0.22, 0.13 and 0.42 hours l1 2-
respectively. ,oow..... , ...

The above estimates do not take into ,IM w,,alt r

account so far undetermined jacket Figure 4
expansion rates.

The parameter of hydraulic resistance R was water at room temperature - see Figure 5
introduced as a convenience and in order to taken from reference 6 - the predicted mu-
avoid the need to use water physical pro- tual capacitance changes in duct cables
perties, such as surface tension. Its va- after 40 years of service will be as shown
lue, per equation (la), is directly propor- in Figure 6, for 12, 18 and 24 water head
tional to failure time. It determines the pressures and the most immune filling com-
rate of exponential decay of pressure along pound labeled Q9. Its absorption of water
the cable. was found to be similar to that of ETPR

compound.
FILLED CABLE FOR DUCT INSTALLATIONS:

Given the scenario described in the preced- 1 | 1 "-h , ---
ing section the increase in pressure fromt. t i i ,.- , .
186.9 lb/ft , applicable to buried cable, ,t i!t ,
to 12000 lb/ft , or as high as 1,400 ' -

spells out problems unless the water entry ~~'~
lb/f t , applicable to underground cables, .. rj t ti*';

is quickly detected and the fault is-s
repaired. High strength cable sheath and / i, ,l '
highly compacted filling free of voids with i - - y '- ' 'i
properly designed filler, are the keys to 1 1I'' - ht
success. The current technology filled '., L.'# t  1pt!-t t .... .
cables in duct installations, even if made I - ' . .. .
under %he greatest of care, will allow - ...
water entry into their cores as projected {i:til t
in Figure 4, for a 40 year span of service. j ., lt , t .,I 1 , I
Combini the above with earlier determined - - -.-

changes in I kHz mutual capacitance ver- U, u
sus time for a variety of filled cables w.,0, L-,1$." .".. 61 .,oo, ..
with 1/4" diameter holes in their sheaths,
1 ft apart, and each rotated 90 degrees Figure 5
from the preceding, that were immersed in
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The expected increases in mutual capaci- 3. Current filled cables typically have no
tance were estimated at 8%, which trans- contineous open channels, although core
lates to about 4% increase in voice fro- wrap and/or shield-armor tape overlaps
quency attenuation, and roughly about the remain the weaknesses of the design.
same per cent increase in T-carrier 4. The water penetration failures of filled
attenuation, as the presence of water in telephone cables appear to be those of time
the core is not expected to affect the at a given pressure. The cable sheaths
dissipation factor at high carrier cold flow and balloon and, with time, water
frequencies. channels are created.
The water entry into the long lengths of 5. High spread in sample to sample failure
duct cable links however, will expose time of reasonably well filled cables is
insulation faults, and therefore will theoretically due to small deviations in
result in low resistances to ground, high channel producing pressure. Small errors in
crosstalk, shorts and in time open-circuits setting the test pressure also contribute
due to the corrosion of conductors. As an to the failure time variability.
example, a 7,000 ft repeater span length 6. While damaged buried filled cables,
employing 3,000 pair, No. 26 AWG, foam-skin typically operating under a 3 ft water head
insulated cable with one insulation fault pressure, can be penetrated by water for a
(pin-hole) per 40,000 ft minimum of conduc- few hundred feet within their 40 year
tor, can possibly end up with 7(3,000)2/40 service life, the filled duct cables, even
- 1,050 uninterrupted circuits at the end of most careful manufacture, operating at

up to 24 ft water head pressure, can be
too penetrated by water for distances in excess4 ~ ii ~of a typical PCN carrier repeater span. The

! presence of insulation faults precludes the
•*i .. use of current design filled cables in the

! underground environment.
St 7. Currently employed cable sheaths in

.| d ..... 'filled cables appear to be the weakest link
requiring correction, but also a possible

,*, need for redesign of the fillin4 compounds
j ,i ' f[fj 2 t .;h cannot be discounted.
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ST.DMM AND STATIC FATIGUE Or OiTICAl, rIDIIS AT DlrrERtr T W wlmJ1t

Dipak R. Bicvas

specTran Corporation Sturbrlidge, mh 01566

Optical fiber coatings play an important 2009C. A new polymer for fibers based
role in fiber strength, static fatigue, 1,2
attenuation and perforance at different on ladkr siloxane polymer (LSF)
temperatures. Various coatings are demonstrating good heat resistant prop-avadiverse alications. o ertles has been shown to perform quite

single coating Is available to fulfill well above 2004C exposure. Polyimide
the requirements. The major function of coating on optical fiber, however, can
a coating is to protect the glass sur- withstand temperature up to 350C.
face from external abrasion and environ- Research work Is continuing for the
went, and to preserve strength. The development of polymers capable of
polymeric coatings such as ultraviolet withstanding temperatures of nearly
cured epoxy acrylate, silicones and 4000C. Currently, for temperature ap-
polyimides are commonly used. The plications greater than 3509C, metallic
operating temperatures of the above coated fibers are being used. Aluminum
coatings are 80C, 2006C and 3000C coating on fiber can withstand tempera-
respectively. ror even higher tempera- tures up to 500 C whateas gold coated
tures, metallic coated fibers are being fibers can withstand 9000C. Investi a-
considered. The strength and fatigue of tin Is ongoing for copper and nic el
high temperature coated fibers such as coatings for possible higher temperature
silicone, polylide and aluminum are applications. The purpose of this paper
discussed. is to present strength and fatigue data

on fibers coated with silicone and
aluinum, together with recent experi-
mental data on high temperature strength
of polyimide coated fibers.

1. Introduction

There is considerable interest in high
temperature coatings for the automobile
and aircraft industries. ost standard 2. Experimental Procedure
telecommunication optical fiber uses
ultraviolet (UV) cured epoxy acrylate
coatings. The maximum safe operating The fibers used in this study were drawn
temperature is nearly 1000C, but for ap- from a silica preform to a diameter of
plications which require temperatures in 140pm and were coated with a polymide
excess of 1000C, there are various coating to 170pm. 2T1e coating was ap-
polymeric and metallic coatings plied by dip coating and cured thermal-
available. Silicone coatings are exten- ly. Dynamic tensill strength was deter-
sively used for optical fiber ground mined at rooA temperature and at 3006C
wire which experiences ambient in air. 0.7m gage length with a strain
temperatures above 1000C. Silicone rate of 4/minute was used to measure
coated fibers can be used safely up to the strengths. Mandrel testing of

polyimide coated fibers is continuing in
water at O0C.
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3. Results and Discustsions coated fiber has an excellent static
A. silicone co-ated k-cal fati!"u resistance at high temperature

fibers apiation$ In a4difrn
experiment, Cuellar at. aI. performed
the static fatigue experiment on sili-
cone coated fibers by using a two-point

"le deteroination of strength of bend apparatus. Aroximately six Inch
silicone coated optical fiber by using long, large core M1rs (4801mu core/625im

dnmc tensile testing Is quito clod) were placed In a two-point bending
dfcutas the polymer Is soft and fixture, the fixtuce wes submerged In

difficult to grip. In addition, the water at SOC eNO th, time to failure
cosating ixtretches considerably durin monitored. Figure 2 shows the static
tenile testing. therefore, mandrelI fatigue data for silicone coated fibers
testing and t'.o-point bend testing &re coiVared with uv-accylate coated fibers.
beirg used to generate atat!c and A significant impro-iment in static
dynamic fatigue data at different, fatigue resistance was observed In
temperatures. silicone coated fiber compared to

A 40)m ilicn* oate 50125^graedacrylate coated fiber In water at 8S0C.

Index fibers was used by Nocde et.al. 3 to STNAIN.PIRCIENT
generate static fatigue data at room
temprature, 1500C, 2204C and, 3004C. ;2 2 2o '
The fibers were wrapped on different 'IN
size Rendrels, placed in an oven an the
time to failure recorded. A plot of
time to failure vs strength Is shown In
Figure 1. -1 ~WK
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Table I. Dynamic Tensile Strength
of PoiycAide Coated Fibers

p. Dynamic Tensile strength

St. \ * %.
IC) ax. in ned Dva. 'A

loom Temp 683.1 412.2 632.8 63

'400 694.1 33",. 1 613.5 99 06

It alupears that t)l strength does not . , , ,
i rae when testing was performed at 03 . , 1.1. .1.
300C. Static fatigue testing in water ,o i, ,. , W to ,' 10, o',
at 80'C is underway. preliminary .10cIloRC t$CC)
results indicate that the n.- value is
above 30 which indicates that the
pol imld coated fibers are quite Figure 3. Static fatigue data of
resistant to slow crack growth or static Ahuinum coated fibers at high
fatigue comred to uv-acrylate coated temperatures (Ref 6).
fibers.

It was found that aluminum coated fibers
had sufficient lifetime at 350'C.

C. Aluminum Coated Optical Fibers At higher temperatures and under the
service loading condition, aluminum

For applications that are in excess of coating degraded due to creep
3500C, matallic coated fibers are pre- pliereimenon.
ferred. Aluminum coating on optIc 1
fibers is extensively studied."'.
Aluminum coating on optical fibers can 4. Summar And Conclusions
be applied byth dip coating process.
rinnow et.al.- studed the fatigue Wien optical fibers are used in an
of 110p diameter silica fibers with 15 environment exceeding l0"'C, uv-cured
. 20km thick aluminum coating. Both epoxy acrylate coatings are not
dynamic and static fatigue resultia were preferred. Silicone, ladder siloxane
reported. The average strength of polymer and polyimIde coatings are
aluminum coated fiber was 520 Kpsi at generally used from 2000C to 350'C.
4/Inute strain rate. The dynamic since the silicone coating is very soft,
tensile strength did not change with it is difficult to determine the
different strain rates indicating a high accurate strength by tensile testing.
fatigue resistance. In static fatigue Strength and fatigue of silicone coated
measurement, it was reported thAt fibers can be determined by two-oInt
aluminum coated fibers can survive five banding and mandrel testing. Silicone
orders of magnitude higher than coated fibers rhow an excellent fatigue
conventional polymer coated optical resistance in 'ater at 804C and also at
fibers. 100 to 3001c. The polyimide coated

fiber, in cc'trast, is hard and has a
Tanaka et.al. reported the static slic); appearance. It can retain its
fatigue data of aluminum coated optical original strength when exposed to 3000C.
fibers at high temperatures up to 4001C. The preliminary static fatigue data for
The static fatigue results are shown in polylmide coated fiber showd a good
Flgure 3, fatigue resistance in water at 808C.

For higher temperature applications,
metal coated fibers are being used.
Aluminum coated fiber has a strength of
nearly 500 IKpsi at room temperature.
The coated fiber showed excellent
fatigue performances at room temperature
and at high temperatures. Thus, the
different high temperature co±,tings on
fiber are showing good performances at
their application temperatures. More
data is needed for a reliable lifetime
prediction of these high temperature
coated fibers.
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11101 SVINMb' s FATIGMJ RESISTA , SINGUMM MIMIC, FIRM.

Wril tNIQUE 71IIN IIMO COTItGS FOR SP1IA/SEV 1-I APPLICh{S

B. J. Skutnik, M. 1. Ilkoge, a. P. Clarkin

En3ign-Dickford Optics Corony, Avon, CT 06001

Abstract in previous reports 2A-8 , iCS fibers were shown
to have high strength and excellent static/dYnaMc

The enhanced mechanical properties of fibers with fatigue resistance in high humidity and water en-
silica core and thin, bonded, hard polymeric clad- viron ents, especially at elevated temperatures.
ding have been well documented over the past six Their in:enqitivity to mointuro exposure, even at
years. These step-index large core fibers, however, moderate stroeses prior to testing, exemplify their
are bandwidth limited and are not suitable for sys- enhanced reliability.
ten with high data rates or long lemgths. This
paper deacribes the extension of this technology to The overall strength and fatigue properties of
coat all-silica, multicomponent singlemode fibers IKS fibers ar 1e8 to the passivating nature of the
during the draw process. The resulting fibers can hard cladding . It was designed to bond to the
be proof tested at very high levels, have high pristine freshly drawn silica surface and has loi:
Woibull strength and slope parameters, and are water aboorption and low water vapor permeability
highly fatigue resistant. te coating has little properties. It deactivates (passivates) the silica
measurable effect on the basic attenuation or micro- surface and over time protects silica fiber core
bond induced attenuation of the singlemode fiber. from attack by moisture. These fibers do not -
These coated fibers represent a true "new genera- hibit zero-stre= aging degradatit. of strength
tion" In singlem We fiber technology. With their high initial strenith and with moderate

but very predictable fatigue resistance, lieS fibers
Summ.,ry have been shown to behave more reliably tha. t

currently available hermetic optical fibers''.In arlier work llard Clad Silica (IK. ;) optical

fibers have been slown to have high strength and to More recently the 9S techno! yl as been ex-
be highly fatigue resistant in moist or wet environ- tend to all-silica typ fibrs , where the
mnt3. Recent tests, described here, -have proven coating does not need to serve as a cladding. The
that ICS technology can be extended to all silica iprovements in strength, fatigue resistance and
optical fibers Including singlemodo fibers. This reliability for the all-silica fibers are essen-
demonstrates that the reliability, survivability of tially the same as the IICS optical fibers. A new
singlemode fiber Is enhanced by employing lieS tech- singlemode fiber (SMW) structure has been developed
nology. Singlemro fiber lengths of >10 km have with enhanced reliability. A thin, hard, adhesive,
been achieved at ptr*C( tont levels of400 ksi (2.76 polymeric coating Is placed between the silica
CPa). Coarb.ned with their ugh Weibull strength, cladding and the usual combination buffer coating.
•.700 ksi, slope, m >50, and good fatigue resistance, See Figure 1.
N ,26, these fibers are strong candidates for all
high reliability, high strength, long-haul appli- Tis paper presents results on the properties of
cation; e.g. fiber guided missiles, tethers and sub- this new %IF and compares them with results for
scriber loop applications. commercially available SMFs. Dynamic strength,

fatiguet resistance, including zero-stress aging in
Introduction boiling water and extensive long gage dynamic test-

ing are used to illustrate the reliability of this
In recent years the reliability of optical fibers new fiber. Proof testing at high stresses, up to

has become of great concern due to military, medical 400 ksi (2.76 GPa), has yielded long lengths of
and other specialty high performance applications, failure free fiber.
With the nearing promise of fiber-to-the-home and
its inherent requirements for a robust optical Ex..rimental Details
fiber, the telcom market has cane to value stronger,
more fatigue resistant fibers, too. The VP fibers were drawn using a conventional

1 ,2  silica fiber draw tower. The fiber was drawn di-
The original ICS optical fibers were designed 2  tectly from preforms which yielded the standard

to be strong, relatively insensitive to environ- 8/125 core/clad silica dimensions. When employed,
mental conditions and easily terminated 3 . These the proprietary hard polymer was applied via a
fibers have high values for initial strength and specially designed applicator and delivery system.
Weibull slope. Typical man strengths are above 780 The polymer was cured on-line and the ftber pre-
ksi (5.4 GPa) and "mN" values range from 6 to >>100. vented from solid contact until the coating was

fully cured.
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All fibers had a comon DeSoto uv-curable acry- when the results of off-line proof testing are
late single buffer coating applied and cured on- presented.
line using standard application and cue equipment.

The preform used to produce the fibers with and
Dynamic tensile strength testing was performed without the iIcS coating speared to have some in-

using a universal tensile testing m-hine with spe- ternal flaws, which were thought to lead to the ra-
cially designed grips for optical fiber. Test sidual lower strength tail observed in Figures 2
samples vere tested at ambient conditions - 23'C, and 3. A mere carefulq selected preform was ob-
'6St MI - with a 9 Peter gage length and 0.9 Voec tained and drawn into another tICS coated SMF.
(5 /min) strain rate. Typically 20 satoles were Approximately 1.2 km of this fiber was cut up into
tested per sample fiber, except for the special ex- 100 -llim samples, randomixed In sets of 20, and the
periment where 100 samplas were tested. dynamic strength tested with 9 meter gage lengths.

The results of this exp~rimnt are given in Figure
Static fatigue testing was performed via the 4. This is a fascinating and unusual plot. Not

mandrel wrap technique9 o . In this technique -1.1 only are all the failure strengths above 600 ksi
meters of fiber are wrapped around mandrels of under a nodrately slow (StI/min) strain rate in a
various diameters. The diamters oE the mandrel highly humid environment (65% Ni), but also there
and of the silica Eiber determine the stress the is no low strength tail in this specific fiber lot,
fiber experiencesl . Fiber samples wrapped on the We thus confirmed the Initial auspicion that for a
mandrels were immersed in ambient water. The time good preform the ICS coated SW can have a unirodal
to the first break (failure) was measured. The Woibull plot with a high median strength even under
mandrel sizes were selected to yield failure times adverse, though realistic, environmentalconditIons.
covering 4 to 6 orders of magnitude. The result also predicts a higher pcobability of

long length high strength fibers.
7 evaluate the effects of zero-stress aging,

sections of fiber were exposed to boiling water Fatigue/Z ro-Stress Aging
for 24 hours and then -1.1 meter samples prepared
on appropriate mandrel sizes. The wrapped aged It should be noted that for the dynamic strength
samples were iinmrsed in ambient water and their testing reported in Figures 2-4, the gage ,ength
failure tmes measured. (9m) is long and the strain rate (0.lr/s., S/min)

Is moderately slow. In the high humidity of the
Dynamic Strength test environment, sufficient time is thus available

for fatigue to occur. The fatigue behavior of the
7b demonstrate the strength enhancement, single- new SMF structure Is the other significant advan-

mode fibers were drawn from a single preform with tage it has over conventional Di?.
and without the ICS-type coating. All fibers had
standard buffer coatings on them. The results are The fatigue behavior of the new IcS coated Stf
shown in Figure 2. The ultimate strength is and that of conventional SMF was measured. The re-
slightly higher for the coated samples, but much sults for fiber samples tested in amzent water are
more significantly, the low values in the tail so- given in Figure 5, where the Charles" power law
tion are greatly shifted to higher strengths. plot is employed. Also plo ted in this figure are

the results for fibers subjected to 24 hours of
Since the developmet of the tiCS-type coating zero-stress aging in boiling water.

for SW is still in its start-up period, a oom-
parison of standard HiCS fiber strength and the ICS First, the conventional &Mr is weaker but its
coated SM? will illustrate the level of strength initial fatigue, slope for filled squares line, is
enhancement that can be expectcd in the future. quite similar to that of the new tICS SMul. After
This is done in Figure 3. The dtandard tiCS fiber aging, however, the conventional fiber has signi-
has a slightly higher mean strength, and even more ficantly lost scrength and fatigue resistance.
significantly, a single line describes its Welbull
plot, i.e. it doesn't display a low strength tail On the other hand, the new ICS-type fiber shows
like the SM? fiber. This is Important for rell- no discernable difference in its strength or
ability prediction as is discussed later. fatigue behavior. The importance of this result

is that it predicts no transition in their static
In this figure the strength measurements for one fatigue behavior for the new 11CS SW? but does in-

of the best commercial telcom SMF fibers is also dicate one for the conventional W, which will
plotted. The silica diameters for all three fibers occur at indeterminate times at different opera-
are nominally the same, 125p. The two ICS coated tional te:operatires1 l .

fibers were proof tested at 100 ksi (0.69 GPa),
while the commriejal fiber was probably proof tested mre concretely, after zero-stress aging in
at 50 ksi (0.35 Va). he two IHCS coated fibers boiling water for 24 hours, the conventional (com-
have higher mean strengths than the commercial mercial) fibers break in <1 sec at stresses above
fiber. While the 1CS coated plot does cross the 290 ksi (2.0 GPa), while the n.w tCS-type fibers
ccwmercial SW] plot, the former has a much higher would still have expected lifetimes at 290 ksi
strength tail which tightens up rather than spread- stress of >9 years, or about 108 times longer. The
ing out at the lowest failure strengths. This consequences on fiber reliability are thus great.
feature predicts a better probability of high
strength for long lengths. This is verified later Proof lesting
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To confirm the strength results and to deml- restrictions and practices may require a more ro-
strate the practical advantages of the new lieS buzt, fatigue resistant "hook-up" fiber.
style singlamo fiber construction for the spe-
cialty applications of SM that require strong, re- Finally the rohost strength and fatigue proper-
liable, long lengths of fiber, two re-cesentative ties of these fibers may permit the design and in-
fIbrs wIre prduced frCo different preforms. 11 stallation of new cable structures taking full
two case studies are summarized in Table I and 1I. advantage of the small size &0d weight of optical

fibers. Even greater savings in weight or size or
Table I increased reliability will be posaible for those

special situations such as avioptic or zpace
Case A: 8/125/140 220 um Buffer applications.

Proof Test Length iYferenc.s
Step (ksi-MPal (m)

1. W. B. Beck, "Hard Clad S.lica (rK5) Fibers for
fiber Draw 200 - 1.4 4300 Data and Power Transmission", in EtCIAN 85 Proc.,
Ie-proof 200 - 1.4 4300 146 (1985).
no-Proof 300 - 2.1 4100 2. 13. J. Skutnik, M. ii. liodge and D. K. Nath, !0111-ih
no-Proof 400 - 2.8 3300 Strength, Reliable, Hard Clad Silica Fibers", ir

FOC/IAN 85 Prec., 232 (1985).
*Proof Tested On-Line 3. B. J. Skutnik and B. . Hunsay, "The Oonnector

Connection in Fiber Optics", in Seventeenth Annual
Table IT Connectors and Interconnection Technology Syupouium

Proc., 262 (1984).
Case B: 8/125/140 230 um Buffer 4. 0. 3. Skutnik and R. E. IuILl1, SPIE Vol. 506,

184 (1984).
Proof Test length 5. B. 3. Skutnik, M. It. ladge and D. K. l4ath, paper

Step (ksI-GMa) (m) 83-G-86 Am. Ceram. Soc. Annual Meeting Abstracts,
p. 348, April 1986.

Fiber Draw 300 - 2.1 11,0000 6. B. 3. Skutnik, M. 1!. lkodge and 3. P. Clarkin,
Re-Proof 400 - 2.8 11,000 SPIE Vol. 842, 162 (1987).

7. B. J. Skutnik and M. II. idgo, "Passivated
'Proof Tested On-Line Optical Fibers Cor Adverse Environments", In OPTO

88 Proc. 159 (1988).
These results prove that the sharpening of the 8. B. 3. Skutnik, M. 1I. lkxge, J. P. Clarkin, SPIE

Weibull curve for the new 11CS-type SW in Figure 2 Vol. 906, 244 (1988).
is real and also reinforce the ucimodal Welbull ob- 9. B.'3. Sktitnik, B. D. munsey and C. T. Brucker,
serve4 for the large test sample case in Figure 4. Mat. Res. Soc. Proc. Vol. 8, 27 (1987).
More importantly they establish that the new con- 10. T. S. We. and B. J. Skutnik, 3. Non-Cryst.
struction can indeed be drawn into high strength, Solids 102, 100 (1988).
long length fibers which should have predictable 11. 3. . Ritter, T. 1. Service and K. 3akus", 3.
fatigue behavior and excellent reliability. For Am. Ceram. Soc. 71, 988 (1988).
those applications rcqulr ,ng ultra-high proof test- 12. G. D. Leatherman, paper m. Ceram. Soc. rall
Ing, these new fibers hrte proven their ability to Glass Division Meeting Abstracts, Nov. 1988.
be tested off line to very high strength levels. 13. 3. P. Clarkin, B. 3. Skutnik, B. D. Munsey, J.

Nen-Cryst. Solids 102, 106 (1988).
Application Implications 14. J. P. Clarkin ad B. J. Skutnik, SPIE Vol. 992,

204 (1988).
The new structure ICS-type singlemode fibers with 15. B. J. Skutnik and T. S. Wei, SPIE Vol. 842, 41

their high initial strength, relative insensitivity (1987).
to environmental conditions and zero-stress aging, 16. U. J. Skutnik, W. B. Beck and M. !1. ladge, SPIE
and very good and predictable Etigue recistance Vol. 787, 8 (1987).
have outperformed hermetic-coated fibers j st 17. i. J. Charles, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 1547, 1554,
simulating stringent operating conditions . 1657 (1958).
Their ability to yield long lengths at high proof
test levels is promising in terms of cost efficiency
and predictability.

Such high strength, fatigue resistant fibers are
desirable for applications where high stress will be
encountered, such as fiber guided missiles, delay
line bobbins, tethers and tight bend radius deploy-
ment.

This fiber construction nay provide substantially
higher and more predictable reliability in high
stress, high temperature, small bend radius cabling
or subscriber loop applications where installation
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Dynamic Strength:
Standard HCS vs. HCS on Singlemode
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Static Fatigue Resistance: Zero Stress Aging
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AN OVXXVIXW Or TWX DXVW1OtHrKYt Or A XIW GCmNATION
oF AROSPACI WIN AM CAMLK IN UATXON SYST'HS

Richard E. )avkins

Champlain Cable Corporation
Winooski. Vermont

Mcurrent programs Including the F-IS and f-16 but
new programs may only use polylmIde Insulations

Recent publicity highlighting potential problems where specifically justified.
with Uapton, and other polyliide based
insulations has created a need for an Improved Currently the only reasonable alternative to
Insulation system to take Its place. polyimlde based Insulations Is cros-linked

Tersel1  (XL-tTF£) as described in MIL W
This paper endeavors to provide background About 22759/32-35,41-46 and related specifications.
the concerns and a summary of efforts currently XL-ETFE is acknowledged to have advantages over
taking place to create hybrid Insulations polylmide In arc track resistance, handling and
providing the superior mechanical durability of resistance to some fluids but the high
polyimide Insulations with the arc track and temperature properties of XL-ETFC may be too
environmental performance of fluorocarbon marginal to be a direct replacement for
insulations. polyimide even though both are rated at

2000 C. Since, however, XL-tTF£ is the closest
In size, weight and perfe'.mance that has
military approval It Is being used In all new
Navy aircraft and is the only realistic
candidate for other military aircraft forced

Polyimlde based Insulations as described In MIL away from polylmlde based insulations.
H 11351 and similar specifications have been in
use since the mid 1960s. These high performance Because of the gap In performance between these
Insclations have been used extensively in Insulations It quickly became apparent that a
aerospace applications because their excellent now Insulation design offering an Improved
thermal, mechanical and dielectric properties balance of performance would be highly
allow space and weight savings over other desirable. To date, hybrid Insulation systems
Insulation systems offering comparable have been considered the most practical approach
performance. Over the years polyimide based to this development since a breakthrough In
Insulation systems have been used extensively In material chemistry Is believed to be necessary
most major military and commercial aircraft to produce a single material insulation capable
programs. of the necessary performance.

The usual .*onstruction technique for these Hybrid Insulation systems are not a now Idea.
insulations involves wrapping a polyimlde film There are composites or hybrids specified in MIL
around the conductor In two or more layers. H 22759, 25038, 81044, and large gauge 81381.
Because polyimide is a thermoset material the What Is new about the combitations currently
film is coated with a thin layer of FEP, a being evaluated are the specific materials and
thermoplastic fluoropolymer, which acts as ^ Insulation thicknesses along with the
heat sealable adhesive to bond the layers performanca gains being xought.
together and form a continuous Insulation.

The basic cause for concern has come from an pESIrd GO-L - )dOV--OU
unusual phenomenon called carbon arc tracking,
wherely a damaged bundle of polyimide Insulated A combination of efforts by airframe
wires stressed with an overload current can form manufacturers, material manufacturers and wire
a conductive carbon path in the insulation and processors have generated several candidate
cause a short circuit. While a great deal of insulation systems likely to yield a more ideal
disagreement still exists as to whether arc balance of performance. These constructions
tracking is a real world problem, the fact generally consist of multiple layers of
remains that the Navy and Marines have banned polyimide film and fluoroplastics like PFA, TFE
polyimide insulated wire or cable for new or XL-ETFE. They are intended to combine the
aircraft construction including the F-14, F-18 best properties of the polyimide with the arc
and the AV-8B. The Air Force has taken a more track resistance and other advantages of the
moderate position by allowing polyimide on fluoropolymers.
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The common goal for all development Mrograms is J
to eliminate the potential of karbon art
tracking. Secondary goals Include porformence There are several activities currently underway
Improvements In the following areas: whose purpose it Is to define more Ideal

Insulation systems for aircraft applications.
* environmental - forced hydrolysis They Include the following.
* environmental - UV resistance
* stIffness/sprIngbAck
* topcoat chipping and peeling

This group Is a subcomittee of the High
Areas of Improvement over the following xL-zL-rv Tomperzuure Insulations Committee of the
performance areas are being sought int Pational Electrical Manufacturers Associa-

tion. its membership Includes wire and cable
* weight producers as well as material manufacturers.
* diameter The purpose of the RIEI task force is to
* elevated temperature perfoemance design and test new constructions and write

- cut through military specifications for the best
- deformation insulation candidate(s). only materials used

In current military specifications are being
The insulation systems under development considered because- their known thermal aging
generally consist of multiple layers of And other long term performance
polylmid. film and fluoropolymers such as PTA, characteristics will make them more acceptable
:FE or XL-XTrE. The approaches being taken are In the short term. The group's activities are
varied and the resulting insulations yield sanctioned by the Air Force who recognizes an
somewhat different handling and performance Immediate need for an alternative.
characteristics. All of the Insulations
currently being evaluated at this time, however. During tho design phase several candidate
are substartially more arc track resistant than constructions were generated. These were then
NIL W 113S1 type polyimide Insulations and offer reduced to three on the basis of
Improved durability over XL-tTF£ insulations. reproducability In manufacture and overall

anticipated performance. Two of the
It has been found that an Insulation containing Insulations are two layer polyimide/
polyimide can be as arc track resistant as an fluorocarbon constructions (Figure 1). The
all fluorocerbon Insulation if it contains the third Insulation system is a three layer
correct perzentage of fluorocarbon. The type of fluorocatbon/poll,-'de/fluorocarbon
fluorocarbon used in an Insulation combined with construction (Figure 2).
the relative thiccness and placement of the
layers can also affect its arc track
resistance. It Is generally theorized that the
fluorocarbon layer(s) tend to quonch an arc In Fluorocarbon Layer
the polylmide. Fluoropolymers such as FEP or
non cross-linked tETF are considered less Polybaide Layer
desirable because they are more apt to mlt
during the process of brcing thus exposing more
polylmide as fuel for the arc tracking.

While the inclusion of a polylmlde layer will
tend to increase Insulation stiffness It greatly
Increases mechanical toughness. Dynamic cut
through resistance is significantly Improved
throughout the rated temperature range of the Pieura I - Polvimide/Fluorocarbon Inspuaion
wire. The relative placement of this layer can
affect the performance of a particular
Insulation design however as a group the
polylmide/fluorocarbon hybrid Insulations are
several times rore cut through resistant at 150 Fluorocarbon Layer
and 2000C than equivalent XL-ETrF
Insulations. To add perspective to this lovel Polyimide Layer
of performance these hybrids generate
approximately 50-75% of the cut through Fluorocarbon Layer
resistance of the very tough NIL N 81381
polyimide Insulations throughout the rated
temperature range.

Figure 2 - Fluorocarbon/Polvimlde/Fluorocarbon
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The three candidates, as well as baseline To test the reproducability of the the design
samples of MIL W 11311 (polyimide) and Nil, W and Its performance Lockheed asked all of the
227S (cross-linked STFE), were produced by at participating processors to manufacture the
least two participants and entered Into a five selected design. A second round of tasting Is
laboratory round robin test program. under way to evaluate the repeatability of the

results. In this case dry arc track testing
The evaluation will be performed on thir, and Is being performed on a quantitative basis.
medium wall thickness versions of each design. The relative arc track resistance of an

Insulation rystem will be given strong
Tests Involving critical performance areas consideration In the design optimization
Included$ process.

& Diameter iMg stW "
A Weight
a Wall Thickness and Concentricity The Air Force has appropriated S750,000 to
0 Dry Arc Resistance fund a comprehensive airframe wire and cable
A Insulation Shrinkage test program. McDonnell Aircraft was selected

& Abrasion Resistance from several candidates to run the extensive
A Cold Bend analysis. The program will test ten of the
* Dynamic Cut Through most promising hybrid constructions against
6 Notch Propagation XL-ZTFC and rolyimLde baseline Insulations
* Stiffness and Springback over a period of twenty months.

* Neat Aging
a Cross-link Proof Constructions were selected for testing from

candidates presented at an Insulators
At the time of the writing of this paper the conference held at McDonnell Aircraft in
round robin testing was not yet completed. It February of this year. Participants Included
Is anticipated that the participants will have Champlain Cable. barcel, brand Rex, DuPont.
finished their round robin testing and Gore, Independent, HA. Teledyne Thermatics
reported the test results to the Air Force by and Tensolite. Champlain was fortunate enough
the time It Is published, to have a candidate selected. We also

produced one of the two NMNA candidate
The testing done in this program will be Insulations selected for the text program.
particularly irportant because it Is the first
time this type of hybrid insulation system )Ist of the selected constructions are similar
will have had the benefit of round robin to those illustrated for the NIA and Lockheed
testing. Single lab bias will be eliminated programs. Additionally two newly developed
and the credibility of the resulting test data materials will participate in the evaluation.
will be enhanced. The first is a high strength, crush resistant

TFZ insulation. The second new material Is a
Lehheed Tet-t=rM polyimide Insulation whose chemistry has bien

modified to be arc track resistant.
Several months ago Lockheed ran a test program
to evaluate hybrid insulation sample% of As in the NEMA program thin and medium wall
various designs from several manufacturers. thickness versions of each design will be
Arc track resistance and the ability to pass a evaluated. Additionally, cables manufactured
stringent hot air Impirgement test were key. with the thin wa.l version of these
For this phase Of the program the dry arc constructions ill be tested. NIL H 81381 and
track testing was performed on a qualitative 22759 wire as well as related cables are also
basis. From the initial round they selected Included to provide baseline performance
the following design (Figure 3): Information.

This evaluation will take place In two
stages. The first stage will include a

Fluorocarbon Layer battery of screening tests to narrow the field
or new constructions trom ten to four. These

Wrapped TFE/Polyimide/TFE Film tests are expected include most of those
present in the NEMA program and may include
additional tests such as fler life,
flammability, toxicity and fluid Immersion.

The second stage will compare the final four
candidates against the baseline constructions
in a much mort exhaustive battery of tests.

MLure 3 - TFE/Polyimide illm t Fluorocarbon
Insulation
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In addition to the tests carried out in the
screening portion of the program the following
tests are among those plannedt

* Thermal Index
" Corona Inception and Extinction
* Surface Resistance
* Time/Current to Snoke
* Wet Arc Tracking
" Hydrolysis
" Humidity Resistance
" Propellent Resistance
" Impact and Crush Resistance
" Wire Surface Harkability

Prior to the initiation of the testing
McDonnell Aircraft and the Air Force are
working to define and juttify minimum Richard E. Hawkins
performance criteria for each of the tests. Champlain Cable Corp.

P.O. box 7
They are also developing a comprehensive Hinooski, VT 05404
system of ranking the Insulation candidates
based upon the relative Importance of each
performance attribute.

Because of t).a stature of this test program
and because It seems to Include the best
efforts of other programs it may overshadow
the Lockheed ane, HEM efforts. It is getting
considerable bttettion and the results will
probably be tnstrumenal in the determination
of the next generition of military aerospace
wiring.

The ground rules for designing aircraft wiring Richard Hawkins is the Advanced
insulation systems are evolving. Mora and more Applications Engineering manager at
critical performance areas are being Identified Champlain Cable Corp. in Winooski,
which are changing the balance of properties VT. Ie has worked in the wire
required for today's wire and cable. industry for 15 years, 12 of which
Significant design and test efforts by wire and have been with Champlain Cable in
cable producers as well as the Air Force, various manufacturing management and
McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed and others are aimed engineering positions, lie Is a 1971
*L develeping the next generation of aircraft graduate of Northeastern Universitr
wire. The leading contenders are arc track with a degree In Industrial
resistant hybrid Insulations combining layers of Engineering.
fluoropolymer and polylmide as well as a newly
developed chemically modified arc track
resistant polylmide.

I Reg. Trademark of E. I. DuPont
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SINGLE AND MULTIMODE TACTICAL CABLE ASSEMBLIES

1). V. lDnrdtn K KnthircSari, 11. C. ILcFevre
ATAT 110ll, rAonorics, Norcrom, CA 30071

J. B3. lFluevog
AM& Network Systems, Norcron, CA 30071

V. R. Kalomiris
V. S. Army CCCOM, Ft. Monmouth. NJ 07703M.42

dust covers. Bloth cable mnsisinulits Are rmted And tested
ABSTRACT for opertIon at tlnp~ratsrrs ranging rMil *5*C to

The design and development, of tactical duiplex fiber
optic cable m nblits, for both inultlmiode aningle- CABLE ASSEMBLY DESIGN
mode systclmss operations, have beets completed.
Development effort was gttidcd by detailed desivi
cittria suplied by the contracting organitntioii, the V. The cable u,"tiowics were ilcsignc'l to meet stringtt

S. Arity ClHC0M. A tomipleted cable wscubly consists environ mental And mechanical Itst. reuIpirements (Kivert
of a, 1-ki cable contnining two tightly buffered lit Tal'l,, 1) specifird by the contracting Agency. Both
,aultiniode or songl-moode filber termslinted with coble k-ksembly deigns tire Aiilar except for thle fiber
duplex, hermaphroditic cornectors. A radiation- And somne design Ituprovements ror slngfr-mnodc
hardened nuiltimode fiber was dev~eloped for optimsal connectors. TFOCA uses; a W0/125 jom rAdintiun-
operation %L the 1300 nim wavelength region. The hardened inultimiode fiber and the SIMIFOCS asse i
SI rgle-inode fiber Is a standard depiressd-clad design. uses standard depressed-cladding 3ingle-mnode: ribr01
lDoth cable assemblies sire Identical except for the fiber, These t.'senblies tire alesigned ror tise In tactical
increast(i precision or the biconic components for envirounmenti. While the primary coperaoul
single-modeti, sleee rtainer, Arnd dust-cover and end call wavelenqh.h ror both asslemblies is the 130 still region,
colors. The cable hM A. 0-in 0.1). nd it 1780-newton TFocAj assemblies exit bW operatted %L 8A) imt And 1300
tensile rating. The connector, whether multlsnodc or limt, end .SIMFPTc C nscillblks Ast 110o 111m And 1450 1111
single-mlode, is less than 4 til. ilt diameiter And A, iteti wa.eegts "1 5 For both applications, W~e fibers
p air weights; !ess than) rM0 grain;3 Including duist covers, were proof tested to 1100 MIIa (100 ksi). A co~opieted
loth cable aussenblics are rated for optration AsL cable assembly Is Illustrated in Figure 1. A cros,
temperatures ranging (roin -45 C to M~ *C. sectional view of the cable Aind n ll?9tratom or the

connector Are given in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
0

The development of multiniode and single-inode dluplex
cable wssemblies for use lin severe tactical field
environmnts Ihas beeni completed. Mutimnode
assemrblies, known ms Tactical Fiber O~tlc Cable
Assemblies (1FOCA) wIll be used in the Hber Optic

ransinlsslon System-long Iletul (FOTS-IAI1) programi.
Sin Kie-inode assemblies Are being used !in the Single-
Mode Fiber Optit- Communications System (SImF-OCS).
Technical guidanee And funding were provided by the
U. S. Army, Commuunications- Electronics Commland
(CECOM) andi the UI. S. Air Force. Each 'table
assembly was designed to meet sitringenit specificat ions
imposed by the contracting agenr'y. A comnpleted cable
assembly consists of at 1-kin~ cable containing two tightly
buffered isultimode or single-mode fibers terinnited
with duplex, hermaphroditic connectors. A radiation-
hard mnultmnode fiber was developed for optimal

oprtion at the 1300 imi wavelent ein The

Both all-dielectric cable dlesignis are Ietclxept, for
the fiber. The cable lies a 0-mmn O.D. and a 1780.
newton tensile rating. The connector, whether
niultimode or single-miode, is less than -1 cmn iin diameter
anrd at mated pair weighs less than 60M gramns, including Figure 1. Tactical Cable Auu'itnbly
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EPOXY-QLASS
REINFORCEMENT RODS

OUTER POLYURETHANE JACKET

-INNER POLYURETHANE JACKET
-BUFFERED FIBER (2). COLOR CODED.
0.039 In. 00 (1 rttm)

-COATED FIBER

-ARAMIO YARN

Figure 2. Tactical~ Cable Croes Section

/- 13.2 cin

Figure 3. Tactical Connector

TABLE 1. LIST OF TESTS FOR ASSEMBLYOTCA FIE

*ATTENUATION ';'he multitude fiber developed for TFOCA Is a
conventionn] graded-ludex design, modified for radiation

*TEMPERATURE CYCLING hardness. The nominal characteristics of the fiber are
* hUMIDITY as folows.

* SORAE/RANITFiber outer diameter: 125 jimSTORAE/TRNSITCore diameter: 80 pim
*ALTITUDE Numerical aperture: 0.23
*SALT FOG Attenuation at 860 nm: < 2.8 d13/km
*WATER IMMERSION at 1300 nm: Z 0.8 dO/km
*TENSILE STRENGTH B~andwidth 1300 nm: > 400 Mvflz-km

* FUNGUS Proof test level: 100 ksi

" VI13ATIONThe radiation-hardened fiber meets the speciication forSHOCK operation under the environmental conditions requiredj
for the Fiber Optic Tranamission System-Long flaul
Program. The multimode assemblies were tested at
both 850 nmn and 1%21,O ni wavelengths.
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The singlemode fiber used In the SINIFOCS table The contracts required that the asembilles and
assmbly Is % standard depresswd-cladding design which component.s be subjected to three temperature cycles

has been shown to have exceptiooal microben ding stnd described %boy*. Instead, the samples were subjected
maemroeding performance. For this application, the to five temirtute cycles. The design requirement of
fibers were proof Itsted to 890 N01%. (100 k*I). Tests temiperaturi extremes Is from -46'0C to 71 ' C. The
were conducted and the results Are presented only st temperatum. range wal extended to -65 '0 and 83 C to
1310 "mn wavelength. Investigate the performance at more stringent

temper itures. The performance of the single-mode
))oth muitimode and singie-mode fiber are coated with fiber for thI temnperature cycles I~r presented In Figure
dual acrylate coatings which arm mechanically 4. Thti fibers show excelienit performance with a
strippable. These fibers art then tight-buttered to a 1.0 maximum added los of 0.05 dB/km.
mm (.039 Inch) diameter with a polyrster elaitorner.
Then buffering matcriIs al6o mechanicalily strippable In Bluttered Fiber, Perrormance
order to fad Iit t termlination and repair In the field.
Tho buffering masttrial w"~ chosen to minimize Rcequiremer' for buffered fibers Included dimensional
nilcrobending lowss Induced by ex posure of tile cable to rtoquiremerk :n the outer diametter and concentricity of
temperature extremets required by the design criteria. tbe fiber. Kvery buffered fiber used In the cables was

screened for these dimensional requirements. Though
Fiber Performance not roqu~red, the buffered fibers were aso tested for

reponso to temperature cycling. The results of this
All the fibers were tested for their optitul int test. which uses the! same cycle described in the fiber
dimensional requirements before being used In te section, #re givon in Figure S. The buffered fibers were
cable. These .ests Ilited in Tablo 11, Include idzo subjtcted tz kn accelerated-aging test which
attenuation, attenuastion uniformity, cut-oiff wamelength' simulates; the use of this buffered fiber (nd the cable In
moctfield radius, clad And coating diameters, ximO general) at, 8.' *C for the design life of30 years. Tl'
eccentricity, etc. Though not reqluired- under lite accelerated aging test consists or exposure of CL,,
development progritn. the ftliers were tcit{d tu materials to 110*C for 10 days. This time-temperature
response to envirnmental tenaperikture cycling. Th relationship wall arrived at by using viscoellastic
temperature ecce used w55: principles. The excellent accelerated-sging performance

of the buffered fibers is Illustrated In Figure 6. After
"baseline tile loss 1measurements tihrodgh Multiple thea completion of the accelerated.-agingK test, further
ineasuremnts at room temnperaiture, 1,1 'C. testing was continued with temp~erature cycling between

h~ur beorentesurtui~t,'C nd wel ~ 75*0 and 100*C. The results of this temperature
reduce the temperature to-0"Cat wl tcyeting amc also p resented In Figure 6 aniagain show
24 hushor nmrmnthe excellent performance of tile buttered fibcrs.

" redluce tile temptrature to -41 ' C and dwell sa, lest
12 hours beforc int:*Aurement, HLEDSG

*return to roomt temiperoture, 25 'C, ant. tlwcll atGBE EG

* witcei t2horere te ne ure Cntddelatlat The cabit structure provides a range of physical
12rc thobee merAuremet 1CAddwltlm characteristics requiredl for tactical deployment while

12an dwers befor memremn maintaining thle optical Jperformancte detailed above.
ncrease thle temperature to 85 C ftddela.lvt Optical, mechanical, and environmental cable test
214 hours ottoro ineasurcivent. requirements arc listed In Table Ill.

*return to room temperature, 2,VC, anid dwell at The cable designt is all-dielectric, 6 fim in diameter, and
least 12 hours before measuremetnt. weighs about 312 kg/kmn. It has a 1780-Newton tensile

load rating. Thet design evolved through a program of
prototyping and testing in which key paratmeters were

TABLE 11. LIST OF TESaTS FOR~ FIBER vsried in order to meet or surpms the requirements.
The table construction cusists of two fibers, either
radiation-hardened multimode or single-mode, buffered
to a diacnetcr of 1.0 mmu AS 3110Wn In Figure 2. The

*ATTENUATION buffering nAtril is a polyester climtomier and Is color
*BANDWIDTH coded for fiber Identification purposes. Two fibers are

FIBERPROO STRNGTHstranded together, forming the center core of the cable.
a FIER POOFSTREGTHAround the two fibers, two layers of aramnid yarn are

*CORE/MODE-FIELD DIAMETER applied with opposite lay directions. Thle jacket Is
formed directly over the yarn from two extrusions of

*CUTOFF WAVELENGTH polyurethane with four embedded epoxy-glas rods.
*CORE-CLADDING INDEX DIFFERENCE The final cable diameter Is 0.0 mmi.

*CORE ECCENTRICITY Cable Performnance
*CORE OVALIrY The multimode cable was designed to operate over the
*CLADDING OUJTER DIAMETER range -48 * C tr 71 * C with less than 0.5 dB/km Increase

in attenuation at mither 860 or 1300 nm. This
*COATING OUTER DIAMETER performance of the cable over the required temperature
*TEMPERATURE CYCLING range using the temperature cycle previously described

is shown in Figure 7. As thle figure shows, time cable not
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TABLE M. LIST OF TESTS VOR CABLE

* ATTENUATION
e ALL-DIELECTRIC

* TICHT BUFFERED
e CABLE DIAMETER

* CABLE WEIGlT
e TEMPERATURE CYCLING

"" ~ cw i c"-" - • LONG TERM AGING
22,. : : 1: : : : FLAMMABILITY

(W,,4, N". C* RADIANT HEAT
Figure 4. SIMFOCS Fiber Temperature Cycling e OPERATING TENSILE LOADING

Test Result * TENSILE STRENGTH
s COLD BEND
s IMPACT
•* KNOT
s COMPRESSION
o CYCLIC FLEXING

• ., * TWIST BEND
o FREEZING WATER IMMERSION" e, . _ ; * CORNER BEND

n-,ImW$.'C only performs for the required -40'C to 71 'C range,
Figure 5. SIMFOCS Buffered Fiber Temperature but also for the extended range or 5 C to 85 * C.

Cycling Test Result Single-mode cables, M a component of the SIMFOCSasset.bly, were also subjected to a battery of optical,
environmental, and mechanical tests. The mean optical
loss was 0.4 dl/km at 1310 nm showing that there wax
basically no added lows due to the buffering and cabling
prmcesses for these cables. The cable was designed for a

o.6 temperature range of -45'C to 71"C. and the
evaluation wu extended to --55'C and 8'C m
mentioned before. The results or temperature cycling of
tL ee samples of i-kin lengths 2re presented in Figure 8.The cables pr-ss the rcquirecntt of 0.3 dil/kin

0 maxinui added loss for three temperature cycles
o between -46 C and 71 'C. The cable also pases the. requirement for five temperature cycles between -55*Cand 85"C. The naxinumn of imean added loss was at

-55 *C and wa less than 0.15 dil/km. As a comparison,
the multimode TFOCA c3ble had an added mean loss of
less than 0.2 (lB/km as opposed to the requirement of0 0 0 00 0a 0 10 C% 0 05 d/kin between -55"*C ansd SV C. '1hiis establishes

- "- ---- ----- ". N a that the basic cable design is n),plicable for both
wuPERAyAuE.*C multimnode and single-mode fibers.

The results or accelerated nging testing of three 0.5 kin
o - t4 t1 • • .. -lengths of single-mode cables are presented in Figure 0.NO. O oVS This figure, again, shows excellent performance of thecable not only for the accelerated aging test, but also

Figure 6. SIMFOCS Buffered Fiber Accelirated for the unrequired temperature cycling between -75 * Cand 100*C. The temperature cycling between -75*C
A-.Ing Test Result and 100"C was added to this aging test just to study

the performance beyond the cable's design limits.
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TFOCA AEOUMI!MENT

0
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Figure 7. TFOCA Cable Temperature Cycling Test Result

0.4

SIMFOCS RCOUmREMENT

0.2

E
A

cJ

0

0.

CYCLE I CYCLE 2L. CCE 3 1  CYCLEA 4 CYCLE 6

TEMPERATURE, 0 C

F igure 8. SIMFOCS Cable Temperature Cycling Test Result
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TABLE IV. LIST OF TESTS FOR
L! 2 CONNECTOR

Aa ATTENUATION
.os- * SIZE

4i 8111AFOCS nEOUNIMINT

* * WEIGHT

oo * HIGi TEMPERATURE

* THERMAL SIIOCK
e CROSSTALK

* HUMIDITY
08000000000o . 0o. eROTATION

e SHOCK DROP
TEMPERATURI. C

SSHOCK

NO. OF DAYS . VIBRATION

Figure 9. SlMFOCS Cable Accelerated Aging e MATING DURABILITY

Test Result e SALT FOG
* WATER IMMERSION

The multimode and sngle-mode cables were also

subjected to an extensive list of mechanical tests. e DUST

Results of the mechanical tests can 4,e found In * CABLE RETENSION
References 3 and 4. * FLEX LIFE

* TWIST
DUPLEX CONNECTOR DESIGN e MUD

The tac'" onnector .. , hermaphroditic duplex
embodir. kT&T's liconic connector. Large-scale sandwiched between thA connector shell and end cap.
manufac i Installation of the biconic connector in Thus, any subsequent cable tension is transferred to the
several s. configurations began in 1g7g. Since metal shell.
then It hu .a -tied to join about three million cable
ends. Mir.ny coniecti" .s have been In stable continuous A metal shell encloses the fiber termini assembly. It

operation with consistent performance since 197Q In a also provides storage space for slack fiber and retains

variety of environmental circumstances. the cahle-termination hardware. A frtt-" r-ing,
Iniey othreaded coupling nut tightens the joint betw, two
In the duplex-conflgured con!nector, s] one of the two connectors or between a connector and receptacle. The
fiber channels terminates with a biconic alignment connector shell and coupling nut are designed to
sleevoi a,d the other with a plug. The connector is elastically withstand 400.pounds tension across a
ruled, waterproof, amd resistant to the stringent connection.
environment typical of tactical military applications. It
meets the mechanical and environmental requirements All possible water leak paths into the connector are
supplied by the U. S. Army CECOM in the contractual blocked by elastomeric seals, and a hermaphroditic dust
statements of work. The requirements are listed In cover prevents wm .r or dust entry into an unmated
Table IV. connector.

The connector, shown in Figure 3, is less than 4 cm. In Cleanliness is essential to a repeatable low-loss
diameter, and a mated pair weighs under 600 grams, lightguide connection, and a significant attribute of the
including dust covers. A companion bulkhead duplex connector is that it Is easy to clean. After
receptacle, EMI-rated for frequencies from 10 klz to 12 soaking an uncovered connector in mud, it is necessary
GHz, was developed for the system and shares a merely to rinse it in a pall of water and to wipe the
common hermaphroditic interface. Hence, any cable biconic components dry In order to restore unaffected
end will mate with any other or with a receptacle, optical transmission. No special cleaning kit is required.
Ceometric alignment and orientation features on the A dust cover is provided to prevent water or dust entry
front face preclude mismating connectors, provide a into an unmated connector. The cover is also

hermaphroditic profile, and protect the biconic hermaphroditic so that when two connectors are mated,

components during impact. their respective dust covers can be similarly mated to

The connector is joined to a cable by capturing the prevent contamination. A la..yard prevents inadvertent
ara'nid yarn used in cables with a special steel retention separation of the connector and cover. All outer metal
assembly easily put together without special tools. No components of the connector and receptacle are either
adhesive is used in the cable termination operation. At die-cast or wrought aluminum with an olive drab
final connector assembly, the cable-retainer is cadmium finish for appearance and corrosion resistance.
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The dust-cover shell and end cap of the SINWOCS unit Single-mode Coupling Lose
ae yellow to visually distinguish it from the all-olive Using the same technique as for multimode, for 60
drab TFOCA connector. The single-mode front face couplings (12. channels) the mean los and standard
differs IntentionnIly from the corresponding TFOCA deviation were 0.67 dB and 0.24 diB, respectively, as
part to mechanically prevent the Inadvertent mating of shown In Figure 10.
single-mode and multimode connectorm. Another crucial
but somewhat Imperceptible difference between the Connector-loss measurements were also made using the
designs Is the Increased precision of the biconic cut-and-insert method per EIA Fiber Optic Test
components required for the single-mode application. Procedure No. 34 oa four 12-m long cables. Average
Except for the sleeve retainer and the two yellow parts loss was 0.55 dB with standard deviation or 0.11 dB.
mentioned above, ll hardware is common between the Single-Mode Mating Durability
TFOCA and SIMFOCS designs. This test was conducted to determine the mechanical

Connector Performance durability of the connector assemblies as a result of
The primary design objectives of the duplex connector 1000 coupling cycles. The failure criteria Includes
am low coupling ls and field ruggedness. The unit 1s visible physical damage as well as optical malfunction.

e to rLoss readings were madt at increments of 50 matings.
required to remin optically and mechanically At the conclusion of the test, the loss in each channel
functional under environmental and mechanical was within 0.0g dR of the initial baeline rerdings. The
exposures typical of tactical field applications. Tests maximum loss Increase observed during the lest was
were conducted to evaluate performance with respect to 0.24 du. The connectors were cleaned once after 750
the requirements listed in Table IV. Some of the tests .
are reviewed and the results summarized In the matings.
following paragraphs. Single-Mode Mud Immersion

Multimode Coupling Los The connector was designed to allow quick access to the
biconic components so they can be easily cleaned after

Coupling-los measurements were made by mud Immersion. This aspect of the design was
concatenating pairs of plug terminated 1-km cables evaluated by subjecting a connector pair to 10 cycles of
randomly selected from a group of 24. The coupling the follow'ig sequence:
loss was derived by subtracting the cabled-fiber a. decouple and immerse each end in a mud bath for 5
attenuation from that of the mesured assembly. For minutes
32 couplings (6-1 channels) the mean loss and standard
deviation were 0.06 dB and 0.10 dIB, respectively. b. witer rinse, wipe clean, and air dry

c. recouple antd measure Ies
The maximum observed Ioss change was 0.13 dl.

20
AVOG.57
STO OEV-.236
N=1120

'-IZ 15

W
0

z

W

U

!o 17 -

I-5

I-
Z
"a

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

LOSS (iB)

Figure 10. SIMFOCS Connector Coupling Loss
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CABLE ASS0MBLY PERFORMANCE Immersion

The1-k log cbleassmblesincwiig ~The TFOCA and SIMFOCS cable xwsmblies were
ae -reqie o cbe aseblesct d in o o a atr ~ Immersed In it tank with one mter of water covering
environmental and mechanical tests to inure reliabl h nt o 2 or, neolaaewsoev

ptrf snctIn the tactical field environment. Table I
lie th tets Soeatersls r umri CONCLUSIONS

below.
The dlupltx tactical cable assemblies described herein

Attenuaation meet the requirements prescribed by the project
Aittnuation messurements by concatenation of TFOCt% sponso, the U. S. Army CCO.M. At the 1300 nm
ad SIMFOCS assemblies were made and the results an wxveltnvtth region, average cabl)e assembly los of 1.34
presented in Figures I1I and 12. dli and' 1.06 dli for multimode and single-mode,

TFOCA - Pairs of 1-km cables were randomly respectively, are well below the transmission loss
selected and concatenated. For 72 bidirectional targets. Lowlm fiber, citble, and connector designs
couplings (144 channtls) the mean lowe and have been integrated Successfully Into the assemblies.
standard deviation at 1300 nm wavelength were By designing the basic cablt astembly to accommodate
1.35 dli and 0.33 dl), respectively, "i shown In both types of fiber, 54125 prm multimode and single-
Figure It. mode, considerable development time and expenfe was

SIMFOCS - Palrs or 1-km cables were randomly constryed.
selected from a group of 16 And concatenated.
Figure 12 shows that for 64 couplings (12.8 A O LDE ET
ehanes) the mea los and standard deviationAC N W EG NT
at 1310 nm wavelength were 1.06 dBi and 0.23
dB, respectively. The authors gratefully acknowledlge the au port and

For comparative purposes, design transmission loss, contributions of several members of AT-j- Bell
targets were 2.8 SDl for multimode and 1.4 d!) for Laboratories andi AT&T Network Systems.
single-mode cable assemblies.

SIMFOCS Storage and Transit Temperature
The cable assembly was exposed to temperature
extremes from -55*C to 85*C to determine whetther
adverse effects would result from storage and transit
environments. Maximum lots inecas observed was
0.0g dBi.

30
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Figure 11. TFCCA Cable Assembly Attenuation
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Figure 12. SIMFOCS Cable Assembly Attenuation
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ADS (RACT a ii WInun being continuously fifldltmnptid. respctiely, by two
ideMICAl pipes. As lon$ ais the net volume of water (bits) that is

An asynchronous high-speed fiber optic local area nettwork Is passed through the systm remains cnstant (Nri w Np a Nro), no
desctibed 11hat AUPPOrtS ordinary dAta packet traffic simultaneously Information Will be lost. Eqiibrum Will be gUarnted If the packet
with synchronous TI vaiet traffic over a common FDDl token ring arrival rate Is bounded (determinisic). Stany stecm coo.t1uations,
channel. A voict interface module was developetd that parses. butff- xist that $atisfy this boundary condItio; for example, the buckets
et and resyneltronlis dt voice data to thea packet network. The may be made barter and passed with leto frequency. or the barrels
itrsision medium consisted of toggedixed 501125-jm mnuli- may be made lArge to tolerait greater fluctuations in load.
mod. optical fiber cabiles and ronntcors. 1.3-pm optical com- Generally, the double elastic buffer can be configured to minimli
pontou %-wereuwed for data tnansinlion and multiplexing, latency or maximailly smooth nettwork load variations-but not both.

1. INTRODUCTON PEAL-TiME PACKET N(IWOWh 11tEAL-TIM

Many diffrrnt protocol strategies have been proposed ovtr INPU OUPU

tht past few years for combining daa voice. video, and other forms W
of real-time traffic onto one local area networt (LAN). These rnge_ tt -

from highly synchrunous protocols dedicating isolated channels for
the real-time service via TOM IlIl and Wavelength Division Multi' Ad
plexing (WOM) 12,31 to complex reservation bit schemet using a
single common packer channel [A). However, mo" treal-time set-
vices, such as voice or %Idto, require bandwidtlt significantly beyond
thea few Mbitls capacity of most of these LJNs. and furthermore.
few of these protocols will provide hitg efficiency at higher data
rates (5) should technology permit futlier growth In the future. The
proposed Fiber (Optic) Dis,,ributtd Data Interface (FDDl) standard
[6). which has a highly deterministic dual-counit-rotaing token
ring topology, possesses enough bandwidth to support up to 300
voice channels or perhaops 1-2 digitized video channels, and Is Fig. I
tberefore one promising candidate for real-time nehioks. A sur- Double: elastic buffering for transporting real-time voice traffic

rogae cmmecialy vailbletokn rng unnig a ~ brts ~across asynchronous local networks Note that for steady state
\%as used for an Initial proof-of-concept laboratory detmonstation, prto.NiaNpuNa
Ilia fiber optic components were based on 1.3-sim technology, In-
cluding 30112$-pm multi-mode optical fiber, dual-fiber rugdized 0. Testhed Topology
connectors. an-' LED sources and PIN1 photodiodc detectors. The The computer. PADX. and gateway stations In the netw-ork
network voice Interface was desieneed to be compatible with standard are connected In a dual-counter-rotating ring topology (Fig. 2),
TI transmission channels. using privat automatic branch exchange operating at 80 Mhi:s. Six network Interface units (INIU) were con-
(PABX) equipment for telephone call stun and swAitching functions, figured Into tlie itstbed Initially. Each of three 68020-based

workstations have an 414U Integrated Into the computer VNIE back-
plane. The PAOX's T1Iinterface to the network through a voice

1I. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE Interface module (VIlM) that contains an NIIJ and double elastic

A. Volce Transmission Strategy buffers described earlier. The uni-directlonal coax rng topology Is
T7he netwo:k voice interface module (VIM) is based on extended to an optical fiber dual-counter-rotatisng ring topology by

doui~rtiaticbuftrig. t bththenetorkInpt ad otpu Pos. means of a media access box (MAD). In addition to fiber optic
Thisl artici IusrnatInFg bot the ne tinpuan dn~ to re tranceives tacit MAB Includes an 8-port -Aire center and a
Thise aproachi ibltrted toin gbdraing Th anto to barfre icroprecessor controller to probe the continuity of each ring and

buckt bigae btwen tw ran brres. he mputoutt~tbarels maximally configure the netwovrk. A 68010-based gateway provides
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backbone service to lowtr *p~td (,c20 Mbitts) ttA)-fleU. Puch as and th Other to the rpackm V11. but ovirr which O1MA pAcket
IEEE 502.3 151 and IEE 502.5 191. All fibtr opic compontnts are transactions are conducd (llJusi.t card). halt, card, oft bi-
bWed oil 1.3-pit hnogy. The fibers betwetrn cacti pale 4 113. directional, to sur'pon a telephone conversation.
00114i are packaged In one milisiaedt cable with cejally ruggeire ___________________________

dtal-fier conntors. The one exception Is one link In the ting that
maintains full-diuplex opiration by ,nuldIJfing bosh ring directions 4
iivo ott. fibeor using waveltrif division mulhip'=Itg at 0.5-uni and pilvat FIFOMT 4. NI

a*-pm.8 Mbls prot#On g0 eA bV 16K11 chi
LAN NIU ~T-~~

MIt us 4
IAN 4 ) flvi rIOrTI T

8~to ot # 44t t t 1 6IK13 C"

pl I,..Av M ft_ r,._ Pd MC6401O TIJ
)D . IOU IA Out AJ~ CPU p va FIOITI TI

l6KB CM4
60 wits 0 l.tt 4IW

LUX 1,etwoki&A"rcr&2:2ki3

rA 04'. llf "W Thie lisJux rdsfntoIstprvdthlica* twnte

4. i'r@U. Iipo. Firs In First Out (17117O) memory In the VIM art Wetd
Fle. 2as tlastic buffers to interface the asynchronous controlling computer

Esc.NU onsst o acontrol (CTL) adhost specific bad Acss Boxes and thea dual optical fiber counterclockwise rotating
(11511) 17,10). The CTL. board implemeints the networks transmis- ring network. of which one link is to be converted into a single fibtt
sion function such as repealer. address recognition, strial to pArglel bi-slirectonal channel. Tnit performance requirements of the net-
convertion, token management, bit stuffing and error timeout. Thet work were a maximum trAnsmislon distance of two kilometers as anlSa manages all tile communication ptocessing such as buffering. data rate of 12S \Ibls. haling a Br;R of less than 10*9
sequencing and controlling. Thisl gives the hott a low Softwa*re Over-
htad. The VNME Initrfact allows the hlost to gather or scatter opera- 1. Mtediaz Access Box (.AIAB). Mt MANs convert the digital
tion. and it also makts transmission of multiple packets Twithout In- data streams arriving from voice Interface modules (VIM) and comn-
itrvtntion possible. A message experiences two time dtlais between put woksatos into optical signals to be transmitted over opticol
two nodes- a propagailon delay of the transmitting medium. -Aic fibers. Each MAD includes a uire center IlIl11 a fiber optic interface
for a fiber-optic link Is about S jittekm,. and the station latency at 1121 and two dual-fiber fiber optic bulkhead connectors 1 131, at
eacht node. Due to tile SpeCial format of the addressed message, the Ohown In Fig. .4.
NIU has a station deay of 50 bits. The sum of the station laencies _______________________________

plus the sum of the propagaton delays Is called the ring iarcnacy. nT FIBER OPTIC
NiIU uses a 4 Into 6 bit blocking coding technique to combine the BULKHEAD COHNECTORS
clock with the data-making the effective signal ra1t On thet fiber 120 4
Nibit/s. This coding scheme reduces the bandwAidth compared to R Nsm XIF CVN
Manchester coding and it Is still balanced over every six bits.

D. Voice Initface Modoie
Thet voice Interface module (ViM) implemeints In physical MICRO IROGE $OR

hardware the rain barrel analogy depicted In Fig. 1. The overall UNK C NTAOLLER
process of sending voice over a high speed (S0 Mb~s) packet
oriented token driven fiber optics local area -:.twork represents at
design challenge, because the isosynchronous nature the voice data I__________
has to be matched to the asynchronous nature of the packet data.
which Is subject to the availability of the token, before It can be sent WIRE
to the dual counter rotating fiber opics ring. This means blocks of _ F CENTER
digital samples (11255 or "A" law) must be accummulated and dis-I I
patched rapidly enough to maintain an average pool of data In a OKTTO I AEA
reservoir sufficient to supply the real time demand at the receivingWOKTIN VI GAWA
site or node. The design was distributed over two custom built cardi Fig. 4
(Fig. 3). one Interfacing to the digital TI stream (FIFOiTI card). Mledia Access Box.
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Th. %ite ctfltet is Anegt-o fctat cnnect t~kricily up WO-TI maY bt calcuLated 34 shown In Table 1, A transtmton dis.
to swn I~swin twn skidt twstitl *Ircabes. hes mytK anc of3 kmn is wimrated.

VINM;. comnputer hots, or caways, Mie cithl poll coF41cct the
wirv cettr to Oie fiber oiptic ring. The %ire center Panses slinals
from one node !a she next. Itra pont Is unuied. the cable breaks, or a 1.1 do &apag Cawt aSavbly Wi.. (1.3 urnl)
a host computer it powered down. the port Is bypasird by t relay In
tht uire center. LED indicators, one at tach Pon:. Indicate wittthe 0 0OO.STO.Igril k.UMg Imp"", eornpr"W" an
the specific ponit-Isn the ring or not. The fib-er optic intf(Ace at. lerwile sirmth
tactics the waire center- to the Mfirct. pic counter rtttatinlg frig net-
work through four fiber. two tamsrntting And two receiving. The
heas of eclth unit Is a one chip microprocessor, w~hich provides All -F
of thc fsuit tolerance andi switching features, and controls nine front
panel LED isdicats, which display the link status. Ulhen firstIto
powered on, :ach unit resets the microprocessor and beginst running
an operating program. MT microprocessor then asserts a signaling a..-...
carrier onto Its fiber optic transmitters, and begins monitoring the h..........
MC1nal quality outputs of its fiber rmptic receivers. In ilie first Phase.
dt four paths; that directly Interface to each unit Arc tested. Each
unit tries to handshake wih It 1 adjacent units, by probirng %ith the
trapsmitters and acknowledging messatts received. It a probe is
received, it receiver Is declared good and an acknowlecdge Is stit. .Z....~
If an acknowledge is recived. the transmititr Is declared good. In 1 __

the second phase of opertion the global connections are teotedi.-
Each unit tries to determine it there Is a complete loop avAlAblo on 'k I KR
tiitr the primary or secondary pait. After this phasc cacti unit 04V
knows which of the paths Arc available, and sets tttc Indicator LE Ds tooCh# VO$ 4

accordingly. If tie primary and secondary loops arc both unopera- rig. S
tional, the uetwork enters tht wyap mode. whtich im~lie5 tite most of Fiber optic cable asembly.
the ava:lable interconnections, decomposing tlte network into two or
more fully functional but disconnected nttwoeks. If both optical
transmtitrs or receivers are Inoperable. ihia unit has no way of form.
In& a duplex link with other ring members, and %kill enter loophaick EPOay-Gaas ntods
mode. Thte fiber optic transceivers are hybrid modules 1 141, Ararnd Yirn
packaged In 24-pin DIP carrier and eesigned for direct prinzed cir-
cuit board,~ mounting. Tit transmitter utilizes An edge emitting It.-
CaMsP LED. htaving a rise/fall time of 2 ns. Thet optical output Poilywethane Jacket
power It -22dilm, at at wavelength of 1310 nm wiht A spectral widtht nu'Ifed Tiber
of ISC vin (SWIINI). Thte receiveir utilizes an ln~aAs PIN
pltotodiode. and itas a stnuititity of -32d~nm and a \,cp or -42dihm
[151. The transceivcrs operate at data rates of 121 \IblsNRZ, wing
differential emlittr coupled logic (ECL). Thcty also possess Integral Fig. 6
fiber optic mini-TINC connectors. which in turn Are cor.nectcd to Tactical fiber optic cable.
the dual-fiber bulkhead connectors, whticht link te MAlI to the ring
network, The two-fiber tactical fiber optic bulkhead connector util.
izcs two biconic connectors, In an hermaphroditic arrangement as 1 1 1 7] c*CTf
sltown In PIg. 5 1251. The Insertion loss from plug to bulkhea~d Is less MAO I . TACTICAL it~U MAN 2
than I dB. It and Its Companion dual-fiber cable 1161 arc fully rem oino pi ,ktFE PI
militarized and designed to withtstand the stringent environmental l'TRFC " tn"4FU lawc~and mechanical needs of a tactical field environment.1,340 t()F r P=1)

2. Dual Fiber Optic Network. The fiber optic link connecting 60oins Sk~to 3
the NIABs consists of a ruggedized two-fiber ,tactical fiber optic e .
cable, containing two tiglttly buffered 5011 2S Am multi-mode optical Fig 7
fiberi. The cables are terminated with hermaphroditic connectors. Otclpwrbde etstp
whtich facilitate field deployment and retrieval withtout phtysical or Otclpwrbde etstp
optical degradation. Thie fibers are radiation hard, with dual
iiiavelengtlt capability, and a numerical aperture of 0.22. Mhirk at. 3. Single Optical Fiber. Dual-Channel Lin4. In ord', t* fur-
tenuation Is 3.5 dO/km at 850 nm, and 1.0 dI~ikm at 1300 nmn and thier decrease the complexity and cost of the fibel opt':. network.
their bandwfdth at 1300 nmn Is greater than 400 MI-zi-km. rie wavelengtht division multiplexing (WkDM\) was use . in order to cui.i-
optical fibers are cabled in a ruggedized all dielectric structure, em- bine the two counter rotating network channels -in one single libc..
bedded In kevlar yarns and surrounded by rsdnforcing elements and One of the transciver pairs of the fiber optic interface has been
an outer jzcket as shown In Fig. 6 1251. 7rite cable's outside replaced witht modules. operating at 850 nm. The WO.\s (171
diameter Is 6 mm. and Its weight Is 30 kg/km. Using the model employ a grating structure. having SOII25-pim fiber pigtails and ter-
shown In Fig. 7. the power budget of a typical link of the ring net- mniniated witht biconic connectors. rTe cable, as before, is the dual-
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fie taCtICal fIbet clp(.: cable. ishith wIAV ll evenwaf h4 1CF4MA with Table I
11 sirsle riber cablv. being lite~tr and less cuilIT, Tht Wfl7ts. varlous Fitr power budget CAlculation

connecats, and twCeascd fiber aucnsuai"Ma $20 Itm (34S 411llfln:,.-
introduce additionl lowss Int the nctwkl thctob,! reducing the Vtir' WAVELE1i3TI 850 i~ 13C'0 nim

311 power budgt-,And the naumn MA)MIlAlI sipnr~it" dit- NMTA XWEPAGE OPTICAL -13 clami -22 013m
tance. rho itt setup and thne power budi itut (o th OU7PUf 0). Oxweu~s 10'"
miflks! link. ate shown rq, 1 c'nO TAbli 1. rwspvctively. A single spce to 2 BNO comsctiors)
fiber length of About 03S km It estirrated. Longer rantcs could be v s mw I)-2ce -2da
achievd by tiplaicing the LED modules wltt- more powvits lUser CVSESIVTY()4Om -20m

diode trnismitteri. POWER AVAILABLE FOR LOSS i1 08 1000

__________________________________ WOM INSCRTVIO & CONNECTOR1 2 d8 2 d8

_____________________________LOSSES

sCIC IBULKHIEAD CONECTOfI LOSS 3 dB 308

M1 IMSC AOIOIIAL V 'IES tilId

MAXIS ol SYSTEMn MAR" ~ 3 05 3d9,
IILCMArNI POWER 2c:5 1 dB

KAt: ;;At Mess CABLE AITEUJATIQN 3.5 CIBflC I 013flItf
c~ftc %x-AX140 UM LL1WC SPACMNO

_______________SINGLE FIBER L u0.57 Ktn L a 1.0 KM

D~UAL FIEA(witho WOM) L____ a 3.0 Kin

1l~s MO ACCESS DELAY
210

WOM% mn sure.ntn1 setup T HNES

BUFF~ER LIMIT N#140 _14.2 U626

p. Pripherals INO

The tenbed Includes three computer - lcntion and two 4 2,........A -

M-e These 11erve seVeral functions: a) act If a source, And ,,hnk of L Pu.o 'ol
data traffic, b) provide a plAtform to develop VIMj software. c) per.
form jaweway functions bwwr the 50 .%bit/s token ring and ICESlft
102.3 And 110245 subritts. and d) act us a network mnonitor anti con. 0 P TIN 0M3
trolier for the VIM modules, The uorksiationi possess a 6S020 01THROUGH4PUT (Mbitls)
processor operating at 16.7 Mlist. 1Mbyte P.M, 140NM disk Fig 9
storage. and a built-in 502.3 interface. The opserating sysitem Is a Access time delay Is plottcd as a function of throueghput for
pattially converged version of BSD 4.2 and ATAT System V UNIUX. four different types of tokent ring LA~s.
and includes u~ie'is for impltnmenting network fil system access
IISj. Two IBMI PCs are Also used to exercise the sub-net (Fig. 2).
Ihree Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PAUX) telephone hOUH T
switches are configured Into the itsbed. Each PABX possesses two THROUGHPUT

Ti potts-one to tacht of the other two switches. %lhen the packetssitsc

network and VIMs are Insetted In these thiee TI links, the logical No1-

TI connection topology remains the same although the voice Is now 7600 -PA0-AO

built on a non-blocking distributied architecture, capable of handling 1200
simutanousvoice and data traffic over standard two-pair so

telephone wire 1191. A lroll module houses the main processor, disc 410-0 ~ t,--. -

drives, power supply. and iterface units (I1.1s). - -00

3400

Ill. PERFORMANCE 200% 2003o 005 M 7C
PACKET SIZE (bytes)

A. Thbeory
The network performance Is ilustrated In Fig. 9 and 10 120).

Fig. 9 shows time delay versus toughput for several token Fi3. 10
protocols. Observe that PDD Offers about 2Qt% greater capacity Measured throughput between two Sun -.omputers using
(763 oc hnes hnte8 M~~ A 64canl)a UDP and aligning data to llK byte bound.rles. Message

time delays or -1 mts or more. In practice. fewer %vice channels lnisI ye o~w A I ye
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would he used to gist reasonabl access delays for data-only pack- over a greater area increases surivihlity by rmoving a single point
ets. For example, In network ilt system service An Access delay of (if failure-if one shelter Is destroyed thlt command poit can still
<210 As would be desired thereby restricting the tit uhpot to abu o"erate. bly using a LAN as descriWed in this paper, 3hlters Carl be
)0 It* or 240 voi1cc channeils, The capacity of low-speed LAN's is dispersed ovvr a greater 3rcA then whait Is possible with today's
t, * low to support TI traffic. Hlowev-er. single voice channels might mtallic bAsed LAN4. Such Integrated services as vo@ice. data,
be supported using the same technique. graphics, and map updatesuwold Ne provided In liht command post

over a single medium iTWA would greatly increase the inability of the
Hi. Measurements comnmnd post by reducing the cabling requirements. One poicntial

1. Wu1rktrilov MhoSJhpu. Throughput was measuiedf Wi application for thet LAN Ins today's Army would be In the StAndard!
thlt User Daugram P'rotocol (UDP) and Trantmission Control Inegratcd Command Polt System (SICi'S) proinint. The: LAN
rttoeoilnitrAt Protocol r*rCPIlP) of the workstations 1211. UDP would be used as a high speed backbone to allow interconnection of
is consitkerably more efficienit but does not perform noaw control, thlt lower speed LANs in thlt shelter. A LAN Iitrlce Into thet
acknowledgments. Arnd error checking. The test softwara gonerated Mobile Subscriber Equipment (NISII could be developed allowing
long blocks of random data In RAM and directly sent this to lte voice and data to be transporttd between shelters And the Army's
network'. bypassing thlt disk subsystem. At the iectiviri; workcstation, backbonec commnunications network. iv LAN would provide
the same data was discarded on a byie-by-blic basis. For a TCPIIP benefits to thlt command post In rapid deploymnrt time, IncreAsedf
protocol and unloaded LAN. the throughput betwcen two %orksra- mrobility. and Integrated services. 1Te tcstbed gives tihe Army the
tions was measured to be 2.2 Mbitls for %t $0 MbItls LAN and 1.6 capability of doing experirnwnsation that would Aid in aichieving thet
Mbitls far Ethernet. The 20%~ improvvmcnt it limited by the TCP1IP goal of a distributedl command post. list Areas of .nodular network,
software Overhead. For the simpler UDPI protocol (rg. 10), lte concepts. interconnecting lower speed LANs through a high speed
taken ring providei a two to three-fold improvemenit over Ethernet backbone, dernonstrats n of rapid deployment capability using fiber
(dtpiinfg Onl paket Size). Still, thlt tlsroughplit IS much 101s than optics, and interfacing A'rny communicatuin equipment to a LAN
expected front dtory - A limitation imposed by lte oper.ting sys- will be Ininvestie to try to meet the Army's goal.
itn overhead, A typical test set-up is depicted In Fig. I I

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

With thet emcrgecex of FDDl ty'pe cc 'Onents, thet existing
MAlls will eventually be roplActd. A new 1:00~i card, In Its develop-
mental stage. !ncludes a chipset 1231 that Invokes the physical And

________data link layers, and thlt station management us outlined by the
I ~ FODl standard, T1he fiber optic transmitters And receivers will be

replaced by a single transceiver module, operaiti at A wavelength of
1300 ism, at 100 Mblls. All dt electronic and fiber optic corm-
patnents will reside on one single PCH card which will be atached to
thet backplane of a wortation, ehiminaiting the ViMs and MAD;
altogethecr. Tuhe fiber optic cable will be connected directly to lte

/ workstation. In tilt future design, voice, data and \idea signals will
all be transmititd over lte fiber network. A new network node. 20
Mitt Away from lite oilier nodes, will be intrtgrated into the existing
network. Because of %t grpat distance, laser diode transmitters are
going to be deployed. If sufficient power remains, optical bypass
suitces may be Incorporated Into thet network ring,. resulting In
greater flexibility and fault tolerance.

Fig. I I VI. CONCLUSIONS
Workstation throughiput test set-up.

While a synchtronous version of FODI may ultimately emerge
2. oke Bi eror ate(HE) tstswer peforedat th TI wit more efficient voice interlaces 1241. tile testbed presented here

lIntrfce of two VIMI units attached to thet ring. Less than 4 errors in deosrtsha ihcpiy fhq it oetafc10YAo
1012 transmitted bits were recorded over a .18-hour period. Error be transmitted over asynchronous determinlilc LANs. such as

Injetio tets tidca~ttha BE., n te orer f 1*4 erenot FDDl Counter to most otlher LAN voice transmission schemes. we

discernible. With the oversized FIFOs described previouisly. the AlovicandtasiostoomeenAnqulbisfre-
deay front one PATIN to the second PAX3% wa3s measured to be 30 work ba IdwIdti Thet advantages are that voice and data nodes may

ins.Ilis tay rquie T ech cacelatio eqipmnt.now run different protocols and th~at data nodes or gatewAays can be
ms. hisrra reuir Tiechocanelltio eqipmnt.Added to the network at will without negotiating with the voice trans-

actions. Future enharcemcrnts will Include upirading the NlUs to

IV. APPLICATIONS meet the forthcoming P1201 standard and adding laser diode fiber
optic transmitters (fo longer spans between nodes.

The overall piurpose In developing thet tesibed Is to determine
the feasibility of using one typ: )f LAN for high speed voice/data VI CNWEG ET
communications 'o serve , variety of Ccmmand, Control, and Com-VI.AKO LDE NT
inunication (03) applications for the tac~al Army 1221. An impor- 77he rtsearch described in this paper was carried out at thet Jet
tant concept in the Army's Airland Battle .1000 doctrine is the con- Propulsinn I., loratory. California Institute of Technology, and wkas
cept of the dispersed command post. Distribung the command post sponsored by lte UI. S. Army CECONI thrcugh an agreement with
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mitut or Imply Its endorriment by the United StAtes Government. 1201 L. AX lcrgnAn. R. 113nmaycr. S. Marelid. W- It. Wu, 0
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A,.tract with concerns for fibar reliability, cable install-
ability, connectorization with existing pin contact

Nearly all available tpelty fiber optic ca- envelope, easy and rapid termination and reconfigu-bling cystnm are merely extensions of telecormmuni- ration, anJ with an eye on future "tappbility" for
cation: fiber technology developed in the late '70s. networking. kaaly all of the key izzuos have been
The aircraft and mobile platform environments pe- resolved and production cabling now exists and is
snt the most difficult challenge to the fiber flying in a variety of systems and platforms.
optic cable designer. A combination of very severe
end dynamic enviroraental conditions, ultra-high Tbe Problem
reliability requirement diameter limitations im-
pozed by exicting contact designs and high density Unlike a tlecommunication system, a fiber optic
interconnection makes for very difficult design link or network in an aircraft does not have to
trado-offs. 1his paper will discus: these design tran~ it tenn of kilometers at Gigabit digital
trade-offs in-depth and present a fully integrated ttansission rates. All but the mowt advanced net-
"systems approach" to the design of a family of wrks operate at 100 Mbits/cc and most at 10 t ilts
high reliability, inplex optical cables that can or less. ructhermore, with typical path lengths of
be used in data links, sensor networks and laer 100 mators or less, extcemely low attenuation per
ordnance cabling for airframe end platform appli- kilometer in also not critical. For this rean,
cations. This family of cables is designed around uze of telecom fibers in not the optiMuA solution.
ultra-high strength end proof tested fibers with By beginning with the most oppropciate fiber for the
largo core diameters for extremely high coupled job, the cable design problem is simpliried.
power levels, high numerical aperture for extremely
low bending induced attenuation, radiation hard The four pcimary design goals foc an aircrift
core materials for application in strategic and cable are as folloias:
tactical systems, very flet spectral attenuation
for use in wideband censor systems and a unique 1. Optical Functionality - the optical system must
hard coating for use with no epoxy, no polish "play"
single-channel or pin contact interconnection tys-
te=. This cable is currently being flown in opera- 2. Physical nobutnosa - the cable/interconnect
tional avionic and missile systems, and is being mt stand up to
considered for several more programs in the near installation
future.

Introduction 3. Long-term Roliability - the cable must Lest the
design liftetime

Fiber optic cable designers face a triple chal- 4. S.ll Size/Vaight - the cable system must
lenge. First, they must design a product that will save space & weight
provide the utmost reliability in the most diffi-
cult and dynamic of environmentst. Second, they optical functionality requirements are relaxed
have virtually no control over the fiber design, somewhat due to the reduced data rates and distances
being at the mercy of telco fiber manufacturers. of most Avionic systems. Ibis allows more flex-
And third, they must wait 5 to 10 years before ibility in meeting the other three design objec-
their development efforts are paid back, often tives. The one aspect of optical functionality
tying a design to a specific Defense Program with that is unique to the Avionics world is the need
uncertain future prospects. Unfortunately, these for a (relatively) large number of production bulk-
three challenges have impeded the development of heads. This is particularly true as more coiplex
even adequate optical fiber cables for the Aero- systems are combinations of "Wuilding blocks" pro-
space industry. This paper will describe in detail duced by separate subcontracturs, !e.g. the Space
the trade-offs and design challenges, as well as Station or the next generation Airbus). Production
present a family of 3 lightweight, high strength breaks mean bulkhead connectors end additional
cables that address the majority of known appli- optical "loss" and points of failure in a link.
cations of fiber optics in avionics. The cables Reducing the loss of the cable per kilometer does
were developed using an overall systems approach in very little to inprove system margins. The only
the hopes of anticipating both data and power de- ways to increase the power level at the receiver
livery applications. These cables were developed are to increase the power level coupled into the
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link from the transmitter and to tcdce cnector fibers are u;ed. This Incures that the reliability
and bend-Indum loaos In between. as.ciated with a high prcoof test level is preerved

throtghout the cabling, harne.aing, installation,
hymical robustness to normally azs.red Irl "buty- fiber cti ling and termnating procezes via the

ing" the fiber under layers of buffers and tubes, preservation of the inherent strength of pristine
strength members and jackets. This approach may nilia.
zuff ice for telecom, dotacom or even chibcard ap-
pllcations, but two factors preclude this approach Cabln Mtr!x
for aircraft cabling. First, the overall dia.mter
of an avionic cable must be compatible with exist- Seo Table 3.
Ing Size 16 pin contacts. V,ny interconnect ysterms
(e.9. 13W "blind ;Mte" connectors) must %codate Dircusnion
both fiber optic and electrical contacts. It Is not
likely that the Aero-pace industry in going to threa &-neral
away 25 years of connector developent investment
for the toke of fiber optics. Second, adding \are Vie three cables are essentially the sane design.
protective layers increases the weight of the caO.Q. A very high strength, fatigue resistant, high proof
tor fiber to pay ita way in new xiztems, it rust re- test Libor is buffered with an extraded, mechai-
duco overall sistem weight, not increase it. cally renevable DuPon Taftele buffer. N;o silicone

primary buffer is uzed. This eliminates the prob-
ong-term reliability in the biggest hurdle for lems osxcIated with silicone residue, i.e. unreli-

ny now technology in the tmrospac wtld and this able torrination. A renalty is paid in term of
it no exception for optical fiber cable. It is very low tercature attenuation change but In the eon-
difficult and expensive to try out fiber optics in text of hiqh N1 fiber and short haul systems, this
p~iduction airframe systep,. Tere have been penalty is very zmall. Braided Nvlatr Is used
coveral trial links reported in 1hn literature by because of t, small diameter ond thin wall.of the
Doing, Douglas and ;%erospotiale ,, . Mcults outer jacket. The braid keeps the jacket round and
from these few trials have been encouraging but only kink resi=tat. An outer locket of modified Ul
emphasize the need to test long term reliability in i used to ptovido' y chemical and abrssion re-
the laboratory even more. oreover, fiber optic sistance as well asgood thermal stability and flame
test procedures must be utilized, not those dovol- retardancy.
oped for copper wire. This point is extremly Im-
portant. Optical fiber cable3 have different dote- Fibor Setctlon
rioration and failure rodes. The blind use of
existing wire cable epecifications and tests in not There is currently a debate in the Avionics
prudent. "Qommunity" on the cubject or fiber choice. Some

believe that lO0/140um fiber is best for Aircraft
Sall size and weight is of paramount importanco cables because it allows for a smaller "minimum

in avionics systems. As fly-by-wire and fly-by- long-term installed bend radius". Iis conclusion
light aystems got rore complex, individual ccrpon- is Ivsed on the erroneous assxrptions that 10ru
ents must got progressively smaller and lighter. fibers are as strong and as fatigue resistant as
Optical fiber cables must fit the envelope of a 200ur hard clad or hard coat fibers. Figure 1
typical 38999 size 16 pin. Ibis is one of the most shows a Voibull Failure Probability Graph comparing
limiting specifications but copatibility with 10/1490um fibe& to 200tun hard clad type Miber used
existing Interconnect designs is key to adoption of i.. the tappable datam cable described in Table 3.
the technology.

It can be seen from Table 4 that on the basis of
Desinn Goals average tensile strength, proof test level, and

static fatigue over time, the 200um fiber actually
Table I lists general design goals camon to this has a smaller long term minimum bend radius than
family of airo-raft cab'es. (All specifications are the lO0/140um fiber. Furthermore, the inherent
based on a standard one kilometer test length.) tensile strength of the larger 200um fiber adds to

the strength of the cable and allows for crimp on
Table 2 lists additional design targets that are fiber attachment strengths as high as 5 kg.
"application-Zpecific". Table 4 surmarizes the conparison between 200um

hard clad fiber and 100win coaxrrcial fibr.Design Anproach

Several tactical and strategic prograw require
Several guiding principles are coamrx to the do- higher operating temperature range and an Increased

sign of this family of Airframe Cables. First, resistance to DP environmnta. In order to achieve
large core, "step-index" f.bers are used in all these goals and provide most of the advantages
cables. Second, these fibers are screen or "proof" of the nard clad fiter, a "hard coat", all-silica
tested at very high levels to insure -.urvival of 200um fibe: is used. In this fiber design, numer-
the cabling, installation and applicJion environ- ical aperture and bend radius are traded-off for
rents. 'Ibird, well characterized materials such as extremely high resstance to IP i(rapid recovery)
DuPont's Hvlare ae used, taking adM.itagc of the and higher temperature range. The tensile strength
extensive development, testing, processing and is nearly as high as the hard clad type but the
real world experience associated with these ma- slightly increased silica diameter increases the
ter .als. Firally, only hard polymer clad or coated long-term minimnra bend radius of this cable 12 to
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16m. The lower numerical aperture of thin fiber V4ien cable )rcketing materials change length n
(0.22 vs 0.37) makes the cable rortc sensitive to different envirognnts, the kibor doc not. Thin
bond-indu d attenuation and more zensitiva to low difference in thermal coefficient of expansion
temperature induced attenuation. For this reason, cat ecs trendous pressure on fibers in the cable
an extremely small cross-section jacket is uxd to and also on the fiber/pin interface. Mien conver-
comensato. cial fiborz ore terminated, their protective buf-

Cora are ren,.ed. With no protection on the surface
The 1.asor Ordnance Cable uses a 4nfu= hard clad of the ollica, the strength of the fiber drops to 31

fibor. in this cable, teliability, .41 resistance, of its nor.al strength. (ThIn phenomenon can be ob-
sll bend radius and high powr handling dominate served by stripping a fiber and bonding it.) Any
the dosign goal. The fiber has been subjected to a tire a fiber Is terminated after its protective
Zeriez of classified strength and radiation tsnts buffer has been re-oved, it in nearly Impossible to
and has been selected for the laer Odnance Ini- guarantee the reliabilityof the termination. Add
tiation (LO) system for the SICI 4 pcogra. Thi to this, the pressures a larN Jacket can exert on
cable 1z very -pecialiued in the world of Avionics a =311 crozs-sectional area fiber, and the problem
but is extreely versatile for 1 1 and wideb=1 beco= worse.
Gnsor systems.

The cable faily described above is speCIfically
Cablo vlenn designed for high reliability terminations. Tb

small crosm-section jacket combined with the largo
The prirary cable design challenge with all cross-section but high strength fiber reduces

three of these cables is one of thermomechanicgl stresses at the termination. The hard claddintj or
stability. Cptical fiber: are lnitivo to a coatings left on tl. fiber during termination pre-
phenccenon known as "microbend" induced attenua- cerve the high reliobility level a=ured by the
tion. Mien an optical fiber 1: bent or stressed initial fiber proof test. Furthomore, with a thin-
nonuniformly, optical power mleaksw out of the fiber. film bonded coating left on the fiber, crimp-on pin

hlia sensitivity of a fiber to this typo of atten- contacts, the norm for wire interconnect, are now
uation in given by the following formula: achievable. This typo of termination practice in

absolutely necessary for fiber to be used oxten-
A Attenuation 4) l/(NA3  siyly in avionicz. (Pin contacts are under devel-

opmorc by several copanies that take full advan-
This bend induced attenuation may manifest itself tag%. of the design features of these cables.)
In several ways. First, If t:he cable is bent
arounu another cable in a harness or loaded around "Taooabi litv"
a sharp edge, the attenuation of that point of
cable will Increase. Figures 2 and 3 show the Az avionic systems grow nore complex, ly-by-
sensitivity of various cables to this type of light will become essential not morely deslxrble.
"racro-be d" induced attenuatIon. The Interconnection of subsystems and LRUs via data-

bus will became an important capbility4 . By using
If fibers in a cable jacket are bent nonuniformly hard clad fiber for aircraft cables, future tap-

on a micro scale due to themeorechanically induced pability is assured. Both head-end driven or re-
stresses or point pressure je.g. tie-wtappod} atten- generated and all passive, bi-directional systems
uation will also increase. Use of a high numerical can bL' inplenented with the hard clad, tappable
aperture fiber reduces sensitivity; use of a stable, cables. Tappability is useful in 101 systems as
=ll cross-section jacket reduces ther r chan- well. A smaller, lowpower on-tap can be used to
ically induced stresses. inject a signal Into the high power (400tu) line for

(non-destructive) system path verification.
Mhen thin wall jackets are used, especially with

higher modulus materials such as Tefzel, care mist Applications
be taken to prevent kinking of the tube. Use of a
larger diamtn fiber and a Kevlar braid conbine to The cables described above are not prototypes.
mitigate this tendency. In the 40Cun LOl cable, They have ben tested, flight tested and in the case
the fiber prevents =11 radius kinking and adds of the standard datacom cable are used in production
rubetantialy to cable tensile strength. aircraft and other platform. Ihe lI cable was

ueed on the SIC1h! flight test. Both single channel
Connetorization MIL-Std M and 38999 pi.. contacts are dLmed. Table

5 sum arizes most of the current and future uses of
The Aerospace industry uses a wide variety of these type of cables.

connector furmatr developed and tested over the
ycars. It would be extremely beneficial if optical S__r__
fiber cables could be terminated with the sane type
of pin and shall interconnec. syzta.-: as electrical A family of production optical fiber cables has
wire. So far, a great deal of effort has gone into been developed for existing and anticipated appli-
conversion of existing pins, in particular size 16 cations of lightwave technology. The central do-
pArt1", to fit the popular 38999 family of circular sign goals for all three types are robustness in
comnectors already in use in a naber of platforms. installation and termination; reliability in use.
The key to a simple and reliable interconnect system large core fibers are used to provide strength and
lies in the cable and more inportantly, fiber design. rigidity. Hard coat/clad fibers are used for ten-

sile strength and fatigue resistance. somall dia-
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vater jackets are uso or pin con act ccwxptibility
and to mitigate thtcrochanicA] s etrsin of (ibers.
All cableC are decigned to extremly high tennilo
tcrngth, inzcnzitivity to bend induced attenuation

and very =11l long-term mini=u bond radius. Ili=o
cables have teen cyte-Mincered from the fiber
to the ternlnation, ppecifically for avionic appli-
cation3.
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Optical Throughput <10 dBI/m @820 nm
Optical Bandwidth (3 dB) >10 MHz.km
Temperature Envelope -65 to +125 C (or +150 C)
Overall Diameter < 1.8 mm
Minimum bend radius < 12 mm (0.5 Inches)
Weight < 3 kg / km
Tensile Strength > 50 kg @ 2% elongation

Table 1.

Tappability Requirement for bus networks
Radiation Resistance Resistance to EMP or Cumulative dose
High Optical Damage Threshold Requirement for Laser Ordnance Cable
Broad, Flat Spectral Response Needed for broad-band sensors
Higher Temperature Range Requirement for Tactical Systems
Vibration Reliabilitiy Helicopter Applications

Table 2.
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cilblet at 1-itaom. Rftd Hard Dalacom .Rad Htfd L aser Ordnance,
Ttpoable. Crimabfe f.eMP!PUISed,

~1~0

Fiber tom) 20012301500 200124012601375 400/4301730
Buffer Tefzel 0 Tefzel 0 Tefzel 0
Strength member Kevlar® 49 Braid Kevlare 49 Braid KevlarO 49 Braid
Outer Jacket Modified ETFE Modified ETFE Modified ETFE
Diameter 1.8 mm 1.65 mm 1.8 mm
Weight C(.oi)sa 2.8 2.6 3.2

Attenuation %vam,) : 10 @ 820nm S 10 @ 820nm < 10 @ 1.06Irm
Bandwidth (U t.km) z 15 > 20 N.A.
Proof Test txpstj 200 200 250
Fiber Tensile (xpsi) 720 700 680
Fiber TensiletN) 17 22 60
Cable Tensile 6g) 80 80 100
Elongation (cna'og) 2% 2% 2%
Temp Range rcl -65 /+125 -65 1+150 -651+125
Flammability Self-extinguishing Self.extinguishing Self extinguishing
Fluid Immersion Very Resistant Very Resistant Very Resistant
Radiation long term gamma pulsed gamma pulsed gamma
Power (N.YAG) > 20 Watts CW > 1 MWatlcm2 >0.5 joule pulse
Tappable yes no yes
Crimpable yes no yes
Min Bend Rad.( m) 12 16 21
Flex life (FOTP.1) >25,000 >25,000 >25,000
Impact (FOTP.25) 50 @ 0.5 kg 50 @ 0.5 kg 50 @ 0.5 kg

Tablej 3.

FIERSE TION -COMPARISON

200*230 Im HCS vs. 100/140 um ALL-SILICA

FIBER 200120 1001140

COUPLED POWER 0 dfm -6dBm
pBEND SENSITIUITY LOW MEDIUM
AVERAGE TENSILE (KPSI) 780 550
MINIMUM BEND RADIUS (mM) 12 42
BEND RADIUS AT BREAK (Mm) 1.28 1.27

" BASED ON PROOF TEST LEVEL AND TYPICAL STATIC FATIGUE RATE
+ BASED ON AVERAGE WEIBULL FAILURE PROBABILITIES

Table 4.
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Cnb1IMni AniaonFu~jig

Standard Remote LRU Noise free interconnect
Sensor Cable Sensor I transducer interconnect
Data bus Mullifunction LRU linear bus interconnect
Audio-Video bus Entetainment dstribution

Tactical Datalinks Noise free, rad.hard channels
Sensor Cable Position. temperature, flow, pressure,

damage, laser, strain sensor interconnect
Data b) High speed integration of subsystems
Cop" 4 luation and signlOling

"el to CPU datahandling

LOI *a t motor ignition
4ge separation

Stores release
Crew Safety

Laser Transmission Free Space Communication
Laser tracking
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INTERFACE CONFOXVTS FOR HICH KIRM'AHCF
SIDIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION OVER SINCLE rIIW. CANLY

Ted Ltomtd, John Eidef Chip Mueller

Alcohol CAble Systeist, Inc. CIS 519000 RoAnoke, VA 24019

single fiber. For example, the fiber-guided
misile will be a major market In itself and will

Recent advances in active and passive fiber optic share many basic requirements with F77$ links:
companents design have resulted in dramatic both systems will likely utili:e bidirectional
perf'rMnce iMptoveftnts as well as significant single-mode links capable of carrying video in one
cost rieductions. Thest two factors have opened the direction and lower speed digital traffic in the
way for new system Imple ntLtions for single fiber opposite direction with wavelength division
cab~l.estptcially in tht areas of avionics data bus multiplexing (iWr).
and in rtmottly piloted vehicles.

Another high volume application of transceivers
Th: paper describes the development of passive requiring two separate wavelengths on a single
cCuplers and interconnict modules that enable, for fiber is sensor links for advanced avionics
example, the transmission of multiple video systems. In this case, a reference channel is
channels In one direction and control signals in often sent along with the modulated channel on
the opposite direction through a single fiber. The separate wavelengths over multimode fiber. The
significance of this work is that through new two sources are combined with a UD1 coupler for
packaging techniques the interface size, weight, unidirectional transmission over a single fiber.
and e st have dropped significantly, which make
fibi. optic bus and control systems cost effective. Designs being developed for each of these high

volume applications are driven by similar
Included in the paper will be physical descriptions constraints on size, environmental extremes,
of some new innovative modules, along with test performance, and cost. A primary requirement is
data illustrating optical performance and that the optical transceiver occupy as little
environmental compatibility. board space as possible and be rugged enough to be

easily handled. One approach is to package the
active and passive optical components together in
a common package so there are no external fibers
exccpt the link fiber itself. This "nodule"
concept not only enhances the ruggedness and
decreases the size, but it also allows !or optimum

Ocomponent selection to meet overall assembly
Fiber optic transceivers, which incurporate a specifications. The result is higher performance
coupler, active devices, and a fiber pigtail or assemblies and increased yield resulting in
connector into a single small package, can improve higher quality, and lower cost compared with
system rerformnce and reduce both component cost individually packaged components.
and size. This is critical for fiber optic system
implementation which is rapidly becoming system SINGLE KODZ KODULZ 013igN
cost limited rather than technology limited. Single mode fiber is the driving requirement for
Transceivers can be built in both single mode and FTTS modules. Module development is currently
multumode forms for a wide variety of single and limited by the available variety of single mode
bidirectional fiber data links. These modules have couplers. Currently, high performance couplers
been built, packaged, and tested in single and are fabricated using [used biconic taper (FBT)
multimode forms for variety of applications, technology for single mode power splitters and
Larger systems combining many wavelengths into wavelength division multiplexers (RDH). These
single fiber links utilizing large numbers of couplers are typically 1-2 inches in length and
modules and couplers can also be realized, less than 1/4 inches in diameter. Single mode

modules must also utilize the most efficient
= AINLtD 1I!OO TA methods known to couple optical power into and out

Two of the largest potential applications of of fiber. Most single mode modules therefore
fiber optic transceivers, fiber tethered utilize an FT coupler in combination with single
vehicleso, and fiber-to-the-subscriLer (FTTS), a-e mode pigtailed active devices and short fiber
evolving as bidirectional systems operating over a lengths all contained within a single package.
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The LED coobiner module Is an example of recent
developmenits in oultimode transceivers. In thisCOPE
Particular Case two LEDs with differentLE
optical fiber link with o high coupling
efficitey. This module is based on proven
coupler principles usedl in the standard uvoltzgth Figure 2 - Single Mode Modlt
division wiltiplexe product line. in the mdule
tht two LEDs are an integral part of the coupler Module operation was tsted over a -20 to 4701C
and all act ccritainOd in the ao package. temerature ran~ge. The signal crusstalk isolatiua

betueen the LED and PIS i: <5nh at a full LED bias
The basic layout Of the LED combiner Modulc is of 100 milliamperes. Typical link loss budgets
show-. in Figure 1. Statting on the left side, the were examined for three possible module uses (set
short wavelength light, from a 73On= surface Table 1). The values clearly zhv.w that simple
omitting LED is collected and collirated by a LED/PIN/coupler modules Can be Wsed for a vitty
m- rol.,s. The c~illa~ttd light passes thru..gh a Gf app iA&t41ions. systvrms Ltuiting a greater
ZQrt uavelength pass ftert. A GRIN lens3 focuses value (or overall gain cvauld be sa4tisfied by using
the collirated beam into the link filer Vlactd a lastr source.
Inst the capillary tube. On the right side, a
GRIN lens captures the light emitted frm an Us6mm Single =o bidirectional modules wekt also
LED and focuses the beam into a short length of fabricatedl using a variety of power splitting
fiber. The short length of fiber is attached to couplers. Vte LED/PIN1/coupler modules incorporate
the lens. The lens collimates this beam on to the either an Integral ST or FC style cennoctor in the
filter. The filter acts as a reflector for this package, The performance of these modules varies
wavelength and reflects the beam back. The lens directly with the coupler cplit ratio. The module
then refocuses this reflected beam into the link splitting ratio is designed around the systems
fiber. The entire assembly described above Is operating characteristics to best utilize the
attached to a %etal heat sink Plate. this total available link loss budget. The package and
assembly is cast molded into a single unit. performance characteristics were identical to

those for the VD.N module (except for signal
~I1 crosstalk Isolation which was found to be )17dB).

Multimode modules have boen fabricated to combine
LED outputs of different wavelengths onto a single
fiber. The LEDs are short wavelength surface
existing bulk optics design utilizing a dichroic

I L~f~filter. The module operating temperature range is
~ rit ~limited to -30' to 4800C by the LEO:, the coupler

A LrtI APIt LARY is tated for operation from -55* to +1258C.
4 LE 1la rAPl1LAP I Output power variation with temperature was found
S LED' to be less than 0.41 per degree C. Tshe modules

achieved in excess of 1 04 (0 dsm) out.put power
Figure I - Hultimode LED Combiner Module from the 200/230 micion link fiber at 100

milliampece LED drive current.

Single mode 1200/1300 nm '4D. bidirectional m.)4ules The package for the multimode module is 1.6" x
have demonstrated LED output poutr of 4 0.6" x 0.3" with only a single fiber pigtail and
mictovatts(-24 dta) and PIN responsivities of 0.5 the required LED electrical leads external.
A/R at the package ST connector interface. The (Figure 1). The package size is determined mainly
modules incorporate a single mode ST style by the bulk optics coupler. Alternative coupler
connector, a fused biconic taper 1200/1300 nm WON varieties show promising reductions in module size
coupler, a 1200 nma or 1300 nm edge emitting LED, (as high as So%,) and potential improvements in
and an In~aAs PIN photodiode, in a single molded performance and ease in fabrication.
package. Tht package dimensions are 0.5" x 0.7" x
5.25" with only the single ST connoctor optical The multimode approach easily applies itself to
connection and the necessary LED and PIN larger system designs where a number of modules
electrical leads visible on the package exterior and/or couplers can be used to efficiently couple
(see Figure 2). many different wavelengths onto a single fiber

link. Tshe same combination can be used with Pill
or APD detectors to demodulate the signals off
this single fiber link. This approach is also
feasible with single mode modules and couplers.
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Field Measurements or the Effects or Hydrogen Gas

on Installed Submnrine Single-Mode Fiber Cables

W. 'r. Andcrson, A. J. Johnson, and A. DeVito

Bellcorc, Morristown, New Jersey

Summary One type of environment whr h has implicated in the

Measurements for the presence of molccular hydro- generation of hydrogen is the submarine environment.

gen on 23 submarinc cables arc reported. Thesc Submarine cables arc commonly used to cross fivers,
mcasurcments were made using an Optical Time bays, and lakes. L.yers of armor wire are often addcd

Domain Reflctometcr (OTDR) operating at 1240 to otherwise conventional optical cables used in duct
nm, a wavelength at which the hydrog cn-induccd and buried applications to provide additionalattenuation is very har, 119 of the r submarine mechanical protection and sufficient weight to

cables measured were clearly degraded by molecular facilitate installation. or factors make submatine
hydrogen. In 3 of the 19 cases where hydrogen was cables Potentially vulnerable to the effects of
found, the amount of hydrogen present was not uni- hydrogen:

formly distributed along the submarine cable. The Armoring the cable increass the amount of metal
source of the hydrogen is probably corrosion of the which is subject to corrosion, both galvanic
galvanizcd steel armor wires. Placing an hermetic bar- corrosion between the armor wires and other
ticr, such as a formed layer of lead, between the dissimilar metals in the cable and also self-
armor and the cable core appears to be an effcctivc corrosion of the galvani.ed steel armor wires
means of protecting the fiber from the degrading The higher pressure at the dcpths encountered in
effects of hydrogen. submarine installations permits higher partial

1. Introduction pressure, of h)drogen than at atmospheric
pressure

It is well known that hydrogen gas increases the Tre suri
attenuation of optical fibers.1.2 In multimode fibers, The submarin environment is highly c onducive to
hydrogen bonds chemically to the dopants in the corrosion, both galvanicand bacterial
glass, leading to a large and irreversible increase in ,, !',y current pickup by the armor wire may
the attenuation at and above 1300 nm. In single- produce hydrogen
mode fibers, with their lower dopant concentratnBc o
the hydrogen does not bond but remains in the Because of these concerns, a series of diagnosticmolccular state. This molecular hy'drogen produces nmeasurements of installed submarine cables was
molclan e silyetiale sis ofsarp hdrptn p es begun in 1986. At the 1988 International Wire andan easily identifiable series of sharp absorption Meks, Cable Symposium, we reported results from the first
most notably at 1240 nm. The lack of significant Casl senisu rcpoted sult rotschemcalboningin inge-moe fber maes hem phase of these measurements, and significant amounts
chemical bonding in singlc-mode fibers makes them of hydrogen were found in all three of the single-relatively insensitive to the effects or hydrogen, and mode submarine cables which were measured? Thisuntil recently, hydrogen was not thought to be a
problem for cables which contain singlc-mode fibers. conclusion was based uon spectral attenuationToprduea significant increase in attenuation for measurements performed in the field nivironment,
To produce asgiiaticesinatntonfr and the distinctive spectral shape of molecularsinglc-m odc fibers, scvral tenths of an atm osphere hydroge ws obsrve int al h ee cases.uAnpartial pressurc of hydrogen are required, whilc only hydrogen was observed in all three cases. An
several hundredths of an atmosphere produces a example of one of these measurements is shown insignifian nrets i atnatonr frm ode a Figure 1. The partial pressures of hydrogen foundsignificant increase in attenuation for mttmode ranged from 0.3 to 0.7 atmospheres, a surprisinglyfibers. large amount, and these pressures were fairly well

correlated with the average depth of the cables.
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Measurements of one of the cables four times over a
14 month period revcalcd that the amount of
hydrogen present, and therefore the attenuation, a s
slowly incresing with time.

Thsce three cables were of similar designs and were
located in a similar environment, so additional "
measurements tre needed to stuo.j the depcndcnce of
the hydrogen elTect on cable design and environment.
Ilowever, field spectral attenuation measurcments are
difficult to perform, and the cquipmcnt is bulky and
fragi. For the next phase of the study, an easier and
more readily transportcd test sci was nccdcd so that a
larger number of cabits, of differcnt designs and in
different locations, could be- measured. In this paper,
we report on the use of an OTDR to measure 23 it 13
installed submarine cables. " '5

In the next section, the measurement of the hydrogen
efcct in the field is discuwtcd, and the motivation for Fi!urt 1. Spectral Attenuation, Hydrogen Present
the use of an OTDR is explained. In Section 3, the much less than .1 dB/kn while hydrogen piescnt in
data taken with this set on 23 different submarine
cables is summarized. In Section 4, the highly significant quantitieswill produce losses much larger.
nonuniform length dependence of the hydroge. effect The height of the prominent 12.40 nm hyJrogcn peak
olsrved for 3 of the cables is discussed. In Section is proportional to the partial prcsmurc of.hydrogen
5, additional measurements or the time dependence of present so that a measurement of the height of this
the hydrogen effect are presented Finally, in Section peak can be used to estimatc the amount, or partial
6, conclusions are drawn. pressure, of hydrogen present. One atmosphere

partial pressure of hydrogen produces an added loss
2. hlrasurtments of the Ilydrtocn Effect at 1240 nm of approximately 7 Mlftin.

2. I 77wc Characteristic Sigtialre of II)Yq eti 2.2 Spnctral Attenuation Measurements

When hydrogen is generated in a cable, it diffuses The most straightforward method for measuring the
readily into the glass fibers, either remaining in a height of the 1240 nm absorption peak is to perform a
molecular state or dissociating and chemically spectral scan. Spectral attenuation test sets are
bonding to the glass. At the relatively low commonly used in factories and laboratories, but the
temperatures encountered in the submarine relative fragility of the equipment makes it ill suited
environment, the extent of chemical bonding in to field applications. The cutback method4 is
single.mode fibers should be negligible.2 In the commonly used and is guncrally considered the most
molecular state, hydrogen causes a series of readily accurate atnuation measurement. Since cutback is
observable absorption peaks in the 1100 to 1MOO nm destructive, for a field measurement a similar method,
region including one particularly strong, narrow peak attenuation by substitution or insertion loss, has been
at 1240 nm.12 A typical spectral attenuation plot used with little loss in accuracy. Il owevcr, either of
showing the effects of hydrogen is shown in Figure 1. these spectral methods have other disadvantages.
Any measurement of an installed cable to determine First, they measure only end-to.end attenuation and
whether hydrogen is present should look for this givc no resotution of the attenuation variation along
characteristic molecular hydrogen absorption peak. the cable. This is a major disadvantage since, the type
This distinct peak is unique to the molecular of submarine cable used in the trunk network usually
hydrogen effect and unlikely to be confused with most represents only a small part of the span, and the
other loss-increasing mechanisms, such as effect of hydrogen on a one or two kilometer
microbending or macrobending, which have different submarine cable is easily lost in the measurement of
spectral signatures. One other loss mechanism, 20 or 30 kilometers of cable between Central Offices.
absorption due to 011-, can be present at 1240 nm, Second, commercially available test sets require that
but OH- absorption at 1240 nm will generally be the launch and detect fibers be at the same location,
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which requircs a loopback to mcasurc installed cables. The OTDR used for the measuremcnts reported in
This limitation can be overcome by building a test set this paper has a dual wavclcngth source plug-in
with remoteend capability, but this increases the cost operating nominally at 1240 nm and 1310 nm. The
and difficulty of the measurement. actual operating wavelengths wcre found to be 12M
Because of these dLudvantage. to the use or spectral nm and 1313 nm. Since the center wavelength of th
atencuseion as a diadntags toot for measuring the "1240 nm" laser does not correspond exactly to tl
effects of hydrogen on installed cables, the use of center of the hydrogen peak (which w hr
fcs fo hsrpose on instigaed .ablesmeasured to be ncAr 1238 nm), the mcasurcme.i

OTDRs for this purpose was investigated, made with this OTDR may slightly underestimate the

2.3 Opical Tme Domtain Reflcectrinay amount of hydrogen present. Comparisons of

The use of OTDRs is well established, as arc thcir spectral scans to OTDR measurements has given

advantages and disadvantages. The OTDR performs agrccment to within 20% at 1240 nm. To calculate a

single-ended measurement. Ilowever, unless the hydrogen indicator in a manner consistent with that in

fiber is perectly uniform along its length, the the previous paper,3 the attenuation measured at

attenuation readings of the OTDR can be in error these two wavelengths are subracted. and the
du to eadirence.% in th TDR capture ang er difference in the Rayleigh scattering loss expected at
duc to the differences in backscattcr capture along the these two wavelengths is also subtracted so that the
ber pratice thi diasrdvnta ro n beh ovreciom, hydrogen indicator represents only the attenuation

by perto riming the measurement from both dircctions, attributable to hydrogen at the peak near 1240 nm.
but this eliminates one of the major advantages of the The scatcring loss is well approxdmated over this
oTroR, limited wavelength range as a,,. - )-1, where )X is
Another advantage to the use of an OTDR is its the wavelength in m. Between the measurement
ability to resolve the variation of attenuation along the wavelengths of 1236 nm and 1313 nm, scattering loss
length of the cable. This is a major advantage in this then would be expected to decrease by 0.092 dB/km,
work since the submarine cable is typically only a Icaving for the hydrogen indicator
small portion of a much longer cable section, and the
use of an OTDR permits the attenuation of the , V A 31,-I -0.092

submarine cable to be isolated from the attenuation This hydrogen indicator should be zero if there is no
of the rest of the section. Also, if the submarine hydrogen present, but the presence of Oil-
cable is sufficiently long, the variation of the hydrogen absorption will typically give a hydrogen indicator of a
effect along it, perh:aps due to depth or local few hundredths of a dB. The indicator is proportional
environment, can be studied, to the partial pressure present, and a value ol 7

OTDRs are commonly used to measure singlc.mode dB/km would imply a partial pressure of

fibers at 1310 nim and at 1550 nut. 1310 ni is approximately I atm of hydrogen.

relatively insensitive to hydrogen, but 1550 rim is To automate the analysis of the data and to automate
somewhat more sensitive. However, since added the measurement, a portable computer was interfaced
attenuation at 1550 nm could be caused by a number to the OTDR. The computer set the OTDR
of factors, including hydrogen, a measurement at 1550 parameters and recorded traces at both wavelengths
nm is not a conclusive indicator of the presence of for later analysis.
hydrogen. For a conclusive measurement of the
hydrogen effect, an OTDR should operate at 1240 3. Detailed Results of Measurtments
im, a wavelength which is not commonly used in
OTDRs. As a baseline, from which the added
attenuation due to hydrogen can be calculated, n dual 23 submarine cables from the Northeast, South, and
wavelength OTDR, operating at 1310 nm in addition Western rcgions of the continental United States were
to 1240 am, is needed. Since variations in back~cattcr measured with the OTDR. Each cable was given a
along the fiber arc not highly wavelength.dupendent, one letter code for identification. Since Bellcore was
bidircctional measurements arc not needed to asked not to disclose the exact location of these
determine the difference ;n attenuation at these two cables, the code is not intended to be mnemonic. 21
wavelengths. Bidirectional measurements would be of the 23 were armored with one or more layers of
needed if the absolute attenuation at either galvanized steel wires (cable N was unarmorcd, and
wavelength were desired. cable X was armored with stainless steel wires rather

than galvanized steel wires).
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Data was analyzed, as dcscribcd in the prcvious where d is the average depth of the cable in feet.
section, to compute a hydrogcn indicator. From The hydrogen indicatori presented in Figure 2 can be
marine charts bottom surveys, or information cxprcsscd in terms of a percentage of this prcdictcd
providcd by the local cnginccr.% the average depths worst-case value for each of the cables, as shown in
wcrc estimated. Any significant departure from Figure 3.
uniform attenuation in the submarine section was
notcd, and three cabkcs which had such nonuniform
behavior are discussed further in the next section.
The hydrogen indicators for these 23 ca|)lks arc
summarized in Figure 2. 5.

-L 7

Figurt3. Hydrogen Indicators, Percent of Worst01R* - Case

Cc i T L Z '; Accounting for depth diffcrcnccs in this manner

explains some, but not all, of the variability in the
hydrogen indicator measured for these cables, as canFigure 2. Summary of Hydrogen Measurements In seen from the greater uniformity from cable to

The first 13 cables (E through V) were placed in salt cable shown in Figure 3 as compared to Figoe 2.
water environments, typically bays or tidal rivers. The However, other factors, such as differences in cable
remaining 10 cables (F through J) were placed in design or the local environment, cannot be neglected.
fresh water, typically inlandl lakes or rivers. The Also, it should be pointed out that, for several of
hydrogen indicators measurcd range from nearly zero these cables, the average depths arc at best rough
(for cables N, V, J, and X) to 13.0 dB/km for cable F estimates since marine survey, or accurate charts
(a fresh water crossing!). In absolute tcrms, the levels were not always available.
of hydiogcn indicators plotted in Figure 2 correspond, To further study the dependence of the hydrogen
at 7 dB/km per atmosphere, to partial pressures as indicator on depth, Figure 4 plots one against the
large as 1.9 atmospheres, or about 27 psi! other for the 19 cables which were affected by

3.2 Depth Dependcnce hydrogen (excluding hydrogen-fr-c cables N, V, J, and

Some of the variability from cable to cable may be X, which will be discussed in more detail later).

explained by the differing depths of the cables. An Cables installed in fresh water are plotted with an 1,

upper limit to the amount of hydrogen present can be on this plot, and salt water installations arc plotted

calculated based upon the fact that these cables will with an "S". Linear regression was applied to the
fresh and the salt water cables separately, and the twonot support pressurization. The maximum partial best fit lines are plotted in Figure 4. The higher of

pressure of hydrogen is then limited by the ambient best fit ort wate an The lower is
pressure, which is a function of the depth of the cable. the two is the best fit for salt water, and the lower is

The ppe liit o th hyrogn idicaor s ten he best it for fresh water. Correlation coefficientsThe upper limit to the hydrogen indicator is then
are 0.67 for salt water and 0.89 for fresh water.

< 7(1+ d dicm Eliminating the one outlier at 60 ft (cable B)
33 improves the correlation for salt water cables to 0.81.

Cable B was unusual in several respects, as will be
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armored cabIcs.

Cable X was als) armorcd, but with stainlcs. steel
r wires rather than galvanizcd mccl wirc.s.

Unfortunatcly, cable X was installed only 7 months
prior to the measuremcnt, so the absence of hydrogen
after only 7 months is not conclusive. Ilydrogcn-

Sgcnerating corrosion and diffusion of hydrogen into
s the core or the cable may not yet have reached
s.- ccluilibrium, and additional mcasurcmcnt arc nccdcd.

'Sr Cables V and J, on the other hand, are armored.

s Cable V is installed in salt water across a bay, and
r r cable J is installed in a fresh water river. Hiowcvcr, in

o .1 1one significant regard, the construction of these cables
0 0 8 10o tIN teO 20 differs from most of the other armored cables. A 3

, mm layer of Icad was formed between the armor
wires and the cable core, and this lead evidently
formed a barrier to the entry of hydrogen into the

Figure 4. Depth Dependence of ldrtgcn Indicator cable core.

discussed further in Section 4. From Figure 4, it is
clear that salt water is a harsher environment, and the
levels of hydrogen observed are consistently higher in Three of the cables measured had significantly
salt water than in fresh water. nonuniforn, distributions of hydrogen. That is, the

While the dpcpr.dence or the hydrogen indicator on amount of hydrogen varied considerably from one

dcph is important, this one factor alone does not part of the cable to another. This might be expected

explain the amount of hydrogen present in these if, for example, the depth of the cable also varied

cables. It is ilso interesting to nowe that the y. considerably, or if the bottom conditions were more
inrclept o the so inesig a note tha The near conducive to corrosion at one end of the cable than atintercept of the best-Iit lines are not zero. The linear

models predict that a submarine cable placed at the thc other.

surface would have a hydrogen indicator of about 3 First, consider cables Y and Z. These two cables,
dB/km in salt water or about I dB/km in fresh water. which cross the same bay a few hundred feet apart,
This prediction was well tested by cable D, which was start in relatively deep wrler (40 to 45 feet) in a
placed in a shallow frcsh.watcr swamp. The hydrogen naviSation channel at the end nearest the point where
indicator for cable D was 1.6 dB/km. the OTDR was located, anti then rise to a relatively

3.3 Cables with no fasurablc l.)lydlroge Effect shallow shelf, 8 to 10 feet deep, for the remainder of
the crossing. In Figure 5, the OTDR traces for cable

While 19 of the 23 cables are clearly degraded by Y are shown. The submarine crossing begins
hydrogen, and the levels of hydrogen encountered are approximately 1.6 km from the Central Office where
extremely large, four cables are clearly unaffected by the OTDR was located, and it ends approximately 6.7
hydrogen- cables N, V, J, and X. These four cables km away. The deep water section lies between 1.6
will be discussed in some detail, and 2.4 km, where the slope of the 1240 nm trace is

Cable N is significantly different from the others in noticeably steeper than before 1.6 km. However, the

that it has no armor wires. The cable has a steepest section begins at 2.4 kin, continuing to

conventional poly-stccl-poly jacket and was installed approximately 4.4 kin, where the slope once again
becomes relatively shallow. This behavior is not well

across a salt water bay. This cable was buried several correlated with the depth along the cable. OTDR
feet into a soft bottom soil, and since there was no traces for Cable Z are similar, except that the route
significant boat traffic in this area, armor was not whhcbeZfolsislgtysorr.Tasar

needed. Armored submarine cables installed in which cable Z follows is slightly shorter. Traces are

similar environments in the same area were affected shown in Figure 6.

by hydrogen. The absence of hydrogen in this Breaking these two traces into three rcgions, over
unarmorcd cable points to the corrosion of the armor which the traces are well characterized by a straight
wires as the probable source of hydrogen in the other line, and applying linear regression, the hydrogen
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Figure 5. OTDR Traces, Cable Y Figure 7. Length Dependence, Cable Y
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Figure 6. OTDR Traccs- Cable Z Figure 8. Lcngth Dcpendence, Cable Z

indicator in each of the three regions for the two Cable B has three distinct regions where the hydrogen
cables can be computcd. These are plottcd along indicator is well characterizcd by a straight line-
with the attcnuations at 1310 nm and at 1240 nm in between 0.2 and 0.6 km, betwccn 0.6 and 1.6 kin, and
Figures 7 and 8. from 1.6 km to the end of the cable at 1.9 ki. The

In the previous paper,3  spectral attenuation hydrogen indicators resulting from linear fits in each
of these thrce regions are plotted in Figure 11. If

measurements for these two cables (which were then depth were the dominant nvironmental factor, then
called Cable 2), revealed that the levels of hydrogen the middle region, which is the deepest, would have
were significantly different between the two cables. the most hydrogen. In fact, it %as the least. The
This difference between two identical cables installed rclatively shallow region between 0.2 ard 0.6 km,
in the same environment remains a mystery. where the depth varies from 30 to 70 feet, has by far

Finally, consider cable B. In Figure 9, the OTDR the most hydrogen, with a hydrogen indicator of just
traces are plotted, and in Figure 10, the depth profile under 14 dB/km. This corresponds to a partial
is plotted, pressure of just under 2 atmospheres, which is still
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FiglUre 9. OTDR Traccs, Cale B Figure 11, Length Dependence, Cable B

was postulated (this cable was "Cable Number 1* in
the previous paper). A power law exponent of" 0.24

z 0 R-x"gave a correlation coefficient of 0.99. One additional
Xo X spectral mcasurcmcnt of this cable was performed,

rx

e0 ..... and the time dependence is shown in Figure 12. WithX- this additional measuremnt, the best fit power law

X.X exponent is now 0.18, which is significantly lower.I 7lowevcr, the correlation has dropped to 0.96.

G - I-

X 6~i

-3 X X

0 05 1 5

Figure 0. Depth Profile of Cable B i

slightly below the prpdhctbd worst-case value for this
rpgion of thl cable, which has an avcragc dwpth of 50

In these thre cases, the variation of [e hydrogen t0 tod mt 1t 1 o w Io
indicator along the cable is poorly correlatrd with thc t o s pkplto
dppth. Othir unknown factors, such as nnvgronmcntal

variations or variations in cab le construction, m ustFi u e 1 . T m D p nd ce o C a l Baccount for this anomaly.Fiue1.TmDpndnco blB
In spite of the change in the power law exponent, the

S. Time Dependence of Cable B conclusion reached in thc previous paper that the rate
In te pevius aper, te tme epenenc ofone of increase in the hydrogen indicator with time is

Icable v wa s iedovr , ah 1oth dperdndn afon slowing is still valid. One possible explanation for (his

power law model for the observed hydrogen indicator slowing can be found in the length dependence of the
hydrogen indicator, as presented in thc previous
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section. Since most of the hydrogcn is isolated in one This could take the form of a mctallic tube protecting
small section of thc cable, whcrc the partial pressure the cable core, and may be of formed lead or other
of hydrogcn Ls approaching the ambient prcssurc, impermeable metal with a so!dcrcd or weldcd scam.
significant diffusion of hydrogen out of this cable An ovcrlapped scam, which was prc.,,cnt in many of
section is undoubtedly significant, a,',d this diffusion the cables tested, is not sufficient to prevent the entry
may limit further increases, of hydrogen. Alternatively, hermetically coated

optical fibers could be uscd to prevent the entry of
6. Conclusions hydrogen. Such coatings must be optimizcd for

W ables in resistance to the entry of hydrogen rather than for a
c fesha portsald tate almalln armd a reduction in susceptibility to static fatigue, as is

either fresh or salt water submarine cnvironments are
affected to some degree by the effects of molecular commonly done.

hydrogen. Only four cables were unaffected. Two A second possible design path for the prevention of
had a layer of lead under the armor wires providing deterioration due to hydrogen is to avoid gcncrating
an hermetic barrier to the entry of hydrogen hydrogen in the armor wires. This might be
generated by the corrosion of the armor wires. We accomplished by using corrosion-resistant metals in
expect that all submarine cables containing laters of the armor wires or by coating the armor wires with a
galvanized armor wires ill be impaired to some protective polymer. However, stray current pickup
extent by molecular hydrogen unless sonic hermetic could still lead to the generation of hydrogen.
barrier to the hydrogen is present. Additional measurements of installed cables
The levels of hydrogen encountered depend upon the containing corrosion-resistant metals arc needed to

depth and upon the salinity of the water, but other determine whether this approach is effective.

local cnvironmental and cable design factors also have The nature of the corrosion which provides the source
a significant effect. In three cases, the variation or the of the hydrogen found in these cables has not yet
level of hydrogen encountered along the submarine been positively identified. Both bacterial and galvanic
cable varied significantly and in a fashion which was corrosion are consistent with these observations.
not correlated to the depth of the cable. Also, two Work continues at Bellcore toward a better
cables of identical designs installed across the same understanding of the nature of this corrosion.
body of water but several hundred feet apart behaved Acknowledgements
significantly differently. We conclude from these
observations that local variation; in the environment, The authors are greatly indebted to several engineers
such as the nature of the scdimt:nt or depth of burial, in the telephone companies, without whose assistance
play an important role in dcter-nining the amount of these measurements could not have been made.
hydrogen generated. Unfortunately, this acknowledgement must be given

anonymously. The authors also acknowledge
In the previous paper, we recommended that users cn onsy Teiacor c lso ck

leave sufficient margin in span designs for the worst-

case loss increase, which can be predicted from the and Karen Tellcfscn toward a better understanding of
the corrosion mechanisms responsible for theaverage depth d an meters and thc length L in generation of hydrogen.

kilometers as follows:

0.3 L d + I dB between 1290nm and 1330nm Reerences

[1] K. Noguchi, Y. Murakami, and K, Ishihara,
d ) "Infrared Loss Spectrum of Hydrogen

0.8 L -L + 1 dB between 1525nm and 1575nmn Molecules in a Silica Fiber," Electrodcs
10 )Letters, Vol. 19, 1o. 24, P. 1045, November 24,

This paper has reinforced that conclusion. Loss 1983.
increases of as much as 54% of these worst-case 121 J. D. Rush, K. J. Beales, D. M. Cooper, W. J.
values have been observed. Duncan, and N. H. Rabonc, "Hydrogen

To avoid the effects of hydrogen in submarine cables, Related Degradation in Optical Fibers-
two alternative design paths should be considered. Implications and Practical Solutions," Br.
First, using existing armor designs, some hermetic Telecom Technol. I., Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 84,
barrier to the entry of hydrogen should be provided. September 1984.
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IVESTIGATION OF TOTAL AND DISTRIBITFD HY[ROGEN LEVELS IN

INSTALLED FIEfOPTIC SUIIMARINE CABI.ES

S. Ilopland

Norwegian Telecommunications Administration
Cables Division.
Oslo. NORWAY.

ABSTRACT (30 years) at * 3-5 oC, theso losses are negligible
compared to the 112 induced losses for all relevant

In this paper we present new data for hydrogen hydrogen levels at the transmission wavelengths
induced attenuation in installed Fiberoptic 1300 nm and 1550 no S.
submarine cables in which no hydrogen barrier was
used. We have performed both spectral measurements In some submarine cable constructions a hermetic
and used a 1238 nm OTDR module to examine the metal tube encloses the cable core and Forms a
hydrogen induced loss. We have shown that the hydrogen barrier. IHere, the hydrogen generated

lomols -thin 2. yraftar installation outside the tube Is prevented. fre diffusing into
are mach lower than reported by others. A trend for the cable core. On the other hand, hydrogen Fron
a small increase in hydrogen induced loss at 1241 inside the tuba is not allowed to diffuse out.
nm with time have been observed. No evident Another method oF preventing hydrogen to.reach the
hydrogen induced loss dependancy on sea depth was fibers, is the use oF hydrogen absorbing filling
Found. Enhanced hydrogen evolution was registered compounds. Other constructions, like the ones used
in a small region near a damngo on the outer jacket by the Norwegian Telecommunications Administration
of the cable. We believe that a corrosion process (N.T.A). do not use any hydrogen barriers, which
is responsible for the observed hydrogen evoluton. allows for hydrogen to diffuse freely In and out oF

the cable structure. In this case, extra precaution
must be taken in selecting proper materials in the

1. INTRODUCTION cable construction to avoid hydrogen evolution.

In recent years, a lot of attention has been So far, Few data about hydrogen levels in installed
Focused on the effects of hydrogen in fiberoptic submarine cables have been reported. Recently.
cables . The evolution of hydrogen gas (112) inside alarming levels of hydrogen were observed in some
or outside the cable will, iF 112 is allowed to installed submarine cables or the "open " type,
diffuse into the fibre core, cause attenuation which severely restricted their use
increases which may impair the signal transmission.

In this work, we have examined the hydrogen levels
The presence or molecular hydrogen (lz) in the core in a number of our installed submarine cables. We
of an optical fibre causes attenuation increases present new data of the hydrogen induced
with characteristic spectral Features. The most attenuation and offer some indications of the
evident is a strong and narrow absorption peak near reasons for the hydrogen evolution.
124t0 nm 1. At the transmission wavelengths 1300 nm
and 1550 nm the loss increase is much smaller, but
generally increases with increasing wavelength 1. A 2. CABLE CONSTRUCTION AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT
small absorption peak appears at 1590 nm I. If the
hydrogen in the fiber core has reached equlibrium The N.T.A. uses cables from two different manu-
with the hydrogen source, the induced loss at the facturers. The cable construction consist of a
1210 nm peak wavelength is directly related to the metal free cable core which may be of the slotted
hydrogen partial pressure at the fiber surface ., core or the loose tube design. The cable core is
and thus an indicator of the hydrogen level in the surrounded by a jacket of polyethylene, and then
cable core. From the height of the 12410 nm peak we follows an armour consisting of one or two layers
can also estimate the induced losses at other of galvanized steel wires. Two layers of steel
wavelengths, wires are applied if extra tensile strength is

needed for protection. A bitumen or asfalt filling
In single mode fibres, losses can also be induced compound is used around the steel wires to prevent
by reactions of 112 with hydroxyl (Oil'), thereby longitudinal water intrusion and corrosion.
increasing the absorption peak at 1380 nm 3. Also, Finally, an outer jacket of high density poly-
a broadbanded attenuation will be induced 4. The ethylene forms an extre protection against water
magnitude of these losses are dependant on hydrogen corrosion. The cable construction for one layer of
level, time, temperature and fiber type. It can be steel wires is shown in Fig. 1.
shown, however, that in a submarine cable life time
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Initially, spectral loss curves ware compared with
loss curves taken with a standard laboratory

", equipment, And very good agreeent was found.

*1011-14 Coll The peak wavelenght or the II absorption was found
or Noble 1101f ,to be 12'14 a.

1.2 OuuR measur'ments

. #1 11t441., ..maP"'"' In addition to the spectral ewasure ents. an OM
1111k ffls fy .,with a laser source operating at 1238 no wavelength
wt.Lv.,ghtI.....( u 4I .Iwas used . This is a 6 n, ofFset fro the IN peak

wavelength. 7erefore, the observed loss increase

Figure 1: Submarine cable construction, At 1238 no Is only half or the loss increase at
1244 no 7. From the OTDR traces, we could reveal
possible variations or the hydrogen induced loss

We have installed several submarine cables along along the individual subearine cable lengths.
the K rwegLan coastline as parts or our regional
and trunk network. The cables are usually laid Standard OTOR equipments at 1318 no and 1550 no
directly on the bottom or the sea. The sea floor were used for control measurements.
conditions are not known in details. Typically, the
bottom may be rocky, or it ay consist or clay and
cand. The depths msy vary between 20 and 1000 .3 Measured cables
Pcters oo d tho writer con-dti.-Z -.- ::::It.

We have measured 11 different submarine cables
with single arsour from two different sanu-

3. HYDROGFN SOURCE racturers. The cables had been in the so en-
vironsent for a time period or 0.5 - 2 years. and

In our submarine cables, potential hydrogen snurces the average sea depth were ranging froe 20 to 800
are degradation or polymer materials and outgassiog moters as shown In Table 1.
or selrcorrosion or metal members.

All the materials used in the cables from the two
manufacturers were tested individually for hydrogen Sub- Length Time after Average
outgassin" (in dry atmosphere) at elevated tempo- marine (kin) installation sea depth
ratures by means or gas chromotography. Only cable (months) (0)
negligable hydrogen evolution was observed in these
experiments. 1 " 11.11 15 100-150

2 5.7 19 1150-500
However, in an ageing test. where a long length 3 8.9 15.5 50
or cable was kept at * 700 C for 7 days. an 4 IO.8 6 225
absorption peak near 1240 nn was detected; showing 5 10.6 6.5 100
the presence of hydrogen. When this ageing test was 6 13.li 6.5 700-900
performed on a duct cable, which is essentially 7 11.8 15 10-20
identical to the inner part of the submarine cable 8 10.7 15 100-150
except for the armour and the asfalt/bitumen 9 11.1 11.5 100-150
filling, no traces of hydrogen was found. 10 7.1 2i 50011 5.1! 19 110"500

his suggested that hydrogen was generated 
from the

combination of steel wires and asFalt/bitumen,
probably as a result of a corrosion process Number of steel wires in the armour: 9-11.
assisted by remnants of water In the filling
compound. This cable has 13 steel wires in the armour.

Cable has damage on outer Jacket (see 5.2.2).
'This cable has asFalt/polypropylene yarn as

4. MEASUREMENTS outer jacket.

4.1 Spectral measurements Tuble 1: Measured submarine cables

Spectral measurements were performed using a
spectrum analyzer with a wavelenght accuracy of _ Smaller lenghts of cable (leftovers) From some or
0.5 nm. A stabilized white light source was placed the cables listed in Table 1, which were stored
in the far end of the measured cable action. The dry on land at approximately 4 10 0 C. were also
sections consisted of partly submarine cable and measured. Long lenghts of fiber were provided by
partly land cable. Typically. the submarine cable looping fibers In each cable sample.
constituted 50 -100 X of the measured cable
section.
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5. )6.ASUB r RFSUI1S PFro. Pig. 2, there are no evident indications or
any depth dependance or the hydrogen induced loss.

5.1 Smetral aasur'ment This was rurther investigated by means or the 1238
ns module (see section 5.2.1).

5nce the Installed cables ware weasuttd su.-r at

least 6 months in the sea, we can assume that the The observed hydrogen induced losses or the
hydrogen diffusion has reached stationary Installed cables are approximately one order or
condition. and that tM Induced losses at 1244 a magnitude lower than reportoi earlior 6. No
reflect the hydrogen level in the cable core. attnuation Increase% attributable to hydrogen at

1318 no and 1550 ns could be detected In the
The hydrogen induced loss at 1244 na was calculated cables.
from the spectral loss curve. A -:r ction was made
rot th contribution of the 1*3O as peak 6. The The hydrogen induced losses in the dry stored cable
latter is usually nor~ligible, but will play A role simples a#r systematically lower than in the
when the hydrogen induced losses becomes small. Wo corresponding idstalled cables. 1h corrotion
massured routinely 3 fibers in each cable. and process which is dependnnt on small amounts or
avcrage values were used in the calculations, water. have decreased, possibly ii a result or a

drying effect or the long term storage or the cable
The hydrogcn induced losses or the Installed cables samples.
at 1244 na are plotted versus avrapo sea depth as
shown in Fig. 2. and versus time after Installation Cable no. 10 has a different outer protection
as shown In Fig. 3. Also included in FiK. 3 are the (asrolt/polypropylene yarn) than the other cables.
hydrogen induced losses at 12t1I na or corresponding This seems not to arrect the hydrogen evolution 'n
cable lenghts stored dry oa land ror the sane time the cable significantly, at least at thils tio or
period, observation (Ceo Fig. 3).

t~ ' WAll the measurements have been made on different
cables, which have ben in the iea for dirrerent
durations, and the data Indicate a slight increase
in Vie hydrogen induced loss with time. To further
Investigate this, so** or the cables have been
reasured 6 months later, and the results Are
shown in Fig. 4.

0 1

t

1.

Figu-e 2: 'ydrogen Induced loss versus average ce a 3
d¢p t ror different cables. ',

R~ WA
im a 1244 V%

A

Figure 4: Hydrogen evolution versus time on
individual cables.

A small attenuation Increase with time have boon
I' registered on cables with high density polyethylene

Q Q, Jackets. An interesting observation was that the
A attenuation increase in the cable with asralt/-

S polypropylene yarn was more pronounced than in
A t tt >~ cables with high density polyethylene (see Fig. 4).

In the cables with the lowest hydrogen levels, it
becomes generally difficult to detect small

Figure 3: Hydrogen induced loss versus time after changes, and here more time and further measure-
Installation ror different cables. ments are needed to detect possible changes in
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hydrogen levels. However, the repeated measuremento In summary, our data show no evident dependance on
Indicates a trend ror a small increase In hydrogen depth or the hydrogen induced losses. Thu% is in
Induced loss with time. contrast to an earlier report 6.

Obviously. for the installed cables no drying
effect will take place. On the contrary, water any 5.2-2Loal hdroan sour a
slowly penetrate the outer jacket, and increase the _

water content In the vincinity or the armour steal For one or the submarine cables (cable no. 3: loose
wires. This would tend to increase the corrotion tube design) we had to change the cable route after
and hence the hydrogen evolution on a long torm the cable had been laid. Part or the cable was
basis, which have been observed In our measure- retrieved. and rolaid in a different route. During
mnts. On the other hand, It Is well known that the retrieval, the cable jacket was slightly
corrotion decreases with time. Therefore. it Is damasd on two locations duo to some unintended
difficult to predict any time dependance or the friction with rocks on the sea bottom. The cable
hydrogen evolution at this point or Investigation. was measured after 21 months with OTDi. The 1238 no
Nore data from the Installed cables over a longer and 1310 no OTDR traces are shown in Fig. 6. At the
time poriod are required in addition to data from damaged points, the traces revealed small regions
relevant laboratory experiments. (200-300 meters) with high hydrogen induced losses.

Hore, the hydrogen induced loss was estimated to be
approximately one order or magnitude higher than

5.21238 nm OTOR measurre&enUs the rest or the cable. Longitudinal water intrusion
and Increased hydrogen evolution due to cnrrosion

The 1238 no OTDR was used as a supplement to the explains this effect.
spectral measurements. In cases where it was not
-osible to obtajn EpiCtra! !i0 11urV g., tho 1238
no OTDR readings were used to calculate the .
hydrogen induced loss at 1244 n 7. We measured
routinely 3 fibers in each cable, and average
values were used in the calculations. The OTDR . "---
module was also used to reveal possible variations
or the hydrogen induced loss along the cable
lenghts. Possible variations due to depth and local
hydrogen sources could readily be registered with
the OTDR modulo.

5.2.1 Depth dependanee or hydrogen Induced loss

The 1238 nm OTDR traces were examined and compared
to the sea depth profiles or the Installed cables.
In general, many or the OTDR traces were
essentially straight lines. In some cables, small
variations In the slope of the traces were Figure 6: Increased local hydrogen evolution caused
observed. However, there were no systematic corre- by damaged outer Jacket.
lation between these variations and the corre-
sponding depth profiles. The variations may be
attributable to parameters in the armouring process On a test cable, the time evolution or the local
during fabrication. A typical example of an OTDR hydrogen source due to damage on the outer Jacket
trace Is shown In Fig. 5. The sea eepth profile is was studied 7. The hydrogen evolution Inceased
also shown. rather quickly (in a few months), but seems not to

increase significantly with time In a time scale or
,- 1-2 years.

, - A il iThe "steps" In the OTDR traces attributable to the
local hydrogen sources were typically 0.1-0.2 dB
at 1238 no atfter 1-2 years. For a cable lenght or
10 km. this corresponds to an increase of 0.01-0.02

i , + dO/km In the overall hydrogen induced loss at 1238

, I ( ' a. From the viewpiont or' increased. attenuation.
this is not crucial. However, a short cable length

+ -near the jacket damage is exposed to a high
- - corrosion level, and this could degrade the tensile

strength of the armour wires on a long time scale.

- i ufL. 7 IOnly these two incidents of local hydroge~n sources

L Li l attributable to damaged outer jackets, caused by
recovery of submarine cable, were observed.

Figure 5: Typical 1238 nm OTDR trace with
corresponding sea depth profile.
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6. CONICIJJDINO IXARKS 6. liydrogen Gas EFFectS on Installed Subwarino
Single- Mode Fiber Cables ". W. T. Anderson,

We have In this investigation supplied at now got A. J. Johnson, J. P. Kilmer, and R. H. Xnnen.
or data or hydrogen Induced losses in hydrogen International Wire and Cable Symposium. 1988.
barrier-rre installed submarine cables which are
more optimistic than reported e.'c).er. Dy spetral 7. 'Measurements on hydrogen evolution in fiber-
and 1238 no OTDR mossurcosntv we have shown that optic cables by 1240 na OTDR". S. ,opland and
the hydrogen levels within Z.,! years after L. Djerkan. SPI symposium, OE/FIDES f9.
Installation on cables with *o loyer or armour Boston Sept. 89.
wires are low. We have not ben ablo to detect
attenuation increases attributable to hydroger. at 8. "On the Ultimate lower Limit of Attenuntion In
the transmission wavelenghts 1318 no and 1550 a. Glass Optical Fibres". D. 0. Reck, R. D.
The evidence Indicates that corrosion Is the Hauroer. ', C. Shultz. Applied Physics Letters
hydrogen generating mechanism. we have so rar 22. pp. 307-309. 1973.
observed a trend for a small increase In h)dr gen
levels with time ror cables with a high density
polyethylene outer jacket. A more pronounced
attenuation Increase was registbred when an outer
Jacket or asralt/polyproey tne yarn was used,
probably as a result or poorer corrosion resistance
or the outer Jacket. No ovidenc dependanco or
hydrogen induced loss on se4 dopth was found.

Increased corrotion and hydrogen evolution have
been observed locally when the cable outer jacket Svend liopland
was damaged and sea water wat alloved to penetrate
along the armouring wires. lIo-,evar. If the number Norwegian Telecommunications
or such damages are kept low. it will only impose Administration
small Increase in the overall hydrogen induced Cables Division
attenuation. Munch's gate 5b

N-0130 Oslo 1, Norway
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CORROSION.RESISTANT ARMOR "ro I ENT l 2/.INM)UcEI) I.OSS
IN UNI)RWATER (WIRF.ARMORE)) FliIll-R OPTIC CAtl.E

N. . ilrdoick. I1. L. C. lcllhkss.
J. J. 1.lee and D. L. P1hilen

AT&T l1e Laboratories
Norcross. Georgia 30071

AlSTRACT possible :ourccs for the hydrogen gcneration, includin.

Iiie Increasing numbt~er of fiber optic routes being Ivin e corrosion of the galvanied steel wires typically used in

leads to n increasing nu ber or undrwter Instllations wtireatnord optical fiber cable, but% did not draw a

pensi o rightceaway conside rions have lc to ddiiatn conclusion about thc 12-generatlon sechanism. his paper

planned "water crossings" in which optical ti r calh:c ar dc discusestte igc ata. An hiproved Inrcttl'l and

In.allcd aros s rivers lakes ,s introduced that climirates the d, 2.Induccd cet c
hydrogen generation has n obsered in undrtsr opticaluproblms.
.f-..- cab.!c inhtafl! os iy i conventional ealvani.ed steel lie Improved Corrosion.Resisiant Anor design, solvcs the
anuor wire. The effect hat been obstved in difcrcnt cable Il2 problem by climinating the If, generation source. his
designs from mul;iple suppliers. lNitcnsivc on.she differs from the approach of long haulo undersea
n:tsue'ne: n and tank testing of wire amor cable (transoccanlc) type cables whict employ henmeaically.sealed
inmersd in sea water has confinicd these phcnomena. tubCs2 to block 112 ingress to the Fiber areas. Another I/.-
Long haul, ondcrsea (transocanic) type cables (where fibers blocking approach Is to use hcrectically.coatcd fibers to
are contained in a henctically sealed tube) have not stop the It, diffitsion at the fiber sturfac. I cinle ically.
experienced similar H'. problems. coated fibers can also be used with the l/2 .rcislant s ,cath

A new Comrolon.Rcslsiant Armor design Is introduced that approaches as an extra easure of protection.

uses stainless steel armor wires in conjunction with plastic 2.0 I %.CENI',RATION I)U' TO GA!.VANI?'f)
coatings as a superior corrosion preventive casure nnd to SIEE. ARMOR IRI CORROSION

prevent the 1!2 effects. 'lltis paper introduces the new

annor design. discusses the 112 -generation mechanisns, and Typically an undcrwatcr cable (other than spcially.designed
presents over a year of test data that verify that the cable for long undersea routes) includes a core portion
improved anntor stnmcturc eliminates the 1-induccd cable comprising terrestrial optical fiber cable. This care is
problems. protected in water crossings by an ovyrsheath with layers of

metallic strength nibcners and twine bedding its well as ,1
tar.impregnated twine outcr protective wrap as shown in

1.0 INTRO)U(cTION Figure 1. In conventional practice, the strength ncmbers of
the annor layer of the cable are madc or galvanized siel

Over the last decade, optical fiber cable has experienced a
meteoric rise as the predominant means of transmission
media in new voice and data communications. lerause cif
the increasing numbcr of optical fiber cable niles being _ ..------

installed in recent years. :n increasing nttnber or under, vater
installations have been necessary. In nany instances, these A( . S~Tt VKS
so.called water crossings have been tuade to effect the most i~ ( ) A1 "f" SEE WE

economnical right-of-%%ay :acquisition. ' f . )-
A recent paper by W. T. Anderson ct. al.1 reported spectral rwwN eUtONG LAYER
attenuation nasurements of installed annored "stibmarine" FIEROPT1rSHWATHCORE
cables front several suppliers that contain single mode fibers
showing increased attenuation because of the presence of
molecular hydrogen. The submarine (i.e., underwater)
environment typically requires arnoring the optical fiber
cable with one or morc layers of antor wire, both for
mechanical protection front marine traffic as well as to Figure 1. Typical Oversheath Design Using Glvanized
provide, sufficient weight for the cable to remain at the water Steel Arinor Wire *or Fiber Optic Underwater
botton. *he Anderson papert suggested a nunlr of Cable
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twineation may ocmetir.eItesie f h 1-NOKC" m

llydrgnirescbeaeuto t bov t o0 nd1 th m .0 LA 011SKCPN wx A E
poecative twinelcwraphs lis ben fobrv in Intallwaer K-'cI- .-. , [N ~ S tAY

brloredn unerat r Witia ber %%4cabe In u it the 09 --. -AAC o100NTJVC

covnnlgalvanizedJ stelmnor wires. Test-i dat #*how that
generan rihe ocr oto f h etrcable N IUAflHCO

Iecae no ydrogen. addced ateuto can botcrheasco the131an1 0ni

Allofe m nct wals. oxpti c be al gold, cb. thate Inome itite T*n.4 DKDOING~t LAARisii

corvenion ae Vlin d natrlo wivrnes. T es a meowtalIFSO

wvenrwhn la car pori tion raton h occurie cableo effect.O

generasopi yroells whededls can eod (rduco) Th aIt rsstcO yiogt nteotia i a
r ~in: tarresploc. Figiiuadnura aes hs cre 2. 1/ss ent eo, Il e ntsrament and.

Athoics rect a ~lc the nbcitaCod.lctareuson fidie Iid~ctnnotrei difr useInt N th ae becus ofIt
olecues. Ie ouraer Ior coerdot to icrotcc a ellsd l.2 Hotblt.A eut hydrogen difffuies into thel Cr

reacn tal, ocu t cosureate aelestonIs libertd by Difso isbl core ptand hnc ur (ntontceratil thien effrta
nuoriros ectin oterlswhre ah croi r ction ) The nnot pressure Insidogedi the optical fiber cable eulbae ihta
re.ntakes Metal hInracid byd neutrl atey hish i tIs ouesetilyer. Th ,6 '1111nide of patill rnsur
lcatochic reacti i a r refer to aie delciuds. willgc how cano deph diuenntoba the ccetat ion t

mo lle Imorer likel toprtodue ogn t hancur a ctuetal (mwolculity. or pra ressu e) wtil biffgreater wthe
reacti d mus ocreltvl consum chth lcrn ibcnc ieatta Icbere n ti phe nce, Iddntosi the opes.util feprtwil

corrosion ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~b In(tin dicwntecroin ato ant pesreisit opti l toiterphoh cable in e wterha
takeplae- Mtal %hiactrize bya reatiely igh inte ur twit e r eprte Inie anideor pAri- esur e h

2.1 hiroet nc l raititit i Vcindtof is depedenc mi. wl )of a1dpthdeinduc c los s odpth ocetato

ind thle wor el tio arxocbe d sn it nitil 3101ce- olrO partia pessr e) wn~il begratr it

bhoeh tIn beirue theorio oute thatin ofpt ore cabl calwas wtr

comprised of twine with an apiplication of tar materiA it) the P'REVENT 1.GRINKRATION
twine, that any htydrogetn which wa-% Seneratled would Ani improved Corrosion-Resistailt Armor structure thit
inigrate out of thc cable, and thtus no atdded loss \%vuld elimlinates /12.induccd loss probilcis dte to corrosion is
occur. This lias been found to be a.n incorrect assumion. shiown In Figure 3. Thei core czable shown is a iglitpack0

Unfortunately, lydro.gen does not diffuse readily or cable with Primary' RL sheaith that was used in the tests.
comlectely out of thc annurc-d ;able sinturc. l'be induwxd ffablc I lists the sirecificitions for single %%Ire. double tire,
jI, loss scenario Is as follows, Water, in thic vicinity of thne andi Iriple wire oversheaths for smaill fiber count core
wire outer strength rneiubers Intericts with the zinc coated, cables.)
i.e., galvanized, wire and causes corrosion. Corraositn caul.%% TAR-IMPREGNATED TWINE WRAP
hydrogen gas to be given off. 'lltc hydrogen that IsSTILSSEL
genera ted inside thme cable occupiejs the Interstices in the ARMOR WIRES__

cable.i~t-bl l.m but these may be inicroszopic in size, (PLASTIC COATED)

Theli only way for the hydrogen to escape fromn the cable is TIEUOIOLYR -

as relatively large bubbles. Although the twine-tar layer
allows water to enter the cable, it does not readily allow the
hydrogen bubbles to coalesce into bubbles which are .STAINL.ESS STEEL
sufficlently large to escape the cable unless ItydiogenAROWIE
gener-.nion is very high. Because hydrogen is not highly (LSI OTD

soluble in water, it remains in the cable until the outside
pressure is overeonie. (See Figure 2 for a sketch of n2IIHPCV AL
enitrapmncnt mnechanismis.) At 32 feet of water, an additional (PRIMARY RL SHEATH)

atmiosphecre is required to overcorne the water pressure.
Figture 3. KI'T Double Wire Armored Ligi~giice

Cable with Currosion.Resistnnt Armnor
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ConcCntraling on the overShelth, an Imponant dsign
consideration %vai to eliminate the problemi areas whike not
changing the traditional construction, handling
clraeristics, and turing proessec. 11rcfore. the -\Ko -o

galvanized annor wires were replaced by a highly
corrosion'resistant grade of stainless ,,ccl wire. In the Ct, $
liproved design, these armor wires re also coated with a:
plastic lycr to prgvCnI liquid water from reaching these Sj WA IA JfAM

wires. llicsc scemingly redundant protection mchlanisms
are important In avoiding hydrogen generation because of
mextallic corrosion as well as cgflerical disturbances which COMMICA

will be discussed later.

Table I
SING4LEVW DOUEWFE TRIPLEW V°

LG C"eOD, A4 .4r" .4r"e up 1an4o. 4? Figure 4. Schematic or Loss Measurement Setup fur

Am55$ S S3 ss SS Salt Water Tank Toils

La.w 1 1: t t The plot of the added loss at 1210 nm for an underwater
Lafw2 is is

z 3 24 -abla (core is Lightpack cable with Primary RL sheath) with
ili traditional galvanized steel ovctshcath is shown in

UC. II t.o U.000 Figure 5. This plot shows tile difference in added loss
T 10oo400 1d4. m 2.oo betwcen 1210 nm and 1310 nm to climinaite any minor

r of*& 0 1o fluctuations In the test setup. Although this test was
FOIDWITWINW" t.OO" IS -W" tcninatec after 120 days, the added cable loss due to
A mOrd C. hydrogen is apparently approaching the I atmosphcre
rowoi (tIo) 4 1450 2500 pressure level of about 7 dBlkim. On the other hand, the

w J .I00Oo 360 900 Ism inprovcd Corrosion.Resistant Amaor design (with the samc
core cable) cxhibits no added loss in exactly the saim tank

Mrum OWNS N WM 3r3 4r environment after almost .year.
•oMr Sim uwe -nddh "otw oowut Fb *Ime 4.

4.0 SAIl' WTV'ER TANK TESTS TO V'ERIF'Y 112.- So BAK Io E MaOR
GENIRATION MECI IANISMS AND I IOvA,

PREVENTION 0.STEELWMSg oo -

A number of fiber optic cables were placed in 500-gallon Soo B

polyethylene tanks containing ASTM-D-1I41 artificinl sea 400

water to verify the hydrogen generating nechanisms and
evaluate the hydrogen prevention methods of the Corrosion- 300 ~iNSULATED
Resistant Annor. A schematic of" the test setup is shown in zoo STNNUESSMTEML

Figure 4. Approximately 250 fct of double wire amiorcd x WWs
cable was coiled in each tank. The fibers were "loop-back" I 1.

spliced using the AT&T Rotaty Mechanical Splice so as to coo ----- ----- - ----- =_-. .
provide a long length of fiber (- 1000 mcters). The fiber 0 so too ISO 290 2.O 300 36o

ends were then spliced to master fibers that were brought DAYS

into the laboratory for spectral analysis. Detailed spectral Figure 5. i2 Induced Loss (1240 In) in SM Fibers Due
loss measurements were made over tie range from 1200 nm to Armor Layer Corrosion in Sea Water
to 1600 nm. Particular attention was made to the hydrogen
signature wavelength of 1240 Im. If any gaseous hydrogen
is present in the cable, its effects will be seen here first.
(The comparable loss magnitudes at 1310 n'n j'id 1550 nm
will be much lower-by a factor on the order of 30.)
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To confirm the theory that 112 generation reported in bondinj,, I.e. grounding, of the cable anti the protected
anorcd underwater cables is attributable to galvanized wire structure, current.% can be induced on the cablc causins the
corrosion, an anorcd ovcrsheath (with the same core cable) cable to either ce:odc or produce hydrogen. Measur s to
was manufactured with the galvanized wires coated with an mitiglite the cathodic protection interference involve
Identical plastic coating. The tank tests using this design electrical bonding to make the cable cathodic like the
rcvealed alnmst as low added loss as the improved design Interfering structure and lir o .e h)drogen, or applying an
for the tank conditions corresponding to Figure 5. This additional cathodic protection system to the caible utinch
result strongly supports thc conclusion that galvanized stcel would make the cable separately cathodic, but also
corrosion is the hydrogen source in thc high loss cables producing hydrogen.
reported by Anderson ct 111. To further confint tli An electrical disturbance also can appear as electrical
hydrogen entrapment hypothesis, the entire twine wrap as currents picked up by the cable which can be a lower
wall as tihe plastic coating was removed frot a long section reslstnce path for an electrical power substation return.
of the galvanized armor wires. This damalgcd" condition lthese currents can emanate fromt direct current traction
permits galvanizcd steel corrosion to occur and hydrogen to systems, from substantial welding activity in shipyards, and
be generated but the twine wrap is not there to trip the from poorly grounded electrical equipment. The lengths of
bubbles. With the cable in tile sailt water tank in this cable Involved in power pickup would produce the hydrogen
condition, no measurable loss occurred and this rmul while the lengths Involved in power loss would c-xpericn,,
supports the hydrogcn entrapment hypothesis, corrosion. Mitigation measures involve either electrical

bonding at the power loss point or the use of a cathodic

5.0 A CAVEAT TO ONLY PROTECTING AGAINST protection system on the cable, causing that cable to be

112-GENERATION DUE TO CORROSION cathodic and produce hydrogen.

Hydrogen can be generated not only through seif.corrosion The problem of electrical disturbances can occur in both
of a metal, but also through forced corrosion by electrical fresh water and salt water and is quite common. For
disturbances. An elcctical disturbance can induce currents example, when a cable is routed into a manhole, exposed
on a cable and cause that cable to corrode by making the metals must be grounded to the grounding syStem in the
cable anodic or cause the cable to generate hydrogen by manhole. Since flooded manholes are common And
making the cable cathodic. These disturbances can take the commonly corrosive to telephone plant, cathodic protection
fore of: of telephone plant is also common. The bonding systcn in

manholes means that tile cathodic protection of one cable
1. Corrosion miigation measures such as cathodic will cause Interference (an electrical disturbance) to the other

protection used on the cable itself to protect it from structurcs bonded together in tile flooded manhole.
corrosion, Using a netal of low cleci,,chemical reactivity is not

2. Electrical interference froi other cathodic protection sufficient in itself to prevent lydrogen gcneration where
systems and, electrical disturbances are present. Since it is extremely

3. difficult to prevent electrical pickup on the anior wires,electrical isolation of the metal from tile environment it
arrangements, interference areas is also necessary to prevent thei metal from

4. Galvanic cells set up between the involved metals, corroding anti genratlng hydrogen. rhe use of insulation

5. Long cells in which the anode and cathode are over the armor wires serves to prevent the discharge of the
separated by long distances and which occur nutnlly stray currents that could generate tile deleterious hydrogen
in the environment, molecules.

Electrical disturbances are commonplace. In accor.'nce 6.0 POWERED, SAI:r WATER, TESTS TO CONFIRM
with today's government regulations, any potentially CORROSION.RESIS,'l NO.' 1rATII
polluting source is required to have environmental RESISTI'ANCE TO r .; ' t.L
protection. An underwater pipeline, cable, mothballed ship, DISTURBANCES
bridge support or pier, or fuel storage facility, for example, To investigate the ffcts r alec ad disturbances on tile
may be anodic and corrode. In order to prevent corrosion of
tile above structures, the corrosion process is reversed by new enhanced design %I ,ae,tcr armor oversheath
applying cathodic protection to that structure. The effccted configurations, cables were plcwerC in the salt water tanks.
structure is made cathodic to an anode or string of anodes More specifically, a new condition was added wherein an
placed nearby in tile water or ground. This is accomplished electrical disturbance was created on tile wire armor by
by using consumable anodes which have a significantly more making that armor cathodic.
anodic potential than the affected structure or by using a This electrical disturbance was creatcd by polarizing the
rectifier and nonconsumable anodes to shift the potential of wire armor using a DC power supply. The cable's amior
the affected structure to a more cathodic potential than the was connected to tile negative side of the power supply and
anodes. Because of the proximity of the cable in question to a stainless steel anode rod was con'-..cted to the positive side
that cathodically protected structure or because of electrical (see Figure 6). The polarity resulted in time cable's armor
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producing hydrogen and the anode rod corroding. The. rate 'llhc two lower curves fin Figure 7 represent powered fiber
of hydrogen generaton (directly related to Impressed current optic cablcs with the newm Corrosion.Rcsistant Armor
flow in the circuit) was approximately scven timecs the ovcrsheith (i.e., stainlcss stcel armior wires with plastic
equivalent corrosion current calculated via Faraday's Law coatings). The curve with the slight rise in atdded loss after
for the free corrosion of zinc In sea water. A galvanIlzed 100 days (to a level almost discernible at 1310 nin and 1550
steel wire annor potential of approximately -2.0 volts (*k 0.1 nmn) that then falls to Insignificant added loss has a
volts) vs. a CoICuS0.1 halfecl was found necessary to Lightick cable with RL sheath as the core like all samples
produce that high rite of hydrogen generation (current flow). discussed to this point. 'I'le lowest curve which exhibits no
*fhils anificlally high disturbance c%:rrcnt Imposed on thc test added Io- rr over aI year has the samc new Corrotion-
cable's armsor could create up to seven times the unpo%%cred Resistant Ar but has an all dielectric Uightguide cable as
rate, of hydrogen go.-=ation of %idisturbed cables and anti the core. The authors believe that the type4 of core cable Is
anticipated significrant increaza ;n the growth of the 12.10 nmn coincidental and the only reason that the Corrosion-Rcsistant
peak; i.e., this Is a Ycry severe tcs:. Armior test cable with RL sheath core has a very slight

added loss is becitise an excessive number of pinholes were
MOM 1 W oW c COK1 Q created in the plastic layer of the stainless steel armior wires

"M Swftyduring production. The. large 112-induccdl loss in the
____ C0"TIM CAOLS YO powered, coated galvanized wire test cable (discussed ir the

LAOMMAICY parugrapl above) also resulted because of pinholes in tlte
~ plastic coating. Ground fatult screening tests confrmed the

VAIK0ACOME pinhole conditions and checks of the powering current
bf- STAMLISSIMLAMM RM0 indicate three orders of magnitude greater current flow in the

armor wires of the cable with the RL sheath core (vs the
cable with the all diclectric cable core).

Alt? ~dAL EA WA11cT. tests using excessively powered armor wires reveal that
PLASTC TAWthe new Corrosion4-esistant Armor design prevents serious

hydrogen generation from both armor wire corrosion as well
CO dOf CAAK as electrical disturbices. On the other hand, an underwater

oversheaith using traditional bare galvanized steel armor
Figue 6.Tes Sttp wth aPowe Suply o Ceate:in wires entcounters rapid loss. increases even in the absence of

Fiu E l estrSitap DithrbancwrSplyh ae a elctrical disturbances. Furthermore, the added loss
Elecrica Diturbnceincreases much, more dra matically when the armor wires are

powvered aid Increases at a fast rate even when the
The results of tank tests using powered wire, trmor :ire gilvanized wires are plastic coated. Recall that these
plotted in Figure 7. Note first that the fiber optic cable with powered tests represent very severe conditions witht a large
the traditional galvanized steel armor wire reaches its safety factor over conditions expected in actual installations
saturation loss level (- 7 dBikmn added loss @ 1240 nim) in
25 days. Tis compares to a loss increase rate 7.0 IMPLICATIONS OF THlE TEST RE~SULTS
approximately four ti.aies :ts ra pid as the unpowered
galvanized-steel armior cable. Also observe that the added The tank test results vividly demonstrate that oversheaths
loss for the cable with plastic-coited gatlvanized steel rumor using galvanized steel annor wvires can encounter large
wire increases at a less rapid but aaring ratte when the hydrogen-induccd fiber attenuation in at short timne even in
armor wires are powered. benign underwater environments. Thec experimental results

also demionstraite that because the Corrosion-Resistant Armor
______________________________ design utilizes insulated armor wires mide or a, material

0 UNCATE GAVMOAAO IE ith low or electrochemiical reactivity the hydrogen-
0 0 COTDGVM DRRM generated loss levels are inconseqttcntial even in the harsh

OOT S~5S AMM VMWS tOMLEIMcLO salt water environments wvith severe electrical disturbances.
COArMSS ANA S (A SHATH COME The electrochemical reactivity of the sainless steel armor

- wires appears to be sufficiently low that relatively large
4M -~ pinholes can be tolcrite:6 wtotserious hydrogen problemis

A 1 even with severely overdrivent power conditions. In corst,
the galvanized steel armior wvires encounter severe hydrogen

~ 1OO **.degradation tunder the samne conditions despite having plastic
1.00 *coatings.

0 so 100 ISO 200 250 300 350
DAYS

Figure 7. 112 Indted Loss (1240 Inn) with Poweredl
Armor Wire (Sil Fibers) in Sea Water
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8.0 COINCLUSIONS

A detailed hypothesis for the hydrogen gencration
mechanisms In traditional wire-armored underwater cable
was presented and supported by test data. The silt wa-ter NATHAN R. HIARDWICK, III
tank tests clearly demonstrated that the galvanized annor AT&T Dell 1Loborotrorlers
wires were thc hydrogen generation culprits. Since rapid N~orcross. Georgia 30071
increase in fiber loss occurred in silt water tests with no
electrical disturbances, the sclf-corrosion of bare galvanized
armor wire dominates (in previously installed wirc-arnnoreI
traditional cables) and thus suggests a large spectrum of / L~
potential underwater problem areas. Por high reliability and
minimum long ternm cost (repair of underwater cable is Nathan E. llardwick, IIl is a Distinguishedt Memiber of
e"pensive), the authors recommend that all future annored Technical Staff in litc I.Ightguide Media Deparin.cnt at
cable water crossings using optical fiber cables employ 112- AT&T Bell Liboratories, Norcross, Georgia. lie his
resistant ovcrsheath armior and/or hicrinctic fibcrs, received B.,S. and M.S. Degrees Int Mechanical Engineering
A new Corrosion Resistant Annor his been designed to from the University of South Carolina and a Ph.D. In
prevent detrimental hydrogen-Intluccd loss in underwatcr Mechanical Engineering from Lehigh University. A~fter
fiber optic cable. (Table 11 lists some of lte kcy features of joining Bell Laboratories in 1965, Dr. Ilirdwlck initially
this wire-armor overshteatit design.) Extensive tank testing designed and thermally characterized iegrated circuit
his confirmed the ability of the new ovcrsheait'i to packages. Later work included rrspoatsibllity for the design
dramatically reduce the 1240 nn1 1/2.induced added loss that and the initial Installation of the outside plant hardware
occurs in traditional armored underwater cable that use system for 1713 lightguide cable. More recently, Nate has
galvanized steel armor wire. With the new Corrosion- worked on SM multifiber splicing, splice mechanisms
Resistant Armor, tra nsmnission prop.rties at the 1310 nmn and nalyses, ard designing optical fiber cables. Dr. lardwiek
1550 nin windows remain essentially unchanged cven during spent one year as a Bell Laboratories Visiting Professor at
severe testing. N.C. A&T State University.

Tale 11
" Now Underwalier Armor Ovmsheai
" Plastic Coaled. Stainles Stee Amor We"

" H.-Indued Alenuation Elieminatled (Long-Teirm Tests Conducted

" Stainless Stee Armnor Proides Maxlnkiw Long-Teirm Mechanical L. C. I iOTII KSS

"Protects Against Galvanic and Eaectoly*~ Corrosion NoTcosT eLora 3r071
"Amor Design Provides Exee*en Tons4l Strengy
"Tough Urtdewaler Oversheaih wli Excellent Abrasion Resistance

* Prome Exceptional Handing Characteristics
" Good Underwate Weight Proped1ie
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FIBRE RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS IN FUTURE
LOW COST SUBMARINE SYSTEMS

E S R Sikora, C A Gould, J V..Wright and J M Scott

British Telecom Research Laboratories, Martlesham, 'UK

1. ABSTRACT fibre reliability requirements and possible cable cost
reductions.

First generation undersea optical fibre, cables are
operating at 1.3lmn with repeater spacings of S. CABLE COSTS
approximately 50km. Second generation systems Utllift The costs of a submarine system attributable to the
the lower loss window at 1.55)im where the repeater cable and marine installation is dependant upon system
spacing can be greater than 100km. Consequently length. The costa are highest for a short haul shallow
fewer repeaters are needed and therefore the cost of lay -,ystein which requires protection from Ahp damage
the cable becomes a greater proportion of the total by the use of armouring or cable burial' techniques.
system cost. As a numbtr of fibre submarine systCms Typically the cable costs will account for 455 and the
have been successfully installed it is appropriate to marine Installation for 25% or the total system costs.
examine whether fibres could be used more effectively Longer haul systems are laid predominantly in the
in future submarine cable designs. deep.sea using armourless cable; ship protection is only

required for a relatively short distance at the shore
2. INTRODUCTION ends. Consequently cable and marine installation costs

Deep water cables have been designed to withstand a are reduced, see Table 1 for a typical transoceanic
continuoua strain of typically 0.35% with a maximum system. However they still account for &0% oF the total
strain tip to typically 0.87% (11. New fibre claddings system cost.
and coatings are being developed with the aim of TABLE 1. SYSTEM COST BREAKDOWN
reducing the sensitivity of the fibre to hydrogen or to
improve its static and dynamic fatigue performace. Cost'e
For example, N values greater than 150 are being Cable 42.4
measured for hermetic fibres. Improvements in quality Repeaters 27.9
control have also led to fibre proof strains of 2% being Installation 8
commercially available. Terminal 7.7

Others 14.1
r- this paper we show that, given realistic assumptions

concerning the maximum stress levels during service,
carbon coated hermetic fibres or surface modified high . CURRENT CABLE DESIGNS
strength fibres are not necessary where maximum cable Cables for deep-sea use are generally lightweight
strains are of the order of 1.0% or less. It 12 suggested employing no ext,-rnal armouring and the fibres within
that the reduction in hydrogen permeation claimed for the cables may be tight jacketed or allowed to move
hermetically coated fibres is likely to be more within a groove.
important in reducing cable costs than an Increased A typical tight jacketed structure, Fig 4.1, [21 consists
resistance to static fatigue. It is also suggested that the of an optical unit surrounded by helically laid steel
fibre crack distribution becomes significantly more wire strand strength members, a copper tube and an
important as he mean strength of the fibre is increased. orter sheath of low density polyethylene. The optical
The use of strong, lightweight materials for future unit is a nylon tube which contains a number of fibres
submarine cables is also examined with an emphasis on laid around a kingwire and embedded in an elastomner.
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fig 41 TIGIT'AO rIt'D ECSG.N. ASf. lj&2 TIGHT JACKETED DESIOI4. Re.3

-- CJWN@.0 r -Fovw tLinr'

MfaI .: I V.LOV g .14C Rl'

In this type of design the fibre strain is essentially the GRC)0V DESIG. RctA

sarne as the cable strain. Another approach, Fig 4.2, [3) :IVWW ,AMA /€' oom"w '

may be to have the steel wires outside the copper tube
and a number of secondary coated fibres laid helically
around the king wire. The 'V-groove' type cable, Fig s
4.3, 141 has a similar construction except that the
optical unit comprises a grooved plastic rod with a steel N,
king wire through its centre, the fibre being Inserted in.'
the helical grooves. After isertion of the fibres a tape
is usually wrapped around the rod and a polymer
sheath is extruded over the tapes. The length of fibre PU-1.1c - "
within each groove is such that as the cable is strained , -,- -I-f ......
the fibre moves from the top to the bottom of each
groove before experiencing any strain. The movement TABLE 2. EXPECTED SERVICE CONDITIONS
of the fibre is reversed when the load is removed. This FOR FIBRE
allows the cable to be strained by up to about 0.0% Operation Strain % Time
before the fibre is strained.

Installation 0.44 6 hours,
In both types of cable the tensile strength
characteristics are governed by the grade, the size and Cable as installed 0.01 25 years
the lay of the steel wire. The copper tube is used to Recovery, Lift 0.87 5 hours
reduce hydrogen permeation Into the optical unit and Hold 0.5. 48 hours
to act as a power feed conductor for the high voltage Relay 0.4.1 6 hours
supply to each repeater. Cable after recovery 0.24 25 years

The fibres have to withstand the strains involved in and relaying I
cable laying and recovery as well as any residual strain assumptions used. A commonly used estimation of the
the fibre may experience while on the sea bed. As the minimum fibre life is:
'V groove' type cable structure has a significant strain
relief which minimises the problem of fibre survival, _B(N+)
this paper will only deal with fibre survival in tight [a2,,j o
jacketed structures. The largest cable and hence fibre Where a, Is the proof stress, a. is the maximum
strains occur during laying and recovery. Typical dynaic stress gencrated by a constant stres rate, N is
strains for a transatlantic cable are given in Table 2 {5. the stress corrosion susceptibility constant and B is a
5. ASSESSMENT OF FIBRE LIFETIMES constant describing the material and environment.

Alternatively, if a. is taken as the static stress then the
Fibre reliability during the cable life is estimated using factor N+1 must be omitted. A variation [I] which
models describing the crack growth in the silica during takes into account the strain history of the fibre during
service. All the models or theories are based on the service and estimates the value of the proof stress
same crack velocity function but thereafter differ in the needed for the fibre to survive is:
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Where: a' = A MEN Yfc,()Ndf -IT r4.I
' 0 - -.. . . . --P -.. ... - -

and M -(N.2)/2U

KIa Is tile stress Intensity factor at failure, a Is the ,

crack depth, Y is a. constant depending on tile---------geometry of tile crack, A s a constant in tile crack -- LO - -.. ... ..

•,c!ozity equation, E Is the Youngs Modulus and t() is .v - -- - --.-- -- -

the time dependent strain. The derivation of 5,1 does , o.
not take into account any crack distribution in the
fibre. One example (6] of a fibre lifetime theory which laximum :rt3f n :arvic '

takes into account th, crack distribution, the mean
fibre strength and the effects of the proof test on the
fibre is: TABLE 3. RANGE OF VALUES FOR N and B

__j__ N 0
t L 5.3 Dynamic Static Pa'sec

where~) 'Double acrylate 20 to 30 20 to 23 1010 to 10 16
where coated fibre

s 'I --- [1 N LB(N. ilermetic fibre >100 >100

-- L4'+ ...S.. e modiocu 35 to 130
fibre

and
a~idcritical service condition. If the fibre survives the

'p = In F +CIO recovery lift then it is expected to survive tile other
I F I+ service conditions.

F is the faliluru probability, a is tile stress rate, 0, the The fibre lifetimes have been calcilated for different
Weibull mean failure stress, and xn tie crack values of stress, Fig 5.1, using equations 5.1 and '.3 for
distribution paraneter. Variations in the fibre stress tile values of tile constants given in Table 4. Variations
history can be taken into account by normalising all the in N and B with time have not been considered in this
expected static service stresses ai and maximum paper, (equation 5.4 can be modified to take into
dynanic stremses o (assuming a constant stress rate) to account changes in N), as current deep sea cable design
a given static stress a,,, and calculating the time t.,, practice assumes N and 13 to be constanlt with time.
spent at the normalised stress. There is, at present, some evidence to suggest that even

[ 1N ,N at 3' C there is a transition in tile value of N and hence
oo,,,, (N+I) 5..t 13 with time 171. Further work is still required to define

a, Ir more clearly the onset of any transition and the likely

Thus if t.,,,. < t when a ,, , , tile fibre can be values of N and 13 after the transition before any
expected to survive with a probability greater than that changes in N and B can sensibly be taken into account
used to calculate the expected failure time t. in deep sea water cables.
Calculation of tile failure time using equation 5.1 or 5.3 Fig 5.1 shows that the fibre il survive tie expected
rcquires knowledge of tiva stress corrosionl constants N service conditions (see Table 2) using either equation
and . Various values have been published recently 5.1 or 5.3. The estimated failure time for the fibre at a
and are listed in Table 3 maximum dynanic strain of 0.87% for equation 5.1 is

Given the service conditions suggested in Table 2 and approximately 10 hlours while for a continuous strain of
normalising the strains to 0.87%, using an N value of 0.87% equation 5.3 estimates the fibre life to be
20, it is obvious that tile recovery lift is the most approximately 1 year.
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6. RELATIVE MERITS OF THEORIES
0141 CUMULATZVE PROlAlILZTY or

The failure time at the Weibull mean fallure probability FAILURE TIME
(03.28%) using a crack distribution described by the _

TABLE 4. CONTANTS USED TO DETEILMINE I "- L'AV

FIBRE LIFETIMES aaN
EQUATION 5.1 EQUATION 5.3 N3

N 20 20
B Parsec 2x10 2X011
c 2 2

01,.0 0.87 0.87 a
3.5 24

S%/sec 0.4
In 4 i 8,O.WIlhAt .

F 0.0Z
E cPa 72 72 C

22Welibull slope mn call be shown to be: , ,',. , , ,,. ,I

r °. laB(N+I) 0.1rSr~

Although equation 6.1 is less complicated than The mcan failure strain for the low strengti tail or plot
equation 5.3, for obvious reasons, it is instructive to A is approximately 11%, the test length being 1ia.
compare it to equation 5.1 which describes the time to Using equation 0.2 the fibre length for a mean failure
failure neglecting any crack distribution. The two strain of 2% is 900kMin. The cable tension during
equations have the same form but in equation 5.1 the recovery lift depends to a certain extent on the ship's
proof stress replaces the mean strength. It follows speed. Recovery from a depth of 5.5kin may induce
therefore that if a. > a. equation 5.1 will predict a significant strain for approximately 8km either side of
shorter lifetime than equation 0.1. the recovery point. This suggests that, assuming a six

Figure 0.1 shows an idealised set of results from a fibre cable, approximately 90km of fibre may be under
dynamic fatigue test. The majority of the failures of a significant strain. Using equation 6.2 the mean
plot A occur at about a strain of 5.5% with a small failure strain, (ic. the strain at which tile probability of
number of failures below this giving rise to a broader failure is 63.2%), for a 06kn length of fibre is about
crack distribution described by an m value of about 4. 3.5%. The use of a mean failure strain of 2% would
Line B is a hypothetical set of results described by therefore seem to be unduly pessimistic.
equation 5.1 with a mean strength equal to the proof The effect of different crack distributions, as described
strain. The vertical line C is the proof test value by the parameter m, and mean strengths on the fibre
cutting both the low strength tail of plot A and line B. life is shown in Fig 6.2. It can be seen that as the mean
Line B can therefore be seen as the low strngth tail of strength is increased the crack distribution becomes
plot A which has been shifted to the left to give & mean more important as it has a greater effect on the fibre
strength equal to the proof strain. This shift to the left life.
can be related to an ir.'rease in fibre leniti by:

Equation 5.1 and the theory which considers the crack
1 mdistribution, the probability of failure and the effects ofL = Lo ,I 6.2 the proof stress suggest that the fibre will sukvive the

L00 J recovery lift, given the constants in Table 4. The
It can be argued therefore that equation 5.1 is simply a weakness of equation 5.1, it may be argued, is that it
special case of the crack distribution theory. takes no account of the crack distribution and that it
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us too low a value of the 'mean fibre strength' thus Clearly there needs to be a balance between high initial
neglecting any Improvement In quality control during capital cost of say a maximum metJ design with good
the fibre and cable manufacture. The use of fibre life reliability and the savings made on a minimum metal
models which are too pessimistic may also inhibit cable design but at the expense of lowered reliability and
design and encourage work in areas which may noL be higher future maintenance costs.
required. Present deep water cables have an operational cable

f6.1 Life expectancy vS Webull parameters saety factor approaching 2. It may therefore be
o possible to reduce the safety factor while still

maintaining the required fibre reliability. Operational
4,.4 experience with the first dozen or so optical cables may

-/,1" X also Indicate undue pesnimism with the new optical
is :technology. Hindsight may indicate that In order to

U generate success and acceptance of this new technology
the design was unduly cautious. Not only can a

U
a, realistic cable design be tailored to each application,

X I but also the reliability performance enhanced due to a
fibre reassessment.

"692.3% Typical constructions contain a significant amount of
copper to supply el,!ctrical power to all the repeaters

' a " and to reduce hydrogen permeation to the optical unit.
Ht ibull aramel:erM) Use of hermetic fibres would eliminate the need for the

copper as a hydrogen barrier. Aluminium could beOther fibre life theories have been published, for used instead for power transission to repeaters. The
exampl reference d8i, which take into account the cable self modulus (ratio of strength to wet weight)
rAk ,Ltribution, the me~n fibre e..h -- d i would be improved as the wet woight is reduced. This

effects of proof testing. Work is still required to would allow the steel content of the cable to be
determine which of the probabilistic theories is the reduced. Any reduction in cable diameter would
most accurate. reduce the hydrodynamic drag load and any seabed
7. LIMITS TO PRESENT CABLE STRAIN peelout load during the lift stage of a cable recovery,

both aspects tending to reduce the maximum tension.
Present cable strains are limited by the estimated fibre 8.1 farrimurn Metal Cable
lifetimes crlculated using equations 5.1 & 5.2. If
estimations of fibre life, on the other hand, were to Figures 8.1, 8.2 & 8.3 indicate a typical deep water
take into account the crack distribution and use a cable, its load elongation curve and peak cable strain
realistic value of the mean strength the present cables during recovery. The example design gives a 200kN
rather than being fibre strain limited may well be cable strength, self modulus of 20+km and a power feed DC
strain limited, see Fig 5.1. The drive to reduce cable resistance of about If)/km, allowing a recovery speed
costs will tend to generate cable designs that utilise of about 1.5 knots at less than 1% fibre strain for the
more fully the strength characteristics of the fibre, or a conditions given at a tension 61 about 80% UTS.
more realistic or more generous interpretation of them.

fig 8.1 MAXIUM MErAL CABLE
8. FUTURE CABLE DESIGNS

The main requirement of future cable design is to / h

minimise the total cost to the owner operator over the Scve wpecos
l;fe of the system. This includes the manufactured fibitsinplu.cmiux
purchase cost, the installation cost and the unknown Kii
liability for consequential service recovery and repair. CoppMrube
For a short unrepeated system the cable cost and
marine installation cost could be 60% and 15% of the OXCrwi'e Ih)'T
system cost respectivly. Neglecting inflation, PolyeIthyle
maintenance could cost a further 2% per repair.
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9.5 Minimum Mttl cable 1 4&4 MWUMTACK

Figures 8.2 & 8.3 also show the characteristics of a
cable Fig 8.4 with half the strength of the maximumn
metal design. This can bm done with a single wire lay
construction and theby thc possibility of contra!ay
strand wires and torsional balance lost. However, for afir*n0m nv

strength of say 100kN, tho. self modulus is still 20+km Kkww lft

and the power feed DC resistance still about 1(11km, CW ui

fit.t: LOAD i EONVA 410 CHARAC7tEtISTICS

allowing a recovery spetcd of just over 1 knot at less

1.40 AALEabout 80% IJTS. For bad weather conditions In%~~~ tha %fe sinfr the dynmi m:ad anbe cog, nd s t

inargin between UTS and actual tension seen at the

"CoTA bow could be less than desired. Thus the cable could
Kim CARLEbe viewed as on the imrit of marine handling ability,

but at a possible cost of about 60% of that of the
maximumn metal case above.

8.S Plastic Cablc Design

The above metal construction comprise the steel
________________________ for attength &nd the copper eoriteit. for iadifil

E=XiT1O-t%) lecticalpower feed. For an unrepeatered system or
on ihonly a couple of repeaters a plastic cable can

bconstructed with a pair of wires for power feed and
figb.U CABLE STRAINDURLNOWWORST TRASA1LAN1C clectroding detection purposes. For example, imnn

RECOVERY diameter copper gives a resistance of about 10(1/km. A
500km, two repeater system would thus require a

BOW VUX~rYIm'ssystem voltage of 2.7kV. It may be preferable to place
the fibre package within a copper tube anid abandon
load wires to simplify manufacture, Fig 8.5.

Pultrusion techniques could be used to form a final
cable product tube where fibre and a filling compound
are insertedI during the pultrusion operation.
Alternatively Keviar impregnated resin yarns or ultra

MAX.NLTALhigh modulus yarns or a combination may be suitable.
The typical Young3 Moduli of Kevlar 29 and 49 yarns
are 29GPa and .l9GPa, at many time:; the price of Ultra
High Modulus Polyethylene (UIIMP) at say 39GPa, Fig

__________________ 8.5 gives a possible tubuh~r UIHMP pultrusion of say
0.5 10 is19GPa. Assuming inner and outer radii of 5mmn and

RECOVRY SEED NWS)25mm, tl.e 471 mm area at a maximum working strain
of 0.87% would give a working cable strength of 78kN.
Using the allowable fibre fatigue model with a working
fibre strain of 1.2% the working cable strength could
easily be 1O7kN, Fig 8.6. Assuming positive weighting
by means of a thin mineral impact protective sheathing
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FIg. S94) 'PLASTIC CALC 0C.tON due to hydrodynamic drag resistance with a trivial wet
weight, compared with a metallic cable where the steel
content creates the majority of the recovery tcnsion,
Fig 8.7. The cost of such a cable would be

l II:fl approximately 20%,o of the maxi,,umn metal ce.

. - CU lubc 0C.7  CAM JS1AIN OUR IN0WOST

UU 11;
.MNt~Kic. d '4 0.3

0.2

Hkee 0.1

0 045 1,0 1.5 2.0
u . t cmcwrSree I1.nou

tMn=lh,- &[4 Fibre Slrcngth Aspects

The above indicates that the maximum and minimum

_t___.-. metal cabl" are bmsically cable strain tm.!td if

equation 5.3 is sed to estir.;ate the fibre lifetimes. For
\Lq~rV V-Uthe plastic design it is clear that the recovery strain is

si, lflicantly les than either of the two metal cables

thus short term creep during recovo, s unlikely to be
a problem. A rough estimate of the maximum allowable
creep can be made as follows. Equation 6.2 is used tothe wet weight could be 0.1 tonnes/km or 0.2 estimate the mean failure strain (,) for 25,000km of

tonnes/km giving a more than adequate wet cable self esay t m f.ilur. Atlin creep rate of
modulus. Recovery, load would then be predominantly fibre, say c. =--0.875%i. A linear crep rate of say

4.7xO "%/hr is assumed. A failure probability F of

10" is also assumed giving approximately 2 failures
I-ig.l.6 LOADII'.0.GAIO.NCIIAPItLRISTICS over 25 years for an 6 fibre 4000km cable. The static

I failure strain for a 25 year lifetime, given the above
probability of failure, calculated using equation 5.3 is
approximately 1.2%. The maximum dynamic strain due

150 to linear creep that the fibre can withstand over the 25
z years is estimated, using equation 5.4 to be 1.4%.

-100 It is clear though that using the probabilistic fibre
survival analysis fibres with N values between 20 and
30 are likely to survive. This suggests that fibres with

so heznetic coatings will be useful owing to their reduced
sensitivity to hydrogen rather than to their higher N
values.

Mongmon 9. CONCLUSIONS

A number of factors affecting the fibre reliability in
present and possible future deep sea cable designs have
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been examined.
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WILL A REDUCED BEND Loss SENSrTVITY AFFECT THE LwIETIME 01F
OPIICAL 'I&BER?

Torbj~rn Svensson
Swedish Teclcom

Technology Departunent
Matcrial Laboratory

S-123 86 Farsta Sweden

wanted, deformation of the fiber, which degrades its long.time
Abstract strength. le dcsign of fibers with suitable bending sensitivity

is not rcadily manageable without excessive understanding, due
The strivefor lo.v trunsmission losses in coruw=Jf ation to a large number of optical and geometrical variablest .A good
systeisr based on opticafibers has lMid tofibers which are portion of knowledge is also required to define de limits of
quite itensitive to bcnd.ng losses caused by mechanixo s ts allowed wtrem. on fiber. This is based on environment.
radiation loss and transition loss. Tis, bendiq: ofthefiber dependent fatigue of the glass fiber. and, in some cases. on the
down ro smal dionte;er s will not have a disastrous irtfluCec on flaw distribution along the fiber2. It is ie authors hope, that
the tr..nsnission oflilit. lowcvcr, the lack ofradily this papet will be a shot path to a quantitative understanding of
observable losses also implies that local deformation ofithefiber the bend losses and the mechanical lifetime of optical fibres.
somtilmes will pass the OTDR ch ck of the installed cable. This
fact iiSht imply a donSer to the systemn, since the long.time
durability relies upon thefiber strength, which will be degraded Bend losses
bypermanent stress onfiber bends. Thispaper may serte as a ie totl bend loss is assumed to be composed by pure bend
Suidance to the determination of the riskfor long.tbnefailure in loss and transition loss. Both the pure bend loss and the
s.trOzgly deformed parts ofa cable, where the attenuation caused transition loss increase when longer operating wavelengths ar
by fiber bends is on the limit of what can be detected by OTDR used. According to the name, small bend radii also imply large

(optical tine domain reflectometer)incasretewns. losses. The pure bend loss is caused by rudiation losses
along the bent fiber. The pure bend loss delnds negatively on

the core radius (and the mode field diameter), i.e smaller core
Introduction radii imply larger losses. This type of loss dominates a carefully

The design and lerformance of transmission system based lafTonned wrapping test of optical fibers.
on optical fibers am strongly dependent on the magnitude of
tramnission losses, and also the long time strength of the fiber. Transition loss oc..urs at changes of the ,.,un turc uf the
Today, the attenuation caused by Intrinsic absorption has fiber. The transiton loss does nut lose its power as rapidl. %vith
come close to the theoretical limits, about 0.3 dB/kin at 1300 nm larger bLnd radii as does the pure bend loss. Thos, it dum:narcs
and 0.17 dB/km at 1550 nun wavelength in asilica based optical the bend losses in fibers with v'ar)ing, large bend radii.
fier. The minimum strength of optical fiber is ensured by the Contrary to the pure bend lo5s. tc trans*.ion loss depends
screen test, the strain of which is steadily increasing. A scercen positively on the,.orc radius, .u ,rgcs ,.,c z.di u mpl) larger
test strain between 0.7% and 1.0% is readily applied without transition losses.
excessive losses of the yield at fiber drawing. The knowledge of
making good fiber is thereby well established. The transition loss may be important at short wavelengths in

However, another important cause of transmission losses is tests of optical fibers, where surface roughness plays an

due to bend losses. Large losses are unwanted, of course, but important role, due to the tequcnt occurenee at changes at
curvature. The importance af transition loss caused by the stress

the bend loss may also be useful as an indicator of, equally un.
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inducing fiber bends ieguded in the following is limited, of the fiber, is the radius, rs. of a straight tube or slot with an
however. assumedly circular cIoss scetion.

Loss equaNons For energetic Ito", me will find die relation r> A
Some useful expiessions for estimating bend losses of <r 2tU). Ile magniude of the compressive strain C depends

different origins g ,n step-index fibers will be briefly reviewed on an eventual fiber excess, and the different thermal expansion
below. The attenuation caused by pure bend IM, Qb, in & coeficint in the materals involved, aXX is easily calculated as
step index fiber bent to a coutwa, radius Io has been shown to a function of temperatute. Also ncdoJ is an empirically
equal3  determined cocfficn, T1. which depends on the strain

0 c confinement on the fiber. For a nylon coated fiber. wi , 1.5, and
ab" 4  CP(DRo) (d/m] .(l) for a fiber loosely enclosed in a tube, q a 1.0. Fron this, the

transition loss can be dksesibed by3

where D w 5- "F- 78-.9 ) vi/m)XX )e4.343 ~i"l
14<c't> 3-T T -:-- .(kn).Wo6 (dm] ...m

a 3 0 '( n . ,) " ( d1. r2lr 2 T (kr n)
m d A c w ( M " 0 4

where wo is the mode field radius (or "spot size"),

wo a r0.6 si0.34("o)r-3slo.t496, (is), and k vnThe expessions for Dand Ac we valid for I[<- < 2. XX

The relative refractive index A = (n.n,)/n, thehe mode field radius wer the slot radius r5 ind the wavelength
indices in core and cladding are nI and n2. are all in (mn).

wavelength is x, [in). The radius of the core and the bend radius
x a[ml and Ro in). respectively. The core raius and the To estimate the thermally induced total bend lsses of a

fiber in a cable (or just a coated fiber) the pure bend loss and therefractive indices determine the theoretical cut-off wavelength. transition loss according to the equations (2) and (3) arc added:

which for the LPI mode is X 2-U V;n2o.4I <aiot> R <Ctb + <ap ,,

For randomized bends has also been shown, that the purc A-4n li+. 1 I .).p(-2 .-4_i )
bend loss may be described by 24D-<r>

,J43 E2y(kOn) 4-wO6 (dB/ml ..(4<0(b> [d lin - s,(r>)° . . .()

ANrt7D1 1 Cp(-2(2) In the above formula, the effective value or c ticocnds on cab)-2. /)c=)..2 design, materials and temperature.

where <r>, in (in), is the average screw radius which depend Local bends
on available space and compressive strain in the fiber. At an OTDR check of an instlled cable, points of svre

Attenuation caused by transition losses, c, only occurs bending of the fiber may be observed as local attenuation. When
in splice.free fiber when there arc changes of the curvature a maximal risk for failure is to be estimated. it is sufficient to
along the fiber. Such changes occur, when cooling a coated consider the attenuation being caused by pure bend loss only.
fiber, due to contraction or the coating. It also occurs at cooling Therefore. equation (1) makes reasonable account for die
a slotted core, or a loose tube, surrounding tie fiber. Tei observable bend attenuation. From this equation, and the
cntractive forces give the fiber roughly the shape of a screw. observed attenuation, the bend radius and the corresponding
The mean bend radius. -a>, of the screw is determined by the failure risk can be estimated.

compressive strain, E, along the fibr (C = -dll, where dl is the
len~'Jnremnt o th fier lngt I t tesio), d~Accidental bending to small dhamemcrs may occur at strongly

avl ab e space for lateral movements of thc fiber. In a loose deformed parts of a cable, e.g at unexpected displacements of

tube- or a slotted core cable the allowed space for displacement ocky ground, in fight indoor installations. ctc. Since ticnds of
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this origin probably will be quha sparsely distributed along a at long.ime static load of tie fiber. The odict method is based
cable, there is just a small probability for them to coincide with on complete knowledge of the fatigue pmantcrs, which
the fragile parLs of die fiber, which have survived die screen enables the estimation of an absolute mininmn risk for failure.
test. Thus, this hazard is different from die threat of pennarient,
long.distance stresses that may be built.in during installation. In this paper, tli fIretime will be estimated using de latter,

inert strength technique. The instrumcntal requircments are
Using a fiber with optimal strength and bending sensitivity, described in die littcrature2 .This technique is used when no

it should be possible to localize the defomwd part of the cable risk for failure is allowcd, irrespective of the length of fiber.
by OTDR, and reles the strain before any fracture occurs. In For this purpose, the most relevant part of the document 1521-
this way the expenses for repair can be saved. A101 is recaptured below.

niber strain in bends
Sonie simple geometry shows that the maximal tensile strain 2 INERT SrR1'Gii T-CIINIQUE

C in an optical fiber with die diimncter , of de glass and In case of cxpccung a failure.free operation at static (constant)
stress-free wrapped on a cylinder with a diameter 2.R equals load one is able to show that. provided the 13.parameter is

known, the minimum lifctmc 6min for an unlimited length of
C an( I) fibrt 's given by die equation

Assuming that 4/(2R) << 1, a Taylor transformation sinplifics tmi n = B.

the expression C a I(2.R). When die bend diameter is much
larger than die diameter of the fiber, one can write where (y" is the static stress, cr.. is the proof- or screen stress, n

is the stress corrosion susceptibility pramCter (or stress
E - ;/ b ...(5) corrosion factor) and B is the inert strength factor. The proof

stress is related to ie proof strain E by Young's modulus E forp
where b is the bend diameter of the glass fiber. For a coated the glass due to die expression ap = E-p. The inert strength

fiber, the value of 4b is slightly larger than the diameter 2.R of factor B and the stress corrosion factor n are evaluated from a
plot of the logaridun of the median strength aF of the fibres
versus the logaridun of die .zress rate dO/dt at a series of tensile

tests of the fibers.
Applying equation (5), using the dimensions of a singel-

mode fiber, g = 125 Jim, and a wrapping diameter, ib = 20
mam. yields a maximal strain equal to E = 0.0062, i.e 0.62%. According to the fomiula in the testing instructions above, the

For an assumcdly bend.sensitive fiber, a singel turn of this minimal tume.to.fracture tmin at a static stress a. on a fiber with

diameter may imply an attenuation of 0.1 dB, which is near the a minimum initial strength ap can be calculated when the fatigue

limit of what can be detected by usual OTDR instruments. If parameters B and n are known. By dividing die stresses Oas och

one compare the strain in this fiber bend with die strain applied ap with the Young's modulus E the stress can be substituted by

in ordinaty screen tests, about 0.7%, a conclusion will be that strain, i.e CS och Ep. Thus, the formula will be written
to." a hardly.detectable bend implies an obvious risk E n-2

.Acturc, at frst sight. - .P .£(6)tmi n = -2 Ez  s n

Lifetime estimation The well.known equation for fiber fatigue at tensile test;
There are two ways to estimate the lifetime of stressed

optical fiber, which are described in Swedish Telecom a n-2 = OrIn-2 a n+l
Documents no 1521-A103 and 1521-AI04 4,s. In short, one of B.(n+l).dO'dt
the methods is based on the failure frequency statistics at fiber can be used to evaluate the fatigue parameters B and n from a

drawing, which can be related to the expected failure frequency series of tensile tests at constant stress rate, da/dt. This is done

by fitting to the measured average tensile strength the theoretical
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strength. O7, over a wide range including very high values on die fracture strses arnd eqution (7), assuming that im 70 0Pa.

stress rate. The initial, inctt. stcngth 01 will be degraded by the Obviously, die coating propertics influcc dte strcngdt or

currently Applied stress. The slower die tensile speed, the worse the glass, so when making a lictime estimation on a ccrtain

will be the degradation of the strength because more time is fiber, one should not rely upon fatiguc propcitis or different
available for crack pfop3gation2. optical fibers.

Some e.amples of fitting the cquation (7) to the tensile Limited length
strength data on optical fibers are shown in the figure below; Because of the limited lenhIl involvel in the local bends, the

risk for suess.induccd fatigue and fracture should be based an

0,9 the avcragc strcngdt of short lengths of fiber, rather than die
screening strength. Nonially, all fibers have a substantial

surngth as mcasurcd on shotI.length samples (sccTablc I).
0.8 They also haven narrow strength distribution. For dh high.

suengt mode typical for 500 mn samples, th6 wcibli modulus

is often better than S0 (corrcsponding to 8051 chAnc that the
C 0,7

z strength of an arbitrary sample is within :*2% front die expected

mcan value). liTe small number or bends along a cable line, nd
06 de extension of each bend, a few centimeters in a muld.fibero.6-

cable, makes a negligible chance for an alnornally weak point
0 to coincide with any of die local bends.

0.5
.4 .2 0 2 4 Owing to the above arguments, die lirctinic of the bent fiber

LOG(STRESS RATE, GPa/s) can be calculated from quation (6) if the screen strain is

replaced by C P = CT/ I. The static strain, C e induced by bending
Figure 1. Strength of s yng l.sodefiberofrom dtifcre is given by equation (5). Combining ll expressions yields die
vendors. Measured values (symbols) atd theoretical CUrves. aluwed bend diameter, b, for the expected lifetime, tp of

Th, fibers tested due to Rgurc I are a l silica.based single.mode the bend,

fibers, but having different coatings. Parameters corresponding r2_In
to die curves in Figure 1 are shown in Table I below; 41b " 4 - n'

Inserting the values for a typical fiber, C in Table 1, yields an

Fiber O"1  B n allowed minimum bend diameter of 6.1 nun, for an expected

CPa (GPa)2 .s lifetime of 40 years. For the fibers A to D the corresponding
A 7.0 0.040 20.5 values are given in Table 2.
B 6.6 0.0115 24.9

C 6.7 0.050 18.0
D 6.62 0.185 11.35

230C, 55%RII, 500 mm fully loaded length A 3 C D

4.91 mm 4.28 mm 6.10 mm 13.6 mm

23C, 55%R1, d limited number of bends

Table 1. Fatigue parameters for single.mode silica fibers.

The temperature and humidity at conditioning and testing were Table 2 Afininum bend dianeter at 40 yearsfailure.free service

23 0C and 50% RH. For each vendor's fiber, A to D, a series of

tensile tests were made on 30 samples at each tensile speed. Tie A priori, the bending sensitivity of the fiber should be such,

calculation of O'i and B was based on the measured median that one turn. or a part hereof, wiLt-  minimum bend diameter
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above, should iespord with an attenuation that is possible to order to achievean uptihnal bending sensitivity, aml a cable

detect with an OTDR histrum-cnL A larger bending sensitivity design which can resist local deformation without straining the

than this, simplifies the use of an OTDR for bend localization. fibers.
In fict, commercial singe.-mode fibers usually ae quite bend
sensitive, their values of detectable bend diriucter at 1550 rm Rcfcimnces
wavelength may rangc from 25 mm to 60 mm. 1, E.,G. Ncunann (cd.), Singte.Modc Fiber:, Funincntia/s,

Springcr-Vcrlag, ISBN 3.5-10.187,15,6. (I 988)

Of courts, the detctable bend radius of a cetain fiber can 2. T. Svensson, "i gh Strain.Ratc Testing of Optical cFirs",

be readily mcxsurvd but adjusting the sensitivity of die fiber is Proc qo1h 37th IWCS.Vsmposium. Reno, USA, nov IS- 17

not an emy mattc. The refractive index of the corc and the 198S. p 217.24
cladding, and the core radius ae prubably d most suitablc 3. S. Zhou ci al., "'rfansmission loss in deformid optical

pwarntcrs for adjustments, but the rcfrctiv index profile is ibers", T7lcverkt Rapport Pm 88 177 (198S), a shortened

also important. For step.index single-on e fibers the icquired version published in Tlc (English ed.) 2A8 p1-26 (1988)
values on core radius and refactive index ae available through 4. -Lifetime stimatilon of Opical Fibre, Failure Frequency

equation (1). Designing a more bend.sensitive fiber by Technique:", Telcverrkt Testin.g lnructioas 121. A103 Uc

decreasing the core radius may parly compensate de increase (1988)
of the total loss by reducing de transition sensitivity duo. to S. "Lifertime Et imtion or Oxical Fibre, Inct Strength

equa:ion (4). Technique", Tcverke Testing Instruction 152 1. A 104 Ue
(19S8)

Improvements
The 1rocess of fiber drawing offers few possibilities it,

furthe improve the maximal strength of silica based optical
fibers, since w% improvement of the long-length fiber strength
by a sntitantially increased screen strain also degraJes the
maximAi strength (of short.length fibers). The fatigue proprics
may still bo improved by elaborate coatings, but have to
compete with requirements on e.g strippability for easy splicing
of the fibers. More sensitive OTDR instruments may be
expectcu- in a future, but probably the presently available
instruments will be sufficient for detecting bends.

As the OTDR.detectable bend diameter for many available
fibers substantially exceeds the minimum allowed bend diancter
for 40 years failure-free operation, there is still room for

reducing the bend loss sensitivity, without affecting the lifetime Torbjam Svensson received his M.Sc. degree fron the Royal

of optical fiber. Institute of Technology, Stockholm. Sweden in 1977.
lIle joined the Dept of Physical Metallurgy at the RIT where he

Conclusion worked on mechanisms of plastic deformation of solids. In

For fibers with good fadgue properties, the critical diameter 1979 he joined the Dept of Materials at the National Defence

for excessive fatigue in fiber bends is so small, that probably it Research Institute of Sweden, where lie studied the influence of
will "never" appear in a carefully installed armoured or duct shock wave propagation on material properties, and developed

cable. However, the topic is still intwesting for special cables, instruments for high strain rate testing of materials. In 1985 he
installations and low-grade fiber where the fiber's deformation joined the Material Laboratory at the Swedish Telecom

is extreme or its fatigue properties for various reasons cannot Technology Dept. where he is engaged in quality assurance and
meet usual requirements. The superior means to avoid future development of methods for testing fibers and cables.
problems with fiber bends are a suitable design of the fiber, in
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